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Oral evidence

Taken before the Transport Committee

on Wednesday 23 February 2005

Members present:

Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody, in the Chair

Mr Brian H Donohoe Miss Anne McIntosh
Mrs Louise Ellman Mr Graham Stringer
Ian Lucas

Witnesses: Mr Keith Holden, Director, and Mr Stewart Lingard, Audit Manager, Transport Value for
Money studies, National Audit OYce, examined.

Chairman: May I welcome you most warmly to the public transport where there was a degree of under-
investment over a period of years in the early part ofCommittee. It is good of you to come. You are very

welcome. We have one or two little bits of the 20th century and, also, probably a recognition
that something also needed to be done at a local levelhousekeeping which we have to perform before we

start. Members having an interest to declare. in terms of regeneration. Against those sorts of
issues, there was a recognition at a local authorityMr Lucas: I am a member of Amicus.

Mrs Ellman: I am a member of the Transport and level, and this was manifested also at the central
government level, that there was a need to improveGeneral Workers’ Union.

Chairman: I am a member of ASLEF. public transport and light rail could be one way of
doing that.Mr Donohoe: I am a member of the Transport and

General Workers’ Union.
Mr Stringer: I am a member of Amicus. Q4Chairman: In other words, it is one of a package?

Mr Holden: At least it should be one of a package.
Light rail is not a panacea in itself.Q1 Chairman: Thank you very much. I wonder,

gentlemen, if you would be kind enough to identify
Q5Mr Stringer:You are both experts in cost benefityourselves for the record. You know how Select
analysis, are you not?Committees work, so you will know that the
Mr Holden: Yes.microphones in front of you will record but not

project your voices. If you just remember this is a
room which absorbs sound. Q6 Mr Stringer: If you look at page 10 of your
Mr Holden: Thank you, Chairman. My name is report, paragraph 17, you talk about assessing value
Keith Holden. I am the National Audit OYce for money and then you move straight on to
Director responsible for Transport Value for comprehensive evaluation of the costs and benefits.
Money studies. Can you explain to the Committee what the
Mr Lingard: My name is Stewart Lingard. I am an diVerences are between value for money and cost
AuditManager in theNational Audit OYce with the and benefits and why you have not made that
responsibility for transport studies. distinction clear in your report?

Mr Holden: In the Department’s approach to
investment appraisal theywill use what they now callQ2Chairman:You can tell we are your greatest fans,
the new approach to appraisal, and that came out ofotherwise we would not have asked you to come
some work which civil servants in the Departmentalong sowe can pick you brains.MrHolden, did you
did around road schemes. Traditionally, benefit costhave something you wanted to say about context or
ratios and investment appraisal have been aroundare you quite happy to go ahead with the session?
hard numbers, for example in terms of a publicMr Holden: Chairman, I am more than happy to
transport system, be it building a new road, a newanswer any questions you might ask.
train route or light rail. It is verymuch around issues
to do with, for example, reduced journey times and
putting a cost on the amount of time which is saved,Q3Chairman:Thank you verymuch. Can I ask you,

your report says all the old tram systems were closed then multiplying that up by a million or so
passengers, whatever it might be and arriving at adown because they could not compete with

motorised buses and cars, why do you think we have figure at the end of that and then accumulating those
benefits and comparing it with the cost of thea light rail revival?

Mr Holden: There has probably been a recognition construction or operating. That is only as far as
those quantifiable benefits can go. Value for moneyat the local authority level that there has been an

increasing problem with regards to local traYc goes beyond that where it will take account also of
some of the externalities, some of the by-products,congestion, as well as a recognition in terms of social

exclusion, which may be associated with access to which may come from a particular spending
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programme which may be negative or positive. The Q10 Mr Stringer: Would that not have been useful
for us to know?Department’s new approach to appraisal tries to do

that, so at its core it will have investment appraisal Mr Lingard:Yes, it might well have been. I think we
did identify the causes even if we did not put a figureand benefit cost ratios, for example, but it will take

account also of some of the factors to do with, for on them. For example, as we understand it, the
private sector has been putting a premium on forexample, tackling social exclusion, economic factors

with regards to regeneration and, in particular, accepting all the revenue risks and, certainly, that
has been a big factor in the cost increases.accessibility, helping to connect people in a

particular locality, linking them to jobs and, also,
providing them access to public transport. All of Q11 Mr Stringer: Would you say it is half the
those things are also relevant in the transport sphere, increase of costs?
they are all adding up to what you might consider to MrLingard: I would not like to put a figure on it. As
be a judgment about VfM, but above and beyond I say, we did not analyse that, so I cannot say.
the straightforward investment appraisals which Mr Holden: This particular issue came up when our
tend to manifest themselves in terms of business cost report was taken by the Committee of Public
ratios and that type of thing. Accounts in the autumn. One of the Members of the

Committee asked us this particular point about
Q7 Mr Stringer: That is very interesting. Can you whether or not we could quantify each of the cost
answer the second part of that question of why you drivers which were associated with the escalation in
did not make that clear in the report? costs and, in particular, around the issue of revenue.
MrHolden: I think we do make it clear in the report Some of them are quite diYcult to quantify because
that there are issues to do with costs and issues to do to some extent, for example with regard to revenue
with hard benefits with regard to patronage risk, you are trying to get inside a contract between
numbers, revenues and operating losses or profits the private sector body and a local authority and
for these schemes. trying to get inside that private sector organisation’s

view of risk and the extent to which it has tried to
build a premium in. We know it is there, but it isQ8 Mr Stringer: All those issues are touched upon,
quite diYcult to quantify it if obviously thosethere are quite clear definitions. I do not want to go
organisations want to keep that sort of informationtoo far down this path because I want to get on to
commercially sensitive. Also, there is an issue to dothe cost issue. Do you not think it would have been
with some of these other issues, for example, lack ofhelpful if those issues had not been used
standardisation or the application of heavy railinterchangeably because you could have something
standards for light rail systems, where, in order toof a positive cost benefit ratio which is not value for
identify the additional cost, youwould have to knowmoney, I suppose, you could have that the other way
what the opposite would be and you would have toaround? Do you not think it would have been useful
know the counter-factual. That is really ratherif you used those terms to explain that to readers?
diYcult if they do not exist. Trying to say: “To whatMrHolden:On reflection, yes, itmight have been.At
extent does lack of standardisation drive up costs?”,the time, I think what we were trying to focus on was
we know that it does, but how you measure that iswhat were the actual costs and benefits which were
rather diYcult if you then do not have anotheranticipated for particular schemes, have they been
control set of light rail systems where they are, fordelivered to cost, to time, and have the benefits been
example, yielding or being able to take the benefit ofdelivered associated with those particular schemes. I
coming in to scout this organisation, you do notdo not think we considered that we then needed to
have a comparator to work out the quantification ofarrive at some sort of overall judgment about
additional costs.business or is it not VfM, which, I think, at the end

of the day, is quite diYcult, you cannot drill down to
a particular number that says, “This adds up to Q12 Mr Stringer: What is your understanding of
VfM”, but you can obviously assess whether or not why all the bodies that are procuring light rail
it has been delivered to time and cost and, also, systems have used the Design, Build, Operate and
whether or not the benefits are being achieved as Maintain process?
they were planned. Mr Lingard: Hitherto most of the schemes existing

schemes have used that model.
Q9Mr Stringer: The costs of the proposed light rail
schemes have gone up and you list some of the

Q13 Mr Stringer: Yes, why?reasons for that. What you do not do is compare the
MrLingard:Yes, why, quite, when it has not provedorder of magnitude of the diVerent parts of the
too successful.reasons for the costs going up, whether it is the

diversion of utilities or whether it is the transfer of
risk or whether it is a non-standardisation of Q14 Mr Stringer: Is that not because the

Department for Transport have insisted on that?vehicles. Do you think you can give us some idea of
what the balance of those factors is in the costs Mr Lingard: It would seem to be the Department

have encouraged that approach. As you will begoing up?
Mr Lingard:We did not analyse the reasons for the aware, one of our recommendations is that it should

rethink this and investigate which is the best modelcost increases in that way, in the exact monetary
term which you say. and advise promoters to use that model.
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Q15 Mr Stringer: It is not that the Department for Q20 Mr Stringer: The 1991 Act gives the
responsibility to the utilities, does it not, to insist onTransport have advised, they have insisted, have
higher cost? Would you recommend that the 1991they not?
Act be amended?Mr Holden: I do not think we have any evidence to
Mr Holden: We do not make any recommendationsay that is the case.
of that sort. The key issue here is to consider whether
or not the utilities need to be diverted in the first

Q16 Mr Stringer: Did you try to find that evidence? place.
It seems pretty extraordinary, if this is the process
the Department has strongly advised or insisted on Q21 Chairman: Mr Holden, I am sorry, I am not
and is responsible for the costs, that you have not finding it easy to hear.
bothered to find out whether that was Government Mr Holden: Sorry, Chairman. I think the key thing
policy or not. Why did you not find that out? for the promoters to consider is, first of all, whether
Mr Lingard: It has not been the universal approach or not the utilities need to be diverted in the first
to these because we know for the Docklands Light place and, if so, to what extent and then to question
Railway scheme, for instance, they have used a who is best placed to carry out that particular set of
diVerent approach there, so there are alternatives. work in order to help make sure that the costs are

being contained where reasonable.

Q17 Mr Stringer: For the modern tram schemes,
Q22 Mr Stringer: Your belief was the utilities werethere are a lot of diVerent things about them, like the
piling on costs to the public sector?light rail, that have been universal for the modern
Mr Holden: There is a table in the report whichtram schemes as opposed to the light rail schemes in
obviously sets out a set of comparisons between theTyneside andDocklands. I ask the question again, if
UK experience and abroad. I think in this countrythis is a major driver of the costs, because of the risk
the utility diversion costs are in the region of 92.5%,transfer and various other factors, why did you not
which is significantly higher than in Germany andfind that out?
France.MrHolden: Taking it to its logical conclusion, if it is

Government policy, then obviously the NAO
Q23Mr Stringer: I have two last questions, if I may.cannot question Government policy.
One of your recommendations is that like systems in
Karlsruhe and Freiburg, light rail should be allowed

Q18 Mr Stringer: I was not asking you to question to use heavy rail lines. What is your understanding
of why light rail cannot use the same lines as heavyGovernment policy, I would have thought it was
rail at the present time?your job to find out what the cost of Government
Mr Lingard: I was going to say, in this country therepolicy was and to do that you would have to know
are technical reasons being put forward as to whywhether it was Government policy or not?
they cannot.Mr Holden: As far as I am aware, it is not

Government policy that they would insist they
would have to use that particular model because, as Q24 Mr Stringer: By the Health and Safety

Executive?my colleague, Stewart Lingard, said, there are other
Mr Lingard: Yes, by the Health and Safetyexamples of light rail systems which have not used
Executive, the engineers and whoever. There arethat particular model. Indeed, we point out the
constraints about where the lines go in terms ofconsequences of this particular model in the report
whether they go to the right places and to whatand we make a recommendation that the
extent the light rail vehicles would have priority onDepartment should consider other models, the best
the rails vis-à-vis, the main heavy lines. There are allway or alternative ways in which we can procure
sorts of issues being put forward as to why theylight rail systems, which we think is the way forward.
cannot be used here. We think all of those are
surmountable, they can be got round.

Q19 Mr Stringer: In terms of the extra cost of the
utilities, did you have or find any evidence that the Q25 Mr Stringer: What was your understanding of
utility companies were taking advantage of the 1991 the Health and Safety Executive’s position on this
Act in putting extra charges on? You made the matter?
recommendation that this should be looked at, but Mr Holden: Her Majesty’s Railway Inspectorate
did you find they were ripping oV the public sector? within the HSE is responsible for regulating health
Mr Holden: I do not think we did. and safety on the railways and Network Rail is the
Mr Lingard: Not ripping oV the public sector, but I owner of the track. Obviously the key thing is to
think what has happened is that on the advice of the make sure that any changes which take place to the
utility companies, the promoters of the schemes heavy rail network do not involve an increase in the
have gone along with their advice that utilities risk associated with using that particular network.
should be diverted in every case. We do not think Quite clearly, there is a set of hurdles for any light
that is necessary in every case, there are alternatives rail promoter who wants to use track share, for
to wholesale diversion of utilities which we think example, to get over before it can demonstrate, both
should be investigated by the promoters more to Network Rail and HSE, that the risks are

manageable and containable. There is an issueassertively than they have done in the past.
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around managing risk being imported to the companies on the basis of their cost estimates and
what they are going to charge them for thenetwork. If I can add to Stewart Lingard’s comment,

in some cases there is also an issue around the diversions, whether they are needed, the extent to
which they could be reduced perhaps, either in termsexisting capacity of the network as well, because

there are parts of the country where the existing of reducing them in terms of their scope but also in
terms of who actually carries out the work. I cannotheavy rail network is reaching full capacity. It is not

necessarily the case that where there is any degree of comment specifically on the case that you are
giving me.slack that would coincide with a route which could

be used by light rail.

Q31Mrs Ellman:Who actually carries out the work
Q26 Mr Stringer: You mentioned the Greater when the utilities are diverted?
Manchester system where that was applied in terms Mr Holden: The utility companies.
of the subsidies to heavy and light rail. Is not the real
issue, which the Health and Safety Executive put

Q32 Mrs Ellman: Always?forward, that the standards of construction of
Mr Holden: Yes.rolling stock on heavy rail are higher than the

standards of construction in light rail and, therefore,
they are saying no? Is that your understanding? Q33Mrs Ellman: In terms of assessment of light rail
Mr Holden: No, our understanding is heavy rail schemes, it is suggested that a full evaluation would
standards still apply to light rail. There are no cost between £10 million and £15 million. Is that an
specific standards to light rail to diVerentiate them accurate figure?
from heavy rail. That is one of the key cost drivers MrHolden: That is the figure that David Rowlands,
that we point out in the report where there are no the Permanent Secretary and Accounting OYcer of
tailored health and safety standards for light rail the Department for Transport, gave to the
compared with heavy rail and that adds cost to light Committee of Public Accounts in the autumn. I have
rail systems. to say I think that was explained byMrRowlands on

the basis of, in particular, trying to assess the
Q27 Mr Stringer: The final point, if I may, is you regeneration eVect of light rail which can take many
make the point that there is better integration years to come through after the system is opened.
between bus and tram systems in France and Obviously at first glance £10 million to £15 million
Germany—which is undoubtedly true—you do not seems a great deal of money to evaluate a light rail
make the point, and I wonder why not, that it would system.
be easier to integrate bus and trams if buses were
regulated. Why do you not make that point?

Q34 Chairman: It is a very hefty amount.Mr Holden: Because that is questioning
Mr Holden: It is.Government policy and Government policy is to

have deregulated buses. It would be questioning
Government policy to make a recommendation that Q35 Chairman: It is not that it seems to be, it is.
they should reconsider re-regulation. Mr Holden: I cannot really comment beyond

recognising that that is a lot of money. That was the
first timewe had heard theDepartmentmention thatQ28 Mr Stringer: Even though the co-ordination
particular potential cost. Obviously we pointed outthat takes place, which you recommend, is
limitations and various deficiencies in the evaluationregulated?
of existing light rail schemes, but in terms of how theMrHolden: In the report we did point out that local
Department arrived at that sort of figure, because weauthorities have the powers to introduce quality bus
did not know about it until at the hearing, I cannotcontracts and quality bus partnerships. There are
really comment in terms of whether or not that is amechanisms they can use without requiring change
reasonable and accurate figure.in the legislation.

Mr Stringer: The Committee has been down that
track, so I will not go any further. Q36 Mrs Ellman: Are you satisfied with the

Department’s plans for evaluation?
Q29Mrs Ellman:On the question of the utilities, the Mr Holden: I think they have recognised that they
risk factor for diverting utilities is 29% for Mersey do need to improve their framework for evaluation
tram. Why do you think it is so high? both in terms of capturing all of the costs and
Mr Holden: I have no idea. I do not know enough benefits associated with the scheme over a period of
about the Mersey tram case. I have not examined years, starting with some of the more prosaic and
that so I am not really in a position to comment. rather straightforward issues to do with the tangible

assets, the number of stops, stations, the number of
vehicles that were supposed to be procured, theQ30Mrs Ellman:Do you have any comments about

high costs like that and where the responsibility for quality of service, frequency and punctuality of the
services as well, and there have been weaknesses inthat should lie?

Mr Holden: As I said earlier, the key thing that we the Department’s approach in conjunction with
local authorities in terms of evaluating across all ofpoint out in the report is that utility diversions are

costly and there is an issue about the extent to which those particular measures and across all of the
systems which are currently in place.promoters question and challenge the utility
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Q37 Mrs Ellman: What are the most important also creates challenges. It may be perhaps five to 10
years down the line before you see regenerationchanges you would like to see?

Mr Holden: Generally or in terms of— bearing fruit.

Q42Mrs Ellman:Would you say that passengers areQ38 Mrs Ellman: In terms of evaluation on either
more attracted to light rail systems than they are tocriteria, how assessments are made.
buses?Mr Holden: I suppose we would like to see a few
Mr Holden: I do not have any information or anythings. First of all, we would like to see clear criteria
evidence to say yes or no to that particular question,and a common framework from which the
I am sorry.Department and also its local authority partners and

operators can work. From that framework you can
Q43Mrs Ellman: Is it something that youwould findthen tailor your evaluations over a period of time,
of interest to investigate?perhaps issue interim evaluations where you can
Mr Holden: I think what I would say is that one ofquite easily evaluate tangible benefits of the services
the key things that we would want to draw asin the first few years after operation, for example,
messages from the report is that when we talk aboutand then thinking about some of the longer term
things to do with integration through ticketing, easeeVects with regard to social inclusion and
of access, both physical and also in terms of findingregeneration further down the line. At the moment
out information about routes and timetables, whatthat is missing, there is not a common framework.
we are really saying is that you have to make publicOne of the key things that we point out in the report
transport—light rail is no diVerent—attractive tois that the evaluations that have been carried out
people because what you are really trying to do ishave not been carried out against a common
change their behaviour, trying to encourage themframework using the same evaluation criteria and
out of their cars and on to public transport, in thisthat makes it quite diYcult to compare one system
case on to trams.What you need tomake sure is thatagainst another, certainly through the eyes of the
light rail is at least as attractive, if not moreevaluators.
attractive than, using your car. In terms of
frequency, punctuality, fares, it is going on the rightQ39 Mrs Ellman: Is the Department going to make route, it is taking you from where you are to wherethose changes? you want to be and back again, and integration, forMr Holden:We understand so. We understand that example, with buses so you can hop from a bus to athe Department has recognised that there is an issue tram and then back on to a bus, all of those issueshere as to how they go about evaluating— are important for promoters when they think about
designing their light rail systems. They must think in

Q40 Chairman: What was their explanation, Mr terms of the passenger and how it will appear to the
Holden? passenger and what factors will attract a passenger
Mr Holden: I seem to recall that they told the to use a tram.
Committee that they had commissioned some work
by some consultants to develop a framework but it Q44 Mrs Ellman: How important would you say
had not been successful so they wanted to revisit this integration with buses is?
particular area, if my memory serves me right, Mr Holden: Obviously there are only seven existing
within the context of the Manchester Metrolink, if light rail systems in England so buses dominate, they
that were to go ahead. are overwhelmingly the largest form of public

transport beyond heavy rail, so I think integration is
very important between buses and light rail. I thinkQ41 Mrs Ellman: How long do you think it would
there is an issue here for the operators of buses andtake to assess regeneration benefits?
trams both to benefit and for the passengers also toMr Holden: Partly it depends on to what extent the
benefit, and ultimately the taxpayer will benefit insystem itself has regeneration as a key part of its
terms of getting a return on public money that isrationale. We point out in the report that
invested in light rail. We do not see it as a zero sumregeneration features more in some systems than in
gain, we see it potentially as a win-win, where if it is,others, for example it is in the Manchester and
and is seen to be, well integrated and seamless it isCroydon systems. If regeneration is a key driver or
more likely that you will encourage an increase ina key factor in justifying the scheme then obviously
patronage for both bus operators and also light railto start with, therefore, you need to think about
operators, so you can actually grow the publichow you are going to evaluate regeneration.
transport provision within a particular locality andRegeneration is a very diYcult area to assess more
everyone wins.generally, it can take a great deal of time and over

that period of time it may not just be the light rail
system that is contributing to regeneration but all Q45 Mrs Ellman: What about the contribution of

light rail to reducing congestion and pollution? Hassorts of other factors aswell. The case ofManchester
is a case in point where obviously we had the any work been done on that?

Mr Holden: Yes. We do touch upon it in the report.Commonwealth Games there only a few years ago
and that obviously had an impact upon the Obviously, one of the key things here is that tackling

congestion and reducing local air pollution is allregeneration ofManchester and the locality around.
Isolating the eVect of light rail over a period of years about reducing car use and that is all about modal
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shift, getting people out of their cars to use trams, significant grants to help construct the systems,
when we are talking about subsidy I think we areand the key driver there is patronage, it always

comes back to the passenger. There is some talking along the same lines in terms of operating
subsidies subsidising, for example, or underpinning,information in the report which points out the

impact that light rail has had in Croydon and some underwriting the income that an operator may have
in running the light rail system.other places on local congestion and air pollution.

The problem with any public transport system is to
do with backfill, in other words generated traYc, so Q52 Ian Lucas: If we look at the capital costs in, say,
if passengers leave their cars behind at home and France and Germany, to what extent are those
they use light rail, that creates more space on the provided by government?
roads for other motorists then to fill. There is a real Mr Lingard: Again, they do receive government
complication around the extent to whichmodal shift grants. I cannot recall the exact proportion of grant
can be sustained. That is why we also touch on the that they make. From recollection, however, I do
need for complementarymeasures, for example park know that they were reducing the amount of central
and ride or parking restrictions and those types of government grant that their local schemes were
measures, to go alongside light rail in order to help going to get in the future, but from what to what I
discourage car use, for example, where there may be cannot tell you.
that backfilling or that generated traYc. Light rail by
itself without complementary measures, such as Q53 Ian Lucas: Is there an increasing use of the
park and ride, will not succeed to the extent that it private sector in France and Germany in terms of
should. funding capital schemes?

MrLingard: If the central government grant is going
Q46 Ian Lucas:What are the advantages of light rail to be reduced then I would expect they are hoping
over motorised buses? for greater private monies.
Mr Holden:We do not do any work in the report. It
is not a comparative VfM study so we are not Q54 Ian Lucas: Are there schemes being taken
comparing light rail as a mode against buses as a forward on private funding in France andGermany?
mode. I could speculate but it would be no more Are you aware of any?
than speculation. Mr Lingard: I do not know.

Mr Holden: No.
Q47 Ian Lucas: Can you put on record the way that
light rail schemes are funded in Britain? Q55 Ian Lucas: Is the diminishing input in terms of
Mr Lingard: They are funded through a variety of grants from government leading to a lack of
measures: central government grant and borrowings development of the light rail sector in France and
from central government, local authority funds, Germany?
European funds and private monies. Mr Holden: Our work did not extend to looking

further ahead in terms of future developments in
Q48 Ian Lucas: Is it right that the French and France or Germany. Obviously what we wanted to
German light rail systems are much more heavily do was to look at how they have got to where they
subsidised than systems in the UK? are at the present moment in time and the report
MrLingard: It is correct that generally systems in the does point out that Germany has over 50 systems,
UK are not subsidised and systems in France and France has 11 main systems and obviously within
Germany are subsidised to a heavy extent, yes. the last year we have just opened up our seventh, so

we are little bit behind them in that regard. We did
Q49 Ian Lucas: Where does the subsidy come from look ahead to look at any changes that are in the
in France and Germany? Does it come from local pipeline with regard to funding the French or
government? German systems.
Mr Lingard: It comes from local government, local
taxes. Q56 Ian Lucas: What are the main lessons that we

can learn from the French and German systems?
Q50 Ian Lucas: You say there is no subsidy at all Mr Holden: Primarily they revolve around the
in Britain. design of your system and the services that you can
MrLingard: I believe that the Tyne andWearMetro provide in terms of better integration, choosing your
is subsidised to some extent. route carefully to make sure that you connect the

centres of economic activity, like hospitals and
universities and shopping centres and businessQ51 Ian Lucas: The revenue of the Tyne and Wear

Metro? districts, obviously the extent to which you can
potentially make savings with regard toMr Lingard:Yes, it is subsidised on an annual basis.

The loss that the system would otherwise make is standardisation or driving down utility diversion
costs. I think those are the main things.subsidised by the local PTE.

Mr Holden: Chairman, can I just clarify that our Mr Lingard: Can I add one thing to that? They also
give priority to their light rail vehicles on the roadsunderstanding of subsidy, I hope, is the same as your

understanding of subsidywherewe are talking about at traYc lights—always—and here we do not always
do that. Of course, that reduces the reliability ofoperating subsidies. Once the system has been built,

and obviously the Department will have given quite our systems.
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Q57 Ian Lucas:Mr Rowlands claimed that light rail subsidised and it does the job not only of renewal but
of the eYcient movement of jobs precisely because itwas more successful on the Continent because of

higher population densities there. Would you agree is controlled by the local authority. You say on the
one hand that you are convinced there is a verywith that?

MrHolden:Frommyunderstanding there is an issue heavy level of subsidy and you say you do not know
exactly how, but you must have made somearound your patronage base. You still have to have

a critical mass of people along that route, or at least enquiries because fares are subsidised by 70% in
Grenoble and 40% in Freiburg. That informationwithin a fair catchment area, that you can attract to

light rail. I am not too sure that we have any direct must have given you some clear indication of what
the local taxpayers or ratepayers were paying, mustevidence which would suggest that you need a

densely populated town or city for light rail to it not?
Mr Holden: No.succeed necessarily. You still need the people there

and I think a case in point in the report was the case
of SheYeld Supertram that had projections of Q60Chairman:The 70% did not just come out of the
patronage and it did not succeed because the city Alps, did it?
council knocked all the housing down during the MrHolden:Wecannot audit the French systems and
development of the scheme and those potential we cannot audit the German systems.
passengers moved elsewhere. Obviously I do know
that there were issues associated with travel-to-work Q61 Chairman: No. I think you would be very rich,
patterns where people may see the advantages of Mr Holden, if you found a way of doing that.
light rail travelling in to a town or city centre, for Mr Holden: Absolutely, yes, I would, I agree.
example, and being prepared to divert from their
normal route, perhaps go a little bit further than Q62 Chairman: You would be an unmitigated
their normal route, in order to obtain the benefits of success and oVered jobs all over the world.
light rail, for example driving to a park and ride site, Mr Holden:We did not drill down to find out what
hopping on to the tram and being in the city centre impact that has on local taxpayers but obviously we
quicker than you would be able to achieve if you do flag up and give an indication of the extent to
drove there directly. There is definitely an issue in which there is that subsidy abroad compared with
population densities in terms of having enough the Department’s position which is that these
people out there to attract but I am less convinced systems should be self-financing and require no
that it has to be highly densely populated; I think it operating subsidy.
is more to do with the hinterland and the general Chairman: I think we want to ask you about some
population around the edges to attract patronage. aspects of that.

Q58 Ian Lucas: Do you think in view of the much Q63 Miss McIntosh: Can I just declare my interest,
lower number of light rail schemes we have in the it may be relevant. I am doing a placement with
United Kingdom that we have a lack of expertise in Network Rail with the Industry and Parliament
developing projects here? Trust, and I have interests in First Group. You gave
Mr Holden: It is not something that we necessarily some responses to Mr Lucas as regards the density
identified within the report as such. Obviously until of population and I think you do conclude that one
most recently there have only been six systems and of the reasons for the success, particularly in France
some of those have come on stream in the last five or and Germany, of light railway is specifically because
six years, so there are not many of them, so the they do have more densely populated areas where
industry is really quite small in this country. Having they have chosen to put their light rail. Obviously
said that, we do point out in the report that local you stand by that conclusion.
authorities do not necessarily have the information MrHolden:Absolutely, it is in the report. If there are
or the knowledge to know where, for example, a more people in your particular area, densely
light rail system may be successful. There has not populated, then you have got a greater chance of
been a great deal of good practice sharing and attracting higher patronage figures. I think what I
lessons being learned from the position of the was saying to your colleague was that it is not
Department because obviously the Department necessarily the case that you actually need that. It
oversees everything and is in a unique position to see does not necessarily mean that if you have an
all of those systems as well as systems abroad. absence of highly densely populated areas that light
Obviously the promoters of systems can also go rail would necessarily fail.
abroad to see how it works over there. There is
definitely an issue about the maturity of the industry Q64 Miss McIntosh: You go on to say that: “Poor
in this country and you could speculate that over financial performance of some existing light rail
time if there were more systems then obviously you systems is discouraging interest in supporting light
would build up that degree of technical as well as rail and the costs of new systems are increasing
managerial expertise as well as perhaps generating partly as a consequence”. Presumably that is a
economies of scale. feature that has been ongoing for some time?

MrHolden:Yes. One of the key issues here is that the
industry recognises, for example, where operatorsQ59 Chairman: Yet, in fact, this Committee went to

Munich to see the tram system which is entirely are generating financial losses, so they therefore
consider whether or not they want to be part ofmanaged on the assumption that it will be heavily
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future light rail systems, and if so what sort of published, and I understand that is likely to be
premium they would want to build into their costs to published quite soon. We are then in a position,
take account of the risks that they may be operating armed with both our report and the PAC report, to
systems at below break even. go back to the Department to find out exactly what

they have done against our recommendations. This
report was obviously published back in April lastQ65MissMcIntosh:You also say: “It takes too long
year and it is round about now, about a year later,for local authorities to be granted the necessary legal
that we are wanting to go back to the Department,powers for light rail systems and whether schemes
and we will be doing this, to find out what actionwill be funded is uncertain.” Do you have any
they have taken against this set of recommendationssolutions to speeding that along?
and how they are proposing to take this forward.MrHolden:There are two things there.Wepoint out

in the report that on average it has taken about two
and a half years for a new light rail system to be

Q67 Miss McIntosh: You say that it is for thegranted powers by the Department after a public
Department to adopt a more strategic approach.inquiry. They have all gone to public inquiry and

generated an inspector’s report. It has its own target They seem very wedded to the concept of regional
to turn these decisions aroundwithin sixmonths and transport policies now. Do you believe that they
has not achieved that. We do know the Department should be using theRegionalDevelopmentAgencies
has taken action by trying to beef up their team and for developing this kind of strategic thinking?
increase the number of people that they have got Mr Holden: That may be one way through. We did
working on those applications. At the same time, I not consider that within this report. Whether it is
think the report also fairly points out that there are national or regional or a mixture of the two, or one
issues there for the promoters themselves to make or the other, the key thing is to have a clear strategy
sure that their cases do stack up and do stand up to coming from central government so that it is closer
scrutiny so that when they do provide their to the industry, closer to promoters, and it can
proposals to the Department they are giving the actually strip out some of the uncertainty and,
Department exactly what they want. The other issue therefore, some of the risks associated with
more generally is about lack of a strategy. The promoting the scheme or for a private sector
Department envisaged back in the 10 Year consortia to actually be involved in that scheme
Transport Plan in 2000 that there might be an extra where there is uncertainty as to when, if ever, it is
25 new lines running by 2010. That was its vision but likely to bear fruit.
it did not have any strategy whatsoever to help
achieve that particular vision. It has had a very arm’s
length approach to light rail and what has come Q68 Miss McIntosh: You say in your finalalong with that is a degree of uncertainty on the part

recommendation: “The Department should indicateof the promoters in terms of whether or not, for
the types of area, in terms of transport need,example, their proposals are likely to be received
population density, likely usage, and urban layoutpositively by the Department and whether or not
where it would bemost receptive to local authorities’after a very long period of time, where promotion
proposals . . . .” What you have written there seemscan take perhaps 10 years, plus a great deal of
to be coming very close to setting departmentalmoney—I think we have a figure in the report of
policy.something like £1 million a year to develop their
Mr Holden: I think what we are trying to say thereproposals—and going through all the steps that are
is in terms of implementing policy you can be clearer.required, at the end of it they will satisfy the
At the moment there is no strategy orDepartment and receiving the funding they want to
implementation plan to deliver against its policy, tobuild their systems. There is clearly a lack of
deliver against its particular vision set out in its 10strategic leadership by theDepartment andwemake
Year Transport Plan. What that recommendation isrecommendations to address that particular
doing is taking that particular policy and that visionproblem.
and saying how it can be implemented better.

Q66 Miss McIntosh: I understand at the moment
there is no specific commitment from the

Q69 Miss McIntosh: I understand there are noGovernment to develop energy eYcient light rail
specific safety legislation requirements specific tosavings and you do make a recommendation that:
light rail, and infrastructure and rolling stock safety“The Department should bring this report to the
are assessed for light rail through the same processattention of the Department of Trade and Industry
as used for heavy rail. Do you believe that thereand the Energy Savings Trust, for them to consider
should be separate standards for light rail?the case for including the developers of light rail
Mr Holden: I think that is an area in which thetechnologies as eligible recipients of grants for
Department should work closely with the HSE toenergy saving technologies”. Has there been any
assess whether or not that would be appropriate andfurther development since you published your
the extent to which you could gain economies. Wereport because it seems to be happening very slowly?
do point out that there is an anomaly betweenMr Holden: After we publish our report we then
segregated and non-segregated light rail systemshave a PAC hearing, and that happened back in

November, and the PAC report will then be which also needs to be ironed out.
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Q70 Miss McIntosh: An anomaly? Mr Holden: I would agree that it is a policy but it is
Mr Holden: Yes. not necessarily a strategy. If you have a vision to

develop light rail over 10 years and to see more light
rail systems in place you really want a strategy toQ71 Miss McIntosh: Are your conclusions that it is
achieve that particular vision. I think there is aless safe when it runs on the streets mixing with
distinction to be made between policy and strategy.other traYc?

Mr Holden: There is an issue as to whether or not a
light rail system which is running on an existing

Q76 Chairman: £79 million worth in this instance.cutting segregated from traYc has to meet heavy rail
Mr Holden: I do not think there is any suggestion instandards but another light rail system which is
this report that the SheYeld Supertram was a firerunning on-street with pedestrians and other
sale.vehicles does not, which commonsense might

suggest to question where the risks would lie in those
two diVerent ways of delivering light rail. Q77 Chairman: What would you call the sale of

something worth that amount for £1 million? A
Q72 Chairman: I am interested that you think there bargain!
was no policy. By default there was a policy if you Mr Holden: The requirement for the concession to
look at the extraordinary story of the SheYeld be sold once the systemwas built and up and running
Supertram because it was the Government’s was obviously taken at the time of approval based
insistence on privatisation which raised £1.15 upon what they considered were patronage figures
million instead of £79 million. It made a material which would build up over a time which would
diVerence there, did it not? generate revenues and, therefore, valuing that
Mr Holden: I am not too sure that the policy itself particular concession. That was all very clear at the
made the diVerence. I think the issue was all around time. There was a sort of fire sale after that in terms
the over-optimistic forecasting and certainly of something has required that this be done which
changes in the patronage base in SheYeld. It might was not previously known. The key problem with
have been that that particular policy could have been the SheYeld system was that they got their sums
successful if they had got their sums right in the wrong in the first place, over-optimistic forecasting
first place. and, in addition to that, subsequent events, for

example, with regard to housing in the city centre
Q73Chairman:Forgive me,MrHolden, I am not an had a major impact upon the patronage base. There
accountant but it would seem to me that if I have an were some early operational problems as well which
asset and I am forced in eVect into a fire sale, which obviously did not help the reputation of the system.
does not get the sum of money it had been assessed
as being worth, it gets me 1% almost of what it is
actually worth, then that must be someone insisting Q78 Chairman: You still come back to the fact that
on a particular policy otherwise why am I, as the the privatisation was expected to write oV vast
owner, being forced to get rid of assets at what is an amounts of debt for the ratepayer as well as the
unacceptably low rate? Put it the other way round, taxpayer. You are saying because right at the very
in what private industry would somebody be forced beginning they took a decision, therefore that
into that kind of a fire sale by a bank and not be decision was maintained all the way through even
raising Cain? though it was manifestly not really in anybody’s
Mr Lingard: I am not here to defend this particular interests. All I am saying to you is that may not be a
policy. strategy but it most certainly is a policy.

Mr Holden: Yes, I agree with that, Chairman.
Q74 Chairman: I am not asking for an opinion, Mr Because it is a policy we cannot question it.
Holden, I am saying that you are saying there was no Chairman: I am beginning to be filled with
strategy. You specifically said that one of the things admiration for you, Mr Holden. You are almost
you had drawn to the attention of the Department coming up to the David Rowlands’ school of how
for Transport was they have not got a strategy. not to answer.No, Imust not be unkind.We are very
Mr Holden: Yes. grateful to you for coming.

Q75 Chairman: I am saying to you that by default
Q79 Mr Donohoe: In the report you say that thethey have got a strategy because they said, “You will
whole question of light rail had not brought all thetake responsibility, wewill assist youwith the capital
benefits expected. What ones did it not bring?costs and when it comes to the crunch we will insist
Mr Lingard: It has not delivered the patronageon you following certain tenets, one of which is a fire
estimates that each proposal was required to deliver.sale of your assets”, leaving everybody, the taxpayer
There are substantial shortfalls in the numbers ofand the ratepayer, with one hell of a debt.
people using the systems. That has been the mainStagecoach got all of these assets for £1.15 million
shortfall but it is not realising the rest of its benefitsfor a 27 year concession, £79 million less, and after
in terms of reducing pollution, reducing accidents,all this the Executive has got an outstanding debt of
reducing congestion. It all follows that those haveover £100 million, £12 million a year to service. Is
been less than they might have been had the originalthat not a policy or are you tellingme it just came out

of the air? patronage estimates been met.
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Q80 Mr Donohoe: Why is that the case? Why were the key driver for that is the shortfall in patronage.
there certain expectations that were not achieved? We go on in the report to explain why that is, why
Who was to blame for that? Were you partly they have not attracted the number of people on to
responsible for that? these systems that they anticipated.
Mr Holden: It is a combination. The promoters
make their own estimates of patronage, the private

Q87MrDonohoe: In these circumstances when someoperators make their own estimates of patronage
provincial authority anywhere in the Unitedand the Department have vetted those figures as
Kingdom puts a proposal together to have one ofwell.
these things introduced for whatever reason and it
does not come up to the levels of expectation inQ81 Mr Donohoe: You do not play any part in that
terms of numbers, would you say the Governmentat any stage?
would be remiss to allow such a scheme to go ahead?Mr Lingard:We do not play any part in that at all,
Mr Holden: One of the key things is that theno, we just comment upon what has happened.
Department is accountable for the monies, the
grants, that it will give to the promoters. There areQ82MrDonohoe: In the past tense. You do not look
key lessons here for the Department because itat anything in any way, shape or form?
agreed to fund systems that eventually did notMr Lingard: No, we do not intervene at any stage.
deliver the benefits that they anticipated. There was
definitely an issue around what we call optimismQ83Mr Donohoe: If you are looking at it past tense,
bias that is all around forecasting of patronagedo you look at the investment and see if it has been
beyond a level that could actually be achieved invalue for money?
practice.Mr Lingard: That is right.

Q84 Mr Donohoe: In this instance have you looked Q88 Mr Donohoe: That would be the main barrier,
at it and seen that it is not value for money? would it? We are looking at barriers to the whole
Mr Lingard: What we have done is said that the question of investment and development of light rail
systems have realised quite a lot of benefits. They are and that would be a major barrier to any possibility
fast, reliable, frequent, comfortable, and they have of those schemes in those provincial areas being
attracted people out of their cars. They have allowed to be developed and we should take account
delivered lots of good benefits, it is just that their full of that fact.
potential has not been realised and that is where the Mr Holden: The lifeblood of any tram system, the
value for money has been lacking. lifeblood of any transport system, will be attracting

passengers because that is the be all and end all
Q85 Mr Donohoe: In terms of earlier questioning, it really. That is whatwill drive all of the other benefits.
is based on the fact that in the main there have not That will drive your fare revenue, that will drive
been the numbers that they predicted there would be modal shift from car to tram.
as passengers on a weekly basis. That is the main Mr Stringer: You came perilously close to making
reason that these schemes outside, say, the Croydon some value judgments earlier on.
one, which is highly successful— Chairman: I thought Mr Holden skipped rather
Mr Lingard: And the Manchester one. rapidly away from value judgments.

Q86 Mr Donohoe: And the Manchester one. There
Q89 Mr Stringer: Let me continue. You seem toare others thatwould not and could not be successful
have an almost Stalinist belief in central planning.and should not be allowed to be considered, is that
Whatever drove you to the conclusion that thewhat you are saying?
Department for Transport would be better atMr Lingard: We are not saying that, we are saying

that their full benefits have not been realised. If they making decisions about local matters rather than
had been able to increase their patronage levels then local people and local authorities?
they may have been entirely successful, they would Mr Holden: I do not recall saying that.
have made profits, it would have been advantageous
to all the local people and so on, good value for

Q90 Mr Stringer: Those were your precise words.money.
MrHolden: In the report I do not think we said theyMr Holden: If I could add to that. Obviously one of
would make the decisions. What we are trying to saythe key things is when promoters put together their
is that there will be some areas that they will beproposals they will set out not just the anticipated
receptive to where it may be from their ownpatronage but also the other benefits that are
experience they know where light rail is likely to besupposed to go with the light rail system with regard
eVective, where it may deliver benefits which areto regeneration, the frequency of the services,
consistent with national transport objectives as wellimprovement in accessibility, those types of benefits
as local needs and local transport objectives. At thewhich are supposed to accrue to passengers and the
moment that has not been in place, it has really beenlocal communities. What our report is saying is
left to the local authorities to come forward withoutusing that as a base, using their anticipated benefits,
a central framework from the national governmentwe have come along after the event to say what has

been achieved and there is a significant shortfall and level to help guide their deliberations.
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Q91 Mr Stringer: I think you said that the and so on and so forth. There will be factors that
they could bring to bear in consultation with localDepartment for Transport would have more
authorities when they come to assess their proposals.information and more international information

about what was working and, therefore, would be in
a better position to decide where trams went rather Q94 Mr Stringer:Do you believe that they have got
than local people. If that is a recollection you agree the information on international schemes already?

Mr Lingard: Certainly it has some informationwith, can you tell me on what evidence you base that
about international schemes.conclusion?

Mr Holden: Just to confirm, I do not think I did
actually say where trams should go, I think it was Q95 Mr Stringer: That is not very precise, Mr
more in terms of the localities within which theymay Lingard, is it? You are saying that they are better

placed than local authorities.be successful on the basis of the fact that obviously
Mr Holden: Yes.the Department has now had experience of seven

systems over several years, some decades, and has an
opportunity to look at systems in operation Q96 Mr Stringer: Every time I ask you for evidence
elsewhere, such as France, Germany or the US, and you go back to theory. Give me some evidence.
is better equipped, I think, to bring that knowledge Mr Lingard: Can I just say where I think our

recommendation on this comes from?to bear to support local authorities in the
development of their proposals.

Q97 Mr Stringer: Yes.
Mr Lingard: It comes from promoters and local

Q92 Mr Stringer: You are saying that the authorities telling us that they were dissatisfied with
Department has more knowledge than Passenger theDepartment being equivocal and being uncertain
Transport Authorities of tram systems on the as to whether they are going to fund their schemes
continent, for instance. and the length of time that it was taking both to give
Mr Holden: What I am saying is that the them approval for their funds and for the Transport
Department has an opportunity because it is the and Works Act Orders and everything the
only body in this country, because it is obviously Department has to do in terms of looking at the
funding these systems, to be in a place where it business cases and approving that. It is the number
knows the real details of each of those seven systems of years that schemes have taken to get going and to
in operation in this country. Therefore, from our get these approvals through the Department. Our
perspective it would make sense for the Department thinking was in order to remove some of that
to share that experience and that knowledge with uncertainty about the Department’s position,
local authorities. perhaps it could give a lead in terms of those sorts of

schemes that would get approval in terms of funding
and the locality and so on. It is strategy in that sense.Q93 Mr Stringer: I can accept that it collates That is where it came from and that is where our

information from the seven existing schemes but you conclusions came from.
said rather more than that. You said that it is in a Mr Holden: I think you were asking what evidence
position to decide whether they will be successful, we have that the Department is better placed.
partly by international comparisons. I ask you again
what evidence you have that the Department Q98 Mr Stringer: I asked that about five times.
actually has that information and has been able, or Mr Holden: What we are labouring to say is that
would be able, to use it better than local people. It they have not been doing that. They have not gone
strikes me as being a centralised view that the world out actively to get that information, whereas they
would be better if things were controlled centrally. should have been doing that and then disseminating
Mr Holden: I think what we are saying in the report it, even on the basis of the evaluations of the systems,
is that they have not been doing that and our bringing together some key lessons and
recommendation is that they should be doing that. disseminating those to the industry. In that regard,
The report points out that they have adopted this the direct evidence is there is not any, they have not
arm’s length approach and what we are saying is at been doing that.
the centre, because it is accountable for hundreds of
millions of pounds of taxpayers’ money in grants Q99 Mr Stringer: We have got there at last.
that they give to local authorities to construct their Mr Holden: That is the key issue. We are not saying
systems, we think it is in a strong position to identify that the Department is sitting on a heap of
the do’s and don’ts, the particular characteristics knowledge somewhere in a cupboard and is not
and factors that make light rail systems successful or prepared to share it. We are not saying that. We are
not and to help the industry in that regard. It is not not saying that we have found evidence, what we
choosing the routes, it is not going down to the have said is—
micro-level, it will still be for the local authorities, in
consultation with their partners and the local Q100 Chairman: You did not find the Rowlands’
electorate, to work out what are the best routes but secret of transport planning?
there will be factors associated with those routes, as Mr Holden: We did not find anything to show that
I pointed out earlier, with regard tomaking sure you the Department were proactive in terms of

supporting the industry.make connections with centres of economic activity
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Q101 Mr Stringer: This is even more curious, if you Midland Metro is down through an old railway line
and stops short of New Street Station indo not mind my saying so. You do not have any

evidence that they have this information but you do Birmingham. The key thing there is to say it can take
you so far in some cases but it might also then needhave the evidence that they are ineYcient and

ineVective at doing it, so youwant to give themmore on-street running just for that final 500 metres, or
whatever it may be, to the centre of the city. We areresponsibility for carrying it out. Explain.

Mr Holden: Chairman, I think we are probably not saying that old railway lines are necessarily
always bad, we are not saying that they aregoing round in circles here. The key thing is that the

Department had a vision to grow light rail over the necessarily always good, the key thing to do is to
consider how your light rail system connects withperiod 2000–10, did not have a strategy but was in a

unique position through its valuations, through where people live and work and where they travel.
seeing how proposals had developed working with
local authorities over a 10 or 15 year period of time, Q105Mr Stringer: I think it would have been helpful
looking at how those systems actually operate once if you had said it in those terms rather than the terms
they are up and running, to help support local that you said it in. What savings would you expect
authorities in developing their proposals for future from the substitution of the commuter heavy rail
systems and they have not been doing that.We think system, say in Greater Manchester or Leeds—I
that is something that they should be doing. know there is not a light rail system in Leeds—with

light rail?
MrHolden:Do you mean the standards or is that inQ102 Mr Stringer: On page seven under “Light rail
connection with your previous question about usingsystems in France and Germany have higher
old railway lines or is it around the specification ofreported patronage levels . . .” in the block there
the vehicles?“Systems connect centres of social and economic

activity”, you make the point that some of the
systems in this country are running on old railway Q106 Mr Stringer: You made the point that in
lines and I think you conclude, therefore, that is not Greater Manchester there is a £70 million subsidy a
necessarily a good thing and that is one of the year to heavy rail, light rail is running into profit. I
reasons why patronage is lower, but the system that just wondered if you had done any studies that
has outperformed its original projections was showed what the savings would be if you substituted
precisely a system on old railway lines, was it not? those local heavy rail routes with light rail routes.
Mr Lingard: The situation is more mixed than Mr Holden: We have not done any work of that
perhaps we have laid out here. nature.

Q103 Mr Stringer: It is the exact opposite of it, is it Q107 Mr Stringer: Just one last question. You also
not? made the point, and it is an accurate point, I think,
Mr Lingard: I was thinking of the Midland Metro that where there has been modal shift from cars to
scheme which, of course, is built on an old railway trams, that capacity is taken up by other cars but you
line and has not met its patronage levels and seemed to see that as a negative whereas I would see
probably will not do. it in terms of regeneration activity in a city centre

creating that extra capacity as a big positive. Do you
not see that that is part of the regeneration processQ104 Mr Stringer: Would it not have been better,
of many areas, getting more people into the centre?rather than to give a biased view, to have explained
Mr Holden: Yes, it can be. We have recognised inthat this is rather a complicated situation and
other reports, and indeed we had a report out in thesometimes old railway lines have performed better
autumn which was looking at issues with regard tothan any other areas and in other places their
road congestion, road congestion can be seen as aperformance has been worse? Why did you not do
sign of a successful economy. Where you have gotthat and then we would have had a clear objective
increasing prosperity, when people get prosperousreport as opposed to a biased conclusion?
they want to buy a car, or a second or third car. ItMr Holden: We do not think it is a biased
can be a sign of success. The problem is that it causesconclusion. What this particular box is pointing out
all of these other by-products in relation to localis the practice in France andGermanywhere they do
pollution and local congestion. It is a question ofconnect most extensively with these centres of
whether you see it as a plus or a negative. I think ineconomic activity. The issue around whether or not
the context of light rail, these systems were set upyou actually utilise existing or perhaps under-used
specifically to help with the congestion, so if thoseheavy rail or obsolete heavy rail obviously depends
systems have not been able to do that for whateverupon what the local authority wants from its light
reason then obviously that is an issue for futurerail system. For example, it can provide you benefits
promoters to consider when they come to designwith regard to reduced construction costs.
their light rail systems, the extent to whichObviously, potentially it can help you in terms of the
congestion can be tackled by light rail.speed of the services if that is taking you into a
Mr Stringer: Thank you.centre. One of the key things we point out in the

report is where these existing lines may not actually
be the best solution because it is a question of Q108 Ian Lucas: I was just going to ask about the

relationship between integration and competition.whether or not they go into the city centre. I think
the case that Stewart is pointing out with regard to We had an interesting submission from Tramtrack
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Croydon. We heard from them that they felt one of Department that their proposals will deliver those
particular things and gain final approval from thethe reasons their level of patronage has gone down

is because of bus competition from Transport for Department.
London eVectively competingwith their services and
reducing the level of patronage. In France and Q114 Mrs Ellman: Do you think that the
Germany, how do they manage the tension between Department will still have the same objectives or do
competition from other forms of transport, such as you think they are moving away from them?
bus services, and integration? Why is it that they are Mr Holden: As far as I know they have not actually
able to be so much more successful in terms of withdrawn that aspiration. You may be aware that
reaching the levels of figures that are projected? they also have a Public Service Agreement, a PSA
Mr Lingard: Of course there is a greater regulated target now, which has been changed and they want
market on the Continent and they are able to direct to increase the use of public transport, primarily
bus services to a far greater extent than we are here. buses, by 12% by 2010, so the contribution that light
Bus services are used as feeders for the light rail rail canmake towards the achievement of that target
systems and the buses go directly to the tram stops. is obviously rather less if you only have seven

systems in place and all of the growth really will
come from buses.Q109 Ian Lucas: Without trying to push you

towards a policy pronouncement, if you are
suggesting a level assisting companies in achieving Q115Mrs Ellman:You think that is the policy now?
the projections that light rail schemes initially Mr Holden: I think that is probably a recognition
project then a regulated bus market might assist. that if they want to try to bring about some kind of
That would be a logical conclusion, would it not? improvement in terms of tackling road congestion
Mr Holden: Yes, you could make that conclusion. that, therefore, it is likely that buses are going to
One of the other things we point out in the report is carry the burden of that because of the lead times,
the other measures which may be available to local for example, in terms of getting these light rail
authorities without needing to resort to changes in systems in place.
the regulation or deregulation of buses around the
use of quality bus contracts and quality bus Q116 Mrs Ellman: Are you concluding that that is
partnerships which have not been taken up, but they now the department’s policy?
are based in statutory powers, the Transport and MrHolden:On the basis of that PSA target, yes. The
Works Act, and there is an issue where local onus between now and 2010 will be looking for
authorities and promoters could take up these growth from buses both in London and outside, and
powers to help improve the co-ordination. if promoters come forwardwith viable proposals the
Chairman: Mr Holden, you must read the very department will consider them on their merits and
interesting report we did on quality bus may take them forward.
partnerships.

Q117 Chairman: I want to bring you back to the
Q110 Mrs Ellman: Do you think that the business of the cost of diverting utilities. You have
Department for Transport should promote a clearer made it very clear that you think the rise is very
strategy for light rail schemes? considerable but why do you think it is so high? It
Mr Holden: Yes, that is what we are recommending was 29% for the Mersey tram, more than double the
in the report. general project cost risk of 12.5%. Why?

MrHolden:We did not unpack it to that extent. We
Q111MrsEllman:Doyou see any evidence that they did not do any detailed work around what were the
are doing that? drivers specifically of the costs of utility diversion.
MrHolden:As I said earlier, we will be following up
during the spring the recommendations we have Q118 Chairman: Yet you did target this. You
made in the report to see whether or not they have pointed out that the cost of the diversions was
actually formulated a strategy andwewill be looking enormously high, that you were not sure it was
at that strategy to see the extent to which it addresses always necessary?
the issues that we wanted addressed. Mr Holden: Yes.

Q112 Mrs Ellman: Have you made any assessments Q119 Chairman: As far as I can see, there does not
at the moment? seem to be any compulsion on the utilities to hand
Mr Holden: No. over or even to put this work out to tender or any

incentive, even when they are walking away with
another asset. You have made all that clear and yetQ113 Mrs Ellman: Do you think the Department

still want to have up to 25 new lines by 2010? you drew no conclusions from it.
Mr Holden: We do draw conclusions from it. WeMr Holden: I think we do say in the report that the

Department now recognise that this is unlikely to be point out that, one, it is expensive; two, it compares
unfavourably with France and Germany and it ismet. I do know that they have told the Committee of

Public Accounts that light rail does have a future but obviously an area that the department and the
promoters need to look at in terms of questioningobviously they are concerned about aVordability

and VfM driving down costs and achieving benefits, whether or not the diversions are necessary and
ultimately who should carry them out. We do makeso it is really down to the promoters to convince the
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conclusions on utility diversions as a problem, Q124Mr Stringer:Did you askMr Rowlands or the
Department whether they have done any assessmentdriving up the costs of light rail, making it more
of the cost compared to the design, build and operateexpensive, and an area for attention.
scheme of the whole public sector system?
Mr Holden: No. One of the members of the

Q120 Chairman: You also look at the delays. You Committee of Public Accounts did ask a question in
highlight the fact that the Department itself is this area, around trying to quantify the revenue risks
frequently responsible for the delays. associated with the particular types of contracts that
Mr Holden: Yes. these existing systems have primarily been built

under, but in terms of the counter-factual, as it were,
that is quite diYcult because unless you have one

Q121 Chairman: Are we not coming back to the which is wholly publicly financed you are in the
series of questions Mr Stringer asked you about realms of—
what sort of contracts you are expecting the
Department to produce? In eVect, if you are saying Q125 Mr Stringer: That was not the question I was
to us that there are these extra costs, you know they asking.
are very complicated and you are not at all sure how MrHolden:Wehave not done anywork in that area.
you got to this point but you think the Department
should produce a standardised contract, it is quite Q126 Mr Stringer: I was not asking if you had done
clear from what you have said this afternoon that it any work. I was asking if you had asked the
should look at certain areas like catchment areas, Department whether they would share with you
size of population, movement of employment their assessments of the publicly funded systems.
inwards and outwards. Are you saying that in spite Mr Holden: We did not ask so I do not know
of all these things, in spite of the diVerence between whether or not they have done any work of that
the seven diVerent schemes, in spite of the fact that nature.
local authorities are the people who normally would
be the obvious ones to take these decisions on the Q127 Mr Stringer: Were you aware that when the
way schemes should go, nevertheless you believe the first system was set up in Manchester such an
Department should be producing standardised assessment was done?
contracts and standardised schemes for this sort of Mr Holden: No.
development?
Mr Holden:We are not saying they should develop Q128 Mr Stringer: Are you happy with the
standardised contracts. We are saying that they and Department’s methodology in their cost benefit
the industry have recognised that revenue risks are a analysis?
key component in driving up the costs of light rail. Mr Holden: Yes. The cost benefit analysis that I

mentioned earlier on is a standard template which is
used for transport projects. It is used by the

Q122 Chairman: Inevitably in any transport system Department, the Highways Agency and by the
if you do not use it it becomes even more expensive. StrategicRail Authority. That has been built up over
Mr Holden: Right. Therefore, what we are several decades.
recommending is that the Department should assess
and evaluate what might be the diVerent merits of Q129 Mr Stringer: You do not think it is pseudo
diVerent methods of procurement and the extent to scientific mumbo-jumbo?
which local authorities are aware of those and apply Mr Holden: It is very complicated. It involves the
them in their local circumstances. capture of a great deal of data and information.

There are issues around some of the assumptions
that are contained within that particular example

Q123 Chairman: You are not saying that at the and the unit costs of the prices that are attached to
centre you can produce the template and say, “Fit any particular practice within thatmodel. It is highly
your scheme to our template or you are not going to complex.
get any money”?
MrHolden:No. One size will not fit all but it may be Q130 Mr Stringer: Would you recommend a better
that particular models of contract may have or simpler system of doing a cost benefit analysis?
particular advantages over others which could then MrHolden:Wehave not done any direct work to see
be applied in diVerent circumstances by diVerent the extent to which that could be simplified or
local authorities. We do know at the moment that whether or not there is a better way of doing it
the way in which these contracts are structured is abroad. No, I cannot answer in the aYrmative or
that there is a problem about the private sector otherwise. I do not have the knowledge to form a
having to take on all the revenue risk. The view.
Department has recognised that that is probably not
the best way forward. It probably needs to move Q131 Mr Stringer: You are not completely satisfied
towards risk share. What that risk share will look with it?
like in practice is obviously something we are MrHolden: The key thing is that some of the figures
recommending theDepartment should go oV and do that go into that particular model around estimating

forecasts of patronage have quite clearly beensome work on.
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deficient. There has been optimism bias which the Q136 Chairman: It is not easy for people who do not
have a government support and research systemDepartment has clearly recognised, over-optimistic
operating to evaluate these diVerent technologies, isforecasting, and that will drive the numbers inside
it? This Committee has seen at first hand thethe investment appraisal model.
enormous amounts of money being spent by both
the Koreans and the Japanese on railway

Q132 Mr Stringer: There is a diVerence between technology, innovation and research. It seems
putting inflated numbers into a particular method slightly quixotic to suggest that they should be able
and the method being flawed? to evaluate these accurately.
Mr Holden: Yes. Mr Holden: Yes.

Q137 Chairman: Did you at any point do any kind
Q133MrStringer: Is it just optimism bias or is it that of comparison across the diVerent schemes that said
the method could be better or is flawed? not just that this did not hit its ridership but that this
MrHolden: I definitely think there is optimism bias. particular scheme was not completed in a number of
In terms of the method, we did not cover that issue ways which aVected the numbers of people using it,
within this particular report. I do know from or did you simply take the existing figures? For
previous experience about the method and how it example, if in order to stay on budget promoters cut
works but I have not done any particular work to some of the facilities that they expected to oVer
pull that apart, to identify whether or not it is flawed which would directly aVect the numbers of people
or otherwise and the basis for it in comparison with using the system, did you have any way in which you
other countries. could isolate those instances and put a cost on them?

MrHolden:The short answer is no, but we flag those
up within the report. Figure five on page 20 gives aQ134 Chairman: Do you think the Department’s high level summary across a number of systems in

recent change on the technology front so that it says terms of delivery of their benefits—is it half full, half
it will look at schemes under five million is going to empty or completely empty?—and throughout the
meet your recommendation that the Department do report by summarising what was coming out of the
more to promote innovative light rail technology? evaluation studies by the Department, local
Mr Holden: I think David Rowlands told the authorities and also from our own visits.We identify
committee of public accounts that theywere going to where there are good things and bad things in terms
be setting up a pilot or a demonstration project as a of maturing particular benefits and where, for
way forward on this. The five million threshold has example, there have been false economies, where
so far been an obstacle to the development of they have cut back on particular things during
cheaper technologies and seems rather nonsensical. construction to save construction moneys and that
Removing the threshold and saying the Department has impacted upon ridership and therefore
would welcome proposals is definitely a positive step operating revenues once the system is in operation.
forward and we would be interested to see when I do not think in the report we have gone to the
these other pilots and demonstration projects get oV extent of quantifying the saving.
the ground and the extent to which they bear fruit.

Q138 Chairman: It would be an interesting pointThey have recognised that there is an issue there and
because it might materially aVect this wholethere is an opportunity perhaps for cheaper
question of numbers which make the scheme viabletechnologies to come through.
or non-viable.
Mr Holden: Yes.

Q135 Chairman: Was ultra light rail being Chairman: Gentlemen, you have been extremely
considered by the authorities you visited in France interesting and helpful. Could I say thank you to you
and Germany? personally and also say that not all of us are
Mr Lingard: Not as far as I am aware, no. Other naturally against centralist planning. You must not
technologies we know were being considered by the be too disheartened if we appear to be cruel from

time to time. Thank you very much.French in certain cities.
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Members present:

Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody, in the Chair

Mr JeVrey M Donaldson Ian Lucas
Clive EVord Miss Anne McIntosh
Mrs Louise Ellman Mr Graham Stringer

Witness: Ian Ambrose, Principal Consultant, New Railways Team, AEA Technology Rail, examined.

Chairman:Good afternoon to you, sir, you are most getting benefits out of standardisation and
harmonisation across thewhole industry, both in thewarmly welcome. We do have one bit of

housekeeping before we start. Members having an supply and operation.
interest to declare. Members having an interest to
declare.MissMcIntosh? A division. The Committee Q142 Chairman: As far as I can see there seem to be
is suspended, preferably for 10 minutes. I am very particular problems for us because of poor
sorry about this, Mr Ambrose, I have no choice; if integration and cost escalation. Is that a particular
there is a division in the House the Committee must diYculty for the British?
be suspended. Mr Ambrose: It would seem to be—I will not say a

uniquely British problem—more prevalent in UK
The Committee suspended from 15.47 to 15.56 for a systems than most European ones. One reason

division in the House would seem to be the time diVerential between
inception and completion of UK systems comparedChairman: I do have a little housekeeping matter.
to those that are being installed in France, Spain andCan we start with Members having an interest to
Germany.declare? Mr Lucas.

Ian Lucas: Member of Amicus.
Chairman: Mr EVord. Q143 Chairman: You do say that major vehicle
Clive EVord: Member of Transport and General manufacturers suggest that light rail in the UK costs
Workers’ Union. 60% more to procure than in other European
Chairman: Mrs Louise Ellman. countries. Do you think that is a reasonable
Mrs Ellman: Member of Transport and General estimate?
Workers’ Union. Mr Ambrose: That is an estimate that suppliers gave

us as a price factor for risk, based on the fact that in
Q139 Chairman: Miss McIntosh does have other a UK situation at the moment the winning
interests which she will declare when she arrives. I consortium is expected to take all the risk, including
apologise, I am afraid we do occasionally have these things over which it has absolutely no control.
little frissons. Couldwe ask you to give us your name
and oYcial title for the record? Q144 Chairman: So you are really saying all they doMr Ambrose:My name is Ian Ambrose. My current

is they transfer that to the passenger?job title is Principal Consultant, New Railways
Mr Ambrose: Absolutely. Well, to anybody else butTeam, AEA Technology Rail.
themselves.

Q140 Chairman: Thank you very much. Could I just
Q145 Chairman: That is not an unusual attitude,tell you that this is a diYcult room and the
which has been encountered by this Committeemicrophone in front of you records your voice but
before. You say there are problems arising from thedoes not project it, so if you would just remember
poor specification of the vehicle-infrastructurethat when you are talking to us. Did you have
interface. Who could manage this eVectively?something particularly you wanted to say before we
MrAmbrose: I believe the best starting point for thisstart, Mr Ambrose, or can we go straight to
one is the promoter, or, as they often do on a numberquestioning?
of European projects, the promoter in conjunctionMr Ambrose: I think what I would like to say is that
with what they are styling as a proto-operator,as a company we have recently participated in a
which is you appoint an operator to work closelymajor European Commission research project on
with the promoter to develop the scheme in terms oflight rail.
design before you submit it for authorisation.

Q141 Chairman: Is this the European Light Rail
Thematic Network? Q146 Chairman: Doing it the other way around to

the way we do it, in other words?Mr Ambrose: Yes, which is a mouthful, I must
admit. Essentially it is a Europe-wide group of Mr Ambrose: Yes, exactly. This is the way that

Edinburgh in Scotland has done it and we will awaitexperts brought together to discuss the issues that we
believe were facing the European light rail industry, with interest to see whether they make a better

showing of things than some of the other schemes.in particular with a view to identifying ways of
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Q147 Chairman: Are you saying in eVect that the Mr Ambrose: If you look at the light rail schemes
major diVerence, particularly about the risk, is that that we have had implemented in this country you
the public sector in other countries takes the risk and could say there are not two the same, and it would
in this country, in seeking to shift it to somebody be very diYcult for any of the equipment on one to
else, all we do is to wallop up the price? be transferred to another, which, when you are
Mr Ambrose: Yes, that is right. looking at long-term planning, would seem to be a

short-sighted approach because you cannot join
them up. Other benefits of standardisation inQ148 Chairman: Is that the only drawback of
particular come in the design and manufacture ofDesign, Build, Finance and Operate?
vehicles because at the moment the majority of theMr Ambrose: I do not think it is the only drawback;
design cost of a vehicle goes in the first batch. So ifit is one that causes serious problems in terms of the
you are ordering 20 vehicles you pay the full designperformance that we have seen financially because
costs on those 20 vehicles and if you then decide thatoften that estimate is not put in at the initial
youwant another 80 then of course it is already paid.application for funding, and so we end up with the
It is better to spread it over the whole 100 vehicles,situation, as we have had recently, where there is a
and if you were buying the same vehicle invery large diVerence between the original expected

price of the scheme and the actual costs that come in Strasbourg as you were in Nottingham, as you were
from the consortia who are bidding. I believe also in Frankfurt, that design cost of course could be
that this is not helped by the fact that the timescales spread much wider, so you would bring the overall
to go through authorisation will also cause cross- cost of the vehicles down. I use design costs as one
creep, particularly as inflation starts to get in the way example but clearly there is economy of scale in
as part of that process. using standard spare parts as well because you can

do your ordering better.
Q149Chairman:Can I be clear because I amnot sure
that I quite understand you. You are saying that Q154 Mrs Ellman: Why is that not done here and
there is so much time between the opening gambits how could we achieve it?and the time of allocation?

Mr Ambrose: It would seem that the reason is weMr Ambrose: Yes.
start all our schemes from scratch. It also has to be
said that the Europeans have only just cottoned on

Q150 Chairman: And they have not priced the risk to this, which is one of the reasons why they
in properly so they add it in? commissioned the research, because they were
Mr Ambrose:Yes. Very often it is the promoter that feeling that the costs of the light rail industry were
does the outline business case from which an greater than they should be and they felt,
application goes forward and the actual consortium particularly with the Union expanding, that there
bid does not come in until the Transport andWorks was benefit to be had in having a resale market forAct is well in place and so you cannot guess the risk light rail vehicles and equipment. So to achieve thatthat the consortia are going to add on, or any other

you need to move to a much more standard positionprice increases; you are working purely from base
than we had. I suppose you could argue that perhapscosted information you have at the time you do your
they looked at the Eastern European standardoutline business case.
vehicles which are still doing sterling service after 40
odd years and saying that they can run on any

Q151 Ian Lucas: In Europe, where the public sector number of systems and is that a better option? But
does tend to take the risk, does that manifest itself then taking advantage of the benefits of the private
only in theoretical terms or does it actually lead to a companies that have since taken over the
real cost increase for the public sector there? manufacture, using the standardisation techniques
Mr Ambrose: There they have a diVerent funding that will bring benefit rather than having a lot ofapproach. Very often they will have allocated

things that all look the same.money—in France they use an employee tax, for
public transport in Germany they use a diVerent
system—to finance public transport projects and Q155 Mrs Ellman: Are we talking just about
eVectively, as I understand it, it is allocated to public vehicles here?
transport for the region or the city, not a tram Mr Ambrose: No, not just vehicles, standardisation
scheme or a bus scheme or whatever, it is the of control systemswould simplify life aswell because
transport required for that particular area, of which although you do not normally need complex
a tram scheme may be part. So there is a fixed signalling systems on tramways you do need control
amount of money raised through that approach. systems to communicate both where the vehicles are

and between the tram and the control centre for
Q152 Ian Lucas: But it is a real additional cost for various reasons; as well as some where you have
the public sector? single track sections you also need to be sure that
Mr Ambrose: It is a budgeted cost. you do not send two trams down the same section in

opposite directions at the same time. So
compatibility of communication and controlQ153Mrs Ellman:Howmuch more standardisation
systems would again enable equipment to be reusedcould be achieved? You point to the lack of

standardisation in the UK. elsewhere. It is the same issue really as
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communication systems in IT; without international Mr Ambrose: I do not see that there is any conflict
there because consultation should be about the keystandards it would be very diYcult for your

computer to talk to another one. issues such as route, is the corridor the right one, is
it going to aVect people along that route in a positive
or negative way? The actual design of equipmentQ156 Mrs Ellman: Who would have to take the
should not have a major impact on that except ininitiative to secure more standardisation?
certain sensitive areas. I do accept that there willMr Ambrose: In general the manufacturers are very
always be some exceptions, such as where there arekeen to go down that road but they can only do that
listed buildings or sites of historical interest. Butif the tenders they receive are actually able to specify
when I say standardisation I am inclined to believesome things that they can recognise as a vehicle or
that it should not be so standard that you cannotstandard piece of equipment. One of the problems
have flexibility to meet certain special conditions.that we discovered from talking to operators and to

vehicle manufacturers in Europe was that the
Q161 Mr Stringer: The real example was whenoperators believe they know how to make trams
people in Grenoble were consulted. The route wasbecause they have been operating them for 100
clear and they went very close to some listed-typeyears, or whatever, and so therefore they will write a
buildings, but the real concern of the populationspecification down to every last nut and bolt and the
there was disabled access and, if I remembervehiclemanufacturer will read this and think, “What
correctly, they therefore completely redesigned theare they talking about? I do not recognise this as a
tram to put the engine elsewhere so that there wastram.” So there is a language problem. This is why I
good disabled access. If you had a standardised tramreferred to the benefits of using a common language
you would be excluding that as a possibility, wouldstandard specification for tendering documents. In
you not?other words, laid out in the same style, very much as
Mr Ambrose: No, you would not. As part of thethey do in the bus industry now.
LibeRTiN project we did a major exercise on access
to look at the best practice to come up with someQ157 Mrs Ellman:Where will that come from? Will recommendations for design, to give the optimumthat be a Government thing? access on and oV the tram and also within theMr Ambrose: Really that is the promoters who interior. There have always been clear guidelines;write that. general VDV standards for instance specify the steps
and the gaps quite clearly, and the diVerence you

Q158 Mrs Ellman: Do you think there is scope for have to decide is whether you are going to low floor
promoters to work together in terms of procuring or high floor trams because that defines your
vehicles like that? platform height.
Mr Ambrose: I think there are very good
opportunities to be had, although I am sure some of Q162 Mr Stringer: Precisely. So that if you decide
the operators here today may want to add their own that you will go for very good disabled access you
thoughts to that. But it seems to me that if there are load some of your costs up front by having to put the
economies of scale in buying a large order of vehicles engine in a diVerent place, or you also exclude the
of the same type then working together would seem possibility, as has been the case in this country in a
to be to the advantage of the scheme. Where we number of situations, of running on old railway lines
suVer compared to a lot of the European systems is with high platforms. So you put your costs on
that our systems at the moment are very small, so we removing the platforms.
have only had vehicle orders of 15, 20, 30 vehicles. MrAmbrose:Not necessarily. Your first point about
Very often in a lot of the German systems they are where you put the engine,most tram equipment is up
ordering 100 at a time. So there are obviously on the roof now, whether it is a high floor or low
economies of scale to be had there. floor vehicle, and so it does not change the cost when

you decide what floor height to have. In terms of
whether you are using old railway lines, again,Q159 Mrs Ellman: You do not see any block in
because they are standard designs of high and lowopening this out to allow this to go ahead?
floor you choose the one that is appropriate to yourMr Ambrose: I think there is a will in the industry at
situation.the moment to explore ways of doing this. Certainly

when you look at the willingness of the Light Rail
Forum to share ideas on how we might move things Q163 Mr Stringer: So you would have more than
forward in this country and the forthcoming body one standard design?
UK Tram, which is going to address some of the MrAmbrose:Yes, because, as you quite rightly said,
issues that were raised by the National Audit OYce there are a number of diVerent situations. In many
Report, it would seem that the industry on both situations you have standard designs but they cover
public and private sector sides is willing to make a a range to suit the diVerent functions.
good go at bringing down the cost of light rail in
the UK. Q164 Mr Stringer: How many standard designs do

you think you would have?
Mr Ambrose: In the tramway industry at theQ160 Mr Stringer: How do you put together the

ideas that you have about a standardised system moment you have high floor, then 70% low floor and
100% low floor, and that would be the optimumwith ideas about consultation?
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because that would give you compatibility with Q171 Clive EVord: So it would be guided by the
amount of demand at any one time?heavy rail in this country and compatibility with the

standard low floor heights found elsewhere. Mr Ambrose: Your first guidance is, is this corridor
going to generate this level of traYc? Obviously you
have to look at it over the lifetime of the schemeQ165 Mr Stringer: So three?
rather than what is the situation now. So if you haveMr Ambrose: Yes.
a corridor that currently would generate about
3,000, so it is on the borderline of a bus scheme, what

Q166 Clive EVord: On standardisation, what is the is the growth potential for that corridor? Is it going
implication to existing light rail of standardisation? to be 10,000 in two years’ time or five years’ time, in
Mr Ambrose: The implication is that you would not which case a bus solution would only be a very
retro-rebuild unless you were coming up to temporary one?
something like half life refurbishment, and so the
systems that we have, if they are functioning

Q172 Clive EVord: Are there any examples of whereperfectly well, I would say, “If it’s not broke, don’t
on the Continent they have pursued a bus option forfix it.” Where it is important is thinking about your
an extensive transport system?extensions and future design and future
Mr Ambrose: Very few. There have been a numberrequirements. You may have to end up doing as
of guided bus experiments, most of which areDocklands did and selling up a whole range of
dropping by the wayside at the moment, somevehicles and replacing them to meet new conditions.
through unreliability and some really because theyBut, again, if there is a second-hand market then
have been found to be unsuitable. I think the bestthat is less of a problem than if you have to scrap it.
examples of successful busways, Adelaide is one of
the best where they have put together a busway

Q167 Clive EVord: Presumably standardisation where buses can go at high speed—
increases the second-hand market? Chairman: The Committee has seen the Adelaide
Mr Ambrose: Exactly. scheme, thank you.

Q168 Clive EVord: Do you think that promoters of Q173 Clive EVord: Have you got any knowledge of
light rail are pursuing it at the expense of other forms the system in Utrecht? We have had evidence to
of transport? suggest that there has been a system there.
Mr Ambrose: Sorry? Mr Ambrose: Is that the Phileas one or something?

Q174 Clive EVord: I do not know the name of it butQ169 Clive EVord: Do you think promoters of light
it is a high quality bus system.rail are pursuing schemes at the expense of other
Mr Ambrose: I am not overly familiar with that one;options for transport?
I have to be perfectly honest.Mr Ambrose: I think in most of the cases that I have

been involved with they have done a very thorough
examination of all the options. Clearly there have Q175 Clive EVord: How does the cost of guided
been some schemes which have not got oV the busways compare to that of trams?
ground where they have been looking for a gold Mr Ambrose: We have had much discussion about
plated solution or a light rail solution because it that in the last two or three days because for most of
sounds good, but I think they have thoroughly the guided bus schemes the figures published do not
examined the options of the schemes that have been break down nicely into the various components, and
implemented and it has come out as the best option so the expensive bit, which is the segregated concrete
for that particular corridor. I think of the ones that guideway, which is clearly the most expensive, it is
have recently been under scrutiny and were put on diYcult to say exactly what that is per kilometre. We
hold in the summer that there are probably some suspect that it is quite high and approaching the
instances where the routes could have been same costs as on street tram track. But, as I say, it is
rethought, although I guess that the promoters very diYcult to prove that at the moment because if
themselves may have other views. But I think the you look at a scheme most of them are quoted in
promoters should be looking at, quite rightly, what whole numbers for the whole scheme, which includes
is the most appropriate form of transport for a the vehicles, the non-guided bits as well. Most of the
particular corridor rather than just because guided bus schemes in the UK have very short
something looks good. guided sections too so you are not really comparing

a like for like scheme. If you have a segregated
tramway there are very few guided bus systems thatQ170 Clive EVord:What evidence is available about
have the same degree of segregation. So the guidedthe relative merits of light rail, tramways, guided
bus scheme may appear cheap but it is not doing thebusways?
same job.Mr Ambrose: It depends on what sort of merits you

want. Let us take simple carrying capacity. A bus is
particularly good if you have up to 3,000 passengers Q176 Clive EVord: Are guided buses practical in the

cities in this country? Do we have the space?an hour, and after that you tend to find that you need
more buses than will fit on the road. Light rail, Mr Ambrose: The biggest problem with guided

busways is that we do not have the space in the areastypically 5,000 to 10,000 people per hour,Metro and
heavy rail above that figure. wherewewould get themost benefit, whichwould be
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in town centres, because the step involving a kerb Q177Clive EVord:The likelihood of being able to do
that along an entire route so that you would get theguided bus would cause safety problems,
full benefit of guided buses in major cities in the UKparticularly in pedestrianised areas. So you would
is pretty remote?not be able to build a guideway in that situation. If
Mr Ambrose: Pretty remote, yes.you were to put it on a completely reserved area you

would have to buy up some corridor of land, Chairman:Mr Ambrose, we are very grateful to you
for being so tolerant when being ejected from yourprobably already in use for some other reason at the

moment, to create it; so that would be extremely seat. You have been very helpful this afternoon.
Thank you very much indeed.expensive.

Witnesses: Mr Paul Davison, Managing Director, and Mr Roger Harding, General Manager, Tramtrack
Croydon Ltd., Mr Peter Hendy, Managing Director, Surface Transport, Transport for London, Mr Pat
Armstrong, Head of Transport & Major Projects, Nottingham City Council, and Mr Neil Scales,
Merseytravel, examined.

Q178Chairman:Good afternoon to you, gentlemen. buses and yet less than you would need to justify a
new rail system. Some of those corridors are by theirI am sorry to havemade you wait.We cannot always

control, like you, all the things that happen to us. nature unsuitable for light rail and therefore there
are not proposals for those, but we have identifiedCan I ask you to identify yourselves for the record,

starting with my left and your right? some corridors where we believe it is suitable and
those are the ones that have either been takenMr Davison: Paul Davison, Managing Director,

Tramtrack Croydon Ltd. forward or are being taken forward now.
Mr Harding: Roger Harding, General Manager,
Tramtrack Croydon. Q181 Chairman: Nottingham?
Mr Hendy: Peter Hendy, Managing Director, Mr Armstrong: Nottingham has a very limited rail
Surface Transport, Transport for London. system historically and we have a very tight city
Mr Armstrong: Pat Armstrong, Promoters’ centre, and one of the problems we have had,
representative for Nottinghamshire County Council although we have managed to maintain it—
and Nottingham City Council.
MrScales:Neil Scales, Chief Executive andDirector Q182Chairman:Not a tight city centre, constrained!
General of Merseytravel. MrArmstrong:Constrained.Where we have wanted

to increase buses and have been successful in
maintaining bus patronage, unlikemost other placesQ179 Chairman: Thank you. All of you represent a

very wide range of experience, which is why we have outside London, we have found it diYcult to get the
large number of buses we want into the constrainedasked you to come. I do not know if you have studied

the National Audit OYce Report but it says that city centre, and the light rail proposal is partly put
forward simply because it would go there and wealmost all the old tram systems were closed down

because they could not compete with motorised have a clear zone which means it is highly
compatible with pedestrianised areas and traYc freebuses and cars. Why do you think that light rail is

important for you? Mersey? areas, which buses are not so compatible.
Mr Scales: Thank you, Chairman. We are basically
trying to get to a single integrated public transport Q183 Chairman: Croydon?
network that is accessible to everyone, which follows Mr Davison: Our view is fairly simple and it was
the 1966White Paper, which set up the PTEs in 1968. expressed by AEA, that in high volume routes into
When we went through the road transport planning town centres or, as far as Croydon is concerned,
process we did a new approach to transport across the South of London, then themost economic
appraisal across all the county to find out which way to provide the service is through a tram system.
mode of transport would suit each corridor. That Once you get beyond 3,000 passengers per hour in
analysis revealed 15-plus quality bus corridors, a the peak then it is cheaper to use trams, high volume
three-line tram network and integration points vehicles, rather than use a string of buses.
across the county. We looked at it in very careful
detail to make sure that we were starting oV from a Q184 Chairman: Did you do that kind of
very good base. So what we came up with was a calculation, precisely that kind of calculation?
three-line tramway from the ground up rather than Mr Davison:We have done it in reverse. If you were
thinking that trams were a great idea, and start from to take the trams out of Croydon and replace them
that and work backwards. So we put a lot of work by buses you would actually have to run 144 buses
into this before put our road transport plan in. instead of 24 trams and the cost of running those 144

buses would actually exceed the cost of running the
trams by 10 to 20%. So in fact if we went back toQ180Chairman:How about Transport for London?

MrHendy:Our view is very similar to what you have buses then it would be more costly for the
population and less satisfactory as well because youheard from both Mersey and the previous witness,

which is that there are flows in London, which are would end up with the 144 buses in the peak and you
would have 120 of them trying to get into the centrebig enough to justify a system more permanent than
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of Croydon, which is constrained anyway, and it Q190 Miss McIntosh: The first witness, Mr
would be very, very diYcult as a traYc management Ambrose, told us that no two systems are the same
problem. and that means that they cannot be joined up. I

would imagine that there would be potential in the
long term for joining them up. Do you agree withQ185 Chairman:Mr Scales, we cannot record nods,
that?but you are indicating that you agree with that?
Mr Scales: Certainly I agree with that forMrScales: I agree with that entirely, Chairman. One
Merseytravel, and we have actually agreed whilsttram will take 200 people. If you try to load
sitting down here that when I order my 21 trams forpassenger loads above 3,000 per hour you would
Line 1 I will make 22 andwewill do one for Croydonneed buses nose to tail. Trams are clean and green at
as well!point of use and fully accessible, and the tram system

we are trying to put into Merseyside is basically an
urban, linear regeneration. Q191 Chairman: I am not sure you should be tellingChairman: I want to bring everybody in. Miss

us these trade secrets! It sounds like a very good idea!McIntosh first.
Mr Hendy: You might find that the public sector
might have an interest because I have the feeling that

Q186 Miss McIntosh: If trams are so clean and the public sector is going to pay for it.
green, Mr Scales, why did we dig them up in the
first place?

Q192 Chairman: Come now, Mr Hendy, everybodyMr Scales: That is a very good point. We took the
likes a free sample!trams out of Liverpool in September 1957 and the
Mr Armstrong: If I could make a comment on thereason for that was the overhead electrical systems

were becoming really diYcult to maintain. That is procurement of vehicles? A lot promoters under the
not just true for Liverpool; it is true for every city procurement system just ask for outputs and we do
apart from Blackpool, who kept them as a tourist not specify precisely what the vehicle should be, and
attraction. At that point the diesel bus was a lot I do feel that I have some disagreement with the first
cheaper, diesel fuel was a lot cheaper to buy and they witness in that our ability to specify is very limited by
weremuchmore flexible; it was post-war and a lot of the procurement procedures and we are looking for
estates were being built outside of the city centre and outputs, we are looking for easy access, reliability
buses could serve them a lot more flexibly and a lot and all these rather softer issues rather than precisely
more easily. Unlike our colleagues on the Continent, how it is built, what it is made of and whether it is
who kept their tram systems as part of an integrated actually like one in another city down the road.
network, we decided to dismantle ours and now we
are slowly putting them back.
Mr Davison: Could I just add something to that? Q193 Chairman: That is interesting. You interpret

his desire for standardisation as being constraints on
your ability to specify those aspects?Q187 Chairman: An extension of that. If you agree,
Mr Armstrong: No, quite the opposite. What wegentlemen, you are not going to tell me, are you?
want is to have these attributes—and we know theMr Davison: I agree, but people forget that the old
industry can provide them—and we would verytram was a very small vehicle, it was not actually the
much like them to be standardised because thatsize of a current tram carrying 240 people; it was
would mean we could get them cheaper.actually the size of a bus.

Q194MissMcIntosh:MrArmstrong, can I askwhatQ188 Chairman: How many seats were there, Mr
Davison; do you remember? delays have occurred in implementing your
Mr Davison: I am not old enough to remember! proposals, in particular in relation to the planning
Mr Hendy: That is not quite right. It was between process?
100 and 120. They were bigger but an important MrArmstrong:Wegot our powers through a private
point for the historical record is that by and large the Act, the last one that went through, and it did take
systems were completely clapped out due to a lack of quite a long time and at that stage there was no
renewal, and in fact the origin of the trolleybus guarantee of Government money at all, and we had
certainly was that the track and the trams were a very long period then waiting for Government to
clapped out but the overhead was not, so it got decide whether or not there should be a system in
another life with trolleybuses, and then at the end of Nottingham. Then we were hit by the change from
their life the electrical equipment was clapped out. grant mechanisms to PFI and in eVect we had to

invent a completely new procurement process
because it was all new. So it did take a long time andQ189 Chairman: So it was a mixture of the two
a lot of that is now better than it was, and in theoryreasons?
at least promoters are given the nod from theMr Hendy: Yes.
Department that the money will be available beforeMiss McIntosh: I omitted to specify my interests in
they get the powers, and in theory that should haveFirstGroup.
shrunk the process. I am not convinced yet it has;Chairman: Miss McIntosh wishes to record an

interest in FirstGroup. there is still an awful lot of uncertainty.
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Q195 Miss McIntosh: You do say in your evidence and cycle ways as well. Therefore it has to come as a
package, it has to be an integrated package to makethat you have a particular advantage because you

have planning and highways authorities. Can you the best of the investment in trams.
expand on that?
Mr Armstrong:We always think that we are a poor Q198 Ian Lucas: But that is not happening at the
relation to the PTEs who have control over a larger moment, Mr Hendy.
area on all the public transport and have more Mr Hendy: That is an interesting contention. I have
powers than we have, but we have actually found, read the submission of my two colleagues on my
certainly in terms of integration—because we are right. Our contention is that one of our statutory
also the highway authority, the city council for its duties in the whole of Greater London is to run an
own area is a unitary authority and the county integrated transport system and a bus network and
council is a highway strategic planning authority— that in fact is what we do. What their evidence
we can make integration in its widest sense work by perhaps does not tell you is that at the time that the
using all our powers. We make sure that it is an concession agreement with Croydon was signed in
integrated process, that our planning looks for 1996 there was a side agreement about the eVects on
where development will happen and encourages it to tram patronage in Croydon and changes in the bus
happen on corridors where we have transport network and there was an agreement about what
proposals, the tram or other methods. So everything routes, if they were changed, might aVect the
the councils do works together to make it more patronage, and in fact in the light of that agreement
successful than can happen where those we have paid relatively small sums of compensation
responsibilities are split. That is not to say that other for pieces of the bus network which remain, which
authorities cannot do it through partnerships and the promoters in their planning might have
agreements, but we always do it because we are one anticipated were withdrawn. We do not run those
statutory body. for fun, they are actually run because there is

passenger demand for them. The further claims that
somehow the bus network in Croydon has not beenQ196 Miss McIntosh: Mr Scales, you have had an
adjusted to suit the tram network, it is actually notexpedited procedure through the Transport and
its primary function; the primary function of the busWorks Act.
network, as with all public transport, is to satisfyMr Scales: Yes, we applied for our funding and got public demand. Most of the routes referred to inan indicative allocation of £170 million and then we their submission have nothing to do with Croydonlaunched the Transport and Works Act Order and Tramlink and would not feed it. But we retain the

we got that through in about 14 months. 28 weeks duty to plan the public transport network totally
from close of inquiry to getting the powers. The and if their submission reads rather like a claimant’s
inquiry closed in June and we got our powers on 21 document that is exactly what it is.
December. So I think that is an excellent example of
how the Transport and Works Act Order can

Q199 Ian Lucas: I do not sense a high level ofoperate in practice. Like my colleague Mr
integration in your approach to transport policyArmstrong has just said, he is in a much more
here.powerful position having control over the highway
Mr Hendy: Oddly enough there is, and I think thatnetwork. I would dearly like to have powers over the
what you are reading is a disappointed consortiumhighway network because it would make things a lot
who are not making the money that they thoughteasier from my point of view. So our colleagues in
they would be. There are some reasons for that butthe city council, with Knowsley Borough Council,
they have not chosen to tell you what they are inwho are partners in line one have to be slightly
their submission. One of the reasons is because theschizophrenic because they are highways authority
system was built badly and opened late. In fact inand planning authority and we have to look after
public transport terms the Croydon Tramlink isboth sides of the coin, if you like.
properly integrated; it does serve a good purpose, itChairman: Mr Lucas then Mrs Ellman.
is a good system, it actually satisfies public demand,Ian Lucas: The Department for Transport says that
as does the bus network surrounding it. Either init will only fund light rail schemes if they are part of London and elsewhere, whilst it is true that it wouldan integrated transport strategy involving park and be damaging for the financial case for a tram systemride and perhaps traYc restraint. Do you think that to be directly competed against by buses, it is not theyour organisations have suYcient powers to deliver case that the promoters of such a system or the

such a package? operators deserve to be entirely protected against the
public interest, causing people to interchange and
make longer journeys.Q197 Chairman: Let us try someone diVerent—

Croydon.
Mr Davison: We do not have the powers. We are Q200 Ian Lucas: Mr Davison wants to respond to
operating in a regulated environment run by that.
Transport for London and it is quite clear that in Mr Davison: I will respond to a couple of the issues.
order to use trams to their best advantage you have One is that it was late and over budget. Late it was,
to think about restructuring bus network services, by about six months. It did not cost us a pennymore
you have to have clear priority at traYc signals and than we said we would pay for it and it did not cost

the public a penny more than we said we would payclear routes into the town and looking at walking
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for it. We said we would pay just short of £200 with that only because it is so far in the future and I
do not know the exact route because we have notmillion and that is what we paid the builder. Any

costs overrun was absorbed by the builders and they done the work on the route yet. But we have a heavy
rail option and we are building a large interchangetook that on the nose. It was not a massive cost

overrun—I do not have the detailed figures but I can at Allerton, as you know, which is going to serve the
airport as well. Allerton interchange is threeprobably get them for you—but it was of the order

of 10%, which on a first of build for a long while— kilometres from John Lennon Airport.
and certainly for the team who built it—is a
reasonably creditable performance, and at £7 Q203 Mrs Ellman: Mr Armstrong, you referred
million or £8 million a tram route kilometre it is earlier to getting the nod from the Department. Is a
substantially cheaper than the figures I see at the nod good enough?
moment, which are at least two and a half times that, MrArmstrong: It is always very diYcult to have that
and I have to say that I do not understand why they certainty. As I explained earlier, it was a very long
are two and a half times that, having looked very time before we got the go ahead for Line 1 and that
carefully at the build cost for a tram link. In terms of uncertainty is very diYcult, particularly for the
integrating the transport, we have looked at what private sector, to live with and also to maintain
was proposed and where we are now and if we just public support locally both politically and from the
look at the number of bus miles that are run around general public. When I said, “nod”, yes, it is
Croydon, on routes that parallel the tram routes something more than that, but it is certainly a very
there are approaching 30% more bus miles run over conditioned approval that we are hoping to get for
the period since 1995–96. I think it is odd that we are our phase two, and we would like to think fairly
running more bus miles along the routes and not quickly. If I can just make the note, Nottingham’s
running more bus miles to join up with the tram Express Transit is exactly one year old today, so it is
scheme and then use the trams as the way to get into quite an auspicious time to be down here.
central Croydon. It is not meant to be a claimant’s
document, I am just trying to make the point that it

Q204 Mrs Ellman: Mr Hendy, did you want to addis crucial to tram schemes in general that you
to that?restructure and integrate the buses. It has been done
MrHendy:Yes, I think I should add to the witness inin Nottingham, to good eVect. Equally, it is good
the previous session who mentioned UK Tram. Thethat we have park and ride. There is no parking at all
light rail and tram industry as a whole recogniseson Tramlink, and park and ride takes people out of
that one of the criticisms and worries thattheir car and puts them on public transport in
Government has about these systems is thecircumstances where you can then get high volumes
apparently rapidly inflating cost of building theseof people into the centre of Croydon or Wimbledon
systems, and a lot of that is around what theor wherever, fairly economically. It seems to me that
previous witness was questioned about, which is thewe should have done more to try to get this
particular procurement of individual systems, theintegration since the tram scheme opened in 2000.
low volume of cars purchased, the experience which
appears to be relived in diVerent systems and about

Q201 Mrs Ellman: Is there enough certainty in diYculties in construction. So one of the practical
Government funding for light rail systems? ways we can help Government feel more
Mr Scales: I think on our particular scheme we are comfortable about the quoted costs and the quoted
very fortunate to have the indicative funding of £170 patronage is to do the work under UK Tram, which
million. We then had to do a lot of work with our is about trying to establish better methods of
colleagues in the Department of Transport to satisfy procurement, the most appropriate procurement,
in terms of the risk transfer, in terms of all the reducing the risk premium particularly for
modelling that we have had to do—and fortunately construction and the equipment, and other things to
we built a three-line model for Merseytram before get not standard cars, but standardised
we actually got this far. I think the real risk is our specifications. I do not think you will find anybody
colleagues in the Treasury and the Department have in the wider industry who does not believe that this
got to go at the Treasury and fight their corner along is a good thing to do, to give Government a bit more
with everybody else. So I think that is the real issue. confidence than it currently has that the cost of these
The contractors and builders and our colleagues on things will not just spiral out of control either now
the operating side like certainty. I think there is or in the future.
enough certainty as long as you havemade your case Mr Davison: If I could add one feature? I have been
and the Department have enough ammunition to go involved in major projects certainly through the first
to the Treasury with. part of my career and one of the things that you do

get is you get economies of expertise, and the fact is
that if we were building tramways at a reasonableQ202 Mrs Ellman: Three lines are planned for

Merseytram, how confident are you that three lines rate, as they do in the rest of Europe, we would get
this economy of expertise and it would mean thatwill in fact be built?

Mr Scales: I think I am all right on Line 1. Our people build higher quality products, they find the
quick and easy ways to build it and they find thecolleagues in theDepartment for Transport have got

annex E, the public sector bid for Line 2 and we can quick and easy ways to specify it, and you end up
with major economies, and they ought not beevaluate that once we get Line 1 out of the way. Line

3, down to the airport, we could run into diYculty discounted. They can be very, very high in terms of
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the way in which a £200 million project might have and ones which turn up in practice. That does lead
over three or four iterations declined to be 50% to giving the Department some considerable
almost of the original process. nervousness.

Mr Scales: The practice we adopted was to get the
operators on board very early—two years before weQ205 Mrs Ellman:Do any of you detect any change
applied for the Transport and Works Act Order—in Government policy towards light rail? Do you
and it is their numbers that have gone into ourthink that Government is less keen than it was?
model, it is their numbers that have been validatedMr Davison: I feel we have actually to some extent
and it is their numbers that are in the business caseprejudiced the future of light rail because everybody
because at the end of the day we are looking for ansees us as a problem.
operator colleague for 25 years, so they have to
make that work for 25 years. So what we have done

Q206 Chairman: “We” being who? is not use silly numbers on our patronage figures, but
Mr Davison: Croydon Tramlink, how we have been we have had the private sector validate them and the
seen to be a diYcult project at some stage. But I private sector warrant them.
think that the benefits are not sold on the general
integrated transport high volume routes, and the

Q210 Mrs Ellman: What about evaluation of lightfact that if you make the risks predictable and share
rail schemes? Do you feel that the criteria used arethem properly they can be very good projects and
reasonable and the assessment is reasonable?they would be seen as being an advantage in the
Mr Scales:We used the new approach to transportsame way they are in major cities across Europe.
appraisal, which is environment, safety, economy,
accessibility and integration and our benefit cost

Q207 Chairman: Mr Scales? ratio is really, really low because we are going
Mr Scales: I think it is all about minimising risk, through some of the poorest areas in the land—six
Chairman, and what we have tried to do on of our pathways areas are areas of multiple
Merseytram is minimise the risk. We have done deprivation. So our benefit cost ratio is just about
topographical surveys along the route, tree surveys, over one because we are tying the tram fares to buswe have been working with the statutory fares because the people along the route do not haveundertakers for five years, we know where all the

any time value of money. So having embraced thestats are on the route; we have dug about 1,000 holes
new approach to transport appraisal, when theto make sure that—
Department start loading the rates of 1.5 to one our
scheme will necessarily be in diYculty. In Mr

Q208 Chairman: Do the utilities know where the Stringer’s area, where a metro link is already
facilities are along the route? established, for example, they can easily get benefit
Mr Scales: They do now on our route, Chairman; costs ratios of two to one because they can do
they did not before. It is all about minimising risk. premium fares andwe cannot. So I thinkwe are okay
Fortunately we have this three-line model as well, so as long as we recognise that there is no generic tram
our economists can talk to the Department’s system in the UK, they are all diVerent, but they are
economists and do all sorts of sensitivities. But no not all appraised in one single way and I think that
plans of first contact with the enemy and the only is something that needs to be looked at.
thing you can guarantee about a business plan it will
be wrong! So what we have tried to do with our

Q211 Chairman: I am going to stop you there. Thatcolleagues in the Department is to get the 95% and
is fine but you were asked about evaluations. Mrjust go with it. That is what we want to do. So it is
Rowland said to do an evaluation would costall about minimising risk.
between £10 million and £15 million. Firstly, do you
think that is right, do you think it is necessary and

Q209 Mrs Ellman: But it is possible for the do you think those are reasonable costs?
Department to withdraw funding part way through Mr Scales: I think they are reasonable costs because
a project; is that correct? Mr Rowland is the accounting oYcer for each of
Mr Hendy: It is very hard for them to do that when those projects so he has to be satisfied.
people are digging holes in the ground and I think
that is one of the diYculties, that when you start on
one of these things you do have to finish it. The Q212 Chairman: I accept that.
Department also, and I think with some cause, have MrScales:Whether they are reasonable costs or not,
been rightly worried about the fact that many of the I do not have the figures, but we spent in
projects in Britain have failed to achieve the Merseytravel something like £15 million on Line 1
passenger numbers which the promoters claimed in just to get it up and running.
the beginning. We have already discussed some of
the reasons for that and I think that it is incumbent

Q213 Chairman: Would you think that to say iton the promoters, both public sector promoters and
would cost £15 million to evaluate whether that wasthe consortia that get into these things, to be realistic
actually worthy and whether the figures were rightabout passenger generation because there are some
would be a fairly sensible assessment or an over thespectacular diVerences between the passenger

numbers claimed for the systems before they operate top assessment?
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Mr Scales: I think that is excessive, Chairman. Q220 Chairman: Could you give us a note on that?
Mr Hendy: We will give you a note; that is the
easiest way.Q214 Clive EVord: Mr Hendy, why is there no park

and ride on the Croydon Tramlink?
Mr Hendy: I think you will need to ask the London Q221 Clive EVord:This is not a question for you,Mr
Borough of Croydon that. I think they have declined Hendy, it is a question for everybody else. The
to give planning permission for any park and ride powers that you have to achieve integration in
schemes. Youwill know that although Transport for transport outside of London, if you are introducing
London has very great powers it does not have local a light rail or tram link, in order to adjust the existing
planning powers. It is not the case that there might bus network, for instance, is that a problem?
not be good sites for it, but they do need to be local Mr Armstrong:We certainly do not have any direct
authority approved, and bearing in mind the powers to adjust the bus network outside London.
borough were the joint promoters of the original Act Nottingham is fortunate in that the city council has
they clearly had good reason—admittedly of their retained part ownership of the largest bus operator
own—for not giving planning permission to and we have had a very stable bus market in
proposals which had been made. Nottingham even after deregulation, and we have

worked very hard to do it through partnership, and
even the other large bus company in the conurbationQ215 Clive EVord: Is it a missed opportunity for
has reduced its services into the centre ofintegration?
Nottingham and now runs services to feed into theMr Davison: As I understand Croydon’s position,
tram at Hucknall. So it can work with partnership,they do not want to be a sort of parkway round the
competition and commercial decisions rather thanedge of south London, so that people park at a park
by directives in the public centre.We do not have theand ride site on theTramlink and then travel straight
powers but we have used every method we can tointo central London, avoiding Croydon. There
persuade and encourage that sort of integration andseems to me to be the opportunity to put park and
it has been successful.We aremeeting our patronageride sites to relieve road congestion and then use the
expectations, although admittedly it is still earlyrelieved road congestion, for instance, for building
days.another tramway. So if you put a park and ride site
Mr Scales: On our rail network we control the railat Purley to take the cars oV the road and then put a
network, we are compelled to integratewith the tramtramway Purley to Streatham, and that way you end
network when it is built, so the heavy rail side isup with moving people on to public transport rather
okay. Our ferry network we control directly so thatthan them just parking in a particular areawhen they
we can integrate the ferries with the trams on the Pierare coming from the south coast, and you actually
Head. On the bus network there are over 30 busget modal shift that way.
operators on Merseyside and we have no control
over any of them. The only saving grace is that weQ216 Clive EVord: Mr Hendy, with the West tender 20% of our network through MerseytravelLondon tram and the Tramlink extension at Crystal and therefore we can weld in those services atPalace and the Canning Town, Royal Arsenal tram appropriate points. What we cannot do because oflinks we can expect better integration of those the 1985 Transport Act is to replicate or duplicateschemes because you are managing them from the any commercial service. Therefore, if thestart? commercial bus operators wish to compete againstMr Hendy: I think you can expect us to seek to us or wish not to serve those areas then there isexploit park and ride opportunities where they nothing I can do about it. The only saving grace iswould naturally occur, providing that local that end to end there is no bus service in our corridorauthorities are willing to accept park and ride into end to end, and this was examined fully during thethe local community. public inquiry, and the major bus operator, Arriva,
did not object to the scheme going in. So we will just

Q217 Clive EVord: What is the future for the park have to wait and see.
and ride that is currently taking place at Greenwich
North station? There is a car park that takes over

Q222 Clive EVord: On your scheme you broke it up1,000 cars a day that is going to be built on and there
into small packages for the contracts. What are thewill be no park and ride area any more.
benefits of that?Mr Hendy: I would have to get back to you on that;
Mr Scales: I get better control basically. We have aI have no knowledge of that particular location.
contract with the operator and a contract with the
systems integrator and a contract with the civil

Q218 Clive EVord: So the income from the car park, engineers, and a separate contract with the vehicle
does it come into Transport for London? operator. So I have broken it up so that I have better
Mr Hendy: I think it does not. control. The only diYculty we have with that is you

have to be very careful on the systems integration
side, and that is the only benefit, in my view, of PierQ219 Clive EVord: It must be phenomenal.

Mr Hendy: That, if I may say, is a second or third 5 because the systems have to integrate into Pier 5 or
they do not get paid. So we have something called aorder issue. You are talking aboutNorthGreenwich

on the Jubilee line? I do not think all the car parking RAFA Agreement—a Rectification and Fault
Attribution Agreement—and that is like anspace is going to be built over.
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umbrella over the agreements I have, and thatmeans the present agreement with Croydon is that it is one
concession company which is totally responsible forthe first thing they do is fix the problem and the

second thing they do is the lawyers go in a room and delivering the output of the tram system, and that
actually does have a relevant consequence which isslug it out with each other as to who is actually liable

to it. that we, as the representative of the public, can
expect total performance from the contractors.
Whilst we would probably choose now to divide upQ223 Chairman: Another lawyer employment
the future contract in a diVerent way it wouldscheme.
certainlyworryme to havemore parties in there thanMr Scales: Yes. We always get two opinions,
we needed.Chairman, so they can charge twice! The bottom line

is I have better control. So I have direct control of
the vehicle supply, direct control of the civils, direct Q228 Mr Stringer: Mr Scales, you talked about
control of the integration and direct control of the problems that there might be from bus competition
operator. in the deregulated system. The Department in its
Chairman: I think it is called divide and conquer evidence says that competition from buses can
actually. reduce the progress of light rail but only if it is

meeting some customers’ needs better. Do you think
that is a fair comment by the Department?Q224 Clive EVord: Are you working with the
Mr Scales: I think, Mr Stringer, it is a comment byDepartment of Transport on this and are they
the Department. I feel the National Audit OYcesharing information with you from other schemes
report recommendations on that about getting athat may be taking a similar approach?
single operator in that corridor is something I amMr Scales: I have no problems at all with the
working towards, because if we can get all modes ofDepartment working with them. I do not know
transport to integrate on tram corridors what willwhether we are sharing that information, but we are
happen is that the whole transport market will growhappy to share it with anyone.
and everyone will benefit, rather than having
wasteful competition. On our particular corridor,Q225 Clive EVord: Has anybody else experience of
the Merseytram Line 1, there is no single bususing a similar method that Mersey uses?
operator operating end-to-end and there are noMrDavison:Not in the same industry. In the defence
services end-to-end—bus operators come in and goindustry it is done in a very similar way, they call it
out. So whether it is a fair comment or not, it is aWeapon System Integration.
generalisation, but it is probably a good
generalisation but does not work on MerseytramQ226 Chairman: I do not think we necessarily want
Line 1.to follow that example! Nottingham?

Mr Armstrong: Ours is a one-oV contract and we
Q229 Mr Stringer:Are vehicle costs for trams in thehave looked at the possibility of breaking it down
UK much higher than they are on the Continent?and we feel that that fundamental problem of
Mr Davison: The cost of purchasing vehicles?integration, if integration does not work and the

public sector takes that risk, is that frankly we do not
have the appetite for that and feel that we have been Q230 Mr Stringer: Yes.
successful with Line 1 in having that risk with the Mr Davison: Certainly in the case of our vehicles
consortium, and they have been reasonably content they probably were, but then the vehicle build-up
with taking it. was part of the consortium that actually promoted

and others financed the scheme. Therefore, they get
some of their profit through charging top-notchQ227 Clive EVord: Do you have the ability within

your contract to be able to beat down prices in the prices on their vehicles. We have talked about the
odd vehicle we might get fromMersey, but if we alsoway that the smaller contracts can by increasing

competition? went to Cologne as Cologne are buying 69 vehicles
and said: “Could we get the 70th of the same vehicleMr Armstrong: With the contract we already have,

no, it is a done deal; but certainly with the way we that they are buying”, of course we would get it at
the same price as was oVered to Cologne; thereare looking to do it in the future is to have a similar

way possibly to the Edinburgh system to get should be no diVerence in the price because there is,
eVectively, no diVerence in the specification, apartsomeone in, to get a concessionaire or part of the

concessionaire in very early and beat down the prices from one or two minor tweaks you need to make to
the disabled access provisions special to the UK, butby reducing the risks and ensuring that the ultimate

contractors have a lot more knowledge about what it is very, very small beer.
Mr Scales: I think it is a function of small batchthose risks are and how to manage them.

Mr Hendy: I have to envy my colleague from sizes. As an ex-manufacturer, if I was building five
buses or 100 buses the eVort in designing the bus isMerseyside for his boundless optimism because the

nearest thing I can think of to any relationship in the same. It is a fact that the UK has got a very small
batch size and on the Continent they have got veryLondon similar to that he described are the dreaded

PPP contracts, which employ innumerable lawyers. big batch sizes. I think my colleague on my right is
correct, it is because the manufacturers have got aI think that actually there is an elegance in having the

smallest possible number of people involved in very small market, very small batch sizes and so
prices do go up inevitably.service delivery. One of the things we do like about
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Mr Armstrong: Certainly with our system, we were Mr Hendy: One of the excessive costs of all these
schemes is the amount of money it costs in utilitybuying a relatively new tram that had only been used
diversions. I would be surprised if you could findin one other place in Europe. The manufacturers did
anybody who has been involved in delivering one ofhave some problems with things like the Disability
these schemes in the last 25 years who did not findDiscrimination Act requirements and the special
themselves in a position of believing that they paidrequirements of the Railways Inspectorate of the
for a lot of additional utilities work that in normalUK—although I am not sure that made a huge
circumstances would have represented thediVerence in the price. I think, now the market is
maintenance and the renewal of utilities but, withmore established in the UK, those problems
the tramway scheme, had not come forward. Theshould reduce.
proportion of the cost which now has to be borne in
the tramway scheme is now 93%, I think, which is no

Q231 Mr Stringer: There are no extra costs to incentive for utilities to minimise the amount of
building to heavy rail standards, or do you expect utility replacement. I think one of the things that we
extra costs because of the new specifications the are giving some thought to—and, to give the
Health and Safety Executive are considering Department credit, it is likely to support us—is
bringing in? looking at new track forms which might enable us to
MrScales:The buYng loads on the end of a tramare get round the necessity of the utilities wanting to
at their higher end; these buYng loads are at the replace complete streets full of pipes of various sorts
lower end for those on heavy rail, so I do not think when, actually, if you were indulging in road
buYng loads are a problem. I think the issues tend reconstruction or bus lanes you would never dream
to be more in terms of the Disability Discrimination of replacing any of them.
Act requirements or whatever HMRI want. It is

Q234 Chairman:Do you agree with that, Mr Scales?more to do with those than anything else.
Mr Scales: Yes. We have spent a lot of time on the
utilities, a full three-and-a half, four years, and then

Q232 Mr Stringer: Can you be more specific about we also went and took all C3 and C4 costings. A C3
the last point? costing from a utility is an estimate and a C4 costing
Mr Scales:On HMRI, for example, in another life I you can rely upon more. So all the costings on
have bought the trams for Metrolink Line One, and Merseytravel are C4 costings. I have seen C3
we did a lot of work on those trams. The HMRI costings in other places go—for moving a water
wanted to make themmore distinctive for the streets main, for example—from £2 million to over
of Manchester and made us put this huge headlight £10 million on the C4 costing. So you have to get the
at the front of the vehicle. We could not understand C4 costings. The point Mr Hendy has made is
it because a tram that is 30 metres long and 2.5 absolutely correct; we used to get 12–14%
metres wide and 3 metres high is pretty distinctive as betterment back from the utility (once we had
far as I am concerned, but we ended up putting these moved it they would give us a rebate) and now that
huge headlights at the front just to satisfy the is only 7%. So that figure actually causes a lot of
HMRI, for example. diYculty on trams, particularly in Greater

Manchester where they are moving millions andMr Hendy: I think, if I may add, that is now
millions of pounds worth of utilities; to reduce thereasonably well understood. I think the important
betterment from 14 to 7% just puts that straight onpoint for the Committee remains the diVerence in
the project. I think the utilities do get a good deal outbatch size. Continental and European operators are
of it because—buying trams in dozens at a time; that is the real and

fundamental diVerence.
Q235 Chairman: I do not think we were doubting
that they got a good deal out of it; we were ensuring

Q233 Chairman: So economies of scale. I just want that you, perhaps, were a bit better at negotiating a
to ask one final thing: you are supposed to be easy less good deal.
on the utilities; you have not been negotiating the Mr Scales: I think you can rely on me, Chairman, to
proper deals when the utilities need to be diverted. get the best deal I possibly can.
Are you in a position to challenge the estimates of Chairman: On that joyous note, thank you very
what needs to be done? Mr Hendy, you seem to me much gentlemen. It is always very helpful; we are

very grateful to you.to be a man capable of screwing people down.

Witnesses:Mr TonyMcNulty, aMember of the House, Minister of State, andMr Bob Linnard,Director of
Regional and Local Transport Policy, Department for Transport, examined.

Q236 Chairman: Minister, you are most warmly Q237 Chairman: Mr Linnard, what is your present
title?welcome, as always. I seem to have seen you
MrLinnard:My present title is Director of Regionalsomewhere before today. Can I ask you, first, to
and Local Transport Policy, Madam Chairman.identify yourself and your colleague?

Mr McNulty: Tony McNulty, Minister of State for
Transport; my colleague is Bob Linnard, who will Q238 Chairman: We are delighted to hear the
tell you what his title is because I cannot remember. Department has got one. Did you have something
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you wanted to say to us, Minister, before we restraint and other elements of road and traYc
management. You will know that Liverpool, forbegin?

Mr McNulty: Just that I would be delighted to example, given the relative aZuence and significant
regeneration there has been over, perhaps,answer your forthcoming questions.
something like the last eight years has, from a very
low base, significantly increased its car ownershipQ239 Chairman: It is very nice how end-of-term
and car rider-ship, which needs to be put in thehysteria does relax people, I find.
balance. That is not the same issue or problem thatMr McNulty: End-of-day, in my case; it has been
Manchester or Leeds face, in those terms, so it isone of those days.
really about what works in each context for eachChairman: Can I ask Mr Stringer to start?
city.

Q240Mr Stringer:You say that you will give the go-
ahead to light rail schemes if they are part of a fully Q243 Mr Stringer: Has there been a change in the
integrated transport system. The Secretary of State Government’s policy in relation to light rail and
has also explained that that does not have to involve trams?
charging for road use. Can you explain to me what Mr McNulty: No.
an integrated transport system would look like for a
city like Manchester or Leeds—one of the major Q244Mr Stringer:Howmany people work on trams
metropolitan conurbations? within the Department for Transport?
MrMcNulty: I think there would probably be three MrMcNulty: In terms of light rail issues generally it
or four key elements. One would be apropos our is about the equivalent of 10 full-time posts working
statement last July on buses;1 one would be the bus on what are now new and fairly new major projects
service operator grant will pass to the Authority so in the light rail division. Previously, that was all just
it couldmore readily control in a strategic fashion its under local regional transport and was part of the
bus services, north and south Manchester (we think team that worked just on transport, but it has clearly
that is one of the key quid pro quos for an integrated become a more significant issue. That does not
strategy), but it would also be how those bus services include, clearly, those working on TWA orders and
then fit in with what GreaterManchester would seek other aspects of the whole process in terms of light
to do with its road network more broadly, including rail.
bus priority measures and those sorts of things, but
more generally too, how bus and roads bed in with

Q245 Mr Stringer: The National Audit OYce isheavy rail and light rail in an integrated and
critical of the Department’s response time. Is thatsustainable way. It is not, as you rightly say, a code
related to the number of people working there?for road user charging, workplace levies, congestion
Should there be more people working in thatcharges, but they may or may not be a feature of it.
section? What are you going to do to improve theEvery time you seem to say it people assume that it
response time?is absolutely central to it, it is all code for congestion
Mr McNulty: Part of their retrospective criticismcharges. It is not meant to be that at all, it is just
was about the TWA element of the process and theyabout what works best in terms of relieving
recognised in the report that we had pretty muchcongestion and having an integrated transport
doubled the staV in TWA. Certainly in terms of themodel in our cities and towns. The one caveat I
specific light rail projects to do with TWA the lastwould add is that increasingly wemaymove towards
two or three have gone through—I think two haveeither city/regional basis, even something wider than
been done well within time and the third was justsimply a Merseyside area or the equivalents in West
over time, I think, in the case of Birmingham. So weand SouthYorkshire, or combine them in someway.
have dealt with that element of it. Beyond that, theirAgain, in the first instance that is a matter for the
concerns were about, I think, focus, which is why welocal areas concerned.
have drawn out, from local transportmajor projects,
a light rail team which we think is suYcient to dealQ241 Mr Stringer: You say that it would probably
with the workload.incorporate traYc restraint or constraint.

Mr McNulty: It may.
Q246 Mr Stringer: When did you alert Leeds and
Greater Manchester to the fact that there was aQ242 Mr Stringer: Do you not accept that if one of
likelihood that these schemes would not bethe city’s objectives is to have urban regeneration
approved?they may want to increase the number of people
MrMcNulty: If you go through the whole phase andgoing into the city centre and traYc restraint would
chronology, in the first instance you will know theyrestrict that?
were alerted to diYculties when we met both ofMr McNulty: It would vary from town and city to
them—I think fairly soon after I came into thetown and city. I know, from the work we have done
Department. It was almost a second iteration. Inon light rail and other matters, that simply the
both cases, before I got to the Department, the cappathways going into the centre of Manchester, for
had been increased—Manchester from £282 millionexample, are very constrained and very congested.
to £520 million and for Leeds and South HampshireIn other cases it may well be a mixture of both
I cannot remember exactly the figures. So, in the first
instance, they came to the Department saying there1 Note by witness: See Chapter 5, The Future of Transport: a

network for 2030, Cm 6234. were diYculties in terms of costs, can there be an
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increase in the cap, which there was. I think soon Q250 Mr Stringer: Do you not think the
Department should have some idea of what thoseafter I got to the Department I met with them again
figures are?to confirm those caps and see what they could do in
Mr McNulty: If it was as scientific as that thenthat regard. If you are referring directly to when
perhaps they should, but it is not a science.were they notified about the decision in July, as I
Throughout these processes, as and when we haveunderstand it they were not until Alistair made a
discussions with many of the project promoters—statement, because these were key commercial
and this is part of the delay, I guess—there are on-decisions.
going arguments, disagreements and discussions
about why and what proportion, and cost-base, is

Q247 Mr Stringer: That was the reason for not appropriate for each element. So it is very, very
alerting them to the fact that there was a problem? diYcult to pass all that down and say what comes
Mr McNulty: No, there had been at various stages from which direction.
in the process, all the way back from the initial
provisional approval, iterations and to-ing and fro- Q251 Mr Stringer: The National Audit OYceing between oYcials about cost base, and various criticised the Design, Build and Operate process.
aspects of the projects that were on the table and What would be the Department’s favoured method
their cost base. Was there a definitive meeting with of procurement, at the moment?
either or both of them to say: “These are in trouble Mr McNulty: I think there is no favoured option,
and we would like to withdraw funding approval in and certainly, given where we are at now, with the
July”? The answer is no, because they were on-going three extant schemes that we withdrew funding
commercial processes and something like that we approval for, and the other schemes going through,
felt would have impacted on the promoters, their of all the various elements—design, build, maintain,
commercial considerations and everything else, and finance, operate—whatever mix works and works
it was not something we could share with the appropriately for any given project, when it goes
authorities and, hence, the promoters. through all the various new appraisal techniques and

all the assorted other elements, the value-for-money,
the aVordability, the benefit-to-cost ratio—are allQ248 Mr Stringer: Of the increase in costs, how
other things that are most important. I know theremuch would you apportion to the diVerent headings
is a view abroad that says DfT have some fixedthat the National Audit OYce report recognises in
procurement model and it all has to be public/terms of the financing costs, the costs of moving
private, it all has to be PFI-dominated, and all thatutilities and non-standardisation? Where do you
(and that is part of the problem). We have said,think the majority of the extra costs of those three
clearly, to Manchester and others: “Come up with aschemes came from?
procurement scheme that works for you with allMrMcNulty: I think, in one sense, it would be very,
those elements and we will look at in the contextvery diYcult to apportion, not least because, say in
of—”.Manchester’s case, the project that we had initially

for £282million changed in some regards by the time
Q252Mr Stringer:Does that mean you would allowit got to the £520 million cap, and by the time they
a wholly public sector scheme?came back to us on the run up to July, saying
Mr McNulty: Potentially, if it worked. In some ofanything from £800 million to £900 million million
the cases where there has been a lot of work donefor the three lines, again, the nature of the project
over some of these extant schemes, part of theunder all those suspended headings changed
process has been simply to shift that private riskconsiderably. Certainly since July, with the working
element to the public sector, and in some cases thatgroup that I chaired between Manchester and the
may mean, as you work through the figures, nooYcials, quite rightly Manchester explored a whole
adjustment or increase in the costs in terms of thehost of areas where things could change—revenue
upfront element for the public sector, but down therisk, and all those sorts of areas—to the stage where
line, in some five or 10 years’ time, a fairlywhat is on the table now, the various components of
substantial hit if the risk revenue formulae andit, is completely beyond recognition of what we
speculation does not work. So it is about balance. Ifstarted out with £282 million. So it is very diYcult to
shifting all that risk revenue back to the public sectorapportion in a mechanistic way, under all those
means, in cash terms, upfront and beyond upfront,headings, where the majority of the cost increase
significant increases in costs, then that is notcomes from.
achieving what we want any more than adjustments
to the—

Q249Mr Stringer: Can you give us a rough order of
magnitude of how much extra costs are attributable Q253 Chairman: You do not think that there are
to the change in the attitude of the city? Fiftymillion, private finance initiatives where the risk, when it gets
100million, 200million?On theGreaterManchester shifted in theory to the private sector, actually
scheme or the Leeds scheme. results in estimates which are just absorbing all of
Mr McNulty: It would be diYcult for me, beyond that money at a cost to the taxpayers?
what limited expertise I have, to apportion that, to Mr McNulty: Again, I have heard that suggestion
be perfectly honest. That is probably one to ask the but I would not have the expertise or knowledge on

every aspect—city and the bankers, but they—
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Q254 Chairman: We must send you several reports, Q258 Mr Stringer: Final point, and a very specific
question because you have said publicly, in responseMinister, and you must study them carefully. They
to the refurbishment of theManchester scheme, thatwill explain it to you.
there will be a quick response: when is that responseMrMcNulty: I have certainly read a number of them
going to be?but they are not necessarily germane to the various
Mr McNulty: Without being facetious it will be asprocurement models for light rail.
quick as we possibly can. That element of the
Metrolink project was always one of the elements of

Q255 Mr Stringer: If I can just finish on two fronts: the 282 to 520 and the scheme that is on the table
I think the diYculty for those of us who are now. I have said time and time again that that was
interested in Manchester’s model (I think many part of the element, and if you unpicked everything
people are interested in this from a public transport and go forward with the three lines with, maybe, a
point of view) is that three schemes have been sought Transport Innovation Fund (TIF) project element
and it is very diYcult to understand the ideal scheme and all those sorts of elements, then you did have to

uncouple the refurb, which is necessary andthe Department would have. It is easy for the
necessary soon. I will make every endeavour to haveDepartment to criticise, and I have failed to get out
that decisionwithManchester at the earliest possibleof you here, Minister, and on other occasions when
opportunity. We have had the paperwork now forwe have debated the matter, exactly what hurdles
about three weeks; we got it, literally, the Fridaywould have to be got over for schemes to be
before I was up in Manchester for three days forapproved.
ODPM’s urban summit, which was the end ofMr McNulty: Part of the diYculty is understanding
January—so perhaps a bit longer, maybe four or fivethe entire chronology. Part of the thing that we are
weeks—but I am cracking the whip on that one tonot doing, at the moment—and we should once it is
try and get that element of the project determinedall settled—is that at the moment we are trying to
sooner rather than later. Whatever happens long-move things forward with Manchester, with Leeds
term, we are going to have phase III, the refurb, theand there are still talks and discussions with South
modernisation of Bury-Altrincham, and all thatHampshire, so it is not appropriate, at this stage,
does need to happen and happen soon. I fully acceptwhen we are trying to resolve those elements going
that.With the politics, watch this space because I amforward to go right back to the beginning. It may
trying to get that done as soon as I can.well be—I do not know—that the real question is:

was there really any substantive chance of
Manchester delivering three extensions toMetrolink Q259 Miss McIntosh: Could I ask you, Minister,
for £282 million and the model that was approved in about the new railway safety regime coming out
the first place? I do not know the answer to that, and from the Railways Board and, eventually, in the
I am not knocking those who made that decision; I European Urban Rail Directive. Do you accept that
am just saying that is a question of some validity that it is going to be more costly for the companies
is worth looking at—and the same in terms of South operating those systems to adhere to?
Hampshire and the same in terms of Leeds. We are Mr McNulty: Firstly, I certainly hope not because
trying now to get in place a far more robust analysis the whole thrust of the Directive is to get costs down
that tries to ensure, by the time you get to rather than otherwise. Secondly, I think there is a bit
provisional approval level for a project, that we feel of a misinterpretation of the Railways Bill and
far more confident about the robustness of the putting light rail and tram schemes with all that
numbers than we have done previously. So there is migrates from the Health and Safety Executive to

the OYce of Rail Regulation. In essence, under thenot any template or blueprint, either now or then.
Health and Safety Executive the entire rail safety
division was autonomous, separate and worked

Q256Mr Stringer: If you put the finance on one side, within its own terms, which is why it is easy, having
do you accept, as we have had evidence this made the policy decision, to lift that out of there and
afternoon, that buses simply cannot provide the put it in the OYce of Rail Regulation. It had, within
same capacity as trams can? its terms inside Health and Safety, light rail and
Mr McNulty: In some of the more crowded trams, and if you take everything out and put it over
corridors in urban areas (I have read the PTEG to the OYce of Rail Regulation it seems absurd,

really, to leave light rail and trams back at HSE andreport and everything else) that would seem to be the
not move them over as well. How the OYce of Railcase but I would not accept the starting notion that
Regulation works with the light rail and tramsomehow buses do not work as robustly as light rail
element, in the context of their regulatory duties,in all cases; it is about—going back to the integrated
economic safety and everything else, is a moot pointtransport—the links between—
and one that they are still discussing now as part of
the transition and post-Railways Bill, post-SRA

Q257Mr Stringer:Do you or do you not accept that scenario. I am not entirely sure, even with light rail
there is a limit, as we have just heard, of about 3,000 coming under a national heavy rail standards
passengers an hour, I think, on a bus corridor, and regime, that the argument that that somehow
it is considerably higher on trams? imposes greater costs and, somehow,means the gold
MrMcNulty: I do accept that, in some instances and plating of safety should be uncoupled from heavy

rail stands up tomuch judgment. I have certainly noton some corridors; I do not accept it as a generality.
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seen much evidence of that, although we are looking Q263MissMcIntosh: Presumably your Department
does accept that light rail carries with it a diVerentinto that as part of our overall review of all light
type and a lesser risk than heavy rail? Presumably,rail projects.
the standards that you are having to set will reflect
that. What representations have you received in

Q260 Miss McIntosh: Perhaps you would read the this regard?
evidence, when it is published, to this report. I MrMcNulty: I presume nothing in that regard. You
understand from the HSE memorandum— may be right, in the sense that we are starting to say
Mr McNulty: I shall read the evidence; it does not now—in terms of our community rail partnership
follow I shall agree with it. strategy and all the other elements—that what we

want is a regime where, of course, safety is
paramount but it is a safety regime that is fit for

Q261Miss McIntosh:—to this Committee, they say purpose. That would apply, I would suggest, to light
that in its present form the draft proposal for the rail as well as heavy rail, but as we have seen we need
European Urban Rail Directive will establish a to have further talking done with the OYce of Rail
notified body of verification’s regime for light Regulation and, in terms of the Directive, with the
railways and tramways, and therefore it will require Commission once we have submitted our draft. Of
another, separate body that the railway operators course, everyone knows that the sort of post-
must apply to and be interoperable with. Hatfield gold plating and all those other elements
Mr McNulty: In part, at least, that is speculative. that people have discussed (I am sure the Committee
What we have got is a draft Directive and no more. has) have led to a safety regime where the safety
We have got until March 25 to respond in full, as a regime is paramount and fit for purpose in each case,
Government, to the draft Directive. It is seeking, in whether it is a small community rail partnership line
terms ofMetro tramlink and light rail schemes, some that does not need gold plating until 125 miles an
degree of harmonisation. All these schemes, on their hour or, indeed, light rail and how it diVers from

heavy rail. I do take your point.own terms, on a Member State-by-Member State
basis, are fairly heavily regulated at the local level;
it is about how there can be some degree of Q264 Clive EVord:You said that you are only going
harmonisation, not just in terms of regulation but in to fund light rail schemes if they are part of an
terms of pecuniary regimes and everything else as integrated transport strategy involving integration,
well, with a view to driving down costs rather than appropriate park-and-ride facilities and traYc
otherwise. As I say, we have not formally responded restraint. When did the Department adopt that
to it yet, but it is very early days and, really, quite policy?
speculative to say what the final Directive may or MrMcNulty: Formally, last July when we issued the
may not do in terms of safety, costs or any other Transport Review White Paper as well as the

Railway Review White Paper.aspect of light rail. They are called, by the way—I
cannot remember what the acronym stands for—
RMT schemes, in the Directive. Rail Mass Transit, Q265 Clive EVord: When was UKTram set up? Did
I think. DfT play a part in it?

MrMcNulty:We played no part in setting it up. We
welcome it and we certainly are encouraging it; it is a

Q262 Miss McIntosh: How is your Department very, very useful, almost, industry one-stop-shop to
going to set the standards and yet allow for deal with and give advice to those who seek advice in
innovation, in relation to both the European terms of procurement and other issues, but we had
Directive and, also, working with the Health and no part in setting the thing.
Safety Executive to ensure that the standards set are
reasonable? Q266 Clive EVord: Mr Rowlands, in his evidence,
MrMcNulty: In the first case, we will respond in full has estimated that a complete evaluation of light rail
to the draft Directive, and I am more than happy to will cost between £10 and £15million and take about
ensure that the Committee get a copy of that when 10 years. Given that the National Audit OYce did
we have duly responded. Secondly, as I say, it will that on existing evidence, do you think that is a
not be the Health and Safety Executive; if, God reasonable estimate?
willing, the Railways Bill secures its Parliamentary Mr McNulty: It is one that has been market-tested
passage, which I sincerely hope it will, then those and based on tenders, but I would say that if we are
light rail and tram elements of the safety regime will serious on a project-by-project basis to try and elicit
go to the OYce of Rail Regulation, along with all the all the benefits of a line, then it would be over a 10-
other rail safety elements. As I have just said, on its year—at least—frame and would cost that sort of

order, if we are serious about trying to get rightown terms theORR is looking at how those light rail
down to what the regenerative, social, economic andor tram considerations sit with all it is doing in the
other benefits as well as the other, narrower,broader railway safety sense once it takes the safety
transport and urban congestion benefits were for afunction over, and that we thought it would be
scheme.inappropriate to leave light rail/tram hanging in the

wind back with the HSE rather than coming across
with it. So it is early days on both, is the short Q267 Clive EVord:What plans does the Department

have to evaluate schemes in the future?answer.
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Mr McNulty: Without, again, being facetious, we important the weighting is. However, typically, in a
scheme we would add perhaps 10% to the time takenhad earmarked Manchester Metrolink Phase III as

one that we would follow through and evaluate in for a trip by the bus to reflect the fact that people
prefer trams to buses, on the evidence that we havethat fashion. Clearly, we are not doing that because

we need to start with at least one substantive scheme; seen. However, to some extent, these are always
assumptions that need to be revisited because newclearly, we are not doing that now, given the

approval for funding was withdrawn last July. We buses come on the market or there are better
products that people may prefer to the old ones. Soare hopeful, as I say, that Manchester and the other

projects can get to a stage where we can go forward this is not a formula, a piece of appraisalmechanism,
that can be set in stone and left and not revisited forand we will revisit. It is important, when you are

evaluating, to try and start as early as you can and 10 years; it has to be kept up-to-date.
develop with the scheme, rather than just, for
example, parachute in and try and seek to evaluate Q271 Clive EVord:Given that, how are you ensuring
over time Metrolink Phases I and II or the Croydon that the most eYcient form of procurement is used?
Tramlink, or whatever else. It is likely, I would Mr Linnard:What we do is talk to the promoters at
think, although it has not been determined, that one an early stage. As the Minister said, we have got no
of the larger projects that may go forward over the absolute setmodel for procurement; it will vary from
next couple of years will be one that we do earmark one scheme to another. We have now got more
for this thorough research and evaluation. Research in-house, within the Department, expertise on
and evaluation of schemes is the one thing, without procurement than we had for the early schemes, and
oVending anybody, that the British public polity and there is new guidance that is going to be issued very
civil servants do not do terribly well. soon on major projects to local authorities to

promoters of light rail and other major projects,
which will cover procurement in more detail.Q268 Clive EVord: Does the Department have an

idea of what it wants to know from these
evaluations? Q272 Clive EVord: Would the Department now
Mr McNulty: We want to know whether all the recommend Design, Build, Finance and Operate for
elements claimed for a particular scheme, in terms of light rail schemes?
social regeneration and narrower cost-benefits in Mr Linnard:As I say, we are not recommending one
transport terms, stand up or not, which is why you model. For some that will be the right model, for
do have to follow something through. The others the cost of transferring the operating risk to
regeneration benefits of Merseytram or the third the concessionaire, who is also doing the design and
element of Metrolink are not going to happen build, will not make sense.
overnight in a 3-5 year context; you do need to stick
with a project and try and follow those things Q273 Mrs Ellman: Mr Linnard, you have just
through, and then capture in monetary terms what referred to new guidance to be issued. Will that
they may or may not have done. reflect theNational Audit OYce’s recommendations
Clive EVord: How robust is the Department’s for more standardisation?
appraisal model? For instance, we have been Mr Linnard: Not really, no. It will certainly refer to
informed that diVerent values are given for the speed that aspect of it. It will cover mainly things like the
of bus and the speed of tram to reflect passenger way we appraise projects, guidance on procurement
preference, and that the loss of revenue on fuel duties and what we would expect promoters to do by way
is included in the costs. Is there a case for a simpler of, basically, following best practice on
method of appraising schemes? procurement, on tendering and on project

management. The standardisation aspect of it is
Q269 Chairman: Could we ask Mr Linnard that? something that we will be pursuing partly through
Would you mind, Minister, because I understand he UKTram, because that is an industry body which is
might have some contribution to make? better placed than the Department to advise and,
Mr Linnard: Thank you, Madam Chairman. We do possibly, to develop standards on that.
try to improve the way we appraise these projects
continuously, and we certainly do more detailed Q274 Mrs Ellman: Could I ask Mr McNulty, then,
appraisal now than I think we would have done with the National Audit OYce did make specific
some of the earlier schemes that were approved, and recommendations on standardisation. Do you agree
we try to do it more accurately. It is true that when with that and are you satisfied with the progress the
we do the appraisal we take account of the evidence Department has made?
that people prefer trams to buses, and therefore at MrMcNulty: I agree with it in part on its own terms,
the margins we weight the appraisal against buses to but the key must be the most appropriate
reflect that. Obviously, one of the things— procurement model, and all other aspects of the

model, for a project that is coming forward, which
is why it is right that it may be that Design, Build,Q270 Chairman: If you are going to weight

something in that kind of formula the size of the Maintain and Operate is an appropriate model in
some regards, if the risk balance is appropriate.weighting is actually very important.

Mr Linnard: As I understand it, it varies from In others it might be more appropriate to follow
the Docklands Light Rail-type model wherescheme to scheme because it depends how many

people you are carrying and, therefore, how management was taken away from Design, Build
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and Finance. So standardisation, yes, as far as you and everything else. There is absolutely, profoundly
not, a conspiracy between the politicians, the civilcan, but you cannot lose the flexibility of what is
servants or the DfT against light rail.appropriate for X town or X city on its own terms

and in the context of its integrated transport
provision. Q278Mrs Ellman:On evaluation, do you think that

regeneration impact is being assessed properly, if it
is possible to do it?Q275 Mrs Ellman: Does that mean you are not MrMcNulty: I think it is assessed better and better,

accepting the NAO’s advice that as a condition of but you will know that it is very, very diYcult—
grant there should be standardisation? extraordinarily diYcult—to monetise or even
Mr McNulty: Not, as I say, beyond a recognition quantify in some way what potential regeneration
that where you standardise you should. What are impact any project will have, but we are, I think,
Liverpool andManchester—forty miles apart?—yet under the new appraisal scheme, including those
they have manifestly diVerent approaches to social, regenerative and well as economic
Merseytram, the first line in Liverpool, and the dimensions.
model for Metrolink I and II and Metrolink III is
diVerent. That is not criticising anyone; they are Q279 Chairman: Do you look at evidence fromappropriate in their own terms for each of those elsewhere? The Committee found an example whencities. As far as you can standardise, in terms of best we looked at Portland some years ago now; we wentpractice and all the other elements that UKTram to Portland, and it was very clear that there was anmay well give to promoters, that is perfectly fine; enormous change in the rateable value and in the
standardisation is not a magic bullet or panacea to worth of central Portland buildings, simply because
try and solve many of the problems that have come the new rail system had gone through the centre.
up in the past for some of these projects. Indeed, much to our astonishment, the prices of

property had tripled because there were actually
tram stops outside the door.Q276 Mrs Ellman: On current information, how
Mr McNulty: I do not doubt that, but it is muchmany new light rail schemes do you think would be
easier to quantify and monetise regenerationput into practice during the period of the 10-year
benefits once a system is in place, which goes back totransport plan?
the point about longer-term early evaluations.MrMcNulty: I have no idea, oV the top of my head,
Really trying to grasp and measure the claims into be perfectly honest. Adding up the ones that are
terms of regeneration and social and economiceither done and fully operating, those that are in the
benefits is more diYcult, but I think, under the newpipeline and are not with us yet, and howmany may
appraisal scheme, we are doing it better, perhaps,or may not come oV the stocks over the next couple
than was the case in the past because the notion thatof years—does it all add up to 25? I am not entirely
there are regeneration outcomes from thesure. Will we go with Nottingham’s second
introduction of light rail schemes in many of ourextension; eventually with South Hampshire,
towns and cities is well-made and there is aeventually with Blackpool, eventually with Leeds,
growing—albeit small—evidential base that that isetc, etc? I do not know. It would be speculative to put
the case. It is at the appraisal stage that it is stillany number on it in the 10-year plan period. If the
diYcult, but it is better than it used to be.subtext is: are there going to be no more at all once

we have got whatever is on the table oV the table,
Q280 Mrs Ellman: Do you think the Health andthen again I would say the answer is no. There is not
Safety Executive’s standards are reasonable?an aversion to light rail.
Mr McNulty: As I was saying earlier, to Miss
McIntosh, the ORR will need to look at that as part

Q277Mrs Ellman:You did answer a question earlier of the transfer of the safety standard and the rail
by saying the Department had not changed its view safety brief over to them from HSE. I think it may
on that, but would you say it has cooled oV, rather? well be that, again, standardisation across the piece,

in terms of heavy rail, light rail, may not be the wayIt might not be making an oYcial policy change so
to go in the future; we do need to get safety regimesmuch as changing the assessment—
that are fit for purpose in terms of the railway linesMr McNulty: No, I would say profoundly not—
and what sort of traYc is on the railway lines as wellother than in the context of something that goes
as light rail. So the answer is, probably, maybe.from £282 million to £900 million or £150 million to

£350million.Neither have we changed our policy on
aVordability, VfM and getting the best bang for our Q281 Chairman: A definite maybe?

Mr McNulty: A definite maybe. Positively abuck in terms of each of these projects. I can
definite maybe.manifestly say there is no gang of civil servants on

the grassy knoll with a second rifle; there is no
conspiracy against light rail, but we need to judge Q282 Mrs Ellman: What do you think a reasonable
each of these projects on their own terms with VfM, time limit would be to develop a light rail scheme
procurement and all those elements fully robust. and implement it?
That is what we are trying to do now with the extant Mr McNulty: The sort of intuitive answer would be
ones, like SHRT,Manchester and Leeds and will be a lot less time than it currently takes. We are trying

to address that. I do not think, again, you candoingwithMerseytramandNottingham extensions,
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standardise a process, but by—which is what we are towns, whichmight not be themost appropriate way
to take light rail forward. The only one that remotelyseeking to do—intervening in the work with the

promoters far earlier, trying to get diYculties and compares, I guess, is South Hampshire; that is inter-
urban betweenHorsford andGosport, but of courseproblems out of the way far earlier, so we get to a

stage where once projects are finally assessed and that is under the sea rather than inter-urban in the
sense of utilising a heavy rail system. So I think theremove to provisional approval there is a greater

robustness about them than there has been in the will be a bit of apples and oranges, in terms of
comparison. There has not been substantive guidedpast, should truncate the process, but these are

tortuously complex processes and I know they have bus project experience in the equivalent areas of
Liverpool, Manchester—as I say, Leeds has gottaken too long in the past—I readily admit that. The

most interesting thing is, as ever, people always say some elements of it. We suVer, in part, from the
nature of our infrastructure, both in terms of itsit is the TWA or the planning process that takes all

the time. As I say, in the last three cases, I think, that significant underinvestment in the infrastructure—
certainly since the war—and, in simplistic terms, byhas not been the case. With the DLR extensions the

TWA has been turning over very quickly; I think in the width of our roads. People say (and maybe we
will come on to it): “How do we compare withBirmingham Brierley Hill case it was slightly

longer— France, Germany and others?”Well, at least in some
regards—and mostly they are urban areas—they
had the foresight to have wider roads than we do.Q283 Chairman: You are not actually homing in on

the fact that they also say that the Department took
a hell of a time once it got the Inspector’s report to Q287 Chairman: Many people have said: “You
actually come up with a decision. should have been conquered by Napoleon; it would
Mr McNulty: Again, without casting aspersions on have solved a lot of problems.”
anybody else, not on my watch they have not. MrMcNulty: I do not think I would share that view,

but that is another inquiry.
Q284 Chairman: Let me put it another way round:
does the Department put out a detailed refutation of Q288 Ian Lucas: Utility companies are not very
theNAO report? If it is factually incorrect we should popular with the tramway operators. They were
say so. telling us that they feel that the utility companies get
Mr McNulty: No, I do not think there has been or a very good deal indeed when there are diversions of
there are plans for a detailed refutation; I do not tramways. Is there anything the Department can do
think it is as stark as that. to address what they feel is an unfair bargaining

position that the utility companies have?
Mr McNulty: I suppose the starting point is to sayQ285 Chairman: So you can tell us, for example,
that utility companies are very keen to have all theirwhat proportion of the delays in the planning
utilities diverted from a tramline and they are veryprocess were directly attributable to the
keen that they should do the work themselves—Department?
which I think, from their perspective, is a fairlyMrMcNulty:Not oV the top of my head I could not
natural position.With the limited comparisons therebut I could probably let you have that information
have been with some of our European counterparts,if it was done. We did a similar exercise when I was
far less utilities are diverted in the first place andat ODPM. We now have in place ministerial targets
there is far greater discussion and consensus aboutthat, when we get them, asMinisters, they are turned
the cost and how you do the things. Those arearound quicker, and with the increased resources in
elements that we, perhaps, should look at. I fear itterms of the TWA division, again, that is far more
will mean legislative changes to go in that direction,robust and quicker. However, there still needs to be
but I think there does need to be, perhaps, a greateran integrity to the process. It is like the planning
balance between the rights and powers of utilitiesprocess, quasi-judicial, but, again, like the planning
and those seeking to do schemes like light rail. Iprocess the more pre-application discussion there is
think I would broadly agree with that.on a range of themes in terms of their complexity, the

smoother, hopefully, the TWA will run.
Q289 Ian Lucas: So it is on the Government’s
agenda to legislate in that area to make the balanceQ286 Mrs Ellman: Have you made any assessment

of successful guided buses compared with light rail? fairer?
Mr McNulty: I am not sure I said that. There areMr McNulty: Not in terms of direct comparison

because there is not a whole lot, yet, of guided buses serious enough questions abroad from promoters
and others—in some cases local authorities as well—in place and working in any substantive fashion.

There are small elements in Leeds and elsewhere. I about utility diversions and the cost of them for the
Government, at least, to look and look in detail. Onethink the Translink scheme from Luton to

Dunstable, which is going through the TWAprocess of the things we are doing with some of the
promoters when we are looking at schemes (I amnow, so it is very, very early days on that, and the

approval of the Cambridge scheme, will be the first thinking of Leeds in particular), is they are reviewing
their whole approach and strategy in terms of utilitytwo fairly substantive ones that might give us some

notion or comparison between the two. You will diversion. It is, in comparative terms, as far as there
is evidence with our European counterparts, anrecognise straight away that these are inter-urban

and the conversion of heavy rail links between two extraordinarily larger element in terms of costs than
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in Europe. It is something that needs looking at. Q292 Ian Lucas: Do you think the Department
should be concerned that it has taken four years toWhether down the end of that line it means altering
get approval for an experimental rail vehicle to runlegislation and the relative balance between utilities
on the Stourbridge line on Sundays? That soundsand light rail promoters and local authorities, it is
like an awfully long time.probably too early to say. However, I do think it is
Mr McNulty: It does sound a long time. I do notsomething of substance that does need to be
know the details of the particular one, but I willlooked at.
certainly look at it. We are very, very keen to do two
things: firstly, to make sure that the initial decisions
in terms of these projects and these types ofQ290 Ian Lucas: What is the Department doing to
experimentations are taken at the appropriate level,look at more innovative schemes and trial schemes
and are taken not quickly because there arein light rail and the alternatives to it?
processes to go through but not over an inordinatelyMrMcNulty:We are working with local authorities,
long time-frame for no apparent reason other thanin the case of the three extant projects that were put
it has taken so long. Something like that should notlast July. They have done an extraordinary amount
take four years, I fully accept that.of work looking at a whole range of alternatives,

including new fancy bus transit systems—in some
Q293 Chairman: It is important, is it not, Minister,cases described as a tramway up the tramlines, and
not simply to pay lip service to the fact you areall those other elements—and looking at how robust
looking for innovative technologies? When there isthat kind of model might be in the context of quality
something simple, like giving permission to run oncontracts and a shift of the bus service operators
an empty line, a little bit of urgency—I do not thinkaround, and all those sorts of elements. We are
we necessarily want to go back to the originalalways seeking to work with people to look at
railway situation where the first train managed toinnovative schemes in terms of both light rail
kill a minister, but I am sure we could actually dotechniques and other elements. There are a couple of
something in between that.small companies looking at particular ultra-light
MrMcNulty: I will accept that comment in the spiritrail-type schemes that we watchwith interest. I think
intended!we are looking, we have said in the guidance, to

support innovation and new technologies and have
Q294 Mr Stringer: Can I follow a question Mrsput something like, I think, £5 million or so on the
Ellman asked? You were talking about it beingtable to look at pilots to progress innovative
diYcult to assess regeneration schemes. I acceptschemes.2 We welcome innovation and imagination.
that, but as the objectives for local transport
schemes are safety, accessibility, congestion and
pollution, why is regeneration not one of theQ291 Ian Lucas: There is a company called JPM
objectives of local transport schemes?Parry Associates, apparently, who say they have co-
Mr McNulty: I think it is not one of the specificoperated with Holdfast Level Crossings to produce
objectives because, in the broader sense of all thea new form of tram track based on a panel system
Government does, regeneration is one of the keywhich can be inserted quickly and does not require
elements. Those are particular elements in the newthe diversion of utilities. That sounds good. The bad
Local Transport Plans (LTP) guidance that we wantnews is that they feel frustrated that theGovernment
local authorities to focus on in the context of localis not doing enough to help them. Do you know
transport plans. However, I would say that in any ofanything about that?
the schemes that come forward from the LTP,MrMcNulty: Because, essentially, in their case they
especially major schemes, regeneration will be a keyhave a proprietary system and they want the
element of the criteria too. There are specific,Government to fully fund the development of their
transport-related elements that we need to secureproprietary system, which again—rather like the
out of the LTP process—like congestion andutilities—why would they not? We do not think that
accessibility, as you suggest. In the broader contextis an appropriate way forward. We will watch with
regeneration must be a key element of that. I said tointerest how Parry and Bristol Electric Rail Bus and
Mrs Ellman we are getting better at it, and part ofsome of the other small companies move in this
getting better at it is to assess far more robustly,direction, but it is not really for us to fund private
perhaps, and evaluate far more robustly, not justsector research and development around transport and its impact on regeneration but howproprietary systems. That may change but that, I successful or otherwise our regeneration projects

think, is our position at themoment. The points they have been. I know, across government, we are trying
have made about not needing to divert utilities, and to do that far more and far more robustly.
things like that, are of course of interest, as are all the
other elements in terms of innovation and new

Q295Mr Stringer:Your oYcials have been assessingsystems. We watch those all the time with interest.
local transport plans, quite reasonably, againstWe are an open, caring and outward-looking
those sorts of criteria, whereas out in the real worldDepartment.
most local authorities, if you ask themwhat their top
priority would be, it would probably be2 Note by witness: See paragraph 4.43, Full guidance on Local
regeneration. So would it not be sensible to haveTransport Plans, Second Edition,Department for Transport,

8 December 2004. regeneration as one of the objectives?
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Mr McNulty:Mr Linnard’s cue to come in, I think. Q299 Chairman: Can you tell us how much the bus
service operators’ grant costs each year?Mr Linnard:We have got the four specific transport

objectives, which you mentioned, which are shared MrMcNulty: I cannot, oV the top of my head, but I
am sure Mr Linnard will, in a moment.between central government and local

government—the LGA—but the guidance we have
Q300 Chairman: Is that one of the things you carryput out on the preparation of the second round of
in your head, Mr Linnard?local transport plans puts a lot of emphasis—much
Mr Linnard: It is on a piece of paper in front of me.more than in the first round—on the need for local

authorities to do their transport plans against the
Q301 Chairman: That is much more useful.background of housing, regeneration and economic
Mr Linnard: The forecast is £365 million for thisdevelopment to make sure that the transport plans
financial year.fit with the wider plans for the area—and, vice versa,

that the wider plans are informed by transport. So it
Q302 Chairman: When you are doing youris very clearly flagged in the guidance we put out
calculations—bus versus tram—do you takeon LTPs.
account of the fact that that £365million ought to be
part of the calculation?

Q296Mr Stringer: It is interesting but I still have not Mr Linnard: Yes.
had a really satisfactory answer as to why, when
local authorities think it is important, it is not one of Q303 Chairman:We have your word on that. Thank
the objectives. Those are not really transport you very much indeed. As always, Minister, you are
objectives, are they; they are a consequence of very good value and we enjoy listening to you and
transport objectives? questioning you. I think I would only ask you one
Mr McNulty: Well, in one sense, regeneration is a thing in closing: I think it is admirable that you are
consequence of transport. so open to diVerent flexibilities, but could you accept

that this might produce some diYculties for local
authorities who want to come to you with particularQ297 Mr Stringer: A positive consequence.
schemes? What you are saying, in eVect, is: “WeMr McNulty: Absolutely, but the key point is that
won’t tell them that we have a template”, but, on thewe have gone from not doing terribly well at the
other hand there must be things that you are goingprocess of capturing, monetarising and quantifying
to turn down. Is there any likelihood that you wouldregeneration aspects of it, to doing it far more
be prepared to say to the local authorities concerned:robustly now. I think that is important in the context
“There are a number of options and these are whatof light rail projects. As Mr Linnard said, far more
they are”? Would that not be, at least, a moreeloquently than I, in the wider context of LTP
targeted, amore structured way of giving them someguidance for the second round, certainly on major
idea of how tomove forward? Surely, it is not helpfulprojects, regeneration is there and is there very,
to have them doing very complicated schemes andvery firmly.
then be told by you: “No, it does not comply”?
Mr McNulty: I think that would be right if we did

Q298 Mr Stringer: What is the Department’s view not engage with them at any stage before they came
about running light rail or trams on the same lines as up with a project or scheme.What we are seeking far
heavy rail? more than we have done in the past is to have that
MrMcNulty: Show us a scheme and we will look at engagement, that discussion, about what might be
it. It is as robust as that. We have no template, no the most appropriate thing for any particular local
blueprint; if it stacks up in terms of the technicalities authority, long, long before they are committing
and safety, and all those elements, and stacks up on either funds, expertise or resources into working on
all the criteria of VFM, aVordability, BCR, that definitive scheme. So we do stand ready to help
regeneration and all those elements, we will look at at the earliest opportunity, which is perhaps what
it. The one case where that was oVered, there had not did not prevail enough in the past.
been suYcient or robust enough discussion between
the SRA in terms of the heavy rail element and what Q304 Chairman: On that hopeful note, thank you
Bristol and South Gloucestershire were trying to do, very much for giving evidence to us. We shall look
in this case, on the light rail element for the thing to forward to your being in the Department after the
stack up in any way, shape or form, and the scheme next General Election.
fell away before those elements were carried out. But Mr McNulty: Unless I am run over by a train in

the interim!it is something worth looking at.
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Members present:

Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody, in the Chair

Clive EVord Miss Anne McIntosh
Mrs Louise Ellman Mr Graham Stringer
Ian Lucas

Witnesses: Sir Howard Bernstein, Chief Executive, Manchester City Council and Clerk to the Greater
Manchester Passenger Transport Authority; Councillor Roger Jones, Chairman, Greater Manchester
Passenger Transport Authority; Mr Christopher J Mulligan, Director General, Greater Manchester
Passenger Transport Executive; Lord Smith of Leigh, a Member of the House of Lords, Chairman, and
Councillor Richard Leese CBE, Deputy Chairman, Association of Greater Manchester Authorities,
examined.

Q305 Chairman:Good afternoon to you gentlemen. into light rail. We think it is a very significant issue
for us in Greater Manchester and there is theYou are most warmly welcome here this afternoon.

Would you be kind enough to identify yourselves, support of all the 10 local authorities who are willing
to pay 25% of the costs of the Metrolink Scheme.starting on my left.

Lord Smith of Leigh: Good afternoon. I am Peter Greater Manchester has enjoyed comparative
economic success over the past few years andSmith. I am Leader of Wigan, but I am here in my

role as Chairman of the Association of Greater Metrolink is a key factor in that success. However,
there are parts of Greater Manchester that have notManchester Authorities.

Councillor Leese: My name is Richard Leese. I am benefited from the success and we believe Metrolink
would provide the connectivity to regenerate thesethe Leader of Manchester City Council, but I am

here in my role as Deputy Chairman of the areas. We thought, when we met the Minister for
Transport in February 2004, we had reached certainAssociation of Greater Manchester Authorities.

Sir Howard Bernstein: My name is Howard shared conclusions: namelyMetrolinkwas crucial to
the economic fortunes of the region; the costBernstein. I am the Chief Executive of Manchester

and, also, Clerk to the Greater Manchester increases were significant. In the main, these were
attributable to the significant changes in thePassenger Transport Authority.

Mr Jones:My name is Roger Jones. I am Chairman perception of the private sector to risk as well as
delays in taking decisions. The £520 million capof the Greater Manchester Passenger Transport

Authority. agreed in December 2002 was not sustainable with
the progression of the Metrolink expansion of atMr Mulligan: My name is Chris Mulligan. I am

Director General of the Greater Manchester least two lines, and it was undesirable to change
procurement policy. The Minister indicated to usPassenger Transport Executive.

Chairman: Gentlemen, we have a little bit of that he would consult with the Secretary of State and
come back to us. Several months later, about 20housework before we commence our Committee.

Members having an interest to declare? minutes before the announcement on 20 July, we
learned that Metrolink was to be cancelled or, inIan Lucas: I am a member of Amicus.

Miss McIntosh: I am doing a placement with the DfT speak, “not to be proceeded with.” We have
worked hard to reposition Metrolink in theIndustry and Parliament Trust for Network Rail

and I have shares in FirstGroup. Government’s list of key priorities and we now have
the full support of senior Ministers that MetrolinkChairman: I am a member of ASLEF.

Mrs Ellman: I am a member of the Transport and must happen. Chairman, we see your inquiry as a
major opportunity to set the record straight, toGeneral Workers’ Union.

Mr Stringer: I am a member of Amicus and an ex- highlight the importance of light rail as a
contribution to economic change as part of anmember of the Greater Manchester Passenger

Transport Authority and Manchester City Council. integrated transport strategy and the importance of
making early decisions to ensure new jobs and
investment are not slowed down or completely lost.Q306Chairman:Gentlemen, do you have something

you wish to say to open the batting or may we go
straight to the questions? I should point out to you Q307 Chairman:Mr Smith, that is helpful. I hope we

will be able to examine some of those aspects in thethat the acoustics in this room are diYcult, so you
will have to speak up because your words are being questions we want to ask you. Can I begin by saying

we would like to know why you thought light railrecorded but not projected.
Lord Smith of Leigh: Chairman, if it is possible I met your transport needs?

Mr Jones: In terms of light rail, all of us have beenwould like to make an opening statement on behalf
of my colleagues. First of all, we are delighted to be impressed with the success of the system since it

came in about 12 years ago.What is more importanthere and we thank you for giving us the opportunity
to supplement the written submission we have made to us is not what we think, it is what the public think

and the public are massively in support of light railalready. We welcome the Committee’s timely review
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because it has done everything we expected it to do. MrMulligan:Wewere required to do so, Chairman,
because of the social cost benefit analysis on aIt has not just provided an eYcient transport system

for the public, but, also, it has got people, for the first number of occasions.
time, I think, out of their cars and actually onto
public transport. That has been absolutely Q311 Chairman: What was the eVect when the
phenomenal in Greater Manchester. So, when we Department asked you to investigate bus options in
had this hiccup from the Minister in recent months, terms of time lost and expense?
the public have backed our campaign to the hilt Mr Mulligan: We were quite willing to do that
because they know how successful it is and how because one would not come forward with a
successful it will be once it is expanded. We are more proposal, such as light rail, with all the benefits
than happy with the current system as it is, but which Councillor Leese and Lord Smith of Leigh
obviously we need to expand it right across the have described, without having examined the
conurbation, which is what we would like to do. benefits and costs of the alternatives and, indeed, if

it is a requirement of the evaluation of the scheme.
In all cases since 2000, we have been able toQ308 Chairman: What was the most important
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Department’sreason, the regeneration benefit or how much the
economists and civil servants that the scheme istransport needs of the corridors concerned took
much better value for money in their own termsprecedent?
than bus.Councillor Leese: I think it is combination of both of

those with an equal balance. The work which is
being done on the proposed corridors for the Q312 Chairman:What about FirstGroup’s new bus?
Metrolink expansion shows that in terms of the They say it has got the advantages of the tram, it can
number of people that can be carried in comparison be usedwith bus priority measures and it ought to be
with other public transport or other alternatives is more eYcient. Would the availability of such a
significantly greater, perhaps as much as 35% vehicle change your view?
greater. Journey times are significantly smaller and, Mr Mulligan: I do not wish to deprecate
in particular, modal transfer—people getting out of FirstGroup’s bus, it has yet to prove itself in use.
their cars onto public transport—is very much Also, I think it suVers from the handicap of all street-
greater. I think the transport argument is a very borne trouble of traYc lights, congestion and so on,
strong one. At the same time, the economic analysis whereas a segregated tramway is rather better.
indicates that—I will give one example—the growth
in GVA for the conurbation would be around £1.4

Q313 Mrs Ellman: If deregulation was dropped, dobillion per year by the time the whole of the network
you think then buses would run as eVectively asis built out. Again, that is double the impact of any
Metrolink?other possible alternative. At a more immediate sort
Mr Jones: We have campaigned on this regulationof level, Peter Smith referred to parts of the
issue for a number of years now. We are absolutelyconurbation missing out, which includes parts like
clear that all the major cities outside London are atOldham and Rochdale where the economic
a massive disadvantage when it comes to the wayperformance is not as good as the rest of the
buses operate. In Greater Manchester, at the lastconurbation. Things like their Housing Market
count I had there were 44 bus operators operatingRenewal Pathfinder are absolutely postulated on
within the county. You have got two that dominatelight rail being delivered to those particular areas. It
the market that never compete against one anotheris a real impact in terms of not just regeneration but,
and we have no regulatory powers whatsoever, asalso, neighbourhood renewal.
you know, to sort out the frequencies of the buses,
the fares, the timetables and so on, so we are really

Q309 Chairman: Did you do any work on buses in amess when it comes to trying tomake some sense
before the Department asked you? of the bus. The public cannot understand what is
Mr Mulligan: We have always looked at the happening, they cannot understand how a passenger
alternatives available to us. Working in the transport authority does not have some kind of
transport field, one sees there are various roles for power, which they have in London and the fact that
various forms of transport: heavy rail is very good at we have been left with this situation. What do we
medium and long term trips; intermediate trips, intend to do about it? Hopefully we then moved on
which Metrolink tends to cater for, are five to seven to the quality contract argument, which I am sure
miles; buses, the average distance travelled is about you have heard before, but it just does not happen.
two and a half miles. Nobody underestimates the The operators have said, more than once, they will
importance of bus to passenger transport in Greater boycott such a system if a system comes in. We do
Manchester, about 85% of trips are taken by bus. not feel the current Government are answering our
WhatMetrolink does is give a speedy, reliable, quick point on regulation, which is crucial.
access to the city centre for the large numbers of
people it needs to carry.

Q314 Chairman: Mr Jones, I have to say, frankly
companies manage to accept it quite well when they
find themselves operating under it, like they do in theQ310 Chairman:Did you make it clear that you had

looked at the bus alternative in your region? London system.
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Councillor Leese: I think an analysis would show Councillor Leese: No.
that whilst re-regulation would mean the operation
of a properly integrated public transport system Q319 Mrs Ellman: How should it be changed?
would be a lot easier to do—indeed, I think we could Councillor Leese: For a proper evaluation of any
only do it if there was regulation—I do not think scheme, as well as looking at the benefit cost analysis
regulation on its own would change in any way the which is currently carried out which is done almost
comparisons in performance terms between buses as purely in transport terms, it does have to go beyond
against light rail in those particular transport that and look at the competitiveness agenda, the
corridors. Whatever you do, there is only a limited social inclusion agenda and the regeneration
capacity on the roads in those corridors and buses agenda. There are some signs that evaluation is
can only carry so many people. Even with moving in that direction, but that has not been
regulation, you would still have a massive shortfall applied in any proper way to our proposals in the
in the performance of buses against light rail. past. It grossly undervalues the contribution

Metrolink would make to the Greater Manchester
conurbation.Q315 Mrs Ellman: The Department say they will

only fund light rail if there is a properly integrated
transport service with it. Are you saying you are not Q320 Mrs Ellman: On these schemes you are now
able to produce that under the current system? How looking at, the extensions you are looking at, which
close to it can you get? are more important: regeneration issues or
Councillor Leese: First of all, our LTP one, that was alleviation of congestion?
accepted as a Centre of Excellence for Integrated Lord Smith of Leigh: I think it is a false dichotomy,
Transport, so we would say theMetrolink proposals if I may say so. We think connectivity is the key to
were already built within—to the extent which we economic success, transport success and
can—a proper integrated transport strategy. Some regeneration in a major conurbation and we think
of the things you need to do, like integrated that is what we will get out of Metrolink. There will
ticketing, integrated timetabling and a measure of be an eYcient means of transport which will
price stability in terms of fares, can only be done if encourage a large number of people to use it, which
you have a fully regulated system. Integration can go in turn will regenerate the conurbation.
a fair way along the track—if I can use that phrase—
but only a certain way along the track without that Q321 Chairman: Mr Mulligan, would you like to
regulation. add to that?

Mr Mulligan: No, that has been dealt with
satisfactorily.Q316 Mrs Ellman: Would you say the Government

has gone cool on light rail systems?
Mr Jones: I am absolutely convinced of that. Q322 Ian Lucas: I want to ask you about risk. Mr
Although Ministers said that is not the situation, it Smith, you particularly mentioned risk as being the
seems to us that decisions were taken in the reasonwhy there had been a large increase in the cost
Department for Transport,maybe because of lack of of the project. Can you expand on that? What type
resources, but they seemed to have made a decision of risk and how did that manifest itself in the
that light rail has got to be put on the backburner. process?
Certainly that is my impression in all the meetings Mr Mulligan: If I can illustrate from some of the
we have had over the last 12 months or so. Although figures which we have that when we had the
that is denied by Ministers, I am convinced that is arrangement with the Minister back in January
the situation. 2002, the gross capital cost of the scheme was £705
Lord Smith of Leigh:My short answer would be, yes. million. The scheme which was rejected in October
I think the real question is why, why do we think it 2003 had gone up to £824million andwe think about
is happening like that? Is it the question that they do 50% of that was due to a very cautious attitude on
not believe light rail can deliver the transport behalf of the private sector.
solution—we think Metrolink proved that it can, it
is part of a system—or is it because there are Q323 Chairman: “Cautious”, by which you mean
problems over aVordability which I think are a theywanted to transfer all the risk from them to you?
diVerent set of issues. MrMulligan:Yes, but themost startling thingwhich

happened in the net cost was in January 2002 we
were told the private sector equity in the schemeQ317 Chairman: What conclusion did you reach?
would be £252 million; by October 2003, that hadYou have posed the question, which of those two do
shrunk to £60 million, based largely on Standardyou think is the answer?
and Poor’s view that light rail was a risky investmentLord Smith of Leigh: I think I would tend towards
based on private sector experiences dealing with thethe second of those.
SRA where the revenue risk was being taken and
based basically on the fact that the private sector felt

Q318 Mrs Ellman: Would you say the current that overall these schemes were extremely risky
appraisal system gives a proper evaluation of your because they have got into trouble themselves and so

have others. When we talk about schemes treblingscheme?
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and that sort of thing, the capital costs have not alternative procurement process might be lost
simply because the time delays would put the coststrebled, but the perception of risk, which is a

concessional value, is the one which collapsed. on in a diVerent way.

Q328 Chairman: Did you tell us why you went toQ324 Ian Lucas: Your analysis has led you to stay
Design, Build and Operate in the first place?with the Design, Build, Finance and Operate
Sir Howard Bernstein: That was the Department forstructure, but put in some extra safeguards to
Transport’s preferred approach. Chris and I ledprotect the public sector. If you were to start again,
those negotiations over a period of some years.do you think that is the correct approach?
There were two broad options, the traditional PFISirHoward Bernstein:Put simply, what we have said
approach or, alternatively, the DBOM approach,is given the existing risk profile which you are trying
which is the one we subsequently moved forwardto achieve on procurement, our procurement
with.approach has been appropriate. Equally, I think it is
Mr Mulligan: It is true—I was doing thosefair to say, also—andwe acknowledged this in recent
negotiations—that the Department preferredmeetings with the Department for Transport in
DBOM.working party meetings over the past few months—

the existing procurement approach, which we have
Q329 Chairman: Design, Build and Finance.been pursuing in the context of private sector
Mr Mulligan: Yes, Design, Build, Operate andassumption of risk and their appetite for risk, is not
Maintain. At that time the Treasury lookedas eYcient as it ought to be. Therefore it would be
favourably on the Private Finance Initiative,appropriate to review procurement options, and we
similarly to the Nottingham Scheme. We had asaid as much in working party meetings with the
happy nine months debating with the Treasury andDepartment just before Christmas.
the then DETR as to whether it should be DBOM
or PFI.

Q325 IanLucas:Which other optionswould you like
to look at? Q330 Chairman: It is not true that, in eVect, the timeSir Howard Bernstein: I think there are a variety of taken in order to get this scheme oV the ground wasoptions, as I think was indicated towards the end of entirely due to people sitting on it, it was rather duelast week under your cross-examination of to the fact that you could not agree in the first placeministers. Looking at a lack of private sector what you were doing?appetite for risk starts to generate the question, “Is Mr Mulligan: Before we went into the market andthe public sector procurement and operation an before we were allowed to put an OJEC in theoption which needs to be reconsidered?”, and the European press we had to decide with theanswer to that is, “Yes”. Equally, there is some Department—evidence elsewhere in Europe where the
appointment of an operator and the development of

Q331 Chairman: What is an OJEC?single line bids on an incremental basis have also
Mr Mulligan: It is a journal of the Europeandemonstrated the ability to capture eYciencies.
community which would advertise a scheme toThere are a range of options which we are currently
prospective tenderers. Before we were allowed to doevaluating and which need to be brought to bear as
that, we had to establish the procurement methodspart of the process.
to the Government’s satisfaction.

Q326 Chairman: What was the response to this Q332Miss McIntosh:Have you quantified the work
suggestion? you did? One of you said you did some work on the
Sir Howard Bernstein: There was no answer to that. buses for the Department for Transport, have you

quantified what the cost of that work would have
been?Q327 Chairman: There was no answer in the sense
Sir Howard Bernstein: Page eight of our detailedthat no one commented or that the discussionmoved
submission identifies both the cost and the benefitson? What was the response?
of our Phase 3 expansion and, also, the comparableSirHoward Bernstein:Theywould go away and look
alternative options in relation to buses. What weat that and they came back to it and said: “We need
clearly show there is that Metrolink has a superiorto do a lot more work”. Certainly, in the context of
cost to benefit ratio; total benefits are nearly threethe substantive discussion we had around new
times those of the bus; Metrolink carries 25% moreprocurement options, there was no detailed response
passengers than the bus; it takes 3.6 million moregiven to us.
journeys oV the roads and would generate anCouncillor Leese: The question rightly focused on
operating surplus. Indeed, the cost of bus is at £527risk within the procurement process. One of the
million compared with the cost of Metrolink ofother factors for increasing cost is the slowness of the
£764 million.procurement process. Quite often there are six to 12

month delays in getting responses from the
Department for Transport. Again, another factor Q333 Miss McIntosh: Yet earlier on one of you said

that 85% of the journeys that would have been madewhich is taken into account in our written evidence
is that any advantages we might gain from an are travelling by bus?
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Mr Mulligan: Correct. 85% of the public passenger Lord Smith of Leigh: Part of the extension is on
existing heavy rail routes, which are in a state oftransport trips are taken by bus within the county

and about 15% are by heavy rail and light rail. Of dilapidation, and there is very poor experience for
the passengers that use them, so we wanted tocourse they are subsidised, whereasMetrolink is not.

If you look at the same figures which Howard is improve that, very much as we did on the Bury/
Manchester line.talking about, operating costs of £16.1 million for

the bus option and £15.4 million is the revenue, so
there would be a real subsidy required for the bus Q338MissMcIntosh:What is the diVerence between
network and that is not the case for the Metrolink modal transfer and integrated transport?
network. Councillor Leese: Modal transfer is jargon

shorthand for getting people out of cars and onto
public transport.Q334 Miss McIntosh: Would you agree or disagree

with the National Audit OYce report which found
Q339 Mr Stringer: We are getting a very diVerentthat while light rail had improved the quality and the
impression here today than we had last Wednesdaychoice of public transport, it had not brought all the
when the Minister told us that he was cracking thebenefits expected?
whip over oYcials to get a decision on refurbishingMrMulligan: I would disagree extremely strongly. I
the currentMetrolink lines. Is that your impression?wish to dispel an illusion that the National Audit
Councillor Leese: No, it is not. It is a question thatOYce was anti-light rail in its report. I read it and
has already been asked about how often we have,there were various comments which I disagreed
and did we, do a bus comparison with Metrolink;with, but one of the exceptions theymadewithin that
and it would appear yet again on the refurbishmentreport was in talking about Manchester Metrolink
of phase 1 and phase 2 that we are having to do awhich they described as one of the most successful
benefit cost analysis from scratch, which wouldschemes in patronage terms which the country had
include those sorts of comparisons, which from ourexperienced.
point of view does not seem to go along with
“cracking the whip” not least because that is workQ335 Miss McIntosh: If you look at France, they that has already been done and has already beenhave much more landmass than we have in this presented to the Department.country and that is why, I understand, with

transport, planning tends to go much quicker in
Q340 Mr Stringer: When do you expect thecountries like France. Do you have evidence that it
Department to give you an answer on that?is the consultants seeking to prolong the process for
Mr Mulligan: The Minister of Transport was givenputting forward an application?
the application for phases 1 and 2 in January. AboutCouncillor Leese: No, I do not think we have
a fortnight ago I received a letter with a whole seriesevidence of that. We have clearly looked at other
of questions about this scheme, largely dealing withexamples like cities like Lyon, which will probably
issues which, I must say, had been dealt with athave similar densities and in part of the city even
length in the preceding months. Last week there wasgreater densities than the Manchester conurbation,
a meeting held on 8 March and the Departmentand they appear to be able to accelerate the
made it fairly clear that they were going to treat thisprocurement at every stage of the process.
as a fresh application for a major scheme. I thinkCompared to the United Kingdom, more of the
that we are in for a little bit of a minuet, Chair, withexpenditure decisions are taken at a local level and
Department of Transport oYcials and civil servantsdo not require this batting backwards and forwards
before this scheme sees the light of day.between the local level and government.
Chairman: It sounds more like a funereal march to
me!

Q336 Miss McIntosh: Would you say the fact that
Metrolink was not extended has been to the benefit Q341Mr Stringer:We have had some answers so far
or disbenefits of passengers? on this arrangement, and there is some evidence in
Councillor Leese: Overwhelmingly to the disbenefit. your written submission, but I would like to be clear

about the increased costs. How much is due to
utilities; how much is due to delays by Government;Q337 Miss McIntosh: Would you like to elaborate?

Councillor Leese: In a number of areas. First, and how much is due to a change in financial
environment?journey times along those corridors are significantly

longer by public transport than they need to be, and MrMulligan: I would say a fairly small amount was
due to the utilities because the order which increasedwith Metrolink they would be a lot quicker. There

are lots of people nowwho do not really have a good the proportion which was payable by the PTEs had
come and gone before phase III. Delays bychoice of public transport, and Metrolink would

give them a good choice. The evidence does come Government: in January 2002 we had the initial bids
at £520 million. In December 2002 we receivedfrom phases 1 and 2 where we have had very

significant modal transfer that far exceeds modal approval from the DfT. In May 2003 we had
discussions with the department over their best andtransfer that comes from bus-based alternatives.

Both in terms of choice, accessibility and journey final-oVer funding requirement. In December 2003
the final submission for the revised scope, and July intime, passengers have a disbenefit in all those ways.
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2004 funding was withdrawn. Between our meeting Commons have said absolutely categorically that
with Mr McNulty in February 2004 and August the only issue for them has been aVordability of this
2004 there was absolutely no correspondence scheme. Do you accept that, and within that
between ourselves and the Department; and I rang aVordability can you come forward with another
weekly, and I was told that it was all part of the scheme that would satisfy the Government that the
public expenditure review. scheme was a good one?
Sir Howard Bernstein: Something like £200 million, Sir Howard Bernstein: The answer to that is “no”.
which is the diVerence between the private sector AVordability has not been the only issue. There has
equity contribution, took place between January/ been more on the table in relation toMetrolink than
December and October 2003; so we are eVectively just aVordability. Very early on in the process of the
talking about an increase of the order of £350million working party, as Chris has already indicated, for
in total cost, something like £200–250 million was the third time we were asked to evaluate buses as an
attributable to what Chris has already described as alternative to Metrolink, and we were able to show
being the outcome of the private sector either taking again, in our view very, very clearly, that in terms of
a much harder view about risk assumption both in the quantum of change we needed to deliver in terms
terms of operational costs and revenues and also in of the scope and nature of the benefits we wanted to
the context of what theywouldwish to bank in terms capture sub-regionally, Metrolink not only was the
of capital and its impact on the Capex programme best value for the public sector but was the only
itself. The net public sector grant requirement, which optimum public transport solution. I still think that
went up by about £350 million—something up to within theDepartment there are still very clear views
£250 million was attributable to changes in the that the bus is a more low-cost option to Metrolink
private sector risk profile. and should be pursued.

Councillor Leese: If aVordability is the sole issue,
Q342 Mr Stringer: Could you have gone ahead in then I would say the issue should be about the pace
January 2002 if the Department had been lightning of delivery rather than whether Metrolink is
fast in its responses? Could you have gone ahead in delivered or not. That is something that we have
January 2002 at those earlier costs? always been open to discuss with the Department,
Sir Howard Bernstein:No, for the simple reason that the phasing of delivery so that it can fit in with an
Chris and I took to the Department at that stage aVordability profile that meets Government
what was clearly coming out which was provisional expenditure requirements.
outcomes in terms of the tendering process. We were Councillor Jones: Madam Chairman, I hope this is
very clear that we did not wish to waste more time not a red herring but—
and contractors’ time or expense in terms of
overseeing the process without registering with
Government that costs were increasing and the Q345 Chairman: I shall tell you if it is!
reasons why costs were increasing as well. At that Councillor Jones: I should not have said that, should
stage, revised funding arrangements were agreed I? We have had a proposal in Greater Manchester
and then the private sector bidders were then asked for many years now for a guided bus-way between
to bid within that overall envelope. Manchester, Salford and Leigh.We can argue about

exactly how long that has been on the stocks, but let
Q343Mr Stringer:MrMulligan has partly answered me say six years, and even now we do not have
this question, but if you were given now carte government approval, although we are told it may
blanche to go down any procurement route or any come later this year. So much as I am annoyed and
mix of those, what scheme, if you could determine it, upset about what has happened with Metrolink, I
would you follow? have to say that for the Department to say the bus
Sir Howard Bernstein: At this stage there would be may be an alternative in certain circumstances, I
two broad options, and I do not think anyone can cannot understand why, after six years of proposing
make a final decision on that. One would be the a guided bus-way, where the total costs even at
public sector option, and the other would be a single current prices are around £42 million, we are still
operator and the ability to diVerentiate between the waiting for approval.
actual building of individual lines; so somebody to Chairman: Councillor Jones, you are obviously
come in and build individual lines, ie, contractors, having diYculty understanding the diVerence
and also a separate operator. One of the reasons why between a bus and a guided bus!
the private sector risk has changed quite
considerably is the particular mix of contractor,
operator, mechanical engineering type of activities; Q346Mr Stringer: Last Wednesday the oYcial from
and that particular mix has contributed very the Department of Transport, supported by the
significantly to a downgrading of risk which they are Minister, said that there was no problem—I
prepared to assume. That point has become widely paraphrase—in taking into account regeneration
acknowledged certainly within the industry. objectives because although they were not the four

objectives in local transport plans, they were in an
overall framework and therefore regeneration wasQ344 Mr Stringer: The Secretary of State and all
right at the top of the Department’s agenda. Is thatministers who have been questioned in this

Committee and on the floor of the House of your experience?
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Councillor Leese: I can quote from a report Sir Howard Bernstein: We are all professors of
hindsight, but at the time the DBOM modelpublished by the OYce of the Deputy Prime

Minister in January of this year, prepared by certainly served phases 1 and 2 of the Metrolink
system very eVectively. Given the private sector’sProfessor Michael Parkinson. This is talking about

delivering regeneration and competitiveness and changes in risk and how they perceive risk—my
personal view is that DBOM is no longertalks most especially about the constraints placed on

urban competitiveness and cohesion by transport appropriate if you are going to secure maximum
eYciencies in the way that light rail in particular haspolicy. This is the section dealing with the approach

of diVerent Government departments, so it would delivered. The reasons for that is that the mix of
contractor, operator, maintainer, all militatesappear that at least one part of government believes

that the current approach being taken by the against the definition and delivery of shared values,
about outcomes, about performance targets, whichDepartment of Transport is not taking proper

account of regeneration and the economic agenda, therefore impacts upon the level of risk that
consortia in cumulative terms is prepared to assume.and indeed is an obstacle to taking proper account

of those factors. If you are looking at the alternatives, we have
already given the answer to Mr Stringer, which is
that because of the question of risk we need to look

Q347 Mr Stringer: If you were given the go-ahead at the public sector option more carefully in the
now to produce Metrolink, how long would it take future, alongside other innovative approaches that
you to deliver the original project, and how much seem to have worked well in other countries, notably
would it cost, if you could go down any the single operator and the ability to bring in
procurement route? constructors to build particular lines.
Mr Mulligan: Of the order of £900 million over a
period of 5–7 years, depending on how fast you were
allowed to proceed with the availability of funding. Q352 Clive EVord: If you go down the route of
Sir Howard Bernstein: Based on where we are now, more conventional funding, and that requires
I think we would do very well to secure an operator conventional borrowing approval, do you have any
within two years, but, equally, we should be starting other localised forms of funding that you might
building new lines within that two-year period. We consider, for example the Transport Act 2000 gives
believe that that is in the context of the existing three local authorities the right to raise money through
and a half line expansion package, that between five congestion charging orworkplace parking charging?
and seven years all of those lines will be wholly Is that an option in Greater Manchester?
implemented. Councillor Leese:Can I deal with the congestion part

of that, and Sir Howard will deal with other finance
alternatives? First of all, I do not think there is a lotQ348 Mr Stringer: So this delay we have been
of evidence that congestion charging is an eVectivethrough means you have lost the potential bidders.
alternative form of taxation, which is what it wouldSir Howard Bernstein: Yes, there is no doubt
be if it was simply being used to finance alternativewhatsoever about that.
forms of public transport, but we do need to look atMr Mulligan: Both of the leading consortia for the
congestion in the context of Greater Manchester,scheme have invested many millions of pounds in
which is at the moment primarily within thedeveloping a scheme in design and build terms, all of
motorway network rather than the A and B roadwhich will have to be written oV by them.
network, the sort of corridors we are talking about
in terms ofMetrolink expansion. Over 1991 to 2002,
traYc on A and B roads only grew by 2% in GreaterQ349 Chairman: They were however the same
Manchester, whereas it grew by about 50% on thepeople who managed to up their prices.
motorway network; and clearly congestionMr Mulligan: Yes.
charging, in the way it has been operated elsewhere,
would have no impact on that whatsoever. A

Q350 Chairman: So we do not have to worry too number of measures have been taken to deal with
much about them. traYc management, in particular reducing road
MrMulligan: I do not shed tears at night, but many capacity, and coupling that road capacity with
million of pounds have been spent. quality bus corridors by limiting, particularly in
Councillor Leese: Whilst, Madam Chairman, we Manchester city centre, the availability of long-stay
might not shed tears, history would suggest they will commuter car parking and also more positive
get those costs back and probably from other public measures of putting park-and-ride in at various
contracts somewhere else. locations on both the light rail and heavy rail

networks. That, over the last four or five years, has
led to an increase from 51 to 59%of people accessingQ351 Clive EVord: In regard to your answer to Mr
the regional centre by public transport rather thanLucas about design, build, finance and operate, that
by private transport. The economy of Greaterwas the model put forward by the Government that
Manchester, although Peter Smith talked in theyou were encouraged to follow. In your opinion,
introduction of the improvements, it is still a fragilecould you have got better value for money under
recovery. One of the things we need to be veryanother model and have you any idea what sort of

model that might be? careful about is not taking restraint measures that
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would damage rather than contribute to the Q354 Clive EVord: I am trying to find out whether
there are local funding methods that you haveeconomic development of the Greater Manchester

conurbation. considered other than straightforward—
Councillor Leese: At the moment there are notSir Howard Bernstein: In terms of the funding, my
because the ability to raise local income is verymuchbasic point is that we need to join up the debate on
circumscribed by government. Sir Howard is sayingreform of local government finance with the debates
that a review of local government finance couldwe are now having about initiatives such as this. I
bring forward solutions that could do a lotmore, butthink if you talked to national figures from the CBI
by and large they are not available at the momentor any of the other private sector-based
because the amounts they would generate are veryorganisations and discussed business rates, they
limited. An additional caveat is that in some parts ofwould tend to move in one particular way, and that
the Greater Manchester conurbation—and I gowould be against any reversion to local control. I
back to parts of Oldham and Rochdale—we arethink if you had the same conversations with local
talking about bringing back values to where theybusiness leaders, certainly in the city region of
were some time ago, rather than getting lots and lotsManchester, they will say, “providing we have real
of added value. We are talking about stemminginfluence over the way in which those supplemental
decline.rates were deployed, and we were satisfied that they
Lord Smith of Leigh: When the phase III extensionwere adding real value to the sub-regional
was announced by Mr Prescott, he brought ineconomy”; then that is a debate we ought to be
another TIF scheme, then called the Transporthaving about business rates, no diVerently than we
Infrastructure Fund, which was to help those twoshould be looking at the whole question of land
authorities, ie, Wigan and Bolton, which were notvalue, and also on the back of the transport
benefiting directly from the Metrolink because, as Iinnovation fund that the Government is to
said in my introduction, we all contribute to the costintroduce—though we await for guidance about
of Metrolink and it would seem to be a fair andhow that will operate in practice, we would be keen
equitable thing to do. So, what we would have to doto see local authorities being able to use prudential
to visit the kind of thing you suggested would be toborrowing and to have capacity through the TIF to
go back and sit downwith all 10 diVerent authoritiessee that borrowing re-financed as resources coming
and all the separate decision-making bodies to findforward; and it gives us a real opportunity to connect
out how we could fund it. Quite frankly, themainstream funding for major transport projects
imperative for us all has been to produce thewith local initiatives of strategic significance.
integrated transport strategy, which is what theCouncillor Jones: We mentioned Lyon in our
Department said was the priority. I think you havesubmission.When we talked to theMayor there, not
had a draft. That is what we have to do first of all.only did he say he had one bus operator running the
Then we submit that to see whether we can get somewhole service, which I was rather jealous of I have to
of the new transport innovation fund and then weadmit, but he also said that he did have access to
can see what we need to do to raise the rest of thelocal business tax that he could put forward to that
money.kind of extension of light rail. Again, it is something

that ought to be looked at.
Chairman: Lyon is a wonderful city, Councillor Q355 Clive EVord: Why do utilities need to be
Jones, but access to some methods might get you diverted?
into a certain amount of diYculty. MrMulligan: Quite often utilities are required to be

diverted, but one of the big problems that scheme
promoters have had in recent years was the decision
taken by the Government that when these utilities
are diverted and moved, there is always an element
of betterment, in the sense it is bringing forward theQ353 Clive EVord: Would business enterprise zones
replacement, or replacing it with better equipment.not apply in this case where you hypothecate a top-
Until two or three years ago the Government usedup of the business rate to put back into the transport
to say that 18% of the cost of utility diversions wasscheme? Under a prudential borrowing scheme,
attributable to this type of betterment. Then out of10% of your £10,000,000 of finance is roughly
the blue came an order that 7.5% was attributable to£1 million—is that right? How big a scheme would
betterment, and I know that has caused a majoryou need and how big a top-up on the business rate
problem for many scheme promoters. I said earlierwould you need to finance a scheme like that, if that
that we have factored it in to phase III of the scheme,is the option you are considering?
but we have never received a convincing explanationSir Howard Bernstein:We are looking at all of those
of government apart from the lobbying of theoptions at the moment. I am more or less talking
DETR as it then was by the private sector utilities asabout the principles that are involved here. Very
to why that was done.clearly, based on the conversations we have had,

there is a lot of support locally to examine those sorts
of initiatives, particularly having regard to the fact Q356 Clive EVord: In a nutshell you are saying that
that Manchester taken in isolation is a net when public sector schemes like this come about, the
contributor to the central business pool of private sector makes a killing by masking some of

its costs.something over £100 million a year.
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Mr Mulligan: They do tend to mask some of their Mr Mulligan: Insulating against it. Network Rail is
extremely sensitive because safety systems can becosts. The diVerence between 7.5% and 18% is quite

considerable when there is a large bill for utilities influenced by stray current. For example, it can turn
a red light green.to pay.
Chairman: You are really telling us that the scheme
has taken an inordinately long time, partly becauseQ357 Clive EVord: What is loose current?

Mr Mulligan: Stray current. It takes a technician to of the debate between yourselves and the
Department as to the method of finance; you haveanswer you properly but let us put it this way: at 750

volts you will not feel very much; but when I told more than once done the estimate of bus substitution
and come up with factual information that you haveBBC GMR it was 750 kilovolts you would be fried

alive, that is stray current. handed on to them; there is still an argument because
there has been change in minor elements but
important elements like the costs of themovement ofQ358 Clive EVord: What dangers does it pose?

MrMulligan: I think a technical person would have utilities, and it is still not clear from the
Department’s overall view whether they accept theto answer that question.
fact that what you are putting forward is a viable
scheme. That is quite clear, gentlemen. Thank youQ359 Clive EVord: Is there an additional cost

involved in dealing with that? very much indeed for coming this afternoon.

Witnesses: Mr John Parry, Chairman, and Mr Caspar Lucas, Engineering Manager, JPM Parry &
Associates Ltd, and Major Kit Holden, Director, Holdfast Carpet Track Ltd, examined.

Q360 Chairman:Good afternoon.Mr Parry, I think Q362 Clive EVord: That sounds very anecdotal.
you win our award for the most persistent of our What evidence is there of anyone in any scheme you
witnesses, although you cheated a bit by getting the could name where funding has been turned oV in
Deputy Speaker on your side! However, we will order to prolong the consultation process?
allow you to escape any suggestion of favouritism! Mr Parry: There is no point in picking instances. I
You are most welcome this afternoon. Would you can certainly provide adequate follow-up of
like to tell us your full name and designation, and instances where it has happened. The real issue is the
introduce us to your colleagues. over complication of everything. This is going to be
Mr Parry: My name is John Parry. I am the very much the thrust of our presentation, that things
chairman of a small engineering company in the do not need to be as complicated as they seem to be.
BlackCountry, which has, in spite of all eVorts to the The professionals could be better than they are at the
contrary, maintained a manufacturing capability; process of simplification.
but the majority of its manufacturing activity is
through creation of supply chains of companies,
which is traditionally the way things are done in the Q363 Clive EVord: You can forward that argument
Midlands. We created a new company in 1992 to against anyone you disagree with, but you would
embark into light rail. Caspar Lucas is from the have to back it up with some evidence and examples
railway industry and is a mechanical engineer. My to demonstrate your argument.
colleague Major Holden is somebody this Mr Parry: Well, you heard it from the previous
Committee has met before in another guise, as he speakers from Manchester; that there does seem to
was former senior inspecting oYcer in light rail in the be a remarkable prolongation of the process of
Railway Inspectorate. consideration and the more complicated the

reporting the longer it takes to consider, and that is
why theDepartment takes a long time tomake up its
mind, because sometimes massive documentation is
submitted where things could have been presentedQ361 Chairman: Mr Parry, you say light rail in
more simply.Britain is distorted by the fact that the consultants

involved always have vested interests in prolonging
the process. Surely customers have a greater interest

Q364 Chairman: Do you think that trams asin speeding it up?
opposed to other modes get extra costs imposed byMrParry:At the beginning ofmy presentation I had
the planning and approval process?a gripe about consultants and it was really the
Mr Parry: Yes, indeed, because if you wish tointerface between the consultants and the public
introduce a bus to the public roads you do not haveoYcials, that it can be a career-building exercise to
an enormous amount of activity to study whether itkeep the work of study and review reports ping-
fits the infrastructure and meets this, that and theponging backwards and forwards, and almost if you
other regulation; in fact my colleague will probablysay “we will go ahead and build now” it turns oV the
be able to provide a comparison but it is probably 10tap of the fees, and so we have to be realistic that the
times longer to introduce a tram than a new typeprofessionals are interested in furthering their

interests as well as furthering the projects. of bus.
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Q365Chairman:MajorHolden, do you know of any Mr Parry: No. Most of our markets around the
world are individual businesses and local money,such formula?
people buying British products as good value forMajor Holden: No formula, Chairman. Certainly
money.the legislative process, the Transport andWorks Act

Orders now, the old private bill process under which
Metrolink was built, takes up an inordinate amount Q370 Mrs Ellman: What are the problems in
of time both in terms of public oYcials’ time and the introducing new track?
preparation for it. Certainly some of the evidence Mr Parry: You cannot do anything unless you can
you were hearing earlier indicated that there is an trial it and demonstrate it, and this is where the
awful lot of time spent on preparing these schemes, weakness of the public sector comes in. It is not
whereas apart from the necessary operator’s licence necessarily the politicians because politicians very
for buses, it is comparatively easy to put in a new often want to do something but then find they
bus service. cannot do it. It is really the failure to respond and

take up opportunities or to give the facility for a trial
that gives us the problem.You throwup the businessQ366 Ian Lucas: Do you have any experience of
case and everybody says “myGod, this is wonderful,exporting your product?
but we will not believe it until you try it” and we say,Mr Parry: Yes, the other side of the business is “yes, let us try it”. It goes on and on. The danger is—almost 90% export. This is what has stimulated the and this is what we are really focused about—that itproduct on the rolling stock side in that our business endangers the supply chain. We may have ais in human settlements. We have been responsible twopenny-halfpenny company in CradleyHeath butfor school buildings, housing settlements all over the we have got very serious engineering companies andworld; and probably our manufacturing products we come to them and say “we have something here;have got to 80 countries, mainly in the tropical we think it fits the need of the time but we are goingdeveloping world. I participated in the Technology to need your large factories and your engineeringForesight Programme in the mid 1990s, and that sophistication to be able to deliver this product”.looked at what it calls in world environment terms They say: “All right, Mr Parry, that is a good idea;“the burgeoning cities of the thirdworld,”where you we will come along behind you. You deliver thehave poverty and yet you have traYc jams, which is market; we will deliver the product.” Then I find twoabsolutely bizarre because nothing consumes or three years later I am waiting for a committee tointernational resources greater than a traYc jam do this or a local authority to do that, and it does notwith all these engines turning over burning fuel, and happen, and I could lose my supply chain.the traYc not going anywhere. We went into our

introduction of this new lightweight people-mover
Q371Mrs Ellman:Who should be funding the trials?development with exports in mind because we felt a
Mr Parry: Until recently the Department ofsimplified version of light rail had a world-wide
Transport has had no innovation funding, I believe;market.
it has all lain with the DTI. I know more recently
there have been discussions particularly under the

Q367 Ian Lucas: I ask because I was interested as to new legislation to provide innovation funding so
whether in more developed economies that are that the Department can push new technology
analogous to our own you have experience of the forward. David Rowlands, the Permanent Secretary
system for procurement being more straightforward of theDepartmentmentioned this when he appeared
than in the UK—in mainland Europe for example? before the Public Accounts Committee, so this is
Mr Parry: I have no experience in exporting to good. Previously, it was always with the DTI. The
mainland Europe so I am not the right witness for DTI were judging what they should support in terms
that. What I am very well aware of is the tropical of innovation based on appraisal by technical
developing countries. If you want to get somewhere experts rather than reference across to market need
and there is a mountain in the way, you know it is a as being thrown up by other ministries. One of my
physical obstruction, or a river; in Britain it is tasks in recent months was to get the DTI and

Department of Transport to talk to each other, andbecause of some regulation that somebody has
for the Department of Transport to say to the DTI,written.
“yes, we need this”. Previously the DTI was arriving
at decisions about transport innovation without

Q368 Chairman: I do not want to stop you, Mr referring to the Department for Transport.
Parry, but you have, from your very excellent
newsletter, a lot of experience in building in Africa,

Q372 Mrs Ellman: So this is a new problem.but the money has almost exclusively come with
Mr Parry: It is a problem that seems to have beenthe assistance of government departments or resolved because—I do not knowwhether there is aninternational organisations? election coming or something, but a clear light of

Mr Parry:Would it were so. To try and get money reason seems to be bathing the whole situation now
out of DFID to support British manufacturing and people are listeningmore than they have listened
products is a conjuring trick I have not yet mastered. for a very long time.

Q369Chairman:You are saying you have not had to Q373 Mrs Ellman: Are you saying there is not a
problem now?apply to them for money for those things.
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Mr Parry:Well, I would not be here if I thought the Mr Lucas: The alternative, in my opinion, would be
to assess not the system against a diVerent form ofgame was won.
transport but the actual risks associated with the
entire operation, which we are well capable of doing.Q374 Mrs Ellman: New trams, new vehicles—what

are the problems there? Are they resolved?
Mr Parry: My young colleague Caspar Lucas is Q381 Chairman: What standards would I use, Mr

Lucas? I have a rail that is in existence; I have givenengaged in an exercise that is like the Greek legend
of the chap who keeps on rolling boulders up the hill you permission to work on a day when other trains

do not have access: what standards would I use toand they roll back down again.
judge your eYciency and your safety if I did not use
those existing ones that are already there to protectQ375 Chairman: He does not look like Sisyphus to
the public?me, Mr Parry.
Mr Lucas: The judgment to be made is an informedMr Lucas: Not yet, Madam Chairman.
engineering judgment based on actual risk.

Q376 Chairman: Do you want to tell us, Mr Lucas,
Q382 Chairman: Are you saying that is notabout your Herculean task?
happening, or are you saying that because you areMrLucas: I will attempt to explain. I would first like
being judged on a diVerent basis you are neither fish,to say that I have come to this maybe not late in the
flesh, fowl nor good red herring? Is thatwhat you areday as it will turn out—we will see—but prior to my
telling us?arrival at the company at the beginning of 2004 the
Mr Lucas: EVectively, Madam Chairman, yes. As Ivehicle was built in 2001, and since then the
said, the major eVort is not being expended incompany has been attempting to operate the system
demonstrating the safety of the operation but inon a branch of the national rail network onwhich no
going round a long way. It can be done, but it is another trains can gain access to at the same time, on
unnecessarily long way to go round to measure ita day when there are normally no other services. We
against something else.are now in 2005 and we have had a great number of

discussions with the relevant figures within the
railway industry. The minimum time it will take to Q383 Chairman: We accept that. Have you now

managed to get it running on this rail?achieve this approval of a single car running on a
single railway that is three-quarters of a mile long is Mr Lucas: No.
four more months minimum, we believe, with
considerable scope for that to be extended. What Q384 Chairman: I thought it had been accepted you
really gets us frustrated is that the greatest eVort we were able to do it on a Sunday.
will be expending is not in demonstrating that the Mr Lucas: No. It has operated on this same track
system is safe, because we know that it is because it under engineer’s possession, which means that it
has already been accepted as such by Her Majesty’s cannot carry passengers, and which for the purpose
Railway Inspectorate, but in measuring the system of our demonstration does not count as running.
and the operation against a completely diVerent
form of transport, namely the heavy rail operation, Q385 Chairman: What do we now need to get
and in justifying every single reason why our vehicle further?
necessarily is diVerent from a heavy rail vehicle. Mr Parry: An objective—and we might continue on
Mrs Ellman: What needs to be done to improve this long, long road, which is already four years long
things? with at least four months and probably longer to go,

on the basis that we will try and make the thing
Q377 Chairman: How could that not be the case? behave as if it was a train, even though the
Who is to know how eYcient your vehicle is? To be comparison say between other lines or networks
Devil’s Advocate, you are producing something where you have 125 miles an hour with vehicles
which is a lighter vehicle expected to run on a weighing 500–600 tonnes is a totally diVerent energy
diVerent track. environment to a short branch line where the vehicle
Mr Lucas: Or on the same track. is doing 20 miles an hour and only weighs 12 tonnes.

The factor of diVerence is 10,000:1 in terms of energy
and risk.Q378 Chairman: If it ran on the same track would it

not automatically be expected to maintain the same
level of safety? Q386 Chairman: If I were in control of both those
MrParry:Can I bring in the question of community lines, a mainline and a branch line, would I not have
railways because— to bear inmind the fact that your vehicle would have

to measure up to some of those same restrictions?
Mr Parry: I will hand this over to Major Holden.Q379 Chairman: No, I want Mr Lucas’s answer to

this.
MrLucas:My answer to this is that it is very diYcult Q387 Chairman: Major Holden, a child’s guide,
to assess an alternative to the status quo by standards please.
that are entirely based upon the status quo. MajorHolden: The easiest way to illustrate it is from

the Manchester MetroLink system where for 1,600
metres the system runs on Railtrack or NetworkQ380 Chairman: I accept that is your argument, but

what is the alternative? That is what I am asking. Rail controlled infrastructure from Deansgate
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Junction down into Altrincham. The trams they use Q394 Chairman: They do have the advantage of not
requiring to run on rails if they are up in the air,are a very diVerent construction with very diVerent

crash-worthiness and resistance to the mainline although they are constrained where they can fly but
on the whole they try and avoid one another.standards. They were accepted—and dare I say I

helped give them permission to do so—on the basis Mr Parry: Yes, but rails are just two bits of metal
lying in the ground to guide the vehicle. They are justthat theywere running to all intents and purposes on

a self-contained network. inherently safer than a road system. They are
lowering energy use and there are many advantages
and there is no reasonwhy the use of railways shouldQ388 Chairman: There is no interface with the main
be monopolised by a railway industry whichsystem, therefore it was quite permissible.
demands very elaborate procedures when it is notMajorHolden:Correct, because you are judging that
necessary.vehicle in—

Q395 Mr Stringer: In regard to your ability to get
Q389 Chairman: In a vacuum. these vehicles on to the rail, last Wednesday the
Major Holden:Well, against itself or against its own Minister said that there is absolutely no problem to
part of the system. havemixed running, tramswith trains, light rail with

trains, ultra light rail. What would you say to that
response?Q390 Chairman:Why can that not be done with this
Mr Parry: Theoretically it ought to be no problem,present vehicle?
and I think within previous ministers in theMajor Holden: It could be, apart from the licence
Conservative administration there was a sense ofregulations and the railway safety case, which
encouragement and that therewas a need for it—“goNetwork Rail have for operating, because the
ahead and do it”. We have really got bogged down.Stourbridge town branch is still theoretically part of

Network Rail infrastructure.
Q396 Mr Stringer: What should the Minister do,
though, if that is what you believe should happen?Q391 Chairman: You are saying that were there an
You are saying in practical terms it is not happening.innovation system, were there a specialised rail line
How should we change the world so that we can getthat was independent of the main system, none of
your vehicles on to tracks?these problems would arise.
Mr Parry: That should not be the objective, to getMajor Holden: Correct.
our vehicles on to tracks; the objective should be to
drive down costs in public transport and choose the

Q392 Clive EVord: Major Holden you mentioned appropriate mode. We feel we have done that. I
how easy it is to introduce a bus service in would say this is a Gordian knot situation; and this
comparison. Is it not true that if someone wants to is where this Committee might be helpful. We
introduce a bus service under current regulations struggled again and again to try and get through the
that exist outside of London, they take all the risks? regulatory framework and it keeps on changing. We
You are asking other people to take the risks with are not trying to buck the system; the system keeps
the development you are seeking. on changing. The answer should be for the line to be
Major Holden: Not necessarily, no. What we are leased from Network Rail to a suitably constituted
asking people to do at the moment is to permit us to organisation that will take over the administration
operate the vehicle taking presumably the revenue of the line. There are examples of that. The
risks, and to operate it on Network Rail Wensleydale Railway uses Network Rail
infrastructure for a period to be determined—at the infrastructure, but it is leased to the Wensleydale
moment it is one year. We have to go through a load Railway, to do what they want to do. This now
of regulatory hoops which are quite properly in for should be the procedure, because it seems to be
train-operating companies; but the diYculty arises beyond the ability of all the diVerent safety,
as we have been discussing, that the vehicle is not regulatory and operating organisations within the
“the same as” the heavy rail vehicles.We submit that national network to do something quite simple, and
there is no need for this. A bus company does not that is just give the approval for the vehicle to run on
have to go through that same regulatory set of the network as it is.
hoops; it goes through diVerent ones, I agree, but
they are not as long. If it buys a bus which conforms Q397 Ian Lucas: But if you leased Network Rail’s
to regulations, they can operate that bus. Our vehicle track to somebody else, that would not remove that
does not conform to the Network Rail standards. track from the influence, depending where we are in

the system, of either theHealth and Safety Executive
or the Railway Inspectorate, would it? Are they notQ393Chairman: It is an ultra light vehicle.Whodoes

it serve? It does not take as many people as a full part of the problem?
Mr Parry: The Railway Inspectorate has approvedtram; it is not as tough as a full train.

Mr Parry: It is really rather like in the aircraft the vehicle. In 2002 the vehicle was moved onto the
branch under engineer’s possession. The inspectingindustry; you have all diVerent sizes of aeroplanes,

from 747s down to Dakotas or very little ones. You oYcer in charge of light rail of the Railway
Inspectorate came to the branch and carried out thereally need vehicles which match the service

requirements. necessary tests. He put it through the Disability
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Discrimination Act Regulations and it passed. He their funding has been cut and so it is now being
revived, the idea of an ultra light service fromeven tested leaves on the line, and the whole lot,

clearances etc and on Christmas Eve 2002 Myles Princes Street to Ashton Gate.
Sibley, the chief panjandrum of the Railway

Q402 Clive EVord: But if your services there wereInspectorate, wrote an approval saying “this vehicle
successful, being on a line with low demand, why didis approved for carrying the public”. Our bugbear
they not do it on a bigger scale as a light rail schemeright the way through has been the infrastructure
or an ultra light rail scheme?owner, which has changed its corporate nature three
Mr Parry: I think due to the size of the vehicles. Attimes over the years and there has been this
that time, in 1998 and 2001, the engineeringconfusion.
capability of our organisation was to produce a
vehicle with a capacity of 50; but working with ourQ398 Chairman: I do not think that was necessarily
supply chain partners, including Brush Traction, thedone entirely to complicate your life; there were one
major locomotive builder, we have now broughtor two other minor reasons for that, I think.
forward a concept where we can go to 80 passengersMr Parry: No, it just feels like that!
and 170 passengers; so we are now moving much
nearer into the field of not super-trams butQ399 Chairman: Did Mr Webber give the Bristol
reasonable sized tramways, and using a non-electricElectric Railbus Company any explanation of the
infrastructure, which we think is profoundlydecision not to fund the service?
significant as far as your other discussions went—Mr Parry: I do not think that Mr James Skinner’s
infrastructure and diversion of services and thingscompany has taken any interest in the Stourbridge like that. It is all to do with the confoundedbranch as such. He has had a similar struggle, I electricity that these huge costs are being incurred inbelieve, trying to get out— building these tramways; so we think that there
needs to be more gumption on behalf of the public

Q400 Chairman: So you have not heard of any sector to say, “let us try to put in a tram system
particular arguments. somewhere which will meet the environmental
Mr Parry: No, we just sympathise. It is a diVerent objectives—it emits lownoise, it is nil emission—and
organisation, and Bristol Electric Railbus bought a eliminates the need for the overhead infrastructure,
previous vehicle from us, number 10. particularly the current running in the rails which

caused the stray currents that you were asking
Q401 Clive EVord: Why did it stop? Why was it about, which means that you have to divert all
not funded? these services.
Mr Parry: Because Bristol City Council realised it
was a successful experiment at Bristol Harbourside Q403 Chairman:Mr Parry, on the hopeful note that
but it had to be subsidised because there were very we will get some gumption in the public sector, I
few passengers; it is a windswept harbourside, and thank you all for coming to see us this afternoon.
the City Council thenwanted to go aheadwith a full- Mr Parry:My colleagues and I are most grateful to
sized light rail scheme, which they were encouraged you, Chairman, and to your colleagues on the

Committee for giving us a sympathetic hearing.by theGovernment to do, but now it looks as though
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Memorandum by Railfuture (LR 01)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

TheTransport Committee inquiry into the costs and benefits of light rail is to be welcomed—we have been
getting it wrong for too long.

The National Audit OYce Report rightly identified the various causes for the inordinately high costs of
implementing light rail systems in the UK which had clearly failed to follow best practice in Europe and
elsewhere.

However, it has to be said that most of these causes had been clear to many transport observers for some
time and I will briefly mention some of these before going on to benefits and other issues.

— Financing arrangements involving high levels of risk from the private sector must be the major
cause for high procurement costs. Most of the benefits in terms of lower congestion, pollution and
accidents will accrue to the public sector and most, if not all, of the revenue risk should be borne
by the public sector. The greater the involvement of private sector investment, the greater the cost.

— The cost of moving and protecting utility services should be shared as in French practice. After
all, the utility provider will benefit from new infrastructure and could be spared the full cost of
renewals at a later stage had the tramway not been built.

— OV the shelf rolling stock designs should be used and where disused or converted rail routes are
used, the track should be raised to meet station platforms so that standard low floor trams could
be used. This would eliminate the need for raised platforms on street running sections such as in
Manchester.

— Planning and Parliamentary procedures must be simplified and speeded up. Delays to
implementation increase costs. The £520 million promised for Manchester Metro Link phase 3 in
2002 for example, should now be raised to £645 million just to cover inflation.

Tram systems in France have been completed in just three years compared to 10 or more years in the UK.

— Local taxes could be used to help finance tram systems.

— Fully integrated bus and tram services are essential to maximise the benefits of both modes. UK
Competition law is amajor barrier to implementation of integrated services and should be repealed
as soon as possible.

In Croydon, tram fares have only just been brought into line with bus fares and some competing bus
services have been subsidised! Patronage on Croydon Tramlink is now showing strong growth since fares
were aligned with buses.

— Park &Ride facilities are a vital ingredient to success and congestion relief and should be included
at the planning stage.

It is remarkable that Croydon Tramlink has achieved around 20 million passengers annually without the
benefit of Park & Ride facilities and still more remarkable that some 20% of this ridership are former car
users.

However, the benefits of reduced congestion must also be locked in through other measures like parking
restrictions and congestion charges or the void created by light rail will quickly be filled by new traYc.

As an example of the lack of joined up planning, the London Borough of Croydon is reported to have
approved a 1,000 space car park in the town centre!

— Rail, light rail and bus services should be acknowledged as serving diVerent functions and for a
variety of reasons, the bus will not make a satisfactory substitute for trams and trains in the
majority of cases.

Modal switch from the car is the key to understanding this reasoning—

A significant number of rail and light rail passengers have access to a car andwhen facedwith a bus service
alternative, most will switch to the car.

Although car ownership was much lower than it is today, a study by Mayer Hillman following the
Beeching rail closures in the 1960s found one third of rail passengers switched to the car, one third stayed
at home and one third used the replacement bus services which were quickly withdrawn.

Light rail systems typically achieve modal switch from the car of 20% or more, in the West Midlands it
is reported to be as high as 35% and the SRA sponsored train service between Norwich and Cambridge has
achieved no less than 44%.

Even guided busways have normally failed to match these ratios by a wide margin. The promoters of the
Luton–Dunstable busway project anticipate only about 1% modal switch and cost escalations on the
Cambridgeshire Guided Busway scheme show that such systems do not come cheap either.
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There are also safety issues concerning guided busways, the lack of a driver’s safety device (the “dead
man’s handle”) automatically linked to the brakes and the “crashworthiness” of bus bodies. Crashes
between buses on guideway systems are not unknown.

When properly planned and funded, light rail systems can demonstrate lower whole life costs than bus
based systems where peak loadings of 3,500 to 4,000 passengers per hour can be expected.

This is because trams have lower energy and maintenance costs and trams typically have a service life at
least twice as long as buses.

Ultra light rail and hybrid trams present new opportunities for lower cost systems using non-electrified
routes, avoiding the costly and disruptive requirement to move and protect utility services.

New low cost and quick to install track systems like the Holdfast Carpet Track are being developed for
ultra light rail and could be ideal for small to medium size towns and cities. The energy costs of ultra light
rail would be significantly lower than buses, providing enhanced environmental benefits.

It is to be hoped the Transport Committee inquiry will lead the way to speedy implementation of new
light rail systems.

Norman Bradbury
Secretary
Policy Lobby & Campaigns Committee

29 January 2005

Memorandum by Dr Roger Sexton (LR 02)

THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS

1. Introduction: Regulation as the Key to Successful LRT

In my previous memoranda to your committee, to its predecessor, and to the (then) Department of
Transport and the Regions, there has been one recurrent theme. Bus deregulation makes integrated public
transport impossible.

On the continent, LRT schemes (trams) are successful because the trams form part of an integrated
transport system. Timetables and fares of all local transport are controlled by regional transport authorities.

LRThas been less successful in Britain because the law (bus deregulation and the concomitant application
of Competition Law) renders impossible the close integration which one sees in (eg) a German
Verkehrsverbund or a Swedish Länstrafiken.

2. Can Buses Do the Same Job as LRT?

Regulated buses can do the job. Regulation ensures

A High quality vehicles;

B Integrated ticketing between all operators;

C Integrated timetables;

D Good services early morning, evenings, Sundays and holidays.

Eighteen years of bus deregulation demonstrates that deregulation can deliver none of these objectives.
Indeed objectives B and C are legally impossible.

3. Visit Jönköping

In my memorandum to you regarding rural railways, I recommended that you pay a study visit to the
Swedish Lan (county) of Jönköping. It would appear that you have partially adopted my suggestion. The
Director of Jönköping Länstrafik gave oral evidence at one of your sessions on rural railways.

I would repeat my suggestion that you visit Jönköping. In Jönköping (city and county) you will see a
superbly integrated public transport system. Furthermore, you will see in Jönköping city a system of three
“stomlinie”%“mainline” bus routes; bus routes laid out like tramways. “Think tram—run buses” say the
Swedes.

This kind of integrated system based on “Bus Rapid Transit” is legally impossible in deregulated Britain.
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4. The New Nottingham Tramway.

Both my home and my workplace are within a hundred yards of the new “NET” tramway.

There can be no doubt that, in terms of numbers of passengers carried, NET is proving to be extremely
successful. Crush loads of 200 or more passengers are commonplace at peak times. (On Saturdays the
“peak” runs from about 0930 in the morning right through to when the system closes around midnight.)

I have not seen recent passenger statistics, but provided all the passengers are being correctly recorded by
the conductors, I am in little doubt that NET is already achieving the original target of 11million passengers
a year; that equals about 30,000 passengers a day or 100 passengers per timetabled journey. There are two
reasons for this success.

A. Park and Ride on NET

NET has four large park-and-ride sites, and three of those are nearly full on weekdays, and are even well-
used on Sundays.

B. Some Bus Integration with NET

Luckily, (I use that word advisedly) Nottingham’s largest bus operator, Nottingham City Transport, has
(in eVect) a 50% share in NET. There is a measure of ticket integration between NCT and NET. In
particular, NCT “easyrider” season tickets are now valid on NET trams without any additional charge.

However the NET trams are still subject to competition from other bus operators.

4.1 Is Park-and-Ride a Good Thing?

I know of work colleagues who used to commute all the way by bus, but who now drive their cars to a
tram park-and-ride. I have even heard of people who live south of the city centre driving to the Goose Fair
(Forest) park-and-ride site one mile north of the city centre.

I strongly suspect that there has been some switch from travelling by bus all-the-way to tram park-and-
ride. If my suspicions are correct, then park-and-ride adds to motorised traYc.

I strongly suspect that the tram park-and-ride sites have added to congestion at three points within
Greater Nottingham:

A Hucknall Town Centre;

B The Nuthall Island on the A610;

C The roundabouts at the Mansfield Road end of Gregory Boulevard. (This location is only a mile
north of the city centre.)

4.2 The Failure of the Bulwell Connecting Buses

On the opening of the tramway (9 March 2004) two new circular tram-feeder services were created at
Bulwell, run byNCT.The timetables require six 35-seat vehicles. These services continue to run, even though
loadings are poor. Loads rarely get above about a dozen passengers.

This failure is due to two factors. Firstly, there is a two minute walk (crossing a busy road by a zebra
crossing) between the tram and bus stops. Secondly, the tram and bus timetables are not coordinated.

4.3 The Hucknall Problem

The main bus operator between Nottingham and Hucknall is Trentbarton. That operator did not make
any changes when NET opened.

However, Trentbarton has undoubtedly lost a lot of its Nottingham to Hucknall traYc to the trams. On
9 January 2005 Trentbarton took drastic action. Firstly it withdrew two of its Nottingham to Hucknall
routes (which employed a total of seven vehicles), thus reducing the number of Trentbarton buses between
the two centres (weekday daytimes) from 10 per hour to six per hour. (On Sundays the reduction is from
four per hour to two per hour.)

Secondly, and on the positive side, it introduced two new Hucknall “Connect” town services linking the
tram-stop and the town centre with the residential estates to the west of the town. (There is very little
population on the east side of Hucknall.) These services require four 30-seat vehicles.
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4.4 Will These New Hucknall Services Succeed?

It is still too early to form a firm judgment, but I fear that this bold attempt at a measure of “integration”
is likely to fail for three reasons.

A. The timetables of the buses and trams are not coordinated. The trams run to Hucknall every 12 (or
10) minutes, the buses every 15 minutes. (Evenings and Sundays the tram is every 20 minutes, the bus every
30 minutes.)

B. The through bus/tram return fare is £3—quite high when compared to the £2 tram only “day ticket”.
Worse still, there are neither through bus/tram season tickets nor through bus/tram multi-trip tickets. The
lack of multi-trip tickets is particularly disappointing. For “bus only” journeys all Trentbarton drivers sell
“Frio” tickets—13(!) trips for the price of 10.

I am quite sure that very few (if any) Hucknall citizens who used to drive to the tram stop now take the
“Connect” bus. Moreover, I suspect that some Hucknall citizens who used to use to take the bus all the way
to Nottingham now drive all the way.

C. Competition from other bus operators.

4.5 Dunn-line Route 45

One of the two services withdrawn by Trentbarton is now being run by another operator (Dunn-Line)
at rather lower fares but with no Sunday service. People who believe in the unrestrained free market will
undoubtedly say “Good, market forces at work.” But other observers who are concerned about
environmental factors will say, “There are too many buses clogging up Hucknall.” Moreover, I suspect that
many of the residents of the estates on the west side of Hucknall are thinking, “We do not want all these
buses.” Some residential roads now get (weekday daytimes) 10 buses an hour.

4.6 Peak hour Notts and Derby Buses

Notts and Derby, a sister company to Trentbarton, has introduced a limited peak hour service between
theWest Hucknall estates andNottingham. (Four journeys to Nottingham in the morning, four back in the
evening.) Despite the fact that this company forms part of the same “group” as Trentbarton, there is
absolutely no inter-availability of its tickets either with Trentbarton buses or with trams.

5. Conclusions—The Lessons to be Learnt from Nottingham

The NET is a very successful route (not a system), and I feel privileged that I both live and work within
earshot of the line. But it would be even better if:

A. There were more trams so that the service could be increased to every four minutes at busy times
(Monday–Friday peaks and Saturdays 0930 to 1800);

B. There were complete integration with buses, rather than the half-baked situation we have at the
moment.

That brings me back to the main theme which seems to dominate most of my submissions to your
Committee and its predecessor. A comprehensive integration of public transport is impossible in Britain,
and will remain so until we scrap bus deregulation and replace it with a system under which all local public
transport (buses, trams and trains) is franchised by regional PTEs.

Dr Roger Sexton
Department of Academic Legal Studies
Nottingham Trent University

1 February 2005

Memorandum by Better Community Transport (LR 12)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Tram Systems

I am writing to you, as the Clerk of the Transport Committee, as I see the public are invited to express
their views on tram systems to the Committee. I am Chairman of a local residents’ group called the Better
Community Transport (BCT) group, in Beeston, Nottingham. It is a group of residents along part of the
route proposed for a future Line Three of the NET tram system. Having been active now for four years in
opposition to the route proposed, we have acquired considerable knowledge and understanding of themany
environmental, operational, management and economic problems concerned. So we feel we can express an
informed opinion to the Transport Committee.
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Sticking for the moment to our local concerns, we seem to be faced with an attitude from NET and its
parents, theNottinghamCity Council andNottinghamCounty Council, that they want the tram extensions
nomatter what the cost to the environment, to local residents and to businesses along the routes. NET tell us
that there is no alternative route that is economical. From there it seems that their governing consideration is
to have the tram extensions, and therefore they persist with their proposed routes however unsuitable they
may be.

The overall view, which BCT wishes to express to the Transport Committee, is that much greater weight
needs to be given to the environmental eVects of any proposed tram route than appears to be the case at
present. In that connection, we note that the Department for Transport seeks to promote “quiet lanes” and
“home zones”, to which we referred to when we met the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
Transport on 30 November 2004. Of course many such environments already exist, although most of them
have not been formally nominated as such. To put a tramway through such areas seems totally contrary to
the DfT policy and needs to be positively discouraged.

The recent press notice on the future of trams refers to the importance of proper integration with other
forms of public transport. This needs to be insisted upon, particularly with respect to adequate provision
of park-and-ride facilities. (The success claimed for Nottingham’s Line One depends in large part on it
having five park-and-ride sites along its route. But for the proposed extensions to the NET system, Lines
Two and Three, there is only one park-and-ride each.)

The press release also notes that tram systems have only had a limited eVect on congestion, pollution and
road accidents. Also that their eVects on regeneration and social exclusion are unclear. Many of them have
been economically unsuccessful also.

So it seems that the advantages of tram systems are verymarginal. Therefore, tram networks or extensions
to existing networks should not be pushed ahead where there is not a route that is both suitable
environmentally and very promising economically. In particular it should not pass through or close to
presently quiet and peaceful residential areas (such as in BCT’s area of interest).

Noise and Vibration Issues

Having a member with expertise in the matter of noise, BCT has made a particular study of the likely
noise impact of trams. Our measurements show that trams are in fact somewhat noisier than diesel-engined
buses if measured at the same site and the same distance and with the trams and buses travelling at similar
speeds, eg 25-35 mph. Introduction of trams will therefore completely alter the acoustic environment of
housing areas where it is presently quiet. While spoiling the quietness, they will also change adversely the
peaceful nature of those areas, their visual appearance and their safety.We have heard of complaints (along
Line One) about the tram warning bells and the screeching noises as trams negotiate bends in the track.

Complaints have also arisen in SheYeld and Manchester as well as Nottingham due to the vibration of
the tram. The ability of tram noise and vibration to invade nearby premises is illustrated by the experience
of audiences in the Theatre Royal in Nottingham. The noise of the tram can be heard during quiet parts of
performances, and the vibration can be felt each time a tram passes. We would question whether there may
sometimes be an adverse long-term eVect of vibration on certain properties close to tram lines, eg older
buildings on unstable land.

In Summary

We feel that unless tram routes that cause little or no environmental disturbance can be found, alternative
methods of improving public transport should be resorted to.

Lloyd Wildish
Chairman
BCT group

10 February 2005

Memorandum by Sustraco (LR 15)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS

The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

The costs of light rail are presently inflated due to the fact that heavy rail practices and design methods
have been adapted to meet street running urban requirements. This involves huge infrastructure, legal,
consultancy and disruption costs. The use of buses obviates most of these costs but also yield far less of the
benefits. Investigation is needed into how the costs of light rail can be reduced. One answer is Ultra Light
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Rail which combines the low cost features of bus technology with the environmentally friendly features of
light rail. The significant cost reduction arises from the use of an on board power source rather than
overhead supplies. The provision of overhead supplies is proving to be the main reason for the cost
diVerential between the cost of conventional light rail and buses.

The Benefits of Light Rail are Well Accepted, Namely

— Attractiveness, particularly to car users, so encouraging modal shift.

— Low noise can be specified.

— Low or zero emissions can be specified leading to improved air quality.

— Low or zero carbon emissions can be specified to help meet global targets.

— Light rail can operate safely in pedestrian areas and improve non-car access to such areas.

— Level entry access speeds operation and meets disability requirements.

Light rail is the only mode of travel which canmeet all these requirements andUltra Light Rail is the only
mode which can meet these at a reasonable cost.

What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

— Low construction costs.

— Good promotion.

— Integration with bus, rail and air services.

— Unobtrusiveness.

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

Most public transport routes are designed to link strategic points in the city, namely, railway stations, bus
stations, city centres, employment centres and dense residential areas. The routes can be integrated into a
network, with convenient interchanges, irrespective of the type of transport. However, integration is
presently impeded by competition law.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

Presently there is no funding available for development of light rail systems apart from limited internal
funding by the large providers who largely have their own agenda and see their main market either in heavy
rail or conventional buses.

Transport operators are given no incentive to invest in development, as the potential benefits are mainly
environmental ant do not translate into a cash return on the investment.

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail Systems

The capital cost to the public of light rail could be reduced, possibly eliminated, by harnessing the land
value increase, which has been shown to accrue from light rail investment, to finance the construction.
Operating cost could be oVset by local land value tax.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

The only way buses can compete with light rail to provide the same benefits is to design the vehicles to
resemble trams in appearance, ride quality, etc Normally electrification and guidance are necessary. Though
such buses may be preferable on some routes, the cost may be not much less than conventional light rail and
probably in excess of Ultra Light Rail.

Colin JeVerson
Technical Director

February 2005
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Memorandum by Tramtrack Croydon Ltd (LR 16)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. Summary

1.1 Croydon Tramlink opened in May 2000 and provides an important fully accessible, environmentally
friendly transport link in South London. In its first period of operation up to 31st March 2001, 13.3 million
passenger journeys were made in the 24 trams that run over the 17 miles of track. Trams serve the centre of
Croydon and are divided into three lines to provide a service fromWimbledon to Elmers End, Croydon to
Beckenham Junction and Croydon to New Addington.

1.2 Operated by a concessionaire, Tramtrack Croydon Ltd (TCL), on behalf on Transport for London
(TfL), the Croydon Tramlink provides a real alternative to the private car, reduces pollution and improves
journeys for thousands of people every day.

1.3 Croydon Tramlink is successful because it combines a series of public transport corridors which
integrate with public areas of demand. However the system would benefit from restructuring of bus routes,
improved interchange facilities such as park and ride as well as new controls on parking and congestion
for cars.

1.4 Barriers to light rail development can be addressed by a balanced approach to consultations for both
fixed infrastructure systems and bus services. Careful examination is needed of suggestions that light rail
schemes are more expensive than other public transport options.

1.5 Tram systems in theUKhave been treated as new and untried public transport solutions however any
future building of a sequence of tram extensions allows public authorities to benefit from both economies of
scale and expertise.

2. The Cost and Benefits of Light Rail

2.1 Croydon Tramlink was built as a discrete “stand alone” system using a PFI procurement process
completed in 1996 that sought to allocate specific risks to the private sector.

2.2 The system cost £200 million with London Transport (TfL’s predecessor) funding the diversion of
utilities for a further £25 million. TCL (the winner of the tendering process designed to maximise the private
sector funding), contributed half the £200 million cost and took the risk associated with project
procurement costs.

2.3 The systemwas completed inMay 2000, six months later than expected. Overruns in excess of this are
not uncommon when considering any major infrastructure project: the Jubilee line extension, for example,
“slipped” by two years according to the Treasury’s Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government.What
is exceptional, however, is that in this case there was no additional cost to the public purse as a result.
Similarly extensions to the Docklands Light Railway have demonstrated that once the risks associated with
construction of a particular type of system become known they can be well managed.

2.4 Shortly after opening, Croydon Tramlink was carrying 16 million passengers per annum (60% of the
expected level). After five years of operation and beyond the initial growth phase, this has now reached
22 million pa (80% of expectation). The main reasons for this shortfall in patronage are:

— The policy pursued by Transport for London of expanding bus services in direct competition to
tram routes. The level of bus mileage operated in Croydon is currently 32% higher than at the time
when the Concession was granted, with some routes running directly parallel to trams.

— The setting of bus fares on competing routes at 20% less for cash and 30% less for all day and season
ticket holders than for tram fares. The eVect of this ticket pricing was predatory. In 2004, fares on
buses were harmonised resulting in an immediate 12% increase in passengers using the trams.

2.5 Comparison of bus and tram costs suggest that buses would have been a much more expensive
solution to Croydon’s problems. Three buses are needed to carry the same number of passengers as one
tram. As bus speeds are about 55% of tram speeds, a further twice as many buses are needed to service a
corridor for each tram. In London the average bus has a six year life compared with 30 years for the tram.
Thus to carry the same number of passengers a fleet of 144 buses would be needed to replace Croydon
Tramlink’s 24 trams and over 30 years 720 buses would have to be procured to replace 24 trams. TCL is
conducting a detailed assessment of the impact of this on capital and operating costs but it is believed that
for the volume of passengers currently carried by Croydon Tramlink, trams are the most economical mode.
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2.6 Croydon Tramlink’s impact in Croydon has been profound. The Tramlink Impact Study, published
by TfL in 2001, explains this in detail, as does later work by Colin Buchanan and Partners for the South
London Partnership, published in 2003. Between them these studies show:

— 19% of Croydon Tramlink passengers switched from cars.

— £1.5 billion inward investment into the Croydon area with vast retail, leisure, oYce and smaller
scale industrial development.

— Reductions in unemployment (35% in one ward).

— Stimulation of commercial and domestic property prices.

— Croydon Tramlink is liked by (and carries) all sections of the community in notable contrast to
buses and heavy rail.

3. What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

3.1 Croydon Tramlink is regarded as a success by its local community. The expected patronage of 22
million in 2004–05 confirms it as the most well used modern tram system in the UK.

3.2 Croydon Tramlink is successful because the system combines a series of public transport corridors
(in this case they are orbital around the southern most tip of South London) with the on street working in
central Croydon and these link clear areas of demand: home and work, education, shops and leisure. The
only major destination missing is the health sector. Street level access and visibility has undoubtedly
encouraged passengers to use the tram as those parts of the system running on more remote former heavy
rail lines originally struggled to grow patronage as quickly.

3.3 The following changes to integrated transport in Croydon would encourage greater patronage and
deliver more cost benefits to the transport system:

— restructuring of buses to support the tram’s fixed infrastructure system;

— adequate modal interchange including park and ride; and

— parking and congestion controls applied to cars.

4. How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

4.1 The experience of Tramtrack Croydon shows that light rail can be a valuable and eVective part of the
transport mix, but it needs to be:

— deployed for the most appropriate types of journeys;

— developed in the context of an overall network of public transport;

— integrated with other parts of the transport system.

4.2 Outside London there is a requirement for Local Transport Plans. This provides a stimulus to develop
a strategy to link key population centres, health and education establishments, leisure centres and business
communities with appropriate public transport solutions driven by passenger requirement and volume.

4.3 Croydon Tramlink were well integrated with heavy rail and theUnderground (atWimbledon) within
the original designs. UnlikeNottingham, which has good park and ride and reshaped bus services to support
the tram system, Croydon has no park and ride and very limited bus integration.

4.4 The bus services in Croydon do not integrate eVectively. Croydon Tramlink crosses 55 bus routes,
however 35 bus routes run into the centre of Croydon andmany are in competitionwith Croydon Tramlink.
The level of timetabled bus mileage has increased by 32% since the Croydon Tramlink concession was
signed. This is largely due to the Mayor’s London wide policy to improve and increase bus services.

4.5 The increase in bus mileage has mainly been achieved by simply increasing pre-existing bus service
frequency. There has been minimal bus route re-organisation into an integrated network with well-designed
interchange. Elsewhere in Europe the introduction of a tram scheme would have been accompanied by
restructuring the bus services to provide “feeders”. As a consequence, TfL is paying the Croydon
Concessionaire compensation for abstraction of bus passengers from the tram as well as subsiding bus
passengers. It would instead clearly be much more cost-eVective to avoid establishing competitive
transport modes.

5. Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

5.1 The barriers to light rail development fall into two general categories:

— Legislative.

— Cost issues.
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But each of the barriers can easily be addressed.

5.2 Legislative: Croydon Tramlink was the subject of an Act of Parliament. More recent systems and
any extensions to Croydon Tramlink would be subject to the Transport and Works Act procedure. In
contrast, bus services of course do not need this level of planning approval.

5.3 Tram systems that delay car drivers are weighted against in appraisals. The current system allows car
driver delays to count against tram schemes and therefore indirectly promotes congestion.

5.4 Costs consideration: Work done both by TCL in relation to Croydon Tramlink and by the tram
industry into the costs of bus alternatives show that trams are incorrectly perceived as expensive. Even with
below forecast patronage levels, trams in Croydon generate a significant annual operating surplus (before
debt servicing). This is in contrast to the subsidy necessary for other transport modes in the area, in
particular heavy rail and buses (with fuel duty rebate and London rates subsidy). This evidence, coupled to
that outlined by Carmen Hass Klau, an eminent German academic, in her book “Bus or Light Rail—
Making the Right Choices” and Barry Broe Director of Group Transport Planning and Policy in his
presentation “Why Light Rail oVers value for Money in London” at the Waterfront Conference on Light
Rail on 15 June 2004 clearly suggests that tram systems are, in reality, the most economical long term
transport solution for routes carrying generally in excess of 3,000 passengers per hour. Furthermore, in
future, costs could be reduced still further:

— In Croydon, the build and planning costs were influenced by a number of design features, such as
the strategy used to relocate utilities. Future tram schemes are likely to benefit from “economies
of expertise” and therefore best practice relating to implementation and costs.

— Public Authorities can benefit from both economies of scale and expertise by building a sequence
of tram extensions over time.

6. The Effect of DifferentFinancing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the OverallCost of Light

Rail Systems

6.1 The concession holders of the Croydon Tramlink have learned some critical lessons from the
procurement arrangements that applied to the scheme.

6.2 Future concession holders of transport schemes should be able to control risk. TCL cannot control:

— Fares,

— Parking provision,

— TraYc priorities,

— The local economic environment,

— Planning consents along the Croydon Tramlink route,

— Competing public transport services,

— General economic conditions and

— Road provision.

6.3 Each factor has an impact onCroydonTramlink patronage. To encourage private investment scheme
sponsors have tried to provide assurance on things like fares and competing bus services. As can be seen
above this has not operated as expected by the Concessionaire in Croydon. However despite the problems
associated with allocating revenue risk there is a strong argument for revenue based incentives that ensure
that the interests of customers are not ignored.

7. The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

7.1 The experience of Croydon Tramlink suggests that buses are more expensive for the corridors with
larger passenger volumes. These high volume corridors exist in various parts of London both radially and
orbitally.

7.2 There is a practical limit to providing capacity using buses. At capacities of 5,000 places per hour (60
buses per hour, 1 per minute ) streets (famously Oxford St) become jammed with buses.

7.3 There are additional costs incurred by bus services as opposed to trams, for example the level of road
surface maintenance caused by continual buVetting by heavy vehicles focused on a relatively small road
area.

7.4 Reliance on buses requires the greater use of two increasingly scarce resources—labour (bus drivers)
and fossil fuels (oil based). Trams can (and in Croydon’s case do) use an increasing amount of renewable
energy sources.

7.5 Buses are most eVectively used for low volume corridors and as feeders on to trams, metro services
and Heavy Rail which provide the high volume environmentally friendly access to town centres.
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Figure 1: Where are trams appropriate?

Capacity on a
corridor at
20 vehicles Approximate
per hour annual corridor Inter-stop Average

Vehicle (passengers per load (millions distance speed (km
Mode capacity hour) of journeys) (km) per hour) Comment

Double deck bus 80 1,600 3.8 0.3 to 0.5 10 to 12 Slow to
unload

upperdeck
Articulated bus 120 2,400 5.8 0.3 to 0.5 10 to 12
30 metre tram 240 4,800 11.6
40 metre tram 320 6,400 15.5 0.5 to 0.8 18 to 22
Double 30 metre tram 440 8,800 21.1 0.5 to 0.8 18 to 22
Light metro train 1,000 20,000 48.0 0.8 to 2.0 20 to 30

20 vehicles per Based on an
hour can be average
exceeded but annualisation
see below * of 2,400

* 20 vehicles per hour has been used as frequency which can be maintained reliably. Much greater
frequencies can be used but any small delay will then precipitate bunching and irregular spacing
especially buses.

Trams are most eVective on corridors with peak hour passenger volumes between 2,000 and 8,000
passengers per hour.

Croydon Tramlink has 21 trams per hour on the corridor from the East. This gives a capacity of 5,000
passenger places per hour.

From the West there are six trams per hour giving a capacity of 1,400 passenger places per hour.

Roger Harding
General Manager

February 2005

Memorandum by Environment Not Trams (LR 17)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. Introduction

1.1. Environment Not Trams (ENT) is an organisation opposed to the development of a tram route from
Clifton via Wilford to Nottingham, which is one of two additional routes that Nottingham Express Transit
(NET) hope to build.

1.2. ENT was formed in July 2001 as a result of a meeting of concerned residents from the aVected areas.
Our case is that the route does not make environmental sense nor does it make economic sense. We enjoy
wide local support and are funded by voluntary contributions. We issue a regular newsletter and have a
website at www.environmentnottrams.co.uk.

1.3. There is widespread opposition in Nottingham to NET’s plans. We will not dwell on the detail of
this since we recognise that your inquiry is looking at wider questions. However we feel there are some issues
that have arisen locally which have wider relevance and may be of interest to you.

2. Cost

2.1. In a report to Nottingham City and Nottinghamshire County Councils in 2000, NET stated that the
cost of the two additional tram routes would be in the region of £77 million. In a subsequent report in 2002
the cost estimate had risen to £220 million. By mid 2004 this had increased further to £300 million.

2.2. Within four years therefore the estimated cost has quadrupled and NET’s statement that “£300
million is in the right ballpark as a budget estimate of outturn cost” appears to oVer plenty of scope for
further increases.
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2.3. It is interesting to put this sum of money into a local context. Nottingham’s tram Line One opened
in March 2004. Because of construction and testing delays, the City Council saved a fewmonths of the £1.5
million per month “availability payment” received from central government and which it now has to pay
to the tram operating company.

2.4. The council decided to give £1.3 million of this saving to rebuild Ambleside Infants and Junior
School, a run-down inner-city school that recently came out of special measures. City Councillor Graham
Chapman, executive member for education, said at the time that this money is “a drop in the ocean” and
estimated that around £220 million is needed to improve Nottingham’s school stock.

2.5. If the furtherNottingham tram lines are shelved, every one ofNottingham’s schools can be improved
with the money saved and there will still be nearly £100 million remaining for increased investment in bus
services or funding other transport improvements.

2.6. Nottingham City Council has used a further £4.5 million of the saved “availability payment” to help
bail out Nottingham Forest football club. Is this what the Government intended?

2.7. Nottingham’s previous experiment with trams lasted just 35 years. If this latest attempt to resuscitate
19th century technology does proceed any further, the cost of the three routes will have been in excess of
half a billion pounds and it is questionable whether they are likely to outlast previous experience. The cost
of decommissioning will be considerable and NET has confirmed that this cost will not be borne by the
operating company.

3. Benefits?

3.1. Whereas the cost of building tram lines is painfully apparent, the benefits are diYcult to quantify.
The cost-benefit calculation used to assess projects such as this oVsets against the enormous capital outlay,
such factors as the apparent time saving that may be made by people using the system. A time saving of a
minute or two per day is multiplied by the number of people who may use the system and multiplied again
by a number of years. An hourly rate is then applied to this figure to arrive at a financial estimate of total
time saved over the lifetime of the project. The National Audit OYce has described this approach as
“pseudo-scientific mumbo jumbo”.

3.2. The complication increases when the cost escalates as described above. In 2000 when the cost of the
NET extensions was £77 million, the cost-benefit ratio required to obtain Department for Transport
approval was positive. Despite the fact that the cost has now risen to £300 million, NET maintain that the
ratio remains positive, although it has been unable to confirm which benefits have escalated at a similar rate
to the costs.

3.3. The identification of non-monetary benefits is equally diYcult. NET has made bold claims regarding
modal shift however it has been unable to back these up with figures. NET’s advertising claims about the
reduction in the number of car journeys have been criticised by the Advertising Standards Authority.

3.4. The claimed regeneration benefits of tram routes are also unclear. Commenting recently on Line
One, John Taylor, the chair of NET and a City Councillor said “If you look at Hucknall, the feeling of the
place has been completely changed. It was a town in the middle of nowhere and it is now attached to amajor
city by the tram”.

3.5. Hucknall is a suburb of Nottingham. It enjoys frequent bus services into the city and is also on the
route of the highly successful Robin Hood rail line, which runs from North Nottinghamshire to the centre
ofNottingham. From the perspective of a City Councillor, this may appear to be “in themiddle of nowhere”
but it is not a description recognised by local residents.

4. Inflexible

4.1. It is impossible to construct a tram network to service the whole of Nottingham. NET has already
stated that routes to some areas of Nottingham will not meet the criteria set out by the Department for
Transport and that access by tram to some other areas is prevented because of engineering constraints.

4.2. Tram routes are inflexible and unable to respond to changing patterns of demand. Even routes that
are apparently cost-eVective at the time of planning may be overtaken by events during the approval and
construction process. For example NET’s proposed route from Clifton appears to have been made largely
redundant by the new main-line rail station to be built just outside the city.

4.3. The new station will oVer a park-and-ride facility for visitors or commuters to Nottingham leaving
M1 junction 24 and will ease congestion on the A453. The rail service will be frequent and faster than the
tram. The rail infrastructure is already in place so no further environmental damage will be done andNET’s
proposed tram park-and-ride site, which they want to build on green-belt land, should not now need to
go ahead.

4.4. Furthermore, the station will be built in 2007 and will cost £17 million—many years sooner and a
fraction of the cost of the tram.
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5. Lessons Learned?

5.1. Amongst other criticisms of tram systems, the National Audit OYce stated that “In France and
Germany, light rail systems connect hospitals, universities and commercial and shopping centres, which
generate passenger numbers. This has not always been the case in England, where some light rail routes have
followed old railway lines remote from traYc generators”.

5.2. NET profess to have learned from the mistakes of its predecessors, however the NAO description
sums up perfectly the centre section of NET’s currently favoured route from Clifton via Wilford village to
the city centre.

5.3. The route runs along a disused railway line, abandoned over 30 years ago and now a nature trail
and Site of Importance for Nature Conservation. If the route proceeds, the nature trail will be completely
destroyed. Opening a similar trail in Nottinghamshire recently, David Bellamy commented “It’s becoming
a rare thing and it’s important that people have places like this close to where they live”.

5.4. Submitting evidence on the route last month in connection with the RushcliVe Borough Council
Replacement Local Plan, Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust stated that they “are extremely disappointed that
the BoroughCouncil has chosen to give tacit support to such an extremely environmentally destructive route
as a means to provide a theoretically more environmentally friendly form of transport. NWT sincerely hope
to see public transport play an increasing role in the movement of people into and around RushcliVe, but
this should not be achieved at the expense of our irreplaceable natural assets. We therefore support ENT’s
objection to this proposed provision of a route in the draft Local Plan”.

5.5. The route is also remote from traYc generators. It does not serve the Nottingham Trent University
campus and completely bypasses the Queen’s Drive area, which has been described as Nottingham’s main
employment corridor.

6. Engaging with the Local Community

6.1. A barrier to the development of light rail in Nottingham has been lack of engagement with the local
community.

6.2. The principal promoter of NET is Nottingham City Council. NET is staVed by council employees
who have been working on the project for a number of years and who have developed an allegiance to the
project that outweighs their objectivity.

6.3. NET has issued consultation brochures but there is little evidence that the views of members of the
public have altered NET’s pre-determined plans. Many have been left with the feeling that they are just a
box to be ticked as part of a theoretical paper exercise.

6.4. NET’s schizophrenic attitude to local views is demonstrated by their initial description of dissenters
as “well-organised and vocal opposition groups”, changed in a later statement to “helpful input from the
public”.

6.5. The Department for Transport has confirmed that, even if the further routes are given approval, it
will fund a maximum of 75% of the cost. NET has not consulted at all on how the local contribution of at
least 25% is to be raised. For the time being it appears to suit NET to present the routes as a “free ride”.

6.6. In view of the huge amount of money involved in the scheme, one would expect that those living
alongside the route would be oVered high levels ofmitigation.With regard to noise barriers however, NET’s
statements have been less than reassuring: “consideration will be given to providing noise barriers where
significant impacts are predicted and where it is practical to do so”. Replacement planting to screen the
tracks will be provided “where possible”.

6.7. There is great concern that if cost-savings are sought, the small amount of mitigation that has been
oVered will be reduced even further.

6.8. People living near the proposed routes are also concerned about reduction in the value of their
property. NET on the other hand maintain that property prices will increase. A simple solution to this
situation would be for NET to adopt the Property Protection Scheme (PPS) oVered by Central Railway.

6.9. The PPS has been widely acclaimed and commended. A study by the then Department of Transport,
Environment and the Regions into the eVects of blight concluded that it is the scheme which best addresses
the possible eVects of civil engineering projects on property values and recommended that the scheme should
be used as a model for other engineering projects.

Gordon Wheeler
Chair

February 2005
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Memorandum by Beeston & Chilwell Business & Residents’ Association (LR 24)

LIGHT RAIL TRANSPORT SYSTEMS

Beeston and Chilwell Business and Residents’ Association

The Association was formed in late 2001, in response to proposals by Nottingham Express Transit to
extend the planned tram route from Nottingham to Beeston town centre further west through Beeston to
Chilwell and subsequently to the A52, initially by the owners of businesses which would be aVected along
Chilwell Road, Beeston, and High Road, Chilwell, who were quickly joined by residents concerned about
the eVect the proposals would have on the community, such as proximity to and destruction of residential
property, especially the four elderly persons’ complexes aVected, loss of valuable and attractive urban open
spaces, threats to the Green Belt and the eVect on community and retail services.

The Association is a serious non-political organisation which is not oppose to light rail transportation in
principle but is opposed to the chosen route which will impact adversely on our community. We have
organised a protestmarch,mounted informative exhibitions in Beeston town centre, held a number of public
meetings, organised a petition and conducted a comprehensive survey of local residents. We have
participated in media discussion of the issues involved and sought and obtained an interview with Ms
Charlotte Atkins, Minister in the Department for Transport, in November 2004. Dialogue has been
maintained with NET, elected representatives and oYcers of the local and county councils, the local Labour
MP, Dr Nick Palmer, other protest groups and local community organisations.

Community Requirements from a Light Rail System

The Association believe that a light rail system should;

(1) serve the communities through which it passes, not merely the community where it terminates;

(2) provide the areas through which it passes with a transport system no less convenient than before,
with feeder services and links with other forms of public transport, in terms of frequency of service,
accessibility, etc;

(3) seek to solve the current transport problems of the area it serves while also addressing future needs,
ie a route with potential for commercial and housing development to be preferred to one where
future development is unlikely;

(4) contribute to the prosperity of the various commercial centres along its route;

(5) preserve the integrity of the communities it serves;

(6) preserve the character of the area it passes through, with every eVort made to avoid the destruction
of residential property and small local retail centres, loss of amenity and the introduction of
nuisance such as noise and the diversion of traYc congestion, eg the use of oV-road routes, where
available, such as redundant rail lines, etc (in the case of the current proposals part of the route
was that of a relief route planned several decades ago; unfortunately, in the interim the land had
been built over in several places and much of it had become dedicated as public open space by the
local authority; and

(7) result in claimed reductions in traYc congestion, air pollution and accidents which should be
quantifiable, identifiable and provable.

The Association also believe.

(1) that the financial implications of any scheme should be available to the public at a very early stage
in any consultations; and

(2) that the public should be oVered viable alternatives to choose from and not oVered a fait accompli
where only the fine tuning is up for negotiation.

NET Proposals for Tram Route, Nottingham to Beeston, Chilwell and A52

The original proposals put forward by the NET were for a line to serve major areas of employment in the
south-western part of Nottingham City and the south-western part of Broxtowe Borough, the Queen’s
Medical Centre and Nottingham University, terminating in Beeston Town Centre. Although there were
problems with the route through the eastern part of Beeston, this route would have served major trip
generators well. It was then decided that the route did not meet government criteria and it was extended
through Beeston and Chilwell to a park-and-ride site on the A52 route between Nottingham and Derby,
claiming that this would attract the additional patronage needed.

The proposed route would bring the line through quiet residential streets, require the demolition and
rebuilding of part of an elderly persons’ complex, pass close to a site earmarked for a supermarket with a
large car park feeding into the same road, requiring the demolition of a number of small and medium-sized
retail outlets in the town centre, without plans for replacements. It then drives a double track through one
of the narrowest streets required to accommodate this. The said street is already a busy bus route into
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Beeston andNottingham from the south-western part of Broxtowe Borough and Long Eaton, serving areas
of active commercial and housing development. Again a number of retail units would be destroyed and very
diYcult working conditions imposed on the survivors. Proceeding westwards, the line would require the
demolition of further good quality residential property and take so much land from others to completely
change their character. A further three elderly persons’ complexes would be aVected with the line within a
few metres of the buildings. The line would transect two popular and accessible recreation grounds, one of
which would lose half its grassed area. There would be considerable loss of amenity along the line,
particularly the loss of mature trees and wildlife habitat along the wetland area the line follows. At its
western end the line would cross an area of Green Belt, a valuable green “lung” for the community and
terminate at a 1,400 space park-and-ride site on the A52.

The potential benefits claimed for the line were reduced journey times to the Queens Medical Centre and
Nottingham City Centre, reduction in traYc congestion, particularly fewer private cars, less air pollution
and fewer accidents. NET also claim that it will lead to commercial regeneration of the areas served.

The Association do not feel, however, that these aims can be achieved. The proposed park-and-ride site,
the only one proposed for the line, would make very little impact on the 22,000 or so vehicles using the A52
each day and, in the event, the congestion the tram itself would cause onHighRoad, Chilwell, Chilwell Road
andMiddle Street, Beeston, would probably divert enough traYc onto the A52 to cancel out any reduction.
It would certainly increase congestion on the A6005 from Long Eaton, already an extremely busy road; in
fact, it is proposed that, in order to facilitate the running of the tram, active steps would be taken to divert
more traYc onto this road. Accident reduction remains an unproven factor, given that Line 1 has been
running for so short a time. The advantage of reduced journey times cannot be evaluated at present, but it
would seem that this would be a factor weighing with a minority of users from Chilwell and Beeston, who
already enjoy excellent bus services on an west/east axis to Nottingham City Centre. This is a short line and
any advantage in journey times for the tram when compared to buses would be due to the priority given to
the tram over road traYc. If proper priority were to be given to buses at intersections and by the provision
of dedicated bus lanes, the diVerence would be much smaller and buses would have the advantage of greater
flexibility of routes and rapid response to changes in demand.

Constraints upon the success of the route chosen for the tram are:

(1) Competition with existing bus routes. Much of the additional patronage necessary to make the
proposed route viable would only be achieved by transfer of passengers from existing public
transport. Unfortunately, on the major route aVected, the NCT 36 and Barton-Trent 5, the buses
are crucial to users whose journeys start too far from the tram route for it to be of any use to them.
Any reduction or rerouting of services would have serious implications for them. On the 36 route,
a frequent service underused outside peak times, the greater capacity of the tramwould be relevant;
the 5 route is one of the busiest in the area, but the tram route proposed ignores the obvious
demand for improved public transport this demonstrates. The normal 5 journeys, with frequent
stops, have recently been supplemented by an express service.

(2) The stops are at a considerable distance from each other, making it less accessible than buses,
although this has been addressed in Chilwell, where it is claimed the tram would help end social
deprivation by providing easier access to jobs. However, the tram is at a greater distance from the
targeted area than the bus and it is unlikely therefore to be an inducement, once the novelty phase
has passed.

(3) The size and location of the park-and-ride site would make it unlikely that it would oVer much
relief to parallel routes and there is no provision for parking for tram passengers along the route
through Beeston and Chilwell, other than in competition with users of existing car parks or by
parking on residential streets.

(4) The proposals do not address problems Beeston and Chilwell have with lack of public transport
routes from the north and links with Beeston rail station. As rail users can use London trains from
Beeston, this should have been taken into account.

(5) Although there is some evidence that travellers into Nottingham do transfer from bus to the tram
on Nottingham’s Line 1, aided by the cross-ticketing arrangements on Nottingham City
Transport, people here are not accustomed to a multiple transfers between forms of transport.
Cross-ticketing does not work with bus companies other than NCT.

(6) Relief of traYc congestion and improvements in air quality along the route would be minimal. At
peak times, all the principal highways through Chilwell and Beeston are congested and the siting
of amajor supermarketwith its 400 space car park in the town centre can only add to this. Through
the town the tram will be in competition with, and probably contribute to a build up of, slow-
moving and standing traYc and published studies have demonstrated that air quality is damaged
most by this situation. The National Audit Commission report published earlier this year found
that trams had only a limited eVect on congestion, pollution and accidents. Evidence from areas
currently served by trams is that early reduction in congestion has not been maintained.
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(7) Local businesses are concerned that the loss of a substantial number of small and medium sized
retail units, of which only a small number will be able to relocate in the town centre, thus reducing
the variety of retail outlets and therefore the attraction of the area for the shopper, together with
the problems of trading profitably during the construction phase, will mean that the tram would
have a negative economic eVect rather than the promised regeneration.

It is feared that the real motivation behind these proposals is the creation of a commuter line to serve
Nottingham City Centre.

Surveys of Public Opinion

Following a rather sketchy initial survey when the public were invited to submit suggestions for routes,
NET commissioned an NOP survey, of which our information is based solely on the Summary Report
prepared by NOP Social and Political on behalf of NET in November 2002, as NET has refused to make
available any further detail. However, between late July and the end of August 2002, 994 interviews were
conducted “in Beeston”. The summary report covered the answers to 16 questions asked out of a possible
22 plus and covered:

(a) opinions on traYc congestion in Nottingham and whether there was a need for improvement;

(b) awareness of the construction of Line 1 and of proposals for Lines 2 and 3;

(c) attitudes towards the new tram lines;

(d) likely usage of them; and

(e) a series of questions on the proposals generally.

The interviews were conducted with residents living within about 500 metres of the proposed route, thus
excluding many likely to be seriously aVected by the proposals in their use of public and private transport,
while concentrating on those most likely to benefit. It was also felt that the questions were worded and
arranged in such a way as to get the desired response.

The BCBRA survey was based on the electoral wards of Beeston West, Chilwell East and Chilwell West,
taking every tenth person on the electoral roll, 937 in all, 374 from Beeston Ward and 563 from Chilwell.
539 responded, ie 57.5%.

It was found that only 14%used public transport to get to work, while 30%used it for leisure, the inference
being that the majority of those surveyed used private transport to go to work. Most people surveyed had
existing bus stops nearer to them than the proposed tram stops and only a very small proportion
contemplated changing to the tram.Therewas general ignorance regarding projected journey times and only
23% felt the tram would have an appreciable eVect on traYc congestion. As regards the cost of the tram,
only 34%were aware of the estimated cost of the proposals and there was resistance to 25% of the cost being
met through local taxation.When asked for their preferences as to the spending of publicmoney,most chose
law and order or education services, rather than the tram. 67% of those surveyed did not allocate tram lines
any priority whatsoever.

Financing of Tram Routes

The question has been frequently raised whether tram schemes represent value for money, as they have
a history of running well over budget. Numerous schemes have been delayed or abandoned on the grounds
of cost. In our own area, Nottingham’s Line 1 was estimated to cost £88 million in 1998, but by late 2004
this had risen to over £200 million. The line became operational after a six-month delay to deal with
problems and there is still remedial work to be done to deal with problems of noise and vibration.

Private sector contractors have faced significant losses from involvement with tram schemes, with the
Nottingham phase 1 contractor Carillion suVering a £10 million fall in profits as a result of its association
with the schemes. Such losses have been repeated elsewhere and can only act to increase future contract bid
prices as a means of insurance against further loss. As the Nottingham City Council and the
Nottinghamshire County Council have recently experienced great diYculty in managing their financial
aVairs eVectively, local people are sceptical of their capacity to control expenditure and would anticipate
that costs would spiral in the manner characteristic of these schemes.

The financing of Lines 2 and 3 would require the participating authorities to raise 25% of the cost locally,
presumably by means of some form of local taxation, the most probable choices being a workplace parking
levy or a congestion charge. Both these options would be highly unpopular with local people and could deter
employers from locating in Nottingham in preference to other cities which did not have such measures in
place. Raising the money by means of more general taxation, such as the council tax or local income tax,
would mean taxpayers throughout the county paying for a service which was far removed from them
geographically and from which they could derive little or no benefit. The promoters need to guarantee that
these massive funds can be raised and prove how it would be done.
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Nottingham’s Line 1, which has only been in operation for a fewmonths, is claimed as a financial success,
but it is surely impossible to prove this until audited accounts for the first year’s trading are available. The
tram is not achieving its full potential as there are problems with non-payment of fares, which will require
further investment in ticket machines, etc. Patronage is attracted by cheap all-day fares etc, which cannot,
perhaps, be sustained in the long term. At the same time, there has been an adverse financial eVect on bus
services around and to the north of the tram terminus at Hucknall and on the Robin Hood rail line serving
the north of the county, with the potential for reduced public transport services for those living beyond this
terminus.

Alternatives to Light Rail

Our Association see our community as requiring, now and in the future, the utmost flexibility in the
improvement and development of public transport services and we do not feel that the tram line proposed
to run through our community could provide this.

Although the County Council is joined with the City Council in this enterprise, the area of the county
to be served by the line is very small so the major benefactor of the current proposals is the City Council.
Development and regeneration in close proximity to the line within the city must be on brown field sites and
therefore limited in extent and time scale. However, the City Council apparently see a future need for
increasingworker numbers on finite sites, drawing them in from increasing distances at considerable expense
in travelling and associated costs.Within our own community, the only area for potential development close
to the line is a limited amount of Green Belt which we wish to retain.

It is interesting to note that, until money for a light rail system became available, Nottingham City
Council and the Highways Agency showed very little interest in improving access to the city from the west.
No park-and-ride sites were established nor were dedicated bus lanes provided outside the city limits until
very recently.

Several major employers are located in Beeston, although their sites will not be benefited by the tram
scheme they are likely to be adversely aVected bymeasures such as workplace parking levy and it is probable
that the southern part of Broxtowe enjoys a surplus of workers coming into the borough over those
travelling out to work in other areas, including Nottingham City. The community is also becoming aVected
by factors such as studentification of areas of low cost housing, forcing first time buyers who are also in the
early years of their working life to settle further and further from the city.

We feel that, rather than allowing residential areas far from the city centre to become dormitory suburbs,
employment opportunities should be created in peripheral centres, an aim which can only be achieved by a
truly flexible public transport service, which could be achieved by the intelligent use of buses. If bus services
are properly supported by park-and-ride sites, bus lanes and bus priority at intersections and on-board
conductors, we believe that acceptable journey times can be achieved and a reduction in the use of private
transport achieved.

We are assured by Trent-Barton buses that, for an investment of only a small fraction of the cost of the
tram, they could purchase a fleet of state-of-the-art buses, which, if the above measures could be taken,
would provide a service to equal that of the tram but covering a much wider catchment area.

Conclusion

In our own case, in our community, the tram represents the imposition of an unacceptably rigid transport
route, at enormous financial cost, which will probably not pay its way and will not achieve its other aims of
reducing congestion and pollution on a route where it can only be accommodated by squeezing it in, leaving
a trail of destruction. In fact, it will destroy homes, bring noise and disruption to previously quiet
neighbourhoods, create a nuisance in close proximity to elderly persons’ homes, destroy businesses and
make the town far less interesting and attractive, rob the community of open space and amenity, especially
by the loss of large numbers of mature trees. Our community is being asked to pay far too high a price for
questionable benefits. If this is the cost of light rail schemes, they need to be closely examined as a matter
of urgency.

Before any government commits vast sums of public money to LRT systems in future, full independent
evaluation of existing systems should be carried out along with full and open public consultation at the
beginning. Each new scheme proposed should be scrutinised fully to see if all claims can be met.

Barbara CliVe
Secretary

February 2005
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Memorandum by D Scott Hellewell (LR 25)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. Introduction: Integrated Transport

1.1 The Transport Committee is undertaking its inquiry into Light Rail as part of an overarching inquiry
into Integrated Transport. By way of introduction, and to assist Members in settling the scene, it may be
helpful to provide a brief description of Integrated Public Transport.

1.2 Integrated Public Transport is where all the diVerent types (modes) of public transport—bus, trams,
trains, ferries—and all operators work together in some framework, whereby their individual services are
operated to complement each other. The integrated public transport network is then marketed as one
network with a fares and ticketing system to cover all operators and modes, thus permitting free and easy
interchange. Such a network oVers a realistic alternative to the private car for many journeys. The 1968
Transport Act and the PTA/PTEs were established for this very purpose, as was TfL.

1.3 Good examples of integrated transport exist throughout Continental Europe, Scandinavia, Boston,
New York and San Francisco and Toronto.

2. The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

2.1 Costs

2.1.1 These arise under the following headings: Promotional Costs, Bidding Costs, Capital Costs,
Operating Costs, Finance, funding & fees.

2.1.2 Promotional Costs are those incurred by the Promoter, usually a PTE or a Consortium of Local
Authorities, eg South Hampshire Transit. They are the costs involved in planning the LRT scheme and the
preparation of documents required to make a submission for an Order under the Transport & Works Act
(TWA) 1992. Documentation will include alignment plans and cross-sections, a Book of Reference of
aVected parties and an Environmental Impact Statement. It will mean identifying all the utilities en route.
It is a major piece of work which can take between two and five years—depending upon length of alignment
and complexity—and cost between £1 and £5 million.

2.1.3 This process should be simplified so that only the minimum work is necessary to identify quickly the
broad cost and impact of the scheme so it can receive, in eVect, “Outline Planning Permission”. There would
then be a second stage, when all the detail would be produced, knowing that the scheme was likely to proceed.

2.1.4 The Secretary of State is likely to call in the LRT Scheme and to hold a Public Inquiry. Historically
there have been delays in establishing the inquiry and further delay (up to two years) before the Secretary
of State gave his reply. The length of inquiries has ranged from a few days to many weeks. The cost of this
stage, involving Legal Counsel, etc, can be up to £1–2 million.

2.1.6 Bidding Costs are those involved by companies bidding to design, build, operate and maintain the
project, are dependent upon the actual procurement method adopted for the LRT scheme. (The pros and
cons of diVerent financing arrangements are considered in Section 6.) The design element can duplicate some
of the work done by the Promoter in obtaining Powers. Historically consortia of companies have assembled
to bid for LRT projects, because of the wide expertise needed and to spread the risk. Typically bidding costs
will be in the range of £3–5million. Typically four or five consortia will bid, involving expenditure of £12–25
million. Only one can be successful, even then there is no guarantee that the project will go ahead, eg
Metrolink Extensions. These costs are taken entirely by the private sector.

2.1.7 Thus, before the project has started and with no benefit to the travelling public, £17–37 million has been
spent, the majority private sector risk. If the project does not proceed, this money has been wasted. The
opportunity cost of this expenditure is significant. The inherent risks are substantial. These issues need to be
addressed.

2.1.8 Capital Costs are made up of:

(a) Infrastructure Costs: the building and installing of track, power supply, bridge and cutting work,
service diversions, traYc management arrangements, stations, depot, control room, oYces, etc.

(b) Vehicles: supply of light rail vehicles and any other mechanical equipment needed.

Capital costs have increased recently, partly as a backlash from capital costs associated with heavy rail.
However, it tends to be the risk factors associated with projects, eg scope of service diversions and
complexities of traYc management arrangements, that have lead to this increase in costs. The greater the
design undertaken initially (however achieved), the less the risk when it comes to pricing the job (and the
better quality of work). For many of the elements there are only a relatively limited number of suppliers,
unless Continental sources are used, many of whom are reluctant to get involved in the UK LRT market.
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Also the Regulatory Authorities (HSE, HMRI, Disability Units, etc) have unduly onerous requirements
relative to EU Standards. There is also the “uniqueness” of each UK LRT scheme, the lack of
standardisation resulting.

2.1.9 Designs of new and cheaper track forms, eg LR55 and simpler tram designs incorporating
automotive and industrial technology, have been privately developed. But progress over these last 10 years
has been slow and disappointing, largely because no Promoter or Constructor was prepared to take the risk
and no Government Grants were available.

2.1.10 All these issues must be addressed. However, many of the problems stem from the procurement
method adopted in this country, which will be considered in Section 6.

2.1.11 Operating costs are made up of:

(a) Pre-Operational Costs involved during the design, development and building stages, the build-up
of the operating team, the preparation of documentation, recruitment, training and examination
of staV and test and trial running. These are all incurred before fare-paying service commences.

(b) Steady-state Operating Costs are the costs of operating andmaintaining the LRT system to provide
the service specified by the promoter.

Provided experienced operators are involved it is not too diYcult to make reasonably accurate estimates
of these costs. However, the longer the operating concession, the more diYcult it is to forecast operating
costs.

2.1.12 LRT schemes are expected to operate without any subsidy. It follows that fares income must
exceed operating costs. Fares are usually left to be determined by the Concessionaire, however competition
in the market place aVects the maximum fares that can be charged. Outside London public transport is
deregulated and it is very diYcult to assess over the life of an operating concession what degree of
competition the LRT scheme will experience. In spite of tight control on operating and maintenance costs,
competition can aVect fare income and thus operations become loss-making. This is a major risk and leads
to lenders assuming the lowest passenger revenues and charging a high risk premium, thus aVecting the
scheme’s viability.

2.1.13 Financing and Funding Costs. The method by which LRT schemes have been procured in Britain
all involve the private sector taking substantial risks at every stage in the development, building and
operating the project. Risk is added at every step, the cumulative eVect of which is to price up UK LRT
schemes. Furthermore, all the relationships: Promoter to Constructor and/or Operator; between the
Individual Consortia members: designer-builder-operator/maintainer are subject to complex contractual
arrangements, each involving penalty and termination clauses. There is a very high cost of lawyer’s and
financier’s fees involved which could be greatly reduced if a simpler and more traditional approach was
adopted.

2.1.14 Risk: in the foregoing consideration of costs “risk” has been mentioned frequently. The NAO
Report(1) made reference to risk and its allocation. By careful work at each stage risk can be greatly reduced
and accurately quantified. If the present amount of time spent on financial and legal matters was applied to
the reduction and assessment of risk, it would not feature so highly in UK LRT projects. Furthermore, the
cost of risk is frequently compounded at each stage of the bid process. In the case of Metrolink extensions
“£80 million contingency was built in on top of the 10% contingency that the bidders had included, and the
5–6% contingency included by the sub-contractors”(2). Is there any wonder LRT schemes cost so much
in Britain!

2.2 Benefits of Light Rail

2.2.1 LRT oVers safe, quick, reliable transport, accessible to all, using non-polluting power at point-of-
use and is sustainable, and kind to the environment. It very nearly combines the best features of trains and
buses—the safety and reliability of trains and the frequency and accessibility of the bus. Worldwide it has
shown its ability to persuade motorists to leave their cars. Where allowed to do so, it has often been the
catalyst in regenerating run-down areas (eg Docklands) or permitted the opening up of remote new housing
areas (eg Antwerp).

2.2.2 Because of its flexibility (compared to heavy rail) it can be fitted into existing city centres, including
narrow streets and pedestrian areas. Surface treatments can vary from a variety of pavings to grassed track.
Because stops (or stations) are simple they can be located to suit passenger demand and are accessible to all.
Light rail can take over run-down or infrequent heavy rail passenger services or freight-only lines or disused
alignments (egManchesterMetrolink). By building new street-running city centre sections, whole new LRT
networks can be created.

2.2.3 Under the appropriate conditions LRT can run out into the suburbs of a large city region (thereby
oVering through seamless travel) by sharing track with heavy rail services (eg Karlsruhe). There are really
no limits to what LRT can achieve and the benefits it can give.
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2.2.4 LRT scores well under all five categories of theGovernment’s New approach to Appraisal (NATA)
to which all transport projects are subjected. The five categories are: environment, safety, economy,
accessibility and integration. It should also be noted that in the case of both Metrolink extensions and the
Leeds Supertram Scheme, buses cannot achieve suYcient benefits to oVer a satisfactory alternative.

3. What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

3.1 To be successful LRT systems need:

3.1.1 Reasonable passenger flows: a range of 3,000–15,000 pphpd is often quoted. LRT schemes can be
justified on lower flows according to circumstances. Higher flows up to 20,000 pphpd can be accommodated,
if allowed for (but not built), at the design stage.

3.1.2 Quick journey times: relative to the circumstances. This implies commercial speeds (origin—
destination) of 18–25 mph. This does not mean high speed, it means carefully located stations at
approximately 1–1° mile intervals and vehicles capable of high acceleration and braking.

3.1.3 Substantial levels of segregation from other transport to ensure quick and reliable journey times. At
least 70% of the system should have its own right-of-way. When running on-street LRT should be accorded
priority at all junctions over other traYc.

3.1.4 Integration with:

— land-use, existing and future;

— the car, through park and ride provision; and

— other public transport: buses and trains, supported by a comprehensive fare and ticketing system
covering all public transport in the area concerned.

4. How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

4.1 The NAO Report highlighted the lack of integration of LRT schemes into the urban and transport
fabric. Little more can be added to this excellent report. Throughout the World LRT forms the backbone
of an integrated public transport system. Only in Britain is LRT expected to compete for market share.

4.2 Tyne & Wear Metro, opened in stages in the early 1980s as the backbone to an integrated transport
system for that conurbation, showed how it should be done and what it could achieve. Following the 1986
Transport Act, which deregulated local public transport, it is now no longer possible to develop such a
scheme and, indeed, the Metro has suVered. The Competition Act, and its interpretation, has also
compounded the problem.

4.3 Britain continues to pursue a unique policy in the DevelopedWorld, failing to understand the nature
of competition in the urban transport market. Competition should not be between buses, trains and trams
or between red, blue or green buses. Competition is between quality public transport, properly integrated,
and the private car. If the line-haul mode is rail-based or a guided busway, ordinary bus services should be
organised to complement it, not to compete with it. Purpose-built, quality interchanges should be built—
often integrated with suburban-centre development.

4.4 LRT also needs integrating into existing and future land-use developments, including regeneration
proposals and the up-grading of the city-scape. This takes time, eVort and money. Present procurement
arrangements tend to prevent such an approach.

4.5 Until the Government addresses the competition issues identified above, and removes the competitive
element to any up-graded line–haul mode, significant improvements to provincial public transport will not occur.

5. Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

5.1 The four main impediments to LRT development in the UK at the present time are:

5.2 Cost has been dealt with extensively in the opening section of this Submission. Simpler methods of
procurement could assist in reducing costs by concentrating more eVort in design and consultation and
preparing better contract documentation. This would help to reduce risk. Risk needs to be allocated where
it can best be handled.

5.3 Timescale of Implementation is grossly extended in Britain and the situation is getting worse. In the
time it has taken Britain to build five schemes, the French have built 10. The Lyon LRT Scheme took only
four years from conception to implementation. As has been indicated throughout this document, the UK
approach must be simplified and rationalised. Time is money and the British approach does not ensure that
the money is spent wisely or cost-eVectively.

5.4 The lack of integration and the Competitive situation, unique to Britain, has been dealt with.
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6. The Effect of DifferentFinancing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the OverallCost of Light

Rail Schemes

6.1 The traditional way of procuring an LRT systemwould be for the public promoter to design it, obtain
the Powers and prepare contract documentation, and to invite tenders for its construction. In undertaking
this work it would probably use specialist consultants. When inviting tenders it would probably invite
separate tenders for construction, trackwork, power supply, etc and for the provision of vehicles. A turnkey
approach may sometimes be adopted. The Promoter would, in all probability, then operate the system. This
is how Tyne &WearMetro was procured and how the Glasgow Underground was rebuilt and modernised.
It was the method planned for Manchester. This is the simplest and most cost-eVective approach but
involves more public finance than the current methods of procurement.

6.2 The first stage ofDocklands LightRailway (DLR)was in eVect, procured by a single turnkey contract
with a private sector consortium, since it proved a very eVective way of procuring the initial, small (17°miles
and 15 stations) self-contained system in Docklands.

6.3 When authorising Manchester Metrolink in 1988 the Government decided to take the DLR
arrangement a step further by requiring it to be built under one contractwith one private sector consortium,
following competitive tendering. The Manchester contract was for Design, Build, Operate & Maintain
(DBOM) for the concession period. The Government’s objective was to maximise the private sector’s input
and thus minimise cost and timescale of the project. Subsequently all LRT schemes in Britain have been
procured under some variation of the theme DB&OM; DBFinance OM by way of the PPP or PFI process.
One feature of this approach is that the Promoter cannot specify any particular element; it can only be done
in performance terms. In turn, this leads to a lack of standardisation between schemes.

6.4 There can be significant benefits in using the DBOM-type approach—provided that is what the
Promoter envisaged from the start, since it can reduce the duplication of time and eVort at the design stage
and allow contractors to make their input. BUT, a project cannot be accurately costed and risk minimised
until suYcient design has been done to ensure constructability and operation. Under any arrangement the
construction of an LRT system in a urban area is a very complex matter. There are also the changes that
will occur during the design process as a result of public consultations and consultations with the public
utilities and highway authorities. These skills were (in 1988–1990) not available from the private sector.

6.5 Consortia who have subsequently built LRT systems or extensions in the UK have amassed a great
deal of hard-won knowledge and experience. This they priced into subsequent LRT schemes for which they
bid. However, this usually means that they are under-cut by an inexperienced “new boy”. It is significant
that every LRT scheme or extension in Britain has been built by a diVerent contractor. There are a number of
consequences of this: firstly, there is no transfer of experience from one project to another and the same
costly mistakes are repeated. Secondly, there is no standardisation or commonality of large or small
elements between the schemes. This leads to inflated costs, a perceived unacceptable degree of risk and hence
the current situation. At the very least there must be a re-assessment of the risks involved and a fair allocation
of them.

6.6 An LRT scheme is, essentially, a transport scheme—all the other benefits identified earlier may be
considered to be “icing on the cake”. It is designed to oVer a better level of public transport than currently
exists. It follows that the input of an experienced Operator must be available from the start to interpret the
service specification of the Promoter. These operational inputs are critical to the capital and operating cost
of any LRT system. They determine the infrastructure necessary to provide the required services eg track
layout, power supply, supervision and control arrangements and the number of vehicles required to provide
the service. In turn, this determines many of the annual operating costs that have to be recovered from
the farebox.

6.7 The degree of integration/competition, and the role of the LRT system in the overall public transport
network, are critical inputs to passenger demand. The fares to be charged are also a major determinant in
the number of passengers forecast to use the various sections of the network. Various model runs can be
undertaken to forecast passenger figures. Sensitivity and SWOT analysis can also be used to produce robust
passenger and revenue forecasts.

7. The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

7.1 Light rail is only one of many modes of public transport that is available today to the transport
planner. The modes vary from minibuses to megabuses via midi, single, double or articulated buses, with
Diesel, electric or dual traction. Then come trams, LRT,Metro and heavy rail—the spectrumhas never been
wider. The skill of the transport planner is to ensure that he uses the right mode for the right job—although
if there are more than three modes in a city or four modes in a city-region, passengers can be confused and
interchange between them can become a problem. Inevitably it should be “horses-for courses”, subject to
the above caveat. A pre-feasibility study will, in most cases, reduce the options to three or four diVerent
modes or variations of mode. A Feasibility Study will then determine the best value-for-money, using the
usual cost-benefit analysis techniques.
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7.2 With the possible exception of Greater London, the bus will always provide the majority of public
transport in any town, city or city-region. The bus is a very eVective form of public transport, often unjustly
maligned. Unfortunately, it has a poor image, although a number of progressive bus operators have worked
hard to improve the design and presentation of buses and bus services and have been rewarded by increased
passenger numbers and revenues (eg Trent-Barton; Blazefield Group; Brighton & Hove).

7.3 However, nothing can disguise the fact that the bus shares its “track” with all other road users and
thus suVers from traYc congestion. This is exacerbated by inconsiderately parked cars and the problems
associated with loading and unloading vehicles at the roadside. Bus lanes can oVer a measure of
improvement, provided they are continuous and policed. In the UK neither of these conditions often apply
(in marked contrast to Dublin’s Quality Bus Corridors). Leeds has a number of guided busways but these
are in short, detached sections. Pre-emption by buses at traYc signals is virtually non-existent in the UK
(although there were trials in Swansea in the 1970s!).

7.4 Unless local highway authorities are prepared to take the “bull-by-the-horns” and provide extensive
and continuous lengths of busway and pre-emption at junctions, the bus will have little attraction to the
motorist. The actual banning of car use in city centres is considered to be a non-starter. However widespread
introduction of Congestion Charging has already shown its eVectiveness.

7.5 IF, through the adoption of continuous bus lanes and/or guided busways, bus services can become
faster and more reliable then the only matter to address is the vehicle itself, its driver and its image. Some
progressive operators are already addressing these issues. Much new thought is currently going into bus
design. The new “Future” (ftr) bus being developed by First Group, based on a Wright-bodied Volvo artic
chassis, oVers great prospects and is to be trialled in Yorkshire later this year.

7.6 Two further points need mentioning. First, in comparable situations buses, even with substantial
investment, will not achieve the same level of benefits that LRT could achieve. Bus-based LRT may be
cheaper, but benefits are also less. Secondly, whilst substantial lengths of bus priority might be achievable
in the suburbs or on a radial road, it is unlikely that they can be achieved in the city centre, because the roads
just do not have the necessary capacity. This means that the benefits of speed and reliability achieved on the
approach to the city centre are dissipated in the city centre. This is what happens with the otherwise excellent
Adelaide Busway in Australia. With LRT you get a whole system including dedicated tracks in the city
centre.

7.7 However, there will always be a case in the larger cities (eg Nottingham) and City-regions (eg
Manchester) for LRT networks. These may be created ab-initio from the heaviest used bus corridors (eg
Uxbridge Road) where, after evaluation, LRT is shown to be more cost-eVective than “ftr” or by the
conversion of some existing, heavy rail lines toLRTas has been identified by the SRA recently. The potential
for tram-trains as pioneered by Karlsruhe, should also not be forgotten.

7.8 IF, following detailed analysis of alternative bus-based and LR-based rapid transit schemes, it is
concluded that LRT is the best solution that is the solution that should be progressed. If there is a question
of aVordability (as there currently appears to be) then consideration should be given to re-phasing each
scheme to bring annual expenditure in line with government targets, in preference to reconsidering bus
options which will not deliver anywhere near the same benefits. Such an approach would also minimise the
abortive expenditure with which the promoters and bidders are currently faced.
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Memorandum by Norman Andrew Kellett Esq (LR 26)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. Introduction

I am a retired Civil Servant, formerly working within the Criminal Justice system, and have a user’s
interest in the development of best practices in the field of urban public transport. I am grateful to the
members of the Transport Committee for this opportunity to make a submission and contribution towards
their deliberations.
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2. Light Rail and Tramways—what are they?

Let us define what we are talking about—Light Rail is considered to be a railway, fully segregated, but
with tighter curves and steeper gradients than found in “heavy rail” systems, and utilising lightweight
vehicles.UKexamples are Tyne&WearMetro andLondon’sDocklandsLightRailway. The current debate
is not, however, about such systems but about tramways—rail-guided, steel-wheeled vehicles used singly or
inmultiple units onmetal tracks laid both in street surfaces and in fully or partially segregated rights of way,
powered by electricity drawn from overhead conductor wires. UK examples include Croydon Tramlink,
SheYeld Supertram, Nottingham Express Transit and Manchester Metrolink (the latter displaying many
metro features, due to its origins as a pair of “heavy rail” lines).

My submission will concentrate on the role of the tramway in relation to your subject matter.

Due to their capacity to move large numbers of people, tramways occupy a defined sector of the urban
public transport spectrum—they are needed when ridership (actual or potential) in a travel corridor is
required for 3,000 to 15,000 people per hour per direction—below this sector, buses are the optimum
solution, above it, Light Rail (above) or metro is needed.

Although the lower and upper margins of this sector are “negotiable”, the core is not, and attempts to
utilise othermodes of transport prove to be ineVective or inappropriate. In theUK, the realisation has begun
to dawn that the bus is not the “one-size-fits-all” solution it was made out to be, and that increasing
investment in buses, in the wrong context, is a waste of scarce resources. This is a stinging nettle, but it has
to be grasped if progress is sought.

My submission to Members is that trams are vital in certain roles—no other mode is suitable.

3. The Benefits and Costs of Tramways

3.1 Benefits

Capacity—(bus—up to 100, tram—up to 300 due to vehicle length) a long tramhas the ability of thewhole
vehicle to follow a fixed “swept path”, especially in city centres—lengthy steered vehicles cannot make sharp
turns without fouling adjacent vehicles or the kerb, and become diYcult or impossible to handle in confined
spaces, but trams of 45 metre length or more can be accommodated without problems in city streets.

Pollution-free at point of use, resulting in cleaner air;

Noise-free—resulting in a quieter environment for passenger and pedestrian alike;

Comfortable—providing a superior travel experience as a result of steel-railed track with smoother and
controlled acceleration and braking (buses tend to throw you about due to hard suspensions, poor road
surfaces and poor driving standards);

Tried and Tested Technology—developed over more than 100 years, with world-wide endorsement—new
systems are being opened each year, and others extended.

As a result of their inherent characteristics, trams bring a widening circle of benefit:

— safety for road users, due to the predictable, fixed path;

— ability to penetrate pedestrian-only areas—bringing people to where they want;

— higher operating speeds, especially where traYc priority is in-built (frequently);

— reduction in congestion (this may then fill up again, but total capacity is raised);

— creation of new travel capacity, but ensuring it is by public, not private, transport;

— encourages new public travel patterns and a gradually increasing patronage;

— less vibration and vehicle noise, both in the vehicle and in neighbouring buildings;

— confidence in the service—shiny rails give an expectation of a tram coming soon;

— “sexy image” (some say)—perception of a modern, vibrant, going-places city;

— encourages development of commercial and industrial activity;

— assists regeneration of socially deprived areas;

— results in modal shift from private transport by oVering an acceptable experience;

— encourages city centre revitalisation and enhancement—a pride in the place;

— Kyoto-friendly, both as a means of transport and in encouraging less motor usage;

— long-term future (at least 50 years) encourages local stability and development;

— has the perception of not getting caught up in traYc—therefore quicker, better;

— traYc management of adjacent traYc is often included in the package;

— enhanced environment around the tramway—planting and street furniture;

— greater disabled access and in-vehicle space for wheelchairs, buggies, etc;

— an eYcient crowd-mover when needed, especially in extremis (eg big events).
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3.2 The Downside

HM Government shows itself to have a high profile awareness of the problems when considering
investment in new tramway systems, to the point of allowing itself only grudging recognition of the benefits.
These problems include—

Capital Costs of planning, infrastructure and vehicles (this is the major problem);

Scarce Resources available—at the end of the day, this is a matter of will-power;

Power station emissions—traction current supply for tramways forms only a tiny proportion of the
national demand for electricity, and is comparatively cleaner than the fuel usage of the internal
combustion engine.

3.3 Costs

Planning—these will include specialist advice about routing, surveying, public consultation and enquiry,
legal matters, cost of submission toDept for Transport (10 years ago this alone was estimated to be in excess
of £2 million—it will have gone up considerably in view of the mass of new regulations and legislation now
in place, as well as the Department’s more complex requirements), and the tendering processes;

Construction—all groundwork is now expensive, and diversion of utilities particularly so (tramway
promoters now have to make a virtually free gift of new underground infrastructure, paying 92.5%—in
Germany it averages 60% and in France nil); costs depend upon the amount of street running and the
availability and condition of railway formations that are included in the routing;

Vehicles—regrettably, new trams are expensive, although they have a working life of thirty years and a
larger capacity than buses—a newBombardier Cityrunner tram (with 100% low floor) cost the Austrian city
of Linz about £1.5 million (2003). There have been attempts to introduce standardisation, without success,
but the limited availability of the number of manufacturer’s designs tends to enforce a degree of
standardisation; however, not every design suits every city’s needs.

Operating Costs—statistics are almost impossible to track down (commercial confidentiality), and
diVerent operators will use diVering bases of calculation. It is to be expected that total operating costs
(including maintenance) will probably not be fully met by fare-box income. The National Audit OYce
report (23 April 2004) indicated that “systems need to be, and to be seen to be, viable” (p.33)—this to attract
private firms to be operators.

Full costs of a new system vary widely, as the number of factors (and their relative importance or
weakness) will have diVering eVects in diVering locations. According to the above NAO report, the
Nottingham tram system (1.5 routes, and using a fair amount of railway-type running) cost £180 million for
14 route miles.

As I write this, the town of Angers (France) (regional population 227,000) has announced a decision to
build a new 12km (7.5miles) tramwaywith 32 trams, open by 2009—total cost (£117million)—with a second
route under evaluation also.

3.4 Conclusions

As members of the Committee who have visited tramway systems—particularly European systems—will
be aware, trams are simply a part of life, which are accepted as the norm—ordinary, unspectacular—it is
only the British who seem to have diYculties and make a huge fuss about them. The French roll up their
sleeves and get on with new systems and new extensions, whilst the British dither hesitatingly on the side,
wringing their hands in doubt and trepidation, looking for cheaper ways out of their problems and seeking
solace in their usual comforting haven—buses for everything. The French find the money, and glow with
pride at the results; the British (especially politicians) faV around. Generally, tramways are seen as a natural
part of the urban infrastructure, and the service they provide, with their inherent benefits, is good and
provides an acceptable travel experience for motorists; yes, they are costly to build, but you have to bite
the bullet—once they are in place they are of huge importance in the local economy and style of life, over
a long period.

4. What Light Rail/Tramway Systems Need to be Successful

TraYc Levels—requiring correct choice of corridors and routes

Integration with other transport links

Finance—a sound financial framework

Attitudes—imaginative, pro-active, flexible non-bureaucratic management attitudes.
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BUT define “successful”—is this “doing the transport job eVectively” or “making a profit”? The two are
very diVerent. Is the basis of the Committee’s judgement “forget quality, think cost”? Modern European
tramways are successful—and expanding—because they do the job better than other modes at a funding
level that is acceptable; the British approach has consistently been to put finance first, transport second.

4.1 TraYc Levels

The great strength of the tram is its ability to move large flows of passengers (see 3.1 above)—this is its
intended role. Full trams, running frequently, cheaply and dependably, attracting and handling large
numbers of passengers (including new ridership) are successful. This, in turn, generates greater fare-box
income.

4.2 Integration

SheYeld was the classic example of a free-for-all, with competing deregulated buses operating at
artificially cheaper fares (and a politically-inspired fares policy on the trams of “premium fares for premium
ride”). Integration, properly functioning, is a cardinal requirement of a successful use of trams. In Geneva,
this has resulted in the formation of an operator (Unireso) drawn from the local public transport operator,
Swiss railways, the lake steamer operator, and provincial bus operators who come into the city. Through-
ticketing and a universal fares policy are a requirement.

4.3 Sound Financial Framework

Success must be judged by the ability to move people by giving large numbers of them an acceptable
transport experience, especially as compared with a car journey (acceptable by their standards) rather than
by year-end profit and loss figures. If profitability is put before all other considerations, the service
deteriorates, as accountants start to dictate policy—vehicles, trackwork, services all start to be cut back in
a cycle of decline. If an operating profit cannot be achieved, satisfactory and reliable subsidy in one form
or another would be needed (not on a hand-to-mouth basis). Most places in the world accept that there
might be an ongoing price to pay for the service and benefits of tramways, and are willing to carry this
through other means; the service provided is of public benefit and enhances the local economy.

Accordingly, the PFI arrangements, with private capital carrying the risks, are seen to be something of a
failure, with risk-averse government and public bodies trying to shovel oV themain financial risks to private
enterprise (which, fingers burned, is now assessing the risks too highly). Take a look, instead, at the French
way of funding.

4.4 Imaginative, Flexible Pro-active Management

A management which thinks “we are stuck with this fixed tram route and can do nothing with it” is
blinkered, negative and dead to potential and initiative. This is what happened in the mid-twentieth century
when local authorities, having proudly built and introduced the Corporation Tramways, then ran them by
a committee who were often too short-sighted and bureaucratic to have the vision; the tramways withered
whilst the expanding bus industry cashed in on the opportunities aVorded by development and extension of
towns and cities. Modern-day tramway management needs to be pro-active for opportunities, both in
running the services and in expanding the network of routes. In this latter respect, the monumental hurdles
laid down by the regulations and the Dept. for Transport are a major disincentive, involving a huge
expenditure of time and money just to lay one metre of extra track. However, a good UK example of what
can be done is SheYeld, where the original Supertram operator made a loss, and ridership failed to measure
up to expectations; once the franchise passed to Stagecoach, they were able, with the existing trams and track
layout, to turn the business around into profit. Imaginative and pro-active management! A positive,
supportive government outlook would help; it is absent.

Members of the Committee will, therefore, understand that an appropriate definition of “successful“” is
vital if sound future decisions about tramways are to be made. Do trams have to solve a transport problem
or are they to be a financially profitable operation?

5. How Effectively are Tramways Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

Integration is a management state of mind—something human—and will not happen if it is not wanted
or planned. This in turn depends upon the local public transport arrangements—if it is in the control of one
authority, which is able to plan routes, services and fares, or whether services are provided by a number of
competing and overlapping operators, each out for his own slice of the market.

Deregulation is hostile to integration, and, politically, integration has been seen by some as a monopoly,
a cartel and probably bureaucratic.
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Light rail and tramways are as capable of full integration as any other mode within the transport network
where services are planned rather than being left to market-driven forces.

This begs the question as to whether the Committee considers public transport to be a public service, over
which the authorities have firm control, or a competitive and unconstrained market-place enterprise, where
profit is the driving factor.

To a lesser degree, the infrastructure will dictate how much integration takes place. Where a tramway is
purely street-based it has close interaction with road traYc (including buses), but where it is based on a
railway formation (as were the two initial Manchester Metrolink routes), the trams mostly run remotely
from roads and the points of integration are fewer.

In urban public transport, the 1986 Act deregulated local services and saw integration as a form of
suppression of competition. Through ticketing is still seen in this way, and indeed some hold that it is
contrary to anti-monopoly legislation.

6. Barriers to the Development of Light Rail and Tramways

Attitude—the prevalent UK oYcial outlook that is cynical about, and hostile to, tramways—regardless
of their merits; this is often heavily encouraged by the bus lobby, and means that tramways have an in-built
uphill task to overcome prejudice.

Costs—the relatively high capital cost of new infrastructure and vehicles is seen as a high mountain to
climb—why climb it when you can go round it cheaply in a bus?

Applications—are time consuming, very expensive and very uncertain in possibility of success—theDept.
for Transport has too often demanded fresh plans, lower costs and revised objectives, causing expensive
delays and rising costs in the interim.

Financial provisions (capital)—promoters find the arrangements for financing new construction to be
expensive and diYcult to set up, and inadequate in their provision of monetary levels. They also are
beginning to baulk at having to carry a disproportionate level of financial risk.

Financial provisions (operating costs)—forecasting ridership levels is a diYcult task (mankind is not
blessed with prophecy), more so when compulsory as part of a business plan; shortfall in the early years
is dreaded,

Local opposition (“not inmy back yard”)—often ill-informed andmisplaced (“Don’t want trams because
of the fire risks from their fuel tanks”—Nottingham 2004); opposition often comes through worry about
the construction chaos, although this is true of any major road project. It is usually forgotten once the trams
are running.

Over-engineering—regrettably, in many cases the overhead current supply is too costly and unsightly,
designed by companies whose experience is heavy-rail based, and who import railway structures into a street
scenario somewhat inappropriately.

Regulatory demands—increasing demands in relation to safety and access increase costs and complexity.

Utility diversion—it is regarded as necessary not have underground installations below the tracks, and
these must be resited prior to track installation—this is time- consuming, disruptive and costly, and utilities
concerned receive new pipes and conduits as a virtual free gift (they pay only 7.5%) whatever the state of
the originals.

Politics—interference from politicians at national and local level bedevils public transport, and results in
poor decisions. Where there is all-party support for a tramway (as there was in Croydon), the path is
considerably smoothed, where there is infighting, problems follow. Currently, Midland Metro’s plans to
extend their tramway into the streets of central Birmingham are on hold because one political party has
decided it wants an underground metro rather than trams—long delays!

7. Effect of Differing Finance Arrangements (Public/Private) on Tramway Costs

7.1 This is not a subject on which I am qualified to comment—the Committee will doubtless receive
informative and professional submissions from other parties.

7.2 The heading seems to imply, prima facie, that the Committee is wondering whether a revision of the
proportions of capital finance as between both sectors might have a major eVect on total costs. In the sense
that the private sector seems to believe currently that the state funding is risk-free but their own funding is
risk-heavy (and therefore costed inappropriately), it is possible that a major amendment of the
proportionality might have an advantageous eVect upon costs.

7.3 The consortium which succeeds in its bid will normally have a DBOM contract for a specified period
of years (Design, Build, Operate and Maintain) (Nottingham is diVerently set-up). This has the advantage
that it keeps everything “in-house”; it has the disadvantage that each player within the consortium will be
looking to make its own substantial profit from its own sector of the enterprise, and that a series of
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complicated contracts (not always watertight) will exist within the consortium. It is a fact that this is the way
the industry operates, there being no one supplier who can provide a complete unified tramway service to
promoters.

7.4 If risks can be seen to be covered automatically within the financial arrangements, without slamming
the brakes on the whole enterprise at each adverse turn, then costs may, indeed, fall back to something like
original levels. Such risks include construction cost over-runs (perhaps due to unforeseen circumstances,
such as external delays, ground conditions, man-made or legal complications) and late delivery penalty
clauses; they may also include lower than expected ridership figures.

In the latter case, it must always be remembered that the choice of mode of travel is that entirely of the
customer, and people can be unpredictable and independent in their choices and their timing.

7.5 You may wish to look in detail at the French method of finance—it seems to work satisfactorily for
all parties (there would not be so many new French tramways if not).

7.6 It does, however, seem that you may have the question back-to-front: financing should be influenced
by total cost, not the other way around. In the past, cutbacks in finance have meant corners cut on new
systems, with loss of eYciency and quality, For example, it is commonly said that the finance of the first
phase of Manchester Metrolink was cut down, resulting in the purchase of fewer vehicles, resulting further
in an inability ofmeet an increasing passenger demand and an increased service capability. Shot oneself truly
in the foot.

7.7 You may wish to ascertain in detail from a current proposer a full breakdown as to how the total
proposed cost is arrived at, with his comments about each item, its cause, its basis of calculation, its relevance
and the reasons for its inclusion.

8. Practicality of Alternatives to Tramways, such as Increased Bus Investment

8.1 It was stated above [para. 2] that tramways have the role of fulfilling a specific segment of the urban
public transport spectrum, and that no other mode is capable of fulfilling that segment satisfactorily. It
follows that increased bus investment would therefore be a waste of money—the transport need would lack
a transport solution.

8.2 It is accepted that novel forms of bus are being developed (in terms of guidance systems), but these
require a continuous infrastructure in order to operate, and construction costs therefore are become similar
to that of the tried and tested tram.

8.3 Further investment in buses as a substitute for trams would instead provide us with increased
problems attendant upon bus operation—noise, vibration, fumes, poor quality ride, traYc congestion.

8.4 The bus has a poor public image, and is, in some senses, played out (except in London)—more of
them will not improve that image.

8.5 Over very many years Government thinking has continually returned to this theme, perhaps proving
that its preferred option is still misplaced and inappropriate, but certainly demonstrating the oYcial fixation
with the bus, despite weighty submissions to the contrary (see the submissions to Transport Sub-
Committee’s Light Rapid Transit Systems report of May 2000 (HC153)).

8.6 Transport systems in Europe and the USA (all operators of buses) continue to demonstrate that, in
appropriate locations, tramways are the most suitable and eVective mode of transport. They demonstrate
faith in an eVective transport solution for a real transport requirement—some UK transport authorities are
also endeavouring to prove the same point, but are facing too many hurdles in doing so.

8.7 A bit of history for you. By 1969 the city ofGeneva had converted all its tramways to bus or trolleybus
operation, except for one route; it was realised that this route carried 20–25% of all the passengers of the
system, and buses/trolleybuses would not cope; instead, the tramway was retained, developed,
modernised—so that, now, tramways are being extended, and taking over certain sections of rubber-tyres
routes. The message to your Committee is clear. Investment in alternatives is unlikely to be productive, and
is inappropriate.

9. Conclusions

9.1 Integration—perfectly workable if the will is there; in fact, trams thrive in an integrated transport
system, but do less well in a free-for-all deregulated system.

9.2 Tramways work—with technology that has been tried and tested world-wide formore than a century,
tramways continue to prove themselves.

9.3 Cost—is a disincentive, but a nettle to be grasped; the provision of tramways is seen by many cities
as a public service, and they recognise both that the benefits enrich and enhance the city, and that quality
comes with a price tag, which they will accept.
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9.4 Alternatives—the bus is not an eVective or viable substitute—buses have had the road to themselves
in theUK since 1962 (except in London andGlasgow )—if they are the perfect one-size-fits-all solution, why
are our urban roads jammed with private traYc, and why are transport operators looking to the tram for
a better solution?

9.5 History—after the War, our cities scrapped their run-down tramways, often for political reasons, in
favour of the “cheaper” option of buses, destroying millions of pounds of previous investment. Voices at
the time urged them instead to retain, develop and extend tramways selectively, but to no avail. A generation
later we are faced with starting from scratch, an expensive legacy of earlier mistaken policies. Cities abroad
elsewhere did not make the mistake, and have not had to face the bills.

I recommend these thoughts to your consideration. I hope they will be of help, and I will be happy to
answer further questions if you so wish; I thank you for your time and attention.

February 2005

Memorandum by Nottingham City Council and Nottinghamshire County Council (LR 27)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Submission Scope

Nottingham Express Transit

This submission will comment on those elements of the Nottingham experience that demonstrate the
successful role of planning and transport integration, indications of regeneration and economic
development impacts, some reasons why bus investment is not enough, a possible way ahead for
procurement and responses to challenges identified by the National Audit OYce.

Introduction

Nottingham Express Transit (“NET”) Line One is a light rail system operating between Nottingham
Station and the northern suburban centres of Bulwell and Hucknall, with a branch to serve a key Park &
Ride site close to Junction 26 of theM1. It is a major part of an acclaimed joint Local Transport Plan (LTP)
by the two Promoter authorities, which itself supports wider policies for the development of Greater
Nottingham to achieve its potential as one of England’s Core Cities. The scheme opened inMarch 2004 and
is nearing its first full year of operation.

NET’s Promoters are Nottingham City Council and Nottinghamshire County Council, supported by the
private sector regeneration organisation NottinghamDevelopment Enterprise. Funding (£180 million) was
secured in 2000 under the Private Finance Initiative (PFI). A private sector consortium, Arrow Light Rail
Limited (“Arrow”), has financed, designed, built and will operate and maintain the system over the
remainder of a thirty year concession period.

NET Line One has been performing very well, with high levels of operating reliability when measured
against the strict performance regime demanded under the PFI contract. Ridership levels are encouraging,
requiring a number of increases in operating frequencies to both respond to, and drive, increasing demand.
The system is characterised by high levels of integration with other modes of travel.

Proposals for developing additional routes to the west and south-west of Nottingham, to serve the
important Clifton and Beeston & Chilwell areas have been put forward. The proposed routes, known as
NET Phase Two, will link these key district centres with the City Centre, the Queens Medical Centre
(Nottingham’smain hospital) and theUniversity ofNottingham. Two further Park&Ride sites will provide
easy and direct access from junctions 24 and 25 of the M1. The Promoters are currently awaiting the
Government’s endorsement of the economic case for NET Phase Two, provisional funding approval and
the go-ahead to submit a Transport and Works Act application.

Planning and Transport Integration

NET is the only new generation tram system in the UK where the Promoters are also the Highways and
Planning Authorities. This means that there is greater opportunity for fully integrated planning; an
advantage which may be less easily achieved in areas covered by PTA/PTE arrangements where the
transportation function is separately administered. Nottingham City Council is the unitary authority
covering most of the NET Line One route and Nottinghamshire County Council is highway and strategic
planning authority for the northern section to Hucknall. The Greater Nottingham Local Transport Plan
produced by Nottingham City Council and Nottinghamshire County Council has been laying the
foundations for an integrated transport network and future proposals aim to build on this. Over recent years
and against national trends, Nottingham has seen an increase in public transport patronage, traYc levels
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being held steady while at the same time unemployment has been falling and the city’s ranking in provincial
retail destinations has remained in the top five. Local planning policies, together with the joint Structure
Plan, have largely prevented the development of out-of-town retail parks and minimised urban sprawl and
encouraged higher density residential development within the urban area. Nottingham has therefore
increased its importance as a local and regional economic engine based on integrated planning and
transportation policies geared to encourage sustainable development focused on transportation corridors.
The integrated planning and other benefits of Nottingham’s administrative arrangements could be
replicated elsewhere through partnership arrangements. Within this context NET Line One has been
introduced with Park & Ride and bus and heavy rail integration.

Park & Ride

Park & Ride has been part of the Nottingham transport scene since the late 1970s. NET Line One has
added two new sites and the conversion and expansion of three existing sites, forming a total of 3,140 spaces
served by NET.

NET/Bus Integration

The NET operator includes Nottingham’s dominant bus operator, Nottingham City Transport (NCT).
The City Council retain a majority shareholding in the company and have prioritised eVective and
complementary integration through its interest. Bus feeder services, operated by NCT, link NET at Bulwell
with outlying residential estates. The NCT bus network underwent a planned restructuring as part of NET
Line One, reducing the frequency of core route services along the NET corridor. Similar changes have
recently been introduced by the second largest local operator, Trent Barton, with core route services from
Hucknall being reduced in favour of feeders to the NET terminus at Hucknall. Thus NET is providing the
main trunk haul to key destinations with buses providing for shorter journeys. Through ticketing is available
for NET with all NCT services, some other operators and there is an all operator travelcard (“Kangaroo”),
allowing travel on trams, buses and local trains.

NET/Heavy Rail Integration

As well as joint ticket options, NET has direct interchange with Nottingham’s main rail station and at
two further stations (Hucknall and Bulwell) on the Nottingham to Worksop “Robin Hood” railway line.
NET “add-on” tickets are available from the national rail system. Early counts indicate that some 8% of
rail users interchange to/from NET at Nottingham Station.

Patronage

From opening on 9March 2004 to the end of 2004 over 6.5 million passengers usedNETLine One. Usage
is continuing to grow and based on established seasonal trends it is expected that NET will carry over 8.2
million passengers in its first full year of operation. This is ahead of patronage forecasts. 20–25% of these
passengers use the Park & Ride sites. Over 30% of passengers have transferred from car to use the system.
With the establishment of NET and service and ticket coordination between bus, rail and tram, public
transport use in the corridor has increased by around 20% in the peak and the overall public transport share
by over 5%. Significant usage by mobility impaired passengers is evident.

Social Inclusion and Accessibility

NET Line One serves a corridor of relative social and economic disadvantage, including older inner city
residential areas and former mining and manufacturing areas. The system provides a frequent, reliable and
aVordable public transport service to education and training facilities and employment opportunities. It is
also fully accessible, with 100% low floors, level access from platforms, DDA-compliant features such as
wheelchair spaces and audio and visual passenger information, as well as conductors providing tickets
and help.

Regeneration and Development

The development of NET is seen by the East Midlands Development Agency as one of the critical factors
for “creating a climate for investment.” There are early indications that NET is supporting investment
decisions. There are extensive new housing developments and proposals, as well as an increase in the price
and speed of house sales near NET. Other indicators include a new superstore, private flats, hotels andmulti
million pound mixed-use developments along the route, the planned expansion of Broadmarsh shopping
centre to incorporate a tram stop, plans for two landmark developments totalling £25 million and a £13
million arts centre near NET and proposals for a £100 million overhaul of Nottingham Station—where
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Capital One have already invested in expanded UK headquarters—including a tram interchange linking
Line One with Phase Two. NET is increasingly cited as a catalyst to regeneration and development, for
example:

“Fast track to a boom—NET runs through the old Victorian terraced streets of districts such as
Basford, and doesn’t take in all the prosperous suburbs. So the old mining community of
Hucknall, where house prices were usually 20% lower than the rest of the city, is suddenly touched
by the developer’s wand. First-time buyers who might have opted for leafy suburbs are now
wondering why they should pay £140,000 to live somewhere without the tramwhen they could pay
£100,000 and live on a tram stop.” Sunday Telegraph, 06/03

“Bidders set for £30 million land deal—Developers are set to put in their bids for what could be
the biggest housing scheme in Notts in the past 20 years. More than 116 acres have been put on the
market at Hucknall[for] the development of more than 700 homes. The site.has been given added
attraction because it is within walking distance of the tram and will be seen as a sign that NET is
helping to deliver an economic shot in the arm.” Nottingham Evening Post, Business, 17/01/05

“Cutting Edge in fashion shops—FHPs David Hargreaves has taken the wraps oV a scheme to
open up a retail centre that will extend Nottingham’s core shopping area. Hargreaves says: “If we
hadn’t got the tram then I’m not sure we would have done the scheme.”Nottingham Evening Post,
Commercial Property, 07/12/04

“Trams prove a tourism draw in Hucknall—Since the arrival of trams into Hucknall the town has
witnessed a surge in tourism. Hucknall has noticed a marked increase in people visiting the town,
via tram, simply to explore its attractions. Shops and refreshment providers are reporting an
increase in business . . . the town is starting to buzz with enthusiasm.” Ashfield News, summer
2004.

“Tram is credited with raising town’s status—Nottingham’s tram network has had an impact on
the property market before services have even started. Agents say that the sale [of land for
residential development] is an early sign that Hucknall’s connection to the tram system is raising
its status as a residential location.” Nottingham Evening Post, Business, 23/09/03.

Investing in Trams/Buses

This “honeypot” characteristic is not evident with bus schemes, even though Nottingham has been very
successful in improving bus services and growing patronage. Despite this comparative success, the bus
simply does not appeal as a reason for developers to invest. The key distinguishing features are the tram’s
permanence, ease of use and the priority aVorded it.

Nottingham is characterised by a relatively stable bus market supported by quality partnerships with the
local authorities. Nottingham has undertaken an ambitious programme of bus priority measures across the
conurbation, complemented by improvements in bus stop infrastructure, new and improved buses andmore
frequent services, with a long track record of supporting soft factor work including travel plans and
marketing resulting in patronage over the last few years. However, Nottingham city centre, the destination
for the greatmajority of public transport demand, is very compact and space for bus stops is severely limited.
This lack of space has becomemore critical in recent years, with the introduction of a “Clearzone” and other
measures to reduce pollution and improve the pedestrian environment, safety and ambience. The situation
on roads entering the city is similarly critical where bus priority at traYc signals is limited by the needs of
other essential traYc, including other buses on crossing streets.

These limitations can be greatly relieved by the use of high capacity trams on key corridors. Street space
occupancy is reduced and traYc light priority is possible with impacts only one third that of the equivalent
carrying capacity of buses. Furthermore, the lack of exhaust emissions, relatively low noise and precision
of movement makes the tram ideally suited to penetration through pedestrianised areas and the
“Clearzone”. NET has demonstrated that an integrated combination of buses and trams provides a
standard of public service and level of benefit not achievable by buses alone.

Procurement and Financing

NET Line One has set a market precedent for a successful light rail scheme based on a DBFO structure,
with virtually all design, build and operating (including patronage) risks transferred to the private sector
concessionaire (Arrow) as a single package. This was, at the time of signing, aGovernment requirement and
was acceptable to the market. The private sector have financed and built the system and will meet bank debt
and equity return through a combination of farebox revenues and the receipt of a performance-based
availability payment from the Promoters, funded by PFI grant. This appears to be working well but it is
debatable whether the private sector would be willing to do the same deal in today’s climate.

The Promoters have therefore considered whether changes to the full risk transfer of the Line One
contract or any other options could provide better value for money for Phase Two. Although options are
available to contract the build and operation of a light rail scheme separately, (and for certain schemes this
may prove an attractive option, enabling a less complex set of risks to be passed to each contractor) the NET
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Promoters’ preferred procurement remains a single package contract where availability payments
incentivise the concessionaire to perform well and interface risk is held by the private sector. Other risks
would be managed through earlier involvement for the potential builder and operator and by recognising
the areas where the private sector are exposed to risks they cannot control or are unsuited to manage,
particularly in relation to patronage.

Early Developer Involvement

The early involvement of the builder and operator is achieved by procuring a private sector partner
(“Development Partner”) early in the process, with the Development Partner eventually becoming the
concessionaire for the full system (subject to successful performance, value for money checks but without
an expensive fully costed bid competition). Termed “Early Developer Involvement” (EDI), this approach
is not dissimilar to Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) which has become well established and praised in
highway procurement, especially within the Highways Agency, and is being further developed by the
Highways Agency for use in PFI type transactions. It is also similar to the proposed procurement of the
Edinburgh light rail system as well as NHS LIFT (Partnerships for Health) and Building Schools for the
Future (Partnerships for Schools).

The Development Partner, in liaison with the Promoters, will develop the detailed design of the scheme.
They will in particular engage and negotiate with key interface parties (eg utilities, Network Rail, highway
and planning authorities, etc) to ensure these parties are signed up to the scope of the works to be provided
and where possible all key approvals are obtained. Subsequently the Development Partner will be
responsible for tendering the subcontracts for packages of works and a funding competition for private
sector finance. The competitive procurement of sub contracts will ensure that there will be competitive
tension in the pricing of key works.

Such an approach will allow the private sector to focus on the risks that they are required to manage and
should therefore oVer the best prospect of minimising unnecessary risk pricing.

To illustrate this, during conventional “competitive” tendering the bidder is often in the position of having
very little ability to predict some of the underlying costs, because engagement with key third parties is
diYcult or there is insuYcient time to consider all design issues that may aVect scope and cost or where
consents and planning approvals have to be obtained. These factors are a major source of uncertainty for
bidders and they have tended to include in their costs significant amounts for unspecified costs which will
be in addition to normal construction contingency amounts.

Conversely, there is clear evidence from NET Line One that where the construction joint venture had the
opportunity to consider design and construction issues in a timely manner (which arose as a result of the
delay in signing the PFI contract, during which time Carillion and Bombardier committed resources at risk
to undertake development work with utilities and Network Rail) it was able to take substantive risk on
board and to successfully manage that risk and deliver that element of the project on time and to budget.

On the other hand, in circumstances where the construction joint venture was reliant on information
provided by the Promoters that it was unable to verify or where it was unable to progress approvals with
third parties, such as with the Highways and Planning Authorities, significant problems arose during the
main construction period. This has resulted in the construction joint venture eventually constructing NET
Line One to approved designs which it believes are substantially diVerent to those it had priced at bid stage.

Having discussed this issue during a recent market testing exercise and through further contact with the
industry, the Promoters have concluded that were there to be greater scheme definition at an early stage,
prior to the competitive tendering of the main elements of construction and supply, then there is great
potential for scheme cost savings. Early Developer Involvement also oVers the additional potential for value
engineering and innovation in design being received from the private sector at a pointwhere the public sector
will obtain most benefit.

Therefore in conclusion, the Promoters believe EDI will:

— reduce overall public sector costs;

— enable optimum designs to develop;

— reduce private sector bidding costs;

— enable schemes to move forward in a structured way with a continual eye on value for money and
aVordability.

Modified Patronage Risk Allocation

The ethos of EDI is to reduce key areas of risk prior to it being priced by any party, rather than simply
focusing on the reallocation of risk.

However and in addition, in an area where risk cannot be significantly reduced, it is considered that there
is a potential value for money benefit to the public sector if contractual arrangements were to be modified
to protect the private sector from excessive funding shortfalls where patronage revenues do not reach
anticipated levels. A degree of sharing patronage risk would retain incentive on the private sector to operate
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an eVective and competitively priced service but would provide some protection from losses arising from
changing demographics and wider transport and land use policies that are more under public sector
influence.

Responding to NAO

NET Line One performs well against many of the recommendations in the National Audit OYce report
“Improving public transport in England through light rail.” For example, it has a high degree of segregation
from and priority over other traYc, it is integrated with rail and bus services and has extensive Park & Ride
provision. The NAO identified five barriers hindering the wider take up of light rail, which are being
addressed as part of the procurement strategy for NET Phase Two, as outlined below.

1. Rising costs

(a) EDI and use of experienced consultants will help address lack of standardisation, ensuring
consistency between Line One and Phase Two.

(b) The Promoter and Developer Partner will work together to ensure light rail, not heavy rail standards
are applied.

(c) Early discussions with utility companies and other key parties will help the developer to plan and cost
diversions and other major work elements more accurately.

(d) EDI will allow emerging technologies to be applied and integrated with Line One.

(e) Arrow have been commissioned to test design robustness and potential risks, drawing on Line One
experience. EDI will lead to overall cost savings.

(f) EDI will reduce bid costs.

2. Some poor financial performance among existing systems

(a) Spreading the share of risk where possible could reduce funding costs, eg, charging, car parking
management strategies and traYc management schemes are revenue risks the Promoters can retain. EDI
and phased contract letting will allow aVordability monitoring and the “designing out” of some risk, and
subsequent reduction of cautious pricing by suppliers.

(b) Patronage projections will be benchmarked against Line One usage levels and not be dependent on
expected demand from new developments.

(c) Significant revenue risk for the eventual concessionaire will demand eYcient fare collection from the
operator.

3. Local authorities securing suYcient local funding

(a) The Promoter is considering developer contributions and a Workplace Parking Levy as funding
options.

4. Process of gaining powers is too lengthy

(a) Considerable public and third party consultation has led to scheme modifications, which together
with EDI and early consultation with landowners and utility companies, will simplify later stages of the
TWAO process.

5. A dearth of local experts and central guidance

(a) A dedicated team for Phase Two, including advice from the developer and technical, financial and
legal experts, is drawing on Line One and broader light rail experience. Close dialogue is maintained with
the Department for Transport, Treasury and other expert bodies, eg Tram UK, PTEG.

Conclusion

Although it has not been possible to discuss all issues relating to the development and operation of light
rail here, there are clear lessons to be learnt from Nottingham and elsewhere which demonstrate the merits
of light rail systems. There is a growing experience which is recognising the key pointers for eVective and
successful delivery. The NAO report on light rail recognises this and their recommendations go a long way
to identifying a successful formula. This and the early success of NET Line One should provide the
Government with the evidence and encouragement that there is indeed a strong case for continuing to
develop trams in UK cities.
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As part of robust and ambitious transport and planning policies, trams can deliver the mass transit
benefits, growth in public transport use and reduction in congestion and pollution that they promise and
much more besides. Their permanence and positive image sends a strong signal of commitment to the
business community and so aids urban regeneration and inward investment.

Thoughtful integration into city streets can provide added environmental and safety improvements.Good
design and planning can aid social inclusion. Together, this represents a package of attributes that cannot
be achieved by other means, which justifies the high costs associated with the development of tram systems
when compared with options which often deliver a fraction of these benefits.

It is of course accepted that tram systems must provide value for money and that costs cannot escalate
further; Nottingham’s proposals to tackle this, through Early Developer Involvement and a refined
commercial structure, in line with NAO recommendations, are an opportunity to demonstrate that this
hurdle can be overcome. It is firmly believed that there is a future for trams in the UK—and that there are
ways to get there.

Nottingham City Council and Nottinghamshire County Council
Promoters of Nottingham Express Transit

February 2005

Memorandum by Transport-watch UK (LR 29)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

History

In 1949 London trams were seen as an embarrassment to London’s post war planners. In that year Lord
Latham, chairman of the London Transport Executive delivered a speech outlining the plans for the
tramways conversion programme in which he stated “the loss on the trams is about £1 million per year”
(over £20 million annually at today’s prices).

In contrast the Europeans are famed for their tram systems. However, Sir Terry Mulroy, said, at an
Institution of Civil Engineers meeting held on 21 November 2002, that, if one asks the planners in Geneva
(home of the tram) if they would do it again, they will say quietly, Never Again—far too expensive.
Meanwhile the town of Grenoble renewed its tram tracks after only 10 years’ wear.

In America we have the example of the Bay Area Rapid Transit System (completed in 1972). Professor
Hall, writing in New Society 11 November 1976, pointed out that all BART’s passengers could be carried
in buses costing $40 million compared with the BART cost of $1,600 million. (Professor Melvin Webber,
cited in the article, found (a) capital costs were 50% and operating costs five times higher than forecast (b)
ridership was half the forecast (c) costs per ride were double that by bus, and 50% above that by ordinary
American car).

Despite that there is scarcely a city in the land that does not aspire to spend taxes on such systems.

UK Rapid Transit Systems—Some Data

The systems for which data is here presented are Docklands, Strathclyde, Manchester, Tyne and Wear,
SheYeld, Centro (West Midlands) and Croydon. Detail is in the table appended. It shows:

1. The capital cost at 2003 prices forManchester, Tyne andWear, SheYeld,WestMidlands andCroydon
amounts to £1.8 billion. If Docklands is added the bill is £2.93 billion. In addition to that (and separately
from the data table) Mersytram has the option of spending £225 million, Manchester hopes to spend an
additional £900 million, South Hampshire is bidding for £270 million and Edinburgh for £375 million,
providing a total of £1.77 billion. Adding that to the historic expenditure of £2.93 billion yields £4.7 billion.

2. With the exception of SheYeld no system covers operating costs. When the costs of capital and
maintenance are added costs are between 3.2 and 5.8 times as large as the receipts.

3. Including the annual cost of capital and maintenance the annual subsidy per journey has the range
£2.50 (for Manchester) to £4 (for Tyne and Wear).

4. In highway terms, rail rapid transport systems are substantially disused. Eg the average one-way flow
per track for the systems has a range equivalent to 92 to 525 buses per day, each bus containing an average
of 20 people. That may be compared with a potential of up to 10,000 vehicles per day for a single lane of a
motor road managed to avoid congestion. The comparison suggests a catastrophic under-use of valuable
transport land.

5. The staV per car (or per tram) has the range 4.3 to 10.9.

6. Average journey lengths have the range 3.2 to 10.5 km.
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7. The average train or tram load ranges from 17 to 50, excluding Docklands, which has 69 passengers.

8. Capital costs per route-km have the range £7.6 million to £10.4 million excluding Docklands for which
the value is £43 million.

We have sought fuel consumptions but with little success. However, data from 1990 provided the
equivalent of 51 passenger miles per gallon for Tyne and Wear, 55 for Strathclyde. Also data from 2003
for Croydon’s Tramlink provides 92 passenger-miles per gallon (it has phyrister control—using braking to
provide energy for traction). In comparison buses returning 5 miles per gallon and containing the average
train loads set out in the tabulationwould provide 80 to 205 passengermiles per gallon, excludingDocklands
from the set.

Conclusion

1. In financial terms the £2.93 billion of capital spent to date building the schemes has been entirely
wasted. The same will apply to the additional £1.77 billion proposed. That is because there is no possibility
of the capital being repaid from the fare box. The total, £4.7 billion, amounts to over £180 for every
household in the land. Meanwhile the schemes may be of use to less than one in 100 of the nation’s
population.

2. An alternative may be busways open to commercial vehicles and to cars at certain times of day. The
modern option may be to control congestion by road pricing. Ordinary buses would then no longer suVer
delay. That would remove the need for bus lanes let alone tram systems. The key to making ordinary buses
attractive is to provide a modern image and to ensure a reliable service. That would cost a fraction of tram
or light rail.

3. Light Rail can have a future in the UK only if its very high cost and the relatively trivial use to which
the rights of way are put are set aside in favour of sentiment.

February 2005

APPENDIX

Data table

Data is from the 2004
Edition of TSGB and the Totals/AV
DfT Light Rail Facts Excluding
leaflet except and the Docklands
Emboldened which have Tyne and and
been calculated. Docklands Strathclyde Manchester Wear SheYeld Centro Croydon Strathclyde

Capital costs 2003 prices 1,162 NA 359 739 302 159 212 1,771
£(mn), see notes
Operating costs to 31 63.7 25.8 95.7 7.97 6.35 25.53 161
March 2003 £(mn)
Cost per route km 43.04 9.21 9.47 10.41 7.95 7.57 9.13
£(mn)
Annual cost of track 120.85 37.34 76.86 31.41 16.54 22.05 184.18
£(mn) (see note)
Annual cost of rolling 14.55 6.35 4.95 10.84 3.87 2.48 3.72 25.85
stock at £1.2mn per car
Total annual cost £(mn) 199.1 68.09 183.4 43.25 25.37 51.3 371
Costs minus receipts 161.7 47.19 152 34.05 20.17 35.2 288.6
£(mn)
Subsidy per journey 333 250 401 277 395 183 309
pence
Operating costs divided 1.7 1.23 3.05 0.87 1.22 1.59 1.94
by receipts
Total annual cost 5.32 3.26 5.84 4.7 4.88 3.19 4.49
divided by receipts
Receipts (£mn) 2003–04 37.4 10.3 20.9 31.4 9.2 5.2 16.1 82.8
Journeys (million) 48.5 13.3 18.9 37.9 12.3 5.1 19.2 93.4
2003–04
Passenger-km (million) 235.5 42.7 169.3 283.9 42 53.5 105 653.7
2003–04
Train-km (million) 3.4 1.1 4.6 5.8 2.5 1.7 2.5 17.1
2003–04
Stations/Stops 2003–04 34 15 37 58 48 23 38 204
Seats 2003–04 1,508 2,752 6,120 2,200 832 1,680 13,584
Rail cars 94 41 32 70 25 16 24 167
Route-km 27 11 39 78 29 20 28 194
Cars per train 3 2 2 NA 1 2 2 NA
StaV as at 2001 405 NA 303 710 272 147 186 1,618
StaV per car 4.3 9.5 10.1 10.9 9.2 7.8 9.7
Av. Journey length km 4.9 3.2 9 7.5 3.4 10.5 5.5 7
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Data is from the 2004
Edition of TSGB and the Totals/AV
DfT Light Rail Facts Excluding
leaflet except and the Docklands
Emboldened which have Tyne and and
been calculated. Docklands Strathclyde Manchester Wear SheYeld Centro Croydon Strathclyde

Passagers per train 69.3 38.8 36.8 48.9 16.8 31.5 42 38.2
Passengers per car 23 NA 18 NA 16 16 21 NA
Equivalent (one way) 597 266 297 249 99 183 257 231
bus flow per day per
track based on 20
passengers per bus
Station spacing km per 0.79 0.73 1.05 1.34 0.6 0.87 0.74 0.95
station

Notes:

There may be some double counting in total costs in that rolling stock costs may be part of capital and
operating costs include interest paid (to be distinguished from interest owed).

Data sources for the table are: Transport Statistics Great Britain, the DfT publication Focus on Public
Transport and the DfT leaflet with the title Light Rail Facts and, for operating costs, the 2003 edition of
the TAS Light Rail Monitor.

The annual track costs are based on repayment of capital over 30 years at the Treasury discount rate of
3.5% (providing a multiplier of 0.054 on capital) plus maintenance of 5% of capital, yielding a combined
multiplier of 0.104.

The annual cost of rolling stock is set to the cost of capital, (again) repaid at 3.5% over 30 years, plus the
cost of maintenance set at 7.5% of capital providing a combined multiplier of 0.129.

Outturn prices have been converted to the 2003 base using the Retail Prices Index.

Docklands: Capital costs: £77 million in 1987, £294 million in 1991, £280 million in 1994, £250 million in
1999, a total of £901 million at outrun prices or £1,162 at 2003 prices.

Croydon Tram link: Opened May 2000 at a construction cost of £200 million, providing £212 million at
2003 prices

MidlandMetro: Opened 1999 at a construction cost of £145million providing £159million at 2001 prices.

Manchester Metrolink: Opened 1992 at a construction cost of £140 million, Extended in 2000 at a cost
of £160 million, providing a total of £359 million at 2003 prices.

Tyne andWear: Opened 1980–84 at a construction cost of £284 million (mostly new track with some use
of former rail alignments), extended to Airport in 1991, Sunderland extension in 2002 (sharing 14 km of
exiting national rail track), £105 million at 2001 prices providing £739 million at 2003 prices.

SheYeld Supertram: Opened 1994–05 at a construction cost of £240 million, providing £302 million at
2003 prices. The trams cost 1.6 million each; higher than allowed for in the tabulation above.

Further memorandum by Transport Watch UK (LR 29A)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Committee’s meeting on 23 February 2005

Highlights

It would cost £10–£15 million to fully evaluate the schemes—Why?

To fully evaluate will require accounting for the eVects on Social Exclusion and Regeneration and the
eVects on road congestion let alone the capital, maintenance and running costs of the schemes and the
benefits to users. Just to define regeneration and social exclusion would be diYcult let alone to measure and
evaluate in cash terms. Hence full evaluation will be a consultant’s charter to charge large fees for endless
studies. The resultant reports will be massaged to give answers comfortable to those who have promoted,
or who are promoting, such schemes. Mr Stringer criticised evaluation as mumbo jumbo—we comment—
mumbo jumbo is ever so expensive.

A key reason for the financial under performance of schemes was identified as over optimistic passenger
forecasts. That suggests that, as a matter of urgency, the DfT should introduce optimism bias to the benefits
calculated for such schemes eg divide calculated benefits by two.
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The sale of SheYeld’s supertram. The Chair, Gwyneth Dunwoody, asked why a concession to run the
tram system for 22 years had been sold for £1.5 million when the system had cost the Government £79
million. She went on to ask “what that was” and defined it as a “bargain”.

We comment—the cost of the systemwas £240million equivalent to £304million at 2004 prices. However
the concession for £1.5 million does not mean it was a bargain. Instead it means that the system is an
albatross. The plain fact is that in the market place the system may be worthless. Certainly that will be the
case if, as is likely, costs exceed receipts.

Manchester Metro was referred to as making a profit. It does not. The receipts for 2002/3 amounted to
£21.5 million (Reference Table 6.13 of Transport Statistics Great Britain). The operating costs including
some interest charges were £25.9 million (reference Light Rapid Transit Monitor). If capital is added the
receipts are unlikely to be exceeding one third of the annual costs. Consequently Manchester’s metro is
worthless in the market place despite costing £360 million at 2003 prices.

Recommend

The Committee should see the American Experience as described by Wendell Cox—the economist who
authored the funding mechanism that made rail in Los Angeles possible. We particularly recommend item
2 below.

(1) http://www.publicpurpose.com/

(2) New Urban Rail not justified: http://www.publicpurpose.com/pp-enr.htm

(3) Light Rail volumes compared to Freeway and Arterial Lanes: http://www.publicpurpose.com/ut-
fwy&lrt.htm

(4) New Urban Rail in America: http://www.publicpurpose.com/pp-rail.htm

(5) AMTRAK Reform Action Plan: http://www.publicpurpose.com/icr-arc-conc.htm

(6) Derailed The AMTRAK problem:
http://www.nationalreview.com/comment/comment-cox020502.shtml

February 2005

Memorandum by Dr John Disney (LR 30)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

The initial cost of LRT schemes is very high in comparison with bus based schemes such as “bus only
roads” on existing highways or specially constructed guided busways (eg Leeds; Crawley). However
operating costs per passenger are favourable due to the high capacity of LRT and its non reliance upon oil
as a fuel (although higher oil prices are likely to ultimately lead to higher electricity prices).

Against this must also be balanced the long lead time from inception to operation, including a
construction period which may also inconvenience other road users and residents and businesses along the
route. During this time, planned developments may be relocated resulting in the expected demand for the
LRT not being present when it becomes operational, as happened in SheYeld.

The fixed route of an LRT has obvious benefits to property and businesses located en route and it is
appropriate to recoup some of the costs of developing an LRT by increasing rateable values along an LRT
corridor. Unlike commercial bus services, an LRT is not going to be diverted or withdrawn at 56 days’
notice. The disadvantage of a fixed route is that it is diYcult to cope with redevelopments during the lifespan
of the LRT (typically 30 years minimum) whilst guided buses can be extended along conventional roads to
serve new residential or business areas. Indeed the main advantage of any bus based scheme is that buses
can fan out away from the fixed core corridor to serve a variety of destinations.

Another drawback with LRT schemes is that rolling stock is typically designed with a 25 to 30 year
lifespan and may become very dated as seen already in the SheYeld and Croydon trams with their internal
steps. Buses have a shorter life and can be cascaded down to other duties allowing fleet renewal every five
years or less as witnessed on Trent Barton Rainbow Routes or Harrogate & District 36.

What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

This can be summarised as follows:

— Regulation of all local public transport

— Integration with buses
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— EYcient ticket collection

— Large Park & Ride sites

1. Regulation of all local public transport

LRT schemes are doomed to failure if they can be undermined by low cost deregulated bus services as in
SheYeld, Manchester and the West Midlands (There is also now evidence of this trend in Nottingham with
Dunn Line replacing Trent Barton’s 45 with a low cost peak daytime bus service despite the fares on
Nottingham’s NET LRT scheme being far too low anyway).

2. Integration with buses

Buses should feed in to high quality seamless interchange points such as those found at Hucknall Station
inNottingham andHillsborough in SheYeld. However clumsy, poorly laid out interchanges such as Bulwell
(Nottingham) orGleadless (SheYeld) do not encourage integration especially if there are still through buses
to the city centre which can be quicker than changing onto the LRT when the connecting time is taken into
account. Through tickets must be available and simple to use; passengers should not have to haggle with
the driver/conductor/ticket machine to obtain the best deal.

3. EYcient ticket collection

The nature of the contracts drawn up to design, build and operate LRT schemes seems to discourage
operators from seeking to optimise ticket collection systems andminimise fraud. In particular there appears
to be no real incentive for NET (operators of Nottingham’s LRT scheme) to attempt to collect fares/check
tickets of all passengers and I estimate that up to 20% of passengers on peak time services with crush loads
do not pay to travel. A variety of schemes are in operation in Britain and it is clear that there is no universally
successful method (conductors are far more successful in collecting all fares in SheYeld than Nottingham
due to the lighter loads carried in SheYeld). I recommend that “OV Tram” ticketing should be encouraged
via retail outlets and/or ticket machines at fares similar to those currently charged with “premium fares”
(say 25% higher) charged on the tram payable to conductors.

Furthermore contracts for any new LRT schemes should give an incentive to the operator to collect as
much revenue as possible by minimising fare evasion.

4. Large Park & Ride Sites

Large P&R sites with at least 1,000 parking spaces (1,500 to 2,000 preferable) are an absolute “must have”
for LRT schemes to be successful. They are capable of generating a volume of passengers which only LRT
can cope with in terms of capacity and frequency; buses cannot cope with large peak demands capacity-wise
whilst heavy rail services cannot provide the desired frequency of service. Demand from P&R users can be
the deciding factor in deciding whether or not an LRT scheme will be viable; however the sites must be easy
to reach by car from major arterial/ring road routes and must be safe and secure.

Small P&R sites are not recommended; there is a danger that they will fill up and leave themotorist feeling
frustrated and angry.

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

Overall poorly in the UK although both Nottingham and Croydon are “semi-integrated” with buses;
TrentBarton’s new “Hucknall Connect” service is an excellent example of integration but as discussed above
is open to competition from through buses at peak times. Indeed Notts & Derby (which like TrentBarton
is part of the Wellglade Group) continues to oVer some direct peak commuter services into Nottingham in
addition to the Dunn Line 45 on the belief that some passengers do not like changing en route; similarly
there are many bus services inManchester and SheYeld in particular which run parallel to the LRT scheme
into the City.

In Croydon, passenger demand led to the retention of some bus services which TfL originally intended
withdrawing although the TfL franchise system eVectively prevents open competition in Croydon.

There is a potential problem with longer distance bus services which find some of their “City end”
patronage lost to the LRT scheme thus making them potentially unviable or at best marginal. Examples
include Trent Barton Rainbow 3 and 141 services to Sutton and Mansfield from Nottingham and First
services from SheYeld to Stocksbridge. In costing LRT schemes provision needs to be made for the support
of such bus services, otherwise there is a danger of modal switch frombus to car or car and tram for journeys
from outlying areas.
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Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

These can be summarised as:

1. Initial cost and lead time.

2. Disruption during construction phase; this is accentuated when utility infrastructures turn out to be
more complex or sited diVerently to what was originally envisaged.

3. Bus deregulation.

4. Private sector unwilling to shoulder financial risk of new LRT schemes.

The Effect of Different Franchising Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail Systems

If any further LRT development in the UK is to be justified, the private sector needs to be encouraged to
bear more of the financial risk with the proviso that it can also share in the profits if the scheme is successful.
The main barrier to this appears to be from deregulated bus services thus it is recommended that a
compulsory “Quality Contract” for local buses (eVectively a franchising of bus services) be put into place
alongside both existing LRT schemes and any proposed LRT schemes.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

On balance, I believe that it is not cost eVective to introduce any further LRT schemes in the UK unless
the private sector is willing to take the bulk of the financial risk and I would recommend that DfTwithdraws
all public financial support from new schemes. However if a private investor wishes to construct a new LRT
scheme then it should be encouraged to do so, including the guarantee of a “Quality Bus Contract”.

Extensions to existing schemes (with “Quality Bus Contracts” in place to remove duplication and
unnecessary competition from buses) may be justifiable and should receive public support although I would
expect the private sector to shoulder a larger proportion of the risk than it currently does. Such extensions
may benefit from economies of scale andmay be cheaper permile to construct and operate as theymay share
some overhead costs. In particular I would support extensions to Manchester Airport; Nottingham East
Midlands Airport and through Birmingham City Centre “on street” (not underground).

I would support the use of bus based schemes (including guided busways) in cities which are currently
aiming for an LRT scheme (eg Leeds, Portsmouth, Liverpool) as a more cost eVective alternative to LRT.

I recommend Hass-Klau et al (2000) Bus or Light Rail: Making the Right Choice as essential reading
although the survey results are in need of updating.

Dr John Disney
Nottingham Business School
Nottingham Trent University

February 2005

Memorandum by Philip and Andrew Longdon (LR 31)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

Costs

A. Massive financial outlay for infrastructure.

B. Loss/disruption of existing local amenities (eg schools, parks).

C. Intrusion into existing road space, thus creating additional traYc bottlenecks.

D. Extraction of revenue from existing commercial bus services—thus, loss of services. This could result
in the reduction and ultimate loss of parallel and nearby bus services. This not only destroys the
Government’s own aim of integrated transport, but could also mean some communities would lose public
transport links altogether forcing them to acquire cars.

Benefit

On their dedicated permanent way, rail vehicles move faster than buses. LRT is perceived as non-
polluting, but this conveniently forgets that electricity is generated from fossil fuel, which in itself is
polluting.
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What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful?

This question depends on who it needs to be successful for:

— To be commercially successful, it needs to generate enough income to cover the operating costs
and the desired profit margin.

— For it to be successful for all tax payers funding the capital outlay, it needs to provide a reliable
and aVordable alternative for the motorist without undermining the bus network and thus
threatening the quality of life for non-motorists. This should result in far greater and more
permanent reduction in car traYc than existing LRT systems have produced.

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

This varies dependent on Government legislation, local authority policies, and private sector strategies.
eg in London potentially, it can be very eVective as policy is determined by one body (TfL) covering all
modes. In the West Midlands it is likely to be reasonably eVective because the LRT concessionaire (NatEx)
is the same company that runs the vast majority of commercial bus services in that conurbation. This may
also be the case in Nottingham.

InGreaterManchester there is no integration between LRT and buses. There is an element of competition
between the two, which would becomemore intense under Phase III particularly on the Ashton-Manchester
line. Of the three lines under Greater Manchester’s “big bang”, surely this one must have the weakest case.
Not only is the route served by something like 20 buses an hour for large parts of the day, but the end-to-
end journey times for LRT are not significantly quicker. Additionally, the neighbourhoods around the route
are relatively poor compared to most rail/LRT routes, and so most people would find the fares prohibitive.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

The only real barrier to the development of LRT is the raising of the massive financial investment.

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail Systems

We have no knowledge or experience suYcient to comment on this subject.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

If the Government is serious in its desires to reduce traYc congestion, pollution and social and economic
exclusion then massively improved bus services would have to play the major part.

The main practical barriers to this are the 1985 and 2000 Transport Acts, and media inspired prejudice
against buses (and therefore bus users).

Beyond that, there are very strong arguments in favour of more investment in buses. Financially, there
is no comparison.

If we were to invest in guided bus-ways with proper infrastructure eg Selective Vehicle Detection (SVD),
and an attractive, fully accessible waiting environment (eg Leigh Guided Busway), the cost per mile would
be a tiny fraction of that required for rail.

Additionally, the number of beneficiaries could be far greater, as buseswould feed in from large residential
areas onto main corridors with any form of bus priority. Thus journey time savings would not be confined
to those living directly on the route.

As such, the amount of money talked about for individual LRT lines could be used to improve every
major corridor in a conurbation such as Greater Manchester. Where it is physically practical, and least
disruptive to local businesses, etc, this would be in the form of proper Quality Bus Corridors (QBC). These
would need to be of considerable length eg more than 2km, rather than a few hundred metres and must
comprise properly policed bus lanes, attractive waiting environment and SVD’s.

Where full QBCs are not practical, SVDs should be introduced to give buses priority at as many traYc
light controlled junctions as possible throughout an entire bus network. As more and more bus tickets are
bought oV-bus reducing dwell times at stops, red lights are now the primary source of delays en-route, except
particular congestion points.

Capital costs to improve buses are infinitesimal compared to rail—the options are boundless. These
options could include:

A. increased investment (or part-funding) in:

(i) Cleaner bus engines,

(ii) Improved exhaust systems,

(iii) Alternative fuels. This could include electric power eg battery or trolley/Duo.
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B. Raised kerb or build-out stops to eliminate obstructive parking at ALL bus stops. It is crazy that the
bus industry (funded partly by fares) have invested massive amounts in developing low-floor buses but
wheelchair users and other people cannot safely and legally access buses at designated bus stops.

C. Invest in extensive crime reduction/prevention measures such as:

(i) CCTV on all buses,

(ii) Toughened glass on all buses to protect against missile attacks,

(iii) Increased security on troublesome routes (as GMPTE have identified on a route in north
Manchester),

(iv) Smoke alarms on all buses. This is not simply to avoid arson but also to combat the massive
increase in passenger smoking, particularly on single deck buses.

Conclusion

We believe the general transport debate in this country is fundamentally flawed. This is because the
arguments put forward by politicians, the media and lobby groups all seem to work on the erroneous
assumption that every adult has access to private transport.

This is not such a major issue in Greater London where a comprehensive integrated public transport
network exists with low fares—on buses in particular. However, outside London there are some 10 million
adults (over 25% of the population) without private transport. The Government’s own figures concede that
approx. 90% of these do not live within walking distance1 of a rail stop. Consequently, buses are—and
always will be—the only eYcient form of public transport available to the vast majority of non-motorists.

If bus services continue to decline in both quality and quantity, the only logical result is for car ownership
to approach 100%. This would represent an increase of 50% in the number of cars registered even before
population increases are taken into account. The economics of transport in Britain (particularly outside
London)2 are such that it is financially unattractive for car owners to use public transport other than in
specific circumstances (to avoid drink-driving, or due to an absence of workplace parking). The ultimate
conclusion of this policy would be total collapse of the commercial bus industry and horrendous
consequences for congestion, pollution, health, social exclusion, crime, and therefore the whole economic
stability of the nation.

February 2005

Memorandum by P G Rayner (LR 32)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Being mindful the Committee are considering “Integrated Transport: The Future of Light and Modern
Trams in Britain” and require evidence by 25 February 2005, I submit to you the case of the extension to
the West Midlands Tramway which is of concern to me.

There was a Transport and Works Inquiry to which I was requested to submit an Expert Witness report.
The Inquiry found that the Tramway could be constructed as Centro proposed, subject to Parliamentary
approval of land acquisition. The Inspector did however quote:

. . . , it is just possible that on a long-term view beyond current planning and policy horizons, Mr
Rayner is correct about the desirability of providing for a heavy rail passenger link between
Stourbridge and Walsall. But rightly or wrongly, Mr Rayner is not the SRA.

This I feel illustrates my concerns, for no attempt has been made to look further than the immediate
cheapest option. The cost to future generations, in health, environmental and congestion terms will be
considerable due to this lack of strategic foresight.

This will be a lost opportunity, possibly the last chance to integrate transport systems in the West
Midlands. It seems likely the tramwaywill go over theHeavyRail Route despite the fact that it was perfectly
feasible for it to have capitalised on its flexibility as a mode of operation and could have moved people from
the housing areas and the town centres not only to Birmingham but also to integrated Heavy Rail Links
and to buses.

1 Recent transport Green Papers quote an acceptable walking distance of 400 metres.
2 The fixed costs of legally owning a car represent amassive proportion ofmost people’s income. For a single person in northern
England this could easily be more than half of their entire net pay. Conversely, the running costs are ridiculously cheap with
petrol typically costing 12 pence per mile in this area, where average petrol prices have remained stable at around 77 pence
per litre over the last 4–5 years.
On the other hand bus fares for single journeys locally have risen approximately 25% in this period and nearly 300% since
deregulation 19 years ago, with fares to the nearest town currently working out at 82.2 pence per mile. However, bus
commuters into Manchester will pay almost exactly the same in bus fares as for petrol albeit the travelling conditions are
somewhat inferior due to overloading and persistent low-level crime. Nevertheless, with the current range of fares available,
if the direct bus service to Manchester was to be withdrawn in favour of an LRT service introduced along the main corridor,
the annual fares would increase by 175%, in addition to the obvious inconvenience and uncertainty resulting from changing
vehicles required to complete the journey.
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I believe the Secretary of State’s decision to be flawed but if it is to remain then at least the assurance
should be given that when the tramway is built it is built to Heavy Rail standards of construction which
would at least allow for these errors to be addressed by future strategic planners.

P G Rayner FICLT FIRO Assoc IRSE MCIM

February 2005

Memorandum by Mowlem plc (LR 33)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Introduction

This submission is made byMowlem plc, one of the UK’s foremost construction services companies that
has significant experience of light rail systems in the UK.

The Mowlem experience extends from building tramway systems in London in the early 1900’s to the
provision of the first light rail in Manchester under a design, build, operate and maintain contract taking
full revenue and patronage risk. Mowlem also completed most of the London Docklands Light Railway
(DLR) including the first and very successful PPP extension under the Thames to Lewisham.

Our response to your enquiry is based on this experience which we feel is relevant to your Committee.

Q. The costs and benefits of light rail.

In 1992 the initial phase ofManchesterMetrolink provided the benefit of a safe, reliable, comfortable and
convenient means of transport for people travelling in from Bury and Altrincham to the city centre and for
modal interchanges at Victoria and Piccadilly stations.

After the first two years of operation the Metrolink carried over 26 million passengers and took over a
million car journeys oV the road, which endorses the need to have modern light rail schemes in our major
cities.

The capital cost of the Manchester system was minimised by the GMPTE undertaking the utilities
diversions and street works upgrades separately so themain contractor was able to quantify the design build
risk they undertook.

One of the most significant benefits of the initial DLRwas that it provided the infrastructure catalyst that
attracted developers into the area which provided urban regeneration and increased land values which were
used to fund the extension to Beckton.

The capital cost for the initial DLR scheme was contained within a design build contract undertaken by
GEC Mowlem who provided a complete system on time and to budget. Upgrading of the first contract
works commenced before the initial scheme was completed.

Q. What light rail systems need to be successful.

A defined need which is a public transport corridor that links areas of demand and provides suYcient
patronage and modal transfer to permit a high quality LRT scheme.

Political will that supports and encourages LRT in conjunction with other transport modes to provide
passengers with seamless, door-to-door journeys.

Funding by both the private and public sectors that recognises an equitable share of risk to the party that
is best able to manage it.

A long-term view that recognises that LRT is value for money compared with buses which have lower
capacity and higher replacement and running costs.

An integrated public transport system where the LRT are not run as competition to other forms of
transport.

Q. How eVectively is light rail used as part of an integrated transport system.

Phase one of Manchester encountered particular diYculties in getting the funding and permission
necessary to link it directly into the Piccadilly station so providing passengers with a direct connection
between heavy and light rail.

If this connection had not been achieved the benefits of integrating the modes would have been lost.

DLR is a very good example of being part of an integrated transport system that provides real passenger
benefits. People arriving by heavy rail at Waterloo can travel to Canary Wharf by underground and LRT
and if arriving by bus at Lewisham, can go directly under the Thames by DLR to Canary Wharf.
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The DLR is presently being extended to Woolwich Arsenal via London City Airport which will provide
a link into Bank station, it also links to Stratford station for heavy rail and Channel Tunnel rail link.

All these modes can be used by purchasing one Travelcard ticket.

Q. Barriers to the development of light rail.

The track record for delivering ofUKLRT schemes compared to that of EU is poor. The gestation period
for development and funding of LRT projects is tortuous and complex with most schemes taking 5–15 years
to deliver.

Schemes such asMidlandMetro and SheYeld have failed inmeeting passenger forecasts predicted during
the development stage, this has translated into poor revenue returns for the private sector. In addition, on
Nottingham and Croydon, the transfer of utilities and full design & build risk has meant losses for the
concession companies involved.

The need to form multi-discipline consortia and the cost of bidding has also been a barrier when these
schemes are procured on a PFI basis.

The above factors have led to disillusionment and loss of appetite in pursuing LRT schemes in the UK,
especially against a background of less risky and more certain PFI projects in the health and education
sectors.

The expectation from the public sector that good value for money is obtained by passing farebox risk to
the private sector. This results in the public sector paying for a risk element or the concession companies
going into receivership as a result of over optimistic forecasts.

Q. The eVect of diVerent financing arrangements (public/private) on the overall cost of light rail systems.

ThePFImethod of financing, building, operating andmaintainingLRT schemes in theUK transfersmost
of the risks to the private sector; these risks have to be costed and financed, including those that are not fully
defined such as revenue, patronage, planning, utilities, insurance, and long-term maintenance.

The underpricing of these risks has led to the Croydon, Nottingham andMidlandMetro schemes getting
into financial diYculties with significant losses to the private sector companies involved.

The consequence of this experience has caused cost escalation on the present LRT bids for Manchester
extensions, Leeds and South Hants. Also, the withdrawal of companies from the Light Rail market and
much higher IRR expectation for the financing agencies.

The most successful example of financing an LRT scheme is the DLR which has used diVerent
arrangements during its development.

The initial DLR was financed by the public sector using a design, build procurement when it was found
that the traditional consultant design contractor build was too expensive.

The extension to Beckton was traditionally procured using public funds that were generated by the sale
of land at increased value on the Isle of Dogs. The value increased because the DLR provided the catalyst
to attract developer funds which then regenerated the area.

The DLR extension under the Thames to Lewisham was financed under a PPP procurement using public
and private (mainly Bond) funds on an availability and part revenue risk, concession basis. The risk of
rolling stock, operations, signalling, planning and most of the revenue was with the public sector.

This project was completed twomonths early and on budget which is a great success when compared with
the Jubilee Line which was being built at the same time on a traditional basis with public funds; it went
significantly over budget and programme.

The most recent DLR extensions to the Airport andWoolwich has used PFI procurement with the public
sector paying an infrastructure availability fee for a concession period. The risk of revenue, patronage,
rolling stock and its maintenance, the operatives and signalling system are retained by DLR. The private
sector has the financing, design, build and alignment availability risk.

This DLR model of financing and procuring Light Rail schemes gives a much better risk distribution
between the public and private sectors in a way that provides a realistic cost for the scheme.

In addition, the bidding process was short with an early selection of preferred bidder so bid costs were
reduced.

The bid documentation contained good surveys to allow below ground risks to be priced. The financing
risk was definable, giving lower IRR based on availability fees.

Much of this is because the authority is informed and has carried out the process previously; some attempt
should be made to use the skills and best practice used in the DLR procurement to be transferred to
other projects.
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Q. The practicality of alternatives to light rail such as increased investment in buses.

Mowlem were involved in providing the dedicated guided bus ways for Leeds, the capital cost of these
when compared with a single track on street LRT were cheaper but not significantly so.

Where buses are using the roads they are adding to the surface deterioration and do not have to pay the
full cost of repair and maintenance.

Buses generally means fossil fuels.

Buses are more expensive for larger passenger volumes but are eVective in providing feeders to LRT
termini.

February 2005

Memorandum by Transport 2000 (LR 34)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND TRAMS IN BRITAIN

The Urgent Need to Investigate the Case for Ultra-Light Rail

Transport 2000 is the independent national body concerned with sustainable transport. It finds solutions
to transport problems and aims to reduce the environmental and social impact of transport by encouraging
less use of cars and more walking and cycling and use of public transport. Transport 2000 believes that
reliance on ever increasing car use and the burning of fossil fuels for powerwill, if unchecked, have disastrous
consequences and must be urgently addressed.

Transport 2000 has supported the huge improvement in bus services that has occurred in London in the
last few years and hopes to see a similar improvement occur elsewhere. But buses may oVer only a short to
medium term solution. Although the use of buses reduces congestion on roads, it does not address the
problem of pollution and the coming exhaustion of oil and gas supplies or the contribution which even
public transport can make to global warming emissions.

Electrical light rail oVers the possibility of using power from sustainable sources. Larger numbers of
people can be carried on trams than on buses and steel wheels on steel rails oVer a smoother ride and much
greater energy eYciency than rubber tyred vehicles running on the roads. However, although there is long
term eYciency gain from light rail, the initial cost is high and disruption during construction cannot be
avoided.

Ultra-light rail appears to retain the advantages of light rail but to reduce the cost dramatically. Vehicles
are not driven by externally sourced electricity through overhead wires but carry their power source on the
vehicle. This can be in a form of a flywheel charged at stops or by using fuel cell technology. This avoids
some of the most costly aspects of conventional light rail installation. There is no need for expensive and
obtrusive overhead wires. Above all only a shallow trench need be dug for the track and there is less, if any,
need to divert services, partly because of the light weight of the vehicles but also because it is not necessary
to protect it against stray currents.

Once installed ultra light rail is clean and economical to operate. As a tram system it can provide both the
quality of public transport necessary to attract people out of their cars and the capacity to handle passenger
numbers approaching those of conventional light rail systems.

There appears to be enormous resistance to ultra-light rail from government and from public transport
manufacturers and operators, perhaps paradoxically because it is just too cheap. Transport 2000 believes
that a thorough investigation of the merits of the technology is long overdue and we urge the committee to
recommend in the strongest terms that an investigation should be undertaken as soon as possible.

February 2005

Memorandum by Tony Young (LR 35)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN
TRAMS IN BRITAIN

Introduction

1. I am Anthony P Young and have spent most of my career in the field of urban public transport. I am
a Fellow of the Institution of Civil Engineers, a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport
and a Member of the Institution of Highways and Transportation. I was involved in planning and
developing the Phase 1 Manchester Metrolink light rail project from inception to operation. Since 1994 I
have worked as an independent consultant on tramway, light rail, busway and other public transport
projects in Britain and abroad.
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2. This Inquiry is welcomed as a continuation of the Committee’s interest in Light Rapid Transit Systems
as set out in the Fourth Report on “Urban Public Transport: The Light Rail Option” in 1991 and the Eighth
Report on “LightRapid Transit Systems” in 2000. Considerable progress has beenmade in introducing light
rail and modern trams in Britain over this period with seven systems now operating including five which
have tramway characteristics.

3. Comparisons are often made between light rail in Britain and France, usually showing Britain in a less
favourable position. Although more new systems have opened in France, more light rail has been built and
more capital invested in Britain than in France, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1

TOTAL LIGHT RAIL ROUTE LENGTHS AND COSTS IN BRITAIN AND FRANCE SINCE 1980

Average cost per
Number of new Total route Total capital cost route km (2003

systems since 1980 length km (2003 prices) prices)

Britain 7 233.5 £3,428 m £14.7 m
France 9 196.5 £2,789 m £14.2 m

4. There is, however, a marked diVerence in performance between British and French systems. Table 2
shows the total passengers per route km, with the UK figure further split between London and provincial
systems. On average French light rail systems carry twice as many passengers per route km. as UK systems.
But if the UK figures are split between London and the rest of the UK, the contrast is even more marked.
London light rail systems (Docklands Light Railway (DLR) and Croydon Tramlink) carry slightly more
passengers than French systems, 1.30 million per route km compared to 1.26 million. But the figure for
provincial systems is only 0.42 million passengers per route km, only a third of the French figure. Some
reasons for this alarming diVerence are set out below with reference to the specific questions posed by the
Committee.

Table 2

TOTAL LIGHT RAIL PASSENGERS PER ANNUM PER ROUTE KM IN
BRITAIN AND FRANCE

Total annual passengers
Total route length Km Total annual passengers per route km

Britain 233.5 145 m 0.62 m
France 196.5 248 m 1.26 m
London 104.3 90 m 1.30 m
Outside London 128.7 55 m 0.42 m

The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

5. The benefits of light rail are well understood and have been documented in various studies. They may
be summarised as:

— ability to operate on railway tracks, in street, on grassed tracks, through pedestrian areas, in
tunnels or on viaducts;

— proven ability to attract car users to public transport;

— high capacity compared with buses;

— higher productivity than buses;

— lower capital costs than heavy rail (metro or underground);

— fully accessible with guaranteed level boarding at all stops;

— environmentally sustainable with low noise and local emissions; and

— supporting and encouraging major regeneration and redevelopment.

6. Capital costs for new light rail routes (2003 prices) range from about £5million per km for routes based
on existing or former railway rights of way to about £15 million per km for street running routes. If any
major civil engineering works are required such as viaducts or tunnels then costs are considerably higher.
Costs are also higher on major radial roads where extensive service diversions are needed. The average for
all UK systems is £14.7 million per km as shown in Table 1 but if the DLR is excluded the average cost is
£10.9 million per route km, considerably less than the average French figure. However, French costs often
include substantial sums for environmental improvements such as pedestrianisation and landscaping.
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What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

7. A light rail scheme needs a number of important features if it is to be a success. It should be noted
that there are diVering measures of success. For example Croydon Tramlink is generally regarded as very
successful on most criteria but it is not considered to be financially successful. The apparent limited success
of some provincial UK systems is due to some requirements not being met. Firstly there must be a clear
demand for a high capacity public transport route. Light rail is unlikely to be the right solution if demand
is less than 2,000 passengers per hour per direction (pphpd). The route should link major traYc generators
such as town or city centres, district centres, railway stations and interchanges, hospitals, universities and
shopping centres, in themost direct routing possible. This will maximise patronage and journey speeds. This
approach has been adopted by most new French systems but is not replicated by any UK systems.

8. A light rail scheme must be developed in the context of an overall land use and transport plan for at
least a twenty year period. The heavy investment needed can only be justified where the benefits are spread
over a long period. Light rail can be a powerful tool in encouraging regeneration and redevelopment but it
must also be reinforced by land use planning policies.

9. An alignment must be found which aVords a high level of priority over all other traYc with the
maximum amount of segregated running. This can be achieved by using existing or former rail alignments,
central reservations in dual carriageways, new oV-highway alignments, tram only streets or reserved lanes
on street. Priority at road junctions must be provided by traYc signals or other traYc management
techniques. French systems are segregated throughout, even on street running sections, with high priority
at traYc signals. Roadspace is reallocated in favour of the tramway, and pedestrians and cyclists, at the
expense of the car. This policy is applied rigorously. SomeUK systems have extensive lengths ofmixed street
running with little or no priority over other road traYc.

10. The methods of authorisation for construction and operation, and the procurement and funding
method, must allow the smooth and rapid implementation of the project. This is considered further under
“barriers”.

11. Light rail or tramway is one mode of public transport and to be eVective it must be fully integrated
with all other modes including bus, metro, underground and rail. It must also provide adequate interchange
facilities for park and ride, kiss and ride and cycle and ride. All French systems are fully integrated in the
urban transport networks. In the UK this can only be achieved in London. Elsewhere it is eVectively illegal
to integrate services.

12. Any project must have strong political and public support to be successful. There are many hurdles
to be crossed and many complex interfaces with businesses, residents and the community. These must all be
handled carefully to ensure that all needs are fully met during the planning, construction and operational
stages.

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

13. In London light rail is planned and operated as part of a fully integrated public transport network.
This does not apply to the rest of the UK where light rail operates in competition with other modes and
cannot be integrated. If the potential benefits of light rail are to be realised then radical changes are needed
to the legal and administrative framework for urban public transport, particularly a change from
deregulation to some form of area franchising.

14. All the existing light rail systems were conceived and planned by strategic authorities which were
responsible for land use planning, highways and transportation over the whole county area (mainly the
MetropolitanCounty Councils). It is unlikely that any light rail schemeswould have been developedwithout
this structure. These responsibilities are now split between a multiplicity of local authorities and other
bodies. It is essential that light rail is fully integrated in land use planning and that appropriate mechanisms
are developed to achieve this.

15. Integration needs to embrace a wide range of measures to make the public transport network as easy
to use as possible. They must include publicity and information, information at stops (preferably real time),
fully integrated fares and ticketing and marketing. These features are taken for granted in virtually every
urban transport system elsewhere in Europe but rarely exist in Britain, except in London.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

16. Perceived high capital cost is perhaps the most important barrier. While the initial cost of light rail
is more than for buses, their operating costs are lower on high density corridors because of their higher
productivity, about three times that for a bus. Light rail is much cheaper than a heavy rail or underground
line and is more cost eVective than highway construction in terms of person capacity.

17. Severe constraints on public funding have forced promoters to seek the cheapest possible solutions,
irrespective of the longer term consequences. This has proved to be a highly damaging policy and one that
is costing large sums to correct. For example Manchester Metrolink is faced with expenditure of over
£100 million to correct shortcomings in the initial system opened only 13 years ago. This includes major
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track renewals and additional rolling stock which were included in the original plans but were cut out to
save money. Buying trams in small numbers is very expensive and results in added maintenance costs;
Metrolink will have four types of tram in a fleet of only 40 vehicles. The DLR had to spend over £80 million
to upgrade the system and had to sell its initial fleet of vehicles after only a few years in service because they
were not suitable for the expanded system. All these problems could have been avoided with better planning
and a more constructive funding regime.

18. Successive Governments have insisted on seeking maximum risk transfer to the private sector. The
only mechanism to achieve this has been various forms of Design, Build, Operate and Maintain (DBOM)
contract which have proved extremely expensive and very time consuming, both for promoters and
contractors. Much simpler methods of procurement must be used with a more rational allocation of risk
between public and private sectors.

19. The Transport and Works Act was introduced in 1992 with the aim of smoothing the authorisation
procedure for new tracked transit systems. In practice it has proved cumbersome and protracted, sometimes
taking several years to obtain approval. One of the longest delays is the time taken for the Secretary of State
to approve the inspector’s recommendations following a public inquiry. The recent passage of the TWA
Order forMerseytram in only 14 months shows that more reasonable timescales can be achieved. In France
some light rail schemes have been completed in only five years including planning, authorisation and
tendering. The fastest it can be achieved in Britain is nearer 10 years.

20. Another major barrier is the lack of integration between modes, as described in para 13–15 above. It
is not feasible to plan a network to maximise the benefits of light rail when it has to compete in the market
place with other public transport modes. The real competition should be between public and private
transport, not between modes of public transport. It should be possible to take account of potential savings
in bus operating costs as part of the justification for a project. A private sector operator will price revenue
risk very highly when trams have to compete with buses.

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail Systems

21. A study undertaken in the eighties by a respected merchant bank concluded that the cheapest and
quickest method of implementing a light rail system was as a wholly public sector project. This is probably
still true today but it is not an option which is favoured by Government because of the impact on public
finances. If private sector funding is to be obtained, some form of public/private partnership has to be found.

22. It is diYcult to obtain a full picture of the costs of diVerent financing arrangements as many costs are
not easy to determine. For example most PFI/PPP methods involve a multiplicity of contractual
arrangements between many diVerent parties which require major legal and accounting inputs. The costs
and timescales for this work is substantial for client and contractor. Most recently built light rail systems
have, according to theNAO, been completed within budgets set by theDfT.All have been procured by some
form of PFI/PPP. However, it is likely that cost overruns have occurred but have been the responsibility of
the contractors and have not necessarily been publicised.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

23. Light rail is the only public transport mode that can operate on roads or railways, in pedestrian areas,
through parks or through tunnels or on viaducts. As such there are no directly comparable alternatives. The
most commonly termed “alternative” is the bus, either guided bus or “quality bus corridor” type upgraded
bus. Other options such as Guided Light Transit (GLT) are very unlikely to be cost eVective, even if they
can be technically and operationally proven.

24. Buses will always be the dominant mode for urban public transport journeys but they cannot provide
the level of benefits of light rail. Trams oVer a step change in quality and reliability that is very diYcult to
achieve with buses. Guided buses may be appropriate in some circumstances but they can usually only be
implemented in short lengths over parts of the route and rarely in the places where they are most needed.
A light rail route has to be fully engineered from end to end but this does not occur with guided buses.

25. In the past, DfT have insisted on detailed evaluation of alternatives including technologies that are
unproven and not appropriate to the application. For example, most systems promoted in the late eighties
and early nineties had to consider GLT even though severe doubts remained about its technical merits,
doubts borne out by recent experience in France. Light rail conversions of heavy rail routes such as
Metrolink Phase 1 had to consider busway and guided busway options even though it was obvious that they
did not present a sensible technical solution in that case.

26. The high costs of light rail prevent it being considered for any application other than in large
conurbations or cities with very high corridor demand. There aremany smaller or medium sized cities where
there is a need for a form of urban public transport that would be better than buses but without the very
high cost of current light rail systems. A low cost tramway, perhaps technically more akin to first generation
tramways, could radically improve transport in such urban areas and could act as a feeder to heavier systems
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in the larger conurbations. Ultra Light Rail (ULR) which is being developed by several manufacturers in
Britain could have a promising future but has so far been hamstrung by procedures and constraints imposed
by heavy rail considerations.

Conclusions

27. The relatively poor performance of UK light rail schemes outside London compared with the French
is almost certainly due in large part to the lack of integration with other modes, particularly buses. Not only
are they not integrated but they have to compete on an unequal basis. (Buses do not pay for their track, stop
or signalling costs). Another major factor is probably the poor route planning which tends to make use of
“easy” alignments to keep costs down rather than routes which would give better access to key traYc
objectives.

28. Timescales for implementing light rail in Britain are far too long. This is due to the protracted
procedures under the TWA, (especially the time that applications sit on Ministers’ desks), and unrealistic
approaches to procurement. It is not helped by frequent reversals of Government policy—against light rail
one year, all for it the next (“25 lines by 2010 in the 10 year Plan”) and then all stop (Alistair Darling’s
cancellation of Manchester, Leeds and South Hampshire schemes in July 2004).

29. Light rail has the potential to provide a much greater contribution to urban transport and to meeting
policy objectives for reducing car dependency, reducing congestion and reducing atmospheric pollution.
A lower cost form of light rail could extend these potential benefits to medium and smaller sized towns
and cities.

30. Light rail must be implemented as an integral element in a coherent comprehensive traYc and
transport plan which must include strategic planning, traYc restraint, parking control, investment in all
forms of public transport, and probably road pricing.

31. I would be pleased to expand on these comments orally should the Committee so wish.

February 2005

Memorandum by Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce (LR 36)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Introduction

Greater Manchester Chamber welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Transport Select
Committee on the subject of light rail. The Chamber led the voice of the private sector during the recent
campaign regarding the Manchester Metrolink and feels that it is important for government to understand
the high esteem in which the businesses of Greater Manchester hold light rail.

The first phase of light rail in Manchester opened in 1992, followed by the second phase in 1999–2000.
Metrolink now carries approximately 19 million people per year, with 20% of these trips having switched
from private car use. The proposals for phase three will see the network extending to cover seven of the 10
GreaterManchester districts, carrying a further 22 million people per year. Metrolink is widely regarded by
the business community of Greater Manchester as the key to improved accessibility and a more prosperous
sub-region.

The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

The obvious cost of all light rail schemes is the expense. The Manchester scheme is not alone in seeing
significant increases in the total project cost and it is understandable that the Government would want to
carefully examine all schemes to ensure that they would provide value for money. Further to this, however,
it must be recognised that some of the cost escalation is due to red tape within central government and by
reviewing the necessary processes it may be possible to extend greater control over project costs.

The second issue of concernwith light rail is that it is not universal. There are clearly some areas that could
benefit far more from the introduction of a light rail scheme than others. Light rail must not be seen as a
“catch all” solution to this country’s transport problems but one significant element in an integrated
transport approach.

In terms of the private sector, light rail has some extensive benefits. Two of the biggest problems that
employers have as a result of transport deficiencies is the loss of man hours and staV mobility. In a recent
Chamber survey, over 73% of our members told us that the loss of man hours frequently occurs as a direct
result of the region’s transport infrastructure, with 63% suVering staV mobility issues. Light rail, and in our
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case, Metrolink, can have a huge impact on this situation. As well as helping to create a modal shift, light
rail provides a frequent, predictable and reliable transport option helping to get employees to their place of
work on time.

Further to this, light rail can play a major role in making an area attractive to potential investors. Early
indications have shown that implementing phase three of Metrolink inManchester will help to create up to
30,000 new jobs and increase Greater Manchester’s GDP by £1.38 billion per annum. This in turn will have
an eVect on social exclusion and regeneration as phase three is planned to travel through some of the area’s
most deprived conurbations. For the private sector, such figures are an indication of prosperity and growth
and will create a huge incentive for investment in the region, as well as creating expansion options for
existing businesses.

The remaining benefit that the private sector sees in light rail is accessibility. There are many businessmen
and womenwho are happy to use a light rail system to travel between home and the oYce, out to visit clients
and to events across the conurbation. The same selection of people also say that they would not consider
using the bus to make the same journey. Trams are a form of public transport that a large proportion of
people are happy to choose over their own private vehicle. In terms of tackling congestion and creating a
modal shift, the accessibility of light rail must be seen as an enormous benefit.

What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

The private sector inGreaterManchester has identified three key factors that will enable a light rail system
to be successful. The first of these is the frequency of service. Any light rail system must be equipped and
financed to run at a high frequency during peak hours and at regular intervals for the remainder of the time.
A regular service is essential to an attractive public transport service.

The second factor that the business community has identified is the provision of facilities at light rail stops.
This includes a range of elements including secure parking provision, shelters, real time information and
ticket machines that accept a variety of payments. The Client and Project Teams need to be aware that many
potential users will have to make a journey in order to be able to access light rail. These users will only then
make the shift to light rail if it is perceived to cause them little, or at least no more, inconvenience.

Light rail systems must be reasonably priced if they are to be successful. Our recent transport survey
showed that over 96% of our members chose the private vehicle as their transport mode of choice. Whilst
part of this decision is based on convenience, some of it is based on cost. Fares on public transport have
risen, sometimes in huge leaps, over the past few years and when considering all aspects of a journey, the
business community will often view the car as the cheapest mode of travel. For light rail to be able to
compete, fares must be set at a reasonable level, with options for weekly passes and season tickets.

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

There is no doubt that light rail can form a central part of an integrated transport system. There are many
examples in Greater Manchester where the Metrolink joins up with other forms of public transport. Light
rail provides a link between Manchester Piccadilly and Manchester Victoria heavy rail stations, there are
interchange points with buses in both Piccadilly Gardens and St Peters Square and once phase three is
completed an interchange between heavy rail, light rail, buses and planes will be visible at Manchester
Airport. Outside of the city centre, light rail also connects with the road network with the provision of
parking facilities at many of the stations. There is clearly a longway to go before we can see a fully integrated
transport system but light rail is already demonstrating in Manchester that it will form an integral part of
such a network.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

From the point of view of the business community in Greater Manchester, the main barrier to the
development of light rail is bureaucracy. They see that a decision was taken a number of years ago to extend
the Metrolink network, preparatory work carried out and then the project halted at the final stage. The
private sector fully understand the implications of the cost increases associated with phase three but feel that
more should have been done at an earlier stage to either cap the cost or locate an additional form of funding.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, Such as Increased Investment in Buses

It is widely accepted within the business community that light rail is not the only solution to the area’s
widespread transport problems. During a series of recent focus groups to discuss the Second Local
Transport Plan members put forward a variety of suggestions, both big and small, to help improve the
transport network. In spite of this, the business community do see light rail as the preferred option along
the proposed extension routes.
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As has been previously stated, the majority of the private sector would be happy to travel on light rail but
not on buses. Light rail is viewed as a cleaner, safer and more reliable form of public transport suitable for
business travellers. In addition to this, bus alternatives could not deliver the same benefits as Metrolink.
Buses have limited capacity to cater for demand and would remove fewer car journeys from the system than
Metrolink. Non-user benefits are also significantly higher for Metrolink than for buses.

Conclusions

The business community in Greater Manchester consider that light rail has a definite future in Greater
Manchester. Metrolink is seen as a modern, reliable and eYcient transport system, suitable for one of the
fastest growing areas in the country. Manchester is undergoing a massive renaissance and Metrolink is just
the sort of scheme to complement other regeneration schemes around the conurbation. Numerous areas of
the city-region have been waiting for a long time for light rail to come to them, allowing them to make the
decision to leave their cars behind. Light rail does have the potential to create significant modal shifts and
the private sector hopes that the government will include more light rail schemes in their future plans for
transport around the country.

Sarah Johnson
Transport Policy Executive

February 2005

Memorandum by Bristol Electric Railbus Ltd (LR 37)

THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS IN BRITAIN

I am writing on behalf of this company to make a submission to the Committee on the above subject.

This company has successfully developed and demonstrated a proof-of-concept Ultra Light Rail (ULR)
Tram which operated along Bristol Harbourside for 30 months from May 1998 to October 2000 carrying
over 50,000 paying passengers. Its popularity with the public was confirmed by an independent poll carried
out for the Bristol City Council. As a result a project was included in the current Bristol Local Transport
Plan for an extended ULR public transport service connecting the Harbourside with the City Centre and
with the Long Ashton Park-and-Ride. This project has not materialised because no funds have been
provided for it either by the City Council or the DfT. Some funding was oVered by the EU under the Vivaldi
project but this could not be utilised because nomatching fundingwasmade available by theUKauthorities
concerned.

This company considers that it is uniquely qualified to make the attached submission because of its
investment in developing ULR, which it has done entirely at its own expense without any oYcial help. The
company was set up with the specific purpose of introducing low-cost, zero-emission light rail which would
conform to Government policy pronouncements on the urgent need to introduce zero-emission transport
at an aVordable cost. So far as we are aware no other company in UK has gone to such lengths at its own
expense to meet Government policy requirements.

I would like therefore to request the Committee to give favourable consideration to our wish to give
evidence in person and to answer any technical or other questions the Committee or its advisers may wish
to ask.

The scope for introducing new conventional light rail (CLR) systems, as opposed to ultra light rail (ULR),
in UK and elsewhere, is severely limited by the very high cost of CLR. It now costs between £10 and £15
million per kilometre to install a CLR system, including the heavy conventional vehicles, which are usually
manufactured, mainly overseas, by Siemens, Alstom or Bombardier. It is, however, perfectly possible to
design and build, in this country, light trams which are much more appropriate for the requirements of the
market than conventional trams. This can be done at a much lower cost, both of vehicles and infrastructure,
than the absurdly high cost of the imported systems. A practically designed, home-built ULR system need
not cost more than £1 million, or at the most £2 million, per kilometre, including vehicles. At that cost it
can carry up to 3,000 people an hour in each direction, using a standard 100-passenger vehicle running at
two-minute intervals. There is a massive potential market both here in UK and overseas for this practical
type of aVordable and attractive public transport.

The future for light rail lies not in simply accepting the CLR systems, which are all that is currently on
oVer in the market, but in taking a common-sense, pro-active approach, analysing what the market requires
and then engineering the product to make it available at an aVordable cost. This is what the promoters and
pioneers ofUltra Light Rail (ULR) have done. The result is a systemwhich is designed to replace unpopular,
polluting diesel buses with a more eYcient, zero-emission public transport system, which meets the public’s
requirements within available, realistic budgets. It can be confidently predicted that this kind of light rail
system has the potential, within a relatively short period of time, to replace the diesel bus, simply because
of its much higher level of both energy eYciency and public acceptability.
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As pressure for the introduction of zero-emission public transport remorselessly increases, energy
eYciency is going to become themost crucial factor in determining themode of transport. Themost obvious
solution is fuel cell powered vehicles. But the commercial viability of fuel cell powered vehicles will be
determined by their energy eYciency, since the current high cost of both fuel cells and hydrogen fuel will
need to be reduced to a minimum. The bus will never be able to rival the equivalent tram, because the tram
runs on steel wheels on steel rails and thus uses only one third of the energy that the bus demands. The light
ULR tram will therefore always be more commercially attractive than the equivalent bus, providing that
diesel fuel subsidies are withdrawn and emission restrictions imposed. Once that happens, which it must do
if Government policy is to be put into practice, then the tram will be able to break the current heavily
subsidised monopoly enjoyed by the bus in urban areas.

The high cost of CLR is caused by two characteristics of the system, both of which are avoided by ULR:

1. The vehicles. Conventional trams are, in eVect, railway trains, only slightly adapted to run on roads.
They are excessively heavy, over-engineered and unnecessarily intrusive in pedestrianised areas. What the
public wants and needs is a light tram, which is more like a bus that has been adapted to run on rails. The
capacity of the tram need only be around 100 passengers, plus or minus 50%. Except in very large towns
bus services are able to cope with demand for surface transport using vehicles with this level of capacity or
less. It is more eYcient to have smaller vehicles running frequently, rather than large vehicles running at
longer intervals. The extra cost of the drivers makes a useful contribution to the local economy by creating
local jobs. The depreciation of large, mainly foreign manufactured vehicles, on the other hand, merely
siphons money out of the local economy. Commercial viability will also be improved by a frequent service,
which will attract more passengers and thus increase revenue.

2. Continuous electrification. Both overhead catenary systems and electrified rails are expensive and
obtrusive.Worse than that they require heavy substructure, not only to bear the weight of the tram, but also
to insulate the track in order to guard against stray currents from the continuous electrification. These
factors also make it necessary to displace the underground utilities. The result is to raise the cost of CLR
infrastructure to the present high levels. By incorporating an on-board power source light trams avoid
incurring these costs. By using a hybrid drive train, which takes advantage of on-board power storage,
provided by batteries, flywheels or super-capacitors, the eYciency of the vehicle can be increased
significantly through regenerative braking and the more eYcient use of the power source, whether it be a
diesel or gas engine or a fuel cell.

Despite its popularity, CLR has therefore got very limited prospects, because of its high cost. It will only
begin to be viable where patronage is projected to rise above the level of 3,000 passengers per hour in each
direction. It will then have to compete with underground rail systems, which are probably better suited to
this kind of mass transit on a very large scale.

For surface transport in urban areas the future lies inevitably with ULR. This is because ULR alone can
provide the most eYcient and hence the most commercial mode of transport in which to use fuel cells as the
power source. It is thus the most appropriate solution to the problem of finding a replacement for diesel
buses. Diesel buses will have to be phased out sooner or later as fossil fuel dependence becomes unacceptable
and/or unaVordable and as the need for zero-emission transport becomes mandatory. It makes more sense
therefore to introduce ULR systems sooner rather than later, not least because it would help to save lives
(24,000 people die prematurely every year from transport emissions). It would also free up £360 million of
annual subsidy (currently provided by the DfT for diesel fuel for buses under the so-called Bus Service
Operators Grant) for reallocation to zero-emission public transport.

The claims made for ULR, as described briefly above, have never been disputed but have been
systematically ignored by theGovernment Departments concerned. Instead of commenting on the technical
aspects of ULR, oYcial reaction has been to point out the bureaucratic reasons why they cannot support
ULR, namely that it is not classified as “road transport” and is therefore automatically excluded from
eligibility for any of the grant schemes benefiting buses. As trams are prohibited from running on railways
they do not qualify for rail funding either. Requests for an independent technical assessment to be carried
out by oYcials have so far been ignored. We would welcome an opportunity to answer the Committee’s
questions personally and to submit evidence to technical assessors.

The National Audit OYce, in their report on Light Rail in April 2004 recommended the removal of the
“barriers to innovation in light rail” and the setting up of a DfT/DTI fund to finance demonstrations of
innovative light rail. It is now nearly a year since these recommendations were published, but no action has
been taken. I believe that these recommendations deserve to be treated as a matter of urgency and acted
upon.Meanwhile the arbitrary, unexplained and unjustified refusal of the DfT to classify ULR as either rail
or road transport, eVectively makes this category of public transport ineligible for any form of
Government grant

I attach three papers which are relevant to this subject marked Appendix A, B and C respectively. They
provide more detailed back-up to the claims made above.

James Skinner
Chairman

February 2005
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APPENDIX A

PROPOSED FUEL CELL POWERED ULTRA LIGHT RAIL TRAM

by James Skinner, Bristol Electric Railbus Ltd

Government’s targets for reducing and eliminating toxic pollution, carbon emissions and traYc
congestion in urban areas can only be met by introducing an improved system of public transport to replace
the diesel bus. Such a system needs to have the following characteristics:

1. Zero carbon dioxide and toxic emissions.

2. Popularity with the public, to encourage modal shift from cars.

3. Ability to operate in pedestrianised areas without worrying pedestrians.

4. Low noise levels.

5. AVordability.

The system best able to provide a combination of all these elements is Ultra Light Rail (ULR), using fuel
cell powered light trams.

Zero Emissions

Standard production fuel cells are now suYciently well developed to provide a feasible source for the
power required for a tram. Weight, size and energy density are not such crucial issues for a tram as they are
in designing a car. The duty cycle of a tram can normally be expected to be less demanding and more
predictable than a car or even a bus, so a light tram can benefit from fuel cell technology long before it
becomes commercially or technically practical for cars or buses. Using only existing proven and reliable
technology it is now possible to build a prototype fuel cell powered tram. The existing CUTE fuel cell buses
(three of which are currently running satisfactorily in London on the 25 route) have already shown that fuel
cells are a practical alternative technically, but not commercially (see below under aVordability). The only
emissions from a fuel cell tram will be water. The hydrogen fuel can either be a by-product of existing
industrial activity or produced by electrolysis of water, using electricity from renewable sources.

Popularity

Market studies all over the world have established that the public greatly prefer trams to buses and that
consequently trams, unlike buses, achieve a high degree of success in attracting travellers out of their cars
into public transport. This is confirmed by the greater modal shift achieved by new tram systems replacing
bus systems. A further important confirmation of this popularity is provided by the fact that tram tracks
can raise adjacent property values farmore than a bus route. Introducing fuel cell buses is only commercially
practical if the operator is subsidised by Government, because a fuel cell powered bus appears to the public
to be no diVerent from any other bus but in fact costs very much more. This means that patronage will be
no higher than for a diesel bus and fares will be the same. By introducing a ULR tram, with its low
infrastructure cost, public demand for trams can be met economically, because the energy eYciency of the
tram drastically reduces the size and cost of the fuel cell. The extra cost of the fuel cell can anyway be more
than covered by the savings made on the reduced infrastructure specifications.

Pedestrianisation

City centres need to be made accessible, attractive and free from pollution if the notorious do-nut eVect
is to be avoided—empty centres and suburbs spreading further into the countryside. Pedestrianising central
areas allows shoppers to roam unmolested by cars and buses. This creates a stronger sense of community,
especially in smaller towns, which huge out-of-town shopping estates, surrounded by acres of car parks,
cannot hope to achieve. Towns like Zurich and many others have proved that shoppers do not mind the
predictable path of even large conventional trams in pedestrianised streets, where a bus would be
unacceptable. In smaller towns bus-sized trams can be even less obtrusive. In high-value, heavily populated
central shopping areas like Oxford Street in London a continuous shuttle service can be supplied free to
shoppers, analogous to free elevators in tall buildings, at an aVordably low cost.

Noise

Accelerating internal combustion engines cause intrusively high levels of noise in towns. Fuel cells and
electric motors are virtually soundless. The electrical energy storage system of the tram allows for smooth,
fast, noiseless acceleration. Well-planned routes can minimise wheel noise by avoiding sharp turns. Narrow
gauge tracks of a metre or less can also reduce the minimum turning radius. Well-laid tracks can reduce
wheel noise to very low levels, as demonstrated on many new Continental heavy train routes.
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Affordability

High cost is the principal factor limiting the introduction of trams to replace urban diesel buses. ULR has
been developedwith the specific aimof overcoming this constraint. The reasons why installing and operating
a ULR system costs so much less than a conventional tram and competes in cost with diesel bus systems are
numerous and include:

— Design—ULR vehicles are designed like buses that are adapted to run on rails in the road.
Conventional trams are designed like railway trains, only slightly adapted to run on roads. ULR
trams are thus lighter than conventional trams, with important consequences for the design and
cost of the infrastructure and the drive train of the vehicles.

— Infrastructure—on-board power supply in ULR trams eliminates the need for overhead wires and
thus avoids the need to earth high voltage currents through the rails. The low weight of the ULR
tram requires only light rail, which can be easily moved and replaced by temporary track if sub-
surface work on services needs to be done. This makes it unnecessary to build a deep substructure
or move the services under the road—two of the main causes of the high cost of conventional
trams.

— Energy eYciency—the rolling resistance of steel wheels on steel rails is much less than for rubber
tyres on tarmac road, reducing the energy needed for a tram to one third that of a bus. The energy
requirement is further reduced by the hybrid drive train, whether it be fuel cell/electric or diesel/
gas/electric, which enables the prime energy source to run steadily at optimum level, keeping the
energy storage system charged to meet the energy demand of the vehicle. Regenerative braking is
used to recover energy that would otherwise be wasted and feed it back into the electrical energy
storage system. The consequent reduction in the power specification of the tram brings big savings
both on the cost of the hybrid fuel cell or diesel electric drive train and also on the cost of fuel. Fuel
will become an increasingly significant cost factor with hydrogen and also with fossil fuels as prices
increase and Government diesel fuel subsidy for buses (currently £360 million pa) is phased out.

— Durability—the normal life of a tram is 30! years compared with 8–13 years for a bus. This
reduces the amortisation cost dramatically.

— Patronage—the popularity of trams leads to higher patronage levels and increased revenue.

— Permanence—tram tracks laid in the road demonstrate a commitment by the local authority to
long-term operation of a reliable, comfortable and attractive public transport service. The
importance of this commitment is reflected in the uplift in land values for properties adjacent to
newly installed tram routes. New tram systems can be funded by capturing this uplift in value for
the public benefit.

In their report on light rail, published in April 2004, the National Audit OYce recommended that grant
funding should be made available for innovative forms of light rail, which are currently excluded from the
many Government new vehicle grant schemes for buses for no apparent reason. The development, testing
and demonstration of a fuel cell powered Ultra Light Rail tram should be given the highest possible priority
as it oVers the prospect of meeting Government’s environmental transport targets at an aVordable cost.

February 2005

APPENDIX B

A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO REDUCING FUEL CELL COSTS

Introducing Fuel Cells to the Commercial Public Transport Market

Fuel cells are now recognised as the key technology in the process of weaning the modern world from its
dependence on fossil fuels and leading it into a new age of hydrogen energy. The principal obstacle still to
be overcome is the high cost of fuel cells. In transport, for example, one kilowatt from a fuel cell costs $3,000,
compared with $30 per kilowatt for an internal combustion engine. Somehow a reduction of two orders of
magnitude has to be achieved if fuel cells are to compete with alternatives in the commercial market for
transport.

There are two complementary approaches to achieving this reduction. The first and most obvious is to
increase the eYciency of the fuel cell in producing electricity from hydrogen. But producing electricity is not
an end in itself. It is rather ameans to enable us to achieve our end objectives of providing people with useful
services such as heat, light and mobility. The cost of mobility can therefore be reduced just as much by
increasing the energy eYciency of the system in which the fuel cell is used, as by increasing the eYciency of
the fuel cell itself.

Ultra Light Rail is a transport system designed to eliminate the two orders of magnitude gap between the
fuel cell and the internal combustion engine. The first step is to increase the eYciency of the vehicle system
in which the fuel cell is used. This can be done in a number of ways but the most dramatic “step change” in
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energy eYciency can be achieved by using a vehicle running with steel wheels on steel rails. This immediately
reduces the energy requirement by a factor of three, since the lower rolling resistance allows a tram to use
only one third of the energy required by a similar sized bus.

Further cost reductions in the vehicle system can be achieved by introducing an on-board energy storage
system in a hybrid electric drive train, similar, in principle, to that used in the Toyota Prius and other cars
and even in some buses. This makes possible a lower rating for the prime on-board power source which is
required only to run at its optimum level, in order to keep the energy storage system topped up. It also allows
for the energy from braking to be recaptured and used, rather than dissipated in heat vented to the
atmosphere. Still more eYciency can be introduced by integrating the electric motors into the wheels. The
overall weight of the vehicle can be reduced by each of these innovations whilst the body itself can be
manufactured from carbon fibre composite materials in a monocoque form. The whole process, using
standard proven technology, creates a spiralling cost reduction, resulting from each innovative feature.

Using only some of these features, recent practical test work carried out, with support from a Carbon
Trust grant, has shown that a 25 kilowatt fuel cell would be suYcient to power a light tram with similar
capacity to the fuel cell buses currently running in London under the EU’s CUTE programme. These buses
are doing an invaluable job in demonstrating to the public that fuel cells are no diVerent to internal
combustion engines in performance and safety. However, the buses themselves are grossly ineYcient in
commercial terms, costing, as they do, more than five times as much as a similar diesel bus and requiring
250 kilowatts fuel cell to operate them. The next logical step in commercialising the operation of fuel cell
powered public transport vehicles must therefore be to integrate the fuel cell into an energy eYcient tram.
This will eliminate one order of magnitude in the cost diVerential.

Eliminating the second order of magnitude involves engineering down the cost of the transport system
within which the vehicle operates. Conventional trams are, in eVect, railway trains only slightly adapted to
run on roads. Using overhead continuous electrification they have to earth the current through the rails.
This necessitates underground insulation and removal of utility services from under their path. The excessive
weight of the trams, together with their insulation needs, means that heavy rails and a massive substructure
are required.Ultra LightRail, using bus-type vehicles adapted to run on rails, does awaywith this needlessly
expensive infrastructure. A further significant cost saving arises from the superior durability of trams which
normally have a life of 30! years as compared with 8–13 for buses. This has environmental advantages as
well as sharply reducing the amortisation cost of operating trams as opposed to buses.

Installing an on-board power source allows the ULR system to eliminate continuous overhead
electrification and the insulation that goes with it. The reduced weight of the tram means that light rail can
be used, which is easy and relatively cheap to install and also to move when road excavations are necessary
to service utilities, which do not need to be moved. Light temporary track can easily be laid for diversions.

ULR is designed to be the natural, zero-emission, next-generation successor to the diesel bus. The
passenger capacity of the trams is therefore designed to be similar to the standard city buses currently in
operation all over the world. Rather than increase the size, weight and obtrusiveness of the public transport
vehicle it is often preferable to use vehicles with a passenger capacity of around 100 people, plus or minus
50%. As pedestrianised areas are extended in city centres less obtrusive, pedestrian-friendly trams will
increasingly be in demand. Passenger capacity can most easily be increased, with maximum flexibility, by
increasing the frequency of the service, which is not a problem on a tram track. A 100 passenger tram every
three minutes is more convenient and popular than a 200 passenger tram every six minutes. The extra driver
cost provides additional employment and contributes more to the local economy than amortising heavier
hardware.

All these features, which diVerentiate ULR from conventional tram systems, result in massive savings in
infrastructure costs. Typically a ULR system can be installed at a cost of around £1 million per kilometre
as compared with £10 to £15 million per kilometre for a conventional heavy tram system. This eliminates
the second order of magnitude and delivers a public transport system which is non-polluting, popular and
low-cost.

Light, zero-emission trams with on-board power generation can be used under cover, inside buildings
such as stations and shopping malls, where buses cannot penetrate. A major advantage in planning to
replace buses with light trams is that it does not involve persuading the public to accept a new unpopular
transport system with which they are not familiar. On the contrary the reverse is true, as trams are
universally more popular with the public than buses, as market studies around the world have shown. This
popularity is conducive to higher levels of modal shift as people are more willing to leave their cars behind
and travel on the tram system. This in turn has a positive knock-on eVect on property values, which can be
used to facilitate the funding of city regeneration projects.

ULR is designed to bridge the current cost gap between internal combustion engines and fuel cells by
using standard production fuel cells more eYciently, rather than waiting for fuel cell prices to come down.
However, as they do come down these systems will simply become still more economical.

James Skinner

October 2004
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APPENDIX C

SUSTRACO

Ultra Light Rail (ULR)

Ten reasons why introducingULR, using the newULRVehicles, will make it possible to transform public
transport by replacing the old-fashioned, fossil-fuel-powered road buses in town centres and suburbs all
over the UK and overseas, as it is:

Healthy

24,000 people die prematurely from traYc fumes in the UK each year—nearly seven times as many as die
in road accidents. ULR vehicles are low or zero-emission vehicles.

Energy-Efficient

Any vehicle with steel wheels running on steel rails uses only about 30% of the energy that a similar vehicle
with rubber tyres running on a tarmac road would use. ULR vehicles, assisted by energy storage and
regenerative braking, are three to four times more energy-eYcient than an ordinary road bus.

Safe

A vehicle running along tracks has a predictable path and is easy to avoid.

Low-Cost

ULR vehicle capital costs are comparable to a road bus but the vehicles last longer. New infrastructure
costs less than a tarmac road, guided busway or conventional tramway.

Economical

Operating an ULR system costs no more than a road bus per passenger-mile, because of low energy
consumption and low maintenance vehicles and track.

Flexible

ULR systems can be installed on or beside existing roads on new or existing rail of any gauge. It is
relatively simple and inexpensive to lift and re-lay the rails, should access to services or a change of public
transport route be required.

Attractive

With no overhead wires or pantograph, ULR is unobtrusive and can be designed stylishly to enhance the
appearance of towns both old and new.

Passenger-Friendly

Public preference for riding on rail vehicles, rather than on buses, has been proven all over the world. The
ULR vehicles provide easy access for the disabled and can tempt people out of their cars.

Pedestrian-Friendly

ULR is the only public transport system compatible with operating in pedestrianised areas as it is not
perceived as threatening pedestrian safety.

Versatile

Without any overhead wires or electrified rails and with no emissions the ULR can operate equally well
in the open or inside covered areas, airports, exhibition halls or shopping centres. The same ULR system
and infrastructure can be used for transport of freight and municipal waste outside normal passenger
operating hours.

February 2005
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Memorandum by JPM Parry & Associates Ltd (LR 38)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN
TRAMS IN BRITAIN

Your Transport Select Committee has decided to examine the future prospects for light rail in Britain
due to reports of disappointing financial performance of existing services and rising cost estimates of several
proposed systems. I understand that the Committee will look at examples of bus-based alternatives to assess
whether they can provide an acceptable alternative.

JPM Parry & Associates Ltd (JPA) are “interested parties” having in the 1980s investigated making an
investment in development of a public transport technology and concluded at that time that there was
considerable scope for innovation in the “streetcar” or “tram” mode. This has resulted in £2 million of
market development and R&D investment mainly by associate firms including specially formed
independently-owned licensee companies, Parry PeopleMovers Ltd (PPM),Holdfast Carpet Track Ltd and
Pre Metro Operations Ltd (PMOL) and a customer, Bristol Electric Railbus Ltd.

JPA was formed with the encouragement of friends and colleagues in 1973. At the time a personal
conviction which I held (and still do) was that the people who are among the best placed to understand the
key technical issues behind investment decisions were those in professional services such as civil engineering,
architecture and business consulting, and in universities—but in-built into the motivations of these people,
the best and brightest of the technologists concerned, were serious flaws. All these professionals are keen to
demonstrate absence of “conflicts of interest” so they are careful that any advice they provide cannot be
connected with any financial gain derived from other interests (such as would occur if an equipment supplier
or contractor were favoured as a result of the advice). But these are not the things which most endanger
achievement of best practice in the implementation of schemes. Inherent among the diYculties currently
aVecting the promotion of light rail schemes is that every stage of the process is subject to the influence of
organisations and individuals many of whose interests are vested in actually prolonging the process. These
are the professionals who are paid to undertake the preparatory work. The longer it can be dragged out, the
greater accumulation of their fees.

Just as the railway legislation of the 1990s opened up an Aladdin’s Cave of riches for professionals
including legal firms, the 1992 Transport and Works Act, instead of simplifying the process of achieving
approval for schemes, has been seized upon by the industry professionals and their counterparts on the local
authority side as profitable and career-building work: the more elaborate and time consuming, the better.

The mushrooming of professional activity has both slowed the progress and greatly added to the cost of
implementing conventional light rail schemes. It has also increased the diYculties of introducing technical
innovations aimed at saving costs. Professionals stand to earn far more money working on elaborate
projects than on simple ones, so why encourage any plain and straightforward initiative?

Central government has reacted by treating the growing cost of implementing schemes as inherent to the
engineering nature of the tram mode rather than as something artificially imposed upon it. This error has
in part been redressed by the House of Commons select committee’s own enquiries into practices in certain
European countries where the preparation procedures were noted to be very much simpler and quicker. The
National Audit OYce’s report of April 2004 has thrown further light on this subject and has given some
attention to “barriers to innovation”. I will revert to the significance of this in the final section of this
submission.

In the select committee’s current investigation it is giving attention to whether bus services, the setting up
of which are subject to far less regulation than tram services, can achieve equivalent benefits. The summary
which follows reviews the key diVerences between buses and trams from the perspective of the operator, the
transport user and the non-user who experiences the “externalities”: the impact of the service in operation.

The advantage of a bus service is that it generally makes use of an asset which is already there: the public
road. The perceived disadvantage to all parties associated with this service is that, because buses continually
have to stop to pick up and set down passengers, the occupants of private cars complete the same journey
more smoothly and quickly. If no special provision is made, buses have to fight their way back into the run
of traYc. The more aggressively the driver behaves, the more likely he is to maintain his schedule. Where
drivers are highly incentivised (as in some third world countries) buses are driven in a frantic manner and
are a principal contributor to the high death toll on the roads. In Britain bus drivers just have to cope with
stress and the annoyance of other drivers.

Highway engineers in Britain have implemented measures which improve the ability of buses to re-enter
the traYc, in some cases making it impossible for cars to pass a stopped bus and an assortment of bus lanes
and “guideways” have given buses near exclusive use of parts of the road. While improving the situation
from the perspective of the bus operator and user, this in eVect involves the bus service in a major capital
investment, paid for in the case of a purpose-built guideway or simply handing over at no cost to the bus
operator half of a valuable two-lane highway. The members of the public who cannot or will not use bus
services and go by private car instead, frequently becomes antagonistic towards bus prioritisationmeasures.
In the case of bus lanes, special markings and cameras have to be used, backed by the police and the courts
to deter motorists from trying to drive along what used to be “their” road. Meanwhile clashes between car
and bus drivers pulling out from stops are common.
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The situation with trams seems to be diVerent. In places where trams share the road space, cars tend to
clear the way ahead of them without the need for cameras or special policing. Similarly once a new tram
system becomes familiar to motorists, conflicts and accidents where the two types of vehicles share the same
road space are quite rare. During its investigations, I would wish your committee to find time to review the
following observations all of which I believe to be fair and reasonable. Where there is any doubt it should
be straightforward to commission simple independently-conducted surveys of attitudes or behaviour if this
information does not exist. Similarly data regarding occupancy and cost factors should be immediately to
hand.

Operator Experience

— Trams can maintain service schedules better than buses;

— Average tram speeds are higher than for equivalent bus services leading to better utilisation of
vehicles and crews with more trips in the time available;

— OV-peak, middle of the day, occupancy of trams is higher than buses due to shorter journey times;

— Tram crews feel “safer” than bus crews being much less likely to be involved in accidents and
conflicts with other road users. They also feel less “on their own” and better supported by the
system management;

— Possibly due to less stressful work or greater prestige, recruitment of tram drivers is less diYcult
than of bus drivers;

— StaV turnover among tram crews is lower than on buses implying better job satisfaction and
reduced need for training of fresh personnel;

— Wear and tear of vehicles is less with trams than buses because of the lower accident incidence and
less need to replace worn running gear items such as tyres and steering mechanisms.

Passenger Experience

— Passengers on public transport vehicles value level access and close boarding. Trams, being guided
by rails, reliably arrive close alongside kerbs and platforms. For buses to do so requires driver
diligence and skill and the absence of inconveniently parked vehicles. Bus passengers, including
the less able-bodied, often have to cross over a large gap when the driver fails to pull in close to
the kerb;

— Buses manoeuvring in traYc frequently swerve and brake sharply to the discomfort of passengers.
Whenmoving about inside the vehicles having just boarded or prior to arrival at stops, passengers
feel at risk of falling over and sometimes do;

— Being more predictable of journey times, tram services allow passengers to calculate their arrival
times more accurately than when travelling by bus;

— Aswith the crew, passengers on trams feel better supported and protected by the system thanwhen
travelling by bus;

— The large signage and distinctive features of tram stops help passengers to know where they are,
whereas the restricted space available at bus stops make it harder to provide features which
distinguish one from another;

— Some passengers regard not using the seats provided but being able to stand for short journeys as
a positive advantage. Such is the steadiness and predictable ride of trams standing is not stressful,
whereas on a bus it can require strength and endurance.

Non-User Experience

— Though the design of diesel buses has improved of late, the noise and emissions are still noticeably
greater than from trams;

— In traYc-calmed and pedestrianised zones, the incursion of a bus increases the sense of
vulnerability of pedestrians and cyclists. Trams have their route clearly designated by the rails and
“swept path” markings and are not perceived as threatening;

— Though denied by one survey in Croydon, the property industry generally judge the proximity to
a rail service either train or tram to be a positive factor in the valuation of houses. The presence
or absence of a bus route is not seen as such a significant factor.

The “barriers” factor is the onewhich exercises our companymost of all. ParryAssociates and its licensees
and the first customer are recognised as pioneers and the source ofmany of the fresh ideas whichmay change
the way that future tramways are built and operate. However, the climate for innovation could hardly have
been more hostile:
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Approvals for Trial Operation

— For some four years now, PPM Ltd has been attempting to put its 50-passenger, tram-type railcar
into trial operation for one year on Sundays only on the simplest branch of the Network Rail
system: the Stourbridge Junction to Stourbridge Town line;

— This trial is important as it will demonstrate the ability of light rail technologies to operate on what
are currently “heavy rail” routes to provide better services at lower cost, fully in line with the
Government’s transport policy and in particular with the Community Rail Development Strategy;

— There exist no mechanisms which allow the straightforward implementation of innovative
technologies on to the UK rail network, even on a branch line that is just three-quarters of a mile
long with a 20 mphmaximum speed limit and on which only one train is ever permitted at any one
time. The logical way to approach this challenge would be to assess the overall risk of operation
for the 50-odd days of the trial and approve (or reject) the proposed scheme on this basis. Instead—
and after several changes of mind by the rail authorities concerning how the approvals can be
processed—PPM and PMOL are currently working their way through some 1,358 individual
clauses in 35 separate railway group standards to obtain design approval, with more requirements
related tomaintenance of the vehicle. This is the start of a three-stage process to obtain engineering
acceptance of a single vehicle. If the PPM vehicle had been a bus it could have been in service for
three years already;

— Similar diYculties relate to access to the infrastructure. Despite the fact that there is no other
service running on the branch on Sundays (in actual fact, there is currently no rail service at all
due to industrial relations at Central Trains), a full Track Access Agreement is insisted upon;

— Despite the urgings from bothCentro and the SRA, the process of approving the Stourbridge Trial
has already taken four years. The transport industry has been unable to suggest alternative means
of achieving the trial service and it has been PPM and PMOLwho have spearheaded eVorts to find
a way through the approvals jungle.

Funding the Development

— The protracted process of obtaining permission to operate the vehicle at Stourbridge has caused
PPM and PMOL to incur continued costs without compensating revenue which has put in
jeopardy the whole project. Only the support of PPM’s private shareholders and some
proportionately far smaller grants from Centro and the SRA have kept the project alive;

— The main beneficiary of aVordable urban and rural transport will be the public sector, which will
see lower subsidy requirements resulting from falling costs and rising revenues, while maintaining
or improving the social and economic benefits of good public transport.However, the public sector
has failed to provide the resources to bring forward the developments at a reasonable pace. And
there is the bizarre situation of the Energy Saving Trust and Foresight Vehicle Programme being
prevented from funding rail R&D (while they are permitted to support the inherently less energy
eYcient road mode), and from an unwillingness by the DTI to support new developments related
to PPM as previous funding has not shown a commercial return;

— This lack of public sector commitment to remove barriers and provide support could have brought
about complete extinction of the innovative light rail sector in recent years, despite its potentially
great benefits for theUKas awhole, both in terms of reducing the cost of the provision of transport
and in terms of a new exporting industry. A rare degree of determination by the innovative light
rail promoters has sustained the technical development but this should not be taken for granted.

Securing and Retaining Suitable Partners

— In order to commercialise these developments, PPMmust create partnerships with firms that have
the technical standing and engineering capacity required by the markets;

— However, because the response by the public sector has been so feeble it is diYcult to sustain the
interest of these firms and promising partnerships have fallen by the wayside;

— This has inevitably put the putative innovative light rail sector in a Catch-22 situation, unable to
attract the market without the support of credible partners, yet unable to attract partners without
the support of the market (which is crucially aVected by public sector response which controls the
access to the market);

— Our partners in the Holdfast Carpet Track venture, the highly successful firm HoldFast Level
Crossings Ltd, were willing to enter the light rail sector with a transfer of technology from level
crossings to tramways. However, the lack of encouragement given to the venture has resulted in
these valuable collaborators raising questions when they see numerous projects discussed but none
providing the opportunity to try out the technology which stays gathering dust on the drawing
board. This despite the potential of the Carpet Track product to significantly reduce both the
technical diYculties of building tramways and the legal and planning work required;
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— PPM Ltd has been unable to sustain the initial interest of industrial firms in vehicle development
and construction for similar reasons, and on three occasions needed to seek out fresh partners.

Conclusion

The loss to the nation from all of the foot-dragging is best measured in terms of time. Much of today’s
transport scene was anticipated in the exercise of Technology Foresight which ran initially from 1993-1996.
The report of the Transport Panel, ISBN 0-11-430116-6 anticipated the importance of what is now
commonplace; hybrid vehicles, smart card ticketing, Clear Zones, access control technologies and the
oYcially encouragement of inter-firm collaboration between automotivemanufacturers. In a footnote in the
transport report are the words from a conference paper presented in 1994, “there appears to be an
unaddressed need in the light rail market; the capital cost of conventional Metro/Supertram systems limits
them to urban areas which have large populations and high density movement corridors. A new lighter,
cheaper mode is needed for all those towns which cannot meet the requirements for a supertram but which
still have problems to solve in their centres”.

Britain has over 100 such urban areas where, for instance the municipal centres, commercial centres and
principal transport hubs are located beyond convenient walking distance from each other, where a light
tramway systemwould be ideal. The same issue was brought right up to date 10 years later on 10 November
2004 when the Permanent Secretary of the DfT, David Rowlands, was being questioned by the House of
Commons Public Accounts Committee about the criticisms in the NAO report. He pledged to begin to put
right the previous failure to try out innovations in light rail which might deal with the needs of smaller towns
and cities.

Ten years is an awful long time for the penny to drop!

John Parry MBE
Chairman

February 2005

Memorandum by Victor Korzeniewicz Esq (LR 39)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. A little bit about myself. I am a time served train driver and been in the footplate line of promotion
for over 27 years, having worked my entire career between Newton Heath andManchester Victoria. I have
also been a resident of Manchester all my life.

2. I wish to submit the following evidence to the committee on the above subject in relation to Greater
Manchester’s light rail network. I stand firmly in the no camp to the conversion of heavy rail routes into
light rail but advocate the use of trams as an alternative to the bus.

3. Here are some quoted facts about Metrolink.

4. Door-to-door journey times.

5. Headway times.

6. Capacity of vehicles.

7. Figures for predicted use.

8. All these have been manipulated to promote light rail and are misleading statements. Spin and
propaganda continue to hide true facts. How can door-to-door journey timings have improved when the
two original routes existed formerly as heavy rail lines? The service timings have not improved and all the
stops in the city centre are in close proximity to the original heavy rail stations at Piccadilly, Oxford Road
and Deansgate. The improvement in some instances can be measured in seconds rather than minutes even
the Bury line terminating at Victoria was within easy walking distance of all city centre stops so while not
factually incorrect a very misleading statement that seems to bark rather than bite.

9. Headway time is total fabrication. Peak period services from Bury and Altrincham in heavy rail days
had six-minute frequencies.With antiquated signalling at Shaw the Oldham loop has, wait for it; six-minute
headway time with the exception of the single line section between Shaw and Rochdale, so absolutely no
improvement here as even the proposed light rail service beyond Shaw will be at twelve minute intervals.

10. Turning to vehicles capacity, having been invited to speak at a public inquiry held by the RPC in
Oldham I received documentation supplied by GMPTE as evidence for the closure of three stations on the
Oldham loop and conversion to light rail. Part of this evidence revolved around capacity of light rail vehicles
opposed to heavy rail Pacers that operate the route. Figures for the Pacer, 122 seating and 28 standing,
figures for a phase 3 set 80 seating and 120 standing. Unfortunately who ever wrote this forgot to mention
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the figures relating to the Pacer refer to the passenger charter on travel, PTE regions are exempt from this
obligation and peak period services in Greater Manchester served by Pacers exceed the quoted figure on
every line. I have had instanceswhen driving fromHuddersfieldwhen the previous service has been cancelled
where over 300 passengers have had to cram into a Pacer. The figure given for a LRT unit are based on four
people standing crammed into a square metre and is a total capacity that you could not cram any more in.

11. Lastly the bullet point, figures for predicted use, is extremely controversial. In the same document
submitted by GMPTE figures on journeys made on the Oldham loop show that 870,000 trips were made in
a year. Conversion to LRT will result in an 11-fold increase to an estimated 10 million!

12. What constitutes light rail and what constitutes trams? Well to my way of thinking light rail is a poor
man’s heavy rail alternative whereas trams represent a step up from road transport.

13. If you assess the conversion of the two primary routes inGreaterManchester, that of Altrincham and
Bury you see some glaring mistakes have been built in. Signalling in particular has precluded any
opportunity of joint running with heavy rail due to incompatibility. The height of the contact wire on the
route to Bury is too low to allow heavy rail locomotives to access the system to deliver the construction
materials essential to keep a railway going. The system also suVers from the same problem as the Southern
region as power supply in inadequate to allow doubling up ofmore than one service during peak frequencies,
leading to chronic overcrowding at peak periods. Short lengths of rail on the former heavy rail sections are
labour intensive and require high levels of maintenance. Point work has been converted to light rail
standards. Curves on the city sections are to restrictive leading to excessive wear rates due to distance
between bogies being that of heavy rail vehicles. In 10 years time GMPTE will be coming back cap in hand
for another hand out to fund essential engineering work. The same amount of investment in heavy rail will
last for 25 years or more dependent on intensity of use.

14. If phase 3 were to be implemented the result on weekdays in city centreManchester, according to the
statistics provided, services leaving at three minute intervals from stops would lead to severe overcrowding
on the platforms as passengers jostle to board and alight services. Leading in turn to a request for further
investment as the infrastructure cannot cope with the envisaged demand the vehicles having to stop in a
specific place to accommodate wheel chairs that is if someone in a wheel chair can get on the platform in
the first place.

15. One of the main contributions to the exceptionally high cost of phase 3 is infrastructure. Flyovers,
dive-unders, to segregate light rail from heavy rail, road running, platforms and signalling, having to link
rail to bus stations rather that bus stations linking into rail, have all contributed to inflating costs. The
concept was for a cheaper alternative to heavy rail it has now proved more expensive as you have to run in
two formats that of rail and road. Even on road sections the signalling is unique to light rail incurring further
cost. If heavy rail signalling had been retained on rail sections and traYc lights for road running huge savings
could have been made, as oV the shelf equipment is readily available.

16. Turning to why phase 1 of Metrolink has been so successful is based in the history of the two routes.
Bury to Manchester serves three of the biggest districts in the Borough of Bury, RadcliVe, Whitefield and
Prestwich but more importantly it runs almost in a straight line from Bury to Manchester splitting all the
districts in half. Coincidence, no this is by design: urban spread in the early part of 20th century dictated
and led the policy of the route. A well thought out policy that included public transport to allow commuting
to take place. The Altrincham section mirrors this policy. Running through the Borough of TraVord and
the three districts of TraVord, Stretford and Sale, development continued into the 1930’s and here lies the
real reason for the routes success.

17. On phase 1 services, peak period demand has reached saturation point. A victim of its own success,
it is impossible to provide more capacity due to the shortcomings of the network and the vehicles. The main
improvement that has seen journey figures improve has been in oV peak demand. But as most car journeys
take place during peak period it has yet again failed to curb car commuting in the region.

18. Looking at the two most successful LRT systems you see that they serve two isolated areas that
require short journeys, less than 10 miles but have high patronage. Docklands Light Rail has been built
around Canary Warf and the business generated in the area. Built as part of the complex and designed to
attract use and maximise land for property, rather than roads taking valuable space and the parking that
would be required. An excellent model to adopt as it fully integrates with other forms of public transport,
heavy rail, the tube and an airport. In Newcastle a diVerent approach was required.

19. In the Tyne and Wear region industry was in decline leaving the local services isolated and in decline
due to the loss of workers travelling. So in the 80s amakeover of the suburban networkwas urgently needed.
Resulting in a segregated system, electrified, and serving major residential areas, resulted in turning around
the fortune of rail travel. The heavy rail routes that run through Newcastle can highlight large diVerences
with the Tyne and Wear region than that of other parts of the country. Sparsely populated areas surround
the region; north the railway runs to Edinburgh through Berwick-upon-Tweed some 67 miles north of
Newcastle and a smattering of small towns. West of Newcastle is similar; the route runs 61 miles to Carlisle
with only Hexham of any note. East the line runs through Sunderland, Hartlepool to Middlesbrough 47
miles away. South again no major conurbations exist only those of a moderate size Durham, Darlington,
and York, 80 miles from Newcastle.
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20. Contrast could not be greater around Manchester. Greater Manchester’s population is 2.6 million,
within a 25 mile radius this figure goes up to almost 5 million, within a 50 mile radius this goes up to almost
15 million, an exceptionally heavily populated area, reflected in car journey figures, the highest outside of
Greater London and Manchester’s airport the busiest outside of London. A dire situation exists that if
GMPTE persist in their policy and strategy of isolating rail networks around Manchester more moderate
distance journeys will take place in cars. The reason for this is simple, heavy rail policy in Manchester has
revolved aroundManchester Piccadilly as the primary station and diverting services away fromManchester
Victoria leading to chronic congestion at Piccadilly. Unlike Newcastle Manchester has 11 primary routes
radiating from its axis, some of which dissect into secondary routes eg Bolton to Blackburn,Wigan toKirby.
Poor reliability has resulted; no attempt to improve timings on moderate distance trains has taken place. It
takes longer to travel from Newcastle to Manchester by rail than it does from Newcastle to London; I
envisage an airline one day soon, requesting to fly from Manchester to Newcastle because demand exists.
The scenario has already occurred in Liverpool, where short haul flights have been proposed to Glasgow
and Edinburgh solely because no realistic alternative exists in the rail sphere.

21. What you say has this got to do with Light Rail, well in Manchester a great deal. The route out to
Altrincham in particular was a big loss to flexibility in the heavy rail network. Why? The answer lies in the
ability to divert trains and have alternatives to reduce dependency on one route. If the Altrincham section
had remained a heavy rail route the option to have a western spur into the airport would be viable due to
the conurbations on the route generating demand. Sunday engineering work on the current route out to the
airport precludes the use of trains and the alternative is buses, if the line through Altrincham had existed,
services could have been diverted. Another potential would have existed in joining the local service with the
route out through Heald Green giving a circular service through Piccadilly.

22. Are the costs that inhibitive tomodernise heavy rail services?Well actually no. Evidence suggests that
with a modicum of investment on heavy rail routes it can instil confidence and encourage use. Outside of
London this can be seen inWestYorkshire with the electrification of the routes fromLeeds to Skipton, Ilkley
and Bradford. From a run down dilapidated railway with low speeds and class 141 Pacers to 90mph track,
modern class 333, four coach electric units, people have returned in their droves to travel on the services
provided. Birmingham has had a similar experience with its Cross City link from Litchfield to Redditch.

23. One of themain diVerences that can be evaluated between light rail units on theMetrolink as opposed
to heavy rail class 333 units working inWest Yorkshire was when the class 333 units were ordered they were
built as 3 car units. Due to demand a forth trailer car order was made by WYPTE and the coaches inserted
into the original sets to turn them into 4 car trains. The power output of the class 333 more than adequate
to deal with the extra weight, unlike the Metrolink units.

24. The line to Bury severed any hope of expansion. Having built a new station to interact with the bus
station in the town centre the opportunity to serve districts north of Bury were greatly reduced and the track
bed that ran east to west from Rochdale to Bolton was breached. Had the bus station been moved to the
site of the former rail station at Bury Bolton Street the position would have been radically diVerent, former
lines to Holcombe Brook and Rawtenstall were expansion possibilities, certainly the Holcombe Brook line
had serious potential to generate demand.

25. GMPTE having discarded heavy rail as an option has starved the system of funding and have
persistently looked for cost savings to take place. This has taken its toll; most commuter-defined routes are
in appalling condition. Two routes that I work over regularly the Atherton line fromManchester to Wigan
and the Oldham loop have suVered decades of meagre investment. Simple solutions to encourage passenger
growth have been spurned especially on the Oldham loop. Poor park and ride facilities at OldhamMumps
and Shaw, none at Rochdale. Failure to integrate bus services with a turning circle at Oldham Mumps or
a shuttle bus to connect to the town centre; the same position exists in Rochdale.

26. Proposals to convert the Oldham loop to LRT have failed to advise on the lack of potential to serve
Rochdale and Oldham. Figures are given on population of the two boroughs but do not highlight the
geography in relation to where the concentration of the populous is. Rochdale will never generate the
predicted figures as the main bulk of the inhabitants live to the south of the town centre. To travel to
Manchester city centre the residents of the districts of Heywood and Middleton will continue to use the
roads, to go into Rochdale to travel onMetrolink would double their journey times. Rochdale town centre,
Littleborough, Smithy Bridge, Castleton and Mills Hill are all served by the heavy rail route from Leeds to
Manchester Victoria, the running time from Rochdale to Manchester Victoria non-stop is 16 minutes this
includes twominutes recovery time so the real time is 14minutes. No one in his or her right mind commuting
fromRochdale will ever useMetrolink. As for Shaw the price hike and the increase in journey times will see
commuters turning their backs and looking to use the car but may generate more oV peak travel, but as the
aim is to try to ease peak period use of the car to ease congestion, it will fail in its objective. Oldham has a
similar problem to Rochdale. Royton, Chadderton, Lees and Greenfield do not sit on the proposed route
and cannot be counted on to generate use. Failsworth is the only station to be used on a regular basis by
residents but will cost a fortune to bring up to a standard fit for use as it contravenes all aspects of the
disability discrimination bill.
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27. Even the route proposal out to Ashton-under-Lyne has far cheaper alternatives. Ashton already has
a heavy rail station that serves the town well and peak and oV peak patronage is good with a journey time
of 10 minutes there is absolutely no way these people will transfer to Metrolink. A heavy rail station could
be built on the same stretch of railway to serve Droylsden, so long as capacity on services is increased, as
they are extremely heavily loaded at peak periods on this route. As for the City of Manchester stadium
diverting Marple services into Manchester Victoria and providing a station on the Beswick line would
resolve this issue. The rest of the route has always been served well by buses.

28. Having attended fringe meeting in Manchester Town Hall of the 1 February 2005 on the future
sustainability of heavy rail in the North West, I was extremely disappointed at the lack of understanding
from the speakers in particular Roger Jones the chair of GMPTA was quite literally out of his depth. An
extremely weak understanding of heavy rail is highlighted by the continued policy of GMPTE, leading to
decisions being made on his behalf by the GMPTE. Everywhere around the country rail use has increased
with the exception of Greater Manchester, indeed to improve the position of light rail within Greater
Manchester some Greater Manchester heavy rail sponsored services have been cut in the winter 2004
timetable. I can only assume, but I see the real reason for this act is to reduce overall funding for heavy rail
to divert the funding to the light rail project. When the meeting had finished I approached Chris Mulligan
theDirectorGeneral ofGMPTEand raised some points, whywill you not advocate an underground system,
he sighed and replied, “very expensive”, we did a survey and found that people prefer overground stations
and feel underground stations are intimidating and insecure. London underground daily passenger figures,
3 million journeys made each week day, dear oh dear Mr Mulligan is that the best you can do, six working
days on the tube equate to an entire years travel on Manchester’s Metrolink. How expensive can it be?
Looking at the cost of the Channel Tunnel rail link section 2, 23 miles of tunnels, on top of all the other
development required, cost £5.4 billion. Cost for phase 3 of Metrolink almost £1 billion. I do not see how
costs can be that excessive. Risk assessment in the generation that an underground loopwithin the city centre
could bring as opposed to the continued desertion of companies especially in the banking and insurance
sectors as well as the out of town TraVord Shopping Centre. Confidence would return to a vibrant regional
centre, a loop could incorporate the commuting routes that link into Manchester, reducing the demands
placed on sections of railway around Piccadilly and Victoria. The proposals set out by the GMPTE to
improve the heavy rail network and the cost of phase 3, I consider, would come near to the figure required
for such a project. Poor policy continues to blight rail travel. Get real Mr Mulligan!

29. One of the main reasons for advocating trams to replace buses is the road out of Manchester to
Withington and Didsbury. The busiest bus route in Europe subjected to wave after wave of buses all in
opposition to one another the scene is chaotic. It is a linear route, in that I mean it runs directly out of the
city centre with no deviation and ergo is suitable for conversion to tram. Here is one route that is crying out
for some form of alternative to calm things down and reduce localised air pollution, noise pollution and
vibration from the road traYc to acceptable levels, as it passes the main hospital for Manchester, the MRI,
as well as the main cancer hospital for the region, Christies in Withington. Even the services that deviate
from the route could be converted to electric propulsion by bring back trolley buses. By doing this the
opportunity for transport solutions for journeys will radically improve and be made easier, as the person
no longer has to look for bus numbers and anyone coming from further afield can be directed to the service.

30. Leigh, Tyldesley, Worsley, Little Lever, Heywood, Middleton, Partington, all have two things in
common they are all in Greater Manchester but more importantly they all lost their railway connections in
the 1968 cull. Here lies one of the reasons why rail travel performs so badly in Greater Manchester. The
pockets of population not served by rail add up to a substantial amount of people in Greater Manchester.
Another aspect of poor performance and the stagnant passenger figures comes from routes that form the
commuter network terminating outside of the GMPTE boundary. The boroughs of High Peak and
Macclesfield in particular reflect the problems encountered. Both had the opportunity to amalgamate in the
formation of GMPTE but both took the NIMBY (not in my back yard) approach. Terminating points in
High Peak at Hadfield, NewMills and Buxton and in Macclesfield of Macclesfield it self, Alderly Edge and
the line through Knutsford contribute to the problems of car use. Fares outside of the PTE boundary are
not subject to subsidy and no incentives exist to travel by rail. Service frequency is appalling; one train an
hour Buxton, Macclesfield and Knutsford oV peak stopping at intermediate stations is totally unrealistic.

31. The local media has adopted a totally irrational and blinkered approach; councillors and members
of parliament have fallen headlong in love with Metrolink. Biased influences and blind to facts, the media
in particular the Manchester Evening News has run a campaign, that of intimidation instead of impartial
and unbiased journalism. Failure to acknowledge any other alternatives and aggressive tactics do not paper
over the frailties that a system of this nature has.

Victor Korzeniewicz

February 2005
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Memorandum by Light Rail (UK) Ltd (LR 43)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN
TRAMS IN BRITAIN

Why are Modern Trams so Successful?

Ambience and attraction

Light Rail/Tram vehicles can provide the ambience of a train, but can run in places where a train cannot,
the street penetrating the centre of the town or city. They are able to attract motorists out of cars where a
bus is not successful. When running on former rail alignments, light rail vehicles can oVer a better service
because they can oVer a more frequent service. They can stop at more places because the stops are closer
together, much easier and cheaper to construct than railway stations.

Attractive journey times and centre penetration

On roads they can oVer attractive journey times in comparisons with cars and buses by taking advantage
of segregated alignments and the latest traYc engineering techniques to avoid road congestion. By
penetrating the heart of a town or city, passengers are taken to the centre of the commercial, historical or
business areas. A frequent light rail service also provides security in city streets throughout the day, both
on and oV the vehicle.

Low-floors together with a spacious layout provide easy access to mainstream public transport for
everyone including parents with buggies and disabled people using wheelchairs.

Ticketing

Ticketing must be considered in conjunction with other modes and operators and not in isolation as part
of an integrated transport policy. The emphasis should be for oV vehicle sales where possible, genuine
through cards accepted and received by other modes. The success or otherwise of ticket machines on
platforms sadly reflects a greater social problems which is not the remit of this paper.

Revenue enforcement and conductors

Revenue enforcementmeasures are amust; revenue protection oYcers will need to be used frequently and
regularly. Experience in SheYeld and elsewhere shown when Conductors are used, a marked rise in
“patronage” and in addition vulnerable groups such as women and the elderly will use the trams in rising
numbers. The presence of staV other than the driver reassures and reduces the level of on board vandalism.

Measures of success

The success of any system is the demonstration that changing people’s life styles away from the car can
be of considerable benefit to them and their surroundings. The design of a tramway system should start with
a consideration of the public transport needs of the area under consideration. One needs to know the origins
and destinations of commuters, shoppers, leisure travellers and tourists etc. If the flows of passengers are
not suYcient to justify metro or heavy rail construction then we can proceed further.

What are the Benefits of a Tram?

Enhancement of the streetscape

Benefits of the new tramline—especially where there is a parallel street route with important traYc
generators. There is a need to avoid taking the politically easier route of building on parkland than to reduce
road capacity for cars. This does not make for an eYcient or sustainable transport. The enhancement of
the streetscape can in conjunction with other authorities such as Highways Dept, Lighting Dept, Highways
Agency etc, result in quality and cost savings. These can be made by the use of sympathetic and imaginative
street furniture, plants etc., Many of these measures alone enhance the ambience of the street scene. A good
example of this is the A57 Eccles.

New opportunities for business developments, regeneration through excellent perceived transport links,
of run-down areas, social exclusion and transport poverty. The users from these areas of transport poverty
soon become wage earners contributing to the local economy. Over a longer term, as previously mentioned,
the rails in the road are a political statement and a confidence for the future.
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Current Experience has Shown that these Factors Contribute to a Greater Modal Switch, (27%)
to Tramway Systems in the UK.

Tram stop Catchments

For the benefit of passengers walking to the tram stop, it is important that the stop should be positioned
close to the centre of activities and homes, with clear direct paths leading to them. In the shopping areas it
is possible to draw funding from the retailers for additional features at the tram stop. The more direct the
path to the stop, the larger the catchment area. However, for people who cannot walk far, laden shoppers
etc, the stops should not be too far apart.

A street running tramway should have stops no more than 400 metres apart. An oV-street suburban or
corridor line or where the tram line is serviced by local feeder service buses, such as in SheYeld and the Ruhr
systems, can provide an express service should have longer intervals between stops.

New oV street tramlines

New, oV-street tramlines can be built with useful foot and cycle tracks alongside. Care and thought will
need to be appliedwhere switching pathways from one side of the tram track to the other to ensure the safety
of the users, cyclists in particular. The use of disused railway alignments will reduce cost considerably but
may result in local opposition for the apparent loss of important green space, amenities etc., Careful and
sensitive listening and discussions with local people can eliminate most of the perceived complaints.
“Nimby” will remain however! The loss of such “amenities” may not be outweighed by the general system.
Where parkland is used, it is recommended that the tramway is paved, access controlled and shared with co-
operating bus companies. It is to be remembered that trams are a very pedestrian friendly form of transport
provided that people outside the vehicle are given, as must attention as people inside the vehicle

Additional Benefits

Benefits can include: The removal of many private vehicles journeys from the highway, freeing up traYc
flows and reducing congestion. A reduction in noise, pollution, vibration and dirt. This will improve the
local environment for worker, shoppers and visitors. The quality of ride in a smooth and comfortable vehicle
is a key factor persuading commuters to leave their cars. Reliability and public confidence, the sight of shiny
rails in the road is re-assuring to the traveller by inducing the expectation of a tram to arrive. The rails in
the ground etc are a public statement, a political promise to provide for continuing and future service.

A significant cutting of the point-to-point journey times reduces stress of DIY driving. The psychological
change from rubber wheels to fixed track steel on steel means that the passenger doesn’t “Drive” the tram.

A quality fixed rail means that the authorities can oVer a viable beneficial alternative to the dependence
upon the car-culture within the Local Transport Plan (LTP).

The city centre streets involved can then be returned to the original user, the pedestrian, and where
possible and appropriate, the cyclist yet still be served by clean and sustainable public transport service.

Transport Related Emissions and Environmental Impact

Road transport has brought enormous benefits. It has been central to the UK’s substantial growth in
GDP, and brought greater personal freedom to millions.

This development regrettably has also had its downsides.

Road transport is a significant contributor to severe noise pollution, predominately in the form of the
urban traYc roar.

The emissions of greenhouse gases associated with climate change, to emissions of local air pollutants that
can damage health and the environment.

The internal combustion engine when used for transport in the urban area in large numbers is literally
killing the population and the planet by the NOX2 and SOX etc, emitted.

The climate is changing around the globe for the worst

This is a scenario that cannot continue indefinitely.

Reduced emission fuel, catalyst, scrubbers, low sulphur and other methods can only be regarded as
temporary steps on the road to zero emissions at point of use.
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Pollution and Congestion

Air Quality

Though now better than for many years and set to continue to improve, air quality is still a serious
problem, particularly in urban areas where there are significant health eVects. The use of trams emitting no
pollutants from the vehicle at the point of use will go a long way towards cleaner air. There may be emissions
at the generating power stations, which can be cleaned with existing “scrubber” technology, depending on
the form of generation favoured.

This feature is valuable in urban areas and traYc corridors where there are high concentrations of some
pollutants generally generated by internal combustion engine vehicles.

The reduction of traYc emissions is a goal set by Central Government to the local authorities of which
most are sadly failing.

Congestion

The use of trams help in a very positive way to reduce congestion—the source of much noise, dirt,
vibration and a range of pollutions; congestion is the scourge of modern urban and suburban life. By
encouraging a localmodal split, the commutermotorists and the ad hoc trip can be reduced by this attractive
form of alternative transport.

Noise

TraYc noise remains a problem: although individual vehicles have become quieter, the number of vehicles
has grown. The almost silent running in the urban area where slow speed is the norm, tram reduces the
barrage experienced in most town centres to acceptable levels well under 50 decibels (dB). A loaded bus,
unusual these days in some towns on a gentle slope will general in excess of 110db.

When Manchester’s Metrolink was first introduced to street running through the city centre, the initial
comments were of a negative nature with regards to the trams themselves, they are too quiet! The decibel
readings were well below the comparable traYc roar in the Piccadilly Gardens Interchange Area (110db!).

Health Consequences of Pollution and Congestion

Health Evidence

The health evidence now available when the present Air Quality Strategy Objective for particles was set,
focused primarily on acute health eVects. Medical evidence is now emerging which suggests that the long-
term eVects of particle air pollution (PM10s) are considerably more significant.

In its report published in May 2001, the Committee on the Medical EVects of Air Pollutants considers
that the total eVect of long-term exposure on life expectancy for the whole population is about 10 times
greater than that estimated for the short-term eVects.

The Committee emphasised that although long-term eVects were larger than the short-term eVects, there
were more uncertainties in these calculations.

More people die from respiratory disease in the UK than from coronary heart disease or cancer. In fact
the UK has one of the highest death rates from respiratory disease in Europe—death rates are nearly twice
the EU average and well above the European average.

A Significant Number of Deaths Between 25%–40% (33,825 ( 61,200 Deaths)

The later figure is dependant which government figures are used can now without doubt be attributed to
transport related pollution.

The relative burden of respiratory in the UK is increasing as the burden of heart disease decreases with
one in four now being killed by respiratory diseases.

It is not just individuals aZicted by respiratory disease only but a whole range of other illnesses such as
heart problems, liver disorder

Direct Health Costs

UK health consultations in General Practice (Local doctors) were over 38 million consultations in 1999
due to respiratory disease.
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Three quarters (76%) are consultations with a GP at their practice, around one fifth (22%) are with a GP
at the patient’s home, the remaining 2% are with a nurse (either at home or at a practice).

Overall Inpatient hospital treatment was over 740,00 inpatient cases treated for respiratory disease in
National Health Service hospitals in 1999–2000.

These represent 9% of all inpatient cases inmen and and in women. In children aged 0–14 years there were
over 210,000 inpatient cases for respiratory disease—12% of all NHS hospital admissions in this age group
in 1999–2000

Around two thirds (67%) of respiratory inpatients are emergency admissions and one-tenth (9%) day
cases.

In 1999, drug treatment in England alone was around 49 million prescriptions dispensed for the
prevention and treatment of respiratory disease. Just under half of these prescriptions were for
bronchodilators used in the treatment of asthma.

The volume of prescription has increased in recent years. Between 1994 and 1998 the prescription rate
from GP’s rose by 13%, coincidentally broadly similar to the rise in car usage.

In 1999–2000, there were over 10,500 operations for respiratory disease, which cost the UK National
Health Service £2,576 million made up as follows:

Primary Care for respiratory disease across the UK costs £647.5.

Hospital Inpatient Care costs £1,062.2 million.

Hospital day case care costs £18.2 million.

Hospital outpatient care costs £40.7 million.

2,800,000 bed days per year used for treatment alone.

Other Associated Major Costs

In 1999 alone, respiratory disease caused 153,000 deaths (74,000 men and 79,000 women), greater than
the numbers killed by the great London Fog of 1952.

Tail pipe emissions account for between 25%–40%, representing between 3,825–61,200 deaths

There is a further cost to the nation in the form of:

Production losses due to respiratory disease £3,194 million.

Mortality £1,643.6 million.

Morbidity, working days lost 28,309,000 multiplied by the average daily earnings produces an estimated
£2,239 million pounds.

Benefits of Alternative Mode of Transport

By using LightRail/Tramways over the life of the system, a large amount of the resources used to facilitate
the above could be either fund several new hospitals per year or substantially reduce theNHS costs—Agood
transport politician could almost ask for funding from the NHS pot!

The benefits of this mode, the tram, to the community and the nation are tremendous. A year on year
reduction or just keeping pace with demands on the National Health Service, the reduction of the major
respiratory demands on beds will reduce in simple terms the cost to the community.

Viewing the building and expansion of tramways in the urban area could be seen as pump priming which
with prudent use of our nation’s scarce local and national resources could give returns beyond the current
bottom line benefit 10 year accountancy.

It is time that we started to pressure our politicians individually to start this process sooner rather than
later.

Employment

Employers will benefit, as the catchments area for their staV will be increased. The operating hours will
benefit those requiring shift workers. Employers can advertise the fact that they are on the Line. This will
increase the attractiveness of employment opportunities. According to employers in Croydon, punctuality
improved following the introduction of the tram.
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Business

Light Rail/Tramwaywill raise the profile of businesses. The visible investment in long-term infrastructure
brings renewed confidence to the area. Light Rail/Tramway will provide a powerful marketing tool to
convey Merseyside as a place with drive, ambition and a “can do” attitude. High accessibility will bring
benefits to business.

Property Benefits

A recent survey for Croydon showed that, since opening the tram, property prices have risen by 4%. Light
Rail/Tramway will be reliable, fast, frequent, oVering security and a positive journey experience. The vast
majority of organisations will feel these benefits following construction.

New Developments

Physical development opportunities will be provided along the route. New construction, employment
opportunities and greater use of services will lead to increased economic activity and sustainable economic
growth. Sites that are currently unattractive to investors can be transformed into positive investment
opportunities but improved access and the fixed nature of the system.

Reputation

The areas served by a tram will benefit from infrastructure provision, but also from the publicity
emanating from the construction and opening of the scheme. This “on-the-up” image is long lasting and can
create positive image perceptions.

LRT is reliable, environmentally friendly and a permanent investment by Government which appeals to
local peoples’ civic pride as well as to potential investors.

Modal Switch

New tramways have been recognised as achieving a 27% switch from the private car to public transport.

PASSENGER JOURNEYS (MILLIONS)

1996–97 1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 % Change

Docklands 16.7 31.3 38.4 41.3 45.7 10.7
Tyne & Wear 35.4 32.7 32.5 33.4 36.6 9.6
Manchester 13.4 14.2 17.2 18.2 18.8 3.3
SheYeld 7.8 10.9 11.1 11.4 11.5 0.9
Midland – 4.8 5.4 4.8 4.9 2.1
Croydon – – 15.0 18.2 18.7 2.7
TOTAL 73.3 93.9 119.6 127.3 136.2 6.9

Health

Light Rail/Tramway will encourage people to take public transport. This will ensure that they take more
exercise by virtue of walking to and from the tram at the beginning and end of their journey. This will reduce
the time people spend being inactive as well as reducing the level of pollutants they are exposed to.

The tramwill play a significant role in reducing the “NOXand SOX” eVect and reduce the PM10s at point
of use and politically show that our politicians are statesmen caring for further generations to come. It is a
short cost saving exercise showing a lack of joined up thinking by Government and MP’s to consider
increasing additional combustion powered vehicles including buses onto our road system in the urban area
in particular. Karlsruhe has shown that trams can be powered by solar panels mounted on Municipal
Buildings funded by the EU for a large percentage of the time

Barriers to Development

The main barriers are the cumbersome legislation which leads to delays and rising costs coupled with the
unfair risk built in for the private sector resulting in higher than expected buVer costings.

The second main cost is the moving of the Statutory Utilities at the tramway expense. With the first
generation, the services where left in situ where possible—the trams where stopped if needed—at the design
stage, plenty of crossovers were provided. If the West Coast Main Line can “bustitute” large sections of
track during upgrading, there would be considerable savings especially if some of the savings are
hypothecated for the operating company.
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Compared to many Continental Systems, UK systems are grossly over engineered to the point almost of
“expecting a 125 High Speed Train doing 100mph along Sauchiehall Street” and not the average of
10–15 mph.

Low cost alternative to Light Rail

It would be perfectly possible to build and develop a low cost sustainable tramway initially as a “Tourist”
line using cascading equipment that will be plentiful in the near future There are a number of “Tourist”
schemes successfully operating around theworldwhich have been eventually upgraded to LightRail systems

Conclusions

Light Rail (UK) Ltd support Light Rail/Tramway for its regeneration, environmental and health benefits
and where properly designed using the framework of the NAO and looking closer at Continental experience
they have a range of good benefits to the nation.

James Harkins
Managing Director

February 2005
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Memorandum by Peter Thompson (LR 44)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN
TRAMS IN BRITAIN

Introduction

I wish to set before the Committee some personal observations on this matter. I have for many years been
interested in town planning, land use and transport. More recently I developed a concerned interest in
environmental matters in relation to these subjects. I worked in the bus industry for a time in the mid-1960s,
and have since then kept somewhat in touch with it through personal contact with people still in it. I also
have some experience of light rail as a user, as I live at the terminus of one of the Manchester “Metrolink”
tram routes, and have travelled around several European cities exclusively by their public transport systems.

My own travel patterns involve local bus, local commuter train, walking and cycling, and use of my car
only for weekly shopping and for purely “social” journeys. I consciously chose to live within a 20-25 minute
walk of a local rail and tram station which also has the local bus and coach station alongside it. I deliberately
avoid car use where a viable alternative is available, and attribute my current and fortunate good health
partly to the regular exercise entailed by this.

I am very pleased to see that Integrated Transport is again being looked at. Its achievement will not be
easy, and will involve hard fights with vested interests which are concerned only for their own corners and
profits, and which have little or no interest in the overall public good. I sincerely hope that the Committee’s
studies and deliberations will result in the rapid creation of an eVective and implemented Integrated
Transport Policy. For the purpose of what follows, I see the terms “light rail” and “tram” as identical.

1. Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

1.1 The UK experience is that light rail appears to be so expensive that schemes can only be authorised
after exhaustingly detailed and time-consuming study. Clearly, public money must be spent wisely, but,
given that theUKeconomy is regularly said to be themost successful in thewhole of Europe, it is remarkable
how comparatively quickly light rail improvements are carried out in Europe; by comparison, all is paralysis
in the UK.

1.2 Light rail construction costs should be seen in relation to those of “heavy” rail, and also of roads and
motorways. I would expect light rail’s costs to be lower.

1.3 Light rail’s land space demands should be compared with the land take of roads and motorways. I
would expect light rail’s to be far less.

1.4 Light rail’s passenger throughput capacity should be compared to that of roads and motorways. I
believe that LR is capable of moving more people per hour than any road.

1.5 Light rail’s energy usage and pollution “production” should be compared to buses and cars. I would
expect LR to be far less of a problem.

1.6 Light rail’s versatility (it can use “heavy rail” tracks, given the appropriate signalling protection, as
in Karlsruhe, Germany) and flexibility (it can usually be woven into an existing urban fabric with minimum
disruption and intrusion) should be seen in relation to the devastation and blighting of urban
neighbourhoods caused by new road (and indeed heavy rail) construction.

1.7 Light rail’s ability to oVer almost heavy rail quality travel in an urban and suburban environment is
attractive to motorists (as buses are not), and as such LR is essential in any urban area road traYc
reduction strategy.

1.8 Light rail provides a fixed track link with a visible presence; as such its medium to long term
permanence is an encouragement to businesses to locate around it. Bus services are not as physically visible.
They are quite unstable because (outside London) they can disappear after only 42 days’ notice of cessation.

1.9 A light rail system encourages travel between and among the specific places it serves; it is thus a
unifying and converging influence on the area served, and helps the local economy thereof. It can also help
to foster a sense of distinctive local identity. By complete contrast, road investment promotes even more
“anywhere to anywhere” journeys, thus such investment is a dispersing and fragmenting influence, allowing
loss of jobs to other areas, and as such does little or nothing to assist local economy or identity.

2. What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

2.1 Light rail needs to be integrated into all local planning processes, and any scheme on a possible light
rail route should take this possibility into account, and routes safeguarded for future LR exploitation.

2.2 Buses must be re-regulated; a return to a more enlightened version of the 1930 Road TraYc Act’s
regime would bring many benefits; regulation served us quite well for 55 years and was only abolished for
doctrinaire political reasons. A regulated bus system could then be fitted around a light rail network, thus
optimising the benefits of both modes.
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2.2.1 Re-regulation does not mean public ownership of bus companies. Many privately owned buses
operated harmoniously alongside municipally owned buses under the 1931-1986 regime. Buses in London
were never de-regulated, and I understand that the UK is the only Western country to have de-regulated its
town and city bus systems outside London.

2.3 Light rail would work well andmaybe even profitably where eVective road traYc reduction strategies
are employed. Using the “carrot” approach would be the Dutch policy of 10 years ago (still current?) of
keeping public transport fares below the cost of motoring. In the UK, the cost of travel by public transport
has increased at a far faster rate than the cost of car use. It is often said that the UK has Europe’s costliest
public transport, but of the worst quality. This problem needs addressing urgently.

2.4 Following on from 2.3, I argue for a cessation in new road building. It seems quite self defeating—
and a massive squandering of public funds—to invest in a new light rail system, then to begin building new
roads and by-passes in the same general area. This would simply take away possible passenger loads from
the light rail line.

2.4.1 In Stockport, 10 miles south of Manchester, a quite lengthy relief road has recently been proposed
as part of the SEMMMS (South East Manchester Multi-Modal Study). The road is partly based on a 70-
year old plan, and would appear to create even more traYc by encouraging the very circumferential and
fragmented journeys which are impossible for public transport to handle. The SEMMMS study proposes
“Metrolink” tram expansion in this very area, on routes not yet in any published tram plan. The fact that
failure to build the road for 70 years has not caused the heavens to fall in means that we can do without it
a bit longer until other and traYc reducing strategies are tried out. The revival of this road plan supports
my point about mindset at 4.1, below.

2.4.2 If the Government is serious about climate change being the greatest threat we face, and about
putting the environment at the heart of policy, then a major signal is needed to one and all about this; a
complete shift in policy should be made. To divert road building funds into light rail, and some heavy rail
schemes would be most appropriate, given that transport as a whole generates 25% of the UK’s CO2

emissions.

2.5 Motoring must become “pay as you go” as soon as possible. The present motor taxation regime
encourages people to use their cars as much as possible, to “recover” the tax disc fee. To use a diVerent mode
means paying out more money on top of the car’s fixed costs, and the only saving is the fuel—often
completely cancelled out by the cost as well as the perceived inferiority and inconvenience of the public
transport on oVer. If it cost nothing to leave the car at home and a light rail routewas nearby, I am convinced
that a noticeable modal switch would occur, relieving some rush hour road congestion.

2.5.1 When Manchester’s “Metrolink” opened in 1992 I heard several motorists, accustomed to regular
driving into Manchester, say that after trying out the new trams they would never commute into the city
again unless taking heavy loads with them. Very sadly, Metrolink’s quality has declined since then, and it
has become a victim of its own success (see HC Transport Committee, “Overcrowding on Public
Transport”, Seventh Report of Session 2002–03, Volume II, EV 78).

2.6 Public transport costs must be kept low, to encourage modal switch from cars. See 2.3, above.

2.7 In urban and suburban areas, all currently disused heavy rail routes must be protected from being
built on, so that they can be partly or wholly re-used by light rail schemes. I do not think the current UK
planning regime does this, and many developers are totally ignorant of (or worse, totally opposed to) the
potential of light rail.

2.8 Spatial planning rules must prevent urban sprawl. Most European tram schemes work because their
routes pass through quite densely populated areas, whose inhabitants live within a convenient walk of a tram
stop. Trams here attain the passenger load factors required for a viable tram route.

2.9 Any projected light rail scheme must choose routes which follow existing, defined and observably
“obvious” travel lines.

2.9.1 One proposed route in the current major “Metrolink” expansion plans is in my view very suspect
indeed, ie: the Airport line. Its ultimate destinations (the Airport, Wythenshawe Hospital, and the general
Wythenshawe town area) are impeccable, but the chosen route is most circuitous and meandering, and it is
so carefully threaded through the last three significant large open spaces in South Manchester that it is
impossible to resist the conclusion that this line is intended to break open those areas for later very major
development. There were significant objections to the route of this line at the Public Inquiry.

2.9.2 The other two routes in this scheme are well chosen, but another (to Stockport via Chorlton,
Didsbury andHeatonMersey)is omitted despite public support for it alongmost of the route, which follows
a former rail line, itself parallelling a very busy road traYc corridor, totally unlike most of the Airport line.
The benefits from this Stockport line would seem almost as obvious and immediate as the Altrincham and
Bury train-to-tram conversions of 1992.

2.10 Light Rail must be given priority over other road traYc. There are various ways of doing this, with
lighter or heavier impacts upon other road users. Local conditions will determine what is acceptable, but
the principle must be upheld; there is little point in building a good light rail system at substantial cost, only
to have its vehicles delayed in lines of congested traYc.
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2.11 A slightly relaxed Health and Safety regime could help the potential viability of new light rail
proposals. I am told that some safety requirements which are perfectly valid on a heavy rail system are not
relevant to trams, and push up the scheme costs. I regret I cannot give examples, but the point is worth
investigation.

3. How Effectively is Light Rail used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

3.1 In short, there is no integrated transport system worthy of the term.

3.2 Passenger Transport Authorities and County Councils do what they can to achieve some semblance
of integration within their areas, but they have no powers to compel bus operators to work either together,
or in conjunction with rail, be it light or heavy. See item 2.2, above.

3.3 In terms of costs there needs to be a completely level playing field between public and private
transport modes. Track costs are particularly diYcult; no doubt they could be quantified with diYculty, but
charging them oV to individual users would be even harder. However, some examination and publicisation
of the issue would be beneficial because the public have no knowledge of this.

3.3.1 The point is made at 3.3 to try to achieve some equity between public and private transport, and
hopefully to show that light rail is not—in overall terms—not as intimidatingly expensive as it seems to be.
There is an overwhelming need to stop cars being seen as the sole mode of transport. People are conditioned
to think this partly by the pricing regime but also because of the overpowering amount of press, TV and
cinema advertising put out by the motor industry. There is no “countervailing” public transport advertising
except for an occasional “prestige” main line train advertisement.

3.4 Multi-modal ticketing. Once the physical infrastructure is installed, every eVort must be made to
maximise the number of users. Because public transport provision in the UK is very fragmented (eg: various
independent bus companies operating in competition in a given area), it is hard (almost impossible?) to get
bus, light rail and heavy rail to work together as a co-ordinated local network. The Manchester Metrolink,
when first opened, was in “cross ticketing isolation” from local buses and trains; there has been some
improvement since 1992, but it is still not part of the “seamless garment” of “all tickets on all modes” needed
to attract users.

4. Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

4.1 The in-built bias of planners’ mindsets, the planning system and the funding system whereby road
building is seen as the only true solution to mobility problems.

4.1.1 I was recently told that if a local highway authority is faced with, say, a road collapse, it will have
to pay for the repairs out of its own budgets. But if the LHA chooses to “improve” it then the Government
will provide large sums of money to fund works which will produce a stretch of road quite out of scale with
the original. This seems a “motorways by stealth” strategy.

4.2 The anti-rail and anti-tram stance of the “road lobby”.

4.2.1 This became evident in the Report of the Royal Commission on Transport, July(?) 1929, a four
volume report in which tramways were dismissed in a few lines as obsolescent, and to be completely replaced
when worn out by buses or trolleybuses. In that same year, the city ofMilan took delivery of part of an order
for 500 trams; 75 years later, over 100 were still in daily service, and giving fully acceptable service (see 6.9,
below). Even in the increasingly car dominated USA, a revolutionary new streetcar appeared in 1936 which
staved oV light rail closures there until the 1950’s, and provided the technical under-pinning of most of the
modern trams we see today.

4.2.2. This 1929 Report did produce the 1930 Road TraYc Act which gave us the regulated bus system
which lasted until 1986, but it sealed the fate of the British tram which completely disappeared (except for
those in Blackpool) by 1962. The tram was seen as unprogressive, out dated and inflexible, and to have no
place in the city of the future; it is true that for an unfortunate concatenation of reasons UK trams by the
mid-1940s were in a sorry state, except in the very few cities which had tried to modernise their fleets. A
virulent and vicious anti-tram campaign by Paris motorists was a factor in the end of the trams there by
1938, which left that city with a very modern bus fleet, most of which was commandeered by the German
army for use in the Russian campaign! It took a major detection eVort in 1945 to reclaim these, many of
which survived in service until 1970.

4.2.3 I do not think the road lobby was all that sympathetic to trolleybuses, either, given that these all
disappeared completely by 1973; this may have been more because 1960–70s town centre major re-
development schemes would have meant major expenditure on diverting the overhead power lines and
subterranean power supply systems to follow new road layouts.
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4.3 The lack of knowledge among the general UK population of what modern trams and light rail
systems are. I would hope that this is lessening now; it was amajor educative problem inManchester in 1992,
the first new UK tram system.

4.4 The perception that light rail schemes are too expensive and so probably not worth bothering about

4.5 The physical disruption of preparation and installation works along a chosen light rail route.

5. Differing Financing Arrangements for Light Rail.

I regret that I am unable to comment on this, except to say that it would be interesting to know how for
exampleMilan andGhent financed their recent tram route expansion schemes and the provision of new low-
floor tramcars. I consider that these developments enhance the local communities involved by linking them
into the existing tram network and providing them with a better mode of travel.

6. The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

I believe that light rail should be given priority over buses in investment decisions for the following
reasons:

6.1 If car usage reduction is the aim (to benefit the general environment) then there is no alternative to
light and heavy rail. Motorists will use reliable train and tram services, but not buses. This is from personal
discussion and anecdotal evidence.

6.2 Buses use the public road system and are thus subject to general traYc congestion, without the
benefits and comforts of the private car when it too is stuck in traYc.

6.3 To provide buses with their own private right of way or guide way would need more land than a light
rail track and so be more intrusive. A wider area would have to be paved, and construction would therefore
seem more expensive than a tram line.

6.4 Buses cannot provide as good a quality of ride as can a tram, even assuming both road and tram track
are properly maintained.

6.5 Buses often smell of diesel fuel oil, gear lubrication oil, and sometimes exhaust fumes. None of this
applies to electric trams.

6.6 A bus cannot carry as many passengers as a tram, becausemodern tram units can be coupled together
at busy times to double or even treble the capacity of the journey, but still needing only one driver.

6.7 The rolling resistance of a steel wheel on steel rail light rail vehicle is far less than that of a bus, and
so ismore energy eYcient. It is possible to have “regenerative braking” on a tram system, whereby a coasting
tram acts like a dynamo and feeds electricity back into the overhead wire, thus lessening the load on the
power station.

6.8 Buses, wherever they run, produce external pollution in the form of vehicle exhaust. The pollution
generated by a light rail system all occurs at one point, ie the power station, and may be easier to deal with
than with a myriad of internal combustion buses.

6.9 Light rail vehicles outlast buses; they cost far, far more of course, but if well built at the outset and
then well maintained they can last for 40 years (Antwerp), 50 years (Brussels), and—most remarkably and
almost unbelievably—75 years (Milan). British buses did achieve 24 years because of the eVects of World
War 2, but many postwar vehicles were written oV over 13 years, although they might achieve three or four
more years. De-regulation of 1986 resulted in poorly maintained buses being “sweated” to almost 20 years,
giving a very degraded service and presenting an abysmal image to any car user contemplating bus travel.

6.10 The bus has a very poor social image which almost prohibits modal shift to it from cars. This seems
not the case with trains and trams, where anecdotal evidence and some personal knowledge suggests that a
very high percentage of rail users are car owners who have chosen the train or tram in preference to their car.

6.10.1 A social problemwhich occasionally hits buses yet does not seem to aVect trains and trams is gross
misbehaviour of certain young people. The bus driver seems legally unable to remove them from his bus,
and has to await the arrival of the police. Innocent passengers are thus forced to endure delays on top of
the bad behaviour.

6.10.2 The TSC’s invitation to comment notes that bus usage increased by 3% in 2003–04; this is welcome
news but it must be seen against the fall in bus use by 20% during the 1990’s. Decline in bus usage began in
the mid 1950s with the onset of “mass motoring”. Passenger train use rose by 25% between 1986 and 2001.
(These last two percentages from “Which?” magazine).
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7. Conclusion

I feel very limited by lack of professional expertise in putting together this submission, and I admit the
lack of detailed statistical data to support many assertions. Nevertheless, as a regular public transport user
with some knowledge of the subject, and as a taxpayer and council taxpayer whowishes to see a much better
urban environment for us all, I feel that I have some valid points to raise, if only for those better qualified
than me to examine then accept or reject as appropriate. I am firmly convinced, based on a European urban
transport experience not shared by the vast majority of the UK public, that light rail schemes are absolutely
necessary to urban re-generation, countryside protection and a reduction of road traYc problems.

February 2005

Memorandum by Scott McIntosh (LR 46)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN
TRAMS IN BRITAIN

I have been associated with all aspects of the light rail industry, in both the public and private sectors for
20 years. My experience is set out at greater length in appendix 1.

I had the honour of submitting evidence to the House of Commons Environment, Transport and
Regional AVairs Committee Inquiry in 1999–2000. I would direct the Committee’s attention to my evidence
to that Committee.3 I find it disappointing that many of the problems highlighted in the evidence laid before
that Committee still remain to be resolved and that the National Audit OYce Report and your own
Committee are still addressing the same questions. I hope that on this occasion your Committee will be able
to persuade HM Government will follow disinterested professional advice in the exploitation of the
advantages that light rail can bring to the transport industry.

The Committee asked six specific questions and I propose to refer to them in the order set out in your
Notice.

1. The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

In discussing the costs of light rail a clear distinction between the value of the equipment and works that
make up the tramway and the bid cost submitted by a PPP consortium to build and operate a tramway for
a period of years.

Hass-Klau4 gave comparative costs for a number of tramways in developed countries; the track cost for
surface tramway at 1998 prices was in the range £3.7–17.8 million per km. Rolling stock costs are reported
annually by Hondius5 he is recently giving an average cost of £1.5–£1.7 million per car. The 2000 Select
Committee Report5 gives all-inclusive out-turn prices for a number of new UK tramways of from
£4.9 million to £8.0 million per route km. These prices have been overtaken by cost inflation over the last
few years so that a good budget figure for the all-up cost of a good-quality conventional tramway with some
sections in the highway would currently be around £13 million per route km. Whilst this is not cheap, it
represents a far lower price than for any comparable urban rail system, the Paris Meteor underground line
cost £117 million/km and the London Jubilee Line £225 million/km.

Unfortunately, these capital costs represent only a percentage of the total bid cost submitted by a PPP
consortium, which can carry considerable risk premium. This is referred to in greater length in section 5.

The Benefits of Light Rail Are

— it encourages modal shift—evidence from UK schemes is that some 15–20% of patronage comes
from former car users;6

— it can support regeneration—althoughDocklands is the most spectacular example of regeneration
studies have shown that both Manchester and Croydon have benefited from the improved
accessibility and image that light rail brings;

— It can be used to direct and encourage new developments without disfiguring the landscape with
congested roads. The experience in Portland of “smart growth” and “transit oriented
development” has shown that major urban growth can be achieved in ways that are attractive to
new residents without damaging the quality of life that contributed to attracting the new residents;

3 1 HC 153 24 May 2000 page 168 et seq.
4 Hass-Klau Bus or Light Rail; Making the right Choice—ETP/Bergische Universitat, 2000.
5 Hondius Market Survey of Light Rail Vehicle, International Railway Journal Metro Special 1998 et seq.
6 Economic Impacts of Manchester Metrolink, University of Salford for GMPTE, Tramlink Impact Assessment TfL 2002 et
seq.
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— it can benefit the environment—not only do trams not emit pollution at the point of use, but they
can also use electricity from renewable resources.

The proponents of guided buses claim that they can achieve many of the benefits but at a lower cost.
Experience shows that only a proportion of the benefits can be achieved with a bus-based scheme. Improved
bus services may reduce—or reverse—the decline in public transport ridership andmarket share, but modal
share and land use planning will not be influenced significantly. There is evidence that the actual capital cost
of a bus scheme will be little short of that for a tramway if priced on a like-for-like basis. There is strong
evidence to show that when the lower capacity of a bus and its shorter working life are taken into account
the total Life Cycle Cost of the two systems are broadly comparable. Given the lower benefits of a bus-based
scheme, this indicates that a tramway will frequently oVers better value for money.

2. What Light Rail Needs to be Successful

The community can only get the best from Light Rail when it forms part of a comprehensive plan,
including land use, traYc and environmental planning. Then trams can become more than a way of moving
people. They can become a significant catalyst in regeneration, environmentally sustainable growth, shift
from the private car and reduction of social exclusion. This form of integrated planning has been followed
in Hong Kong, Singapore, London Docklands, Grenoble and Portland. It can avoid the struggles to secure
for the tramway rights of way, traYc signal priority and appropriate land use along the routes. It can ensure
that development is directed by guidelines that are in sympathy with overall policy goals. Failure to follow
this broad planning agenda can lead to the manifest failures seen in Newcastle, where the largest retail
centre—the “Metro Centre”—is nowhere near the Metro and in SheYeld where changes in land use
instigated by the City Council largely negated the value of parts of the Supertram network. Even the lessons
of Docklands seem to be ignored in planning for the wider Thames Gateway.

There needs to be a financial link between land use planning and light rail planning.Awell planned surface
tramway increases land values along its route, at least part of this increase should be used to contribute
towards the funding of the system. Many interurban railways in the USA were funded by the private sector
in this way. The private Underground Group used a similar mechanism to help pay for the rapid expansion
of the London tube railways before 1933 and the expected increase in land values was used to fund the initial
DLR by the London Docklands Development Corporation. Transit Improvement District contributions
are used in the USA and Canada has a similar system. It should be used in the UK to expand light rail lines
into comprehensive networks.

Light Rail can only compete with the private car when it forms part of a comprehensive network. This
requirement means that the major corridors in any conurbation must be served by a network of rail lines.
The comparative failure of Midland Metro is largely due to it being only one line in a major conurbation,
Croydon has been successful because it forms a larger network and it is integrated with other forms of public
transport. The passenger needs to be provided with a comprehensive network, with taxi and bus collectors
and distributors, taking people to and from the rail trunk-hauler. There must be a comprehensive
conurbation-wide marketing, information and a ticketing system that can make choosing public transport
easy and understandable. The doctrinaire insistence on competition between public transport modes that is
forced upon the UK by the OFT and Competition Commission only serves to hamper public transport in
competing with its real rival—the private car.

Light rail schemes have a proven success in creating modal shift from the private car. This potential
reduction in road traYc needs to be born in mind when tramway promoters are negotiating for reallocation
of road space and traYc light priority. Many authorities are reluctant to provide the space needed for a
congestion-free corridor for tramways, ignoring the traYc reduction benefits and the fact that by replacing
a general traYc lane, with a peak hour capacity of 2,000 passengers an hour, with a tram lane capable of
carrying over 12,000 passengers an hour increases the overall capacity of the highway. Similarly providing
absolute priority for trams at junctions makes the tramway more competitive [and financially viable] whilst
increasing the overall passenger capacity [as opposed to vehicle capacity] of the highway. Some restriction
on private car use can also form part of the “stick” to go with the “carrot” of a new public transport
service.

The system also needs to be visible and accessible to potential passengers. This means that the system
should be on the surface wherever possible and in the High Road in the town centre. Passengers do not wish
to travel like moles in tunnels unless forced to and a system that is out of sight can also be out of mind.
Numerous studies have shown that passengers find tunnels threatening and a disincentive to public
transport use—particularly at quiet times. Locations in the median strips of major roads are also
unattractive to passengers. Passengers want to be delivered to the pavement as close to their destination as
possible. Visible public transport will also enhance the environment. Karlsruhe believes that the atmosphere
in the city centre is improved in the evening, after the shops are shut, by the movement of people to the tram
stops and the regular passage of trams.
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3. How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

Light rail can be extremely eVective as part of an integrated transport system, many systems in Germany,
France and the Netherlands show that an integrated network is possible and achievable, given the political
will and popular support. These systems will use buses and taxis for the collector/distributor role—feeding
onto light rail, which then acts as the fast link into the city centre. Common ticketing and information, with
clearly identified interchange points make the potential passenger see the whole system as one network,
oVering much of the coverage and convenience of the private car for many journeys.

Many cities in the USA have reorganised their public transport system so that buses act as feeders to new
light rail systems, with timed transfers ensuring that the feeder bus is always waiting when the tram arrives.

It is significant to note that Zurich is a city with both a higher disposable per capita income and a higher
car ownership than most UK cities, however citizens of Zurich make over five times as many trips per public
transport every year thanUK citizens. This diVerence is entirely due to the high quality integrated transport
system, linking suburban rail, light rail, trolleybuses, buses, taxis and car hire in one recognisable “total
transport” undertaking, with common marketing and information and ticketing.

Unfortunately, this approach is not possible in the UK; train operating companies only have weak links
to urban transport undertakings and are responsible to a diVerent management regime. Bus services have
been deregulated since 1985 and operators rarely cooperate to provide a “total transport” network. This
disintegration is formalised by the operation of the Competition Commission and the OFT; these
organisations seek to ensure that there is competition between public transport operators—rather than
public transport presenting a common front to the real competition—the private motor car.

The Newcastle Metro and the SheYeld Supertram were planned with the assurance of integrated bus
feeders and common ticketing. The systemworked well in the early years ofMetro but the 1985 deregulation
fractured the network. Metro ridership fell by a huge amount and public transport ridership in Newcastle
has never recovered. SheYeld was built after deregulation, but it was assumed that bus operators would
cooperate with Supertram. This has not happened and most bus operators have chosen to compete, often
putting their newest buses on tram-competitive routes. This has not been to the overall benefit of public
transport or public transport users in SheYeld.

The situation should be better in London, where both the DLR and Tramlink form part of the TfL
network. Although this organisation oVers a common information and marketing system and oVers all-
mode ticketing, it still has a long way to go to achieve “seamless public transport”. DLR and Underground
work together, with a common fares regime, but buses have charged a lower fare than trams in the first four
years of Tramlink operation. Bus and tram fares were only equalised in 2004. The Mayor’s policy of
subsidising extra bus operations means that bus mileage in the Tramlink area has not reduced and the
number of feeder services has not fully been developed. This represents a significant lost opportunity.

The situation is slightly better in Nottingham, where there is some significant cooperation between the
trams and Nottingham buses. This has been beneficial to both the operators and the passengers. Trent !

Barton buses sought to compete with the tram on the suburban routes. The passengers have demonstrated
a clear preference for the tram and Trent ! Barton are now reorganising their services to act as feeders.

4. Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

There are a number of serious barriers to the development of successful light rail schemes in the UK.

Poor political leadership

Public transport is often a political football, with each party having a diVerent approach. The current
government has produced a number of transport policies and pronouncements since 1997—each one has
represented a change in the favour shown to light rail. This does not encourage local authority promoters,
nor does it encourage the private sector to become engaged with schemes. This should be contrasted with
policy in Francewhere successive governments havewilled the end of increased urban public transport usage
and provided the means.

Lack of engagement by the Department for Transport

The Department has recently admitted to the House of Commons Public Accounts Committee that they
have failed to engage with promoters, they have also lacked the in-house expertise to advise, encourage and
warn promoters at appropriate times. Many promoters have seen the Department as more of a hindrance
than a help. There has also been a suspicion that their appraisal system has been poorly directed towards
optimising proposals and ensuring value for money; rather it has been a way of rationing access to
externally-set funding allocations.
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Obtaining powers

The Transport and Works Act [TWA] was intended to provide a simple, comprehensible technique for
examining schemes, ensuring that the benefits and disbenefits of a scheme could be evaluated.
Unfortunately, the procedure has become long-drawn out, with delays at public inquiry stage, delays in
having Inspectors Reports completed and unpredictable delays in Secretaries of State confirming orders.
This adds cost and risk to a project and uncertainty as to outcome for those who are to have property
acquired to build the tramway. “Justice delayed is justice denied.”

Procurement

Early contractor/operator involvement and the standardisation of documentation, procedures and
equipmentwould assist in the development of schemes that are financially viable and attractive to the private
sector. Unfortunately, current procedures are complex, diVer from scheme to scheme and oVer no certainty
of success. Typical bid costs now exceed £1million per bidder, with no guarantee of return. Bidding becomes
a game of endurance and perseverance, rather than quality and price. Private firms are becoming unwilling
to bid and when they do they put in high bid prices in an attempt to recoup losses on previous schemes.

Lack of available expertise

The number of people in theUKwith practical experience in the design, promotion and operation of light
rail schemes is extremely small. The stop-go nature of the industry makes it diYcult for transport authorities
or large contracting firms to keep experienced teams together.Most expertise gravitates to consultancies but
market uncertaintymakes it diYcult for these firms to plan long-term training for future experts. Thismeans
that many schemes have been designed from first principles, with mistakes being repeated. This contrasts
with Germany and France where it is possible to have a clear professional progression in the light rail
industry, with training courses passing on expertise to newcomers.

Cost Creep

The current arrangements make it diYcult to control the relocation costs imposed by utility companies
and by Network Rail. Much of this work is unnecessary and is imposed upon the tramway without a
quantified risk assessment. There is a suspicion that private utilities are seeking to secure betterment at
public expense. This could bemitigated if utilities had to show cause as to why apparatus should be relocated
and had to make more than the current nominal contribution to costs.

5. The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements

The Government’s current preferred method for procuring light rail schemes is by means of PFI/PPP
consortium bids. It was originally intended that these deals would allocate risk “where it could best be
managed”, unfortunately current practice has been to transfer most of the risks to the private sector. All of
these risks have top be costed and financed, including some that are not fully defined at financial close such
as Utilities relocation, Patronage, Revenue, long-term maintenance. This adds to the complexity—and
hence cost—of tendering.

The tenderers will have very little control over some of these risks. The eVect of changes in government
policy on ridership on the Newcastle Metro and SheYeld Supertram has already been discussed. If the
highway authorities do not grant the tramway operator a long-term contract guaranteeing high levels of
traYc signal priority this will represent a severe risk to the tram operator; subsequent political decisions to
reduce priority will lead to an erosion of the tramway’s competitive advantage, resulting in falling ridership
and reduced revenues.

Requiring funders to take full revenue risk will result in an inflation of the “price” for the scheme and will
result in poor value formoney to the public. Increased and uncontrolled riskwill attract a high risk premium.
Thus, the public sector will have to pay a far larger grant up-front to insulate itself against a possible
contingent risk. Lenders will heavily discount ridership and revenue predictionswhen they establish the level
of debt that a project can support, in many cases this will mean no debt whatsoever.

The private sector is strongly attracted to the PFI approach in other areas—prisons, hospitals, schools,
toll bridges—where they have no exposure to revenue risk. The most recent extensions to the DLR—to
Woolwich via City Airport have been financed using this procurement method. The private sector has
designed, built and made available the infrastructure, for this it receives a guaranteed infrastructure
availability fee for the full concession period. TfL retains all the operational risks, including revenue.

The earlier DLR Lewisham extension was a half-way house towards the Woolwich contract. This was
financed as a PP procurement using an availability and part revenue risk. It is to be expected that the
availability payments will be suYcient to service the capital debt on the project, with the revenue payments
providing the on-top profits for the investors.
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It seems illogical that light rail should be expected to “live out of the farebox” when the majority of heavy
rail operations have a revenue support mechanism to top-up the income stream.

Bus operations receive huge hidden subsidies in that they do not have to pay the true track costs of their
infrastructure and they receive Fuel Duty Rebate. It is also unfair that whilst tram concessions require the
operator to provide a full 18–20 hour service every day most bus operators have severely curtailed—if not
eliminated—all evening and weekend services unless they are tendered and receive revenue support from the
local authority.

6. The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

It must be recognised that annual ridership on UK tramways continues to rise—to the point where
Manchester and Croydon are rapidly approaching peak-time saturation levels of ridership. This must be set
against the long-term decline both in absolute numbers of passengers carried and in market share in the bus
industry. Bus ridership fell by 21% between 1982 and 2002.7 The limited growth reported since then in
England and Wales is almost entirely accounted for by the increases in London resulting from road
saturation, the introduction of Congestion Charging and the heavily subsidised increases in fleet size and
bus mileage This must be set against rail travel increasing by 36% between the mid 1990s and 2002.8 This
must open the question as to whether the bus industry can be revived outwith London by increased
investment.

The cost of bus improvements are often understated, with the cost of infrastructure upon which they run
ignored. The Confederation of Passenger Transport UK gave evidence to the 1999 Select Committee
Enquiry and said, “For complete new systems on reserved track with new stations, infrastructure and a new
vehicle fleet, the capital cost [of a busway] could be similar to that of a light rail line”.9 The comparative cost
data compiled by Hass-Klau would also seem to indicate that the infrastructure costs of light rail and
busway are far closer than is often admitted when one is seeking a like-for-like comparison.

Even if the costs of bus based schemes are less these costsmust be comparedwith the benefits derived from
the scheme. To put it at its most obvious; it is not good value formoney to institute a bus scheme costing 60%
of that of a tram if it can only deliver 30% of the benefits. “You get what you pay for” is a useful adage. It
is instructive to compare Croydon Tramlink with the recently completed Crawley—Gatwick Fastway bus
scheme.

Capital cost Annual ridership

Tramlink £220 million 20 million
Fastway £35 million 2.1 million

Whilst tram schemes have a proven ability to achieve a modal shift of 15–20% from car bus schemes can
only manage far less, Centro admitted to only 2–3% on its “showcase” bus routes in 1999.10 The London
Transport publication “Extending the Jubilee Line” (Willis 1999) has a useful chapter explaining the options
considered in the late 1970s and early 1980s to provide access to the Docklands development area. The
Government and LT both thought the area only required a bus link. The developers persuaded the LDDC
that only a rail link would provide them with the assurances that they needed before they would commit to
major investment in the area. The result was the DLR, Canary Wharf, the Jubilee Line and the continuing
development around the Royal Docks and Stratford. There is no evidence that any major land development
has been initiated on the back of a bus scheme.

There is rather less than 100 miles of guided busway in the world. It is instructive to note that neither of
the two cities with the longest-established schemes—Essen and Adelaide—has ever seen fit to expand their
systems. The Essen scheme has been truncated and all local public transport investment has been channelled
into tramway upgrading and light rail construction.

Unguided busways also have an unappealing history. The expensive busways in North American cities
such as Ottawa and Pittsburgh have failed to stem the decline in bus ridership, let alone expand it. Ottawa
is now proposing a light rail system and Pittsburgh is renewing and extending its light rail system. Even
Curitiba, often pointed out as the owner of the World’s most successful Bus Rapid Transit system, is now
looking at light rail. Runcorn New Town has an old established busway system. It is fully segregated from
highway traYc and a number of private sector operators use the system. Notwithstanding these advantages
the citizens of Runcorn make fewer public transport trips per year per capita than in comparable towns
elsewhere in north-west England.

7 DfT Transport Trends 2002.
8 DfT Transport Trends 2002.
9 HC 153 24 May 2000 page 134.
10 HC 153 24 May 2000 page16 s 121.
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NB This evidence represents my personal opinions, based upon over 20 years experience. It must not be
taken to represent the views of any organisation, employer, authority or company with which I have been,
or am currently, involved

Scott McIntosh MA(Cantab) MPWI

February 2005

APPENDIX 1

Scott McIntosh Resume of experience

I am a graduate of the University of Cambridge.

I have been a student of Light Rail and associated transport for over 30 years and I have been employed
by various private sector companies and public authorities involved in the provision of public transport
since 1986.

I was involved in the building and commissioning of the DLR and was the Project Manager for Croydon
Tramlink from inception, through Parliamentary approval to procurement.

I subsequently managed the development of proposals for further tramway schemes in London.

I was a Director of a company seeking to develop new technologies for cost-contained light rail.

I have advised on at least some aspect of virtually every light rail scheme in the UK and have advised
schemes in Europe, the Middle East and Australasia.

I was the co-editor of the UITP “Guidelines” for the development of light rail schemes and I serve on
numerous public and private sector tramway and light rail schemes.

I am a visiting lecturer on light rail at two Universities

I am a member of the Permanent Way Institution.

I am currently acting as a consultant to four UK light rail systems.

Memorandum by Chris Tigwell (LR 47)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN
TRAMS IN BRITAIN

A recent article in the Liverpool Daily Post reported your investigations into Light Rail/Tramway
schemes, and invited the submission of comments.

I would therefore like to submit the following comments for your consideration.

When Liverpool closed down its original tramway network in 1957, much of it ran on reserved tracks or
the central reservations of the dual carriageway constructed in the 1920s by the City Engineer. Following
closure of the tramways, the land has been eVectively used to create further dual carriageways, or to widen
the existing carriageways to form two lanes for each direction. The unique nature of the shape and
development of the city means that these roads radiate, like spokes of a wheel, from the city centre, where
the River Mersey forms a natural barrier to road development. Much of the inner road network has been
improved over recent years, and only the final links from theM62 need completing to form an eYcient road
network.

In parallel to the road development, much money and eVort has been put into improving the suburban
rail network. At least two new stations have been constructed in recent years, at Lea Green for St Helens,
and at Wavertree Technology Park. A new road /rail interchange is being constructed at Allerton, adjacent
to Liverpool Airport.

The opportunity exists for further significant improvements to the rail network, at a relatively small cost.
Park and ride facilities exist at many of the stations on the Merseytravel network, and land is available for
further expansion, if the eVort were made by those in charge. An earlier tramway scheme was rejected at
public enquiry, inter alia, for creating a park and ride car park for the tramway, adjacent to an existing
railway station. Have the car park by all means, but use the existing travel infrastructure.

Much of the peak time traYc on the roads is commuter led—improved rail service and park and ride
facilities will encourage greater use—leaving buses for those who do not have cars, and for oV-peak travel.

The new tramway route will restrict the existing roads into the city, adding to delays and frustration of
those who wish to drive into the city. Those who do not have access to cars can already use the bus services
or the trains, which can be upgraded at a much lower cost that the construction of the tramway. Additional
stations can be added to the rail network—the rapid acceleration of modern rail stock allows frequent
services even with frequent stops, though perhaps some upgrading of the signalling systemmay be required.
If money were forthcoming, an abandoned railway route could form an inner loop line, covering much of
the city suburbs not presently close to a railway station.
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Turning to the construction of the proposed tramway, a very substantial element of the total cost is in the
diversion of existing services—gas, water, electricity and telecoms.

A diverted pipe is still performing the same function—there is no benefit in terms of asset value, and the
disruption and inconvenience is significant. Liverpool streets in the city centre are much narrower that those
used inManchester (wheremuch of the tramway network is on former railway tracks). Creating the required
sterile zone for the tramway, clear of all services will create far greater disruption, long term and short term,
then the addition of a few more buses to the traYc flows. The utilities are also faced with the problem of
WHERE to put the diverted services, and yet still maintain supplies to the premises which front the streets
containing the tramway.

If the Grosvenor development is to revitalise the city centre shopping, as intended, it must provide clear
road routes, and adequate cheap parking. Otherwise, the shoppers will turn to the large choice of out of
town shopping areas, of which there are many within a 30-minute drive of Liverpool. Free parking, close
to the shops, makes it much easier to carry significant amount of goods. Anything much more than two
carrier bags on public transport becomes a problem. And Grosvenor will not survive on either ABC1
shoppers buying small items, or the C1 etc that the trams are allegedly aimed at. At times one thinks that
Merseytravel are more interested in social engineering that providing a user-friendly public transport
system.

Evidence from other systems raise severe doubts as to the viability of the Merseytram proposals, and I
would urge your committee to think very seriously before granting any funding for the project.

Chris Tigwell BSc CEng MIEE

February 2005

Memorandum by Planet Practice (LR 48)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRANSPORT

Introduction

Why is it that no more than five schemes have got beyond feasibility or Transport and General Works
Order stage? How much apparently abortive expenditure in places like Bristol will eventually prove some
use? While it is good to be able to learn from one’s own mistakes it is often useful and less painful to learn
from the mistakes and the experiences of others. Is it entirely true to say all expenditure on schemes that are
stopped is really pure waste?

What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

Integration includes fiscal and economic integration

In general, tram schemes that have grown and flourished better than expected have been conceived as
systems integrated with other systems; housing, work, buses, trains.

Those tram schemes that have failed or not got oV the ground have typically been the oddball one-oVs,
stand alone grand projects that have frustrated and disappointed like the north Bristol super tram or plans
for rapid transport system integral to the regeneration of the largest brown field site in the west of England,
the Western Riverside area in Bath.

Manchester and Croydon are successful systems integrated with shopping, buses, oYces, trains, schools
and recreation and the private car. To be successful, tram systems need to be integrated into the fiscal system
and the economy generally. If trams pay the cost of their track and system, would not more realistic pricing
of the real cost of road use, including by buses, create a more level playing field? Buses and trams need to
complement as well as compete. It is too easy for bus operators, if they wish, to distort the long term
economics of tram investment by adopting artificially short term economic hit and run sabotage tactics that
amount to unfair competition.

Complementary measures

The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors “RICS Business” publication for February 2005 described
howMunich had a fine tram system. The emptier roads had then been filled with extra cars. Was it because
balancing pedestrianisation schemes were restricted, or because Park and Ride sites were poorly sited? Was
it because there was no congestion charge or road pricing or integrated relevant realistic fuel duty to balance
the equation? Areas and streets that are not served by public transport should anyway be priced lower to
attract traYc and to even out traYc flow. Not to do so would be to consign marginal areas not served by
public transport to isolation and oblivion. Road pricing that is discretionary can, if well conceived as part
of a system, bring regeneration to an area that is reliant on the car as surely as a tram systemwill to congested
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area where the car is otherwise intrusive. The key is that road pricing by itself will not solve problems. It
must be carefully targeted, as must be investment in trams, and it must be systemic not an un-integrated
bright idea.

Are some rural areas and some urban areas best regenerated bymaking car usemore time and fuel eYcient
and attractive? How can criteria be chosen that support rural rail or urban light rail systems in some areas
and promote fairer, cheaper more fuel and time eYcient car use in others?

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

The costs and benefits of light rail

Transport systems and the business and social activities they link together have to be seen as part of the
same endeavour.

What is the true lost opportunity cost of demolishing houses in the north of England compared to
providing better transport links to the centre of cities like Manchester Leeds and Newcastle from areas that
are regarded as failed?

The role of coherent central government policy

The answer to potential marginalisation of such areas is not yet greater marginalisation. Can the problem
of edge of city centre and suburban housing areas in the north of Great Britain and elsewhere be considered
coherently without paying heed to the regenerative opportunities that emerge just by having good quick
transport links to other parts of the country, as well as better links to nearby regional centres? In France
prosperity has been spread more evenly by giving the provincial areas good links to other parts of the
continent and with each other. In the UK, some transport decision making, if not the schemes themselves,
seem London centred made from a central point of view. At other times such guidance seems absent or
contradictory. How can such decisionmaking be of the highest quality, listening and then guiding local skills
and needs?

The key to integrated transport is to re-think what is meant by integration.What are the horizons?Where
should they be local?Where must they be wider as links to ports, airports or Eurostar?Will such integration
include the “real needs of wheelchair users for their work and recreation, as provided for on modern trams/
light rail, or lead to a regulation to a statistical minimum as on heavy rail?” Why such a glaring contrast?

Integrate the needs of wheelchair user, cyclist, parent with pushchair, and other niche groups

At an unscheduled meeting at the Department for Transport on 11 February 2005, John Adey informed
me that there would be no changes to the proposed amendments to The Disability Discrimination Act 1995
Part V Rail Vehicle Accessibility Regulations (RAVR). Their records show that only one person had at any
time suggested that wheelchair provision on heavy rail was inadequate. He said their post bag indicated the
reverse was true and that the Department had much correspondence alleging that provision of wheelchairs
spaces at present levels of wheelchair usage was already too high. It would anyway probably be reduced
when the European Standard based on COS 335 and the Rail Vehicle Accessability Regulations was
introduced. It would be the Railway industry of an enlarged European Union itself that would draw up this
standard; representatives of each country contributing. The department was lobbied by other disability
organisations that people with other disabilities were being prejudiced by such wheelchair provision. Can
there be integrated transport if light rail provides properly for the wheelchair user and heavy rail does not?
The Department for Transport advice was that there had been at least one accident involving wheelchairs
on trams and trains. “The regulations are not going to be changed—go home and give up. It is futile to think
you can change things. Nothing is going to change” was the gist of his summary.

The Practicalities of Alternatives to Light Rail such as Increased Investment in Buses

Guided buses compared to ordinary buses require more land. Land requirement for tram systems is less
than for either bus or guided bus. Trams in Prague, Krakow and elsewhere commonly run through grassed
areas. In Prague they thread through arches in historic buildings without the risk of impact with the historic
building. Buses can do neither easily.

Buses take longer to board and disembark than most light rail systems. The frail, the elderly and those
confined towheelchairs find it quicker to get on and oV trams. So does the public generally. Passenger caused
delays are reduced and service frequencymaintained or increasedmore eYciently with light rail andmodern
tram systems.

The ratio of passengers to driver can be significantly higher with trams than buses. Doubling up the
number of tramcars on a tram at peak hours still only needs one driver. Doubling the buses or guided buses
doubles the number of drivers needed.
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The aesthetic implications of concrete kerb guide walls and fail safe constraints needed for guided buses
in pedestrian areas usually precludes their use in most existing city centres. Trams have a good proven track
record in pedestrian areas like Croydon and in France.

Even with the newest low floor and low floor articulated buses, boarding and disembarking from such
buses takes longer than from equivalent capacity trams.

Delays occur on buses because there is not enough flexibility in capacity for active parents with pushchairs
who often travel together and for people confined to wheelchairs and increasingly use electric scooter
wheelchairs. Trams both have larger capacity and better exits. Some low floor trams as in Strasbourg and
the high floor Manchester metrolink have end to end flat floor access for wheelchairs. Others such as
Croydon and SheYeld have steps at the extremities of the passenger accommodation. In both cases,
however, capacity is more welcoming than on buses.

In Prague the Tram system demonstates flexibility and economies on some routes that buses cannot
match. At oV-peak times a single tram driver may control a single tram set. At peak times the same driver
will control the same set with extra sets hitched on. To match that system, a bus service would also need
matching numbers of extra drivers as well.

It is a fair observation that on the Croydon Tramlink there is an evident co-operative team spirit that
includes staV and passengers. Elsewhere on buses it frequently appears to be a matter of every person for
themselves. Is there a diVerence between being a tram driver and being a bus driver?

The Barriers to the Development of Light Rail at Both National and Local Level

A prerequisite before any start can be made is to address the need to re-route underground services
including sewerage, water, gas, electric, cable, and telephone. There are often benefits to bringing forward
the date bywhichmany of the services could need beneficially to be renewed or re-routed anyway or capacity
and performance brought up to a specification to meet future demand. These benefits must be considered
along with any costs. Are proposed tram schemes ever “held over a barrel” by utility companies acting in
too muscular a manner?

Frequently, at both national and local level themain barriers appear political and institutional rather than
practical.

Local Authority Influences

The Passenger Transport Executive of Greater Manchester covers an area of equal diversity to the areas
around Avonmouth, Bristol, Bath, Cribbs Causeway, Filton Abbeywood, Keynsham, Portishead,
Radstock, Saltford, Severn Beach, Thornbury, Yate and Warmley. Why does it appear that at no stage did
central government or the Department for Transport encourage the various local authorities to get together
to propose a Bristol and Bath sub-regional integrated light rail/tram system that would eVectively address
many mutual problems and opportunities of nearly one million local people?

Fortunately, so far none of the separate independent schemes or plans have got oV the ground. Why, it
often seems, do the various local authorities fight, compete obstruct and blindly promote selfishly?

Need for co-ordination between government departments

Coherent integration of urban regeneration with transport links including renewal at the margins and
greater wealth creation opportunities has contributed to the transformation of areas in ways that might
otherwise have been unachievable or unsustainable. Trams are a proven component of significant urban and
housing regeneration. Buses are sometimes perceived too ephemeral to be trusted.

Rather than making proposals to pull down large swathes of housing in the North, why not, at a fraction
of the opportunity cost instead link areas of deprivation by light rail / tram to commercial centres that would
themselves thrive better as a result?

Integrated transport initiatives can be rendered, to a degree, meaningless unless governments recognise
that long term investment in clean trams can be made marginal if short term reflex tinkering with fuel tax
cannot be discounted.
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Climate change is not taken seriously

There are six million more cars on British roads than in 1998. Only a small proportion are foreign visitors.
If the percentage increase in investment and expenditure in private cars had been matched in expenditure
on new public transport systems, how diVerent in quality would our cities be?

Electric tram/light rail systems allow and encourage prosperity into the areas they serve while keeping
pollution at bay (to where it can be controlled more eVectively).Would it be necessary even to consider bull-
dozing certain areas of housing this country acutely needs, if better transport links could be provided? Put
another way, housing that is marginal or is even, as in Salford, boarded up becomes attractive if linked
eVectively to Manchester. Experience shows that buses, whatever their qualities, do not achieve this.

The Times newspaper reported on 21 February 2005 what appeared to be a revealing distortion of the
ideas of the ideas of public policy consensus expressed so hopefully in the forward of the 1998 White Paper
“A New Deal for Transport—Better for Everyone”.

While the Treasury seeks to find partners for the car industry in the Far East why is the Treasury at the
same time dealing successive body blows closer to home to, what should be and in places already is, one of
this countries great success stories; themanufacture and operation of energy eYcient Light rail/tram systems
as part of integrated transport systems?

Wheelchair users are assets not a liability. The country gains if integrated transport includes them

If present trends continue freely, increasing numbers in society will use electric wheelchair scooters to get
to work into old age despite infirmity. There is no justification for placing unrealistic restrictions, whether
on light rail/trams or heavy rail, on any capacity to carry wheelchairs and pushchairs and cycles. A
spokesperson at the Department for Transport Mobility and Inclusion Unit quoted a case of a wheelchair
on a Croydon tram tipping over. The exact cause of the accident may well be ascertained. The correct
response is not to try to ban or restrict wheelchairs because of accidents, but to learn to manage and re-
design to prevent accidents in a way that does not reduce capacity to carry wheelchairs, electric scooter
wheelchairs, or bicycles or pushchairs.

Sometimes it seems that parts of the Department for Transport and parts of the Industry and those
charged with safety to have a rather intolerant attitude to the non-conformist approach of wheelchair users
who do not choose to live according to the industry statistical models and codes and instead wish to use their
chairs in the real world.

The transport industry attitude as a whole seems to run their argument like this:

Wheelchairs are a Problem. No Wheelchairs . . . No Problem

The honourable exceptions to this rough generalisation are Light Rail and Modern Tram Systems in
Britain and Europe. That is why they have a teaching role that is central to any concept of Integrated
Transport that can include all wheelchair users and not just a few of them.

Every tram or light rail vehicle is wheelchair accessible. Why is there such fierce resistance to the idea of
mainline international heavy rail also catering in similar terms? Where does the authorship for such
discrimination lie?

If it is true to say that a characteristic of all new Tram and Light Rail systems is that they are structurally,
culturally, institutionally, politically, and corporately committed to the needs of the electric scooter
wheelchair user, why is this not also true of the mainline railway industry?

Conclusion

With the Future of Light Rail and Modern Trams in Britain lie the lessons for the future improvement
of transport in Britain generally. Quite apart from helpingmeet climate change obligations under theKyoto
Protocol and Treaty, they also hold the key to the quality of the air we breathe in our cities and homes, in
our places of work and recreation, and the transport that links them together whether or not at the moment
we are in wheelchairs.

Mark Blathwayt Dip Gen Surveying MRICS

February 2005
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Memorandum by David Holt (LR 49)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail (in the UK)

Trams have been popular in advanced cities all over the world for a century and more. Yet in the UK we
have a problem with them. Why? It is not to do with the trams themselves—the concept is the same
everywhere—it ismore to dowith us as a nation. The underlying insularity and selfishness exposed so starkly
in the 1980s, our reluctance to commit to the common good and our Europhobia are much to blame as is,
indirectly, our short-termist political system.

Instead of being seen as essential tools of urban prosperity, trams are tolerated like foul-tasting medicine.
They are undervalued in this country. We have a feeling that we ought to value them—hence the present
debate—but we don’t know how to harness them properly. Deep in our national consciousness we don’t
know that trams have any power at all, so we only pay lip service to them here and there. We go for trams
because we are trying to be more like our glittering neighbours, but we don’t really understand why.

The power of trams lies in their shiny steel rails which tie communities together. Those rails penetrate the
very heart of our cities. We walk along them and across them in pedestrian precincts, we refer to them when
giving directions, we find them comforting and reassuring, and most of all we know that they reach out
firmly and attractively to our homes. No other mode has such an eVective intrinsic marketing tool. Those
shiny steel rails will be there tomorrow and the day after that. We crave that reassurance. But you can’t put
a price on something so subliminal.

Another barrier to the development of light rail in this country is the inordinately long times elapsing
between conception and implementation. Metrolink’s Salford Quays/Eccles route is an excellent example.
Conceived in 1986 when Salford Docks was a wasteland, a much straighter alignment ought to have been
secured at that blank-paper stage, instead of the tortuous convolutions performed by the trams today as
they weave their way slowly round all the sharp curves.

Earlier implementation would have avoided early unfavourable competition with parallel journeys by
road. As it turned out, one parallel road was upgraded—Regent Road—and another, Bridgewater Way,
was built, both of them before the Eccles light rail route was opened. The new tram route ought to have been
inaugurated first. It is no good talking about transport integration in only one of its dimensions. The timing
of projects is another dimension in which integration needs to be applied.

What Light Rail Systems need to Be Successful

There are inbuilt disincentives to public transport use. Given the choice, most of us would prefer the
private sanctuary of our cars, in which we have some personal control over the quality of our journeys.

Once I have committed myself to a public transport journey, I have put myself in someone else’s hands
and I am enslaved to the whims and idiosyncrasies of others. I oVer myself as the operator’s victim and as
the butt of fellow passengers’ social incompetence. On public transport I have to mix with people I would
rather stay a million miles away from. Seat blockers, window openers and shutters, leaking personal stereos
(“audible BO”, sounding like the tail end of the inward goods chute in a bottle-recycling plant), mobile
phone shouters, three-wheeled buggy pushers ramming knobbly-tyred wheels against people’s legs, kickers
of seat backs, foul language, coughers and sneezers (no wonder TB is coming back—please can we have a
revival of the “trap your germs in your handkerchief” campaign?), assault, and so on.

This means that public transport has to be of exceptionally good aVordable quality if it is to be widely
accepted as an alternative to other means of transport and as an alternative to immobility. Trams can oVer
that exceptional quality. Buses have to overcome the additional handicap of the palpable stigma felt by the
British public in using them, standing forlornly at stops in the rain being splashed by passing cars.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, Such as Increased Investment in Buses

So perplexed are we in the UK by the tramway concept that we can’t understand why buses or bizarre
proprietary systems won’t do the same job.

The answer is that when it comes to subliminal appeal, which is worth diamonds in promotional terms,
there simply is no alternative to the tram’s shiny steel rails placed under people’s noses. And in any case,
buses are smelly rattling contraptions reflecting no distinction on the communities they serve, with the
possible exception of the red London double-decker. Trams, on the other hand, always exemplify the
positive characteristics of a city, as witness the frequency with which they illustrate travel programmes and
promotional material. You just don’t get that with buses, and you can’t put a price on it.
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Something else diYcult to put a price on is labour force mobility, also a product of those magical steel
rails shiningly uniting places of employment with places of residence. Labour force mobility is essential for
economic success, and nothing else delivers it as eVectively and sustainably as trams operated as part of an
integrated public transport system.

Buses have their part to play in integrated public transport systems, of course they do, but too often they
are provided where there really ought to be trams. “Thunderbirds” modes such as monorails and various
proprietary technologies are fit for theme parks only, not for mainstream public transport.

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of

Light Rail

We British cannot help throttling light rail schemes by imposing on them forms of implementation and
financing which just do not suit them. Manchester Metrolink is a classic example.

Metrolink: A brilliant concept shabbily executed

Metrolink was conceived 25 or so years ago by visionary geniuses at a time when a firmly embedded
commitment to publicly owned, publicly operated, publicly regulated, integrated public transport systems
had been built up painstakingly by Government over many years in the UK. Trams were the missing part
of the jigsaw puzzle.

Phase One (Altrincham—City Centre—Bury) was then implemented as a test-bed for railway
privatisation. Dreadful adulteration of the original concept was inflicted through the use of a convoluted
contractual system which absolutely reduced to the barest minimum, at the expense of the general public,
the risk transferred to the private sector. Metrolink was not built for the private sector, though, it was built
for the Manchester public.

If the disappointments associated withMetrolink, and to some extent with light rail elsewhere in the UK,
are to be avoided in future then it is necessary to understand what went wrong.

We all know how railway privatisation has unravelled. Shortcomings of the same magnitude, but
manifested in diVerent ways, can be found in Metrolink.

To be successful, Metrolink would need to have been implemented under a traditional client/contractor
arrangement, with a straightforward client-supervised construction contract followed by public operation.
Design would have been handled entirely by the expert client—GMPTE—and its consultants. Specialist
Resident Engineers would have supervised construction.

As it turned out, GMPTEwas all but emasculated by the (Specify,) Design, Build, Operate andMaintain
((S)DBOM) form of contract imposed by the Government as a condition of funding. GMPTE and its
predecessors had painstakingly built in-house knowledge, undertaking study tours and public consultation
to refine the essential specification of the desired system. How stupid, then, to throw all that away and put
matters entirely into the inexpert hands of contractors who proceeded to deny thatMetrolinkwas a tramway
system at all. What could one expect but some sort of dog’s dinner, a precursor of the Dome, the Thames
bridge and the Diana fountain?

What do I mean by a dog’s dinner?

Not enough trams, to start with. 37 were wanted for Phase One by the client. Only 26 were provided. No
more have been provided since, despite promises. Since the beginning the service has suVered from
disgraceful overflowing at peak times, making the trams inherently unreliable. Metrolink is not successful,
because it fails to realise its full potential, which it could only do if there were enough trams to saturate the
infrastructure. It’s like buying a DVD system and then not bothering to justify its existence by buying
enough DVDs to play on it.

For Heaven’s sake do not even think about congestion charging until Metrolink is running at full tilt as
part of an integrated public transport system.

Even if Metrolink were successful, which it is not, it would be nonsense to talk about its being a victim
of its own success. Metrolink is inanimate, and cannot be a victim. The true victims are we, the travelling
public. Yet this “victim of its own success” nonsense is constantly reiterated by GMPTA/E as if that makes
everything all right.

Then there is the design of the trams themselves. The contractors stubbornly refused to provide grab poles
along the aisles, because they would havemade the vehicles too tram-like. So standing passengers habitually
remain in the door areas where there is something to hang on to, blocking the entrances at stops. What an
idiotic and wholly unnecessary state of aVairs.

A tragically inappropriate characteristic of theMetrolink trams is their unfit audible warning of approach
which, when coupled with unfit traction and braking control arrangements, has led to many unnecessary
accidents, injuries and deaths—Metrolink’s Hatfield in eVect. Rail vehicles operating on-street in cities all
over the world, and elsewhere in this country, have always used a bell or gong sound as the audible warning
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of approach. That sound of one object striking another is vital for eVectiveness in circumstances unique to
railbound vehicles in the street, for the same reasons that make a bell sound essential for signalling the end
of a boxing round.

Metrolink’s contractors arrogantly refused to countenance a gong as the on-street audible warning of
approach, choosing a silly steam locomotive whistle because they didn’t want to be seen to be implementing
a tramway system. Ever since we have suVered the tragic consequences of the outrageous imposition of such
a departure from best practice.

Metrolink ticket machines have been grossly unreliable for much of the system’s life. Ticket inspectors
exhibit contempt for passengers in the local press.

The track is in an atrocious condition on the Bury line, with residents complaining persistently about
noise. A design fault in the trams causes cyclic side-cutting even on new track.

Disruption to the city centre was perpetuated on Mosley Street when the rail embedding material failed
twice. The problem can be traced back to time lost earlier in the contract by attempting to bend tram rails
in two planes (just try edge-bending a desk ruler)—another penalty of the (S)DBOM form of contract
implementation.

Finally, the fares are too high. This is partly a function of Metrolink’s horrendous overcrowding with
demand far exceeding supply, and is an obnoxious aberration.

Those six or seven examples are given as the bare bones ofMetrolink’s (S)DBOM-imposed shortcomings.

The tragedy is that GMPTE people, and some in Westminster, understand very well, I believe, what has
been outlined above. In that knowledge they should not bend over backwards to extend Metrolink
regardless of quality.

My conclusion is: decision makers who can’t embrace, or who are prevented from embracing, the
tramway concept as it is wholeheartedly embraced elsewhere, can’t expect light rail to realise its full
potential. Smelly, rough, haphazard, second-rate buses running along abominably humped suburban roads
will just have to do. And so we remain in our darkness. It isn’t the fault of trams as a technology. It’s our
own fault for not knowing what to do with them.

February 2005

Memorandum by The Institution of Highways & Transportation (LR 50)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. The Institution of Highways & Transportation (IHT) is grateful for the opportunity to respond to the
consultation document issued by the Department for Transport on Accessibility Planning in Local
Transport Plans. Our comments are as follows:

2. As with many in the transport industry, our members are becoming increasingly multi-disciplined and
as such they have shown an increasing interest in the diVerent modes and forms of transport. One of which
has been the development, over the past 20 years, of light rail systems. This involvement has been reflected
recently in the formation of the Light Rail Transport Special Interest Group which, at the time of writing
this submission, has over 40 registered members.

3. The Institution requests that this submission be considered from a national perspective, although
many of its members are, or have been, involved on individual scheme development and design. The
Institution has to take on board the varying views of its members but it believes that this submission reflects
a broad consensus of those it represents.

Historical Background

4. The demise of tramways after World War II left a vacuum of on-highway fixed track passenger
transport systems as the flexibility of the routeing of the bus was left to competewith the growth of themotor
vehicle. Gradually, it came to be recognised that this policy had proved to be counter productive and this
led to a number of studies to review alternatives such as busways and Light Rail systems which had been
allowed to continue and expand in continental Europe. Apart from the historical lines in Blackpool, Greater
Manchester led the way in the early 1980s when its review of the rail network led it to recommend the
development of a 6-line Light Rapid transit network. Other conurbations followed with their own studies,
some of which did recommend light rail as their preferred option. The previous government in coming to a
view on light rail was of the view that the private sector should be involved and that it should bear a
proportion of the risk. Greater Manchester’s Metrolink, for example, was an early form of PFI which had
a private sector operator but because of the unknowns of the risk a minimum amount of money was
provided by the private sector. This was more fully developed in subsequent schemes in South Yorkshire,
West Midlands and Croydon. Private sector involvement whether through PFI or Public Private
Partnerships (PPPS) have evolved over time largely based upon the experience of each light rail scheme as
it has developed.
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The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

5. The Institution concurs with the view that a full cost/benefit analysis should be provided in support of
all proposals being submitted to the DfT. However, it is concerned that based on the evidence to date,
insuYcient consideration is given to the wider economic and social impacts, as more intangible benefits to
the community. There is no doubt that Croydon Tramlink has addedmuch to the character and appearance
of the town centre, particularly in the area of the public realm. The visual impact aspect of some of the design
of SheYeld Supertram and its integration into the street scene has been warmly commended. The Institution
would argue that cost/benefit analysis should not be seen as the be-all and end-all to either justify or refuse
proposals. There are well documented disparities between how public transport and highway schemes are
considered in cost/benefit terms.

What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

6. The experience of the light rail schemes introduced so far has been mixed in terms of perception.
Greater Manchester Metrolink Phase 1 led the way and because it replaced the two busiest commuter rail
lines and penetrated the regional centre of Manchester, it could not go wrong, and so it proved. West
Midlands “Midland Metro” by contrast was built on a closed former railway alignment with limited
adjacent housing or industry and therefore limited patronage. The DLR in Docklands is a classic example
of a transportation system leading and development following.

However, each scheme in operation has strengths and weaknesses but the principle strengths to be
considered are:

(a) serving areas of dense housing either side of the line;

(b) good town/city centre penetration to serve jobs, shops and leisure facilities;

(c) easy to use and understand in terms of fares/timetables; and

(d) potential areas of regeneration linked into the scheme.

7. The Institution would also draw to the Committee’s consideration the eVect a scheme has on the
perception of light rail by the community it serves or potentially could serve. Passenger satisfaction surveys
indicate that light rail in the areas that they serve exceed the passenger satisfaction of both heavy rail and
buses. Is a light rail scheme both liked and desired?Overall there is a positive feel for all schemes in operation
in England.

How Effectively is Light Rail used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

8. The short answer to this question is that it is patchy. The best examples are Croydon Tramlink,
Midland Metro and Nottingham Express Transit where the ticketing is coordinated with the bus services.
Conversely, inManchester and SheYeld the private tram operator has little or no other presence in the area
and so any joint arrangements are by means of voluntary partnerships which is muchmore complicated and
confusing to the passenger. In general terms, bus and light rail networks are planned independently resulting
in less integration than in an area where there is one planning authority. Even PTEs have diYculty in this
area. Four schemes in operation have been initiated by PTEs but they have had diYculty relating to the
competing claims of their constituent highway authorities especially when they cross boundaries and
diVerent policies apply. Nottinghamwas the exception where a unified transport and highway authority was
able to present a more united case.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

9. All light rail schemes require technical and legal approval. These processes, linked to the needs of
public consultation, result in a long drawn out process which can extend to schemes taking 10–15 years from
inception to implementation. The Transport and Works Act Order process introduced in 1992 has
lengthened scheme development. Whilst it has encouraged local participation, which is to be welcomed, it
has protracted the time taken for inquiries and the Department confirming or amending schemes.

10. Once a scheme has been through the Inquiry process, it then awaits the Inspector to write his report
and then the DfT consider it, review any clarifications and further representations before being passed to
the relevantMinister for a decision. This period of time can be very uncertain. Following approval, the next
stage is the whole procurement process, and the evidence from the schemes in Leeds, Manchester phase 3
and South Hampshire is that it can be lengthy.

11. One further area of significant uncertainty is both the lead time on statutory undertakers diversions
and the associated cost which often result in significant betterment for the undertaker of his equipment. The
promoter has to pay 92.5% of the costs which is out of all proportion of the diversion benefits. In France
the undertakers pay the full costs!
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The Effects of Different Financial Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail Systems

12. The Institution’s Members see this issue from “both sides of the fence”, ie many Members act on the
procurement side whilst others are engaged in the supplier side working for companies that have an equity
holding in consortia bidding for such schemes.

13. Our observations suggest that the balance of risk appears to be weighted too much on the shoulders
of the private sector, who have no option but to price the risk. This leads to increasing costs. It is clear that
the financial world is more risk averse with fixed track systems than say five years ago and this needs to be
explored further. There is also a trend (because some schemes did not initially reach projected patronage
figures) for banks to make an arbitrary cut in any patronage forecasts in order to provide a safety margin.
When allied with the impact of the “optimum bias” approach, this pushes the evaluation of any scheme in
a negative direction and increases the aVordability problem. In addition the PFI process has not brought
about “innovation” because too many parameters have had to be fixed in the planning/build up stage and
innovation often comes with an additional price tag.

14. The costs involved in financing the bid process are also very high (they have to be recovered
somewhere within UK plc) and due to the fragility of the current market place, many suppliers are asking
whether its now worth investing in the “UK” process. The Institution feels that there is a better process to
wrapping up all design, building, operational, maintenance and financial issues into one package, by
splitting out those elements where risk can be contained and made more certain, enabling the right
organisation to carry the right risk. This is a crucial area as it is the aVordability of the schemes which has
been questioned, not the fact that they pass all the economic tests.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

15. The Institution understands that DfT has asked promoters of light rail schemes to evaluate them
against alternative modes, especially buses. This may be a reflection on the uptake in bus use in London
compared to the varying performance in the deregulated world outside Greater London. The only eVective
alternative to light rail to obtain consistency of regularity and reliability would be some form of fixed track
bus rapid transit. Schemes which are in operation are of limited value, eg Leeds, Bradford and no promoter,
apart from possibly Crawley to Gatwick, has implemented a major and significant busway on a par with a
light rail scheme of a similar length. Schemes at an advanced stage of planning such as St Ives–Cambridge,
Luton–Dunstable and Leigh–Salford–Manchester need thoroughly testing in terms of public perception.
Costs of busway per km compared to light rail are not significantly diVerent and the forecasted usage over
time suggests a lower overall patronage and therefore cost/benefit case.

16. Promoters of schemes have often had to consider all the alternatives during the Public Inquiry process
and if they were not the best solution for the problem being addressed, they would have been identified at
that stage. The Institution recognises that Light Rail is not the panacea for every urban transport problem,
just that it has proved to be an eVective system which has been well received by all sections of the
travelling public.

Conclusions

17. As light rail has evolved in the UK over the past 15 years, there has been a wider appreciation of its
benefits to the communities it serves. From the spectacular success ofMetrolink inGreaterManchester from
Bury to Altrincham to the equally successful latest system in Nottingham, all have proved to be popular
with passengers and have resulted in diVerent levels of transfer from the private car. Significantly, such
systems are environmentally friendly and they have helped to stem the increase in CO2 emissions. The
Institution has been concerned that the confirmed annual growth in patronage and popularity has not been
reflected in Government support. As well as ensuring that the schemes are well founded in relation to land
use, economic and social policies, aVordability is still crucial. The procurement process is therefore vital to
success and the Institution through its Transport Policy and Procurement Boards takes a keen interest in
these matters. It is felt that there is much to be learned from the experiences of Members engaged in the
South Hampshire, Leeds and Manchester schemes in both the public and private sectors. The Institution
would be pleased to be involved in any such further work.

Ends

18. The Institution of Highways & Transportation was founded in 1930 and this year celebrates 75 years
as a learned Institution with professional connections worldwide. It is a learned society concerned
specifically with the planning, design, construction, maintenance and operation of land based transport
systems and infrastructure. It serves the transport profession for the benefit of society and members. With
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over 10,000 members, and continuing to grow, it works across a wide range of disciplines including design,
construction, maintenance and operation of transport systems and infrastructure across all transportmodes
in both the public and private sectors. It aims to promote the exchange of knowledge, improve policy
formulation, stimulate debate on transportation issues, recognise individual competence and encourage best
practice in the industry. The IHT promotes excellence in transport systems and infrastructure.

February 2005

Memorandum submitted by the South London Partnership (LR 51)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. Summary

1.1 This response is made by the South London Partnership (SLP), which includes the south London
boroughs of: Bromley, Croydon, Kingston, Merton, Richmond, Sutton and Wandsworth; Business Link
for London; London South Learning & Skills Council; South London Council of Chamber of Commerce;
South London Business; Kingston University; SELTRANS (the SE London transport partnership);
SWELTRAC (the SW London transport partnership); the SouthWest London Strategic Health Authority
and Connexions London South.

1.2 The South London Partnership was established in February 2002 and is one of five strategic sub-
regional partnerships in London. It covers seven south London boroughs; nearly a third of the Greater
London area. The partnership promotes the interests of south London as a sub-region both in its own right
and as a major contributor to London as a world-class city.

1.3 The SLP is a voluntary forum of partners who have agreed to work together on issues of common
concern, which include: land-use planning, transportation, business support, skills development and quality
of life issues. The partnership is working to achieve an ambitious vision for sustainable economic
development in south London.

1.4 Tramlink is a 28 km (18.5 mile) tram system with three routes radiating from the centre of Croydon
to Wimbledon, Beckenham and New Addington. In this submission of evidence to the Transport Select
Committee, SLP highlights both the economic, tangible and less tangible benefits of Tramlink from the
National Audit Report (NAO), published in April 2004. Evidence is included from the Buchanan Report
on the “Economic and Regeneration Impact of Croydon Tramlink July 2003”, which was commissioned by
SLP. It also considers additional impacts that Tramlink has made to the areas it serves.

1.5 The NAO highlights many positive aspects of Tramlink. It states that Tramlink has helped to attract
inward investment to Croydon (£1.5 billion—London Borough of Croydon) and brought good transport
links to relatively socially deprived areas. The Buchanan Report states, “Tramlink is a highly successful
public transport system. It is reliable, frequent and fast, oVers a high degree of on-board personal security,
is well used and is highly regarded. The vast majority of over 100 organisations, employers, community
organisations and individuals interviewed for this study were, unprompted, very positive in their comments
about Tramlink”.

1.6 Extensions to Tramlink: There are four extensions identified in the London Plan—Streatham to
Purley, Tooting to Sutton, Crystal Palace and Sutton to Morden. The implementation of all four would
bringmajor benefits to southLondon, replicating the benefits Tramlink has generated in the immediate local
area. These benefits include: ease of travel, regeneration of run-down areas, increased employment
opportunities, joining up major hospitals at Tooting (St Georges), Sutton (St Helier), Croydon (Mayday)
as well as hospitals/clinics at Mitcham and Purley.

Tramlink Key Facts

— The route is 28 km in total and 2004–05 figures show 22 million passengers travel per annum.

— Tramlink operates most of two of its routes on old rail alignment, with trams running on-street in
the Croydon town centre for 14% of the total system.Much of the third route travels through open
ground. Only 5% of the total system is shared with general road traYc and 9% is exclusively for
tram only use, or is shared with buses.

— Tramlink was built as a private/public funded project. The private sector provided £100 million of
the total £225 million costs with TfL’s predecessor, Transport for London, funding £100 million,
plus £25 million of costs for the diversion of the utilities. The capital cost was just £7.8 million
per km.
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— London Boroughs of Croydon, Merton and Sutton contributed staV time—including processing
all necessary approvals, costs of an Information Centre and landscaping.

— Tramlink connects directly with mainline stations at East Croydon (for trains to the south coast)
and central London, Wimbledon station for connections to central London, the south west coast,
Hampshire and Surrey, and access to LondonUnderground through theDistrict Line. Beckenham
Junction connects the system with mainline rail for north Kent.

— Tramlink’s system links with 55 bus routes.

— The service gives easy access to the tennis at Wimbledon and Wimbledon’s retail outlets. It serves
socially deprived areas and has been instrumental in reducing unemployment due to links with
light industry and retail businesses.

— Considerable regeneration has taken place throughout the route in commercial, retail and housing
sectors. This is particularly true on the grid-locked A23 Purley Way, which the tram now reaches
from New Addington in a 40 minute journey time as opposed to two bus changes and 90 minute
journey. (Unemployment has reduced by 35% in the New Addington ward of Fieldway).

— Tramlink has an enviable record of keeping to its timetable even in the face of snow and ice, which
brings delays and cancellations to other public transport modes.

— Tramlink oVers ease of interchange of pupils through a wide selection of schools on or near the
route and increased prosperity in the area (property prices have risen by 4% more than in areas
not near Tramlink).

— Tramlink is kept clean by a rota of cleaners who tram-hop collecting rubbish.

— Trams are environmentally friendly as they run on 750 volts of electricity on overhead wires and
do not cause pollution.

— Trams carry large numbers per vehicle (200 per tram for Tramlink).

— Trams are thinner than buses and take up less road space.

2. The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

Initial Costs

The following are costs or key factors that SLP considers are involved in building and operating a
tram system:

— The NAO states that the average cost in real terms of systems built between 1992 and 2004 was
£10.2 million per kilometre compared to an average of £13.2 per kilometre estimated for planned
schemes up to 2007–08. Tramlink (Buchanan Report) cost £7.8 million per km.

— The routes chosen aVect costs, whether they are based on little-used rail alignment, street running,
or a combination of the two.

— Diversion of utilities will be required where access to such utilities would be impeded by
Tramtracks.

— The number of compulsory purchase orders for buildings and the required clearance on the
chosen routes.

— Whether the tram needs bridges to span railway lines, or whether such obstacles need to be
removed.

— Compensation costs of varying kinds, including compulsory purchase orders and any
compensation to businesses aVected during installation works.

— The length of the route and service level desired will predict the number of trams and stops
required. Trams currently cost in the region of £1 million per tram.

— Additional costs over and above the actual construction work include all promotional materials
and on-going costs for changes in signage and maps.

— Costs to transport operators who may be aVected by diVering patronage patterns once the light
rail system is up and running.

— Costs of consultations with the public aVected by route plans.

3. Long Term Costs

3.1 Although initial costs are higher than a new bus route, they are lower than rail or underground, and
over the long term compare very favourably with buses.
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3.2 Comparison costs against buses, annualised over a 30 year period are:*

— Conventional bus £46 million.

— Bendy bus £32 milion.

— Tram £20 million.

(*South London Trams Transport for Everyone—The Case for extensions to Tramlink—published by
South London Partnership, 2004)

4. Benefits

4.1 Envy of Tramlink’s success has brought demand from many south London areas for extensions to
Tramlink. All would bring similar advantages, which are recognised by the NAO:

— Croydon Tramlink achieved a 4% reduction in traYc levels.

— The NAO report found that 18 to 20% of light rail passengers previously used a car for the
same journey.

— The drop in the number of cars on the road in Croydon helped reduce road accidents, which fell
by 11% in Tramlink’s first year of operation.

— Tramlink provides seamless passenger journeys, integrating with seven main line rail stations and
55 bus routes.

— Tickets are easy to buy and passengers can move between forms of public transport due to a high
degree of through-ticketing.

4.2 The 2003 Buchanan Report—a major report for SLP whose findings are still relevant, found:

— Unlike buses, the tram is used across socio-economic groups.

— Employers have access to an expanded pool of labour.

— Residents/employees able to access retail/commercial areas (particularly for jobs and leisure for
those living indeprived and previously inaccessible areas).

— Disadvantaged groups able to use the tram for wide range of purposes.

— Employers cited improved accessibility for staV.

— Tramlink is seen to have helped area businesses in the recruitment and retention of staV.

— Evidence shows a modal shift from car use as high as 20%.

— An increase in investor confidence and new developments in the area served by Tramlink, all of
which are in close proximity to tram stops.

4.3 The London Assembly Transport Committee seminar on Tram, trolley or guided bus: what are the
best choices for London, held in April 2004, states that trams have higher capacity per vehicle and
potentially higher operating speeds than buses.

4.4 A brand new report, produced for PTEG (http://www.pteg.net/lightrailandcities.htm), which
represents seven Passenger Transport Executives of England and Scotland, also provides evidence about the
benefits of trams over buses. It finds that UK light rail is delivering on ridership, regeneration and modal
shift. Key findings include:

— Typically, light rail achieves six times the level of traYc reduction achieved bymajor improvements
to bus services. Around 20% of rush hour light rail users have switched from the car—compared
with between 4% and 6.5% for bus improvement schemes. At the weekends, up to 50% of light rail
passengers previously travelled by car

— All UK light rail and tram systems are popular and are near or at capacity in the rush-hours. UK
light rail now takes 22 million car journeys oV the road every year.

— When passenger numbers are high, light rail can be more cost eVective than the bus alternative.

— Tram schemes have played an important part in delivering regeneration and shaping how and
where it occurs. All UK tram schemes have led to increases in commercial and residential
property values.

5. Less tangible benefits:

Local opinions, press coverage and feed-back from the South London Chamber of Commerce’s Business
First Exhibition, held in October 2004, shows:

— Trams have a good image, oVering speedy modern travel.

— Trams are cleaner and more environmentally friendly.

— Trams raise civic pride.
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6. What Light Rail Systems need to be Successful

The Colin Buchanan Report identified a number of critical factors:

6.1 High potential demand. A high propensity of passenger potential to use public transport is a key
indicator in determining the success of a light rail/tram system.

6.2 Accessibility and visibility of tram stops must be sited as near as possible to areas of public demand.
(Tramlink’s 28 km route has 38 stops in total, spread near intensive housing, open spaces and parks, out-
of-town industrial, retail and entertainment, as well as an intensive service on its central town centre loop).

6.3 Reliable passenger information displays (PIDs) greatly assist turn-up-and-go travel.

6.4 Level boarding for wheelchair users and parents with push-chairs, together with internal tram spaces
dedicated to them eases travel, as does ample seating and safe standing areas for other passengers.

6.5 A frequent tram service that operates during the core hours required by passengers is highly
attractive.

6.6 Ticket buying should be easy, with tickets sold at convenient locations and interchanges throughout
the area served, as well as on the tram stop itself. A variety of tickets (ie weekly, monthly, annual) should
be available as well as through ticketing covering all public transport modes.

6.7 Security is vital, on trams and at stops, which should both have CCTV. Tram stops should have a
security/enquiry point where passengers can speak to a real person in the tram’s control room. PIDs provide
a means of communication with passengers if any problems arise.

6.8 Lighting on tram stops and, if possible, on the surrounding areas, is of paramount importance.

6.9 Cleanliness on trams, tram stops and surrounding areas encourages passenger loyalty and pride.

7. How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

7.1 Successes

— If light rail systems collect people from, and take people to, where they want to go, join up easily
with other public transport, allow through ticketing which is easy to use, have park and ride
facilities and ease both traYc congestion and enhance journey times, then they will be publicly
acclaimed.

— Tramlink is successful in providing seamless passenger journeys. It integrates with seven main line
rail stations and 55 bus routes.

— Tramlink provides access to both local destinations and, via interchanges, with bus and heavy rail,
thus accessing the wider London public transport network Tramlink has widely benefited those
who previously couldn’t use other modes of transport or where such transport was less frequent,
less reliable, slower, or required changes.

7.2 Improvement for consideration

— Although there is through ticketing for travel card holders, there is no through ticketing for
passengers using normal mainline rail tickets.

— There is no shared train/tram information at mainline stations and no shared passenger
information, so train travellers will not be aware of any tram delays.

— Avoid duplication of bus routes and tram routes using one to feed the other within a timetable,
rather than run parallel.

7.3 Extensions

— There is a demand for extensions to Tramlink throughout both the public, commercial, retail and
leisure area of south London.

— Health care within south London is developing with plans for a major acute hospital and needs
eVectively integrated transport to provide connections between hospitals.

— At Croydon the Future Exhibition, held in October 2004, 50.9% of respondents to the
questionnaire were pleasedwith the proposed transport developments for the townwhich included
much requested proposed extensions to Tramlink.

8. Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

— Low patronage.

— Bus and light rail services in competition with one another on the same routes.

— Resistance to measures, such as park and ride schemes, which could increase patronage.
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— Not recognising that patronage takes time to build up.

— Unrealistic early forecasts.

— It is not clear whether expensive utility diversions are always required. TfL has questionedwhether
wholesale utility diversions are really necessary.

— Croydon Tramlink promoters spent £250,000 establishing the location of utilities.

9. Risk Premium

9.1 TfL’s Business Plan estimates the cost of building the four extensions it has identified (Streatham to
Purley, Tooting to Sutton, Crystal Palace and Sutton to Morden) as being £530 million, working out at
around £15.5 per kilometre, or the latest TfL internal figure of £644 million which gives a cost of £15–£20
million per kilometre. These compare with Tramlink’s cost of £7.8 million per kilometre.

9.2 The investor view is that making the private sector shoulder as many risks as possible is inflating the
cost of light rail.

9.3 The Treasury/Department for Transport risk premium on capital projects makes a significant
contribution to potential building costs and aVects value-for-money and financial viability assessments.

10. the Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

The major benefit of trams against buses:

— Trams have their own dedicated path and use less road space.

— Trams do not get stuck in traYc jams, can keep to a timetable and appeal to all the socio-
economic groups.

— Even though buses cost less initially and cause less upheaval, cost comparisons have already been
shown to benefit the tram (see above under Long Term Costs).

— Where unavoidable narrowing of roads make bus lanes impractical, buses still join traYc jams.

— Dedicated buses are segregated from road space by unsightly buVers whereas tram tracks do not
impinge on pleasant streetscapes.

Christine Seaman
Director

February 2005

Memorandum by Light Rail Transit Association (LR 52)

FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS IN BRITAIN

Introduction

TheLightRail Transit Association (LRTA)was established in 1937 by a group of people concerned about
the proposed closures of tramways in London. The Association has grown over the intervening 68 years
into an international body with almost 4,000 members around the world, half outside the United Kingdom.
Although the LRTA’s members come from all walks of life, they share a common concern with the
development of good quality public transport through the use of light rail and tramways. Many are
professionals working in the transport industries. The Association’s monthly magazine, “Tramways &
Urban Transit” is widely regarded as essential reading around the world by those concerned with the
development, building, operation and use of light rail and tramway systems.

The Association’s objectives are to educate people about light rail andmodern tramways and to advocate
the adoption of such systems as core components of modern integrated transport systems.

The Committee’s Inquiry into Integrated Transit: the Future of Light Rail and Modern Trams

in Britain

The Association welcomes the opportunity to present evidence to the Committee’s Inquiry. Since the
LRTA gave evidence to the last Select Committee on this subject some five years ago many of the problems
which we predicted have become apparent and have recently been highlighted by the National Audit OYce
report in 2004.11 It is of concern that issues raised by the report are seen in some quarters as being a failure
of light rail rather than a failure of the political systems within which light rail has to operate in this country.

11 NAO—Improving public transport in England through light rail. 23 April 2004.
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The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

Costs

— A recent study12 found “the infrastructure costs for light rail, busways and guided buses closer
together than had often been assumed”. Whichever of these modes is chosen it is clear that the
infrastructure costs of providing a segregated public transport system will be high but not as high
as providing heavy rail or public road alternatives

— It is important that lifetime costs are taken into account in addition to initial construction costs
to ensure a fair comparison between these modes. Lifetime light rail operating costs per passenger
kilometre are likely to be lower than other modes. While options with lower start-up costs may
seem attractive they could incur higher operating costs and/or not deliver the same passenger
benefits as light rail.

Benefits

— Light rail, whilst providing the ambience and comfort of a modern train or car, can run in places
where these modes cannot. Light rail is thus able to attract motorists out of their cars and reduce
overall congestion. Even when running on former rail alignments, the superior performance of
light rail oVers a better service than conventional trains. Trams operate on line of sight and do not
require expensive signalling systems. Light rail can stop more frequently because the stops are
simple and cheaper to construct than rail stations. On roads light rail oVers attractive and
predictable journey times in comparison with buses by taking advantage of segregated alignments
and traYc engineering techniques which avoid congestion.

— A substantial proportion of the population have some mobility impairment some of the time. This
includes not just the severely disabled and elderly, but those with push chairs, shopping trolleys,
heavy luggage, or with diYculties in climbing steps. A fixed track system ensures that the vehicle
always follows the same path. Therefore level access and extremely short stepping distances
(typically 50 mm at most) can be assured at every door of the vehicle every time. This is already
demonstrated on all of the new light rail systems in UK.

— Trams use electricity to power the vehicles. As such it is completely pollution free at the point of
use. Further because it draws it power from the electricity network it is not tied to one particular
power source. Therefore as time passes tramways will be able to take advantage the increasing
proportion of “emission free” power generation proposed for the UK.

— The predictable path trams follow makes sharing precincts with pedestrians a safe option. Thus
trams can provide access to city centre precincts where buses and cars would be obtrusive and
dangerous. It is often claimed that a disadvantage of a fixed track system is the very fact that the
vehicles easily respond to changes in demand by altering the route. However the very presence of
the track adds the feeling of permanence to the light rail system. That in turn has led to
development along and close to the route, generating both value to the locality and patronage to
the line. This would never have happened with a potentially ephemeral bus route.

— Modern trams, around 35 metres long can accommodate up to 250 passengers. Further they are
permitted to be operated on street in units of two vehicles, thus providing accommodation for
double that number. With a policy of oV tram ticket sales such a unit can be operated safely by
one person. A tram every two minutes, a frequency achieved on continental tramways, can
therefore provide a peak line capacity of some 15,000 per hour. On the other hand an articulated
bus can at best provide accommodation for 130 people. To achieve similar line capacity would
require a bus every 31 seconds. This demonstrates the level of productivity possible with a light
rail system.

— The introduction of trams into city centres and suburban areas creates the opportunity to
regenerate those areas with significant improvements in attractiveness and safety. The ability for
the tracks to be laid in a variety of surfaces including grass is unique to the tram as also is its ability
for shared operation with rail services where appropriate.

What light rail systems need to be successful

Elements of successful light rail systems include

— Own right of way when appropriate but able to run on street to give direct access.

— To justify expenditure light rail should serve as many major traYc objectives as practical eg
Hospitals, Universities as well as city centres.

12 Bus or Light Rail—Making the Right Choice. Professor Carmen Hass-Klau et al ISBN 0951862086.
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— To obtain the most from light rail it needs to operate in a planned and fully integrated
environment. This implies that the overall planning process should seek to maximise the use of the
light rail system by ensuring that development takes place adjacent to it. The light rail systemmust
be integrated with all other modes including the car by the use of transport interchanges (including
park and ride sites). In particular the bus network in the light rail corridor should be subject to
a Quality Contract which would seek to provide feeder bus services and eliminate bus/light rail
competition as far as practical. In addition there should be full integration of tariVs to enable
seamless transfer.

How eVectively is light rail used as part of an integrated transport system

— Sadly in this country there is little real integration despite the lip service being paid to the principle.
As we said in our previous submission “It is doubtful if there are any examples in the UK of the
sophisticated integration which can be found in cities such as Hanover, where buses wait across
platform for light rail vehicles to arrive and allow immediate and very easy interchange. Even in
Greater London where there is a planned and regulated bus system it cannot be said that
integration of this quality exists between buses and underground and Docklands Light Railway
(or, probably, Croydon Tramlink).” It is regrettable that this still applies today

Barriers to the development of light rail

— Long gestation time from conception to reality, a significant factor itself in cost escalation.

— Cost inflation due to insistence on heavy rail standards of design and safety by the regulatory
authorities.

— Legislation requires a light rail promoter to bear a disproportionate part of the cost of diverting
public utilities prior to installation.

— The inability to integrate with other public transport leads to considerable uncertainty with
revenue predictions.

— The tendency to design each new system from scratch can prevent the promoter from obtaining the
benefits of (a): Standardisation of equipment and (b): The benefits of experience of other systems.

— Linking of light rail and road charging can lead to increased public opposition.

— Apparent failure of current systems to reach their full potential through lack of resources
particularly suYcient trams to meet traYc growth, and in some cases to meet their traYc forecast,
leads to a lack of successful UK systems to quote as examples in justification.

— Property developers are not required to contribute to the system costs from gains in their property
value as a result in the provision of the light rail system.

— The promoter will have no certainty that the planning process will ensure the development of, or
even continued existence of, traYc generators along the proposed light rail line.

The eVect of diVerent financing arrangements (public/private) on the overall cost of light rail systems

— The present consortium system has the eVect of inflating cost by itself as a result of individual
partners not understanding the risks of the other partners. The separation of construction, vehicle
and operating contracts would go some way towards placing risk estimation in the hands of those
who understand their particular risk.

— The vehicle specification should be drawn up with suYcient scope for the selection of a standard
vehicle appropriate to the system.

— Revenue risk is more appropriately shared between the promoter and the operator in view of the
aforementioned diYculties in assessing revenue.

The practicality of alternatives to light rail, such as increased investment in buses

— Buses are necessary but not suYcient: Whilst buses are, and undoubtedly will be, very important
elements in any integrated transport system, the LRTA feels that there is ample evidence from
towns and cities around the world that car drivers and users cannot be tempted in large numbers
from their cars to ride on buses—traditional, low floor or guided. However, a much larger
proportion is likely to use public transport when a modern light rail or tramway system is their
mode of transport for all or part of their journey eg where buses feed in passengers to light rail
lines in the main transport corridors.

— There is no “cheap fix”: The LRTA is concerned that the Government sees buses as a low cost
answer and will realise slowly and painfully over the next five to 10 years that only relatively
modest transfers of car users to buses can be achieved—the evidence from UK experience with
quality bus routes is that although such provision is popular with existing bus users and those
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without their own transport there is an insignificant modal shift from car to bus. If urban traYc
congestion is actually to be reduced, rather than simply moderating the rate of increase, an
unachievable increase in bus use is needed.

— “Buses-only” solutions may not do the job required and may not be as cheap as is claimed: The
cost of bus developments are, in our view, often understated in that the infrastructure on which
they run and depend is often ignored. This infrastructure is publicly funded and, eVectively,
provided either free or at a low “rent”. The private sector is relieved of the necessity to pay for bus
infrastructure, and only has to take on the incremental cost of investing in new buses.

— The combination of high quality core networks of light rail lines integrating as seamlessly as
possible with high quality modern bus networks needs to be in place before car users can, in a
democratic society, be enticed, taxed or forced out of their cars for urban journeys. This means,
necessarily, that returns on capital will be lower initially than the private sector require to justify
private financing (typically 20%! per annum).

— The public sector, which in reality is much less risk averse, and should not be using commercial
rate of return as its principal criterion, has to fill this gap. However this sector is currently starved
of public funding and the achievement of high quality integrated networks capable of being
regarded as a fair and reasonable alternative to the car is currently not happening.

Conclusion

Public Transport needs serious, sustained capital investment

The LRTA argues that massive investment in high quality public transport is necessary over the next half
century, comparable with that which has gone into the trunk road and motorway network over the half
century since the Second World War.

David F Russell BSc(Eng) C.Eng FIMechE CMILT
Chairman

February 2005

Memorandum by Ian Souter (LR 54)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. Background

1.1 Transport is a fundamental need of society yet there is little debate in the UK on the linking of
society’s transport needs with transport provision, especially public transport provision.

1.2 TheUK still has comprehensive road and rail passenger transport networks but a worsening diYculty
for potential users is securing access to/from these networks. In lieu of the time, price and uncertainty
penalties of public transport usage, private transport enjoys considerable advantage.

1.3 For a variety of historic reasons,UK has been spreading its population, commerce and industry away
from traditional centres for a longer time period than its continental equivalents. The UK is thus more
reliant on private transport, with the lower densities of urban populations, wider areas to be served, and
widening gap between demand for peak and oV-peak travel all militating against “profitable” operation of
urban public transport in conventional terms of accounting.

1.4 In contrast to experience on continental Europe and North America, there is still an expectation in
the UK that an eVective urban public transport can be run profitably. The view is oVered, as a broad
generalisation, that whilst the market driven public transport policies in the UK have successfully driven
down the costs of service provision, the overall quality of service/attractiveness to the travelling public has
also dropped.

2. The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

2.1 The view is oVered that the costs of light rail promotion and construction are unduly high in the UK
when compared with practice elsewhere. (Please see separate submissions by other contributors on the
findings of the LibeRTiN project.) At the same time, bus operation is both overtly and covertly subsidised
in various forms such as the provision of road fund licensing at a very low rate when comparedwith a private
car or a goods vehicle of equivalent weight, and through the provision of dedicated rights of way (bus lanes,
guided busways) and other traYc priority measures at no cost to the bus operator.
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2.2 Rail has the capacity for transporting people in quantity, is economic in terms of land use, but is
limited in access points to the network which contributes in part to its relative speed advantage over bus.
Bus has far closer access to the diverse points where individual journeys start and finish, but at the cost of
a low average speed and lower standards of comfort in comparison with car or train. Light rail is a hybrid
between rail and bus which combines the carrying capacity of rail vehicles with the accessibility of the bus.

2.3 Light rail operations have a proven track record in the UK of attracting motorists from their cars for
commuting journeys. (Source: Passenger Transport Executive Group Report “What light rail can do for
cities” issued 23 February 2005)

2.4 Light rail operations have, overall, enhanced the property values of the areas they serve and have
made a positive contribution to urban renewal. (PTEG Report)

2.5 Light rail operations are compatible with operation within pedestrian zones, and, through advances
in signalling technology, light rail vehicles can be safely operated on main line (heavy) rail routes. (example:
Karlsruhe, Germany)

2.6 A light rail operation has some important environmentally friendly features:

(i) it is a fundamental property of a steel wheeled vehicle on steel rail that the rolling friction is lower
than for an equivalent rubber tyred vehicle, even on a modern road surface. The energy demand
to accelerate a rail vehicle is less than for the road equivalent, and, more importantly, the rail
vehicle can coast much more readily;

(ii) a rail system lends itself more readily to the application of electric propulsion with its inherent
benefits of:

— no pollution at the point of delivery,

— no energy consumption when coasting or stationary,

— the recovery of kinetic energy through the use of electric braking,

— a freedom in the choice of primary fuel source to generate electricity, including renewable
sources.

3. What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

3.1 The opportunity to establish/develop a route network without undue time delay, and by processes
which are not cumbersome. The UK requirement to have light rail proposals sanctioned by national
parliament is the exception; overseas, the rule is for such sanction to be granted by local or regional
government.

3.2 Access to transport corridors with suYcient passenger demand to warrant the provision of the
carrying capacity of a light rail system. Some UK light rail operations have been denied access to the trunk
routes of their domain and have had to make do with a second best choice.

3.3 Integration with other transport modes in respect of ease of transfer between diVerent transport
modes and ease of through ticketing.

3.4 Integration with local land use planning.

3.5 Access to a core of expertise for planning and for construction of routes. It has been a feature of UK
light rail development by private sector consortia that there has been minimum transfer of learning between
the planning and construction teams involved in the various new projects.

4. How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

4.1 The following assessment is oVered of the UK light rail systems in respect of their integration with
neighbouring transport operations:

— Manchester and SheYeld are particularly poor, with the minimum of through ticketing and eVort
to transfer passengers eVectively with local bus services.

— WestMidlands has very good through ticketing with the major bus and heavy rail operators in the
area (assisted by commonality of operating company/franchisee), but does not have good access
to either the natural destination points or the major traYc exchange points at the two termini.

— Croydon has good through ticketing with local bus and rail operations and has good interchange
facilities with other transport modes. This is the best example of “integration” in the UK.

— Nottingham has good interchange facilities with other transport modes, and good through
ticketing with local rail services and the major bus operator in the city. The major bus operator
serving the outer suburbs and neighbouring towns declined to participate in through ticketingwith
the light rail operation.

4.2 There are many examples worldwide of good integration of light rail with urban transport provision,
but the best examples are in Europe. Of particular merit are the cities of Eastern Europe where the level of
population spread and associated car dependence is some years behind UK.
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5. Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

5.1 The concept of light rail operation and what it can achieve for integrated transport provision is not
well understood in local and national government circles. In particular, light rail seems to be seen only as
an expensive alternative to the urban bus and not a transport medium with its own strengths. Light rail is
capable of complementing heavy rail services and of serving as a surface “metro”.

5.2 Open competition “on the road” between diVerent transport operators denies light rail the
opportunity to carry passengers in quantity. It is unusual in continental Europe andNorthAmerica for local
public transport operations to be in open competition with each other on the streets as practised in the UK
outwith London and Northern Ireland. Because a rail system is limited in its coverage of an area, a light rail
operation will best serve its locality if there are facilities for passengers to transfer between transport feeder
modes with the minimum of formalities and inconvenience. Whilst such facilities are far from universal on
the UK’s light rail systems, they are inherent in a journey made by private transport. It must be a prime
objective in making public transport attractive to car commuters to recreate as far as possible these aspects
of the “seamless journey”.

5.3 The lack of through ticketing/connecting services also denies light rail the opportunity to carry
passengers in quantity. The fragmentation of bus and rail provision in the UK between so many operators
has brought serious problems with the OYce of Fair Trading regarding the co-ordination of timetables,
advertising of services, through ticketing and the provision of network ticketing.Whilst there are increasing
instances of through ticketing and timetable co-ordination becoming available, these benefits are appearing
piecemeal and usually between modes where there is a commonality of ownership. Any public transport
provision must have an integration of ticketing and timetables with neighbouring transport operations, but
the public demand a consistency in such provisions.

5.4 UK light rail authorisation practices are slow, cumbersome and very expensive. The gestation period
for a UK light rail system is the longest in the world at between nine and 12 years; this period is to be
compared with four to six years in France and three to four years in Germany.

Project funding for all light rail proposals in the UK has been required to have a private sector input. The
view is expressed that the processes adopted in gaining private funds has added to the cost and the timescales
of projects—one source at a conference suggested an addition of up to two and a half years. The cost element
is being inflated by the uncertainties surrounding the financial risk which the private sector funders are
expected to bear.

It is also apparent that the privatised utility companies are the source of additional cost and delay in the
implementation of light rail proposals.

There are two further negative consequences from the UK approach to light rail promotion which should
be considered:

(i) The winners of the competitive bid to develop a proposal comprise a consortium of specialist
contractors generally dominated by a civil engineering company. A visible result of this process
has been that there are no two light rail operations in this country with the same type of vehicle,
an outcome which will add to future costs as there is no opportunity to share maintenance spares
and equipment overhaul procedures. Mention is also made of the quality of the vehicles supplied
under this arrangement, some being “good” (eg, SheYeld, Croydon), some indiVerent, but in the
case of West Midlands, “problematic”.

(ii) This same form of analysis can be applied to other forms of equipment supplied by the consortia,
and also to the development and spread of human knowledge/expertise in the design and
construction of a light rail operation. Fragmentation of expertise has been so marked in some
projects that continuity of thought and approach was being provided (unoYcially) by the HM
Railway Inspectorate, a body now under threat of being disbanded in its traditional form.

5.5 The drift away frompublic transport over many years has created various interests which have grown
up around private transport and which would be opposed to a return towards public transport. The
country’s multi-million pound car parking industry, and the UK Treasury’s reliance on motoring derived
taxation revenues (see The Times 21 February 2005) are oVered as two such examples of public transport
and light rail’s exposure to “Perverse Incentives”.

6. The Effect of DifferentFinancing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the OverallCost of Light

Rail Systems

Commentary on this issue is left to others who have a more robust experience, in particular, contributors
from the LibeRTiN project.
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7. The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

7.1 Light rail is/should be justified where there is a requirement for moving people in suYcient quantities
along a specific corridor. The level of passenger demand to justify the higher investment of a light rail system
is not fixed, but, unlike neighbouring European countries, there is no public agency in the UK which can
assess the relative merits of alternative modes of conveyance.

7.2 As previously described, the process of creating a light rail system in the UK discourages the
development of a transport system which requires its own infrastructure to support the operation. This
limitation also applies to alternative modes which can move people in quantity, citing such proven
alternatives as underground railways, expanded use of existing heavy rail routes, and trolleybus, and to
unproven alternatives such as “personalised rapid transit” and monorails.

7.3 Bus has had a near monopoly of local public transport services for over 50 years, and during the last
20 years bus services outwith the London area and Northern Ireland have been deregulated. Despite this
relative freedom to act, and an increasing level of overt and covert subsidies, including various traYc priority
measures, the bus industry has recorded an almost continual year on year decline over the last 10 years
according to DfT statistics published on their website ("13% for all services outside London, "17% for
English metropolitan areas). During this period, light rail operations of all types increased passenger
loadings by a factor of 1.45 (%145%). It would appear then that bus, as presently operated outwith the
London area, is not capable of attracting the public back to public transport.

7.4 The reasons for the decline in bus patronage warrant their own study, but this attrition cannot be
divorced from the bus industry’s never ending problems with staV recruitment and retention, and the poor
levels of service reliability oVered to passengers. The prospect of creating further support for bus operations
should require the bus industry as presently constituted to demonstrate that it can handle greater peak time
loadings, particularly in respect of its ability to provide staV to operate and maintain additional vehicles.
The local roads authorities need also to be consulted as to the ability of the urban road networks to absorb
such vehicles.

7.5 As broader transport integration issues for consideration, the prospect of more motor buses in urban
areas at peak times (i) does not stand easily with government commitments to reduce vehicle pollution and
carbon dioxide emissions, and (ii) the desirability of controlling the national reliance on imported
mineral oil.

I A Souter

February 2005

Memorandum by pteg (LR 55)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. Introduction

1.1 pteg represents the seven Passenger Transport Executives of England and Scotland which between
them serve more than thirteen million people in Strathclyde (“SPT”), Tyne and Wear (“Nexus”), West
Yorkshire (“Metro”), South Yorkshire, Greater Manchester, Merseyside (“Merseytravel”) and the West
Midlands (“Centro”). Transport for London (TfL) is an associate member of pteg. The PTEs plan, procure,
provide and promote public transport in some of Britain’s city regions with the aim of providing integrated
public transport networks accessible to all. The PTEs have a combined budget of more than a billion pounds
a year, and are funded by a combination of local council tax and grants from national government. They
are responsible to Passenger Transport Authorities (PTAs), made up of representatives of local councils in
the areas they serve.

2. UK Light Rail—A Success Story

2.1 The PTEs are the largest bloc of light rail promoters, and were the first to reintroduce the tram to
British city streets with Manchester Metrolink in 1992. Four of the seven currently operational UK light
rail schemes were promoted by PTEs. All PTEs have plans for new schemes, or for extensions to existing
networks.

2.2 pteg recently published a review, by consultants Steer Davies Gleave (SDG), of the record of light
rail in the UK. The report (“What Light Rail can do for Cities”), found that UK light rail is popular, with
all schemes operating at, or near, capacity at peak times. Overall there has been a 52% increase in patronage
since 1999 with significant flows being carried outside the rush hours. This increase has come despite
significant increases in fares, and at a time when patronage of the bus network outside London has fallen.
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2.3 This success has come despite limitations on the abilities of promoters to secure integration of light
rail with other modes—in particular with bus services. Under bus deregulation buses can, and do, compete
head on with light rail services. This contrasts with European light rail schemes where bus networks
complement, rather than duplicate, light rail systems. But despite these limitations the SDG report finds that
integration has been a realised objective of UK light rail schemes. It finds:

— there are numerous successful Park and Ride sites on all systems outside London;

— the level of priority, and eVective traYc management, secured by promoters for light rail has
improved;

— there are some excellent examples of integrated design of tram stops with bus stations, rail stations
and major development sites;

— and there are well developed (voluntary) integrated ticketing schemes in most instances.

2.4 The report also found that UK light rail has improved both the image and the economy of the areas
it serves. The report concluded: “All UK schemes have had positive eVects on the image of the city in which
they have been built, which has brought benefits in terms of attracting inward investment as well as business
and tourist visitors. Beneficial eVects on property values, both commercial and residential have, without
exception, accompanied implementation of tram schemes in the UK. Tram schemes have played an
important part in delivering regeneration and shaping how and where it occurs.”

2.5 On social inclusion,UK light rail is proven to improve access andmobility for people with disabilities.
For example interviews undertaken on behalf of TfL among people with disabilities indicate that because
the Croydon Tramlink service is both fully accessible and highly reliable, it is becoming more popular than
services which are specifically targeted at disabled people—like Dial-a-Ride. Light Rail can also help tackle
social exclusion by provide far better linkage between deprived areas and job opportunities. This has also
been the case on Croydon Tramlink where the tram almost halved the journey time between the isolated
estates of New Addington and Croydon town centre.

2.6 UK Light Rail has improved the environment. SDG estimate that 22 million car trips a year have
been taken oV the roads by light rail schemes. UK Light Rail’s safety record is also excellent. In 2001 there
were 0.00007 people killed and injured on UK light rail per billion passenger kilometres travelled. The
comparable figures for other modes were 196 killed or injured per billion passenger kilometres by bus and
coach; 2,335 killed or injured per billion pedestrian kilometres, and 5,549 killed or injured per billion
motorcycle kilometres.

3. Light Rail—Part of the Public Transport Solution in the City Regions

3.1 Light rail has proved to be successful because of its unique characteristics. In particular it:

— penetrates town and city centres with permanent, visible and acceptable infrastructure;

— delivers predictable, regular and fast journey times, providing a high capacity service on simple
and easily understood routes;

— operates to a generally high level of reliability due to segregation from other traYc, priority at
junctions and contractual incentives to operators;

— has accessible, well equipped and visible stops;

— provides a high ride quality throughout the entire journey;

— can be eVectively integrated with new developments and park and ride facilities;

— creates an opportunity to renew both the fabric of the urban areas it serves, and the image of those
areas; and

— delivers permanence of infrastructure, vehicles and operations, creating confidence amongst
individuals and business to make long term locational decisions that produce long-term
patronage growth.

3.2 This helps to explain the high modal shift that UK light rail has achieved, with about 20% of peak
hour light rail users having previously travelled by car. At the weekends modal shift can be as high as 50%.
Reductions in road traYc of up to 14% after the introduction of tram schemes have been recorded.

4. Are Better Bus Services a Viable Alternative?

4.1 One consequence of the escalating costs of light rail proposals is that it has become increasingly
fashionable to suggest that better bus services can do the job of light rail, at far less cost. There is also an
ever widening range of public transport vehicles and systems that aim to provide many of the benefits of
light rail at lower cost.

4.2 These alternatives to light rail include:

— upgrading the quality and reliability of conventional bus corridors through extensive bus priority,
high frequencies and good quality stops, vehicles and infrastructure;
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— superior quality conventional buses—the design of which aims to replicate, both externally and
internally, the qualities of a tram;

— guided buses—buses equipped to use some of form of busway, which can be delineated either
physically or electronically; and

— hybrid modes—such as trolleybuses which also have their own diesel engine allowing them to
operate as conventional buses.

4.3 The PTEs’ approach is to try and find themost appropriate public transport solution whichmeets the
specific circumstances and challenges of a particular corridor or network. Often this will be throughmaking
comprehensive improvements to conventional bus services. All PTEs are involved, with their constituent
District Highway Authorities in projects that deliver bus priority measures and whole corridor upgrades.

4.4 The PTEs have also been leading the way in pioneering the implementation of guided bus and tram-
like bus vehicles. Examples include:

— three operational guided bus corridors in West Yorkshire;

— the planned Leigh guided busway in Greater Manchester—where the intention is to use tram-like
buses; and

— involvement with First Group over their plans to introduce “ftr streetcars” (conventional buses
designed to resemble trams) in British cities.

4.5 However, the unique characteristics of light rail give it significant advantages over bus alternatives
which make it the right option for many busy corridors. Some of these are set out in para 3.1, but there are
others. Light rail can move relatively high volumes of passengers more eYciently than the bus alternative.
Light rail has the potential to carry flows of up to 20,000 per hour (around four times more than
conventional bus and twice that of the largest, tram-like bus alternative). It can also carry those greater
numbers of passengers more comfortably, rapidly and reliably than the bus alternative. A further benefit of
the higher capacity oVered by light rail is to reduce the congestion caused by large numbers of buses
circulating in city centres.

4.6 At higher levels of demand (over at least 2,500 passengers per hour per direction) light rail becomes
a cheaper means of providing the same capacity as the bus alternative and leads to even higher levels of
benefits. This is because at high levels of demand very large numbers of buses are required to provide
equivalent capacity. This entails high staYng and vehicle costs and leads to roads becoming congested
with buses.

4.7 Light rail’s advantages over the bus alternative are reflected in the much higher levels of modal shift
that light rail achieves. As set out in para 3.2, peak hour transfer from car to tram is consistently around
20%. This compares with estimates of between 4% and 6.5% resulting from significant improvements to bus
corridors. Finally, as the SDG report shows, improvements to bus services (often perceived as potentially
temporary) do not have the same catalytic eVect on urban regeneration and city image that can be triggered
by the tangible and permanent commitment to an area that light rail represents.

4.8 Some argue that as new tram-like bus vehicles, operating on guided systems, become available then
the characteristics of light rail can be replicated by the bus. However, it should be remembered that themore
tram-like the bus system, the more tram-like are the costs. For example significant improvements in the
speed and reliability of a bus-based system cannot be secured without provision of extensive segregated
sections of route, requiring land and property-take commensurate with that of LRT. Dedicated busways
are also diYcult to insert into town and city centres in an acceptable way. If LRT levels of accessibility,
visibility and security at stops on a bus-based system are required then the costs of these stops will be similar
to those of a light rail system.

4.9 To conclude this section, the bus will remain the mainstay of public transport provision in the city
regions, and there is much the PTEs are doing, and can do, to improve the quality of services. New andmore
tram-like bus vehicles and systems are becoming available and the PTEs have, and will continue to, pioneer
these new options where appropriate. Alternatives to light rail are examined and re-examined, as a matter
of course during the development of light rail proposals.However, light rail remains the best choice formany
busy corridors with a proven record of providing a high capacity and high quality service which triggers
significant reduction in car use and contributes to urban regeneration.

5. How Can Light Rail Be Delivered Faster, Better and Cheaper?

5.1 The 2004 NAO light rail report scoped out some of the areas in which light rail could be delivered
faster, better and cheaper. pteg is committed to working with the Government and the industry to follow
up the NAO’s recommendations.
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Faster

5.2 A report into the comparative performance data from French Tramways systems for pteg by Faber
Maunsell in 2003 showed that French cities are able to implement light rail schemes much faster than is
generally the case in the UK. For example, the implementation of the Lyon tramway scheme took
approximately three and a half years—from the beginning of preliminary studies to the opening day of
service. It took 15 years for SheYeld Supertram and 13 years for Croydon Tramlink to go through the same
process. In France a Mayor can stand for oYce on a pledge to build a tram scheme and have that tram
operational before the end of his or her first term. The NAO found that in the UK “it takes too long for
local authorities to be granted the necessary legal powers for light rail systems and whether schemes will be
funded is uncertain”. The protracted approval and procurement process for UK Light Rail schemes leads
to both higher development costs and higher construction costs (currently rising at around 10% a year in real
terms). Patterns of development and land-use can also change, as can the policy context inwhich schemes are
evaluated (leading to round after round of scheme reappraisal).

5.3 The Government’s intention to devolve more of the decision-making process on major schemes, like
light rail proposals, could help to speed up the planning process. However, care needs be taken to ensure
that devolution to regional bodies does not become an additional tier of decision making, adding further
costs and delays in the procurement and implementation of light rail schemes—the majority of which will
always be promoted by sub-regional bodies like PTEs.

Cheaper

5.4 The significant increases in the cost of new light rail schemes is the reason given by the Government
for its decision not to authorise funding for the extensions to Manchester Metrolink and for the new Leeds
Supertram and South Hampshire Rapid Transit systems. One of the principal reasons for the higher than
anticipated cost of new schemes has been the Government’s preference for a form of PFI under which a
single consortium finances, designs, builds, maintains and operates a light rail scheme under a thirty year
contract. This form of PFI was intended to transfer the risks associatedwith a light rail scheme to the private
sector. These risks include the eVect on revenue of aggressive competition from bus operators or changes in
labour costs or of private motoring.

5.5 On some operational schemes procured in this way, such as Croydon Tramlink, the consortium’s
calculations of these risks proved to be erroneous; leading to financial losses for the consortium. This has
led to a more risk averse and cautious approach from consortia bidding for new schemes. This in turn has
led to bids for new schemes being much higher than had been anticipated by scheme promoters. Simpler
and more conventional forms of procurement oVer the opportunity to reduce the costs of new schemes. For
example the costs of Leeds Supertram have been substantially reduced because the promoters—Metro
(West Yorkshire PTE) and Leeds City Council—are now proposing to share some of the risks, including
during the operation and maintenance phase. This will enable the financial risks associated with the scheme
to be better managed and more realistically reflected in bid costs. For example if patronage falls below
agreed benchmarks the promoters will cover part of the cost of the shortfall.

5.6 The NAO identified other areas where costs could be reduced, including those associated with
diverting utilities, and from greater standardisation of tram systems and their components.

5.7 One way in which these, and other cost issues, will be addressed is through UK Tram—a new body
which will bring together scheme promoters, the industry and the Government. UK Tram will host a series
of task groups (which will bring all the relevant parties together) and which will be dedicated to achieving
eYciencies in key areas.

Better

5.8 The introduction of a new light rail scheme should oVer an opportunity to recast the local public
transport network to ensure that bus services feed into the new light rail service, and that buses which
formerly operated on the light rail corridor can be redeployed elsewhere. This is the approach taken in
mainland Europe. In this way light rail becomes part of fully integrated public transport networks, which
London and most cities in mainland Europe already enjoy. However, outside London the bus industry is
deregulated which means bus operators can—and do—operate in direct competition with light rail.

5.9 The Government has raised the prospect of allowing PTEs to promote light rail schemes in
combination with proposals for bus “quality contracts”. This would enable PTEs to franchise a network of
complementary bus services on a light rail corridor and prevent wasteful competition. PTEs are considering
this option, however under current legislation the process for implementing a quality contract is convoluted,
diYcult and stacked against the proponent. Although the Railways Bill will amend the legislation to make
it easier for PTEs to introduce a quality contract to replace a rail service, it will not, unless amended, reduce
any of the obstacles which stand in the way of quality contract proposals which are designed to complement
a light rail scheme.
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6. Conclusions

6.1 UK Light Rail is success story. Its quality and reliability means that all schemes now operate near,
or at, capacity in the rush hours, with a significant number of users having transferred from the car. It has
contributed to regeneration and, given the constraints imposed by bus deregulation, has achieved a high
degree of integration with other modes. UKLight Rail takes 22 million car journeys oV the roads every year
and does so with an admirable safety record.

6.2 The bus will remain the mainstay of public transport provision in the city regions and new forms of
guided, high quality and tram-like bus systems are being pioneered by the PTEs. However light rail has clear
advantages on busy corridors where its greater capacity, speed, quality and reliability have led to far higher
levels of modal shift than improvements to bus services have hitherto come close to achieving.

6.3 The cost of new light rail schemes has escalated recently—mainly because theGovernment’s preferred
form of PFI has not proved to be fit for purpose. pteg is committed to working with Government, and the
industry, to reduce procurement and other costs, in order to deliver new light rail schemes “quicker, better
and cheaper”.

6.4 The PTEs are proud of their role in bringing the tram back to British city streets and remain fully
committed to light rail as the right solution for key urban corridors.

Tim Larner
Director, Support Unit

February 2005

Memorandum by Reg Harman (LR 56)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Context—The Experience of Mainland Europe

Development of light rail schemes in Great Britain has generally followed a “stop-go” trend. Most
projects have taken a long time between initial formulation and coming into operation, and some have
eVectively been abandoned. In particular, questions have been posed over the costs of light rail schemes,
often with the corollary that buses are cheaper. This has raised serious doubts over the validity of light rail
as a mode.

Yet light rail systems are widespread across the main urban areas of the European mainland, and new
projects continue to be implemented. Quite often these cover cities much smaller than those for which light
rail is seen as valid in Great Britain, and they usually proceed from conception to opening at a much more
rapid rate. This submission, reflecting the author’s particular experience, picks out some of the common
features in city planning and transport investment which diVer from the British approach, and it refers to
examples drawn from the approach taken across the English Channel.

Crucial challenges facing British society at present include reduction of carbon outputs (in which
motorized transport plays an increasing role), improving access to facilities and services for everyone but
especially disadvantaged groups in society, providing more housing while avoiding pressure on the
countryside, and supporting sustainable economic growth. Improving the density of urban development
while enhancing the quality of city life provides the optimal solution to meet these conflicting aims in our
heavily occupied country.

Responses to the Main Questions

The costs and benefits of light rail

In recent years the capital costs of British light rail development have grown sharply. This has led
Government to reject schemes which have reached an advanced stage of preparation and approval, because
they exceed the budget cost and are then deemed not to be value for money. However, in British
circumstances the basis of both costs and benefits are open to serious questions, which are now being
addressed by both industry and professional gatherings13. Experience from elsewhere in Europemay be used
to highlight some of these14.

Government still requires schemes to be funded and implemented by private sector interests, in
cooperation with the public sector promoter, on a commercial basis. This requires assessment of future cash
streams to pay for those elements of the capital costs not met by Government grant or other public funding.
The scale and timing of such cash streams face three serious uncertainties:

13 The Light Rail Forum, UK Tram.
14 For example in the findings of the EU LIBERTIN thematic network.
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— For areas outside London local public transport remains on a strictly competitive basis, under the
aegis of the competition authorities, and somost light rail systems are likely to face serious on road
competition.

— Light rail relies on land use planning that relates lines to development and regeneration areas, but
inGreat Britain town planning tends to be largely reactive, so that there is often limited indications
of the potential market likely to be yielded.

— Because British system development has been so uncertain, with long gestation periods, the dates
of systems opening, and hence of revenue streams starting, remains unclear.

In consequence, light rail development consortia include a significant allowance for risk.

Benefits to schemes are largely assessed on purely financial terms. Wider benefits, such as reducing car
travel, improving accessibility for disadvantaged groups, or ensuring the eVectiveness of regeneration or
development, must be reflected largely through the political process. Sometime the expected benefits have
not occurred, and indeed traYc levels have been lower than expected, but these eVects have not been
properly assessed.

In contrast, most mainland European countries have a diVerent approach, demonstrating common
features, with stronger integration of thinking, responsibilities and governance. The city authorities have
firm responsibilities for land use planning and regeneration, as well as for transport planning and
supervision of public transport systems. This allows them to develop a clear strategy and,more important, to
implement it. In this they are aided by the much stronger funding available to public authorities in mainland
Europe, usually with more flexibility (freedom to borrow, ability to negotiate significant land deals).

As part of this, all forms of public transport are developed on a coordinated basis. This incorporates
investment in infrastructure, on similar principles, for bus, light rail and local rail services. All of these are
assessed on similar basis, enabling the comparative costs and benefits to be established. The capital costs of
light rail line infrastructure are usually met entirely from public funds; often with the city (or districts), the
region and the national government all contributing according to agreed proportions. Operating costs then
form a separate element, assessed within the city’s transport and overall budgets.

What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

The definition of success itself rests on the aims set for the system. As discussed above, the focus in Great
Britain has been primarily on financial returns. Elsewhere in Europe, the definitions of success are spread
more widely. It is of course important in all cases that the system both meets its operating cost budget and
produces other specified results. However, this requires a clear strategic plan for transport, incorporating
defined aims to act as reference for monitoring results. In turn, the transport plan must fit firmly into the
established and approved city strategy, which will provide the information for transport elements.

The relationships between Government, regions and cities or districts across mainland Europe tend to be
focused on a broader level of guidance and control. Regional and city authorities have much greater
responsibility and higher funding. Government guidance and assessment of results is on amore broad brush
basis. In France and the Netherlands, there are regular contacts between Government, regions and cities,
and these form the focus for implementing and monitoring strategies. This contrasts with the strong central
control exercised by the UKGovernment, which includes firm definition of what and how local authorities
should do and detailed indicators to be achieved. This micro-management of many functions like transport
may actually inhibit disciplined use of a range of opportunities and techniques, and certainly inhibits the
development of light rail.

Particular markers of success vary from country to country. In France, for example, opening of light rail
lines is usually marked by a step change in the level and proportion of travel by public transport, followed
by growth from this new base. Core transit routes are related to key regeneration areas and main
destinations (eg the central commercial area, main hospital, university, science park), and the role of public
transport in underpinning their growth can be readily established. Similar approaches are found, for
example, in the Netherlands and Scandanavia; the eVect on reduced pollution are also assessed.

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

The current British approach involves development of light rail lines, including the costs of infrastructure,
in the strongly competitive regime established by the Transport Act 1985 and not changed since. With four
fifths of bus services (outside London) running without local authority support, operators naturally look to
work on the routes likely to oVer sound returns. These will be primarily along high density corridors, which
are of course the alignments where light rail is likely to be eVective. Bus operators can also adjust their
services and fares relatively freely, at least in the short term, to meet changing circumstances. Therefore
promoters of light rail lines face the problem that their line’s competitive position against bus services may
be very hard to assess, and in consequence their revenue and the ability to oVer a return to investors. This
leads to both high risk factors being built into financing costs, pushing up the overall costs of schemes, and
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the chance that passenger numbers may prove disappointing: both aspects well known in most recent
schemes. The current application of Competition Act principles in the UK prevents bus operators
cooperating with each other or with other operations.

This risk is largely eliminated if the light rail line is planned and built to form part of an integrated public
transport system. This involves the area bus network being adjusted to complement light rail services; eg
trunk services may be converted to feeders or diverted via another corridor. In addition, integrated ticketing
by bus and light rail (and other modes where they exist) should be provided. In this way a comprehensive
network is provided for travel in the area, improving accessibility generally, to the benefit of residents and
those providing services to them. This is the normal approach for most cities in mainland Europe, and can
be seen clearly in such cities as Lyon in France, Koln in Germany, and Barcelona in Spain. In the
Netherlands the comprehensive approach also includes a national transport ticket, the “strippenkaart”,
which can be used on local public transport for through journeys anywhere (it is to be replaced with a
similarly comprehensive Smartcard system). In Great Britain the Nottingham system demonstrates the
value of such integration.

Because UK central policies include lower tax levels than those found elsewhere in Europe, there are
strong arguments for tighter control of all public services so that public funds are used more eVectively. It
is therefore ironic—and ineYcient?—that British local public transport lacks the integrated regime that is
the norm across the rest of Europe.

Integration of public transportmodes is fully eVective only with integration of all transportmodes, geared
to support land use development. Particular examples of this include the links between major new housing
and the extension of light rail lines into the Rijswijk area of Den Haag (under the Dutch Government
“VINEX” policies); the focusing of high density commercial and residential development inGrenoble along
corridors served by the new tramway; and the new suburbs in theArsta area of Sweden linked to interchange
stations on the T-bana by a new light rail line.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

The main barriers to light rail development in the UK reflect the factors discussed above, namely:

— The rigid structure set down by Government, especially the need to cover risks which may be
outside the consortia’s control.

— The lack of eVective city strategies, coupledwith the lack of adequate powers and funding available
to city authorities and their partners to implement any strategy.

— The existence of uncontrolled on-road competition from bus services.

— The stop-go approach taken by Government over light rail.

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail Systems

Substantial attention has been given to the potential of diVerent financing systems. However, the key issue
is that of the risk which funding bodies have to allow for. The only true way of reducing this is through
adoption of a clear and integrated strategy for developing both the built environment of the area to be served
and the transport provision, including public transport. To implement these strategies, transport capital,
again including public transport, should be funded through a capital fund, while public support for
operations should be funded through appropriate revenue budgets.

The possibility exists that, if a transit scheme is provided with capital works designed to maximize its role
within the built environment, then it may be able to operate at relatively little loss, with minimal call on the
current budget. Establishing this forms part of the necessary planning for the system. DiVerent authorities
may have diVerent aims for their system, and this has to be related to the funding regime. For example, very
firm traYc and parking management, possibly including road charging and high parking costs, may ensure
that trams—and buses—can operate very freely, and have a strong competitive edge; in these circumstances
high fares may ensure a commercial return. If transit routes are expected to operate in much less controlled
road conditions, and still prove attractive to users, then high levels of grant support (subsidy) will be needed,
with a high call on current funding. In eVect public grants to support continuing bus and tram operations
without constraints on car use form a subsidy to car users’ freedom as much as anything.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

The present Government has placed considerable emphasis on developing buses as an eVective and
attractive means of local transport, within its overall policies. It has also often called on light rail scheme
promoters to consider the alternative options provided by use of buses. Unfortunately, Government’s
position appears based on the premise that buses are cheap, which is by nomeans always the case, depending
on the objectives for public transport. It is notable that, outside London, bus use continues to decline and
buses remain a largely fringe mode of travel providing only for the poor, the young, the old and other
disadvantaged groups.
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Government views imply that light rail is very diVerent to bus operation (and to heavy rail systems as
well). In fact the public transport modes available (the “tool-kit”) can be seen as lying around a wide
spectrum, from local minibuses to high capacity railways. The various elements overlap along this range.
For example, light rail and tramway lines can have similar speed and capacity characteristics to high
frequency bus services. The latter may be provided on traditional means, as a lot of buses running along
existing main roads, or through construction of separate busways; or they could involve mostly operation
on existing roads with significant bus priorities, through allocation of sections of carriageway and priority
at traYc lights.

The Government’s failure to achieve real growth in bus services outside London reflects a view that
generally bus services should operate without any significant provision of infrastructure. This does not just
aVect major corridors. Even a small urban area or a suburb may gain significant improvement in bus
operation and hence usage and image from a programme of small-scale infrastructure works and bus
priorities. These may in fact be essential to support reliable and eYcient operation even where the number
of buses is low. Where a good number of buses operate down a corridor, then substantial priority works
may be necessary to ensure achievement of the Government’s aims for buses to provide a much enhanced
local transit service.

Quality integrated bus operations may be found in many mainland European cities, such as Barcelona
(Spain, Lille (France) and Utrecht (Netherlands), and many smaller places.

Judgingwhether light rail or bus systemsmight be best for any corridor requires clear objectives, and these
must be drawn from an agreed city strategy, otherwise there is no firm basis for any decisions. Upgrading
operation of buses will serve many corridors in British cities (indeed a great deal more investment in such
facilities needs to take place anyway). On a shorter urban corridor with lower density development bus
operation may well remain optimal, oVering through movement between a variety of destinations along it.
On some longer corridors, however, especially for higher density of development at key residential areas
and main destinations, the operation of modern trams, with their much greater capacity per unit, may be
significantly cheaper than running numerous buses to meet the city’s strategic objectives and the demand
arising. If bus services can only meet the objectives through provision of substantial infrastructure, then the
capital costs diVerences will bemuch lower. In these circumstances real cost diVerences may be small or light
rail may actually be cheaper. Such judgements can be made only through careful analysis within a firm
planning framework, against established objectives.

Conclusions

Development of light rail in British cities forms an important part of the “tool-kit” for transport
development. It is likely to prove of particular value on supporting high-density but high-quality cities
whose evolution can meet the major and sometime conflicting challenges which face us. Its value has been
demonstrated by the extent to which our main European neighbours continue to develop it, as part of
integrated systems.

At the same time, it is essential to recognise that the common principles on which our neighbours work
provide a much firmer foundation for evaluating where and how light rail can provide better returns than
complementary modes. However, the common elements of approach found across the Channel do reflect
diVerences in culture and philosophy, which are very diYcult to change, significantly within a reasonable
timescale. However, they provide nonetheless valuable lessons on how the UK Government and society
might approach various topics, not least assessing the role of light rail in urban transport and implementing
schemes where these oVer a useful return. Attention should focus on aspects which provide useful indicators
on priorities worth addressing in for UK urban planning, covering both land use and public transport; in
particular, elements such as more responsibility and funding for city authorities, a more broad brush
guidance and monitoring of local authority policies by Government, and removal of Competition Act
constraints on integration of local public transport services.

Reg Harman

February 2005

Memorandum by AEA Technology Rail (LR 57)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

AEATechnology Rail has had involvement in supplying specialist technical assistance to most of the UK
tram and light rail networks. Since 2000 we have also participated in two major European Commission
funded research projects specifically targeting cost reductions in procuring, building and operating light rail
systems. The first was “Obstacles to the Internal Market in Rail Mass Transit” (OIM Report) published in
October 2000.

More recently we have participated in a Light Rail Thematic Network (LibeRTiN), part of the fifth
framework for sustainable growth and development, as one of five partners, all major rail and light rail
consultants bringing together experts from all areas of the European light rail industry along with UITP
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and UNIFE. The goal of the project was the search for a sector wide consensus in fostering simplification,
modularisation, interchangeability of light rail subsystem, identifying and applying best practice in
developing improved standards for light rail. Our role in this project included leading the work on the
tendering process and on the wheel-rail interface (derailment and ride quality). Other topics covered include
fire safety, loading parameters, maintenance management, structure gauging, noise and vibration, access,
electromagnetic compatibility and heating, ventilation and air-conditioning.

Both projects concluded that there were significant benefits to be achieved in the procurement and
management of light rail systems for operators, promoters and suppliers if:

— Greater harmonisation and standardisation was applied to LRV and system design.

— Railway standards applicable to LRT and tramway systems were amended to include light rail
specific clauses.

— A harmonised procurement and tendering process with appropriate risk allocation was
developed—particularly in the UK this would lead to significant cost and timescale reductions for
light rail schemes.

It was estimated that a common language procurement specification to universal European standards for
equipment could lead to a reduction of 1 to 4 years in the procurement and construction process and saving
of over 10% of the cost of LRVs. Further savings can be achieved through better management of system
interfaces such as wheel/rail as this would significantly reduce many of the problems experienced by all the
UK light rail systems.

For more detailed conclusions see www.libertin.info

These conclusions are broadly in line with those of the NAO report on UK light rail systems published
in April 2004, leading to a perception that light rail systems in the UK would perform better with improved
overall process management and the transfer of expertise from one project to the next.

There are three specific areas we wish to expand upon.

1. Procurement

Light rail schemes fromManchester in 1992 up to Nottingham in 2004 have been procured by a contract
with a single private sector consortium which is expected to assume a high level of risk. For many reasons,
this approach does not represent best value for money for the public sector promoter.

The main reason is that the consortium is required to take on risks which it is not able to control. The
consortium therefore increases its price by an amount suYcient to indemnify it against this risk.

The private sector is generally best placed to manage cost-side risks (such as construction cost overrun or
unreliability of the completed infrastructure or vehicles), but has very little control over revenue-side risks.
For example:

— The outline business case will be based on ridership forecasts prepared by the promoter. These
have in the past been over-optimistic, so each bidding consortium will probably have to spend a
significant amount on reviewing or repeating this work. The bid price will reflect the cost of this
work, both for the won bid and for previous lost bids.

— The private sector has no control over local policies such as traYc restraint and parking, which
aVect the attractiveness of the private car compared with light rail and therefore influence the
number of passengers and the fares that are charged. If these policies result in traYc congestion
blocking the light rail tracks, the service may also become less reliable (so less well-used) and more
costly to operate.

— Except in London andNorthern Ireland, private sector bus operators have extensive freedom over
routes, timetables and fares. Therefore bus competition is a significant risk to the light rail
provider. It may appear to be a good thing for the passenger, but in fact the bus operator will tend
to cream oV the most profitable flows and leave light rail to pick up the others. In most other
countries where light rail operates, the buses form feeder routes to do what they do best—carry
lower passenger flows in areas where traYc congestion is not significant. It is not within the scope
of this memorandum to comment on bus deregulation in a general sense.

As a direct result of managing these risks when costing a UK light rail project, major vehicle
manufacturers estimated that this equated to additional costs of 60% above other European projects.15

Further questions arise when an initial light rail network is to be extended. There is a choice between
placing a single-option contract with the existing consortium, buying them out of the remainder of the
operating period, or having two operators on the same network. None of these options is particularly
attractive to the public sector promoter.

15 LibeRTiN Workshop May 2004.
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Consortia will generally include a vehicle supplier and an operator. Following recent mergers there are
only three major and about three smaller light rail vehicle suppliers in Europe, and a similar number of
transport operating groups with light rail experience interested in bidding for UK work. There is a wider
choice of civil construction firms, but few of these have experience of building light rail infrastructure. Since
it is very diYcult for a single bidder to participate in more than one consortium, public sector promoters
seeking consortia to bid for a light rail scheme may face a limited choice of credible bidders and this lack of
competition is likely to increase the price.

Furthermore, under bus deregulation the bidder that includes the dominant local bus operator is able to
oVer a higher degree of integration and therefore a more attractive public transport network for the city in
question. It is also facedwith amuch smaller bus competition risk than its competitors. This bidder therefore
has an advantage over its competitors, and may choose to increase its bid price accordingly.

The Edinburgh and Merseyside light rail schemes, currently under development, are not adopting the
consortium route but are procuring vehicles, infrastructure and operations separately. Docklands Light
Railway has also taken this approach. The Leeds, South Hampshire and Manchester proposals, whose
funding bids were recently rejected by DfT, are likely to be looking at similar methods to reduce risk
premium.

2. Standardisation

Although they share fundamental parameters such as track gauge and electric supply voltage,16 there is
little standardisation between the UK light rail networks. No vehicle from any of the networks could run
in passenger service on any of the others without quite extensive modifications. So when new vehicles are
needed, each network has to undertake its own specification and procurement process and pay a high unit
cost for a small order.

The UK is uniquely disadvantaged in this respect. In Germany the networks in the diVerent cities evolved
independently so there is also a degree of incompatibility between them. However as many of these
individual networks are much larger on their own than the total size of the UK light rail networks in
aggregate, any incompatibilities are much less of a handicap. France has been building new networks, many
of a similar size to those in the UK, but while their vehicles are visually very diVerent they are based on a
small number of fundamental designs. EvenNorth America has achieved a better degree of standardisation,
with several instances of vehicles being transferred between networks and at least one of an unwanted option
on an vehicle order being transferred to another city which needed this type of vehicle.

At least three of the UK’s light rail schemes have had technical problems arising from poor specification
of the vehicle-infrastructure interface.While these risks are in theory transferred to the provider consortium,
experience suggests that this body lacks either the knowledge or the incentive to manage this problem across
the interface between its component companies—despite the high level of penalty payments and other costs
incurred if opening is delayed. These problems are now suYciently well-known that future consortium
bidders are likely to assume they will occur and include a price premium for the associated risk!

Without careful specification of standards and interfaces by the public sector, the consortium is also
incentivised to build an infrastructure which is compatible only with whatever vehicle is being oVered.When
network extension or increasing demand creates a need for more vehicles, there may be a limited choice of
compatible oVers or the need for a non-standard design may increase the price. The UKtram body being
set up (withTransport for London in the lead) has expressed an interest in building on thework of LibeRTiN
to develop standards which are directly applicable in the UK.

3. Comparison of Light Rail and Buses

Docklands Light Rail vehicles are driven automatically, but this is only possible where pedestrians and
other road vehicles have no access to the track. The unusual environment of Docklands made automation
an appropriate choice, but these factors are unlikely to occur elsewhere and (apart from Docklands
extensions) all current and proposed UK schemes use manually-driven trams17.

As well as segregated tracks, trams can use a reserved lane in the street, a lane shared with buses or with
general traYc, or (at low speeds) a pedestrian area. Buses can operate on the highway, on bus lanes or on
bus-only routes known as busways. Guided busways are also in operation, where the bus runs between
closely-spaced kerbs and is steered by lateral guide wheels18. These run in Leeds, Crawley and Ipswich. Other
UK cities (but few in other countries) are actively developing guided bus schemes.

16 Except Tyne and Wear Metro.
17 In this note a tram is defined as a rail vehicle capable of being driven “on line of sight” like a bus. It may also be capable of

being driven under the control of a signalling system like a train.
18 Other forms of guideway have been proposed where an electronic system steers the vehicle to follow a painted line on the

roador a cable buried beneath it.Any applicationwould need to demonstrate safe operation in the case of snow, ice, or sudden
failure of the electronics. The UK safety authorities are understood to have concerns about this type of guidance.
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The simplest and cheapest way to build light rail is to use a former railway or spare space alongside an
operating railway. This gives a rapid service at a relatively low cost, but is only appropriate if the railway
is in the right place to serve key destinations, or the light rail can be extended oV the railway to reach them.
For example, the original Bury–Altrincham route ofManchesterMetrolink converted two existing railways
and added a small amount of street track, to give good access to the city centre but retain the rapid journey
through the suburbs. On the other hand the existing Midland Metro route suVers from lack of proximity
to key destinations—the proposed extensions address this problem.

In several cities in mainland Europe, and at Sunderland in the UK, light rail shares tracks with the main
line railway, giving the advantage of a fast segregated alignment in places where it is necessary to retain the
railway for longer-distance passenger or freight trains. While track sharing is possible in principle, it is more
complicated to implement than a pure light rail scheme. Several other UK cities are interested in this model.

Most of the French schemes have been mainly on street, but with a very high degree of segregation from
other road traYc. Although the average speed can be low, this is compensated by proximity of the route to
key destinations. Severe traYc restriction or management policies are also essential to make roadspace
available for the tram route.

Tramways with large sections of street running have been less successful in the UK. The most obvious
example is theMiddlewood–MalinBridge route of SouthYorkshire Supertram. This route shares roadspace
with general traYc over most of its length, and few priority measures are possible. It has suVered badly from
bus competition, as the bus does not have to pay for its infrastructure, runs at a similar speed on the shared
roadspace and can take a more direct route to the city centre.

In an environment where traYc congestion is limited to a small proportion of the route, and no railway-
based or other segregated alignment is available, then a bus priority schememaymakemore sense than light
rail. Sections of bus lane or busway would be needed to avoid the congestion hotspots; guided busway is
physically incompatible with other types of vehicle so acts as a self-enforcing bus lane. However away from
these congested sections the bus option only needs minor work, whereas trams would require expensive
street track over the entire route.

On the other hand, where congestion is present along much of the route then a much more segregated
alignment will be necessary. Particularly if this is oV-street, light rail can use ballasted track, which ought
to be cheaper and more environmentally acceptable than building new guided or unguided busways.

Trams are more likely to be accepted in busy pedestrian areas than are buses. The running gear is shielded
and the vehicle follows a predictable path, so it is (and is perceived to be) much safer and more pedestrian-
friendly than a bus. The best UK example of trams in crowded pedestrian streets is George Street in
Croydon, but it can be seen in many European city centres. Guided busway is not suitable for busy
pedestrian areas because the guideway requires steps in the road surface.

The final factor for consideration is passenger flow. A light rail vehicle carries over twice as many
passengers as even an articulated bus. In situations where the sheer number of buses means they are delaying
each other or obstructing traYc, or they are unacceptable on safety or environmental grounds, then light
rail may be a better choice. The larger vehicle also reduces operating costs.

4. Suggestions for Successful Light Rail in the UK

— Impose regulation of bus routes, times and fares—at least in areas served by light rail.

— Allow the public sector the freedom to specify key interfaces according to known best practice.

— Abandon procurement methods by which suppliers and operators have to form a single consortium.

— Adopt common European standards where practicable.

— Revise procurement and financing rules so that the private sector only takes on the risks it can
control.

— Improve interface management at procurement and design stage of a light rail project.

— Adopt a common language tender specification to reduce procurement period through ease of
preparation, response and processing.

— The following situations could make light rail more appropriate than bus-based alternatives:

— Where a large part of the route must be oV-street to achieve reliable operation without
unacceptable impacts on other road users;

— orwhere a suitable segregated alignment is available in the right place and at a reasonable cost;

— or where the route is mainly on-street but the predicted passenger flows are very high;

— or where it is essential to operate through busy pedestrian areas.

Ian Ambrose
Principal Consultant
New Railways Team

February 2005
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Memorandum by South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive (LR 59)

LIGHT RAIL

Introduction

Evidence has been submitted to the Select Committee by pteg, which represents the seven Passenger
Transport Executives of England and Scotland. This deals withmany of the issues that the Select Committee
is considering in its inquiry. SYPTE fully supports this submission and will not repeat the points it has
identified. However, particularly in view of the concerns raised about the SheYeld Supertram system in the
National Audit OYce Report, it is considered appropriate to inform the Select Committee of a number of
points about the success of this system.

Costs, Financing and Forecasts

The SheYeld Supertram system is 29 km in length and was constructed at a total cost of £241 million.
The construction was carried out using a contract let and overseen by the public sector and the system was
delivered on time and to budget. Clearly diVerent approachesmay be appropriate in diVerent circumstances,
but in the light of cost increases experienced with alternative, more complex structures, the merits of this
approach should continue to be assessed for new schemes.

The financing of the scheme was via a number of grants and loans. It was hoped to raise £80 million
towards paying these oV from the privatisation of the system operation. However, due to a number of
circumstances only £1.15 million was raised in this way. Clearly this highlights the need for robust and
realistic forecasts. However, there is now more experience of implementing modern light rail systems in the
UK and it is possible to benchmark forecasts against a number of existing systems to assess their realism.
The experience in SheYeld clearly demonstrates the need for caution, but does not undermine the potential
value of light rail systems.

The initial demand forecasts were based on a number of assumptions some of which in the event turned
out to be false, particularly in relation to land use along the route and the degree of competition from buses.
As a consequence, subsequent reassessment of the likely patronage using the same predictionmodel but with
changed assumptions suggested that the maximum patronage was in the order of 13–15 million, in
comparison with the 22 million originally forecast. Patronage has now climbed to over 12 million, which
suggests that the methodology may be basically sound.

Benefits

Patronage in 2003–04was 12.1million journeys and is continuing to rise. In fact, it is currently rising faster
than any other UK system. Almost 100% of services run and punctuality is at around 96%. Earlier surveys
indicated that over 20% of passengers might otherwise have used cars. Satisfaction levels are high,
particularly among regular users of the system. It is not possible to attribute direct regeneration benefits,
but development has been strong along the Lower Don Valley served by one of the lines and it is considered
that this has contributed to the attractiveness of the oVer, alongside other factors.

Overall, the tram is clearly an asset to the city and has enhanced its image.Whilst it is clear that the benefits
are diVerent to those expected from the original proposal, the benefits are nevertheless considerable. There
has not been any attempt to quantify them to compare with the scheme costs. However, it is by no means
certain that they would not provide a positive cost benefit analysis, albeit at a lower level than originally
expected.

Integration

The tram system now has a number of well used park and ride sites oVering high standards of customer
service, as evidenced by their Charter Mark status. The system is integrated with the heavy rail system via
an Interchange at Meadowhall and a direct route to a stop at SheYeld Station from the passenger
footbridge. The travelcards administered by SYPTE provide integrated ticketing for regular users and there
is another commercial ticket allowing use of the tram and the city’s main operator’s buses. Further
integration with the bus system is obviously diYcult to achieve in a deregulated environment but could
potentially be achieved through a Quality Contract.

Barriers to Further Development

The requirement for a 25% local contribution to any new or extended system is diYcult to achieve in an
area like South Yorkshire.

Graham Read
Head of Strategic Planning

February 2005
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Memorandum by Parsons BrinckerhoV and Interfleet Technology (LR 60)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Scope

This memorandum addresses the issue of track sharing and converting railways to tramways to enable
trams to use railways and trains to use tramways.

This subject is pertinent to the following of the issues that the Select Committee wishes to address:

— The costs and benefits of light rail;

— the eVective use of light rail as part of an integrated transport system; and

— barriers to the development of light rail.

Parsons Brinckerhoff And Interfleet Technology

Parsons BrinckerhoV and Interfleet Technology are both consultancy companies working in theUK light
rail industry.We have taken an initiative together andwithAxelKuehn (an independentGerman consultant
with considerable experience in this area) and with Nexus to help enable track sharing and track conversion
to take root in the UK.We believe that track sharing and tramway conversion developments in the UK lag
far behind practice elsewhere. We have joined together to in order to bring together the critical mass needed
to overcome the institutional, regulatory and technical barriers to progress.

Introduction

The UK, like continental Europe, has a vast investment in railway infrastructure in its cities, towns and
countryside. Like elsewhere, there are many places where this infrastructure no longer provides the social,
economic and environmental needs of the area served. This might be because the infrastructure is
inadequate, acting as a bottleneck that causes nearby infrastructure to be under-used or because it is in the
wrong place, no longer serving the places that people want to travel to and from.

Over the past decade, Germany in particular, but also France, Holland, Switzerland and the US have
started to introduce track sharing and conversion to light rail. These have been successful. Examples are:

— Growth of the Karlsruhe light rail network from about 100 to 500 km since 1982, mainly through
application of these principles.

— The Saarbrücken shared track “Saarbahn” opened 1997–2001, is reported to have achieved 22%
modal shift from car and a 4% reduction in car use over the region. It cost the current equivalent
of ƒ6 million/route km compared with ƒ23 million/route km for recent modern LRT systems in
Nantes and Bordeaux.

— The Hessische Landesbahnen is Germany achieved a 10-fold increase in passengers since 1992 by
applying “Light Rail” principles to railway operation, and is typical of several such applications
in Germany.

The only UK application of track sharing has been SunderlandMetro but this is a LightMetro “railway”
type of system, rather than light rail or tramway. This memorandum suggests some of the reasons why this
opportunity has not been taken up in this country and proposes how this important issue might be resolved.

Summary

Track sharing and track conversion promises many benefits in reducing the cost of providing high quality
local transport, closely integrated with existing provisions. These benefits have been realised in Germany,
France and other countries in similar conditions to the UK.

The expertise in the UK is too thinly spread to enable the break-through needed to transform track
sharing and track conversion into tools available to transport authorities seeking value for money transport
investment projects.

A sustained eVort could provide the industry harmony and guidance that would give transport providers
the confidence to promote and support track sharing and conversion schemes.

Benefits

Track sharing and conversion can deliver all of the benefits that might be expected of any major
transportation investment. This can include environmental benefits, socio-economic benefits and accident
savings. Track sharing is intrinsically also able to reach some parts that other forms of investment cannot
reach. That is, it can penetrate already congested areas close to city centres where there is some spare
capacity on the railway, but none on the streets.
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Track sharing is not applicable everywhere but where it is, compared with other forms of high-capacity,
high quality public transport, the benefits of track sharing and track conversion are mainly in costs. By using
existing infrastructure for some or all of a light rail route, the costs can be reduced dramatically.

Another important benefit is accessibility. Light rail is inherently more accessible than heavy rail and bus.
By running light rail on existing railways, accessibility can be improved significantly.

There are other benefits but these are unlikely to be key to the decisions. These include public
acceptability, avoiding risks of obtaining powers, higher quality high-speed routes, minimising construction
disruption etc.

Track Sharing

A typical light rail project is intended to provide a transport link from an outer suburb at (say) a large
commercial or oYce development or park and ride site to a city centre, serving on the way other established
suburban centres. City centre railway stations are typically congested with little scope for a new intensive
service and in any case, competing pressure for space for more intercity services. Often where the transport
corridor concerned has an existing railway carrying local passenger services it may not serve all the places
that now need to be linked. A new branch line to the outer suburb is unlikely to be feasible because it is too
expensive and disruptive and even if this isn’t an impediment, there will probably be no capacity to
accommodate more trains in the city centre station.

Track sharing might provide the answer. The outer part of the route can use the relatively cheap land or
highway space, taking advantage of the flexibility of light rail to fit into existing infrastructure. In the older,
established suburbs, the trams can join the railway where there is spare capacity. Extra stops can be
provided, taking advantage of light rail’s superior acceleration and braking performance.

On the approach to the city centre, the light rail vehicles can leave the railway and use the streets, or in
cities that already have light rail, existing tramways to give access to the key destinations. This has two
advantages. Firstly, it doesn’t add to the central station congestion. Secondly, very often, the central station
is no longer in the best place for many people’s trips and light rail can give better access or at least extend
the choice of destination.

Track Conversion

Track conversion applies usually to rural areas where a railway is only used by local passenger trains, or
perhaps some irregular freight or special trains. Often the operating and maintenance costs are
disproportionate to the revenues of the services, yet closure may not be politically acceptable. On the other
hand there may be considerable potential for increased traYc but the investment required in heavy rail
facilities to accommodate this could not be justified. This is typically the type of rail route identified as a
“Community Railway” by the SRA.

The adoption of tramway standards for such routes allows significant reductions in costs over the longer
term. For example, using vehicles with track brakes would mean that level crossings could be converted
safely to simple traYc signal controlled crossings and stations need no longer have footbridges or subways.
The cheaper and simpler “line of sight” signalling used on modern light rail systems could also cut costs
dramatically. In the longer term expensive infrastructure might be replaced taking advantage of the ability
of trams to negotiate sharper curves and steeper gradients, avoiding the need for some bridges, viaducts
and tunnels.

The benefits of track sharing could, in the right circumstances apply to conversion. For example, the
station at the terminus might be remote from the destination town. Using trams could provide the
opportunity to leave the railway and use relatively cheap tramway infrastructure to penetrate the town
centre.

Integration

Track Sharing

Track sharing, by its nature is integrated with the heavy rail network. On the shared part of the route, it
could share stations with the heavy rail system. This means that the other parts of a typical route would have
direct links to and from the existing transport system.

By being able to insert additional stops on the existing heavy rail system, it oVers scope to integrate more
fully with local bus services, which might cross the railway line away from existing stations.

It should act as a catalyst for integrated ticketing and operation as well as integrated passenger
information.
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Track Conversion

Track conversion would typically be well integrated with main-line heavy rail services and, because it can
penetrate town centres along the route, oVers the opportunity for much better integration with the bus
services in them. Passengers can interchange easily between buses and trams without climbing any steps or
using ramps and lifts.

Barriers

Dilution of experts amongst competitors

There are a limited number of people who have the knowledge and experience to give confidence to
potential investors that track sharing and track conversion projects are deliverable. Generally, these experts
are distributed amongst the competing teams and no team has yet had the critical mass to achieve a robust
proposal to make this happen. The exception to prove this rule is the Sunderland Direct project, which
extends the Tyne andWear Metro to Sunderland via the railway. Here, the promoter, Nexus, had suYcient
knowledge and expertise in its own ranks to undertake the diYcult development and negotiations with (the
then) Railtrack and the regulatory authorities. The remainder of the potential track sharing industry do not
appear to see suYcient parallels between their tramways (or potential tramways) and the railway-orientated
Tyne and Wear Metro.

Our commercial grouping is in place to overcome this diYculty, but with no industry-wide commitment,
this has not yet been delivered.

Regulations

The regulations governing the operation of railways have naturally been developed for that purpose. The
introduction of a diVerent type of vehicle, designed for a diVerent environment, onto a highly regulated
railway inevitably cuts across many of the rules because the situation was never envisaged. This means that
the plethora of regulations needs to be examined, guidance written and changes made as necessary. The
industry had already recognised that this was necessary and Network Rail has a group standard that deals
with how track sharing should be implemented.

This helps, but does not go far enough. The requirements for track conversion have yet to be complied.
A thorough review is needed to give a complete and clear picture of the process and hurdles in front of a
promoter of a track sharing or conversion proposal.

Institutions

There are a lot of institutions that would be involved in track sharing or track conversion projects and
their influence ranges from advisory to critical. From our own discussions with many of these bodies we
realised that it is the lack of understanding of both the role and attitude of these institutions that may be
instrumental in suVocating all of the potential track sharing/conversion projects to date. Changes to the
roles of these organisations and upheaval in the rail industry has prevented progress.

The Way Forward

We have been lobbying the SRA and PTEG to support a project undertaken by us to bring the key
stakeholders, including regulatory bodies, promoters, operators and others together to prepare industry
guidance on track sharing and track conversion. The objective is to establish track sharing and track
conversion as two of the tools available to transport authorities seeking to get the best benefits from their
investment.

Conclusion

For the UK to take early full advantage of the significant benefits to be achieved from applying shared
track and track conversion it is necessary for government and industry to provide the funding required to
enable our group to proceed with its proposals. These proposals have been shaped by and have the support
of the key organisations but have not gone forward because of the lack of a clear and stable policy for the
light rail industry in the UK.

Andy Dixon
Parsons BrinckerhoV

February 2005
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Memorandum by the Light Rapid Transit Forum (LR 61)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

The Light Rapid Transit Forum (“LRTF”) was launched in February 2004 to represent the views of the
private sector involved in Light Rapid Transit schemes in the UK. The Light Rapid Transit Forum is a
representative body drawn from operators, contractors, suppliers, funders, programme managers, equity
providers and consultants to the Light Rapid Transit industry.

The main purpose of the LRTF is to enable private sector organisations involved in Light Rapid Transit
schemes to discuss, study and research the issues which aVect them and to communicate eVectively with the
public sector both at local and national government level. Membership exceeds 46 organisations and
individuals. The Forum (together with CPT, the PTE Group and Transport for London) is one of the four
sponsors of UK Tram, the proposed umbrella organisation for the tram industry.

1. The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

Increase in costs

Light rail costs were examined in the House of Commons ETRA Committee Report on Light Rapid
Transit Systems [HC 153 of 24 May 2000], Prof Hass-Klau has given comparative data on light rail costs
in “Bus or LightRail;Making the right choice” [1998]. TheNAOReport [HC518 23April 2004] commented
that “new schemes are on averagemore than £3million/kmmore expensivethan those that have already been
built”. Members of the LRTF keep databases on light rail costs and can confirm that all-inclusive costs for
a light rail scheme are now averaging around £13 million/km. This is worrying and can be attributed to: the
higher risk premiums being applied, the lack of standardisation of all elements of schemes, high utility
diversion costs and some element of cost recovery from the perceived excessive costs of tendering. It should
be noted that cost-creep does not seem to be as prevalent in schemes in other parts of the EU and that recent
North American schemes are coming in on, or under, budget.

Comparison of LRT and bus costs

In comparing light rail and busway costs it is important to ensure a like for like comparison. The
CPT(UK) in their submission to the ETRA Inquiry said that “For a complete new system on reserved
track . . . the capital cost [of a busway] could be similar to that of a light rail line”. Buses have a role in short
journey, lower volume applications and trams are more economic where passenger demand requires at least
a 10 minute tram service. This takes into account that:

— in terms of capacity two buses are needed for one tram;

— in terms of speed two buses are needed for one tram;

— in terms of life span between three and five buses are needed for one tram; and

— the higher staV/passenger ratio on tramway systems will result in broadly similar operational costs
per passenger at higher traYc volumes.

Benefits of Light Rail

The costs of LRT systems must be set against their proven benefits;

— tramways are successful in attracting people out of motor cars. A modal shift of 15%–20% is
achieved on UK tramways—something never achieved with buses;

— rail systems are capable of supporting regeneration; the DLR is the most outstanding example of
this. Research in Manchester and Croydon has demonstrated similar eVects;

— LRT can benefit the environment—not only do trams not emit pollution at the point of use, but
they can also use electricity from renewable resources;

— LRT can be used to serve and encourage new developments without disfiguring the landscape with
congested roads—it is noticeable that new housing schemes in the ThamesGateway are predicated
on rail services (DLR to Barking etc). Future developments will need to be based around heavy
and light rail services if they are not to generate “M4” congestion phenomena.

Given the lower benefits of a bus-based scheme a tramway will frequently oVer better value for money.
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2. What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

The LRT Forum consider that the success of a light rail system should be gauged by:

Capacity

Greater eYciency in transporting between 1,500 and 8,000 passengers per hour than other public
transport modes, such as bus, metro or heavy rail and the private car.

Modal shift

Achievement of modal shift from the private car to public transport.

LRT schemes provide an acceptable alternative to use of the car in terms of quality, security, frequency,
reliability and image. Modern LRT schemes have demonstrated modal shift of between 17–20% based on
research by Centro/GMPTE. Both Croydon and Nottingham have been positively welcomed by the
residents and businesses which has contributed to passenger usage. While upgrading of bus services
produces increased passenger flows these are generally attributable to changes in travel patterns by existing
public transport users rather than to shift from car to bus.

Optimised highway use

Light rail provides the highest level of passenger carrying capacity permetre of roadwidth compared with
bus and car usage.

Reliability

Light rail is more reliable in terms of frequency and waiting time than bus, given fixed track and junction
priority, contributing to higher economic productivity, and less stress suVered by individuals.

Environmental benefit

Light rail is capable of delivering improvements to the cityscape urban fabric: the integration of walking
and cycling, reduction in air/noise pollution, reduction in road traYc accidents. It also has a role in
encouraging social inclusion. DLR and Croydon have demonstrated regeneration eVects.

Safety and accessibility

Safety and accessibility are major integral elements of modern light rail schemes. Level floor boarding,
passenger help points, CCTV, lighting, and the use of conductors, contribute to a safe, and accessible secure
environment.

Integration

Integration of transport modes and networks is fundamental to the success of public transport including
light rail. Integration requires planning of convenient multi modal interchanges, use of multi-modal
ticketing schemes and consistent fares structures, provision of passenger information on a modal basis, and
compatible passenger treatment (eg consistent passengers’ charters). Planning of park and ride facilities and
encouragement of feeder bus services assist the public to make use of light rail.

3. How Effectively is Light Rail used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

Role of Integration

Policy needs to set light rail systems in the context of an overall network of public transport which
provides buses for low volume short trips, heavy rail for high volume longer trips, and trams and light rail
for intermediate volume. There is a need for a public transport strategy to link key population centres, health
and education establishments, leisure centres and business communities with appropriate public transport
solutions driven by passenger requirements and volume. In practice the extent to whichUK light rail systems
are integrated within a local public transport system varies widely and is largely dependent on whether or
not the system operates in a regulated public transport environment.
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Local Integration

Below the policy and strategy level integration operates in two principal ways:

— with other services and modes as part of an integrated transport network; and

— use of fares and ticketing schemes.

SheYeld, Manchester and West Midlands have both achieved limited network and service integration
extending to fares and ticketing. These systems interchange at major rail heads. Integration with buses is
much more limited mainly due to the deregulated nature of bus services in these cities.

Later systems such as in Croydon and Nottingham are more integrated. Rail services (and in Croydon
the Underground atWimbledon) were well integrated with the original designs. Nottingham has good park
and ride and bus services have been reshaped to support the tram system.

The bus services in Croydon do not integrate so well largely due to the Mayor’s London-wide policy to
improve and increase bus services. This has resulted in a significant increase in bus mileage run since
Tramlink opened with minimal bus route re-organisation.

Ticketing integration inNottinghamworks reasonably well and since 2004 Croydon Tramlink users have
benefited from a common fares structure for buses and trams. This recent change has boosted tram
passenger numbers by 12% as well as making interchange much easier for passengers.

Bus Regulation

Further stages of integration are challenging to achieve, given bus deregulation outside London.
Encouragement should be given by the Department for Transport to use Bus Quality Contracts regulation
to ensure feeder bus services to light rail stops and consistent fares between bus and tram (and other modes).

4. Barriers to Development of Light Rail

Length of Gestation Period

The process for developing and approving Light Rail schemes needs to be streamlined so that the
gestation period is minimised and bid costs reduced. Schemes can take from 5–13 years to deliver which is
costly for both the public and private sector.

This may well require further devolution of power away from Central Government to local bodies/
authorities with power to raise funding and financing for their priority schemes. Reducing the time for
development also mitigates political change which may otherwise occur two or three times during the life
of a scheme.

Improvements to the planning process for major projects as well as alignment of the roles of the highway
authority with the public sector procurer are required.

Economic Appraisal Process

This needs to be aligned so that it captures environmental and social benefits without expecting the private
sector to fund these.

The public sector currently captures all of such benefits in its submission for government approval, but
in the tender process not all of these benefits attract a monetary value and cannot therefore be funded by
the private sector.

Procurement Process

Government needs to show commitment to light rail. Early contractor/operator involvement and the use
of standardised procurement procedures and documentation will assist in the production of schemes that
are attractive and financially viable to the private sector. In addition the time taken to select and award a
contract needs to be reduced.

Costs associated with bidding for light rail schemes are prohibitive and restrict competition. Bidders
typical bid costs (to financial close) can be in excess of £1 million with no guarantee of return.
Standardisation coupled with a pipeline of schemes to bid for, would reduce cost and increase the chances
of success.

Risk

The risk profile needs to be reconsidered so that appropriate risk is placed with those most suited to
manage it. This may mean the public sector taking responsibility for the delivery of key elements such as
utilities and third party accommodation works. Risks associated with obtaining planning permission
following theTransport andWorksActOrder and the associated conditions contribute to increased driving.
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Light rail needs to be seen as carrying a similar risk compared to other PFI/PPP projects. Private sector
bidders can choose to put time and resources into bidding for less risky PFI/PPP schemes such as health,
education, roads and defence.

Utilities

In the UK 92.5% of the costs associated with diverting utilities has to be covered by the project with the
remaining contribution from the utilities. This is a major departure between European and UK practice as
noted in the NAO report.

In addition to increasing project capital costs, utilities risk incurs very high risk premiums as often the
scope, timing and access implications will change during the construction phase. The UK system would
benefit from reassessing the need for utilities diversions and to the extent that they are necessary whether
responsibility would be better managed in the public than the private sector.

5. The Effect of DifferentFinancing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the OverallCost of Light

Rail Systems

Light Rail Schemes are complex, resource intensive projects, primarily due to multiple interfaces and
decision makers (including planning authorities, highways authorities, land owners, utilities, Network Rail,
PTEs). Accordingly they are very expensive to bid and, currently, there is a high risk of no decision being
made. The PFI/PPP approach makes matters more diYcult since this implies bidders being given an output
specification—this may give whole life casting certainty to the public sector but can lead to greater
overall cost.

Requiring funders to take full revenue risk does not achieve good value for money: lenders in particular
require heavy discounts (30 to 40%) to be applied to unproven revenues to establish the level of debt a project
can support. In many cases, this will mean no debt. Light rail should be able to adopt a similar revenue
support approach to that used for heavy rail and (as for heavy rail) this should not be unfairly scored against
the project cost.

Alternatively, the private sector will be strongly attracted to structures where they have no exposure to
revenue risk and provide facility but not service operation; in other words a procurement model closer to
the PFI approach in other sectors (such as hospitals, roads, schools). Operation can be carried out under
an entirely separate concession.

Themost successful example of financing a scheme is theDocklands LightRailway (DLR)which has used
diVerent arrangements during stages of development:

— the initial DLR and the Beckton extension were publicly financed using a design, build
procurement;

— the Lewisham extension was financed under a PPP procurement using public and private (mainly
bond) funds on an availability and part revenue risk concession basis. The risk of rolling stock,
operations, signalling, planning and most of the revenue risk was with the public sector;

— the extensions to City Airport and Woolwich have used PFI procurement with the public sector
paying an infrastructure availability fee for a concession period and taking revenue, patronage and
operational risk. The private sector has the financing, design, build and alignment availability
risk;

— under these arrangements the public sector needs to manage integration risk.

Other on street schemes which do not have the closed alignment of DLR carry diVerent risks and pricing.
Use of Early Operator Involvement as currently in Edinburgh and Liverpool is a welcome change in
procurement. It has the potential to deliver better value for money by improving patronage and putting the
operator into a better position to take operating risk.

Much of the cost increase seen inManchester, Leeds and SouthHants is a reaction to experience on recent
light rail projects where the private sector has lost money on the construction. This suggests that costs are
becoming more realistic rather than out of control.

Costs may appear to have become more expensive but this is the essence of the PFI process. Costs are
apparent at an early stage and risks are appropriately apportioned and costed. This may be contrasted with
a purely public sector procurement process (such as the Jubilee Line) where costs and risks only became
apparent during construction. There is some evidence that fixing costs at pre-design stage leads inevitably
to the pricing of contingent risk.
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6. The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

TheLRTF considers that an eYcient public transport system requires integration ofmodes, bus, light rail,
heavy rail and the private car, each of which has a role to play depending on passenger numbers, geographic
considerations, emissions policy and user preferences.

The LRTF has set out in answer to the preceding questions, particularly questions 1, 2 and 3, its
position on

— where light rail is more economic and eYcient as a transport mode than bus;

— the need to compare like with like when comparing capital and operating costs; and

— the benefits of light rail compared with bus.

Any comparison of increased investment or alternatives needs to recognise that under current
procurement arrangements LRT is expected to bear the capital cost of infrastructure as well as the provision
of vehicles and take an informed view of the infrastructure and congestion cost associated with eg bus and
guided bus.

Mary Bonar
LRTF Secretariat

February 2005

Memorandum by MonoMetro (LR 63)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Costs and Benefits of Light Rail Transit (LRT)

Suspended light rail transit (sLRT) has successfully operated in Germany for more than 100 years with
an evolved system of rules and regulations that now have EU-wide applicability.MonoMetro sLRT follows
these rules. MonoMetro sLRT bogies sit astride rails in the same way as ground-supported LRT. The only
diVerence is the vehicle body is suspended below the wheeled bogies rather than sitting above it.

sLRT enjoys all the cost benefits of LRT but there are further benefits:

— sLRT is 60% cheaper than LRT on a per km basis.

— sLRT is more rapidly implemented than LRT.

— sLRT columns are erected using with civil works procedures restricted to a small area whereas
LRT requires road surface replacement and diversion of sub ground services.

— sLRT are ultra lightweight vehicles whereas LRT vehicles are heavier to withstand heavy impacts
of mixed ground traYc.

— sLRT low inertia trains can be accelerated and decelerated on a very rapid frequency service using
relatively limited power.

Costs for London urban implementation of sLRT were calculated by Faithful and Gould up to
£15 million per Km including double track, stations, depot, planning and professional costs.

Ground-supported trams followmuch heavier construction methods to satisfy the high impact resistance
required because the vehicles operate in a heavy traYc environment. Rules governing the impact resistance
of trams relate to the railways where vehicle loads are much heavier than highway vehicles. Trams are heavy
using much more energy to stop and start while MonoMetro is lightweight, using far less power.

Suspended light rail is separated from ground traYc, enabling unimpeded lightweight trains to move
rapidly across ground congestion. If ground-supported trams operate on a dedicated right of way, other
traYc has to be displaced shifting congestion elsewhere.

MonoMetro oVers low cost wireless automated control of quick and frequent train movements whereas
a tramway needs a driver and is restricted to the speed of ground traYc or in the case of DLR (where
elevated) requires a heavily constructed continual bridge structure. This is overwhelmingly obtrusive by
comparison to the elegant architecture of MonoMetro architecturally designed masts and beams.
Suspended light rail oVers the greatest benefit of mass transit passenger capacity generally associated with
heavy metro systems at 60% of the cost of implementing a ground supported tramway.
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What Light Rail Systems Need in Order to be Successful

LRT cost of implementation and operation is rarely covered by fare box revenue. The challenge is to
reduce the amount of subsidy required to an acceptable level while the ultimate goal of operating at or near
profit seems elusive.

LRT costs begin with an expensive and cumbersome planning process. While the Transport and Works
Act was intended to speed up the process and lower the cost, it has failed to deliver. Capital cost for urban
track bed where roads have to be torn up, sewers and other sub-ground services diverted, with sophisticated
construction providing a velvety glide to vehicles, is very expensive. Tram vehicles constructed to resist high
impacts associated with railways together with manning day-to-day operations is a cost paradigm we must
change. Since 1997 several LRT schemes have been discarded because the overall bill for construction,
amortisation of debt and operationwas too great for the resources we have. A paradigm shift can altermany
of these costs.

Because MonoMetro sLRT is essentially the construction of architecture, of designed columns,
architectural beams and station architecture, it is appropriate to use the architect’s two stage planning
process. The Mayor of London has the power to grant outline planning permission for MonoMetro sLRT
as architecture. It is surely not civil engineering for it looks nothing like it. Full planning permission can
then be granted on a borough-by-borough basis, dealing with the environmental impact assessment locally.
MonoMetro tracks are laid along continuous rubber cushions on the architectural beams and held together
by standardised railway torsion clips. Assembly is a simple and clean operation. Planting an architectural
column every 25 metres is much less costly than tearing back the roadway. The lightweight MonoMetro
sLRT trains are built to withstand the far lower impacts found within the environment of its segregated
tracks . . . never mixing with heavy rail. Stations are admittedly more expensive than tram stops but the
overall cost is 60% of building a tramway.

The procurement paradigm for MonoMetro sLRT, while satisfying the requirements for competition,
follows the architect’s route where suppliers become general contractors building from full design drawings
rather than tendering on specification. This saves a vast amount of design time and costs associated with
manufacturers’ bids. A manufacturer tendering on specification has to design his product before tendering
his price. Only one can get the job so the costs of losing has to be absorbed and these costs can run into
millions. The way to change this paradigm is to procure from licensed annotated design drawings as well as
specification, instead of purchasing proprietary technology.

Mass manufacture of the modular components of MonoMetro columns, beams, stations, track, switches
and trains, creates a kit of standardised components and the proportional cost of ground works in relation
to overall cost is far lower. The cost of the kit is highly predictable because it is fabricated under controlled
conditions in fabrication shops. Cost prediction for LRT ground works is least reliable whereas this part of
the work is the greater portion of LRT cost. It is far better for the greater portion of cost for any system to
have the highest cost predictability. You never know what diYculties are going to arise from a tramway
because every metre runs across unique sub-ground conditions.

MonoMetro sLRT beam construction has been deliberately over structured. This allows masts to be
locally re-positioned by up to 1,500 mm forward and backward to optimise the avoidance of any sub-
ground services.

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

Discounting the change of level between the ground and the elevated stations which can be accessed by
mechanical meansMonoMetro sLRT is actuallymore eVective in its potential to integrate transport services
across the full range of modes. This is because the elevated tracks are able to enter diYcult locations to gain
access impenetrable to ground supportedLRT.For exampleMonoMetro can be integrated into Paddington
Station whereas it would be impossible to integrate ground supported LRT. MonoMetro architecture can
be introduced without interfering with the existing structure of Brunel’s vaulting because the architectural
layout follows the same principles as cathedral vaults, allowing MonoMetro to pass through the east west
transepts. This is practical as well as a spectacular example of integration. At Baker Street an elevated
MonoMetro sLRT station above the Marylebone Road can provide sheltered cover and re organise the
presently haphazard location of bus and taxi stops as well as direct escalator/funicular lifts into the
Underground.

MonoMetro stations are planned to be located less frequently than tram stops or the underground,
similarly to the Paris RER (Réseau Express Régional, Regional Express Network). The implication is that
the elevated stations then become inter modal exchange points where local bus services can be re organised
to ferry passengers to and from MonoMetro point of inter modal exchange. The greater distance between
stops can be covered very rapidly by the ultra light weight MonoMetro trains. At key locations along the
proposed MonoMetro route between Paddington and Stratford via Liverpool Street, Commercial Road
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and Isle of Dogs, stations can link directly down into Underground stations while the lighted canopy of the
station is an ideal point for re organising the arrival and departure point of buses and taxis. Along Oxford
Street, where bus stops are chaotically located, such a reorganisation would rationalise the movement of
traYc and perhaps even create the practical possibility of pedestrianising Oxford Street, reducing ground
vehicle traYc.

This can be achieved by locating a MonoMetro station on the south side of Marble Arch where westerly
bus services could be practically terminated, and passengers discharged onto MonoMetro. Strategically
locatedMonoMetro stations alongOxford Street can create direct access intomajor commercial arenas. An
integrated business plan involving all stakeholders in growing the economy of the west end will disperse risk
and engage the latent energy and enthusiasm within the retail sector. Integration at all levels is able to deal
more eVectively with the needs of the community at large.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail:

There are real physical and economic barriers to implementing LRT. sLRT is an appropriate
development of LRT that creates a new cost paradigm, new construction method, new method of
procurement, and a revised approach to obtaining planning consent able to reduce the cost and time taken.
Conservative resistance to change from LRT proponents is the barrier to governmental understanding of
the advantages of sLRT.

The appropriate domain of competency for assessing the architecture of supporting structure of sLRT
columns, beams and stations in the urban landscape lies with recognisedArchitect Experts. This falls beyond
the circumscribed field of expertise of transport engineers to assess MonoMetro sLRT engineering.

Statutory assessment of candidate technologies for any intended transport project must be seen to include
all fields of competency as part of due process.

The Deputy Prime Minister commissioned the shadow Strategic Rail Authority in 1999 to carry out a
study of London’s needs that recommended two transport projects for London.

1. A Regional Express.

2. A New Regional Metro.

MonoMetro is a candidate technology for a New Regional Metro and is eligible for statutory assessment
as part of due process. Since the inception of Crossrail, Transport for London (TfL) have refused to carry
out any such assessment because of their fear that it will alter the choice of technology for the tunnel being
planned as part of their Crossrail scheme. MonoMetro sLRT is able to deliver 20,000 passengers an hour,
equivalent to a mass transit system at 60% of the cost of LRT and built rapidly to connect Paddington and
Stratford via Canary Wharf.

The Mayor of London and some GLA members have made statements that TfL carried out assessment
of MonoMetro. Other GLA members have questioned the Mayor requesting a copy of TfL’s alleged
assessment. TfL in response further dismiss MonoMetro sLRT making no disclosure of any assessment
material. In the national press TfL continue to make statements that MonoMetro sLRT is “an anorak’s
dream” with further statements of misinformation to the GLA that MonoMetro sLRT is unworkable,
cannot be introduced into the urban environment and thatMonoMetro Limited have no technical expertise.
These statements have had a deeply damaging influence on the perception of MonoMetro from other
regional authorities in the United Kingdom. Glasgow City Council terminated their assessment of
MonoMetro for a city wide network because of adverse opinion publicised by TfL. A study requested by
Thames Gateway was abandoned because of the biased opinion of TfL and while Portsmouth City Council
commissionedMonoMetro to undertake a study for an urban network which was carried out and delivered
they withdrew because of the adverse statements by TfL taken as authority. By contrast MonoMetro sLRT
is the preferred technology for a 38 mile project in the United States and is being assessed by the French
Government for urban implementation.

Unlocking the barrier of misinformation in the United Kingdom can only be attained through expert
assessment and unbiased reporting toGovernment. TfL have disqualified themselves as unbiased scrutineers
and this now has to be carried out by appropriate experts not linked to TfL or Crossrail Limited if
Government is to be empowered to commission MonoMetro sLRT as an appropriate means of attaining
implementation of aVordable systems.

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail Systems:

My viewpoint on this subject will no doubt be contested. It is not a question of where the funding for a
project comes from, public or private, it is a question of how the money is spent and on what. I believe there
are two large areas of overspending, the cost of consultancy and the cost of tendering.
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Adirecting transport project architect with the authority to take control of limiting the amount and range
of redundant work carried out by consultants would be a major step in bringing costs under control.
Absurdities such as cost benefit analyses where there is no discipline on the figures inserted are meaningless
and expensive.

It is important to understand that most people working in the area of transport are so cynical that
anything will ever be built that they are only too happy to charge the earth for consultancy that they know
will not lead to anything. This situation has resulted in a community of consultants excited about the
prospect of a lot of government money being spent on new transport. The money has indeed been spent but
we have little to show for it.

Current EU rules ensuring competition only serve to guarantee the highest cost of transportation
products. In the past, the railway industry followed architectural and civil engineering tendering procedure
(which currently satisfies competition rules) where procurement tenders are based on annotated
construction plans accompanied by specification. This ensured that competing tendering companies acted
as general contractors for the same product.

Present tendering procedure for transport manufacturers forces them to supply proprietary design
products designed to common specifications. If suppliers can act as general contractors tendering to build
from a common set of design drawings, it would reduce the enormous risk associated with tendering to
specification alone. The huge disadvantage to tendering on specification alone is that the supplier has to
convert a specification document based on words and numbers into a three-dimensional product. To do this
he has to spend severalmillion pounds on creating the proprietary design productwith which to tender. Even
then he may not get the job so all the work is wasted. It means the same job has to be designed several times.
Because this involves such a high cost it is often done on a tight budget; resulting trains have to be recalled
for additional costly work leading to passenger disillusionment. The expense of this process reinforces a
crippling conservatism with respect to innovation since a tenderer will hardly dare to introduce an
innovation in case it is cynically received and he loses the job. It is hardly surprising that Stevenson’s Rocket
could run on the latest TGV tracks.

The time has come to return to where railways started with MonoMetro. A tenderer pricing on
construction drawings is spared the enormous cost of designing a product which may never be built. This
would allow smaller companies to compete for work. At present the big four are the only ones able to take
a hit of not succeeding in a bid. The Washwood Heath carriage works, for example, is about to go out of
business as part of one of the transport giants. Independently, however, it could quite easily be saved if it
were to succeed in a bid to put MonoMetro cars into production based on the design drawings of
MonoMetro. As an architect I believe the cost eVectiveness of Design and Build was never a good idea. As
I said in the beginning, the best way to control costs relates to howmoney is spent, not where it comes from.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, Such as Increased Investment in Buses

LRT is primarily a metropolitan transport proposition that has associated eVects on development. Buses
do not deliver the same observable eVects on development as fixed infrastructure. I believe we need to be
talking about practically implementable fixed infrastructure around which new business will locate. It has
been shown that it will not materialise around a bus stop. Buses can be used in metropolitan conditions as
long as we accept that more buses add to the congestion we already have. They are not a quick way to get
around.Guided buses have beenmooted as a cheaper form of investment but a 12meter dedicated guideway
strip of concrete through a city is a major obstacle. It may be a wonderful idea to have more buses outside
the big cities. I have nothing against buses in an appropriate setting.

It is apparent to our American client and the French Government that MonoMetro sLRT is a desirable
alternative to LRT. This is because it has lower costs, a better business case, is designed for eYcient
procurement using licensed design, and the greater proportion of its cost is above ground where modular
fabricated construction under controlled conditions guarantees higher price stability than for LRT.

For every conceivable reason MonoMetro sLRT is practical where there is the need for transit. Mass
transit at 60% of the cost of LRT is an even greater incentive. But the Government will never know this
without receiving thorough expert evidence created by a suitably qualified team of experts with all the
necessary competencies. It is already apparent from the misinformation delivered to the GLA and the
Mayor concerning MonoMetro sLRT that TfL rail engineers could only ever be biased. The practical way
forward is to create an agreed panel of independent assessors where the Government and MonoMetro
Limited are both able to nominate architect/engineer experts.

The video presentation on the CD accompanying this document visually demonstrates the
implementation of MonoMetro sLRT on the route between Paddington and Stratford via Liverpool Street
Commercial Road andCanaryWharf. There are a couple of low bridges across Commercial Road for which
there is a practical solution but apart from these the obstacles are not physical nor economic nor practical
in terms of reliable delivery of a prestigious project at an aVordable price. MonoMetro sLRT is not new
technology and is demonstrated in over a hundred years of operation in Germany.
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The obstacles that rest before MonoMetro sLRT are conservatism, outrage, negativity, destructiveness,
doubt and fear. Someone is always going to say, “you cannot have that running down the middle of the
road”. MonoMetro sLRT prompts a very hard look at ourselves and our competency. What do we think
and how do we know we are right?

Britain invented so much of the modern world, but are we unable to embrace the future?

Gareth Pearce
Chairman

February 2005

Memorandum by T Martin Blaiklock (LR 64)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS

I refer to the above Inquiry. The focus of my interest in this Inquiry lies in the financial aspects,
specifically, “the eVect of diVerent financing arrangements (public/private) on the overall cost of light rail
systems”.

I have been a consultant and practitioner in infrastructure and urban transport project finance,—PFI,
PPP and the like,—for the last 25 years or more. Further, for the last 15 years PFI/PPP has been the bedrock
for many, if not most, major transport infrastructure projects in the UK. Most likely this will increasingly
be so in the future. Is this a desirable trend?

Balance Sheet Issues

The main driver for the UK PFI/PPP program has been to remove, where possible, the financial burden
for infrastructure development oV the Government’s balance sheet. The EU Directive No 18 of February
2004 provided some guidance as to what was allowed, ie if the construction risk and either of the demand
or availability risks are carried by the private sector, the deal is deemed “oV balance sheet”.

It has to be said, however, that a number of institutions and regulators (eg the IMF) believe that such a
rulingmay not go far enough. The contingent liability for the public sector project sponsor, particularly with
respect to termination payments, can be potentially onerous in the early years of such projects,
notwithstanding that the projectmay be deemed “oV balance sheet” by the EU.Onemight expect, therefore,
to see a tightening of this EU ruling before long. However, it is this type of ruling, and the attempts to get
around such a hurdle, which makes PFI/PPP deals inherently complex, and on occasion this has significant
cost and timetable implications, eg the LUL PPP.

Funding Structures

Most urban transport systems are not self-supporting, ie not commercially and financially viable on their
own. Historically speaking, I believe the only example of such a project, which has been self-supporting, was
the Hong Kong Mass Transit, which in the event was funded using government guarantees. More so than
not, projects in this sector need some grant subvention, either during the construction period or during
operations, or both.

The NAO Report on Light Rail (ref. HC 518 of April 2004) indicates that for many such projects in the
UK the majority of the funds for construction were derived from governmental sources (ref. Table 2, p 15).
Hence, one needs to examine much more closely the form and structure of these sources. Assuming that
public sector grants are available to the extent that the commercial and financial viability of the balance of
the project can be reasonably assured, the private sector will most surely provide the balance of equity and
debt required, provided that the amount of funding needed justifies the up-front costs of project analysis,
due diligence, etc

Hence, in many ways the form and structure of Government support for Light Rail projects are key. As
theNAOReport and other sources show, these projects consistently demonstrate financial failure, and there
must be a reason!

Problem No 1: Analysis Procedures Used

Most of the Light Rail projects reviewed have been implemented in the 1988–2003 period. During this
period,HMTreasury (via theDepartment of Transport, often seemingly in a subsidiary role) have laid down
precise and somewhat inflexible rules as to how the future benefits and costs in such projects should be
evaluated. In particular, evaluations were undertaken in “real” terms, ie excluding inflation and financing
costs,—a methodology favoured by economists, not investors and bankers,—and using a discount rate of
6% per annum. This created many problems and led to incorrect decision-making. The reports of project
failure have not been surprising!
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— Flaw No 1: undertaking project analysis in “real” terms can be useful for resource accounting at
the national level, but it has significant shortcomings when applied at themicro-level for individual
projects. By excluding inflation and financial aspects, it can lead to under-funding of projects, ie
a project evaluated in “real” terms with a present value cost of £100 million could well turn out to
require funding of £115 or £125 million, after inflation and funding costs are taken into account.
Most investors and lenders live (like the rest of us) in the actual world (!!), and undertake their
analyses in “nominal”; terms, ie including inflation of costs and revenues and the costs of finance—
and, possibly, tax, too, although that is an arguable point.

In a period like the last 10 years, when inflation has been low, the disparity between the two methods and,
hence, the incidence of under-funding have been relatively small. However, when inflation is high, as it was
in the early-mid 1980s, then the diVerences can be very significant.

This flawed methodology, however, impacts on the Government contribution to Light Rail projects via
the assessment of the Funding Gap. This represents the amount of subvention Government might provide.
As it is calculated in “real” terms, invariably there is an under-estimate as to what this amount should be
from the outset of project planning. With project implementation extending over 3–5 years, such under-
funding can become a serious issue.

Problem No 1 Answer: Undertake Evaluations in “Nominal” Terms!!

— FlawNo 2: the second issue concerns the discount rate to be used. As cost and revenue projections
for such projects extend over 20–30 years, the discount rate is crucial. A discount rate of 3.5% over
30 years gives a 45–50% higher present value than with a discount rate of 6%.

Conventional project analysis theory suggests that the discount rate to be used should represent the “cost
of capital” of the project sponsor. As this may be diYcult to precisely identify, an informed guess should be
made, eg use the market interest rate for borrowings for the same period. For Government the cost of gilts
for a similar period is the starting point.

For much of the period in question (1990–2003) the cost of gilts (ie in “nominal’ terms) has been 5–7%.
During the same period inflation has been 2–3%, or thereabouts. Hence, if one is undertaking analyses
in “real” terms one would expect the discount rate to be 3–4%. Yet, the Treasury insisted on a
rate of 6%! Furthermore, there was no doubt in Treasury minds, apparently, as to the correctness and
unchallenged status of their choice of 6%, and sensitivity analyses by doubters over the discount rate were
not encouraged!!

The above has resulted in:

(a) significant under-estimates of the value of future net benefits of Light Rail schemes; and

(b) the under-funding of projects approved.

Overall, it is not surprising, therefore, that many of these Light Rail schemes reviewed were seen as
financial disasters!!

Now that the Treasury discount rate is 3.5% “real”, project assessments should be rather more realistic
and better decisions made. However, flaws remain in the Government system of evaluation.

Problem No 2: No Subventions for Operations

A second problem is that the Department of Transport have followed the view that no subvention should
be paid to support operations of Light Rail schemes. Given the diYculty of deriving accurate and reliable
traYc projections and that the economic benefits may often support the requirement for subvention,
this stance by the Department seems at times to lack reality or logic. Again, another flaw in the way such
projects are evaluated by Government. This is much in contrast to the perspective taken by our Continental
partners.

Problem No 3: Planning Rules

Just over two years ago the ODPM undertook a study of the impact of the UK planning regime
on economic development: “Planning, Competitiveness and Productivity” (HC 114, 2003). At the time
I wrote:
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“The current parlous state of UK transport infrastructure has just as much to do with the inability
of the planning process to support infrastructure development, as finance. The two are inter-
dependent.

The lack of a continuous policy of upgrading infrastructure and transport, in particular, over the
last 30–40 years (under diVerent governments) has left a UK contracting industry diminished in
capital strength such that it cannot on its own undertake such necessary (large) projects. It is a fact
that a number of such projects have had to be “rescued” by non-UK contracting groups, eg Bechtel
for Eurotunnel, JLE Extension, etc.

Others have the precise data supporting these arguments: I have not. The negative impact of
inadequate transport infrastructure on the productivity and competitiveness of UK industry,
tourism and quality of life, however, can confidently be measured in £ billions.

The facts relating to inadequate planning procedures, which have cost the country dearly in lost
opportunity and congestion, include:
1. Channel Tunnel Rail Link: conceived as complementary to the Eurotunnel project in 1986,
approvals not given and contracts not awarded until 1996–97. The projects remains incomplete;

2. Manchester Metrolink: commercial/financial viability established in 1983–84, but it did not
open for operations until 1991–92;
3. Birmingham North Relief Road: plans and funding ready in 1992: the project remains
incomplete today;

4. Terminal 5, Heathrow: 10 years plus(?) in the planning and approval process, and
incomplete today;

5. London—M25: there have been no new River Thames vehicular crossings (apart from the odd
widening of existing bridges) within the M25 since the invention of the motor car.

There will be others. Is not this ample evidence that the current planning procedures do little to
promote the dynamic development of our economy and improve our quality of life? Private PFI/
PPP investorswill not have the patience towait so long for projects to be given planning approval.”

The above just as much applies to Light Rail schemes today. Indeed, Table 12, para 3.3 in HC 518 shows
how long some UK Light Rail schemes have taken to gestate. Hand in hand with any improvements in
planning procedures, there should also be a fairer compensation culture upheld by Government for those
who are directly impacted by the implementation of any scheme promoted.

Problem No 4: Enhanced Property Values

It is a well accepted fact that those who live and have business premises close to infrastructure schemes
such as Light Rail benefit through the enhancement of property values once the infrastructure is in place.

The key issues are:

1. How can such enhancements, particularly the incremental enhancement over what otherwise
would have happened anyway, be measured;

2. How such incremental enhancement is captured to benefit the project itself; and

3. Timing. It is normal for such benefits to accruewell after the infrastructure scheme has been funded
in the first place.

There is no prescriptive answer to these issues, but it is interesting to note that our Continental (andNorth
American) colleagues again seem to bemuchmore advanced and pragmatic about developing such schemes.
These usually involve some form of local taxation. Unfortunately, our financial authorities have never been
great supporters of such local taxation. Hence, no progress. Hence, no projects!!

When I worked on the Manchester Metro in 1983–84 we examined the feasibility of such schemes. The
authorities were not interested. Twenty years on it is being examined again, I understand, for Crossrail.
Progress, indeed?!!

Conclusion

Any visitor to many mainland European cities will see the transportation and quality-of-life benefits of
the various Light Rail schemes there. In the UK we have failed miserably to give our citizens comparable
facilities.

The private sectorwill respondwith funding, if the schemes are commercially and financially viable. Those
yardsticks have rarely been achieved, mainly through flawed Government analysis procedures, over-
bureaucratic planning and lack of commitment to ensure such schemes become a reality and a success.

Invariably this means that such Light Rail schemes must be a key component of an integrated urban
transport network, which possibly means constraining one transport mode to benefit another. Leaving the
market to provide what service is needed—a policy largely adopted in the UK over the last 20 years—has
clearly not worked.
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The ball is now well and truly in Government’s hands, if we wish to see a change! It is to be hoped that
the above provides some clues as to where to start, and party politics should take a back seat for once!!
Infrastructure developments invariably exceed the lifetime of any one party in Government.

T M Blaiklock
Consultant
Infrastructure & Energy Project Finance

February 2005

Memorandum by RMT (LR 65)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS

The National Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport Workers (RMT) welcomes the opportunity to
make brief comments to the Transport Committee’s inquiry Integrated Transport: the Future of Light Rail
and Modern Trams in Britain. The RMT represents over 70,000 workers across all sectors of the transport
industry and organise members on the Docklands Light Railway and the Tyne andWear Metro. Our long-
standing support for a publicly owned, democratically accountable, accessible and fully integrated transport
network is well documented.

Benefits of Light Rail

Light rail plays an increasingly important role in the provision of public transport passenger services.
Transport Statistics 2004 indicates that despite only making up 1.5% of rail route kilometres open to
passenger traYc, around 7% of all passenger rail journeys—142 million—were made on light rail networks
in 2003–04.19

Environmentally sustainable, largely city-centre routes provide access to employment, shopping, tourism
leisure pursuits and other social activities. The April 2004 National Audit OYce report Improving public
transport in England through light rail found that “light rail delivers fast, frequent and reliable services and
provides a comfortable and safe journey” and that local authorities charged with monitoring the schemes
were on the whole satisfied with performance levels.

Whilst the number of passengers on bus services outside of London has fallen, patronage of light rail
systems, although belowprojected forecasts, continues to grow. The recently published Passenger Transport
Executive Group (PTEG) commissioned reportWhat light rail can do for cities indicates that light rail has
removed 22 million car journeys per annum from UK roads and is generally six times more eVective than
buses in tackling traYc congestion. Additionally peak time modal shift from car to tram is around 20% and
road traYc has been cut by up to 14%.

Cost

The NAO report indicates that the seven metro systems developed since 1980 have cost £2.3billion with
the Department of Transport contributing in excess of £1billion towards the schemes. The RMT favours
central Government financial support for light rail and modern tram systems but we are of the view that
raising revenue from additional revenue streams should be more seriously explored.

The February 2000 rail union commissioned report Funding London Underground: Financial Myths and
Economic Realities noted that “in Paris and New York, sophisticated arrangements exist for the spreading
of the burden of costs between passengers and beneficiaries of the system and between diVerent levels of
government”.

The Parisian transport authority, the Syndicat des Transport Parisiens, is funded through a levy on
employers, the “Versement de travail” and also receives half the revenue raised from traYc and parking
fines. Money raised by the Versement de travail is used to fund subsidised fares and capital maintenance.

Research conducted on behalf of the PTEG, published in June 2004, indicated that the city of Lyon can
raise more than £100million a year from the dedicated payroll tax which can be levied at up to 1.75% of a
company payroll.

Furthermore property and land values have often soared where light rail and metro systems have been
introduced. RMT believes that local authorities should be given powers to raise money for transport
projects from companies and institutions that have benefited economically from an expansion in the local
transport infrastructure.

19 Journeys made on Docklands Light Railway, Tyne & Wear Metro, Manchester Metrolink, SheYeld Supertram, West
Midlands Metro, Croydon Tramlink and Nottingham NET.
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The Funding London Underground report explained that “the State and City of New York fund grants
and subsidies which account for 46% (of Metropolitan Transportation Authority funding). A large
proportion of the subsidy comes from hypothecated taxation, which is in principle at least targeted at the
non fare paying beneficiaries of the scheme. These include new charges on business and property owners,
taxes on commercial rents, business telephone charges (and) property transfers”.

RMT believes that the Department should explore raising revenue for light rail and other local transport
schemes in line with the French and New York models. We also support the NAO report recommendation
that the Department for Transport should consider whether the duty on light rail promoters to meet 92.5%
of the cost of diverting utilities should continue to apply.

Local authorities currently have a duty to include in the cost of proposed public transport projects the
value of fuel duty lost to the exchequer as a result of car users switching to light rail, or other forms of public
transport. RMT believes that this duty acts as an obstacle to authorities securing Government support for
transport plans designed to tackle traYc congestion and encourage modal shift and should therefore be
revoked.

Integration

The social, environmental and economic benefits created by a fully integrated public transport system are
well rehearsed. The success of light rail in Europe is no small measure attributable to services being fully
integrated into local transport networks. The NAO report indicates that in France and Germany light rail
systems are “embedded in fully integrated public transport networks in which buses, for example feed into
the light rail systems” and that “Timetables are co-ordinated and all cities have comprehensive through-
ticketing arrangements.”

Regrettably the deregulated bus sector in the UK is in direct competition with light rail. The NAO found
that passengers believed that the lack of integration was the least satisfactory aspect of light rail. This has
meant that despite the best eVorts of local authorities and Passenger Transport Authorities and Executives
cross-modal integration has not been too successful.

The RMT is firmly of the view that Government should abandon the failed Tory deregulation of buses
and return services to local authority control. This would encourage local transport planners to deliver
accessible and integrated services across diVerent transport modes.

Conclusion

TheGovernment is committed to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by one fifth by 2010. An expanded role
for existing and future light rail systems, in the context of integrated and sustainable national, regional and
local transport plans, will play an important part in initially meeting the target and subsequently sustaining
resultant environmental benefits. However the duty on Local Authorities to include the value of fuel duty
lost to the exchequer in the cost of proposed transport projects does not sit well with either the Kyoto
Protocol or Government targets to reduce carbon emissions.

The European experience demonstrates how properly integrated public transport systems work to create
through ticketing, heavily subsidised fares and co-ordinated timetables all of which make light rail an
attractive proposition to the travelling public.

Sadly in Britain the deregulation and privatisation of the buses in the 1980s has all too often led to forms
of public transport competing against rather than complementing each other.

The Government should take the necessary steps—initially by ending the folly of bus deregulation—to
create the legislative framework where light rail, and other forms of public transport, can thrive rather than
continuing with the current fragmented and competitive market place.

Bob Crow
General Secretary

February 2005

Memorandum by FirstGroup Plc (LR 66)

THE COMPARATIVE MERITS OF QUALITY BUS AND LIGHT RAIL

1. Introduction

1.1 There has been much debate and argument as to the relative value of introducing quality bus
corridors or light rail systems in various British cities and towns.

1.2 This paper has been written from the perspective of First’s experience as an integrated transport
operator and using our knowledge of passenger desires and concerns.
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1.3 The arguments are frequently emotive as much as realistic, yet the practical experience of those
schemes thus far introduced suggests that the comparative merits can be summarised quite easily.

1.4 This is not a case of quality bus or Light Rail—both modes have their places and complement
each other.

1.5 However it is likely that the circumstances in which light rail schemes can be justified in social cost-
benefit terms are quite limited.

1.6 Greater development of quality bus networks may oVer wider, faster benefits. In contrast, even the
best performing light rail systems may provide an upgrade to a tiny part of the overall network at such high
cost that wider improvements are crowded out by lack of funds.

1.7 Costs of building light rail schemes vary, but typical costs of building new street running systems are
up to £10 million per track kilometre. By way of contrast, First has experience of two extensive bus priority
corridor schemes, which include extensive sections of segregated guideway, in Leeds and Bradford. The
entire York Road scheme in Leeds was built for £10 million, and theManchester Road Scheme in Bradford
built for £7 million.

2. Merits of Light Rail

2.1 Light rail is constrained as to its routeing by the presence of fixed infrastructure (rails and, usually
but not necessarily, overhead wires) and thus has a relatively restricted potential for application.

2.2 It is suitable for corridors where very high capacities are required (usually where vehicle “trains” of
greater than around 30 metres in length are desired).

2.3 This usually occurs where traYc origins and objectives are concentrated either in discrete pockets
along the line of route or are distributed in “ribbon” form along that line of route.

2.4 It is particularly suited for corridors where existing heavy rail lines are excessively expensive to
operate and/or where the rail infrastructure concerned is in poor condition and yet the basic track bed and
tracks themselves may be adapted to light rail use.

2.5 Light rail may also allow heavy rail services to be released from the railway fence line to directly serve
the shops, oYces and social facilities of city centres.

2.6 Light rail lines are likely to be successful where they oVer very big improvements in relative journey
time compared to making the same journey by car or by buses running on dedicated roadways. This seems
to be a common feature in all light rail services that have shown worthwhile passenger increases (eg
Altrincham–Manchester–Bury, Croydon–Wimbledon and Bank–Canary Wharf–Lewisham). In contrast,
light rail routes that simply use rail vehicles to provide a bus type service have not performed well in cost
benefit terms (eg Manchester–Eccles and Midland Metro).

2.7 As the route structure is relatively tightly constrained, the services operated can avoid delays and
disruption away from the specific lines of route.

2.8 Much of the journey time benefits of light rail derive from wider stop spacing, fewer stops and
dedicated tracks—these benefits can often be applied to bus networks and are not a feature of light rail per se.

3. Merits of Quality Bus

3.1 Wherever and whenever buses can be removed from unpredictable traYc congestion they will
perform reliably, punctually and with faster absolute and relative journey times.

3.2 Journey time and reliability relative to making the same trips by car is key to mode shift.

3.3 Wherever and whenever such segregation can be provided for light rail, it can similarly be provided
for quality bus.

3.4 Passengers prefer “seamless” journeys with the absolute minimum of interchanging—with buses
being road-based they can act as their own through “feeder” and “distributor” services to a bus-based line-
haul operation. However, feeder buses are generally a very poor second-best to through services, even with
elaborate arrangements for through ticketing, interchange and information. Our experience is that such
services tend to be poorly used and are often resented by passengers.

3.5 A busway has the advantage that a greater variety of through services can be provided to customers
without interchange penalties.

3.6 A Quality Bus route does not require continuous special infrastructure, but only needs special
provision where either there is a possibility or probability of traYc congestion (thereby bringing
unreliability) or where a significant reduction in journey time can be achieved by not operating on-highway
ie a track is only provided where it gives time and reliability advantages to customers.

3.7 By contrast, light rail requires a “track” for every inch of route.
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3.8 Because of the “fragmented” nature of Quality Bus infrastructure, suchmeasures can be implemented
incrementally (solving the worst problems first and others later), with obvious funding benefits and “quick
wins” for passengers.

3.9 Where a problem is “too diYcult” to solve at a particular time, the necessary action can be deferred
for a period, allowing the benefits of other parts of a scheme to be enjoyed by passengers.

3.10 As further problems develop (perhaps as a result of rising traYc congestion or new developments),
further bus-based infrastructure measures can be introduced. Therefore, resources are not wasted solving
potential “problems” long before they occur.

3.11 These features mean that infrastructure capital costs for any given corridor are likely to be
significantly lower than if continuous infrastructure were required.

3.12 The vehicles are based on bus technology, itself in turn derived from goods vehicle development.
Hence, technological and environmental development is continuous, extensive and at low relative cost per
bus, because of it being spread over such a large world-wide vehicle market.

3.13 Bus-based capital costs are therefore much lower.

3.14 Although there are many suppliers of buses around the world to a variety of designs and
configurations, there is considerable conformity to basic dimensions of widths, lengths, floor heights, door
dimensions and performance.

3.15 This in turn ensures that similar vehicles can be operated in awide range of towns and cities, avoiding
any unique-to-each-city design developments, with the associated lack of transferability.

3.16 Several proprietary bus-based guidance systems are available; these allow for continuous and/or
discrete guidance for particular corridors.

3.17 Such guidance allows for close and level boarding through all doors at bus stops, making it easy for
encumbered and disabled passengers to board and alight without assistance.

3.18 This also ensures that multi-door simultaneous boarding and alighting can take place at stops.

3.19 The high levels of indirect development funding through the goods vehicle market ensure that
continuing changes in emission standards are applied to buses within a very short timescale.

3.20 A number of suppliers worldwide have developed “hybrid” propulsion systems for buses (again
often based on goods vehicle technological development). These not only reduce emissions but can also
allow completely zero-emission bus operation in environmentally sensitive areas such as historic or
congested city centres.

3.21 Such hybrid power trains also eliminate the perceived vibration and jerking experienced in buses
with “conventional” power trains. Several of these buses are now in service in Britain.

3.22 Trolleybus technology has also developed significantly since the mode went out of use in Britain in
the 1970s. Several mainstream suppliers can provide such vehicles, which no longer require continuous
infrastructure.

3.23 It is frequently claimed that, no matter how high the quality, passengers will not be attracted to
Quality Bus schemes. However, experience with those schemes that have been implemented with significant
amounts of infrastructure has shown patronage growth levels as high or higher than are predicted for rail-
based systems.

3.24 Since light rail schemes are generally several orders of magnitude more expensive than high quality
bus projects, they have to deliver much higher levels of mode shift simply to deliver the same relative
performance.

3.25 Significantly higher levels of investment by the Private Sector—providing better value for that
money—are likely for bus-based systems as the risk is much lower in view of the potential transferability of
such buses elsewhere and the fact that provided infrastructure will generally be unlikely to become
redundant.

3.26 Because such bus-based systems will use vehicle designs based on mainstream buses, continuous
evolution is practicable. Thus the newest and most passenger and environmentally friendly buses can be
introduced to such quality bus services on a regular basis, with the earlier vehicles cascaded to continuing
use on other, less mainstream services.

3.27 With road-based vehicles, the route structure can be adapted on a continuous basis to cater for
changes in housing, retail, employment, sporting and social centres on or adjacent to the existing routes.
Buses can therefore be more flexible in meeting passenger needs.

3.28 As bus-based infrastructure will generally be concentrated on “core” sections of the route network,
evolution of the route network is unlikely to make any sections of such infrastructure redundant.

3.29 This flexibility of route structure ensures that it can be developed to serve continuing changes in
areas of social exclusion.
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3.30 Bus systems also provide flexible opportunities for competition, because they can accommodate
multiple operators more easily than light rail. A good example of this is the elite corridor in East Leeds,
which is served by both First and Arriva.

3.30 Being based on rubber tyres (also in continuous development), bus-based transit can climb and
descend steep gradients and have a very high braking ability, thereby reducing infrastructure capital costs
and increasing safety.

3.31 Bus design and operation is already strongly regulated through Construction & Use Regulations,
the annual inspections carried out by the DfT Vehicles Inspectorate and the latter’s “spot check”
procedures.

3.32 Bus driver competency is strongly protected through the PassengerCarryingVehicle (PCV) licensing
system, monitored by VOSA and the TraYc Commissioners under UK and EU regulations.

3.33 Bus maintenance and repair costs are comparatively low, as most mechanical components are from
“mainstream” suppliers.

3.34 Garaging facilities for buses can be provided anywhere suitable on or oV the line of route, without
any necessity for dedicated connecting infrastructure.

3.35 Any infrastructure provided for Quality Bus services can also be used, with suitable performance
safeguards, by ordinary bus services, thereby maximising the use (and thus value) of any provided
infrastructure.

3.36 Being road-based, any Quality Bus system can divert vehicles around “incidents” of whatever kind,
be they roadworks, bomb threats, building works etc, albeit with a slight reduction in performance quality.

3.37 Bus designs are flexible enough to permit diVering levels of driver involvement in ticketing, through
from everyone transacting with the driver as they board to no driver involvement whatsoever.

About FirstGroup plc

FirstGroup plc is theUK’s largest surface public transport operator and the largest bus operator, running
more than one in five of all local bus services and carrying over 2.8 million passengers every day. 75% of our
operations are in urban areaswhere the bus is perhaps themost eVectivemeans of tackling traYc congestion.
We are working in partnership with local authorities and other stakeholders to provide the best possible
service for our passengers.

First operates the highly successful Croydon Tramlink on behalf of Transport for London. The system
now carries some 20 million passengers per annum. We are one of the shortlisted bidders to design, build,
operate, maintain and part finance the Leeds Supertram scheme as part of the Momentis consortium. We
have also pre-qualified, with our partner Carillion, for the new Docklands Light Railway franchise.

We are one of the largest rail companies in the UK and operate passenger and freight rail services,
including First Great Western, TransPennine Express, First Great Western Link, First ScotRail, Hull
Trains and GBRailfreight.

David Leeder
Managing Director UK Bus

February 2005

Memorandum by the Manchester Airports Group (LR 67)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Introduction

MAG notes that the Committee has identified some of the key issues that it will specifically consider in
connectionwith its inquiry.Whilst not directly addressing thesematters,MAGwishes tomake a submission
in support of the Metrolink Phase 3 development, an extension to the existing Metrolink light rail system
that operates inGreaterManchester. Metrolink Phase 3 comprises new routes, to Rochdale, Ashton-under-
Lyne and South Manchester including the airport.

Manchester Airport (“MA”) is the UK’s third-largest airport in terms of passenger numbers; in 2003 over
20 million passengers passed through the airport. The airport has three passenger terminals, two runways
and a dedicated cargo centre. The railway station first opened in 1993 but has since been expanded into a
full-scale multi-modal transport interchange. Rail services operate 24 hours a day, directly connecting the
Airport with towns and cities across the North of England, the Midlands and Scotland.
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Policy Background

The Air Transport White Paper maps out a strategic framework for UK airport capacity to grow up to
2030—taking into account the enormous economic and social benefits that air transport brings to the UK.
In particular, it recognises the vital role that MA plays in the UK national aviation infrastructure. One of
the key issues identified by Government in the White Paper is improving surface access to airports, in
particular in increasing public transport use.

MA’s Ground Transport Strategy

Government policy firmly establishes the role of airports at the heart of an integrated transport system.
Since 1997 MA has had a Ground Transport Strategy that sets out our vision of an integrated public
transport plan for passengers, employees and service partners and addresses issues relating to surface access.
This sets challenging targets for MA to deliver in terms of public transport; these include reducing the
number of vehicle trips per passenger and increasing rail mode share.

MA has continued to invest in public transport schemes and services to improve surface access with the
most recent example being the opening of The Station, a multi-modal transport interchange. Based around
the existing rail station, bus, coach, rail (and ultimately Metrolink) services are integrated under one roof.

Manchester’s GroundTransport Strategy comprises a suite of packages such as the development of heavy
rail, bus and coach services andMetrolink that are designed to enable the airport to grow whilst at the same
time reducing the number of vehicle trips per air passenger ratio. Metrolink Phase 3 and in particular the
extension to the airport is an important element of this Strategy.

Metrolink will bring the most significant step change in public transport accessibility to Manchester
Airport since the opening of the heavy rail link in 1993. Without Metrolink it will be diYcult to achieve our
targeted reduction of the number of trips to the airport by car.

Investment by MA

Manchester Airport has already committed financial support and investment in Metrolink Phase 3,
spending £3.9 million to date. The Station infrastructure was specifically designed to facilitate Metrolink
and includes a 75-metre tunnel. MA has also safeguarded land within the airport boundary for access and
stations. Unless the Metrolink project is completed this investment will be wasted.

MA believes that Metrolink Phase 3 will enhance considerably the accessibility of the Airport and
employment opportunities for residents ofWythenshawe, Chorlton and TraVord and will assist in the social
and economic regeneration of these areas.

Conclusion

The importance ofMetrolink Phase 3 to theAirport is recognised not only in the Strategy but also in “The
Northern Way” that considered light rail systems to be the backbone of the public transport network. In
addition it viewed, “Manchester Metrolink Phase 3 . . . as [an] absolutely essential component[s] of our
strategy to strengthen the competitive advantage of our city regions”.

In conclusion, the importance of airports within the local, regional and national transport system is
clearly articulated in Government policy. MAG will continue and is committed to working in partnership
with the Greater Manchester Transport Authority, the Strategic Rail Authority and Government to help
deliver this policy. However, MAG cannot shoulder the burden on its own. Government support and
funding is needed for the development of Metrolink Phase 3 which will in itself contribute to the delivery
of a fully integrated transport network.

February 2005

Memorandum by Serco Integrated Transport (LR 68)

THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS

Serco is an international task management contractor to government and industry, providing
comprehensive engineering and support services across a wide range of applications. Around 90% of Serco’s
business is with government and some 25% comes from outside the UK. The Company’s capabilities derive
from the extensive knowledge and experience of its 34,000 plus employees on all seven Continents in over
36 countries throughout the World. Today, Serco runs over 500 contracts around the World, spanning the
transport, defence, health, science, state and local government sectors and hasmade a significant investment
in a research institute that ensures international best practice is shared throughout the Group’s worldwide
business. Serco Integrated Transport operates the award winning Docklands Light Railway, Manchester
Metrolink and the new Copenhagen Metro.

If requested to do so, Serco would be happy to be called as witnesses to give evidence to the Transport
Sub Committee and to answer any questions and clarify or expand on any of the points raised.
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Light Rail—A Success or a Failure

1. Introduction

Light Rail Policy in the UK demands that a full Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) is completed taking into
account all factors including, but not limited to, the forecast patronage, modal shift, environmental and
commercial benefit, social inclusion and cost of designing, building, operating and maintaining the system.
One of the major problems faced is the exuberance of the promoters of many such schemes regarding
revenue expectations and the often overly optimistic assumptions when it comes to design, build, operate
and maintenance costs. This results in an overestimate of the debt capacity which can be supported which
ultimately could manifest itself as a perceived continuous increase in the grant required to support the
venture. Recent problems in patronage build up on some systems after opening has exacerbated the problem
with the Lenders who are taking a very pessimistic view of forecast revenues that therefore limits the
borrowing capacity. This paper therefore attempts to provide suggestions as to how Light Rail systems in
the UK can be developed in such a way that both the Public and Private Sector can develop a solution in
partnership with risks being managed by those best able to mitigate them and with the requisite incentives
for both parties to ensure a successful outcome with no surprises.

2. Benefits of Light Rail

2.1 Air Quality

Though now better than for many years air quality is still a serious problem, particularly in urban areas
where there are significant health eVects. The use of LRT emitting no pollutants from the vehicle at the point
of use goes a longway towards cleaner air. This is valuable in urban areas and traYc corridors where amodal
shift to the system would reduce the high concentrations of pollutants generated by motor vehicles.

2.2 Congestion

The use of LRT helps in a very positive way to reduce congestion.

A conservative estimate puts the total number of car journeys saved as a direct result of trams at between
10-12 million, in Croydon alone the number is between 3–4 million. If the average car journey is eight miles
round trip then this means a saving of over 80 million miles per year and more than three million gallons
of fuel. Not only does the motorist save but the environment benefits from a reduction in local pollutants
of more than 23,000 tonnes carbon dioxide.

2.3 Comfortable

Comfortable, quiet and safe; LRT systems reach right into city centre pedestrianised areas; are relatively
economical to use, run frequently such that a timetable is unnecessary, and surveys have shown that modal
shift from private car is much more likely than with bus.

2.4 Indirect benefits

For people who don’t use LRT but would benefit from its construction for example, an accident
associated with driving comprises a significant cost to the economy. Loss of life, personal injury, medical
costs, property damage and human suVering represent declines in economic productivity, time away from
work.

There is an accident risk associatedwith any type of travel, regardless of themode.However, road vehicles
have a greater accident risk than LRT systems and by encouraging modal shift from highways to LRT, the
number of accidents would decline and remaining highway users benefit from travel time savings as they
become less congested.

2.5 Impact on property values

Proximity to LRT systems has been shown to improve property values. The average property value
increase near stations is in excess of 6% when compared to similar property located further away and
vacancy rates are lower for commercial properties near stations.
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2.6 In summary

The year 2004 saw an encouraging increase in the usage of Britain’s LRT’s systems, 4.9% excluding the
newly opened Nottingham Tram system and in particular the number of motorists that abandoned city
driving, choosing instead to go by LRT.

Even though some systems are already at close to full capacity, this compares to the 3.9% rise on national
rail, 3% on buses and 0.6% on London Underground.

Where towns and cities have shown the lead in introducing or re-introducingLRT systems, localmotoring
populations have seen the sense in leaving the car at home or outside the central areas LRT systems are now
regarded as the type of public transport most likely to attract motorists out of their cars, the reasons cited
being convenience, comfort, security, speed and cost

3. Alternatives

3.1 Buses

Although a necessary form of transport and an important element of any integrated transport solution,
there is enough evidence from various cities both in the UK and Europe that car drivers cannot be tempted
in large numbers to transfer from their cars to buses. However, a much larger proportion are prepared to
use public transport when LRT systems is the main form of transport for all or part of their journey, eg
where buses feed into an LRT system. The bus does not oVer the same advantages with reducing congestion
and air quality in city centres. The bus cannot compete with travel times achieved with most LRT systems.
The UK bus market, with the exception of London, is deregulated and therefore has less control from local
authorities in route design, headways and times of operations. Should bus operators outside London be
asked to operate along major transport corridors at defined headways and operating hours, thenmost likely
a number of operators will ask for operating subsidies.

4. Recommendations to Ensure the Success of Light Rail

4.1 Revenue

Patronage forecasting confidence remains low on new systems, despite various methods used and
financier assessments and most lenders will take pessimistic forecasts to mitigate the risk of failure to meet
debt payments. Lenders are not operators and the ability to “step-in” is a mechanism of last resort since it
rarely solves the core problem of lack of revenue unless the Operator is failing so badly. Mitigation of this
risk by the Authority, who is best placed to “encourage” use of the system through changes in subsidy and
ticketing strategy across the whole Public Transport system in partnership with a suitably incentivised
Private Sector operator would give much greater “comfort” to the Lenders and subsequently permit higher
levels of borrowing.

4.2 Financing

Financing new schemes is an important element in ensuring the viability of newLRT systems and the time
and process of developing these schemes need to be reviewed and shortened where at all possible. LRT
projects in Britain face diYcult challenges from their conception, especially getting clear Government
support for projects. The drawn out bid process employed under OJEU rules does not facilitate the decision
making process, inmany cases the project costs continue to rise just due to the length of the bid period. Every
eVort must be made by the promoter/authority to select a preferred bidder as soon as possible and to work
together for a pre-agreed period to reach financial close to mitigate this risk.

4.3 Utility Diversions

These have become a major cost in building new LRT systems or extensions. Utilities such as water and
gas mains are usually dug up and moved when a new LRT system is built on streets in order to facilitate
easy access in future. Utility diversions can therefore be a significant capital cost element of LRT systems.
In the case of Croydon this was 10% of the £200 million construction cost.

Constructors of new schemes have to pay 92.5% of the costs of diverting utilities whilst Utility companies
pay 7.5% they gain the cost of having new infrastructure and considerably less maintenance costs. There
must be a more equitable way of dealing with this but it requires the full support of the Authority who is in
a much stronger position to deal with utility providers.
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4.4 Involvement of the Private Sector

Most local authorities employ various consultants to assist in the planning and design of new schemes to
allow recommendations to Government on BCA and the estimation of funding required. Only once this is
complete and the tender process starts, does the private sector become involved and only then are the full
requirements established and a determination of risks and their ownership identified. This has led to the true
cost of these schemes being realised after agreement on funding requirements has been reached with
Government. Greater ownership from such advisors in the original estimates together with the early
involvement of the private sector is required in order that large discrepancies are avoided (ie to ensure that
the answer initially provided is not what theAuthority want to hear necessarily but what they need to know)

4.5 Involvement of Property Developers

A number of highly desirable properties are often developed along the LRT corridors as part of
regeneration and the Authority should take more advantage of the increase in property values along transit
corridors. A number of European schemes have tapped into this market and use funding from developers
to help oVset the cost of LRT’s. There is little or no property developer involvement in the UK schemes and
therefore possible links to assist in funding has not been fully explored. A number of new developments have
already been built in and around the Manchester Metrolink’s Phase 3 corridors, in anticipation of the
opening of the new extensions.

LRT systems benefit from high density land use, around some stops, particularly housing. Conversely
where there is land for development thatmay remain undeveloped for a long period of time then the building
of stops should be delayed to avoid stops being isolated and creating public concern for safety. This can be
eliminated with a coordinated development approach and operational eYciency is enhanced in early years
in this way.

4.6 Transport Integration

Both current and future passengers are looking for the seamless journey from home to work with the
shortest possible journey and where necessary the shortest connection time. In London the regulated
transport market and ticket integration has aided the success of Docklands Light Railway and Croydon
Tramlink. However outside London integration with bus services is perceived to be poor and with de-
regulation the major bus operators generally compete with LRT’s rather than act in harmony as feeders.
Due to financial constraints within the bus sector routes and timetables remaining uncoordinated and there
is little integration; the only exception to this is Nottingham Express Transit where the local bus operator
has a significant role within the LRT operating consortium. However the operators of both bus and LRT
have to ensure that competition law enforced by the OYce of Fair Trading is not broken.

4.7 Early Operator Involvement

SomeLRT systems have experienced early operational problems.Most problems are due to late and often
inadequate integration of various systems and the pressures of competition have often led to inexperienced
consortia winning on price by reducing spend on early mobilisation activity and thorough systems
integration and testing, at the cost of poor reliability on opening and subsequent lack of revenue and
ridership. Whereas the experienced operators may mitigate this risk through more rigorous testing, they
could be considered to be over priced. The recognition and insistence of Early Operator Involvement by the
authorities could help mitigate this risk.

4.8 Risk

The private sector is naturally cautious but not necessarily risk averse, so as new LRT schemes are
tendered, planners and financiers take cautious and prudent views of ridership and fare revenues. On the
other hand the public sector is requiring more risk transfer and as more risk is passed to the private sector,
then risk margins increase the overall costs. A more optimum balance of risk transfer needs to be agreed
between both the public and private sectors to allow a more realistic approach to costing risk.

4.9 Reliability and service delivery

A number of issues have occurred in LRT systems due to poor reliability of assets or longer journey times
than expected. It is essential for LRT to be able to deliver a safe, reliable a fast form of transport if ridership
numbers are to be achieved. This starts at the procurement stage, with consideration given to whether there
is one contract for the design, build and operation or whether separate contracts are let for each of the
individual elements of the service, the latter introduces more integration risk. Consideration should be given
to the industry as a whole as current operators may be able to advise on development of future routes or
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new schemes and drivers and engineers working on existing fleet of vehicles should be consulted in the design
of future vehicles. Operational parameters should, ideally, be fully included in construction contracts to
avoid unnecessary operating costs.

Robust and workable incentives and penalty systems should be imbedded in contracts to insure that a
partnership approach is achieved by contractors and clients to find the common objectives eg increasing
patronage through ensuring everyone supports actions whilst being clear on costs and funding thereby
jointly managing the project to ensure the delivery of a sound and robust LRT system.

5. Actions Required

Barriers Issues to be addressed

Transport Integration Further develop Quality Bus Contracts
Review feeder routes and ticket integration
Review integration in the design stage

Financing Local authorities to review alternative forms of funding, including economic
benefits where schemes increase the value of local trade property and land
values
Further review the options to raise funds from the powers given in the
Transport Act 2000

Utility Diversions A review of cost associated with utility diversions should be undertaken
A cost benefit analysis should be undertaken on savings on maintenance once
diversion is complete
Is Light Rail subsidising the utility companies on capital expenditure?

Private Sector Private sector partnering in the design stage will ensure that best practice and
knowledge about what has worked well elsewhere both in this country and
abroad. Learn from lessons learnt to avoid the same mistakes

Property Developers More robust working arrangements to be establishedwith developers to aid the
funding and community growth along Light Rail corridors

Risks Review of risk transfer between public and private sectors could help reduce
costs and attract more private sector investors

Reliability Use the private sector and other operators to learn from the lessons learnt from
other schemes
Have a robust procurement strategy
Work in partnership with sound incentives and penalties to ensure service
delivery and revenue targets are met

John H Taylor
MD Urban Transportation

February 2005

Memorandum by CENTRO (LR 69)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Introduction

1. Centro is the corporate identity of the West Midlands Passenger Transport Executive. Centro
welcomes this Inquiry and looks forward to an outcome that will provide clarity in the decision making
process to create confidence and certainty for those promoting light rail development. Centro firmly
supports the views expressed by pteg to this Inquiry and seeks to make additional and specifically West
Midlands’ views available to the Committee.

2. Midland Metro Line 1 was opened in 1999 and operates mainly on former rail formation between
Wolverhampton City Centre and Snow Hill Station in Birmingham City Centre. It serves the town centres
of West Bromwich, Wednesbury and Bilston. It is 20.4km long, has 23 stops and oVers 450 spaces for Park
andRide distributed between 4 locations along the route. Surveys have shown that Line 1 takes an estimated
1.2 million car journeys oV the roads every year. In part this is because light rail systems can deliver robust
reliability. For example, Midland Metro Line 1 is achieving an average of 98.9% for the most recent rolling
two-year period.
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3. The government-funded West Midlands Area Multi-Modal Study made the case for a network of 10
light rail lines and an expanded bus and heavy rail network, thereby eVectively endorsing the outcomes of
Centro’s own “High VolumeCorridors Study” and the Centro/WMPTA 20Year Public Transport Strategy
for the West Midlands.

4. In line with these independent findings, and as recommended in the NAO report, Centro is seeking to
expand theMidlandMetro to better connect with centres of social and economic activity, to reduce journeys
currently made by private car and to increase accessibility for all. Centro has obtained the Secretary of
State’s approval to the making of a Transport and Works Act Order for an extension linking Brierley Hill,
Merry Hill and Dudley to Line 1 at Wednesbury, and we hope to obtain powers soon for an extension of
Line 1 through Birmingham City Centre to the business and leisure complex at Five Ways.

5. Longer-term expansion of the system is planned via routes in preparation for extensions to:

— Varsity North—A34 corridor from Birmingham city centre to M6 junction 7 including park
and ride;

— BirminghamWest—A456 corridor (Hagley Road) toM5 junction 3 again including park and ride
(this route would be a continuation of Birmingham City Centre Extension);

— Eastside Spur—terminating near Duddeston Station;

— Wolverhampton to Walsall and Wednesbury

— Airport Route—A45 corridor fromBirmingham city centre to Birmingham International Airport

6. An updated business case for the Birmingham City Centre (BCCE) and Wednesbury to Brierley Hill
(WBHE) extensions, revised to account for changed methodologies, will be submitted to the Department
for Transport this summer, and Centro is keen to obtain early approval of the funding application to deliver
benefits to the West Midlands as soon as possible.

7. Following the local elections in June 2004, the new administration in Birmingham is implementing an
election manifesto pledge to undertake a feasibility study is undertaken into the possibility of an
underground light rail system for central Birmingham. The underground study is due to report inMay 2005.
Centro and WMPTA are playing an active part in assisting the City Council complete the study.

Overview of Light Rail

8. LightRail is an eYcient way ofmoving large numbers of people in urban areas eYciently and in relative
comfort. All systems in the UK operate at or near capacity at peak times. Patronage is steadily increasing
on all schemes, with a 52% increase since 1999. Also, there are often evenmore people travelling at weekends
than during the commuting peaks. The schemes have the potential to carry even larger numbers of people
than now, based on experience from overseas. Annual patronage for Midland Metro Line 1 is about 5
million. Recent patronage figures show a year on year increase from December 2003 to December 2004 of
8%, with both these periods including increased activity due to the new BullRing centre.

9. Light Rail is a key part of the Integrated Transport Strategy together with bus services, rail services
park and ride and integrated ticketing. Light rail reduces the car’s modal share and help ease traYc
congestion to a greater extent than other alternatives. Light rail is a more economical and accessible rail
system than the traditional heavy rail network. The rate of modal transfer from car to tram at peak times
is consistently 15%-20%. This compares with estimates of between 4%and 6.5% for quality bus partnerships.
Reductions of road traYc of up to 14% after introduction of tram schemes have been recorded. Fifteen
percent of Metro Line 1 passengers using the tram had formerly used their cars for the same journey over
a one-year period.

10. Rail-based modes successfully attract “park and ride” users and in Centro’s experience park and ride
sites on light rail and heavy rail networks fill quickly, even after expansion. For example, the Priestfield site
on Midland Metro was more than trebled in size from 40 to 130 spaces, and is again full every day only 2
years after the expansion.

Regeneration

11. Light rail improves the city’s image and assists urban regeneration. All UK schemes have had positive
eVects on the images of the cities in which they have been built, which have brought benefits in terms of
attracting inward investment as well as business and tourist visitors. This is supported by the examples from
overseas, where the tangible improvements to a city’s image may have been more obvious. Beneficial eVects
on property values, both commercial and residential, have accompanied implementation of tram schemes
in the UK. While this economic regeneration may not be directly attributable to the tram schemes
themselves, they certainly seem to have played an important part in shaping how this has developed, and
helping to channel regeneration in particular directions.

12. Centro has recently undertaken a study into the regeneration benefits of MidlandMetro Line 1. This
showed that the average number of residential property completions in the corridor has been higher in each
year since Line 1 opened than prior to opening and 21% of owner-occupiers consider that Midland Metro
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has impacted positively on house prices. Other householders would include access toMidlandMetro in their
decision to select another residence. Estate agents have received requests for properties in the Line 1 corridor
and access to Line 1 makes selling residential properties easier.

13. The study showed that Midland Metro was influential in the selection of a site for the new Sant
Nirankari Mandal (UK) Centre (a Sikh temple) and was equally influential in the subsequent granting of
planning permission for the site. It is clear that it is only on its current site because of the accessibility by
MidlandMetro. MidlandMetro has increased the eVective catchment area ofWest Bromwich town centre,
thereby giving it the capacity to support greater retail floor space.

Accessibility, Safety and the Environment

14. Light rail can provide quick and accessible links to jobs, for areas of employment deprivation. It also
can provide access for local people to developing community facilities and shopping opportunities, and
improve access and mobility for people with disabilities.

15. Light rail improves the urban environment and leads to few accidents. In the UK, light rail schemes
are presently removing approximately 22 million car trips per year from the roads. The value of avoiding
the worsened congestion, greenhouse gas emissions, noise and local air pollution that would have occurred
as a result of these car trips has not been specifically identified. Similarly, the pressures on urban land for
more road space and parking that have been relieved have not been specifically quantified. There are clear
safety benefits associated with trams, which have an excellent safety record. Poor air quality tends to be
concentrated in urban centres. Electrically powered light rail vehicles can enhance urban air quality by
replacing pollution-generating modes such as car or bus.

Heavy Rail Replacement

16. The SRA recently published its community railway development strategy. It may be possible for
certain heavy rail lines to be upgraded with light rail technology to reduce operating costs and increase the
attractiveness of the service oVered. Light rail costs, expressed in cost per kilometre for example, can be
reduced considerably by the use or conversion of existing heavy rail infrastructure for part or all of a light
rail route, as has been successfully demonstrated in a growing number of German cities, starting in
Karlsruhe and subsequently being implemented in Saarbrucken, Kassel and Nordhausen for example. This
is being investigated in the West Midlands with a study into the possibilities for track sharing on the
Coventry to Nuneaton corridor.

Costs and Subsidies

17. Light rail should not be regarded as a transport system that is more expensive than bus, but as the
optimal public transport system where the case can be made. As noted below, and in the NAO report,
appropriate policies such as introducing planned bus, rail and LRT public transport networks and
integrated ticketing can have a considerable positive impact on the number of occasions where light rail will
be the optimal mode.

18. The UK Government regards light rail as a transport mode that must be profitable and free from
subsidy. It is well known that Government subsidies are required to support the operation of the heavy rail
network nationally, and at amore local level bus services are subsidised for social inclusion purposes. Centro
contends that a similar approach should apply to light rail.

National Audit Office Report

19. Centro agrees with many of the recommendations of the National Audit OYce in its report
“Improving Public Transport in England through Light Rail” and welcomes the approach taken by the
NAO. In particular it supports the suggestions that the DfT should re-assess whether the requirement that
promoters of light rail systems should pay 92.5% of the cost of diverting utilities is fair and reasonable, and
whether it is consistent with its transport objectives. Centro considers that fewer services should be diverted
and that the share paid by utilities should be much greater. In France promoters pay nothing. The estimated
cost of moving utility services to accommodate the proposed Birmingham City Centre Extension equates
to almost one third of the total estimated capital cost for that extension.

20. Centro also supports the National Audit OYce’s findings that safety standards that are specific and
appropriate for light rail should be developed by the DfT and Her Majesty’s Railway Inspectorate, rather
than the use of inappropriate and expensive heavy rail standards. Centro would be pleased to help
Government in drawing up such standards, working through theUKTram or Project LibeRTiN initiatives.
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Regulatory and Statutory Regime

21. Centro is very concerned that changes currently proposed to reduce considerably the safety inspection
and approval role of HMRI and transfer this elsewhere will add significantly to project risk and costs, whilst
doing nothing to enhance safety.

22. Centro considers that the Government should give greater powers to promoters to better control and
integrate other local public transport services with light rail schemes, through the use of quality contracts
for bus services that link if necessary to achieve timetable co-ordination/integration with new tram lines and
through increased control of local rail services. The UK provinces are unique in Europe in being expected
to justify light rail schemes that face direct on-street bus competition and operate without fare integration.

23. Centro believes that the Government should give greater powers to promoters to provide integrated
ticketing arrangements, which are currently diYcult to implement due to the large number of players in the
bus deregulated transport market.

24. Centro would welcome any means of speeding up the decision making process for major capital
projects. In particular it would welcome greater stability and certainty in the criteria upon which the
economic case formajor projects is determined. Changes to assessmentmethodologies over the development
of a project can lead to unhelpful, expensive and time-consuming re-examination of the economic case.

A New Approach to Procurement

25. We are working positively with the Department for Transport (DfT) to ensure that the procurement
approach adopted for system extensions is one that will deliver robust competition, a sustainable network
and value for money. Centro’s strategy is to separately procure the three main elements of the system
extensions: operations, new tram provision/maintenance and infrastructure provision/maintenance. It is
accepted that revenue risk needs to be shared between Centro and the tram operator, and other risks need
to be placed where they are best managed.

26. In order to achieve its overriding objective of securing a robust competition and delivering aVordable
tenders Centro is firmly addressing the issue of risk and clarity of project scope in relation to key areas of
concern to suppliers such as third party approvals, service diversions, urban scope, site intelligence and
highway construction details.

27. This new approach should avoid the cost escalation recently suVered in Manchester and Leeds by
separating out the components of light rail build and operations and ensuring that the private sector is not
wholly responsible for revenue risk.

Rob Donald
Director General

February 2005

Memorandum by the Department for Transport (LR 72)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. Introduction

1.1 There is no doubt that some existing light rail systems have been extremely successful in recent years.
In England, light rail now carries 140 million people annually and continues to widen the choice of public
transport available, encouraging modal shift from car to tram in many cases. However, the findings from
last year’s National Audit OYce (NAO) Report into light rail and recent experience on new proposals for
Manchester, Leeds and South Hampshire, where plans had been dogged by successive cost increases, have
led the Department to look at how light rail could be made more cost eVective and whether it is the best
solution in all cases.

1.2 The Department sees a role for light rail in some places—it works best for routes with the highest
traYc and passenger flows—but we need to learn from experience to date so that light rail schemes are only
pursued where they provide the best value for money way of delivering local authority’s wider transport
strategies.

1.3 The Department recognises its role in setting the strategic policy context for the development of light
rail, for example in the White Paper “The Future of Transport” and in guidance for Local Transport Plans
(LTPs). It has also established a Transport Innovation Fund to help develop coherent, innovative local and
regional transport strategies. However the Department does not promote light rail as a mode per se. Local
authorities are responsible for assessing what is the right solution for their area, in the light of local
conditions and local and regional strategies.
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1.4 This paper sets out the Department’s written evidence for this Inquiry, under the following headings:

Light rail: (a) costs, (b) benefits and (c) the choice of light rail vs alternatives;

Light rail as part of an integrated transport system;

Barriers to the development of light rail;

The eVect of diVering financing arrangements on the overall cost of light rail systems;

Conclusion and way forward.

2. Light Rail: (a) Costs, (b) Benefits and (c) the Choice of Light Rail vs Alternatives

(a) Recent cost increases

2.1 TheNAO reported that all the existing schemes were built to time and to budget. However, the recent
history of new proposals has been of estimated costs increasing significantly following approval.

2.2 In July 2000 the Department agreed an upfront public sector contribution of £282 million for the
Manchester Metrolink Phase III extensions. However, it became apparent that the bids would come in
significantly above this, and in December 2002 the upfront public sector contribution was increased to £520
million. It was made clear that any future cost increases would have to be met locally. But in 2004 the
promoters came back for additional central government contributions, and the scope of the project was
reduced. The public sector funding requirement was increasing partly because of private sector pessimism
about light rail and partly because of failings in the original cost estimates. There was no guarantee that
costs would not continue to rise. This led to the Government’s decision in July 2004 to withdraw funding
and to ask Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Executive (GMPTE) to work with the Department to
look at the cost base for light rail again and to look at alternatives that would benefit Manchester, but at a
better price.

2.3 A working group was set up with GMPTE to see whether light rail could be made aVordable in
Manchester and to consider alternatives. It became clear that continuing with the three line scope of the
scheme would mean committing to an upfront public sector funding of £900 million and the Department
could not agree to that. In December 2004 the Department confirmed that the £520 million budget was still
available subject to GMPTE developing a satisfactory plan for the areas included in the original scheme.
GMPTE are able to supplement this budget, both from their own resources and by bidding for funding from
government through the Transport Innovation Fund. The Department is currently considering a bid from
GMPTE for the maintenance and renewal of the existing Metrolink system.

2.4 There was similar experience with the Leeds and South Hampshire schemes. In March 2001 the
Department approved Leeds Supertram and South Hampshire Rapid Transit (SHRT), subject to public
sector contributions of £355 million and £170 million (in present values respectively). However, the costs
increased to more than £500 for Leeds and to around £270 million for SHRT. These prices were not fixed
and costs could have increased further. In the light of these cost increases, in July 2004 the funding approval
for these schemes was also revoked. The Department is working closely with the promoters on developing
revised schemes. Talks are continuing and the Department is currently considering revised proposals from
the promoters.

2.5 There have been a number of factors causing the costs to increase on light rail schemes, including poor
estimating of costs in some cases. However, some additional costs could not reasonably have been foreseen
such as the high rate of construction inflation, and increases in insurance premia following the 11 September
disaster. The schemes were to be procured using the Design, Build, Operate andMaintain (DBOM) model,
with the farebox risk being transferred to the private concessionaire. A prime driver for the increasing costs
has been the high price being placed on the revenue risks by the market, due to patronage falling short of
forecast on most of the current systems and subsequent financial losses, eg SheYeld Supertram and
Midland Metro.

(b) Benefits of light rail

2.6 Light rail can provide a fast, high quality and reliable service. The segregation of all or part of a system
can allow trams to avoid delays from traYc congestion and the flexibility of on-street running allows trams
to penetrate city centres more eVectively, providing greater access.

2.7 Light rail can provide an attractive alternative to the car, by oVering faster andmore reliable journeys
than bus. There is some evidence that trams attract people out of their cars—an impact study reported that
19% of Croydon Tramlink users previously used the car—a reduction of over 7,000 car journeys per day.
Manchester Metrolink now carries over 19 million passengers per year, of whom an estimated 3m would
otherwise travel by car. MidlandMetro attracts 31% of its passengers from those who could have otherwise
undertaken the same journey by car. TheDepartment does not expect light rail to be a solution to congestion
on its own—light rail schemes need to be supported as part of an integrated package to tackle congestion.
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2.8 The NAO Report found that light rail systems are delivering many of their expected benefits.
However the NAO also reported that patronage had fallen short of expectations and the potential benefits
had not been fully exploited. Early operational problems aVected services onMidlandMetro andMetrolink
II, depressing patronage. In the case of SheYeld, the removal of high density housing along the routes and
the collapse of the steel industry contributed to the shortfall. Patronage is increasing on all systems, but is
still significantly below that forecast on most systems, around 55% of forecast in the case of SheYeld. To
help improve forecasting, the Department has undertaken a review of the modelling guidance to be
published shortly, and commissions independent audits of the promoters’ models.

2.9 In addition, the Department now places more emphasis on supporting measures, such as park and
ride and integration with buses, to ensure that the benefits of light rail are delivered in practice.

(c) The choice of light rail vs alternatives

2.10 Any light rail scheme has to show that it represents value for money, taking account of the wider
benefits and that it is aVordable in terms of both central and local contributions. Demonstrating vfm
includes showing that it is better than the alternatives. It is very much the case of what works best in the
particular circumstances.

The bus alternative

2.11 Buses have a number of advantages. In particular they do not require the expensive infrastructure
that is necessary for light rail. They can operate on existing roads, and improvements such as bus lanes and
signalling priorities are relatively inexpensive. Buses are much more flexible—they can be deployed rapidly
and their routes can be altered in line with changing journey patterns. Whereas the provision of light rail
requires long term planning and once installed is likely to remain so for a very long time. This is both a
strength and a weakness, depending on whether stability or responsiveness is considered more important.
Bus priority and segregation can help buses provide much of the benefits of improved journey times and
reliability than trams deliver.

2.12 Intermediate between bus and light rail are guided bus and “bus rapid transit” (BRT).

Where a new light rail scheme is being considered, promoters are required to provide a full assessment of
the “next best” and lower cost options. Generally guided buses and BRT oVer a good alternative to light
rail. There are guided bus services operating in Leeds, Bradford, Crawley and Ipswich, with several more
systems being developed elsewhere. Guided bus requires dedicated trackway where the guidance system is
in use, either as part of a carriageway or on a separate alignment. Guided buses can also operate on stretches
of normal road. The idea of BRT is that it should also run largely on dedicated trackway, to improve speed
and reliability, and create the journey ambience similar to that of light rail.

2.13 The cost of providing trackways for rubber tyred vehicles would be considerably less than the
infrastructure for a light rail system. For instance the Rapid Transit Monitor (2004) published by TAS
reports that the construction cost of guideway on the highway is approximately £2.4 million per km, rising
to £3 million per km for the conversion of former rail alignments. In comparison, the NAO reported the
construction costs of a sample of existing systems ranged from £5.4 million to £21.2 million per km
(including the purchase of vehicles). With bus guideways the purchase of vehicles will also be less. The
Department only helps to fund the infrastructure for bus schemes and expects the operators to provide the
necessary vehicles. However, on heavily traYcked corridors light rail could still oVer better vfm due to
the higher capacity.

2.14 One important distinction is that buses (outside London) operate in a deregulatedmarket—and this
applies equally to guided bus or BRT. Investment in new buses is normally a matter for operators to decide
on commercial grounds, while investment in bus priorities is a matter for local highway authorities. Quality
partnerships, under the Transport Act 2000, can help secure investment on both sides and other agreements
about service standards.West Yorkshire PTE is currently working on statutory quality partnership schemes
for the Leeds and Bradford guided busways.

2.15 A guided busway or BRT service may experience competition from standard buses operating on
normal roads—so too, for that matter, may a light rail system. Theremay be a place for both types of service
on busy corridors—for example a standard bus may oVer lower fares, more frequent stops and possibly
easier access, though it is likely to be slower and less reliable. But where such competition is seen as a threat
to the optimum use of a dedicated system, local transport authorities have the option of proposing a quality
contracts (QC) scheme. Under such a scheme, the deregulated market is suspended and, subject to
aVordability, a local authority can specify the network it wants, the frequency and the fares, and invite
tenders. Hence “on-road” competition is replaced by “oV-road” competition between operators for a
contract to provide bus services (as in London). QC schemes can only be made if they are the “only
practicable way” of implementing a bus strategy and are economic, eYcient and eVective, and they must be
approved by the Secretary of State. Depending on circumstances, a QC scheme may be justified as part of
an integrated transport strategy involving light rail or other guided systems.
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Innovative modes

2.16 The Department recognises there may be possible markets for what is generally known as ultra light
rail technologies, which are less expensive and involve smaller vehicles moving smaller numbers of people.
Examples could include lighter, alternatively powered tram systems or personal rapid transit systems. The
Department has already provided £2.65million for the development and testing of the personal rapid transit
system, ULTra. By their nature these systems are currently unlikely to oVer a viable solution for corridors
of heaviest demand, which current tram schemes are focusing on, but they may oVer solutions for less
heavily used corridors.

2.17 If local authorities see ultra light rail technologies as oVering a practical solution to solving local
transport problems and oVering vfm the Department is willing to support demonstration and pilot projects
for these modes through the LTP system. Promoters of innovative light rail systems need to obtain the
interest of authorities in demonstrating and implementing the systems. New LTP guidance makes clear that
the Department would be willing in principle to support major scheme bids for local authority showcase/
demonstration projects—even if the project would cost less than £5 million.

Light Rail as Part of an Integrated Transport System

3.1 To be successful, light rail schemes need to provide the best value for money way of delivering local
authorities’ wider transport strategies. The Department is not minded to approve funding for further light
rail schemes unless they are part of an integrated transport strategy involving integration of buses and trams,
appropriate park and ride facilities, and traYc restraint measures. There are suYcient powers available to
local authorities to deliver a strategy of this kind.

White Paper Opportunities

3.2 New opportunities for supporting strategies to tackle congestion in towns and cities are contained in
“The Future of Transport” White Paper. These enable local authorities to take decisions about public
transport in the round, for example by making it more attractive to introduce bus franchising through QCs
in specific circumstances. These include bus/rail substitutions where this is best value for public expenditure
and demand management methods for car use, including forms of congestion charging. These measures
could be used to help make light rail more successful.

3.3 TheWhite Paper also sets out the Government’s intention to establish a Transport Innovation Fund
to help its delivery partners to develop and deploy coherent, innovative local and regional transport
strategies. The Fund will support the cost of such local transport packages (including road pricing, modal
shift and better buses); support mechanisms which raise new funds locally; and provide an exchequer
contribution to regional or local schemes with the capacity to make a contribution to national productivity.

Physical integration

3.4 When schemes were first opened physical integration was not always as good as it could have been,
although where this has been the case promoters have made eVorts to improve it. For example, Midland
Metro terminates at Birmingham Snow Hill station, well away from New Street and the shopping centre,
although the intention is to extend the system to these areas and through the city centre. Access from
SheYeld railway station to the Supertram was poor until 2002. Good physical integration should help
strengthen the business case for any scheme, so it is certainly something the Department would look for in
the appraisal of new light rail proposals.

Park and Ride

3.5 Park and ride facilities complementing light rail systems can help increase patronage and are more
appropriate when trying to reduce car trips along the main corridors leading into city centres. During
scheme development the Department expects promoters to consider whether park and ride is appropriate.

3.6 The NAO stated that park and ride sites have sometimes been missed out or delayed to save money
thereby reducing the benefits of the scheme. However, park and ride provision is now extensive on schemes:
Manchester Metrolink has one site; Midland Metro four; Nottingham five (with two more planned on
proposed extensions); SheYeld five; and Tyne and Wear three. The Department routinely challenges
promoters on the adequacy of their proposal in terms of park and ride provision.

Bus Competition

3.7 Competition from buses can reduce the viability of light rail, but only if it is meeting some customers’
needs better. For example, following bus deregulation in 1986 bus operators in Tyne and Wear started
competing with cheaper, if slower, services which had an adverse eVect on theMetro’s patronage. It showed
that there were situations where the bus can serve some people better than the tram along the same corridor.
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3.8 Bus operators have to make their own commercial judgment in each case on whether it is better to
compete with tram services or rather to concentrate on providing complementary feeder services. “The
Future of Transport” recognizes the scope for use of bus quality contracts in local authorities’ wider
strategies to combat congestion. This is permissible only as a way of implementing authorities’ bus strategies
and not just as a device to boost light rail finances.

Bus and tram through-ticketing

3.9 Combining ticketing with bus can help make light rail travel more attractive. While commercial bus
operators are free to set their own single fares (and debarred by the Competition Act 1998 from agreeing
them with competitors) there are special provisions for multi-operator through tickets and travelcards
covering, bus, rail, light rail and ferry services. Similar ticketing schemes can be made by local transport
authorities under the Transport Act 2000. The local transport authority can act as “honest broker” but
essentially the price of the product needs to be agreed between the participating operators.

3.10 Despite somemisconceptions in the industry, it is not normally regarded as anti-competitive to issue
through tickets between connecting routes (eg one operator runs a bus between A and B and another runs
one between B and C) because these are not in competition with each other. This will often be the case for
a ticket combining light rail with a connecting bus service. The Department will be requiring the promoters,
as a condition of approval, to specify the acceptance of through-ticketing in the concession agreement.

3.11 There is some degree of through-ticketing andmulti-mode ticketing on all English schemes allowing
travel between modes, but not all bus operators participate in these. Nottingham Express Transit have
integrated with Nottingham City Transport buses oVering bus/tram tickets and smartcards. The bus
company have also revised their services to complement those of the tram.

Car restraint measures

3.12 “The Future of Transport” also puts a new emphasis on car restraint measures as a complement to
public transport improvements. What is appropriate will vary in individual cases, so it is not the case that
the Department will only consider a light rail scheme alongside a congestion charging proposal or a
workplace levy scheme. For any future light rail scheme the Department would expect that all possible ways
of getting the most out of the scheme by encouraging reductions in car use would be exploited and
incorporated, such as park and ride, where possible.

Priority over road vehicles

3.13 Fast and punctual light rail services can be secured by giving priority to trams over road vehicles at
key junctions. All existing schemes have priority at junctions, although the amount varies depending on
local circumstances. Local politics often restrict the amount of priority given to light rail over cars. The
Department expects promoters to demonstrate commitment to making their light rail proposals work by
providing appropriate priority.

Passenger information

3.14 Transport authorities have the powers they need to ensure good information is available about local
transport services and although these provisions do not extend to light rail, authorities have no diYculty in
obtaining travel information from light rail operators. On Nottingham’s light rail network all platforms
have electronic displays providing real-time timetable information while the trams provide both electronic
displays and audible announcements communicating the tram’s destination and next stop. A timetable
service can also provide tram and bus times direct to a passengers’ mobile phone. Transport Direct is
providing a new internet-based facility for passengers to plan multi-modal public transport journeys
throughout Britain, and this has links to ticket retailers.

4. Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

4.1 The NAO identified several barriers discouraging the wider take-up of light rail and the Department
has considered these. The Department had already identified some barriers and had started work on ways
to overcome them.

4.2 Cost is the most significant factor discouraging the further development of light rail. Light rail is
inherently a very expensive mode which is likely to be cost-eVective only on corridors where there is very
intense passenger demand. However there is useful scope for reducing costs in future light rail schemes.
There are several key issues to be addressed:
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The lack of standardisation in the design of light rail systems has increased costs

4.3 The NAO recommended that eYciency savings should be sought by requiring promoters to
demonstrate greater standardisation in the design of their systems. The Department expects promoters to
show that they have learnt from practical experiences elsewhere andwill look to see if there are opportunities
in future projects for promoters to work in partnership.

4.4 UK Tram, which brings together private and public representatives of the light rail industry, is
working on an early link to industry best practice for standards. Additionally, the proposed Urban Rail
European Directive is being developed to ensure that light rail systems across Europe are standardised,
cutting costs for procuring vehicles and systems.

The cost of diverting the utilities is expensive

4.5 Utility companies are understandably keen to have all utilities along a tram route moved to avoid
damage, negate stray currents and facilitate easy access. In recent schemes, utility diversion has proven
extremely costly. For example diversions on Croydon Tramlink cost £19 million.

4.6 Some promoters have been working on strategies to reduce utility diversion costs, through a more
selective approach to diversions. The Department have been giving more detailed attention to this matter
with the Passenger Transport Executive Group on Light Rail, with a view to issuing guidance on
appropriate strategies for promoters to manage risks better. The TraYc Management Act 2004 introduced
a range of new powers for highway authorities to control utility works in the highway, including those which
aVect light rail schemes. This includes the power for authorities to run permit schemes, under which those
digging up the street will have to obtain a permit before they do so. This will allow authorities to ensure that
utility works are carried out more quickly thereby reducing the costs involved.

Costs are inflated by the application of heavy rail standards

4.7 There has been a tendency to apply heavy rail technology to light rail schemes and this has resulted
in some scheme designs being over-specified, bringing higher costs. For example, there additional costs on
the Midland Metro system as a result of adopting heavy rail design for overhead wires as well as heavy rail
points and interlocking, and automatic train protection.

4.8 HMRI has been working with the Department, light rail promoters, operators and industry to
encourage development of lower levels and detailed standards for light rail. They are examining the possible
standardisation of wheel and rail profiles for tramways. HMRI have also produced guidance for the
construction of tramway systems (Railway Safety Principles and Guidance, Section G Tramways HS(G)
153/8). On the industry side, the Light Rapid Transit Forum andUKTram will consider proposals for more
specific standards for light rail. The proposed Urban Rail European Directive should also help in this area.

Poor financial performance of some existing light rail systems is discouraging interest in supporting light rail
and the costs of new systems are increasing as a consequence

4.9 Recent systems have delivered revenue levels below original estimates leading to reduced confidence
in forecast income. This is reflected in discounted bids, poor lending terms and high equity return
requirements. To counter this, promoters of schemes currently in development are now actively considering
the retention of some, or all, of the revenue risk in the public sector, either through direct acceptance of the
risk, revenue sharing or revenue guarantees. This correlates with current practice in rail franchising.

4.10 Although the market appetite for schemes with a large element of revenue risk transfer is nowweak,
the market is still interested in light rail—this is confirmed by the formation of Light Rail Forum and strong
market interest in DLRWoolwich extension with four consortia invited to tender. TheDepartment remains
confident that there will be good market response to future schemes provided the proposed risk transfer is
appropriate and procurement eYciently managed.

Local authorities are concerned about being able to secure suYcient funds at local level to promote a system
and help pay for its construction

4.11 Although theDepartment has a long-established principle that local bodies should contribute to the
costs because light rail schemes primarily deliver local benefits, the levels of local contribution has varied
from case to case. The arrangement is usually that the local authority promoter will fund 25% of the net
public sector cost of the scheme. Having to provide significant contribution towards the overall costs of the
scheme ensures local authorities fully consider whether light rail is the most appropriate solution to their
local transport problems, along with supporting policies in relation to buses and traYc management.
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It takes too long for local authorities to be granted legal powers for light rail systems and whether schemes will
be funded is uncertain

4.12 The Department has been working to ensure that statutory procedures deliver decisions more
quickly. Under the Transport andWorks Act (TWA)1992, promoters of light rail schemes can apply for an
Order giving them powers to construct and operate a scheme. New TWA rules introduced in August 2004
will help to make the inquiry process more eYcient. Of the three TWAOrder applications for new light rail
schemes decided since the TWA Orders Unit transferred to the Department for Transport in March 2003,
two decisions were well within published decision targets and the other was only just outside.

There is insuYcient in-house expertise in some local authorities to develop light rail and a lack of steer from
the department

4.13 The Department has a role in setting the strategic policy context for the development of light rail.
In recent years the department has been in early discussions, and sat on working groups, with the promoters
of various schemes and this proactive approach has helped to influence the scale of the proposals. We have
also worked closely with promoters throughout scheme development being on hand to pass on expertise to
local authorities.

4.14 However it has to be remembered that it is up to local authorities and not the Department to gauge
what is the best solution to their specific transport needs. The recent LTP guidancewill helpmake authorities
aware of the requirements against which their proposals will be assessed.

5. The Effect of DifferentFinancing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the OverallCost of Light

Rail Systems

5.1 New scheme proposals are discussed with promoters at an early stage to help ensure the best
procurement approach and consistency with economic and vfm appraisal. The Department is now playing
a more strategic role across projects having built experience and expertise in PFI and public/private
partnerships. The Department now requires more information on procurement in the bid documentation
and will not sanction approval in principle of a scheme if there are concerns over procurement.

5.2 No single procurement model will be appropriate for all schemes—particularly where extensions to
existing systems are concerned. Promoters seeking funding approval are therefore encouraged to consider
procurement issues carefully and key to this consideration will be the vfm achieved.

5.3 Procurement models for light rail systems have developed over time learning from previous
experience and will continue to be developed as new projects come forward. Of the recent procurements,
SheYeld Supertram was the last public sector “traditional” procurement.

5.4 Private finance has shown some advantages. In the current PFI/Public Private Partnership projects,
exposure to significant cost overruns during construction has been avoided by the public sector risk transfer.
For example:

— Croydon Tramlink—concessionaire cumulative losses before tax of £19 million over five years.

— MidlandMetro Line 1—concessionaire cumulative losses before tax of £17million over four years.

— Nottingham Express Transit—£10 million loss from construction cost overruns reported by
Carillion.

Under traditional procurement, these losses would have been borne by the public sector.

5.5 Nottingham was signed in 2000, before patronage performance became clear on Croydon and
Midland Metro. However, recent tender exercises for Leeds, South Hampshire Rapid Transit (SHRT) and
Manchester Phase III demonstrate that the market has learned from these experiences. There is very
valuable work being undertaken by the promoters of Leeds and SHRT with the support of the Department
to look at revisions to procurement approaches including the approach to revenue risk and utilities
diversions. The Department will work with the industry (including through UKTram) to continue to
develop the procurement models that seek to deliver best value for money. The Department will produce
guidance shortly on procurement issues and solutions.

5.6 New scheme proposals are discussed with promoters to help ensure the best procurement approach
and consistency with economic and vfm appraisal. The Department now has a body of experience to draw
upon to challenge new proposals.

5.7 Where risks are retainedwithin the public sector thesemust be both aVordable and robustly managed
and mitigated. “The Future of Transport” White Paper provides levers to authorities to manage revenue
better as part of demand management strategies.

5.8 The European LibeRTiN programme is further developing template tender documents covering core
areas, eg operations, vehicles and infrastructure—which can be used separately or together. These,
combined with the development of new technical standards, will help to reduce tender preparation time, and
improve market response.
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6. Conclusion and the Way Forward

6.1 There are a number of schemes in the pipeline. The Department is currently considering whether to
give Merseytram Line 1 full approval. The Midland Metro extensions to the City Centre and Brierly Hill
are approved in principle. We are also considering revised proposals from Leeds and South Hampshire, and
a bid for the maintenance and renewal of Manchester Metrolink. In addition, we have a number of schemes
seeking “approval in principle” in order to progress to TWA inquiry including Merseytram Line 2, plus
extensions to the Nottingham and SheYeld systems. The Department is also in discussion with authorities
about their proposals for an upgrade of the Blackpool Tramway, the reinvigoration of the Tyne and Wear
Metro, and options for rapid transit in the Tees Valley.

6.2 The Department recognises the need to help local authorities learn the lessons from what has worked
and what hasn’t. The Department is now taking a more active role than it has in the past: working with
promoters of light rail schemes from an early stage on what is likely to be worth pursuing and issues to be
addressed; and ensuring better guidance is available in the future.

6.3 The Department is working with the promoters on looking at how light rail could be made more
aVordable by changes in the risk allocation, alternative approaches to utility diversions and an examination
of diVerent procurement options. Costs could be reduced by placing the riskswhere they are bettermanaged,
but it’s vital that local authorities have in place strategies to manage any retained risks to ensure value
for money.

6.4 The Department also recognises the value of evaluating existing schemes. Joint evaluations with
promoters of several existing schemes have been conducted in recent years. The lessons learnt from
evaluations enable future light rail schemes to be designed, appraised and better implemented on a sound
bed of evidence from existing schemes and user behaviour. Evaluations are expensive and establishing the
impact of a tram scheme as opposed to the situation where it had not been built is diYcult. A comprehensive
scheme evaluation may only have value 10 or more years after opening, however the Department will also
ensure that lessons are learnt from the evaluation process as we proceed with developing schemes.

6.5 The Department agrees with the NAO that light rail projects need to be better integrated. Any
proposed light rail project will need to be assessed as part of an integrated transport plan making use of the
new levers contained in “The Future of Transport”White Paper. No future light rail schemes will be allowed
to progress without a comprehensive plan for integrating local transport.

6.6 New guidance is being issued shortly on major schemes; this will place more emphasis on need for
good projectmanagement. In line with best practice, wewill be requiring all of the largermajor local schemes
to be subject to Gateway Reviews, carried out by 4Ps. This will help improve the management of these
major projects.

6.7 The Department is also improving its own processes. In future, final approval will not be given for
schemes until there is confidence in the estimated costs, through market tested prices. The Department has
also set up a major projects and economics division, with increased resources for dealing with light rail
projects.

DfT

February 2005

Memorandum by The Confederation of Passenger Transport (UK) (LR 73)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Introduction

The Confederation of Passenger Transport (CPT) is the national trade association representing the
interests of operators of buses, coaches and light rail. Our members include the principal light rail and
tramway systems in the United Kingdom and the promoters of several proposed systems.

The Transport Select Committee is examining light rail as part of an Inquiry into integrated transport.
CPT is pleased to assist the Transport Select Committee with its Inquiry. We have also considered the
findings of the recent National Audit OYce (NAO) report in preparing our response to the Committee.

In this paper, we use the term “light rail” to cover the range from Tyne and Wear Metro and Docklands
Light Railway, which are railways on segregated track, through the modern systems in Croydon and
Nottingham, to the traditional street tramway in Blackpool. Most recent systems are tramways, operating
at least partly in the street.
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The Committee’s Areas of Inquiry

The benefits of light rail

Light rail is particularly well-suited to the movement of high numbers of passengers along fixed urban
corridors in larger cities. It is more eYcient than heavy rail over short distances between stops and also has
the potential to be extended from heavy rail alignments to give better penetration of city centres. Light rail
works best on segregated track and, as with buses, achieves best results where it is given priority at junctions.
Unlike conventional rail it can operate on city streets and in pedestrian areas. There is also scope for other
applications such as track sharing with conventional rail or buses, and conversion of lightly used rail lines
to light rail.

Public transport with a clean,modern appearance attracts passengers (especially former car users).Where
public transport is properly designed to complement the local environment and is able to improve the
eYciency ofmobility, andwhere its infrastructure creates a proper sense of permanence, the area’s economic
vitality will be enhanced. Light rail is well suited to facilitating such results.

Light rail is normally electrically powered, making it pollution-free at the point of use, and allowing the
use of more than one source of power. Modern light rail vehicles, like buses, are fully accessible to
disabled people.

Light rail is popular with passengers. All the UK systems operate near to capacity at peak times, and carry
significant numbers oV-peak. Patronage is growing steadily on most of the UK systems.

Light rail attracts substantial numbers from cars—typically around 20% of its passengers. In the
Metrolink corridors in Manchester, there was a 10% reduction in total car traYc, leading to a reduction of
2 to 2_ million car journeys per annum. In SheYeld, there were indications of a reduction in car journeys
to Meadowhall and an increased use of park-and-ride. Results from cities in other countries are similar.

We note the NAO’s view that the eVect on road congestion has been limited. A light rail line serves at
most two or three corridors into the city centre, and clearly will only have an eVect in the corridors it serves.
A package of measures is necessary to achieve public support for policies to manage the increasing use of
cars in urban areas. Public transport improvements must create a situation where car drivers are able to
make a rational choice in favour of using public rather than private modes of transport—using the bus or
tram rather than the car.

The costs of light rail

Owing to the need for a fixed infrastructure, the capital costs of light rail are undeniably high—though
not so high as heavy rail or road construction. So light rail is only likely to be justifiable on a route where
its advantages of speed, capacity and city centre penetration can be realized.However, with the right route—
generally, on heavily used corridors in the larger cities—the benefits can outweigh the costs.

Light rail schemes are long-lasting, and light rail vehicles last 25 to 30 years. In comparing the costs of
light rail with other options, it is important to consider the lifetime costs and not just the initial costs. In
addition, the comparative costs of land, infrastructure and priority measures that are likely to be incurred
whatever mode is employed must be properly assessed so that the desired objective of a step-change in
quality and capacity that light rail provides can be achieved.

Recently, attention has focussed on the rise in costs of several new light rail projects. One reason for this
rise is the allocation of risks within the constituent members of a consortium and between the public sector
promoter and private sector bidder, which results in inflated and double-counted risk premiums. The
diversion of utilities and the use of over-engineered track formation also increase costs: we comment on these
issues later.

In addition, recent experience in the rail industry has raised the cost of insurance premiums for light rail,
although there is no evidence that light rail is any less safe than buses or HGVs operating in a similar street
environment.

What light rail systems need to be successful

Currently, 150 million passengers use light rail each year—15% of the number on the national rail
network. Peak hour services are full, oV-peak services are busy, patronage is growing, and light rail attracts
car users. In addition, light rail improves the image of a city, and is used along with pictures of famous
landmarks and buildings as a civic symbol.

In order to maximise its potential, light rail needs to be installed on routes where its benefits can be
realised. The route should be segregated from other traYc for the greater part of its length, and light rail
should be given priority at junctions. Converting a rail line with a ready-made patronage, as in Manchester
and Nottingham, helps passenger numbers.
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Light rail has the ability, like buses but unlike conventional rail, to operate safely in city streets and
pedestrianised areas and to deliver passengers close to city centre destinations. This should be fully realised
by planning the route to serve these major destinations, and others such as hospitals, universities, oYce
developments and shopping centres. Serving a major journey attractor at the outer end of the route helps
make public transport successful.

Another area where light rail might be successful is in the relatively untried area of track sharing. It is
possible for trams to share tracks with heavy rail, allowing the tram to travel at speed along a traYc-free
corridor into the city. There are some technical and safety issues, but they are not insurmountable. Themain
obstacles to the development of this tram-train concept are cultural and administrative, as it requires co-
operation between light rail promoters and Network Rail. There are also continental examples of track
sharing over sections between trams and buses.

How eVectively is light rail used as part of an integrated transport system

The NAO Report highlighted four aspects of integration in which it considered that light rail performed
poorly: co-ordination between services, interchange at stations, through ticketing and provision of
information.

Interchange

Integration at stations and transport interchanges is a factor for consideration in the initial planning of
a route. Studies of light rail schemes in Great Britain have shown that that there are excellent examples of
integrated design of tram stops with bus stations, rail stations andmajor development sites. TheNAOreport
highlightsManchesterMetrolink as being successful in this regard, having links to rail and bus stations both
in the city centre and at Bury and Altrincham. Nottingham, Croydon, Tyne and Wear Metro and SheYeld
also have good links to both bus and rail. The NAO notes that Midland Metro, terminating at Snow Hill,
is less successful, though to be fair there are plans for extensions from Snow Hill through the city centre.

Provision of park-and-ride facilities is also important.Nottingham is particularly successful in this regard,
having 5 well-used dedicated sites, and the SheYeld system also has successful park-and-ride sites.

Co-ordination Between Services

With respect to co-ordination of routes and timetables, the NAO report notes that “bus and light rail
services were often competing with each other on the same routes,” and contrasts this with the situation in
France and Germany where “bus routes are diverted so that buses become feeders to light rail“”.

We do not accept this argument. Where light rail oVers a fast, smooth, convenient journey, passengers
will use it and bus operators will respond with the feeder services. This is already happening in Nottingham.
Where the bus oVers a better or faster service, as on the Metrolink Eccles line, or serves intermediate
destinations better, making passengers interchange to light rail does not lead to improved overall use of
public transport. In Tyne and Wear and parts of Manchester, buses both feed Metro and run parallel with
it where the bus provides an overall quicker journey for passengers. The key is to plan the route to maximise
customer benefits. A light rail scheme that relies on the majority of its patronage diverting from buses, will
do little to alleviate congestion.

Fares and Through Ticketing

The NAO report notes that French and German light rail systems have comprehensive through-ticketing
arrangements, which make interchange easier. In fact, there are examples in several UK cities of through
tickets between bus and light rail. Most cities with light rail have a one-day (or longer) ticket valid on all
modes.

Integration of Public Transport and Land Use

One of the objectives often cited for British light rail systems is to promote urban development and
regeneration. The NAO report suggests that the impact in these areas is unclear. But this is because they are
long-term eVects. There can be no doubt that public transport has a profound long term eVect on
development—London and Paris would not have developed as they did without their metro systems.

Shorter term eVects are less clear, but still visible. In Tyne andWear andManchester therewere significant
eVects on house prices and development. There are substantial amounts of development along the
Meadowhall line in SheYeld, and northwards from West Bromwich near to Midland Metro. There are
similar examples abroad. Although there is rarely a single reason for development in one place rather than
another, it can be inferred that the above examples are, in part, the result of introducing the light rail scheme.
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Barriers to the development of light rail

The NAO report in its Table 10 highlighted a number of areas which constitute a barrier to light rail
development in the UK, including cost escalation, poor financial performance, lack of local funds, and the
lengthy process for implementation which itself inflates costs. We agree with most of the points made, and
oVer some comments on just a few of them.

Heavy Rail Regulation

HSE are currently reviewing railway legislation and producing new regulations. In some respects they
have acknowledged that tramways should have some relaxations from the full regime, but there are still
many inappropriate requirements. One feature of the new regime which is of particular concern is the
proposal to abolish the approval of new works by HM Railway Inspectorate. In the case of tramways, this
will be replaced by a system of inspection by a “Competent Person” appointed by the industry.

We see the new regime as inevitably increasing the cost of light rail schemes. There are only a handful of
tramway engineers with the necessary competence to devise standards and assess new works. In addition,
initial enquiries suggest that the cost of indemnity insurance for these individuals would be prohibitive. We
have made these points to HSE, suggesting that the new arrangements should be deferred pending the
European Urban Rail Directive and Libertin standards, but to no avail. In the interim, HMRI should
continue to be the guardian of safety for tramways, and should transfer to the Department for Transport
who have responsibility for other road users’ safety.

Track Form and Stray Current Protection

The usual method of construction for tramway track is to construct a heavy concrete slab in which the
rails are laid. This makes it essential to divert utilities (see below). It also makes access for subsequent
maintenance diYcult, and alteration to the alignment virtually impossible. Also, tramways constructors are
required to take extreme measures to prevent stray currents (traction current returning through the earth
instead of along the rails). This increases the initial cost of construction, and also the cost of track
maintenance and replacement.

Continental countries seem to be able to construct a simpler form of track requiring less protection for
stray currents. There may be lessons for the UK which would lead to a simpler, less costly, form of
construction.

Diversion of Utilities

When building a tramway, safety regulations require the removal of all public utilities (gas, electricity etc)
to outside the swept path. Utility diversions currently constitute a substantial proportion of the overall cost
of a tramway. Furthermore, the utilities gain new equipment and are only required to contribute 7°% of the
cost. EVectively, the public sector tramway promoter subsidises the private sector utility company.

We believe that promoters and HSE should consider whether it is essential to divert utilities to the same
extent as previously. There could be substantial cost savings.

The Lengthy Process for Delivery

Developing a light rail system takes a long time, typically 10 years from inception to opening. Delays have
been caused in the past through the Government not announcing the results of planning inquiries and
problems with resolving issues of aVordability. These actions are not without cost. Preparing a bid and
keeping a team together pending a decision can cost a bidder millions of pounds, which inevitably has a
bearing on the bid price. As the NAO said, the process needs to be speeded up.

Forecasting of Passenger Numbers

We accept that the patronage forecast for some light rail systems in the UK have been optimistic. Clearly,
it would be desirable if forecasts were more accurate. However, there can be many reasons, not all under
the control of the promoter or operator. Changes to the extent of the proposed system and the phasing of
its introduction, economies made by the constructor, and changes in the local economy and demographics
all aVect patronage. It is important to appreciate that uncertainty in the estimation of costs and patronage
can never be eliminated completely; promoters need to be flexible in managing this process given all the
risks entailed.
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The eVect of diVerent financing arrangements on the overall cost of light rail systems

Some of the comments above impinge on the question of financing structure, in particular the way in
which bidders must add substantial contingency allowances for the risks of construction over-runs and
delays and possible shortfalls in revenue. We would urge the Government and promoters to look for an
alternativemechanism that avoids loading unmanageable risk on the private sector bidders, andwewelcome
the discussions that are taking place about this.

The practicality of alternatives to light rail, such as increased investment in buses

Providing a high quality public transport service that is attractive to passengers and eVective in attracting
car users is essential for every urban area. Light rail can be part of the public transport solution to the
challenge of creating sustainable mobility. A study of all the options for a particular corridor will need to
assess the specific circumstances in coming to a view about the choice of mode. Questions of aVordability
will have to be addressed alongside value for money so as to ensure that the right choices are made. The
proposed level of car restraint that is to be implemented as part of any major new public transport scheme
should be a major factor in the promoter’s choice of mode.

In most circumstances, bus-based solutions will be the correct choice, but in some cases light rail will oVer
additional benefits that will have to be assessed in the light of the additional costs they will incur.

Developments such as guided bus schemes have brought improvements in the punctuality of bus services
and, along with schemes generally to improve greater priority for bus passengers, are to be welcomed. New
technological developments for guided buses (such as optical guidance) and for light rail will inform a
process of continuous evolution to help determine the appropriate choice of mode.

In Conclusion

CPT believes that improving the quality of public transport through the joint endeavours of operators
and local authorities should be an essential feature of the work of both parties. Light rail has an important
role to play where the circumstances of a particular area justify its introduction.

We do not claim that light rail is a panacea for all urban transport problems. We recognise that buses will
remain the mainstay of public transport in most cities, even where there is a light rail line. But we believe
that in the right circumstances—generally, on the busiest corridors in larger cities—light rapid transit can
make an important and cost-eVective contribution to the provision of public transport for an urban area,
particularly where its implementation is accompanied by eVective traYc and parking restraint.

If requested to do so, CPTwould be happy to be called as witnesses to give oral evidence to the Transport
Select Committee and to answer any questions and clarify or expand on any of the points raised.

February 2005

Memorandum by Professor Richard Knowles (LR 74)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

I am Professor of Transport at the University of Salford in GreaterManchester. From 1990–94 I was the
leading transport researcher on the Metrolink Impact Study which was co-sponsored by the Economic and
Social Research Council and Greater Manchester PTE.

Three of the Metrolink Impact Study’s findings are particularly relevant to the Transport Committee’s
inquiry.

Modal Shift from Car to Light Rail

The Metrolink Impact Study research identified a clear, substantial and unforecast modal shift from car
to light rail of 2.6 million passengers per year. The research method compared travellers’ modal choice
before and after the conversion of theAltrincham toManchester and Bury toManchester routes from heavy
rail to light rail. The data were adjusted for on-going trends that reflected external changes using control
data from nearby heavy rail lines that continued.

There is no comparable evidence that bus-based systems can deliver such a substantial level of modal shift
from cars.
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Road Traffic Decongestion

The volume of car traYc passing a cordon around central Manchester showed a drop of up to 10% on
road corridors parallel to Metrolink compared to strong increases of up to 22% on control corridors.

There is no comparable evidence that bus-based systems can achieve suYcientmodal shift to deliver traYc
decongestion on this scale.

Elimination of Rail Operating Subsidy

Metrolink Phase 1 was operated without subsidy by a private sector franchisee whereas the heavy rail
routes it replaced required substantial annual Government subsidy.

This turnround was achieved principally becauseMetrolink attracts many more passengers as it operates
at much higher frequency and serves stops right through the heart of the city centre nearer to most
passengers’ destinations.

Well designed light rail systems serving heavily populated radial corridors in conurbations and big cities,
with a high degree of segregation from road traYc, can oVer an attractive mode of transport for both car
drivers and existing public transport passengers.

Privately operated, unsubsidised light rail services can be a particularly attractive improvement on
subsidised traditional heavy rail suburban services.

Where it is proposed to convert a heavy rail route to light rail, part of the capital funding for conversion
should be assigned from the money which otherwise would be spent on annual operating subsidies and
ongoing maintenance and replacement of existing infrastructure and rolling stock.

Professor Richard Knowles
Professor of Transport Geography
University of Salford

February 2005

Memorandum by Oldham Metropolitan Borough Council (LR 75)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

I write on behalf of Oldham Metropolitan Borough Council in support of the submission made by the
GMPTA and the GMPTE.

The Strategic Importance of Metrolink

We welcome the opportunity to submit supportive comments to the Committee on the future of light rail
and in particular to stress its strategic importance to Oldham.

Once the home of “King Cotton”, with more workers per square mile than anywhere else in the world,
Oldham is emerging from decades of industrial decline to a brighter future. Together with the rest of the
GreaterManchester conurbation, Oldhamhas been part of a resurgence in the sub-regional economy, which
has seen it jump five places in the deprivation league table, from 38th in 2000 to 43rd in 2004. This resurgence
has largely been the result of organic growth with strong performance from local companies such as Zetec,
Ferranti Technologies, Innovative Solutions, Park Cakes and Dunlopillow Slumberland.

We recognise that the future prospects of Oldham are inextricably linkedwith the development of the sub-
regional economy and the future strength of Manchester as the regional centre. In order to make the recent
upturn in economic performance sustainable the benefits which light rail, through Metrolink, has brought
to other parts of the conurbation needs to be replicated In Oldham. That is whyMetrolink is a key element
in our forthcoming Community Strategy:

“City: A short Metrolink ride away will be Manchester City Centre and beyond, the Airport,
Salford Quays and the TraVord Centre. The Greater Manchester Metrolink network will make
people feel part of the wider city region and allow them to access all of its opportunities and
facilities. They will have the skills to compete for the wide range of jobs which the conurbation
can oVer.”

For us, Metrolink will not simply be a nice thing to have or another important transport project, it is
fundamental to secure the renaissance of Oldham and the regeneration of the Town Centre and key parts
of our community.
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An Integrated Transport System

We would wholeheartedly support the comments made in the GMPTA/GMPTE submission regarding
the importance of light rail being part of an integrated transport system.We would seeMetrolink providing
the key access route to Manchester City Centre and its main rail line stations, the Airport and key
employment sites such as the East Manchester and Kingsway Business Parks. If Metrolink does not replace
the Oldham Loop line then the existing Heavy Rail route would need a large and continuing capital
investment to allow continued use. This expenditure would not bring any of the benefits that would attach
to Metrolink, particularly the diversion of route through Oldham Town Centre.

However, we must emphasise that we have not been sitting back waiting for the dream of Metrolink to
happen. As a Highway Authority we have been actively pursuing the investment to make an integrated
transport system a reality and taking a robust approach to the implementation of projects that will support
and complement the Metrolink network.

The GMPTA/GMPTE submission points to the fact that certain Quality Bus Corridors will provide high
frequency, high quality services that will feed Metrolink. Reference is made to the Huddersfield Road
corridor east of Oldham that will serve a bus/light rail interchange atMumps, complemented by the parallel
Lees Road route. However, that is only part of the story, we are proud to be at the forefront of the
introduction of Quality Bus Corridors in Greater Manchester and the development of them along each of
ourmajor radial routes toAshton, Royton andChaddertonwill help to support the creation of an integrated
network. The advent ofMetrolink will help to complete the circle and ensure that a quality public transport
alternative is available along all of the key transport corridors that access Oldham Town Centre.

An Integrated Approach to Regeneration

We have already outlined the strategic importance of Metrolink. This is particularly so when viewed in
the context of the main aim of the Council, as outlined in the Corporation Plan: Regeneration through
Community Cohesion.

Metrolink will oVer significantly improved access for Oldham residents to a much wider range of jobs not
only in the City Centre but also at Kingsway and Central Manchester Business Park (both served by the
Oldham/Rochdale Metrolink).

Metrolink has also been a central plank of our regeneration plans set out in “Oldham Beyond”—a
strategy for the future regeneration of Oldham agreed by the Council, the Oldham Partnership and the
Regional development Agency. Its potential impact will be felt all the way along the route. Key reasons why
abandoning the scheme now creates problems for regeneration are:

Failsworth

Major investment in town centre needed to restore confidence in the area.

Town centre lies on the boundary between the (relatively) prosperous southern part of the town and the
HMR area to the north. Metrolink would serve this area and provide a focus for renewal and investment
that will help secure the commitment of the proposed new anchor supermarket to the new town centre.

Hollinwood

Already the home of theDailyMirror’s northern operations and chosen as the new headquarters location
for Northern Counties Housing Association, Hollinwood is currently the focus of a new joint study with
EP and NWDA to secure the regeneration of what is potentially an extremely well located site on the M60,
some 20 minutes from the Airport and, with Metrolink 10 minutes from the City Centre with a frequency
of 10 trams an hour. Without Metrolink, access to the City Centre is restricted to a half hourly link to
Victoria Station and a walk/transfer to tram taking, on average 18 minutes.

Werneth/Freehold

One of the two first HMR areas, the area is currently not well served by the heavy rail network because
of the diYculty in providing stops on what is in railway terms a steep incline. The improved performance
of Metrolink means that it will be possible to provide two new stops that will significantly enhance the
attractiveness of the area. One stop that is immediately adjacent to Hartford Mill is seen as being the one
key factor that will encourage the conversion of this listed building to housing use. Without this conversion
the only way forward is likely to involve the demolition of the building.
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Town Centre

The existing heavy rail serves the town centre very poorly. The topography of the area means that the
train cannot get into the town centre and instead follows a peripheral route alongside the town centre ring
road. Although served by two stations, both are 15 minutes walk uphill and both involve crossing the
ring road.

Metrolink, with its superior performance is able to climb further up the hill into the town centre and an
alignment has been protected for it for some years. This alignment has been largely cleared so that work
could start as quickly as possible once the scheme was approved, to be followed by a number of new
developments which would capitalise on the improved accessibility oVered by Metrolink to help secure the
regeneration of the town centre. Cancelling Metrolink will create enormous uncertainty in respect of these
developments.

Derker

The second of the two HMR areas, the area around Derker station is seen as one of the key regeneration
pump primers in the Derker area, capitalising on the improved accessibility that Metrolink will oVer and
encouraging the redevelopment of marginal industrial areas around the existing station for high density
Metrolink related residential development.

Shaw

Another local centre with considerable potential where the uncertainty caused by the cancellation of
Metrolink will not help to encourage new investment.

This list highlights the extent to which going back on the decision to convert the Oldham/Rochdale line
to Metrolink will create uncertainty and make it even more diYcult to stimulate Regeneration in Oldham.
In the Oldham situation the position is compounded by the fact that Metrolink is essentially taking over an
existing railway alignment. This route has been starved of investment and forward planning simply because
its future was seen as an integral part of the Metrolink network. Cancelling Metrolink is therefore not a do
nothing option in the case of Oldham which compounds the uncertainty.

This demonstrates that the importance of Metrolink in the golden thread which links together various
elements of the regeneration agenda is well understood locally in Oldham and in Greater Manchester. It is
true to say that it is also understood by parts of central Government, such as ODPM, and national and
regional agencies such as English Partnerships and the North West Development Agency.

Central Government is often imploring Local Government to get its act together and operate in a more
joined up way. We would assert that has been achieved in progressing the regeneration agenda for Oldham
within the Greater Manchester context. It also links in quite strongly to the visions set out by the ODPM
in “the Northern Way”.

TheDepartment of Transport now has a real opportunity to take a significant step towards realising plans
developed between agencies over the last decade.We believe that the integration of light rail investment with
other spending plans, and the added value that provides to regeneration, needs to be a key element of the
Committee’s deliberations.

I would commend the GMPTA/GMPTE submission to you and I hope that the information contained
herein helps the Committee in understanding the fundamental importance of Metrolink to the continued
renaissance of Oldham and other parts of the GreaterManchester conurbation. I realise that the Committee
is working to a tight timescale but I would be more than willing to expand on the issues outlined above if
the Committee decides to seek the submission of further evidence or testimony.

Andrew Kilburn
Chief Executive

February 2005

Memorandum by Docklands Light Railway (LR 76)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Introduction

1. This paper highlights a number of issues and recommendations arising from the experience of the
Docklands Light Railway (DLR) since it opened in 1987. Transport for London (TfL) is submitting a
separate Memorandum to the Committee, covering non-DLR schemes and the wider issues associated with
light rail in London and the rest of the UK.
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2. With 170,000 passenger journeys on an averageweekday, theDLR inEast London carriesmore people
than any other light rail or tram system in the UK. Docklands Light Railway Limited (DLRL), a key part
of the London Rail group within TfL, owns and manages the 27 km network. A diagram of the network is
attached in Appendix 1.

3. The railway was owned by London Regional Transport (LRT) between its opening in 1987 and 1992
when the railway became the property of the London Docklands Development Corporation (LDDC).
Ownership of the railway was further transferred by Statutory Instrument in March 1998 from the LDDC
to the Secretary of State for Environment, Transport and the Regions, and then to the current owners,
Transport Trading Limited, a subsidiary of Transport for London, in July 2000.

4. DLR has played a significant role in the regeneration of the Docklands area, and while its remit is still
founded on stimulating development in the area, it now has the task of providing additional transport
capacity in line with current and future levels of demand.

Background to the DLR

History

5. London’s Docklands suVered high unemployment and a falling population after the decline of
traditional industries in the area. Between 1967 and the early 1980s, over 150,000 jobs—mostly port-
related—were lost in the boroughs of Tower Hamlets, Newham, Southwark, Lewisham and Greenwich.
30% of people living in the Docklands area moved away between 1976 and 1981.

6. Public sector intervention was required to eVectively stimulate regeneration in the area, due to the high
cost of land reclamation, installing infrastructure and providing essential amenities. In 1981, the LDDC
took over the role of managing redevelopment across an area of eight square miles. It inherited poor
transport links, and realised that improvements were necessary to encourage development. Planning studies
suggested that a railway would help stimulate new kinds of development (including high-value commercial
activities with a high employment density) rather than warehousing and distribution. After much debate, it
was decided that a light railway would be the most appropriate solution, as it would be significantly cheaper
to build than an extension to the Underground network, while oVering higher capacity than a collection
of new bus routes. A number of options relating to the route and specification were considered before the
Government approved a scheme to build the DLR in 1982.

7. The original £77 million network opened in 1987, and ran between Tower Gateway, Stratford and
IslandGardens. The eleven single-car units were operated automatically, makingDLR the first rail network
in the UK to use a computerised train control system. This released on-train staV from the need to drive
trains, allowing them to concentrate on customer service and commercial activities.

8. Proposals for the first extension to the system had been developed before the initial railway began
operating. Between 1985 and 1987, the LDDC’s estimates for employment in the area were increasing, and
the developers of Canary Wharf sought and partially funded a new link to Bank station, which would
provide a significant new interchange with London Underground services.

9. The Bank extension opened in 1991, and was followed by a further extension eastwards to Beckton in
1994. This was aimed at stimulating regeneration and improving links for existing communities on the north
side of the Royal Docks. The construction coincided with installing a new train control system
manufactured by Alcatel, and the original trains were replaced by a new fleet of 70 units.

10. In 1996, a private finance initiative (PFI) concessionaire was appointed to design, build, own and
maintain the 4.2 km extension under the River Thames to Lewisham. The link opened on budget and ahead
of schedule in late 1999. The concessionaire will maintain the asset for 24.5 years and be paid a fee based on
availability of the infrastructure and the number of journeys made. Revenue risk for trips on the extension is
currently the responsibility of DLRL, but will be transferred to the concessionaire in 2009.

11. In 1997, the franchise to operate and maintain the railway was let after being competitively tendered.
The initial seven-year agreement with Serco Docklands Limited (SDL) was later extended to nine years, and
has oVered significant cost savings over projections for continued public sector operation. The appointment
of a private sector franchisee also allowed targets to be set for key performance indicators covering
reliability, customer satisfaction and the availability of passenger facilities. These targets have been
increased over time, with the vast majority being met. The franchisee holds the revenue risk for trips made
on the railway, excluding those made on the Lewisham extension.

12. The graph in Appendix 2 shows how patronage on the railway has increased over time, and shows
projections for the future. Since the early 1990s, patronage has grown on a rapid and sustained basis; 8.3
million journeys in 1990 grew to 30 million in 1999 and exceeded 50 million in 2004. By 2009, 80 million
trips are expected to be made annually.

13. From its inception, the DLR has been a fully accessible railway, with lifts or ramps provided at each
station. Provision for wheelchairs and pushchairs on trains was also an early feature of the DLR. This
continues today, and new infrastructure is designed to be compliant with the requirements of the latest
Disability Discrimination Act.
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14. Services are currently operated with two-car trains, each of which has a capacity of 360 passengers.
Current peak frequencies provide a capacity of over 9,000 passengers per hour in each direction,
representing a six-fold increase over the original design capacity. The morning peak period sees over 10,000
people alighting at Canary Wharf station alone. By comparison, a two-minute double-deck bus service
could not oVer a practical capacity of more than 2,000 passengers per hour.

Future DLR extensions and enhancements

15. The 4.4 km London City Airport extension, which runs from Canning Town to King George V, is
currently under construction. When complete later this year, it will dramatically improve access to existing
communities in the Silvertown area, the airport, andmajor future commercial and residential developments
along the corridor. A DLR trip from London City Airport to Bank is expected to take 22 minutes, which
represents a significant improvement on the current public transport journey time. This link will have taken
only seven years from inception to public opening.

16. DLR will cross the River Thames for a second time when the City Airport route is extended from
King George V to Woolwich Arsenal. Construction will begin in summer 2005, and the link is expected to
open in early 2009—again oVering public opening within seven years of inception with the benefit of a
relatively swift decision on the Transport and Works Act (TWA) application by government. It will
significantly improve access for communities in Woolwich, Silvertown and North Woolwich, and the
journey time from Woolwich Arsenal to Bank will be 26 minutes. Both the London City Airport and
Woolwich Arsenal extensions are being implemented through PFI contracts, with similar arrangements to
those agreed for the Lewisham extension but without any transfer of revenue risk to the infrastructure
concessionaire.

17. Planning approval will be sought to extend the network further by taking over the North London line
between Canning Town and Stratford, and adding a new link to the CTRL International station. National
Rail services currently operating on the route run at low frequencies (two trains per hour during oV-peak
periods) and with low levels of reliability. DLRL is proposing to add three new stations on the existing line
(plus another at the International station) and operate trains at much higher frequencies (at least six trains
per hour). This will improve public transport links within Newham and provide connections to Central
London, and form an important component of London’s Olympic and legacy development.

18. Additional passenger capacity to meet increased passenger loadings is needed on the busiest parts of
the railway. DLRL is therefore seeking TWA approval to undertake the works necessary to operate three-
car trains on the route between Bank and Lewisham, which would increase passenger capacity by 50%. The
elements of the scheme include extending platforms, strengthening viaducts, purchasing new rail cars, and
expanding depot facilities. Three-car trains will be operating by 2009.

19. The projects listed above all have provision for funding in TfL’s 5-Year Investment Programme. In
addition, other schemes are currently being developed. Planning studies are ongoing to progress an
extension to Dagenham Dock, which would serve proposed large-scale housing developments. A strategic
appraisal of further potential development projects—the Horizon Study—is also being carried out to look
ahead until 2020, and has included the consultation of major stakeholders. Options currently being
considered include extensions to the west beyond Bank, and to the north to Hackney Wick and
Tottenham Hale.

The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

20. Given its capacity and the number of passenger journeys, the total cost of the existing DLR network
(including the Lewisham extension) compares favourably with alternatives such as heavy rail or metro
schemes. At £1,121 million (the current value of the existing network at 2004 prices), DLR costs the
equivalent of £42 million per kilometre, although it is reasonable to assume some savings could have been
achieved were the original system to have been built with a greater capacity or provision for expansion. By
comparison, the Jubilee line cost in excess of £170million per kilometre. Further comparisons aremadewith
other existing and proposed light rail systems in London in Table 1 of Transport for London’s general
memorandum. In addition, Table 2 in the same document provides indicative operating costs compared
with those for other public transport modes. DLR operating costs per vehicle kilometre are of a similar level
to those for buses and trams in London, and lower than buses per passenger place kilometre. The DLR now
covers its operating costs with fares revenue.

21. Since opening in 1987, the DLR has proved highly successful in promoting economic and social
regeneration in East London. The improved access provided by new transport links has stimulated
residential and commercial developments, which in turn have provided a larger market for the railway as
more passengers are wishing to travel. At the heart of this development has been the Canary Wharf estate.
It welcomed its first tenants in 1991, and has since seen employment grow to around 70,000. Further
increases are expected to see job numbers increase to over 100,000 by 2010, although enhancements in public
transport capacity (including theDLR three-car upgrade) will be necessary to sustain this growth. A quarter
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of all people entering Canary Wharf during the morning peak period currently do so by DLR, and 80% do
so by all modes of public transport. Between 1994 and 2004, the proportion of trips by cars, vans and
motorcycles to the complex decreased from 50% to 14%.

22. On a broader scale, the London Plan, published in 2004, describes aspirations for a total of 210,000
additional jobs and 52,000 new homes in East London by 2016.Many of these will be located in areas where
public transport accessibility has been (or will be) greatly improved by the proximity of DLR stations. In
the Royal Docks, 11,000 new jobs and 5,500 new homes are expected to be built by 2016—a scale of
development that would not have been possible in the area without DLR’s London City Airport extension.
The majority of these new homes and jobs are likely to be in mixed-use or town centre-style developments
aroundWest Silvertown and PontoonDock stations, at sites includingMinocoWharf, PeruvianWharf and
Silvertown Quays.

23. Since DLR deposited an application under the TWA for powers to construct the Woolwich Arsenal
extension in 2002, there has been notable evidence of regeneration in Woolwich Town centre. The first of
4,000 homes on the former Royal Arsenal site have already been completed and, over the past three years,
rental values for retail units around the DLR station site have increased by in excess of 60%.

24. TheDLR Stratford International extension will play an important role inmoving people to and from
sports venues in Docklands should London host the 2012 Summer Olympics. However, it has a wider role
to play in the longer-term regeneration of 400 hectares of land in the Lower Lea Valley. Newham’s Unitary
Development Plan (UDP) identifies sites the Council would like to see redeveloped (Major Opportunity
Zones), and acknowledges DLR’s role in encouraging high quality developments with “a sense of place”.
The extension will also serve the planned Stratford City development, which will provide 5,000 homes and
34,000 jobs over the next 15–20 years in the former Stratford rail lands.

25. Amidst headline figures relating to large-scale developments, DLR’s importance in serving
established communities and locally based businesses should not be forgotten. Following the decline of
traditional employment sectors, the railway has performed a significant role in improving accessibility to
jobs and services, supporting the Government’s objectives of reducing social exclusion. This is reflected in
the new UDP for Tower Hamlets, which sets out its aims for “local residents benefiting from the growing
prosperity of the borough through access to increased modern employment and training opportunities”.
DLR will assist in creating jobs in the creative and cultural industries and tourism sector.

26. DLR’s role in development and regeneration has been assisted through the co-ordination of light rail
development and land use planning. In the 1990s, the LDDC, as owner of the DLR as well as the planning
authority, was able to co-ordinate land use with transport infrastructure. Major development was located
close to the DLR, which, over time, has helped maximise the proportion of journeys made by public
transport. The London Development Agency (LDA) has now taken over this role, and, as part of the
Mayor’s group, development synergies have been realised.

What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

Service reliability

27. An important factor behind the success ofDLR is the high level of service reliability and the customer
satisfaction arising from this. As the DLR has developed, one of the major priorities has been to manage
the performance of an expanding and more intensively used network.

28. Levels of service reliability (a measure of the number of trains starting their journey no more than
the scheduled interval plus three minutes after the previous train) are shown in Appendix 3. The level
currently stands at around 97%.

29. Appendix 4 illustrates the impressive levels of passenger satisfaction for overall service performance,
as recorded in quarterly passenger surveys. Fluctuations generally reflect those in the service reliability
indices, confirming passengers’ appreciation of high levels of reliability. Survey results also show high levels
of satisfaction for safety and security, service information and staV performance—areas closely focused on
by DLRL and the franchisee.

Appropriately specified system and application of technology

30. There are a wide range of transport systems falling under the “light rail” umbrella. These have their
own characteristics relating to cost, capacity and geographical and operational flexibility. It is important to
have an understanding of the merits and potential problems relating to each. TfL’s general submission
highlights in more detail the general issues associated with street running and these are not duplicated here.

31. The DLR network is completely segregated, and employs an automatic train control system (which
can only be used on a segregated network). Both contribute to the high levels of service reliability attained,
although will have increased initial costs. The discrete nature of the railway means many of the problems
experienced by road-running trams (in terms of priority at junctions and obstructions on the track) are
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avoided. Meanwhile, automatic train control provides benefits in terms of flexibility. The ability to reverse
and reschedule trains quickly means the service can rapidly recover from incidents of disruption. Transit
systems employing vehicles operated by drivers are constrained in the time it takes for units to be reversed.

32. The Canadian City of Vancouver has a light rail system similar in age and technical specification to
DLR, known as the Skytrain. This segregated and fully automated railway opened in 1986 as a single-line
route, running mainly on viaducts to minimise conflict with roads. It has since been extended (introducing
some of the operational complexities with which DLR is familiar) and now has a total length of 32 km.
300,000 passenger journeys are made per day, with minimum headways of 75 seconds. Like DLR, Skytrain
demonstrates the benefits of light rail, and automatic train control. Other segregated automated light rail
systems, such as the 29 km PUTRA line in Kuala Lumpur, the 23 km BTS network in Bangkok and the
expanding Copenhagen Metro, also operate at extremely high levels of reliability.

Strong local relationships

33. A major point that should not be overlooked is the good relationship DLR has enjoyed with local
stakeholders, including councils, schools and residents. This continues, with DLR supporting local events,
voluntary initiatives and partnership organisations. In addition, it should be noted that the relevant London
boroughs have strongly supported DLR enhancements and extensions in their areas.

The Effectiveness of Integrating Light Rail with the Wider Transport System

34. The DLR experience strongly suggests there are significant benefits to be gained from integrating
transport services in threemain areas. First, participating in an integrated fares and ticketing system (unique
in London as a UK city) has undoubtedly contributed to the DLR’s success. Tickets are based on zonal
boundaries, and are available for travel to and from London Underground destinations. Through tickets to
and from locations outside London have also been developed in partnership with ATOC and the individual
operating companies. DLR stations are equipped with the hardware related to TfL’s Oyster card system—
smartcard tickets that can store both season ticket and pre-pay information.

35. Secondly, controlling competition from parallel bus routes has helped maximise ridership. DLR has
had the benefit of integration with (rather than competition from) local buses. In this respect it has been
more fortunate than light rail systems elsewhere in Britain. While there is a comprehensive bus network in
Docklands, this is largely complementary to the railway.

36. Thirdly, restrictions on parking and or road charging has controlled unrestricted car use and
encouraged people to use public transport. The eVectiveness of this has been illustrated as the CanaryWharf
complex has developed. While the complex has been extremely successful in terms of the quantity and
quality of its development, and employment has increased by more than six times in the last 10 years, car
commuting (limited by road and parking capacity) has remained relatively static.

37. There should also be an emphasis on facilitating physical interchange. A new multi-modal
interchange at Canning Town and oV-peak cross-platform interchange between services at Poplar are two
successful examples from the DLR.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

38. One barrier to the implementation of light rail schemes has been the TWA process. While recent
experience, particularly with the Woolwich Arsenal Extension, demonstrates that this can be operated in a
manner that does not unduly delay well-developed schemes, some of its requirements can be cumbersome
andmay represent bigger impediments to larger single schemes. As importantly, uncertainty over timescales
and unexpected delay in granting Powers (such as was the case with London City Airport Extension) can
potentially disrupt and render the procurement process less eYcient.

39. Impediments to many schemes would appear to be the absence of conditions listed in the “successful
application” section above—the absence of integration with land use planning and with other transport
services, for example.

40. The development of schemes is—by comparison with bus-based arrangements—comparatively
lengthy and costly in terms of up-front expenditure on initial design, accumulation of powers and the
tendering and procurement process itself. It is therefore particularly important that clear parameters and
scope are established early on in the process and that subject to remaining within such parameters schemes
proceed smoothly through the procurement process.

41. Following the well-publicised failure of several schemes to proceed there may well be a credibility gap
in terms of bidders, confidence which, whilst it does not apply toDLR, does represent a risk (and a potential
additional cost) to other schemes.
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The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements

42. Contractual arrangements are likely to aVect the overall operating and construction costs of light rail
schemes. DLR’s contractual structure is represented in Appendix 5. The experience suggests:

— The wholesale transfer of revenue risk to the private sector may not represent good value.
However, DLRLhas successfully transferred a large proportion of the revenue risk to the operator
over the relatively short-term duration of the franchise agreement (although there is some degree
of sharing as DLRL is responsible for the revenue risk on the Lewisham extension)

— There can be benefits of a franchise contract for operations and routinemaintenance over the term
of a relatively short-term contract. The separation of infrastructure construction and operations
can allow a degree of flexibility that is both beneficial and cost eVective

— The development of the railway has been more manageable with incremental increases in
infrastructure. Many of these have used private sector finance (through concession agreements)
but the same result could also be achieved through incremental publicly funded works

— Incremental developmentmay be desirable in terms of aVordability, geographical variations in the
speed and nature of land use changes, and to allow lessons to be learned and recycled into future
development. In addition, a “production line” of extensions can improve client skills and
market appetite

— There have been advantages in having an “intelligent client” (DLRL). With engineering, finance,
and planning departments, its role is to manage the franchise and concession agreements, to
safeguard the railway’s assets, and to plan future development projects. The co-location of DLRL
with its franchisee at the heart of the railway has been of benefit to all concerned

Conclusions and Recommendations

43. The DLR experience suggests that light rail can deliver high-quality public transport services, good
customer satisfaction ratings, and, in time, operating surpluses. However, to be successful, the mode must
be applied in appropriate circumstances. Suggested corridor flows are covered in detail in TfL’s submission,
but there are a number of other important conditions that appear necessary for it to be successful:

— There should be an emphasis on the co-ordination between light rail development and land use
planning, with major development located close to stations

— There needs to be customer-focused emphasis on service reliability, safety and security, service
information, and staV performance

— The nature and technical specification of the system should be carefully specified. The light rail
experience in theUK and abroad suggests a high degree of segregationmay be desirable to achieve
high levels of reliability, although not at the expense of simply bypassing major “attractors”,
which may increase initial costs. The heavy prioritisation of street-running systems has proved
diYcult to implement. Discrete systems (notwithstanding their higher initial cost) provide the
opportunity to use automatic train control, which brings further benefits in terms of flexibility
and reliability

— Strong relationships with local stakeholders are likely to contribute to success in terms of
patronage and implementing development projects

— The wider transport context within which the transit system operates should be considered.
Advantages can be gained from participating in a fully integrated fares and ticketing system,
controlling competition from parallel bus routes, and re-assessing restrictions on car parking and
road charging to control unrestricted car use

— Contractual arrangements need to be carefully developed on a scheme-specific basis. Whilst all
contractual structures have drawbacks, DLR has obtained a combination that functions
eVectively

44. For the reasons above there may be a number of locations in which light rail development is
appropriate in terms of conversion of infrequent, high cost, locally focused, heavy rail routes. The future
development of light rail may be as much in this context as in its more common manifestation as a largely
street-running alternative to the bus.

February 2005
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APPENDIX 1

DLR ROUTE DIAGRAM
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APPENDIX 2

DLR HISTORIC AND FORECAST PASSENGER JOURNEYS
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APPENDIX 3

DLR SERVICE RELIABILITY PERFORMANCE, 1997–PRESENT
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APPENDIX 4

DLR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION FOR OVERALL SERVICE PERFORMANCE,
1997–PRESENT
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APPENDIX 5

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF DLR
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Memorandum by Transport for London (LR 77)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL
AND MODERN TRAMS IN BRITAIN INQUIRY

Summary

Transport for London (TfL) is responsible for all public transport in London, except National Rail. It
plans, implements and operates light rail and tramway systems in London, the Docklands Light Railway
and Croydon Tramlink. Plans to extend these systems are in progress and new tram routes are planned.
Light rail can bring major benefits, particularly to support the local economy, encourage regeneration and
attract car users to public transport. Light rail can bring a step change in quality and capacity at much lower
cost than new rail or underground lines. While most surface routes will remain as bus served, tramways are
a more cost eVective solution on very heavy corridors. New routes must be fully integrated and have strong
political and stakeholder support. Barriers include long timescales, diYculties in funding, and complex
procurementmethods. TfL strongly believes theGovernment should support local economies by investment
in light rail where appropriate to combat congestion, pollution and global warming and encourage urban
regeneration.

Introduction

1. Transport for London (TfL) is an executive arm of the Greater London Authority (GLA) reporting
to the Mayor. Its role is to implement the Mayor’s Transport Strategy and to manage transport facilities
acrossGreater London. TfLmanages almost all transportmodes in London apart fromNationalRail (NR),
including London’s buses, London Underground (LUL), the Docklands Light Railway (DLR) London
Trams, the central London congestion charging scheme and the TfL road network. It also runs London
River Services, Victoria Coach Station, Dial-a-Ride and London’s Transport Museum and regulates taxis
and the private hire trade.

2. Every day, London buses carry six million passengers, London Underground carries more than three
million, the Docklands Light Railway carries 170,000 and Croydon Tramlink carries about 60,000
passengers. The London Plan forecast to 2016 gives an increase of at least 800,000 population and over
600,000 extra jobs. This will result in 25%more public transport trips per day. Strong growth is expected in
central and East London and in town centres. The overall increase in passenger kms in the morning peak
will be 38%. Against this demand, increases in supply are expected to total an extra 36% across the network,
hence significant overcrowding on some rail services is predicted to continue.
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3. The term “light rail” covers a wide spectrum from street running tramways to light metro. The two
existing light rail systems in London, DLR and Tramlink, have very diVerent characteristics with DLR
being at the “heavy” end of the light rail spectrum and Croydon Tramlink having many tramway features.
This Memorandum refers primarily to light rail systems with significant tramway characteristics. A
summary of Croydon Tramlink is given in Appendix 1. (DLR is submitting a separateMemorandum to the
Committee, reflecting their particular system and its recognised success.)

4. TfL’s role in “The Future of LightRail andModern Trams in Britain” is as strategic transport planner,
promoter and operator. In addition to the two operational systems, several more are at an advanced
planning stage including West London Tram (WLT, a 20 km route between Shepherd’s Bush and
Uxbridge), Cross River Tram (CRT, a 16 km route linking Camden and King’s Cross with Peckham and
Brixton) and extensions to Croydon Tramlink, particularly the 5 km Crystal Palace extension. The DLR
will be extended from London City Airport to Woolwich Arsenal and from Canning Town to Stratford
International and the Bank to Lewisham route will be upgraded for three-car operation. All these projects
are included for development in TfL’s five year Investment Plan for 2005–06 to 2009–10, although the
tramway schemes are not yet fully funded for construction. They are shown in Figure 1.

The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

5. The ever increasing demand for travel, and the need to manage the resulting adverse impacts such as
congestion and environmental degradation, requires a package of transport measures. Investment in light
rail is a potentially powerful element in a strategy which embraces expansion of public transport modes,
traYcmanagement and restraint, parking control, improved pedestrian and cycling facilities and congestion
charging.

6. Where corridor flows are high, light rail can oVer an attractive option which has greater capacity than
the bus but is much cheaper than a new underground or heavy rail line. It therefore fills the gap between
buses and railways. Importantly, light rail has clearly demonstrated that it can attract car users to change
mode and encourage development and land value gain. The potential benefits of light rail include:

— providing a greater range of capacity-cost options than available from just bus and train;

— a high capacity public transport option at lower costs than a new underground or heavy rail line;

— faster journey times than buses operating in mixed traYc;

— more reliable journey times due to high levels of priority;

— de-congestion benefits resulting from modal shift from cars;

— guaranteed full accessibility with level boarding and alighting at every stop;

— increased social inclusion by linking areas of deprivation and economic opportunity;

— local environmental benefits from electric traction, reduced noise, vibration and pollution;

— encouraging regeneration and increased property values due to improved accessibility;

— improving the local economy through easier access to customers and employees; and

— creating a modern and dynamic image, generating civic pride and attracting investment.

7. The capital costs for light rail projects in London are shown in Table 1 below. The relatively low cost
of Croydon Tramlink results from about two thirds of the network being on former railway alignments. The
relatively high cost of DLR is because of the need for extensive tunnels and viaducts, particularly the
complex Bank extension. These costs also include major upgrading of the system and new vehicles which
was necessary because the initial design was tightly constrained by available resources. If DLR had been
built originally for its current patronage, costs would have been significantly lower.

Table 1

COMPARATIVE CAPITAL COSTS OF TRANSIT SYSTEMS IN LONDON

Route Capital cost Capital cost Patronage
length (2003 prices) per km (million per

Line Year open km £m £m annum)

Docklands Light Railway 1987–2000 27.0 1,121 41.5 49 (a)
Croydon Tramlink 2000 28.0 218 7.8 22 (a)
Croydon-Crystal Palace ext 2013 4.8 110(3) 22.9 3.5 (f)
West London Tram 2012 20.9 463(1) 22.1 44 (f)

648(2) 31.0
Cross River Tram 2013 16.2 573(3) 35.4 66 (f)

(1) Excluding DfT 40% optimism bias. Q4 2002 prices.
(2) Includes 40% optimism bias and risk premium.
(3) includes 57% optimism bias and risk premium. (a) actual (f) forecast.
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8. Capital costs for all UK light rail schemes are shown in Appendix 2 which also includes light rail lines
built in France and Ireland for comparison. The cost of Croydon Tramlink was comparable to other similar
UK schemes, as was the initial DLR systemwhich also made extensive use of railway alignments. The DLR
Bank extension was very expensive because of tunneling costs and the major works necessary at Bank to
provide good interchange with LUL lines. It also included new rolling stock as the original fleet was not
suitable for tunnel operation. Costs of lines in Ireland and France are generally within the range £10 million
to £20 million per km. French costs often include a high element of environmental works including
pedestrianisation, landscaping and additional features. However they do not include service diversions
which are largely not charged to the light rail project. The average capital cost for all new lines built in Britain
is £14.7 million per km at 2003 prices compared with £14.2 million per km in France. Considering the wide
range of types of scheme, and the diVerent approaches to funding and procurement, these figures are
remarkably close.

9. Table 2 gives indicative operating costs for diVerent modes. Bus operating costs vary according to the
type and location of route and the extent of priority. Bus operating costs per vehicle km are low compared
to rail based systems but the cost per passenger place km is lowest for rail based systems because of their
higher capacity. Light rail operating costs are comparable to bus operating costs but can be considerably
cheaper where bus costs are high, as for example in congested urban corridors.

Table 2

COMPARATIVE OPERATING COSTS OF TRANSIT SYSTEMS IN LONDON

Operating cost Operating cost per
per vehicle passenger place

Mode km km

Bus £3–£7 3.5p–6.5p
Light Rail (Tramlink) £5.1 2.4
Light Metro (DLR) £5.2, £10.3* 2.4
Underground £24.9* 2.8p

* cost per train km.

10. Where there is strong demand in an urban corridor, light rail can oVer a cost eVective alternative to
the bus. Substantial investment is required to construct new lines but the range of benefits to the community
and businesses makes this investment extremely worthwhile. There can also be major cost savings in total
operating costs where light rail or tramways are able to replace some bus services and integrate with others.

11. The National Audit OYce (NAO) report found that in all but one of the six light rail schemes built
in Britain (excluding Nottingham which had not then been completed), the DfT expenditure has been kept
within budget.20 Despite this fact, the DfT now require up to 57% optimism bias to be included in capital
cost estimates for rail schemes, compared to up to 32% for road based schemes. This places light rail at a
disadvantage compared to other forms of transport investment and makes justification for new schemes
more diYcult. The basis for this “optimism bias” is debatable as it appears to be designed to reflect cost
escalation through increasing private sector risk premiums and borrowing costs resulting from
inappropriate procurement, funding and risk transfer models rather than a genuine increase in the base cost
of the works and services. TfL is of the view that tramways and light railways are well understood
technologies (over 125 years old) and there is no justification for this diVerential.

What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

12. Light rail is only a feasible option where major urban corridor flows of at least 2,000 passengers per
hour per direction (pphpd) exist or are predicted in the peak direction. Flows may be considerably in excess
of this figure, for example on CRT where the demand is expected to be over 6,000 pphpd. Routes should
link major traYc generators and attractors such as town centres, shopping centres, major rail stations and
interchanges, hospitals and universities, and areas of deprivation with areas of economic opportunity. Stops
or stations should be located as close as possible to passenger objectives to minimise walking distances. The
successful new French tramway networks are all designed along these principles.

13. A high degree of public transport priority is essential to maintain one of the most important
characteristics of light rail: reliability. There is a wide range of priority measures that can be adopted
including reserved lanes, segregated alignments (eg former railways), tram or bus and tram only streets and
priority at traYc signals. A key principle that should be adopted is re-allocation of road space in favour of
sustainable modes: public transport, cycles and pedestrians. This may result in a reduction of vehicular
capacity but it will increase total person capacity and reduce adverse environmental impacts. Modal shift
from the car towards public transport is essential if traYc congestion and all its undesirable eVects are to

20 Improving Public Transport in England through Light Rail. HC 518 (April 2004).
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be seriously tackled and a more balanced transport policy achieved. The UK transport appraisal system
usually sees such road space reallocation as a transport “disbenefit” to car drivers, tipping policy away from
public transport schemes.

14. For light rail to be successful it must be protected from the eVects of delays and congestion created
by other traYc. The degree to which a project is prioritised, in terms of dedicated space, needs to be taken
into account when determining a project’s viability and Business Case. Schemes with a high degree of
interaction with existing traYc and local conditions are by definition more complex in both design and
operational terms. As an example, all the new French tram systems are fully segregated (mainly within the
highway) with no track sharing with traYc and this undoubtedly contributes to their success.

15. The route of a tramway or light rail line will need to be re-engineered to accommodate tracks, stations
and overhead power supply. The full range of traYc management measures needs to be employed to ensure
the eYcient operation of the tramway and the maintenance of all other functions along the route,
particularly access to frontage properties. TraYc management may need to be applied on adjacent roads
and corridors to mitigate any potential adverse impacts from diverted traYc. The recent highly successful
Dublin light rail system, Luas, shows however what can be achieved even in a very congested highway
network.

16. Light rail must be fully integrated within the public transport network if it is to reach its full potential.
In London this can be achieved through TfL’s strategic powers and its ability to plan the bus, rail, light rail
and tram networks comprehensively. This is in marked contrast to the rest of Britain where integration
cannot be achieved because of bus deregulation and the implications of the Competition Act. DLR and
Tramlink are already fully integrated into London’s transport network, as explained below.

17. Light rail must also be well integrated with the urban development that it serves. It can reinforce and
support redevelopment and regeneration programmes, as dramatically demonstrated by theDLR in the Isle
of Dogs and beyond. There is evidence that Tramlink is strengthening the local economy of Croydon and
again that Luas has had a significant locational eVect on Dublin property values.

18. Another essential ingredient is political will and stakeholder support, at national, regional and local
levels. Introducing a new light rail or tramway line into already busy urban areas is a complex task aVecting
all members of the community. Theremust be strong support for the project across the spectrumof interests.
It is inevitable that although most people will benefit from the investment there will be some who are
adversely aVected and their concerns need to be addressed and mitigated as far as possible. Scheme benefits
may take several years to develop as the community responds to the availability of new infrastructure and
it is essential to maintain long-term commitment.

19. The timescale for implementation of any tramway is inevitably protracted in the UK legal system,
usually taking at least 10 years from inception to operation. It is essential to maintain a commitment to a
longer-term vision for a new transport system that can bring great benefits to the community.

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

20. Light rail is a high quality intermediate mode which fits into the range of public transport systems
between the bus and the Underground or National Rail networks. Its benefits can only be realised to the
full if it is eVectively integrated with all other transport modes. Integration includes planning,
implementation and operation and embraces service timetabling, integrated fares and ticketing, publicity
and information, marketing and interchanges for easy transfer between modes. DLR and Croydon
Tramlink already meet these criteria as will any new transit systems in London in the future.

21. Integrated fares are nowavailable on all public transportmodes throughoutGreater London through
the Oyster smartcard. It embraces Travelcards, bus season tickets and pre-payment for single journeys and
can be purchased through tube or rail stations, information oYces or on-line.

22. Interchanges are a key element in integration. TfL has an ongoing programme of interchange
development for the provision of new and upgrading of existing interchanges. The extent to which the
existing systems are integrated is illustrated by DLR which has seven interchanges with LUL, six with NR
andmanywith buses. CroydonTramlink has seven interchangeswithNR, six with buses and onewith LUL.
CRT will have 10 interchanges with LUL, six with NR and numerous interchange points with buses.

23. Integration also means providing for other modes to access bus or rail based systems. They may
include park and ride, kiss and ride, cycle and ride and access for taxis. In dense urban areas the scope for
these modes may be very limited and each location needs to be carefully planned to meet the specific needs
appropriate to the area. Integration with the pedestrian network is crucial as nearly all public transport
journeys start and end on foot.

24. Light rail has been eVectively integrated in the transport network in Greater London and any new
transit system, whether bus or rail based, will be similarly planned, operated and marketed as part of the
integrated network. This cannot be achieved elsewhere in Britain where integration is legally constrained
although some limited integration exists where tram and predominant bus operators are the same, as in the
West Midlands and Nottingham. Lack of integration is one key factor in the general decline in public
transport patronage outside London compared with continuing growth in London.
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Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

25. As highlighted previously by the Committee, there are a number of barriers to the introduction of
new light rail or tramway schemes which make the development process diYcult to manage and
unpredictable.21 One major element is the protracted timescale for obtaining authorisation. Until 1992
authority was obtained through the Parliamentary Bill procedure but it is now obtained through the
Transport andWorks Act 1992. Table 3 below shows the time taken from deposit of the Bill or Draft Order
to obtaining Royal Assent.

26. With the exception of the Bank extension which took only just over a year, most schemes have taken
2 to 2° years or more. Outside London timescales have been even longer, for example 31 months for South
Hampshire and 38 months for Leeds. The uncertainty over the period for approval makes project planning
and implementation diYcult to programme.Uncertainty also increases costs and the risks in seeking funding
are greater. There is now some evidence that times can be reduced, as achieved for DLRWoolwich Arsenal
extension and Mersey Tram in Liverpool which took only 14 months. In Ireland a procedure modelled on
a streamlined version of the TWA was used for authorising the Dublin Luas light rail lines in less than nine
months, including public inquiries.

Table 3

TIMESCALES FOR AUTHORISATION FOR LIGHT RAIL PROJECTS IN LONDON

Deposit Project Procedure Royal Assent Period

November 1982 DLR Tower Gateway–Isle of Dogs Parl Powers April 1984 17 months
November 1983 DLR Poplar–Stratford Parl Powers April 1985 17 months
November 1985 DLR Bank extension Parl Powers December 1986 13 months
November 1986 DLR Beckton extension Parl Powers July 1989 32 months
November 1990 DLR Lewisham extension Parl Powers May 1993 30 months
November 1991 Croydon Tramlink Parl Powers July 1994 32 months
November 1991 DLR Lewisham (No 2) Parl Powers May 1993 18 months
March 2000 DLR Silvertown and London City

Airport extension TWA March 2002 24 months
July 2002 DLR Woolwich Arsenal extension TWA February 2004 19 months

27. Light rail projects have high capital costs compared to bus schemes although significantly lower costs
than newunderground lines. Obtaining funding is in itself amajor barrier. It is inevitable thatmajor complex
projects which involve a multiplicity of high risks require large capital investment which will be diYcult to
secure from public or private sources. Serious concerns over escalating cost estimates for some light rail
projects have resulted in the DfT requiring an “optimism bias” loading of up to 57% on capital costs (as
described in paragraph 11). This has for example resulted in the estimated cost for West London Tram
increasing from £463 million to £648 million. This makes any approaches to prospective private sector
funders more diYcult. The complex procurement methods required by DfT have had a major impact on the
rate of progress and costs of light rail projects. This is developed further below.

28. The methods of appraisal and criteria which have to be adopted in the justification for a light rail
scheme often require studies over a number of years before adequate evidence can be presented to satisfy
the DfT. Investigation of alternative solutions may be necessary even when such alternatives are clearly
impracticable. This is another risk factor which makes programming unpredictable.

29. For street running systems there are close interactions with frontagers (owners or occupiers of
residential or commercial property along the route) and with all the activities that may be expected along a
main urban corridor. Objections may arise, especially where changes are needed to access arrangements,
traYc circulation, parking and loading restrictions. There may be local environmental concerns particularly
if conservation areas, listed buildings, parks, gardens or trees are likely to be aVected by any works.
Objections are also likely from residents in adjacent areas if there are perceived to be potential adverse
impacts, for example from diverted traYc. All these concerns must be fully addressed by the promoter
through a detailed programme of survey, analysis, consultation and discussion with all aVected. Close
liaison with stakeholders including local groups needs to be maintained throughout the planning and design
process. TfL has aimed to ease this barrier by extensive consultation and involvement of stakeholders at key
stages of the planning process.

21 Light Rapid Transit Systems. Eighth Report of the Environment, Transport and Regional AVairs Committee. HC 153
(May 2000).
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30. Street running light rail requires major works to divert or protect statutory undertakers plant and
equipment. Most of the cost of these works falls to the light rail scheme. The change in promoter
contributions to utilities diversions under theNewRoads and StreetWorksAct has resulted in an additional
capital cost, equivalent to 2.5% to 3% of total capital cost. This would have amounted to £2 million in
Croydon and will add some £10 million to the cost of WLT.

31. Anymajor building project impacts on those around it during construction and this especially applies
to tram systems along busy urban corridors. Some adverse impacts are impossible to avoid and special
attention to individual needs has to be made as works progress. Consultation and close working
arrangements between contractors, highway authorities, transport operators and frontagers can help to
alleviate problems and provide avenues of communication to resolve issues as they arise. Well designed
temporary traYc management schemes can greatly assist in maintaining access and minimising disruption.
The TraYc Management Act 2004 should go some way to ensuring that best practice in management of the
network during construction is adopted across the country.

32. There is a multiplicity of agencies involved in developing any light transit project. In London they
include TfL itself, DfT, the Mayor, ODPM, HM Treasury, the London Boroughs, the London
Development Agency, Statutory Undertakers and Network Rail. Many other bodies need to be involved
or consulted at various stages in the development of any project. This process has to be managed carefully
to ensure that all interests are fully recognised and taken into account in the design and implementation of
the project.

33. A new organisation, UKTram has been formed as a national tramways forum to allow the tramway
industry to develop a coordinated and unified front in dealing with government and statutory bodies. It
seeks to develop national standards, reflecting an earlier recommendation made by the Committee,22 and
best practice guidelines for the design, construction and operation of tramways and to provide a pool of
technical and operational expertise that can be drawn upon at local, national or international government
level. TfL (London Trams) is a founder member and administrator of UKTram. It is hoped that it will help
to ease or remove some of the barriers that currently exist in developing light rail and tramway schemes,
particularly those identified in the NAO report. DfT is supporting the work of UK Tram, and is a board
observer.

34. A major barrier to the development of light rail outside London is the inability to integrate tram and
bus networks but this does not apply in London where TfL has powers to fully integrate all public transport
modes. This is common practice on the Continent where investment in public transport over the last 35 years
has led to a sustained, or even increased market share, unlike most UK cities.

35. A potential barrier is posed by proposed changes to the rail safety regime. During 2004, HSE
launched a consultation on its proposals for changes to the way in which safety on light rail systems,
particularly tramways, is assured. Elements of these proposals, formalising the requirements for tram
systems to implement formal safety management systems are welcomed within the industry. However, the
critical proposals regarding safety authorisations envisage the responsibility for providing public assurance
for safety being transferred from government to private consultancy firms. It is the view of TfL and of the
industry that this proposal is unworkable and that it will present a real and significant risk to the future
safety, aVordability and deliverability of tramway systems and that it may present an uninsurable risk to
those responsible for safety approvals, operators contractors and promoters.

36. The European Commission has recently launched it proposals for an Urban Rail Directive (URD)
that seeks to harmonise the approaches to safety assurance and subsystem standards and certification across
the EU. TfL has been actively involved in EU harmonisation projects for the tram industry and considers
that, whilst the detail of the URD and its implementation in the UK will need considerable development,
the basic intent of the URD is consistent with its own vision for tramway development as well as the
recommendations of the NAO. The HSE’s proposals for change to tramway safety regulations appear to
be contrary to the URD proposals. If adopted, the URD may well lead to a reduction in the cost and risk
associated with tramway development and implementation.

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail Systems

37. There is a wide range of financing arrangements which have been used for light rail schemes in Britain,
usually linked to the method of procurement for the design, construction and operation of the system. The
traditional approach of wholly public sector funded and procured projects was adopted for most schemes
until the 1980s when new approaches were sought. Concerns about cost overruns, extended construction
programmes and lack of availability of public funding encouraged newmethods which could attract private
sector contributions. It would be diYcult to determine the eVects of the diVerent methods on overall project
costs because the financing arrangement is only one of many variables but some comments and conclusions
can be drawn from experience to date.

22 Light Rapid Transit Systems (paragraph 64).
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38. There are two basic approaches: franchising and track separation. Franchising involves a concession
agreement between promoter and contractor. A consortium of suppliers covering construction, rolling stock
and operations provide and operate the system for a fixed term, usually between 15 and 30 years (99 years
in the case of Tramlink), through a form of DBFOM (design, build, finance, operate, maintain) contract.
Several UK light rail projects (inManchester, Birmingham, Croydon andNottingham) were procured using
this arrangement. However this form of contract has proved to be very complex resulting in extended
timescales for tendering and high costs. Concession arrangements have not always been eVective as
construction companies have little interest in the long-term operation of the system. It can prove inflexible
when extensions have been built requiring the initial contract to be terminated and a new contract for the
whole network to be procured, again adding complexity, lengthy timescales and additional costs. In the case
of Manchester Metrolink the cost of refranchising alone was £80 million. Concessionaires have been faced
with heavy bidding costs and unreasonably long tendering periods. In addition, substantial risk premiums
have been imposed with the passenger revenue streams associated with these arrangements. Although it
would be diYcult to determine what the eVect has been on overall costs, it is now generally recognised that
this approach has severe limitations. We strongly believe that more eYcient methods of procurement must
be found if any new light rail schemes are to be built.

39. The second basic approach, track separation, has been used for the Lewisham, London City Airport
and Woolwich Arsenal extensions to DLR. A private sector consortium builds and finances the
infrastructure and then “rents” it to the operator. Separate operations franchises can run in parallel with
the track construction contracts. Initial indications are that this form of contract has worked well and that
separating construction from operations is likely to oVer more cost eVective solutions. A variety of
innovative procurement methods related to this system are presently under development for UK light rail
schemes.

40. One major factor in determining costs is the approach to risk allocation. In the late eighties and early
nineties a key Government objective was to maximise risk transfer to the private sector. There are major
riskswith tramway projects which are inevitably complexwithmany interfaceswith other authorities, public
bodies and the public in general. Revenue risk is a key factor particularly where bus competition exists. It
is now becoming accepted that amore realistic form of risk sharing between public and private sectors needs
to be adopted. TfL is currently studying options for procurement and funding of TfL’s future tramway
projects. UKTram will be working with the DfT to develop a consistent, attractive and economic set of
models for procuring, funding and risk management on future tramway schemes.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

41. Light rail and tramways are two modes in the range of public transport modes, as illustrated in the
Table in Appendix 3. They are complementary to buses and not competitors. The Committee previously
recommended that the Government should adopt a “horses for courses” approach.23 This is still the case
and this philosophy underpins the programme of transit projects which form TfL’s strategic plan including
rail based and bus based schemes.

42. Light rail and buses must be part of an integrated network, each performing the role to which it is
best suited. As demand patterns change and growth in public transport demand continues, changes to the
network are needed to meet this demand in the most cost eVective way. In developing all the transit projects
to date, TfL has undertaken extensive research to determine the most appropriate technical solution. In
some cases this has resulted in light rail or tram schemes (Tramlink extensions, WLT, CRT) and in some
cases bus based schemes (Greenwich Waterfront Transit (GWT), 12 km linking Greenwich with Woolwich
and Thamesmead, and East London Transit (ELT), 11 km linking Ilford, Barking and Dagenham). It must
be noted that whatever tramway schemes may be developed in the future, the majority of surface public
transport passengers will always travel by bus.

43. London has the largest planned bus network in the world with over 7,000 buses. Bus patronage is
growing at the fastest rate since 1945 and buses are carrying the highest number of passengers since 1969.
This is in marked contrast to the situation in the rest of Britain where bus use is still generally declining.
Table 4 shows the patronage trends for buses and light rail in London and the rest of England for the last
seven years. Bus patronage in London and light rail patronage in London and the rest of England have
grown almost continuously over this period while bus patronage in the England outside London has
continued to decline. In London bus patronage increased by over 10% in the year to March 2004.
Accommodating this growth presents a particular challenge, especially in major urban corridors, and is one
important reason that TfL is developing light rail, tramway and other intermediate capacity transit systems.

23 Light Rapid Transit Systems (paragraph 56).
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Table 4

CHANGES IN BUS AND LIGHT RAIL PATRONAGE IN LONDON AND ENGLAND
OUTSIDE LONDON

1997–98 1998–99 1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04(p)

Buses
London 1,294 1,279 1,307 1,359 1,434 1,542 1,702
% change — –1.2 !2.2 !4.0 !5.5 !7.6 !10.4
England outside London 2,475 2,437 2,420 2,397 2,354 2,345 2,280
% change — –1.5 –0.7 –1.0 –1.4 –0.8 –2.8

Light rail
London 23.0 16.7 31.3 53.4 59.5 64.4 68.3
% change — –27.4 !87.4 !70.6 !11.4 !8.2 !6.1
England outside London 58.5 56.6 62.6 66.2 67.8 71.7 74.6
% change — –3.2 !10.6 !5.8 !2.4 !5.8 !4.0

(p) % provisional.

44. A key factor is the level of priority that can be provided to achieve competitive journey times and good
reliability. While buses can benefit from reserved lanes and other forms of priority, tramways can utilise a
wider range of alignment types including street track, railway track, grassed tracks, pedestrian areas, tunnels
and viaducts. Reserved tram lanes on streets are more easily “self enforcing” and must usually apply 24
hours per day compared to bus lanes which are often peak period only. In all cases rigorous traYc
enforcement is the only way to guarantee eVectiveness.

45. The capacity that buses can provide is adequate to meet existing and future demand levels on most
parts of the bus network. Where demand is very high, as on some major urban radial routes, then larger
capacity vehicles may be needed. Articulated buses have now been introduced on many routes with a
passenger capacity of 120. The maximum permitted length of a bus is currently 18 metres but 24 metres
double articulated buses are operating in some European cities with a capacity of about 150. Trams can
operate in lengths up to 60 metres and can therefore have much higher capacity than a bus, up to
400 passengers (Croydon’s 30 metres vehicles carry 208), and oVer substantially higher productivity.

46. At demand levels of 2,000 pphpd or less, buses will usually be cheaper (as a total of capital and
operating costs). Above this level trams may be cheaper in lower construction cost corridors. In higher cost
corridors, such as Central London, the threshold is nearer 4,000 pphpd. This is illustrated in the diagrams
in Appendix 4 which show the total capital and operating costs per place km against capacity in places per
hour for buses, buses with priority and street trams. While buses can provide capacities well above
4,000 pphpd, their speed and reliability rapidly decreases at higher bus flows.

47. A new tram route provides amajor step change in performance compared to an incremental approach
with upgraded bus routes through bus lanes and other measures. A tram route must be engineered over the
whole route. The level of benefits that can be achieved is significantly higher than can easily be achieved
with buses including speed, reliability and consequent modal shift. A tramway can complement congestion
charging and help to maximise the benefits of a package approach.

48. For any highway based public transport route, priority can be given at traYc signals to minimise
delays and help to maintain reliability. However high levels of priority can generally only be provided in
London if the public transport vehicle flow is not more than 20–25 per hour. For buses this is equivalent to
2,400 pphpd and for trams around 7,000 pphpd. Above this level regular bunching of trams or buses will
occur with a decrease in service reliability. Therefore trams can oVer a higher capacity with high priority
than buses. This is an important factor in determining the most cost eVective mode for projects such asWest
London Tram and Cross River Tram.

Conclusions and Recommendations

49. In its earlier report,24 the Committee made 17 recommendations for the development of light rapid
transit systems. These are still valid today. Some progress has been made since then with the opening of
Croydon Tramlink in 2000, the Sunderland extension to Tyne and Wear Metro in 2002 and Nottingham
Express Transit in 2004. Elsewhere in Britain progress has been slow with many schemes stalled. No more
light rail lines will open in London before 2010 apart from the DLR extensions to London City Airport,
Woolwich Arsenal and Stratford International.

24 Light Rapid Transit Systems.
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50. Light rail can bring a wide range of benefits to urban areas as shown by the success of Croydon
Tramlink and DLR. Projects currently being planned by TfL:WILT, CRT and Tramlink extensions, could
bring similar benefits to many more Londoners. While capital costs are high, they are much lower than the
cost of new underground or heavy rail lines. Operating costs per passenger place km are significantly lower
than for buses at high passenger volumes, as shown in Table 2.

51. To be successful light rail needs a high level of priority and itmust be fully integratedwith othermodes
such as bus and underground and with the urban development that it serves. It must have strong political
and stakeholder support.

52. In London, light rail systems are eVectively part of the integrated public transport network. This is
a key reason for their success. However only London benefits from this level of integration and the
Government should seek to extend it to the rest of Britain to maximise the benefits from the major public
investment that light rail schemes require.

53. There are many barriers to light rail development. Key factors are the timescales for authorisation
under the TWA procedure, costs and timescales for securing funding, issues regarding risk transfer, high
capital costs including statutory undertakers’ diversions, the need for stakeholder support and disruption
during construction. Some of these barriers can be overcome by the promoter but many need intervention
by Government to ease or assist the smooth and eYcient progress of projects to fruition.

54. The financing arrangements, coupled with the method of procurement, remains the single most
important issue. Methods used to date have successfully achieved construction and operation of light rail
but with lengthy timescales and complex forms of contract. Separating construction from operation is a
more attractive approach but further investigation of options is needed to achieve lower costs and shorter
timescales and a more realistic allocation of risk.

55. The role of light rail or tramways is as an intermediate capacity mode. They fill the wide gap between
buses and railways and as such are not an alternative to buses. Buses will continue to serve lower density
corridors where demand levels do not justify major investment and they will always remain the mainstay of
the surface public transport network. Buses can be complemented by tramways and light railways in key
corridors of demand which cannot justify investment in heavy rail lines.

56. The Government should support local economies by investment in light rail where appropriate. This
is consistent with policies to combat congestion, pollution and global warming and urban regeneration.

57. TfL will appreciate continuing support from the DfT for UKTram which will assist the future
development and resolution of issues for light rail and tramway projects.

February 2005
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APPENDIX 1

CROYDON TRAMLINK

What is Croydon Tramlink?

Tramlink is the first new generation street running tramway to be opened in London. London’s last tram
ran in 1952 and Croydon Tramlink opened in 2000. A fleet of 24 articulated light rail vehicles operate on a
three line 28 km network focused on Croydon. Overhead electrical power supply is at 750 Vdc. There are
38 stations.

The routes comprise 17 kmon former railways, 8 kmon new reserved track alignments and 3 kmon street.
Tramlink already carries more passengers per annum than any other tramway in Britain. Patronage on the
Wimbledon line increased eightfold after conversion to light rail. Following the integration of bus and tram
fares in January 2004, ridership on Croydon Tramlink is reported to have increased by over 10% and is now
estimated by the Concession company to be in excess of 22 million trips per annum.

The concessionaire for the project, responsible for its construction, operation and maintenance, is
Tramtrack Croydon Limited under a 99 year DBFOM concession. The concessionaire, in return for supply
and operation of the Tramlink service, receives all fares revenue generated by passengers using the system.
There is no availability or performance payment mechanism with the Tramlink concession and no financial
penalties for under performance. Some risks (eg fares policy) were underwritten by the public sector for up
to 20 years from the date of award of the Concession

The operations are sub-contracted to First Tram Operations Ltd., a subsidiary of FirstGroup plc and
maintenance is subcontracted to Mowlem Rail and Bombardier Prorail.

What does it do?

The three lines link Croydon with surrounding areas:

Line 1 runs from Elmers End to Wimbledon via Croydon town centre.

Line 2 runs from Beckenham Junction to Croydon town centre.

Line 3 runs from New Addington to Croydon town centre.

Interchange is provided with National Rail at Croydon East, Croydon West, Wimbledon, Mitcham
Junction, Birkbeck, Beckenham Junction and Elmers End and with London Underground at Wimbledon.
Interchange with buses can be made at many locations including a purpose built interchange at Addington
Village and the bus stations at East and West Croydon.

Tramlink is fully accessible, the low floor cars using low platforms which guarantee level access with a
minimal gap at all stations.

Development

Tramlink has been extremely successful and has improved access to Croydon town centre and the other
centres which it serves and has attracted users from cars. TfL has included within its business plan funding
for capital works to enable a new tram stop to be opened in central Croydon to serve the Centrale
development and for the procurement of a new tram to allow an enhanced timetable to be operated.

Following extensive studies and pressures from surrounding boroughs, four extensions are being
developed:

— Beckenham Junction/Croydon to Crystal Palace, replacing the existing heavy rail service between
Beckenham Junction and Crystal Palace, extended to Crystal Palace bus station, and providing
double track in place of single track between Harrington Road and Beckenham Junction.

— Streatham–Purley via Croydon town centre, serving one of the busiest bus corridors in London
and linking a number of important urban centres in south London;

— Sutton–Tooting viaMitcham, a busy radial corridor serving town centres and twomajor hospitals.

— Sutton–Wimbledon, an existing heavy rail route which could be converted to light rail, possibly
with some diversions on street.

While Tramlink has proven to be a success in delivering a fast and reliable transport service for a fixed
public sector capital contribution, there has been considerable speculation in the press over the financial
diYculties faced by the concessionaire. It is TfL’s view that such diYculties have arisen through the
realisation of various risks (including revenue risks) that were willingly accepted by the private sector.

As with Manchester Metrolink, the Tramlink concession restricts the public sector’s ability to extend or
further develop the network without significant financial risk, and as such, it is not a model that TfL would
immediately choose to follow in the future.
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APPENDIX 2

THE COSTS OF TRAMWAYS AND LIGHT RAILWAYS IN NORTH WESTERN EUROPE

Total Capital
Total Capital capital costs per

Route capital cost cost, £m km, £m
Completion length cost, per km, (2003 (2003

Existing systems Phase/extension date km £m £m prices) prices)

Tyne and Wear Metro Initial 1980 55.0 284 5.2 820 14.90
Airport extension 1991 3.5 12 3.4 18 5.10
Sunderland extension 2002 19.2 98 2.9 103 5.40

Total Metro All 77.7 352 4.5 941 12.10
Docklands Light Railway Initial 1987 12.0 77 6.4 140 11.70

Bank extension 1991 1.5 276 184.0 373 248.70
System upgrade 1991 — 56 — 78 —
Beckton extension 1994 8.0 280 35.0 360 45.00
Lewisham extension 1999 4.5 200 31.1 218 48.40

Total DLR — 27.0 829 29.7 1,169 41.50
Greater Manchester Metrolink 1 1992 30.9 145 4.7 195 6.30

2 2000 7.5 160 21.3 174 23.20
Total Metrolink 1!2 — 38.4 305 7.9 369 9.60
SheYeld–South Yorkshire Initial 1992 29.0 260 9.0 349 12.00
Supertram
Midland Metro Initial 1999 20.4 145 7.1 162 7.90
Croydon Tramlink Initial 2000 28.0 200 7.1 218 7.80
Nottingham Express Transit Initial 2004 14.0 220 15.7 220 15.70

Pending UK tram schemes

Suspended Schemes Estimate Tender
£ £

Manchester Metrolink Phase 3 Phase 3 TBA 55.0 520 9.4 900 16.40
Leeds Lines 1, 2 and 3 TBA 28.0 355 12.6 600 21.40
South Hampshire Phase 1 TBA 14.5 170 11.7 270 18.60

Other UK schemes
Midland Metro–Wednesbury/ Line 2 TBA 11.7 139 11.9 Being
Brierley Hill re-priced
Liverpool Line 1 2007 19.0 250 — 2003

prices

Ireland ƒ ƒ ƒ

Dublin Luas Lines 1 and 2 2004 24.0 775 32.9 22.7 (at £0.69
to ƒl)

Existing French Systems
Generally we think not including All prices as at 2003
all utilities diversions (paid for
from utility companies accounts),
but including a large amount of
urban design and architecture

ƒ ƒ £ £
Grenoble 1 1987 12.9 262 20.3 180.8 14.00

2 1990 7.9 153 19.4 105.6 13.4
Paris 1 1992 9.0 141 15.7 97.3 10.80

2 1997 11.4 105 9.2 72.5 6.30
Lyon 1 2001 9.5 178 18.7 122.8 12.90

2 2001 10.0 202 20.2 139.4 13.90
Montpellier 1 2000 15.2 375 24.6 258.8 17.00
Nantes 1 1985 18.0 162 9.0 111.8 6.20

2 1992 14.0 276 19.7 190.4 13.60
3 2000 5.0 87 17.4 60.0 12.00

Orleans 1 2000 18.0 317 17.6 218.7 12.10
Rouen (includes a 4 km tunnel 1 (2 lines) 1994 16.0 503 31.4 347.0 21.60
and 3 underground stations)
Strasbourg 1 1994 12.5 367 29.36 253.2 20.26
(line 1 includes a 1.5 km tunnel 2 2000 12.6 285 22.6 196.7 15.60
and underground station at
StrasbourgGare)
Bordeaux 1 2004 24.5 629.7 25.7 434.5 17.70

2 2007 20.0 508.0 25.4 350.5 17.50
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APPENDIX 3

CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHT RAIL, TRAM AND OTHER MODES

Modal Maximum Bus
Characteristics Bus Priority Busway Tram Light Rail Heavy Rail

Maximum 2,500 pphpd* 4,000 pphpd 6,000 pphpd 12,000 pphpd 18,000 pphpd 30,000 ! pphpd
eYcient
capacity

Capital cost per '£lm £1m–£2m £1m–£20m £10m–£20m £15m £100m–£250m
route km £45m

Operating cost 3.8p–8.8p 2.5p–5.8p 2.5p–5p 1p–2.4p 1p–2.4p 1.5p–2.8p
per passenger
place km

Average speed 10–14 km/hr 14–18 km/hr 15–22 km/hr 15–22 km/hr 18–40 km/hr 18–40 km/hr

Reliability Poor Medium Good Medium to Good Good Very Good

Road space Mixed running Mixed running Totally segregated Mixed running Very largely on Totally
allocation with traYc and on-road bus alignment and on-road tram segregated segregated

lanes required lanes and totally alignments
segregated where
available

Land Use Fit Best suited to Best suited to Best suited to high Higher densities Higher densities Very high
lower density lower density demand corridors of development, of development, density urban
dispersed urban dispersed urban in medium to low or connecting or connecting development
form form density areas denser urban denser urban

centres centres

* Passengers per hour per direction.

APPENDIX 4

Crossover Point
where a tram is justified
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Crossover Point
where a tram is justified
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Memorandum by Merseytravel (LR 78)

THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS IN BRITAIN

Introduction

1. Merseytravel is the operating name of the Merseyside Passenger Transport Authority and the
Merseyside Passenger Transport Executive.

2. The Passenger Transport Authority (PTA) is comprised of 18 elected councillors drawn from each of
the five district councils in Merseyside : Liverpool City Council; Sefton Metropolitan Borough Council;
Knowsley Metropolitan Council, St. Helens Metropolitan Council; and Wirral Metropolitan Borough
Council. The PTA was established in 1986 on the abolition of Merseyside County Council.

3. The PTA sets the transport policies in the sub-region, and the Passenger Transport Executive (PTE)
implements those policies. These policies are set out in the Merseyside Local Transport Plan, a statutory
document covering the period 2000–01 to 2005–06.

4. While there are seven PTAs and PTEs in the UK,Merseytravel is unique in that the PTA and the PTE
is fused together and is one operating organisation.

5. The PTEGroup, ofwhichMerseytravel is amember, has submitted a separate paper to theCommittee,
which Merseytravel fully endorses. This paper is submitted to assist the Committee with its inquiry and
draws specifically on the light rail experience on Merseyside. The focus of this paper is primarily to address
the issues raised by the Committee when it announced this inquiry, based on our experience onMerseyside.

6. If it would assistMembers’ deliberations further,Merseytravel would be delighted to give oral evidence
to the Committee.

Context

7. As members of the Committee may be aware Merseytravel is, with its local authority partners,
promoting a 3-line light rail scheme (called Merseytram) to serve Merseyside. Merseytram has been in
development since 1999 and is the no 1 major public transport project in the Merseyside Local Transport
Plan. Line 1 connects Liverpool city centre with Kirkby town centre in Knowsley, to the north east of the
city; Line 2 links the city centre with Prescot andWhiston to the east; and Line 3 will run from the city centre
to Liverpool John Lennon International Airport, to the south-east of Liverpool. A map of the proposed
three-line route is provided in Annex 1.25

25 For map see 3 Line Network at http://www.merseytram.co.uk/merseytram%20frameset.htm
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8. Merseytram will provide improved access to all the major developments in the city centre, including
the new Grosvenor retail development in Paradise Street, and will serve the city’s major attractions in
advance of the European Capital of Culture celebrations in 2008. Line 1 also serves six of the 38 Pathway
Areas: areas of multiple deprivation as designated by the EU Objective One Programme.

9. The public inquiry into Merseytram Line 1 was held during April, May and June of 2004 after
Merseytravel had commenced the Transport andWorksAct (TWA) process in October 2003. The Secretary
of State announced in December 2004 that the necessary TWAOrder would be made. The Order was made
on 21 January 2005 and is now in force, and Merseytravel is well advanced with the procurement process
for Line 1: construction is scheduled to start in summer 2005. A more comprehensive overview of the status
of Merseytram will be provided later in this paper.

The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

10. As with all major infrastructure projects, the capital costs of light rail systems are significant. They
almost always require the acquisition of land, major highways works (including alterations to utilities),
major public local inquiries and a large investment inmanufacturing,maintenance and operational capacity
as well as construction costs.

11. While these costs are unquestionably high, so too is the return on the investment. These benefits
extend far beyond the normal parameters of smaller scale public transport services, and deliver a range of
economic, social and environmental improvements in the areas they serve.

12. The correlation between high quality public transport services and economic performance is strong.
Light rail schemes are a large-scale, fixed infrastructure systems which provide robust, reliable and high
quality services over the long-term. From an investment perspective this provides an excellent platform on
which to build. Light rail provides an extremely attractive opportunity and encourages other associated
public and, crucially, private enterprise, typically in the form of regeneration. These, in turn, bring a range
of other benefits to the community.

13. The fact that the capital costs are high provides longevity and certainty for both the infrastructure
and the service which it will provide. Businesses and communities know that light rail systems, once
constructed, will remain in operation over the long-term in order to get a return on the initial capital costs.
They will not easily be withdrawn, therefore. This permanence enables other investments to be made along
the route of light rail systems, which bring major associated social and regeneration benefits. Light rail is a
key driver for economic and social regeneration.

14. It may assist the Committee to cite an example in Kirkby town centre, which does not currently have
any major supermarket or superstore facilities. By using the development of Merseytram Line 1, Knowsley
Metropolitan Borough Council (KMBC) has entered into negotiations with a number of organisations
about developing a major supermarket/superstore in the town centre. The sustainability and permanence
of the tram as a mode of transport has been a crucial factor in these negotiations. As well as providing much
needed new jobs and access to them, this will also provide access to high quality aVordable goods including
fresh meat, fruit and vegetables, as well as oVering people a wider range of goods to choose from.

15. While it is a fact that other long-term, sustainable, capital investments follow major investments in
transport infrastructure, the true benefits of this additional investment are not always easily quantifiable and
are not always transport-related. Merseytravel believes that more weight should be attached to the
associated social benefits, particularly of reducing social exclusion and underpinning regeneration, when
weighing up the costs and benefits of light rail projects.

16. Light rail systems also have major environmental benefits. There is a reduction of approximately
14% in vehicles using roads where trams have been introduced, which therefore reduces emissions and
pollutants as well as reducing some noise pollution for aVected areas.

17. Obviously, a core benefit of light rail systems is that they can provide a fully accessible, low floor,
aVordable and low emission services, as Merseytram will. One of light rail’s key strengths is its ability to
attract passengers, including those with disabilities and other constraints, to switch from their cars. This is
crucial in managing demand on the roads and in providing genuine alternatives to car travel for all members
of the community. A study for PTEG by transport consultants Steer Davies Gleave (published 23 February
2005) found that metro-style systems are far more likely to tempt motorists out of their cars and reduce
congestion in major cities. The report found that in the morning rush-hour, around one in five tram
passengers had made the switch from their car—compared to between 4% and 6.5% persuaded on to public
transport by bus improvement schemes.
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18. In summary key benefits of light rail schemes include:

— supporting and enhancing regeneration;

— protecting the environment;

— improving the city’s image;

— promoting new areas for commercial investment;

— improving access to employment and creating new job opportunities;

— increasing customer choice;

— underpinning growth industries such as tourism; and

— providing high-quality inclusive public transport services which attract drivers.

What Light Rail Systems need to be Successful

19. As theNational Audit OYceReport concluded inter alia last year, in order tomaximise their benefits,
light rail systems need to have guaranteed priority at junctions along the highway.

20. Integration with other modes of transport is essential to deliver high quality public transport and to
oVer passengers, and potential passengers, a genuine and appealing alternative to the car. Allied to this, light
rail systems also require accurate, up-to-date travel information that empowers passengers to make
informed transport decisions.

21. Smart, integrated ticketing systems will simplify travelling thereby encouraging sustained use by
existing passengers and encouraging new passengers to switch modes. The Integrated Ticketing Smartcard
Organisation (ITSO) is developing the technology to achieve seamless travel.

22. Finally, genuine partnership between the promoter and the other statutory authorities, as well as with
the private sector, is essential. There is no merit in playing zero-sum games—to be successful, a mutual
winners approach is required.

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

23. Our objective on Merseyside, through the implementation of the Local Transport Plan, is to deliver
a fully integrated public transport network that is accessible to everyone.

24. Our commitment to achieving this objective can be seen by the fact that the proposed concessionaire
that is to operate the trams must fully integrate with the Merseyrail heavy rail service. This will be a
contractual requirement of the Concession Agreement. The converse is also the case: that the Merseyrail
operatormust fully integrate with the trams, when they are in operation as part of the concession agreement.
We are also liaising with the local bus operators to ensure that they too integrate with the tram and
Merseyrail services, although we do not have the same powers to enforce this integration as a result of bus
deregulation. Nonetheless we are in dialogue with these operators and are hopeful of a positive conclusion.
This point is addressed further, later in this paper.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

25. Light rail systems face a number of barriers to their implementation. The complex nature of the
powers and consents procedure requires a great deal of detailed legal work. This normally includes a public
local inquiry.While it is quite proper for light rail schemes to be scrutinised in such detail, this does not alter
the size of the task.

26. Historically light rail schemes have suVered delays in the authorisation process. As referred to in point
9 above, the Merseytram Line 1 Inspector and then the Department for Transport worked extremely hard
to ensure that the Secretary of State could make a decision on our TWA application as quickly as possible.

27. Far from being a barrier to the development of Merseytram Line 1, the TWA and related consents
procedure took just 14 months from commencement to the decision by the Secretary of State. This is twice
as fast as any previous TWA Orders for light rail projects, which in any event were in relation to extending
existing systems.Merseytram is an entirely new project, which increases the significance of such a quick and
positive decision by Government.

28. In order to expedite the process, we kept in constant touch with oYcials in the DfT throughout and
enjoyed an extremely constructive and positive relationship. As a result of the eVorts of everyone involved,
this was the quickest ever decision for a project of this size and nature by a long margin. This was very
positive as the Line 1 project is under diYcult time constraints: the project must be in operation by the end
of 2007 so that construction does not to coincide with Liverpool’s European Capital of Culture celebrations
throughout 2008.
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29. Aside from the powers and consents issues, a major barrier is the procurement process and the need
carefully and eVectively to manage the involvement of the private sector partners who will ultimately build
and operate the system. The critical issue here is the management and apportionment of risk, and the ability
to achieve a satisfactory and fixed price and programme for the project. Too many projects have
encountered major problems on these issues which have resulted in ever increasing costs.

30. In order to manage this process eVectively,Merseytravel took the unique step of involving the private
sector at the earliest possible stage, even before the TWA process had been stated. This way we had the
benefit of private sector input at the right stage in the project’s development and in ensuring that those with
responsibility for the construction and operation of the system were comfortable with the project. By
identifying and managing issues alongside the private sector, we have minimised the risk of developing
problems of the kind which often result in substantial increases to the costs. This “no surprises” approach
has been used successfully elsewhere in Merseyside (for example, in relation to the Merseyrail Electrics
Network).

31. To this end, we have invested significant resources in ensuring that we could provide the private sector
with the most advanced and accurate information relating to the project so that we could then expect
genuine cost certainty. By maximising the amount of accurate information given to our private sector
partners we have been able to remove doubt from the process. The removal of doubt reduces the risks, which
in turn reduces the costs through a reduced “risk premium”.

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail

32. Members of the Committee may also be aware that we have adopted a diVerent procurement
approach to other light rail projects in the UK. Having looked at and learned the lessons elsewhere we have
sought to retain the maximum flexibility in relation to the selection of a private sector partner and beyond.

33. As members of the Committee well know, major infrastructure projects are notoriously diYcult to
deliver and face challenges from start to finish. By adopting this diVerent procurement approach, which
draws heavily on the negotiated procedure under the European procurement rules, we have been able to
identify issues early and to apprehend them before they become problems and to manage problems before
they become unmanageable or unaVordable.

34. An example of this is this.Despite still beingwithin our budget, we recently rejected theBest andFinal
OVer to Design, Build, Operate and Maintain Line 1 from the sole remaining consortia bidding for the
contract. We did so on the ground that we believed better value for money could be achieved by testing the
market. Subsequently, two of the three firms involved in the consortium have been engaged to continue
working on design and systems integration, and operational issues, while the other elements of the contract
have been re-tendered under the emergency European procurement procedures.

35. Since then, and at the time of submitting this paper, 21 expressions of interest have been received, of
which nine organisations have been shortlisted for the various construction elements of the contract. By re-
introducing competition into the process at this stage, we are confident that we can receive a lower price and
secure more certainty on the programme.

36. This would not have been possible if we had gone down a traditional procurement route.
Merseytravel believes that this procurement approach can support the delivery of other light rail schemes
in the UK, which have in recent years been prevented or delayed by rising costs.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

37. Merseytravel fully endorses an integrated approach to the provision of public transport services.
Light rail, as with heavy rail, bus, ferry, walking, cycling and other transport modes, has an important role
to play within than setting.

38. However, light rail is not necessarily the best solution in every circumstance. Indeed, before
proceeding with Merseytram, we were required to undertake a comprehensive study of the various public
transport options for each of the corridors on Merseyside. For the three corridors in question, a light rail
solution was found to be the most eVective. Had this not been the case, Merseytravel would have pursued
another course of action.

39. Bus travel is the most heavily used mode of public transport on Merseyside with almost 170 million
passenger journeys per annum against 33 million rail journeys. Therefore, Merseytravel is fully aware of
the importance of bus services to meeting public transport needs in the sub-region. As a result, we are fully
committed to delivering a series of improvements to the bus network which include introducing bus priority
corridors, bus lanes and other infrastructure improvements (such as free car parks, real-time information,
well designed shelters and CCTV to evidential standards).

40. However, as a result of the deregulation of bus services outside of London in 1986, public transport
authorities have very little direct influence over bus operators. The problem for co-ordinating an integrated
public transport system in this context is that the bus operators are running their services as an individual
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business which operate in an unregulatedmarket place. This does not naturally lend itself to integrationwith
othermodes of transport that, in their eyes, are competing for customers. The result is that bus services often
operate in isolation from the rest of the transport network and are driven by objectives of profitability. This
is at the expense of working with the authorities and other transport operators to maximum benefit to
passengers.

41. As well as discussing how to encourage bus operators voluntarily to play a wider role in the integrated
public transport network, Merseytravel is also currently exploring what options there are to amend the
regulatory/operational regime by introducing bus quality contracts.

42. Regarding the need to integrate Merseytram with other transport modes, the system has been
designed to support major developments and access to key areas within Merseyside. A list of key
regeneration sites is attached in Annex 2.

43. This brief paper gives an overview of theMerseytram project as one of the elements of theMerseyside
UP which is designed to produce a single integrated public transport network which is accessible to
everyone.

Merseytravel

25 February 2005

Annex 2

MERSEYTRAM AND REGENERATION

City Centre Line 1 Line 2 Line 3

Major Developments $ — — —
Bus interchange $ $ — $
Rail interchange $ — $ $
Major Hospital — $ $ —
University — — $ $
Pathways Areas — $ $ $
Strategic Investment Areas $ $ $ $
District Centres — $ $ $
Free-standing Towns — $ $ —
Airport — — — $
Park & Ride — $ $ $
Designated Employment Sites — — $ $

Memorandum by Metro (West Yorkshire PTE) (LR79)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Introduction

Leeds Supertram was granted funding approval in March 2001. On return of the Private Finance
Initiative (PFI) tenders, the scheme costs (as with other projects) were some way above the approved
allocation. This was largely as a result of the private sector attaching a high price to the transfer of risks over
which they felt they had little control.

Negotiations with DfT took place in relation to the costs, however in January 2004 the Secretary of State
stated that the Leeds scheme was unaVordable and that the Promoter should review alternative transport
options for these corridors. He also stated that in addition to meeting key aVordability criteria, any revised
proposal would need to demonstrate value for money by achieving a Benefit:Cost ratio (BCR) of around
1.5:1 and would need to be compared against fully worked up alternative options.

The revised scheme submission (November 2004) has addressed these issues to bring the costs to within
reach of the original aVordability envelope. The substantial reduction in costs has been brought about
through co-operation with the utility companies and an alternative approach to risk transfer. The detailed
work undertaken relating to the economic appraisal of the scheme has also resulted in a strong BCR and a
significantly higher level of benefits than the appraised bus-based alternatives.
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The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

Metro strongly believes that the forecast transport economic benefits do not include for the benefits
related to economic development, regeneration, social inclusion and the environment. The case therefore
for the Leeds Supertram is greater than a transport economic one. Some of these more significant benefits
have been examined through two key pieces of work recently undertaken.

The results of a study undertaken by Leeds Metropolitan University of the wider benefit of Leeds
Supertram concluded that the major impacts of the Leeds Supertram scheme are likely to be:

— the generation and safeguarding of up to 1,300 direct jobs and 7,000 indirect jobs in the
construction phase. An additional 400 or so tram operational jobs are also forecast in the Leeds
Metropolitan University report;

— the provision of transport capacity to underpin the very significant forecast of further
employment, population growth and inward commuting;

— the delivery of positive impacts on retail activity in the central area of Leeds and on property and
land values;

— to help new areas of employment growth in Leeds to be better connected to neighbourhoods and
communities; and

— the generation of significant sub-regional impacts to help drive the Leeds city-region forward;

In Autumn 2004, an Economic Impact Report was produced by Steer Davies Gleave which showed that
a positive impact would be experienced in Leeds as a result of the implementation of Light Rail. This impact
will be experienced in a number of ways:

— Jobseekers will have access to an increased number of job opportunities, with Regeneration Area
(RA) residents benefiting from a very significant increase in accessible jobs. Each RA, on average,
will benefit in 2011 from access to approximately 14,000 more jobs than without the tram;

— Employers will have access to a larger pool of labour, with those located in RAs benefiting from
a significant increase in accessible workforce. EachRA, on average, will benefit in 2011 from access
to a workforce 6% larger than without the tram;

— Development sites at the edge of the City Centre and particularly those to the south and in the
north western corner of the Aire Valley are expected to benefit most from the tram;

— Inward investors will be more easily and quickly found: developers have found that inclusion of
the tram in marketing material has had a marked impact on the rate of take up experienced;

— The number of jobs in Leeds will grow as a direct result of Light Rail, particularly in the City
Centre. Over 1,000 jobs in 2016 and approximately 3,500 in 2021 are forecast to be supported in
Leeds City Centre due to the tram; and

— The levels of unemployment in the selected RAs of Leeds will be reduced by around 7% in 2016.

What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

The characteristics of a light rail system required for it to be successful are covered in their general sense
within the pteg response to the Transport Committee. In respect of the proposed Leeds system, a number of
the key design features are discussed separatelywithin this document. However, in planning for the system in
Leeds, there are a number of specific issues that have been incorporated within the process to date. These
include:

— Ensuring that the system links the key generators of travel demand. InLeeds, Supertram is planned
to serve the two major hospitals (Leeds General Infirmary and St James’), the two Universities,
the central shopping area and business district, bus and rail stations, park and ride sites at
terminating points (North, South and East) and a number of local centres along the routes;

— Obtaining the maximum level of segregation feasible—the tram has been designed with 75%
segregation from general traYc in some form, including new alignments to bypass key congestion
hotspots where roadspace/signal priority does not allow for guaranteeing reliability; in street
running areas, having agreement with the local council regarding priority control with traYc
signals; and

— Building and maintaining political support and consensus for a scheme, in the face of a number
of changes of local party member involvement, national political changes and evolving scheme
definition as a result of the need to work within aVordability constraints.

— Sustained approach to integrating land-use and transport planning on the basis that the scheme
will be implemented.
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How Effective is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated System

Policy Integration

Leeds Supertram is integrated with all regional, citywide planning and economic development aspirations
and has the support of all fiveWest YorkshireDistrict Councils, whatever their political control. The project
emerged from the Leeds Transport Strategy in the early 1990’s which sought to determine the future
transport system required to meet the city’s vision for the future whilst taking account of environmental
issues and public opinion. Leeds Supertram was the highest priority major scheme in the first West
Yorkshire Local Transport Plan covering the period 2001–06.

After considering all the options a light rail system was proposed to serve three heavily used transport
corridors withmajor Park&Ride sites towards the limits of the closely built up area to significantly improve
access to the central area. Leeds City Centre has undergone a transformation in recent years and is one of
the fastest growing cities in terms of the number of jobs located there bar London. Given that Leeds has
continued to increase its attractiveness to developers and employers (and is predicted to continue to do so)
improved accessibility continues to be required. The Tram also directly serves six of the seven most
disadvantaged wards (out of 33 wards in total) in the city and will link these areas with major employment
centres and the major hospitals in Leeds together with two major Universities. It will also have stops in the
central area convenient for interchange with all other bus and rail services.

Transport Integration

The legislation governing the operation of Public Transport outside London requires competition
between bus operators and does not require cooperation between operators of diVerent modes. In
conurbations, PTA’s and PTE’s are charged with a duty to secure the services they think are required, but
they also have a duty not to inhibit competition between public transport providers. Thus full service
integration and competition between modes cannot be guaranteed, but in practice diVerent modes tend to
be successful for particular types of journey. In addition, the range of multi-journey andmulti-modal tickets
already in use in West Yorkshire would be applied to the Leeds Supertram ensuring a degree fares
integration, albeit diminished by operator-only products and a degree of premium pricing that operators
have applied to multi-operator tickets (PTEs and local authorities have no ability to control the price of
multi-operator tickets other than the rail element when this forms part of a rail “Fares Basket”).

Schemes which were introduced in the early days of the deregulated environment suVered initially from
bus competition. Later schemes have endeavoured to avoid this where possible, and some, like Nottingham,
have a local bus operator involved in tram operations. Scheme outside London, which suVered initial
competition, can now demonstrate reduced competition but have little integration in terms of feeder services
unless the bus operator is also involved in the operation of the tram. Leeds would therefore have the benefit
of knowledge transfer from the previous schemes to believe that bus competition would not be a major issue
after their scheme opened, because of the inherent advantages of the tram. Nevertheless, it is believed that
bidders attach some risk to revenue because of the possibility of competition and the approval to a Quality
Contract would give greater certainty to revenue forecasts and resource utilisation through a truly
complementary role for bus services, including feeder services.

Metro supports the views set out in the National Audit OYce report on Light Rail systems in the UK and
would prefer a stronger specification role in relation to bus services in order to ensure the benefits of
integration that can be seen in continental European systems.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

There can be little doubt that the main barrier is the high initial cost (often the initial high cost reflects the
introduction of major elements of infrastructure eg, Depot, Stabling facilities etc) which means that, despite
significant positive benefit to cost ratios, only a few schemes have been authorised nationally—on average
one every three years. The issue of cost could be reduced through a greater recognition of local transport
needs outside London and the south-east, a greater role of regional and local decision making (and fund
raising) and a change to the way nearly all the costs of utility diversions fall on the promoter.

This means that there is no set process for the development and the procurement of schemes as the delays
mean that changes are inevitable. Each scheme that has been introduced so far has been procured in a
diVerent way and the views on the best method of procurement are once again in flux. Linked to the cost
barrier and the diVerent procurement methods are the constantly changing methods of evaluation adopted
by the Department for Transport, which contrast with the rigidity of the planning and legal processes.
Already Leeds Supertram has had to seek extensions to its “Powers” and may have to repeat this process,
including a potentially lengthy Public Inquiry under the TWA, unless the Scheme funding is resolved
shortly.
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Over the course of time, without a decision to proceed, other issues materialise like changes in
development activity and location, changes in public opinion and changes in national policy, which require
other considerations to be taken into account in the development of the scheme. Hence the adaptation of
schemes over this often lengthy timescale is resource intensive which further adds to the overall cost.

The shape of development in the UK is not as conducive to successful light rail operation as that in
continental Europewhere light rail is themain form of urban transport in almost all major cities. The density
of development in England tends to be lower and highways tend to be narrower. This means that finding
suitable alignments which will attract the levels of patronage necessary to justify light rail is more diYcult
and the conditions are only likely to be found in the larger cities.

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail Systems

The following section reflects the planning and procurement and funding “minefield” in which procurers
and bidders are supposed to function.

In the case of Leeds Supertram both the south line, and the north and east lines have always been justified
both separately and jointly against DfT criteria that predicted that benefits should exceed capital costs.
Confirmation was given in 1993 (including the formal granting of the 1993 Act to build and operate the
South Leeds Tram) by the then DoT that there appeared to be a “robust” case for a Section 56 (S56) (of the
Transport Act 1968) Grant for the South Leeds line. This position remained the case during the early 1990’s
with the Promoters (WYPTE and Leeds City Council) submitting updated documentation on funding
requirements to the DoT as the Scheme moved towards going out to Tender in 1995 as a Design, Build,
Operate & Maintain (DBOM) concession.

Following the bidders submissions further major work was undertaken on the funding profile
requirements for the Scheme. On selection of the preferred bidder for the South Leeds Line a final S56
funding package was presented to the DoT. Again the Scheme was considered robust in terms of value for
money and cost benefits.

However, during the mid 1990’s and the Government’s confirmation that funding via S56 grants would
no longer be available for such major schemes like the tram for the immediate future, the Project was forced
to convert/adapt from a DBOM to a DBFO (Design Build Finance & Operate) concession in line with the
new financing principles of PFI (Private Finance Initiative). Initially the DoT (later the DETR) advised that
the South Leeds Scheme was too far advanced in its procurement and that the PFI route would not apply
(ie, in satisfying all the value for money criteria) to this Scheme. It also became very apparent to the
Promoters that S56 grant funding for major schemes (such as trams) was unlikely to be a possibility.
Considerable (and costly) eVorts were made by the Promoters, following Counsel’s advice, to remain with
the current preferred bidder for the South Leeds Line and try and adapt the current concession proposals
inline with the guidance and requirements for a successful PFI scheme. During the mid to late 1990’s the
preferred bidder along with the Promoter invested considerable time, money and eVort into adapting the
Project to comply with PFI guidance however, due to both the lack of support from the DETR and the
continued lack of possible funding sources, the preferred bidders enthusiasm faded and the Project was left
“hanging” in the balance.

The position was once again changed when in the late 1990’s the “Package” funding process was revised
and updated to one that encouraged longer-term considerations in the form of the Local Transport Plan
(LTP). In the1999 Provisional LTP for West Yorkshire a bid was made for substantial expenditure on the
Leeds Supertram. The Scheme has through out its “life” had, and continues to still have, both LCC all party
support and support from all five West Yorkshire District Councils support, and has remained as the top-
priority in the provisional and full LTP submissions. The full LTP submission was made in 2000, and in
March 2001 the Secretary of State announced confirmation of the “powers” for both the North and East
routes of the proposed Network and approval of the renewal of CPO “powers” for South Leeds. March
2001 also saw the agreement on “funding” for the Network between DfT, the PTA and Leeds City Council.

The whole procurement process re-commenced as a hybrid type PFI/PPP scheme following the DBOM
principles but with elements of private funding. Receipt of the bids in October 2002 confirmed that the
current procurement process and its requirements to transfer most of the “risks” to the private sector
(specifically those relating to utilities and revenue), who remain uneasy about such Schemes in terms of the
risk transfers, manifested itself in bids that were in DfT terms unaVordable and consequently placed the
scheme on hold. A great deal of time and eVort with the current bidders has been spent looking at reducing
Project costs and considering where risk balance could be best achieved within the confines of the current
funding and procurement arrangements and the need to ensure value for money (specifically in terms of the
benefit:cost ratio). This process has included approaches to utility diversion costs, revenue risk sharing for
an initial period and some de-scoping. Cost savings of £1/4 billion have been achieved through this process.
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The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

The Leeds Transport Strategy identified the need to improve public transport on radial corridors into the
city in the form heavy rail improvements, light rail, guided busways and bus priorities, following extensive
consultation. The strategy seeks not only to solve transport problems in the city but also to contribute to
economic, environmental and social inclusion objectives. The most appropriate solution for each corridor
was identified in terms of potential passenger demand, economic/regeneration impact, cost/benefit, speed of
implementation and environmental eVects. This approach has been reflected in the successful investment in
the local rail network, in two guided busway schemes, bus lanes, a high occupancy vehicle lane and other
bus priority measures.

The corridors identified for Supertram were those where heavy rail routes did not exist, where traYc
congestion was a problem and predicted to get substantially worse, where redevelopment/regeneration was
a priority and where potential passenger demand was high. The conclusion of work carried out on the Local
Transport Plan has been to identify Supertram serving Park & Ride sites as the most appropriate transport
solution for the corridors.

Analysis of bus alternatives to the tram shows that they would achieve some of the national, regional and
local objectives and demonstrate value for money. However, whilst they would make a significant
contribution to achieving objectives they represent a less complete solution than the tram. They would be
less successful in facilitating economic growth in Leeds and in supporting the regeneration of deprived
communities. There is substantial evidence that the fixed nature of light rail schemes and associated
investment implies a greater commitment to longer term service operation and has greater influence on
private sector confidence and investment plans.

A conventional bus system with priority measures would enhance public transport provision but would
not be as inherently attractive as a tram (generating less than 20% of the benefits), would not attract the
same degree of transfer from cars (around 10% compared to 30%plus for a light rail system)would represent
a less eYcient use of roadspace (and could not be aVorded the same degree of segregation and priority), and
therefore have less impact on traYc congestion, and would not be as accessible to people with impaired
mobility. Any bus based Park&Ride service needs to guarantee amore eYcient journey than by car in terms
of time and cost. It would need to be operated with a bespoke express service, which even if it could be made
commercially viable, would not deliver the same or an equivalent increase in radial capacity as the tram.
Fewer numbers of trams are needed to carry the same number of passengers (typically a tram can carry up
to 200 passengers, more than double the capacity of a double deck bus). In urban areas the co-ordination
of traYc signals through a central traYc control is vital to achieving priority for public transport. The lower
the number of vehicles then the higher the degree of priority can be achieved and overall delay is reduced.

The current framework for the provision of bus services also forms a barrier to the long-term financial
commitment and arrangements that would be necessary to underpin very substantial investments in bus
services.

The key role that eVective management of the road network has in sustaining the economic growth of
Leeds is fully recognised and a series of demandmanagement measures has already been put in place. These
measures all focus on the re-allocation of road space at specific locations with a view to providing the most
eYcient means of addressing the transport issues, and constraints at that location. Further demand
management will be introduced as appropriate but the fundamental advantages of tram systems as
compared to buses will remain.

There can be little doubt that Businesses, Institutions and local authorities would regard a bus based
alternative as a less attractive alternative to the tram.

Conclusion

The Promoter experience is one of immense frustration. Investment in rapid transit is crucial to the
economic and social well-being of our key City Regions. Our experience, reflected in theNAO report, is that
the industry requires leadership and confidence.

Hopelessly protracted planning requirements, unrealistic reliance on Private Sector risk taking combined
with inadequate funding for public transport (which impacts significantly on DfT’s ability to make positive
decisions) conspires to frustrate Promoters and are a very real barrier to necessary investment in public
transport infrastructure.

The Promoters and all PTEs are committed to working with Government and the industry to agree a
common procurement model and methodology in order to deliver new light rail schemes “quicker, better
and cheaper”.
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Memorandum by Pre Metro Operations (LR 80)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

This company is currently attempting to implement a new light rail scheme utilising the PPM light Railcar
technology at Stourbridge, West Midlands. We are deeply enmeshed in the legal, administrative and
bureaucratic procedures linked to the process and are therefore able to comment on the barriers to the
eYcient and eVective delivery of such schemes.

The Committee will have received a submission on the other areas of the enquiry frommy colleague, John
Parry, John Parry &Associates Limited explaining our philosophy in respect Light Rail andModern Trams
in Britain. I concur with those views. They are therefore not repeated here.

On a personal point, I have been actively involved in the field of public passenger transport for some 32
years. In a previous position as Director of Finance of Centro, I was directly involved in theMidlandMetro
Light Rail scheme up to the point that the contracts were signed. I therefore do have wider LRT experience
and this has influenced the points specifically addressed in this submission. Please feel free to quote from
this submission as you see fit.

1. The Problem Areas

There are several over arching problems which, in my recent, experience have prevented innovation and
therefore the development of properly integrated transport, namely:

(i). Risk aversion—The Transport sector requires tried and tested technology. No one buys a new car
before having test driven it.

(ii). Finance—No one body provides adequate development resources to fully trial and test innovative
vehicles and, more importantly, bring such products to market.

(iii). Bureaucracy: Schemes that break new ground have to wait for the regulatory framework to catch
up or, worse, time is spent trying to fit the unorthodox into a framework that is already approved.

(iv). Political Will: All imaginative schemes or innovative proposals require a “Leader” or a “Local
Champion” to push for progress, particularly at a local level. I currently see very few such people.

(v). Stable Policy Framework: Recent past experience demonstrates that progress cannot be made
within a framework which is constantly in a state of flux.

2. The Barriers

2.1 The following analysis outlines quite pointedly how eVort is required to progress the introduction of
modern technology. It relates to the introduction of a light rail vehicle onto existing infrastructure, on a
Sunday only [for 1 year], fully “Risk assessed” and totally segregated from other Railway activity.

Elapsed time since service concept discussed. 6° years

Bodies Consulted. 18

Bodies requiring legal agreements. 8

Presentations given. 38

Meetings held with the Public Sector and Railway Industry partners. 84

Letters sent. 1,090

Letters received. 850

Emails sent/received 1,500!

3. Achievements

However, despite the above this company believes that the innovative Stourbridge service will commence
during 2005 since we believe our Company Achievements are adequately summarised below.

3.1 In 2003 the PPM vehicle and the operations by PMOL were approved by HMRI. It is important to
note this fact. All safety issues had been addressed following a full “Risk Assessment” and the service could
have commenced. This scenario was based upon tramway/light rail principles, as this had been the basis of
all discussions and considerations since the concept had first been considered.
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3.2 However, the infrastructure owner, Railtrack (now Network Rail) had reservations due to the
innovative nature of the proposal and the diYculty of assimilating the PPM vehicle and operation into their
own procedures based upon Railway Group Standards/Railway Safety Case Regulations and Vehicle
Acceptance processes. It then transpired, following legal advice, that NRIL could not allow operations at
Stourbridge as a tramway for one day per week and as a railway for the other six.

3.3 It must be noted that the period since 2003 has involved tailoring the PPM/PMOL aspirations to fit
into the Railway procedures and processes via a system of derogations, exemptions and temporary
provisions. The original service specification, operational processes or safety requirements have not been
changed.

3.4 The investment by this company and others in the development of the Stourbridge service has been
significant not only in financial terms but also in terms of time spent in the development and lobbying for
an integrated “Community Rail” and light rail strategy. However, a small company cannot raise or commit
such levels again until and unless the major players in the industry continuing to assist. The expenditure and
commitments by PMOL to date totals approximately £175,000 with the company now having accumulated
losses of over £60,000. This is significant for an SME and further assistance is being sought. The following
table provide details on the way expenditure to date has been financed.

Table

TOTAL EXPENDITURE TO DATE HAS BEEN FINANCED AS FOLLOWS:

Finance from: Total
£’000 %

Centro—WMPTE 45.0 25.8
SRA 25.0 14.3
DTI (Innovation “Smart” award) 25.7 14.8
PMOL Directors 50.9 29.2
Other private sector contributors 27.7 15.9

Total 174.3 100.0

P R Evans
Director and Company Secretary

February 2005

Memorandum submitted by the Electric Tbus Group (LR 81)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. Introduction

1.1 The Electric Tbus Group was formed in May 2000 by a number of concerned individuals to promote
the re-introduction of electric trolley vehicles in London as a way of bring about a quieter, cleaner, more
environmentally benign way of travelling within this metropolis. This initial concentration on London has
since extended to promotion of trolley transport in any appropriate location in the United Kingdom or
elsewhere. The Group has no commercial sponsorship from or ties to any commercial or other vested
interest, and all Group members contribute on a purely voluntary basis.

1.2 Most of the Group membership has direct experience of the previous trolleybus systems which
operated in British towns and cities up to the 1970s, as well as knowledge and experience of the modern
trolleybus systems which operate or are being progressively introduced in many cities and towns overseas.

1.3 We would emphasise that the Group promotes trolleybus systems as an important cost-eVective
environmentally friendly well-tried and tested component of an integrated transport system, not as a
universal panacea any more than any other particular kind of public transport can be in all circumstances.
In particular, we are not an anti light rail or anti tram group, but pro public transport and pro cost-eVective,
eVective and sustainable transport.
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2. Comparison of Light Rail and Trolleybus Systems

2.1 Where unused or under-used heavy railway routes are available for conversion to light railway this
may often prove to be the cost-eVective way of providing high quality public transport. In some cases such
existing rail routes may already penetrate into the central areas of cities and towns; in other cases, where
space is available, limited sections of on-street tramwaymay be an appropriate means of enabling such light
rail systems to penetrate the central area and provide maximum accessibility for travellers, particularly
where all or much through traYc has already been removed from the central area through provision of a
bypass and/ or pedestrianisation.

2.2 In general, however, long street tramway systems in modern conditions are likely to prove extremely
expensive and disruptive to implement, and to prove far less cost-eVective than alternative means, such as
trolleybuses, of bringing the environmental and service quality benefits of electric traction to road-based
public transport.

2.3 The fundamental diVerence between trams and trolleybuses is that trams have flanged wheels and run
on rails like a train [whether on reserved track like most railways or in streets on grooved track installed
flush with the road surface]; whereas trolleybuses have conventional rubber tyres for ordinary road surface
and are essentially electrically powered buses.

2.4 Trolleybuses take their electric power from a pair of parallel overhead wires by means of a pair of
booms fitted to the top of the vehicle. Trams normally take their power from a single, thicker overhead wire,
often suspended from a centenary wire, by means of a pantograph fitted to the top of the vehicle.

2.5 The reason trams only use a single electric contact wire is that they use the running rails for the
electrical return to complete the electric circuit to provide the power. Trolleybuses, having no rails, and
indeed being insulated by the rubber tyres, need the second overhead wire to provide the electrical return
and complete the circuit.

2.6 Trolleybuses have advantages over trams in that they can steer round obstructions such as parked
vehicles or accident scenes, or in emergency swerve to avoid an accident themselves, within reason. The
electricity pickup booms swivel so the trolleybus can deviate from the course of the wires. Trolleybuses can
also be fitted with auxiliary power, such as a battery, so that they can go “oZine” away from the route of
the wires if necessary—for example this could be done in instances such as the IRA bomb incident in Ealing
Broadway in 2003. Being rubber-tyred road vehicles trolleybuses also have superior braking capability
compared to trams.

2.7 Trams on the other hand are confined to their fixed track, and are stuck in the event of a blockage of
the line for whatever reason. This is being represented by proponents of street tramways such as the
proposed Uxbridge Road tramway scheme in west London as an advantage of trams in that this dictates
that other traYc has to be removed from the road, or is deterred from obstructive behaviour by the
knowledge that they will be blocking the tramline. This did not stop the previous generation of trams being
obstructed by other road users, however, nor the new trams in places such as Manchester, SheYeld and
Croydon where the tramway runs on the streets.

2.8 In any case trolleybus routes can be given priority by means of bus lanes, or even concrete guided bus
ways [such as have been introduced on some parts of bus routes in Ipswich, Leeds, Bradford etc] where road
space permits, but this can be dispensed with where there is not space to provide an exclusive right of way
for the trolleybus without swamping other, local roads with displaced traYc [as would be the case in Ealing
and all the other town centres along the route of the proposed Uxbridge Road tramway].

2.9 The other disadvantage of trams is the high cost, construction time and disruption which installing
tram lines in the road involves. Modern street tramways necessitate all the mass of underground pipes and
cables [gas, water, electricity, telecom etc] to be relocated away from the route of a street tramway, so that
the tram route is not repeatedly blocked by statutory undertakers excavating to road to get and repair their
pipes or cables. This relocation account for a large proportion of the implementation cost and time for a
street tramway.

2.10 A trolleybus route can be installed for a fraction of the cost and construction time of a street
tramway. Thus much more trolleybus route, and indeed a proper network, can be installed for the price of
a single tram route, and the benefits of electric traction can be gained several years earlier than for an
equivalent street tramway.

2.11 On the other hand, both light rail and trolleybus systems both suVer from the onerous requirements
of the Transport and Works Act. While it is understandable that proposals for new rail infrastructure,
whether on or oV street, should be subject to the degree of public scrutiny required by that Act, the need for
a simple trolleybus system involving no alteration to the road itself, merely the provision of overhead electric
wiring, should be subject to the same time-consuming and costly preliminary legal process, particularly as
utility companies such as electricity and telephone system providers are at liberty to install overhead wires
or cables without any such requirement.
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Even with this burdensome requirement trolleybuses have the potential to provide all or most of the
benefits of a street tramway without many of the attendant disbenefits. Despite this no UK authority has
yet implemented or proposed a modern trolleybus system, while many have pursued or are pursuing light
rail systems. There appear to be several explanations for this. In many cases there are existing railway
corridors available to accommodate much of the route oV-street, but proposals for lengthy street tramways
are also being pursued, nowheremore vigorously than by Transport for London onUxbridgeRoad between
Shepherds Bush and Uxbridge, where a tramway is proposed to replace the existing bus services.

3. Uxbridge Road (West London) Tram Project

3.1 This controversial scheme hasmet considerable andwell-informed local opposition, principally based
on the disruption to traYc and other activities which the scheme would cause both during the protracted
implementation period and on a permanent basis thereafter. The manner in which Transport for London
has conducted the public information and consultation process has added to local concerns and suspicion.

3.2 It is particularly regrettable that this project has become the subject of entrenched party political
stances, with the Labour and Green Party Members on the Greater London Assembly firmly backing the
tram project, and the Liberal and United Kingdom Independence Party Members opposed and urging
consideration of more cost-eVective and less disruptive alternatives such as a trolleybus system.

3.3 While the Electric Tbus Group is not allied in any way to any political party, we consider we can do
no better to illustrate the situation in respect of the Uxbridge Road tram project than quote the following
submission by the Liberal Party to the Greater London Assembly’s inquiry into this project:

On the basis of the very detailed information given to the Liberal Democrat Assembly members and
research team by Transport for London’s Project Team, they cannot at this stage support the
continuation of the West London Transit project proposed by the Mayor of London.

Liberal Democrats do not believe that at a currently estimated cost of £650 million, building a
tramway along the Uxbridge Road from Shepherds Bush to Uxbridge will be good value for money
for Londoners. They note that the original estimate given for the project was around £425 million.

They are not satisfied the “pinch points” along the route, especially at Acton High Street and Ealing
Broadway, will be satisfactorily resolved by the current proposals, or that the concerns of residents
in Ealing Borough about traYc displacement from the tram route have been met.

Liberal Democrats believe Transport for London have grossly overestimated the costs and
underestimated the benefits of an alternative electric trolleybus scheme for the route. It has been
represented to the Assembly’s Transport Committee that a Transit scheme using trolleybuses, with
most of the benefits of the tram and indeed certain advantages over it, could be provided at one-eighth
of the cost of a tram. Even if the trolleybus cost was one quarter of the tram cost, it would represent
a saving of £487 million.

Transport for London accept that their original consultation was inept. The anxieties of residents were
unnecessarily alarmed by the original document which indicated that residential side roads would be used to
divert traYc from the Uxbridge Road when the tramway was built. Although huge eVorts have been made since
by TfL to work with residents’ and community groups, the situation remains that 30 of these groups (who
worked for many hours with TfL’s Project Team) came out in opposition to the tram proposal earlier this year.

Liberal Democrats accept that it is the sincere conviction of the Mayor and the Project Team that the West
London Tram is a necessary—indeed vital—development along a route corridor that is projected to become
even more seriously congested over the next 10 years. Their mindset is manifestly that while they will make
every eVort to accommodate and ameliorate objections from the local community and business people the tram
must go through. The assumption continues to be that everyone in the area and travelling through it will in time
adapt to the West London Tram.

Liberal Democrats do not accept that Transport for London necessarily know better than local communities
what is in their best interests. They are concerned that TfL’s focus on the Tram as the only acceptable solution
has caused them to devalue other solutions to the Uxbridge Road’s traYc problems.

The most attractive of these alternatives appears to us to be the electric trolleybus. We should stress that we
do not know whether the trolleybus is a practicable solution, but it appears to have considerable benefits. It
seems very odd indeed that it has not been considered more seriously—especially in TfL’s very diYcult financial
situation.

Modern trolleybus systems are highly successful in dozens of cities worldwide. The vehicles, being electric,
are emission-free, providing very rapid acceleration and a smooth and silent ride. Indeed the individual cars can
be almost identical to the tramcars, except that they have rubber wheels and can be steered. There is no need
for expensive permanent way or a deep trackbed which may involve disturbing mains and services. The
trolleybus has a facility whereby it can disconnect from the overhead wires and run on batteries—giving it a
flexibility to go oV route (or for example uphill to Ealing Hospital entrance)—which the tram cannot match
and which might be vital in emergencies.
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Two trolleybuses operating in convoy could carry 280 passengers—very little short of the single tram. When
the trolleybus encounters illegally parked vehicles (Ealing Borough Council oYcers have explained that it is
extremely diYcult to enforce against such parking) it can manoeuvre round them. A tram would have to stop
until the parked vehicle in its path was removed. It may well be that drivers would be less likely to park on
tramtracks but we have no confidence that this can be guaranteed.

Liberal Democrats are NOT proposing a trolleybus system, but we do call on the Mayor and Transport for
London to investigate this very much cheaper alternative more seriously—not least because it may also be
appropriate for other public transport routes that need to be upgraded elsewhere in London.

3.4 We are particularly concerned that senior staV responsible for this project have not been above
providing seriousmis-information to theGreater LondonAssembly Transport Committee informal session.
For example the Transport for London’s Project Director for the Uxbridge Road tram scheme, Tim Jones,
told thatCommittee in formal session on 16 September 2004 that a trolleybus schemewould require a vehicle
stabling depot twice the size of a tram depot. This is complete rubbish—a trolleybus stabling depot would
need to be no larger than the equivalent tram depot, and it is of serious concern that a Transport for London
oYcial should so mis-inform such a body, whether wilfully or from ignorance.

Successful Trolleybus Systems Overseas

There are in fact at least as many trolleybus systems operating worldwide than light rail or tram systems.
Among successful modern trolleybus systems reasonably near at hand which the Committee may find it
beneficial to consider, and if appropriate visit, are those in Arnhem (Netherlands), Salzburg (Austria),
Lyons (France) and Athens (Greece). The Italian capital Rome is due shortly to open the first phase of a
new trolleybus system serving the city.

In Arhem the transport operators have seen ridership increases in the order of 17% on routes converted
from diesels on a “like-for-like” basis. When completed their five year “Trolley 2000” strategy is expected
to see passenger levels 21% higher than it would have been under the best type of diesel buses.

In Salzburg ridership increases have been 16% and the city has recently started a five year plan of
trolleybus expansion which will include several brand new trolleybus routes (one of which will be an express
service with the overhead wiring configured for overtaking) and converting several more diesel routes to
electric operation. These plans will mean that within two years Salzburg will have achieved an almost total
elimination of diesel buses from its streets. This is being done for environmental reasons.

5. Conclusions

5.1 Light rail may be themost suitable system for providing high quality public transport along corridors
where under-used or unused rail lines enable a wholly or largely oV-street system to be provided. However,
where substantial lengths of street running are unavoidable a trolleybus system is likely to prove far more
cost-eVective and less disruptive, providing all or most of the benefits of light rail at a fraction of the
construction time and cost and temporary and permanent disruption.

5.2 Regardless of these considerations, some authorities in the UK, notably Transport for London,
appear to be pursuing street-based tramway projects without investigating properly the possibility of
providing the environmental and service quality benefits of electric traction by means of much cheaper and
less disruptive modern trolleybus systems, which are being increasingly and successfully implemented
outside the United Kingdom.

February 2005

Memorandum submitted by Manchester City Council (LR 82)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

The Committee has received a memorandum from Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Authority
and Executive. Manchester City Council is lead authority for transport within Greater Manchester and I
act as Clerk to the Authority.

I write also to endorse this submission and to add the following comments on behalf of Manchester
City Council.

There is a wide and growing body of research that places excellent transport links as one of the most
influential determinants of where companies will locate in the future. Professor Michael Parkinson’s recent
study for the Deputy Prime Minister, for instance, showed that connectivity—along with a small number
of other conditions such as a skilled workforce—is a key enabler of competitiveness and critical to success.
Indeed, there are very few examples of successful regions around the world that do not have good transport
links, or of successful regions that do not have well connected cities—at international, national and local
levels—at their heart.
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The most productive businesses operate in the most demanding international markets and will therefore
tend to cluster in areas with superior accessibility. Hence the growth of the knowledge economy and general
popularity of London and the “Greater South East” as a business location. However, the UK’s major
regional cities are relatively poorly served in comparison and positively second-rate compared to our EU
and global equivalents and this surely must be a factor in the widening UK regional prosperity gap.

Manchester is transforming itself into a world-class regional capital city, one that is increasingly
categorised as a City of Opportunity rather than a centre of decline. We are leading the way on the urban
renaissance outside London—indeed theDeputy PrimeMinister has dubbed the City the “UK regeneration
capital”. This is recognised within relevant Government initiatives that, importantly, are also increasingly
highlighting transport as a key issue. For example, theNorthernWayGrowth Strategy, which will underpin
the Government’s objective to reduce the persistent North-South growth and prosperity gap, highlights
Manchester’s key role in driving the North of England economy and explicitly states that Metrolink Phase
3 has a critical role to play in delivering the Strategy.

Metrolink has undoubtedly been a key factor in our recent economic revival and the Phase 3 expansion
underpins Greater Manchester’s entire regeneration future. Recent independent research by leading
consultants tells us that without Phase 3,

— 28% of the projected 100,000 new jobs may be lost—many new labour market participants would
come from some of the UK’s most deprived communities

— this equates to £1.8 billion GVA losses by 2020

— private sector confidence will be undermined and will potentially result in major lost investment

— brownfield land may well remain underdeveloped, aVecting Government targets

It is also important to note that Government made a very public commitment to funding the Phase 3
expansions in March 2000. A four-year procurement process then ensued, during which time Manchester
worked constructively with Government at all stages of the process following, I would emphasise, DfT
procurement rules/requirements right through to BAFO bids. While we accept that costs went up during
this period, this was not surprising because of the time delay alone but coupled with developments elsewhere
in the transport sector over this period that resulted in an increasingly risk-averse private sector, it was in
fact inevitable and indeed not unique to Manchester.

Following the Secretary of State’s announcement in July 2004 that the previously agreed funding of
£520 million had been withdrawn, a public “Get Back on Track” campaign was launched in Greater
Manchester and the PrimeMinister subsequently established aMetrolinkWorking Party to carry out a full
review of Phase 3.

Local oYcials submitted a revised case in September 2004 that we believe:

— Demonstrated Metrolink is the optimum solution for the specified corridors, in the context of the
July 04 Transport White Paper.

— Set out the full economic costs and disbenefits of delaying or failing to deliver Metrolink Phase 3.

— Addressed cost/aVordability issues, including the definition of new revenue sharing and risk
arrangements.

— Put forward proposals for re-structuring the financing of Phase 3, following a review of
procurement options.

— Addressed how the new measures available in the White Paper might be used to maximise
patronage and therefore support the viability of Metrolink as part of Greater Manchester’s
integrated transport strategy.

DfT oYcials actively promoted bus alternatives, and this required further evaluation of these alternatives.
We undertook this diligently, and examined routes, vehicle types, possible integration strategies with heavy
rail and other bus networks. We also produced patronage forecasts, costs and revenue, and benefit profiles.
A very comprehensive assessment and the following key outcomes were presented to the Working Party:

— None of the bus alternatives could be delivered within the funding envelope of £520 million agreed
for Metrolink in December 2002. Significant additional resources would be required, probably of
the order of £100 million. This brought into even sharper focus the fact that re-pricing the value
of the £520 million, as agreed in December 2002, into today’s prices would give us £645 million
. . . enough to build at least two Metrolink lines.

— Bus-based alternatives would deliver very significantly reduced benefits in comparison with
Metrolink. Examples:

— Buses would remove about 2.2 million car journeys from the system, compared with
5.6 million through Metrolink.

— Buses would have more limited capacity to cater for demand: 12.3 million a year instead of
the 18 million carried by Metrolink.

— User benefits would be 302 for buses, compared with 1,143 for Metrolink. Non-User benefits
for buses were shown as 168, compared to 502 for Metrolink.
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— The cost to benefit ratio for buses were about 1.5:1 compared to Metrolink’s 2.6:1.

— There were also very significant capacity constraints within Manchester city centre that made a
bus-based solution impracticable, certainly in the absence of very aggressive and immediate
demand restraint measures in relation to the use of the car.

— We made the point that our fundamental objection to the bus option was that it did not provide
the scale of capacity and benefits we were seeking. The Manchester city-region economy is
reinventing itself. We had demonstrated our capacity to improve competitiveness, we had created
more than 25,000 new jobs over the last few years, and we were confidently predicting more than
100,000 new jobs over the next 10 years throughout Greater Manchester. This growth profile was
unsustainable without the public transport capacity for people to access job markets.

— Our transport strategy was fully integrated with local and national regeneration plans and
programmes. Indeed, we were one of the very few areas in the country which had not only created
jobs, but had also seen a change in modal share in favour of public transport.

We positively welcome the Government’s recent reinstatement of the £520 million funding package and
the PrimeMinister’s public support for the principle of Metrolink at the Sustainable Communities Summit
in Manchester earlier this month.

In terms of next steps, a submission has now beenmade to theDfT for a package of essential maintenance/
improvement works to Phases 1 and 2 to ensure the system continues to operate eVectively and eYciently
such that it remains an attractive alternative to the car. This funding bid covers capacity enhancement; stop
and vehicle improvement to bring them up to the new legislative standards required under the Disability
Discrimination Act (DDA) and Road Vehicle Accessibility Regulations (RVAR) and track renewal works
to address the question of poor ride quality, primarily on the Bury line.

We are also currently engaged in developing an Integrated Transport Strategy for the Phase 3 corridors
for submission to the DfT in the Spring. The plan will address:

— Delivery of the Metrolink Phase 3 network, including funding options.

— Better links between bus, rail and Metrolink.

— New measures to encourage more people to use public transport.

— Ideas to get the most out of the local rail network.

— Better ticketing and smarter travel choices; park and ride; improved transport interchanges and
intelligent transport systems like “real-time” passenger information.

In closing I would reaYrmManchester’s commitment toMetrolink.We have proved that it works. It gets
people out of their cars and onto public transport and it’s good for the environment. In fact, it meets all the
objectives we share with Government, and that is why we are determined to deliver Phase 3 and to build
upon that for the future economic and social success of Greater Manchester, the North West of England
and the UK as a whole.

I can confirm that the Passenger Transport Authority andExecutive and the City Council would be happy
to give oral evidence, if the Committee would find that useful.

Sir Howard Bernstein
Chief Executive

February 2005

Memorandum submitted by Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Authority and Executive (LR 83)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Introduction

Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Authority and Greater Manchester Passenger Transport
Executive welcome the opportunity to submit to the Transport Select Committee its views on the future of
light rail.

In July 2000, GMPTA/E published its plans to develop a countywide, high quality, integrated transport
network which had three components:

— a heavy rail strategy—upgrading the overall quality of services across the conurbation;

— a quality bus corridor strategy—extending a 200km quality bus network across Greater
Manchester; and

— a light rail strategy—building on the success of Phases 1 and 2 of Metrolink.
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All three strategies are essential in delivering a fully integrated network which meets the needs of the
conurbation and the local business community and which will deliver a high quality attractive public
transport alternative to encourage significant modal shift.

An integrated public transport system needs at its core the existence of a system of fast, frequent, high
capacity public transport links supported by feeder services at a number of interchange points. For Greater
Manchester the Metrolink system will create this central spinal network providing a step change in quality
and capacity. It will provide a fast, high capacity network giving a high quality, frequent service, attracting
people out of their cars, boosting regeneration and reducing social inclusion.

1. The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

The benefits of Metrolink in Greater Manchester have been demonstrated for almost 13 years and are
considerable.Metrolink delivers fast, frequent, fully accessible and reliable services providing a comfortable
and safe journey. The Metrolink system is flexible, attractive, penetrates the regional (Manchester city)
centre, linking the two main heavy rail stations at Victoria and Piccadilly, connects with new centres of
economic activity and has been and can be installed at a far lower cost than heavy rail. Metrolink’s
advantage is that it operates at high speed on segregated track and then changes to operate on-street as a
tram, ideal for giving good access into urban centres. The system has demonstrated its ability to generate
substantial modal shift and to support regeneration. The system is popular with local residents and
businesses and further extensions will help provide greater operational eVectiveness and wider journey
opportunities.

Metrolink already carries 19 million passengers per year, having experienced steady patronage growth in
a declining public transport market and suVers from overcrowding, especially in the peak periods. But for
Metrolink some 3.5 million of these journeys would have been made by car, with the roads running parallel
to Metrolink having seen traYc reductions of up to 10%. Within an area of 2km of the line between 14%
and 50% of car trips to destinations served by Metrolink have switched to Metrolink.

The capital costs of light rail, whilst high, remain lower than those of heavy rail or road construction. On
heavily used corridors, however, the benefits outweigh these costs. The three lines of the phase 3 extensions
to Metrolink were anticipated to be delivered under a single contract, however the respective costs and
economic benefits of each line can be summarised as follows:

Capital Length Forecast Car Accident Benefit to
Cost Patronage journeys Savings Cost

Saved Appraisal
£m km M m £m £m

Oldham/Rochdale 276 24 6.4 1.5 6.4 2.5:1
Ashton 205 10 5.4 2.0 9.6 2.1:1
South Manchester 283 21 6.2 2.1 11.9 2.7:1
Total 764 55 17.9 5.6 27.9 2.6:1

The existing Metrolink system is 37km in length, carries 19 million passengers per year and takes
£3.5 million journeys oV the road each year. To put this into context, Metrolink carries more passengers
than the whole of the local (180km) heavy rail network—with only a fraction of the rolling stock capacity.

Greater Manchester has shown through Phase 1 and 2 of Metrolink that high quality public transport is
essential to improve the accessibility of town and city centres, attracting development and stimulating
investment into local communities. The Salford Quays extension for example cost £150 million but created
over 3,000 permanent jobs, stimulated £60 million of investment by business and boosted the economy of
Greater Manchester by £70 million per year.

In 2004 GMPTE commissioned further independent research that showed that Metrolink will enhance
the economic competitiveness of the region, securing regeneration and increasing the economic output
(GDP) of Greater Manchester by £1.4 billion per annum.Metrolink will benefit the most deprived areas by
permanently extending the geographical limits of residents search for employment and training
opportunities, thereby leading to reduced unemployment and increased rate of economic activity.Metrolink
will also improve the operational eYciency of businesses, giving them permanent access to a larger labour
market (thereby reducing costs and improving productivity) as well as a larger customer catchment. By
extending Metrolink the public sector is sending a potent signal to the investment market of its long-term
commitment to securing urban revival.
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The regeneration and social inclusion impacts of Metrolink future expansion can be demonstrated as
follows:

No of Residents
Within Without Within Development Numbers of Jobs

800m of car 800m of sites Created (range)
stop stop in

Deprived
Areas

No’s No’s
Oldham/Rochdale 113,000 54% 53,000 58 5,600– 6,400
Ashton 51,000 56% 20,000 23 3,200– 5,500
South Manchester 97,000 53% 33,000 23 5,500– 8,600

261,000 54% 10,6000 104 14300– 20,500

It is also important to emphasise the ongoing savings to the Treasury of converting heavy rail lines to
Metrolink, through replacement of subsidised heavy rail services with unsubsidised, privately (and
profitably) operated tram services, as the successful conversion of the Altrincham and Bury heavy rail lines
for Metrolink Phases 1/2 demonstrates. The conversion of Oldham and Rochdale heavy rail lines as part of
the Phase 3 package will save the Treasury about £125 million in subsidy over 25 years (currently about £5
million pa within the Northern Franchise) and up to £60 million in infrastructure renewals that will be
required if Metrolink conversion does not take place.

2. What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

The existing Metrolink lines are successful because they:

— Serve a major urban conurbation.

— Have major traYc attractions at the end of routes.

— Serve corridors with significant volumes of traYc.

— OVer a service competitive with other competing modes.

Furthermore it is successful because it has a number of features delivering benefits to users and
potential users:

(a) Competitive journey times compared to other modes (car and bus).

(b) It delivers a level of predictable regular and reliable journey time and service patterns using a high
degree of segregation from traYc, with priority at junctions.

(c) Personal safety is perceived as good with CCTV at stops and on tram and visible staYng on the
system.

(d) Good key interchanges with other modes eg several park and ride, bus interchanges at Altrincham,
Bury, Piccadilly and train interchanges at Piccadilly and Victoria.

The three lines comprising Phase 3 also have these same characteristics. Integration of the tram network
with either existing public transport services (bus and rail) is also a prerequisite for success. That is why
Metrolink will not only provide key interchanges with bus and rail, but why we will aim to redesign bus
routes and services to operate in a complementary fashion through feeder services, integrated timetables and
easy to purchase tickets.

3. How Effectively is Light Rail used as part of an Integrated Transport System

Any successful integrated transport system is dependent upon the existence of a fast, frequent, high
capacity public transport system as its core network. In the case of Greater Manchester, Metrolink will
provide this spinal network, complemented by improved interchange facilities between train, rail and bus
services.

There are four aspects of integration—integration between modes, through integrated ticketing and
information, integration at stations, and co-ordination between modes. The future phases ofMetrolink will
provide the following integration with other modes and integration and stations:

Air—Provides potential for direct Metrolink services to Manchester Airport from east, north-east and
south Greater Manchester corridors.

Rail—Direct services to Manchester Piccadilly, Victoria, Manchester Airport, Rochdale and Ashton for
the national and regional trains and in addition Deansgate and Baguley will provide links to the regional
rail network.
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Bus—Bus/Metrolink interchange facilities will be provided at Ashton, Oldham Mumps and Rochdale.
In addition improved facilities will be provided at Manchester Piccadilly Gardens, Manchester Shudehill,
Chorlton, Hardy Farm,NorthernMoor,Wythenshawe Park, Baguley, Roundthorn,Wythenshawe Centre,
Benchill and Manchester Airport.

Park and Ride—New Park and Ride sites provided at AshtonWest (Ashton &M60 Jct 23), Derker (East
Oldham, Royton Lees & Springhead) and Hollinwood (South Oldham, North Manchester & M60)

Walking/Cycling—Increased likelihood of walking and cycling interchange with new stops located to
serve new catchment areas.

Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Executive has a comprehensive information service across all
modes for planning your journey and has also a good range of multi-modal tickets, through the voluntary
partnership of bus, rail and tram operators.

With regard to integration of services certain of the Greater Manchester Quality Bus Corridors have the
potentil to provide high frequency, high quality services to feed Metrolink:

— The section of the Bolton-Bury-Rochdale corridor serving Rochdale.

— The sections of the Rochdale-Oldham-Ashton-Hyde corridor serving Rochdale, Oldham and
Ashton town centres.

— The section of the corridor east of Oldham that serves Oldham with an interchange at Oldham
Mumps stop.

— The section of the Stalybridge-Ashton-Manchester corridor between Stalybridge and Ashton
serving Ashton town centre.

— The network or corridors feeding Metrolink in the Wythenshawe area.

The Transport Act 2000 gave transport authorities outside London powers to introduce a form of
regulation of bus services through Quality Bus Contracts (QCs). DfT contends that this has the potential
for improving the justification for integration of light rail services with other modes, where bus competition
prevents co-ordination of services and GMPTA/E is investigating the use of QCs in terms of Metrolink
Phase 3. However, it must be emphasised that QCs are currently untested and far from straightforward in
terms of implementation. While the reduction of the minimum statutory period from approval to
introduction from 21 to six months announced in the 2004White Paper is welcomed,DfT’s newly-published
guidance suggests the practicability test remains a complex and potentially very lengthy process. This,
coupled with uncertainty on delivery is not conducive to decisive, confident planning of services and routes.

Scope may, however, exist to provide or strengthen networks of high quality feeder services to Metrolink
at Rochdale, Oldham, Ashton, Wythenshawe, Manchester Airport interchanges and at other points on the
lines where there is potential for bus feeders. This could potentially be achieved in some circumstances using
existing Quality Partnerships or by the use of the PTA’s tendering powers. In other circumstances, Quality
Contracts may be necessary:

— If it becomes essential to protect such services from competition fromother services thatmay aVect
their viability.

— To ensure that the tram and bus timetables allow passengers to make connections. The latter point
may be important in the evenings and at other times of day when services are less frequent.

— If it is necessary to ensure that particular types of vehicle are provided on a consistent basis (eg fully
accessible buses) where this could not be achieved through a quality partnership scheme.

— To ensure that the services are operated to an enhance standard of reliability.

Quality Contracts may also be required to protect the investment in the Metrolink network as a whole,
or individual parts of it, from excessive competition from bus services and/or predatory pricing by bus
operators. While this has not been a significant problem on Metrolink 1 & 2, there is at least one incidence
of a major bus operator specifically targeting resources, including the newest buses in their fleet, to compete
against Metrolink.

4. Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

One of the key barriers to the implementation of any light rail scheme is delay by Government in making
funding decisions. While accepting that, where public money is being spent, Government has a duty to
ensure it is getting value for money, undue delays are being experienced. For example, it took from April
2002 to December 2002 for DfT to give the go-ahead to proceed to the BAFO bidding stage of Metrolink
Phase 3. Following receipt of those bids, it took from December 2003 to July 2004 for DfT to make a
decision; this despite DfT being made aware of the scale of increase of grant requirement as early as July
2003 and ameeting between oYcials and the TransportMinister in February 2004 at which oYcials believed
agreement had finally been reached on a way forward. However, no further contact was made between
February 2004 and the unexpected announcement by the Secretary of State in July 2004 that the scheme was
“not approved” and previously agreed funding had beenwithdrawn. Such delays, particularly in the absence
of any explanation for months of inaction, are not acceptable. During these delays no allowance is made of
escalating costs or changes in market conditions in the approved level of grant. In the case ofMetrolink had
due allowance beenmade the £520million approved grant is estimated to have escalated by over £60million.
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The National Audit OYce (NAO) raised a number of concerns over the development of light rail.
GMPTA/E’s response to these concerns are as follows:

— TheNAO report notes that European comparison schemes benefit from a greater number of stops
and vehicles, which maximises the patronage base. The Phase 3 proposal has been developed
exactly on this basis, by seeking to deliver a larger fleet of vehicles to serve an expanded network
of stops, including potential new stops on existing lines.

— The NAO report highlights the need for light rail schemes to be delivered in areas of maximum
activity. The Phase 3 lines meet this challenge by linking three major town centres and the region’s
international airport with Manchester city centre, as well as major residential areas and key areas
of projected future regeneration and economic growth, such as Central Park, Kingsway and
Ashton Moss.

— The NAO report also highlights the importance of fare levels in maximising patronage. Under the
single contract, it is proposed to monitor fare levels to ensure that they are competitive with
alternatives including car travel and revenue risk sharing will provide additional opportunities to
influence operational outcomes. We have already implemented a Ticketing Scheme under the
Transport Act 2000, which will be used to ensure that through fares are provided between bus and
Metrolink.We already have through rail-Metrolink fares throughoutGreaterManchester and rail
tickets to centralManchester fromwithin the county include freeMetrolink use in the central zone
as part of the ticket price. These measures will help to maximise patronage.

— The NAO report discusses the importance of delivering schemes that integrate with wider local
transport networks. The Phase 3 proposal seeks to maximise the network’s future patronage levels
by utilising all integration tools. Integration is facilitated by the design of the network, which
interchanges with heavy rail and bus networks at key town/city centre facilities. Elsewhere, we will
support the network by complementary bus measures through the Quality Bus Corridor network,
quality partnership arrangements and, if necessary and possible, Quality Contracts. This is
discussed in greater detail in the “White Paper Policies” commentary below.

— Finally, theNAO report highlights the role of park and ride. TheMetrolink Phase 3 proposal seeks
to maximise the potential that light rail holds for park and ride. Up to 1,000 dedicated spaces are
proposed for the new Phase 3 lines, in addition to additional parking facilities to be provided along
the existing Bury, Altrincham and Eccles lines. Park and Ride is already a key feature of the
existing system with 3,500 spaces at rail or Metrolink stations. A strategic approach to park and
ride is being developed, which overall could potentially double the number of spaces through the
implementation of our second LTP.

5. The Effect of DifferentFinancing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the OverallCost of Light

Rail Systems

Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Executive embarked on its procurement of the Metrolink
expansion as a Design Build Fund Operate contract in accordance with PFI/PPP principles as determined
by Government’s, national procurement policy for light rail schemes. This form of contract transfers the
risks of design, construction, operation and maintenance to the private sector. It is worth noting that when
Metrolink procurement was first considered, in 1988, independent analysis concluded that separation of the
contracts to design and build and then operate and maintain by the public sector, where the public sector
took the revenue risk, would oVer the opportunity to reduce the costs of the scheme, but this approach was
rejected by the then Government.

The public sector funding requirement has increased through the various stages of the bid process as
follows:

Initial Funding Invitation to Bid Final Bids Best
Approval (July 2000) (Jan 02) and Final (Oct 03)

Capital cost of 3 lines (inclusive of risk 513 667 764
allowance)
Phase 1/2 Renewals 13 38 60

526 705 824
Less Funded by:
Private Sector 216 252 60
Cash Flows from Operation 58 (23) 23
Manchester Airport 50 36 36

324 36 119
Grant Requirement 202 440 705
Compensation to outgoing 80 80 80
Concessionaire
Total Public Sector Requirement 282 520 785
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Between 2002 andMid 2003 it seemed apparent that funders, sponsors, etc were seeking greater certainty
of profits and had become more risk averse. This was consistent with the negative published research and
articles on rail and light rail at this time eg Standard and Poors, Carillion’s losses on NET (and their
announcement of their withdrawal from light rail), Network Rail financing and the enforced restructuring
of Croydon Tram link. Furthermore with alternative contracts in other PFI sectors being oVered by
Government, light rail was seen as being less attractive, exacerbated by light rail bids being the only sector
where sponsors and banks needed to take any material volume (revenue) risk. This significant change in
market sentiment was manifesting itself with prices coming in from suppliers for equipment and
infrastructure works much higher than previously given.

Sponsors and funders were taking a rather more pessimistic view of Phase 3 revenues than previously and
taking a cautious view on operating costs, especially with respect to maintenance and renewal costs. Hence
the reduction in concession funding was explained by a reduction in the cautious view being taken of the
cashflows being generated from Operations.

This view was independently confirmed by NMRothschild & Sons who concluded that after the funding
decision had been made in December 2002 there had been a significant downturn in the private sector’s
appetite for light rail sector risk. This had led to the banks discounting revenues by 30–40% and generally
making a cautious assessment of the project’s economics ie higher capital costs, higher operating costs and
lower revenues. Hence the amount of private finance reduced and the amount of funding required from the
public sector increased.

The existing procurement process followed in Greater Manchester has been conducted by a very
experienced team. Competition has been strong through all stages, with four bidders down-selected to two
in December 2002 in order for BAFO to proceed. There is also little doubt that bidder groups were, and
remain extremely keen, to “win the contract”.

The key issue is whether the Concession structure, remains the most appropriate procurement route and,
in particular, whether the concessionaire has the potential to make excessive profits, the extent to which the
Construction Joint Venture can inflate costs unreasonably and, finally, whether a single contract approach
oVers the opportunity for prudent pricing of risk. On the first issue, a concern would be that the
Concessionaire could make “super-profits”, having taken a cautious approach to revenues and to
operational and maintenance expenditure, albeit bidders have operations expenditure costs in line with our
own expectations and have base case revenues higher than our own advisers, hence the opportunity for
earning excessive profits is not considered great. To protect, in any event, the public sector interest, GMPTE
have included two mechanisms in the Concession Agreement, which will to a large degree, ensure “super-
profits” are not all taken by the private sector, in the event that the out-turns are much better than expected.
The first mechanism is a profit sharing clause where profits above the sponsors agreed return are shared
80:20 (compared to the more typical solution of 50:50). The second mechanism is through the capturing of
refinancing gains of which at least 50% is to accrue to the public sector.

On the issue of construction prices, GMPTE’s consultant have made diligent enquiry into the capital
expenditure with each bidder and have also made their own independent assessment of the level of capex
on the bids. They consider that after making due allowance for risk they believe that the capital costs are
realistic and further the construction joint venture is not making excessive profits. It has also been agreed
with bidders that where contingency sums had been included these would be shared to the extent they were
unused at the end of the construction period.

The final question with regard to the PFI/PPP structure relates to whether value is being distorted by
integrating the construction and operational risk profile, in one single contractual approach. Whilst
conventional wisdom has been that the public sector secures best value by requesting those who build the
system to then operate it, it is possible that in a market with little appetite for risk, values are being driven
down by the overall risk profile of the project. The true answer to the question is that no-one knows, but
the way to protect the public sector in the future is through a condition in the Contract Documents—as is
the case with Metrolink Phase 3—to enforce a re-financing of the concession at a later date. In this way the
public sector will have the capacity to capture in full the benefits of an “easing” of the risk profile (after
construction) and when operations are fully bedded in.

In addition to undertaking the above analysis, alternative procurement strategies have been considered
to see whether these may oVer a better deal for the public sector. These alternatives range from looking at
shorter term concessions, revenue risk sharing and to considering the DLR (Docklands Light Rail) model
and rebidding a Design and Construct Contract separately from a new concession to Operate.

On the face of it the option that may oVer best value for the public sector is to fundamentally change the
procurement approach and move towards separate construction and operations contracts. The advantages
are more illusory than real however.

(i) There is now no such thing in the present market place as a complete risk transfer in relation to
constructing and delivering rail projects “without having to pay high premiums”. There is
therefore no evidence to suggest that a separate design and build contract would involve lower
costs to the public sector than the present procurement method.
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(ii) Only by eliminating construction risk, and the public sector assuming this entirely for itself, would
costs be reduced in the first instance. Public policy recognises however the problems of this
approach and questions whether in fact reductions would be achieved once the costs of the risk
had emerged, in the final out-turn price.

(iii) Fundamentally changing the contractual approach would involve long contract delays. A
minimumdelay of 24monthswould be the outcome, whichwould cost aminimum increase in costs
of £75m given construction industry inflation. This would mean the need for cost eYciencies in
excess of 10% to be captured just to stand still—a very high-risk strategy given the dynamics of
the market place now and for the foreseeable future.

The key issue for GMPTA/E and DfT was whether the cost profile of the bids was reasonable having
regard to the risk profile the bidders are assuming. The view of the PTA/PTE, with support from its specialist
advisers, is that it is reasonable and unlikely to be significantly better if an alternative procurement approach
is pursued. Only by changing fundamentally the risk profile of the project would this conclusion tend to
change without any certainty that cost benefits would ultimately be captured by the public sector.

6. The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail such as Increased Investment in Buses

A feature of light rail is its ability to carry significantly more passengers than conventional or other bus
based alternatives. Furthermore any bus-based system will exacerbate congestion caused by the already
large numbers of buses congregating in city centres, where there is little or no spare capacity for buses to
terminate.

There is also evidence that developers are reluctant to commit to major regeneration schemes on the basis
of bus based transport links serving the area.

It should be noted that the range of bus alternatives to light rail that are operationally and/or technically
proven is very small. However, it is also the case that the alternatives have a lower capacity than light rail
and therefore their main application is in oVering a system (including guidance and/or extend power supply)
where demand does not justify light rail. The small capacity of buses is inadequate where there is likely to
be high traYc volumes, as in the case of Metrolink.

In passenger demand terms there is very little evidence as to whether these bus based systems will achieve
significant modal shift and attract patronage especially from the car, and therefore, the extent to which they
can be as eVective as light rail in this regard. Typically light rail will attract 15%–20% modal transfer
compared to bus at 4%–6%. Overall passenger forecasts for bus alternatives are 25% lower than those for
Metrolink. Therefore the scale of benefits will be significantly lower than those of light rail. In addition, with
regard to capital costs, whichever mode is used to provide the quality and capacity, certain costs (land
acquisition, statutory undertaking service diversions, bridges and tunnels) will be incurred. This means that
bus based systems also have a high cost of delivery—and the more “tram-like” the bus system, the more
tram-like are the costs.

Journey times are an important issue for passengers and potential passengers. Buses do not perform as
well due to their journey times being longer than light rail. Some examples of journeys where Metrolink out
performs the bus alternative are shown below:

Bus Metrolink

Oldham—City Centre 42 33
Wythenshawe—Airport 30 21
Chorlton—City Centre 36 21
Ashton—City Centre 44 36
Droylsden—City Centre 23 16

On the basis of the work done by GMPTE, none of the bus alternatives in any of the three Phase 3
corridors delivered the scale of benefits of light rail, as shown below:

Metrolink Phase 3 All Bus

Operational Commencement 2009–10 2012–13
Capital Costs £764 million £527 million
Annual Revenues pa 20.0 15.4
Operating Costs pa 17.1 16.1
Passenger Journey per Annum 18.0 million 13.4 million
Car Journeys Removed per Annum 5.6m 2m
User Benefits 1,143 364
Non User Benefits 502 226
Total Benefits 1,645 590
Benefit Cost Ratio 2.6 1.91
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The above clearly demonstrates that Metrolink has:

— A superior benefit to cost ratio

— Total benefits nearly three times those of Bus

— Will carry 25% more passengers than Bus

— Will take 3.6 million journeys oV the road each year.

— Will generate an operating surplus where the bus alternative will require a Council Tax subsidy,
contrary to Government policy

Conclusions

Increasingly, the evidence shows that the best performing economies are those that are underpinned by
modern, dynamic public transport systems, which provide fast, convenient and reliable services. There is no
doubt that connectivity is critical to economic and social success.

What the evidence also shows is that there is no substitute for long term and integrated planning; where
regeneration frameworks drive economic and social performance, and where mainstream transport and
other programmes drive public sector inputs to those regeneration frameworks. This is how Greater
Manchester is being transformed into a world class regional capital city . . . one which is increasingly
categorised as a Place of Opportunity rather than a centre of decline.

Whilst what you can spend is of course a reflection of resource availability, the important point in strategic
planning terms is never to lose sight of the goals providing they are relevant and appropriate to deliver the
economic transformation that is being sought. Resource pressures should determine the pace—not the scale
of change—which over time is required.

Metrolink has been a key factor in Greater Manchester’s recent economic revival and it has a critical role
to play in securing ongoing private sector investment to support regeneration strategies, particularly in areas
that are still economically fragile. Metrolink will therefore continue to form the cornerstone of Greater
Manchester’s integrated public transport strategy.

February 2004

Memorandum by South Hampshire Rapid Transit (LR 86)

PHASE 1: FAREHAM—GOSPORT—FAREHAM

Introduction—Scheme Description and Status

South Hampshire Rapid Transit Phase 1 (SHRT 1) is a proposal for a 9 mile light rail system between the
town centres of Fareham and Gosport and Portsmouth City centre and is being promoted jointly by
Hampshire County Council and Portsmouth City Council. It would provide a new permanent link, via a
tunnel under Portsmouth Harbour, which enables a seamless journey to be made between the Fareham—
Gosport peninsula and Portsea Island. It also utilises a disused railway for two thirds of the route, which
provides for swift reliable journey times.

SHRT 1 has been in development since 1990. It has been through extensive consultation with members
of the public and key third parties. In March 2001 approval for £170m (npv) of public sector funding was
obtained and in July 2001 the Secretary of State for Transport granted the TWA Order, which meant the
negotiated procurement process could be started.

Procurement followed Treasury guidance for the public private partnership route, with invitations to
tender issued to three pre-qualified private sector consortia in June 2002. One bidder dropped out twoweeks
before the deadline for tender returns but in December 2002 two consortia returned bids for a concession
lasting 33 years to design, construct, operate, maintain and part finance the system. The bids exceeded the
approved funding limit, which after a protracted project review led to the transport secretary deciding not to
approve the additional cost. The Department then revoked the funding agreement for SHRT1 in July 2004.

Both bidders remain committed to what is a stalled procurement process. In September 2004 DfT oYcials
requested that the promoters review the scope of the scheme and the risk profile to see if substantial savings
could be made. This is proceeding with a revised submission planned for March 2005.

The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail?

Light rail schemes, like other transport schemes are evaluated in cost benefit terms using the standard
methodology required by the DfT (and HM Treasury) for major investment in the transport system. The
outcome is a benefit cost ratio (BCR) that enables the performance of a particular scheme to be compared
with alternatives as well as other schemes in diVerent locations throughout the UK. The method, however,
quantifies benefits which focus on the transport essentials and fails to capture the full potential value that
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light rail can help to deliver in terms of local regeneration and economic growth. A recent move to quantify
economic impact attempts to capture more of the potential benefits that light rail schemes can deliver but
the results are still likely to understate the value of light rail in the wider transport, land-use and regeneration
context. The point is given further weight by the empirical evidence gathered for the PTEG report, “The
Case for Light Rail”.

Typically the performance of light rail in metropolitan areas is considered against the circumstances
where it would overlay existing public transport such as an existing underperforming heavy rail line or an
over capacity bus route. In these situations the case stands on the added value of light rail over the existing
public transport service. As a consequence it is often more challenging for light rail to demonstrate a high
BCR. The exception is where a light rail proposal would provide a new link in the public transport network.
Such is the case for SHRT 1, which utilises a disused railway formation and provides a new permanent link
across Portsmouth Harbour. As a result it has a BCR of 3:1, which places the scheme in the high value for
money bracket.

What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful?

Government and local authorities need to reach a common and thorough understanding of light rail and
the circumstances in which it can deliver added value over alternative modes so that these characteristics
can be applied eVectively to particular situations. Of equal importance is that projects are brought forward
inline with established priorities and aVordability constraints. Regional economic, transport and spatial
strategies should provide the reference framework for setting future investment priorities including light rail
schemes. This strategic approach should provide a more stable environment to support the delivery of
eVective projects.

Most elements of the delivery process require cross working to achieve objectives. For example, light rail
schemeswill bemore successful serving high-density residential areaswhere public transport is given priority
over other road users. To achieve this requires the collaboration of public transport executives, private
sector public transport operators, and highway and planning authorities. Such an arrangement is recognised
in South Hampshire and has led to the formation of Solent Transport Partnership. This initiative has
established a partnership of transport operators, representative organisations for the private motorist,
freight organisations and local businesses, local authorities, and regional and national government
organisations. In March 2003 members signed the Solent Transport Charter to assist in achieving
sustainable economic growth for SouthHampshire. This integratedmanagement approach acts as a delivery
device and progress is alreadymanifest with the recent introduction of the Solent Travel Card, which is valid
across all bus services and will shortly cover trains and ferries.

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

It is perhaps helpful to consider an integrated transport system from three aspects.

(1) that the physical design of the system provides for accessibility and connections between diVerent
travel modes;

(2) that integrated services are established involving bus feeder connections and heavy rail services,
together with Park and Ride facilities, which together coordinate travel across the local transport
system; and

(3) that travellers benefit from the convenience of integrated ticketing and co-ordinated real time
travel information services.

By its nature light rail provides connectivity benefits by being able to link directly with principle travel
origins and destinations. Awell-designed scheme should take full advantage of this potential. Co-ordinating
light rail services with buses and heavy rail presents more of a challenge particularly if the system provides
scope for commercial competition between travel modes. Ideally the superior level of service oVered by light
rail should avoid the need for regulating against wasteful competition from other modes, particularly buses.
For example the SHRT1 project would enjoy a competitive advantage over other modes, due to the
dedicated tunnel under Portsmouth Harbour. A well designed light rail scheme with a clear competitive
advantage over car travel can grow the local public transport market and in these circumstances commercial
bus operators have a business interest in providing services that feed the light rail corridor instead of
competing with it. In most circumstances it will however not be possible to rely on this self regulation and
light rail promoters will need to consider how best to moderate commercial freedom through quality bus
partnerships and quality contracts.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail?

These can be split into pre and post procurement process.

Pre-procurement the Transport and Works Act process often leads to the promoters being obliged to
undertake protective measures designed to keep third party interests whole, in particular the public utilities
andNetworkRail. This has commercial significance on later value formoney and aVordability issues, which
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is very often not recognised by the promoters during the planning phase. EVective risk management
processes need to be put in place earlier to enable risk to be removed or mitigated at the appropriate time.
If this is not achieved promoters could be placed in a position where to finalise a contract with the private
sector becomes prohibitively expensive. Better value for money could be achieved in striking the right
balance of public interest with institutions such as public utilities and Network Rail, where the outcome is
agreed at national level.

During procurement the complex delivery of light rail schemes requires eVective projectmanagement. The
Department’s past involvement can be described as being at arms length as it tends to delegate the delivery
authority to the light rail promoters. This delegation however comes without investment authority and
recent events have shown this approach to be unsustainable leading to the revocation of funding on three
light rail schemes. More eVective change management control involving the Department directly during
procurement development could have avoided this breakdown in trust.

The light rail programme launched in 2001 introduced a step change in the value and complexity of
business to be delivered using Local Transport Plan resources. Local delivery teams were supported by
specialist advisers but this expertise was not extended to the local transport team at DfT. Consequently
unfamiliarity with the specialist procurement skills required to deliver these complex programmes has
prevented the Department from taking an active part during the delivery process. Arrangements to rectify
this are now being implemented by the Department.

Better supply chain management is needed. The light rail programme has not benefited from any eVective
programme management. There could be considerable benefits from a more reliable deal flow in the light
rail sector. Greater consultation with the industry at large is needed.

At a strategic level DfT need to take ownership of the national light rail programme and to engage with
suppliers to raise the confidence over the actual commercial opportunities in the sector. It should be noted
that the collapse of light rail procurement has put supplier confidence at an all time low. Industry forums
such as UK Tram will be able to support DfT in this leadership role.

The committee will receive representations from others regarding the benefits of greater consistency of
standards and specifications across the industry.

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail Systems

The market response to procurement based on PFI principles suggests a more conventional approach
would deliver better value for money. It appears that the PFI approach has been destabilised by the stance
taken by promoters in passing all revenue risk to the private sector. Splitting the infrastructure provision
from the system operation, such as the model used on Docklands Light Railway, may well treat market
failure. However, there is a danger that there could be an over reaction as light rail promoters retain more
risk. In doing so they need to ensure that they appreciate the type and scale of risk and that they have the
competencies in place to manage it.

The underlying philosophy of applying PFI procurement for light rail remains sound but the delivery has
been flawed mainly by transferring full revenue risk.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, Such as Increased Investments in Buses?

Light rail can be the right transport option in certain locations. Aswith any investment decision, youmust
be prepared to have confidence in your options appraisal and evaluation methodology, and its conclusions.
It should however, also be recognised that aVordability pressure can result in decisions that appear perverse
in hindsight when systems are designed for 30 to 60 years.

February 2005

Memorandum by Mott MacDonald (LR 87)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Introduction

Mott MacDonald [MM] is pleased to submit evidence to the House of Commons Transport Committee.
MM is a leading multi-disciplinary consultancy with transportation as its main business. We have over 8000
staV world wide and over the last 20 years have played a leading role in the planning and development of
light rail schemes in theUK, including the schemes inNewcastle uponTyne,Manchester, Nottingham,West
Midlands and Dublin. We continue to provide advice to the promoters of these schemes and are providing
technical and procurement advice on the development of schemes in Edinburgh and Liverpool.
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For the Light Rail and Modern Trams industry in Britain to have a successful future then we must look
at the history of experience both at home and abroad to guide its direction for the future. To have taken
steps, that in the safety of retrospective wisdom can be seen as less than ideal is only human and the basis
on which civilisation progresses. To repeat those mistakes is tantamount to carelessness.

Society at large can benefit enormously from this form of Transport but unless we can fully embrace all
the diYcult issues associated with implementation, progress will be painfully slow or even non-existent.

The following provides our comments on the issues being addressed by the Transport Committee.

The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

Cost per kilometre varies substantially depending on conditions, terrain and level of promoter
specification/expectations. Typically costs in the UK are currently ranging between £15 million and £20
million per kilometre. Tramcars represent approximately 25% of this capital cost, with vehicles currently
costing between £1.5 million and £2 million each.

The design, particularly the weight, of vehicles determines many other system costs; variables include
energy requirements, the size of the overhead equipment and its supporting infrastructure and track
installation design. Simplicity of vehicle design can also reduce the cost of depot infrastructure and long term
maintenance. Yet the vehicles are often one of the last items to be considered and procured.

Utilities relocation costs may represent 20% of capital cost. In the UK promoters have to pay 92.5% of
the costs of diverting utilities. In Germany promoters contribute less, while in France they pay nothing. The
necessity of relocating utilities on the premise ofminimising future disruption to service patterns is no longer
accepted or aVordable and this will have an eVect on cost. Many current schemes are seeking to adopt a risk
based approach to managing utility diversions. This is yet to be fully accepted by the Utility Companies.

It is important to define what is meant by “benefit” in examining the performance of light rail schemes.
DiVerent schemes are promoted for diVerent purposes and a clear understanding of the policy objectives of
the promoter is required. Typical objectives are:

— to serve the local economy;

— to help reduce road traYc growth and thus congestion;

— to benefit the environment;

— to tackle social exclusion;

— to assist in regeneration.

Economic benefits form a large part of the Government NATA and STAG evaluation techniques and all
schemes have had to demonstrate benefits in this area. There is ample evidence from the Manchester
Metrolink and Croydon Tramlink to show that the overall local economy has improved with the
introduction of tramways.

Road congestion is largely a result of the ever-growing level of private car use. Disincentives to car use
[congestion charging, road tolls, high parking charges, fuel duty escalators, etc.] are unpopular, as
demonstrated in Edinburgh.Additionalmeans of securing amodal shift are required. Evidence from current
UK tramways has shown that they have all demonstrated a modal shift of between 15–20%, without the
direct application of disincentives to car use. Bus priority schemes have had a less successful track record.
The Director General of the West Midlands PTE is on record as saying that whilst Midland Metro had
achieved 15% modal shift the “bus showcase” routes [which are run by the same operator] have only
achieved 2–3% modal shift.26

Environmental benefits are largely as a result of modal shift replacing trips by internal combustion engine
vehicles with electric traction, thus ensuring no pollution at the point of use.

Social exclusion results from disadvantaged groups not having access to reliable transport, or not being
able to aVord transport. In this context the “price” of transport includes not only the fare, but also reliability
and the time spent in making a journey. Evidence from a number of schemes has shown that providing
reliable, quick and aVordable travel has opened up work and leisure opportunities for disadvantaged
groups.

Regeneration had been the objective of a number of schemes and is best exemplified by the success of the
Docklands Light Railway. Initial studies suggested that potential redevelopment in Docklands could only
justify a bus link to existing railheads. Developers responded by insisting that only a reliable, permanent
fixed link would encourage them to invest in the area. The initial railway was opened in 1986 and demand
has consistently outstripped transport supply from that date. On a smaller scale Croydon was experiencing
decay in the older parts of the town, with decaying occupancy rates in 1960s oYce blocks in the new town.
Tramlink has improved access and has resulted in virtually 100% occupancy rates in the older parts of town
and a spurt of refurbishment and rebuilding in the new town.

26 HC153, 24 May 2000.
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What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

Within four years of opening Manchester Metrolink was carrying 13 million passengers per year, almost
twice the previous railway loadings. Although conceived primarily as a city centre commuter service, the
particular success of Metrolink has been for attracting oV-peak travel.

Newcastle, Docklands and Manchester are very much seen as the exemplars of success and have helped
justify why such schemes are needed. They either had an existing rail base or supported massive land use
changes. Unfortunately, this was not the case for SheYeld. Unlike these schemes SheYeld is mainly a street
based system which provided new capacity on (mostly) new alignments in heavily traYcked corridors.
InsuYcient traYc priorities at junctions has lead to longer than anticipated journey times and poor
punctuality. It was also planned prior to, but opened after, bus deregulation and was prone to significant
competition from local bus operators.

Stagecoach won the 26 year operating franchise for SheYeld Supertram in 1997. Significant eVorts to
better integrate with the City’s transport network have since seen passenger numbers rise. Ridership having
increased from just over 5 million in its first full year of operation to over 12 million by 2003.

To maximise their potential light rail schemes should preferably penetrate the city centre. This has not
been the case with the West Midlands scheme, which terminates on the edge of Birmingham city centre and
as such lacks the visibility and penetration of other schemes. The proposed Snow Hill to Five Ways
extension seeks to redress this issue.

If light rail schemes are to be successful they need to be:

— integrated with the land-use and development plans of the local authorities—Docklands has
shown how this can be achieved.

— integrated into the overall transport network. This requires adequate park and ride facilities at
outer termini, taxi and bus feeders to the tramway trunk network and integrationwithmajor heavy
rail and metro stations.

— Passenger information and ticketing must encourage multi-modal travel across the transport
network—public transport operators should be competing against the private car, not competing
amongst themselves. Cities such as Hanover, Zurich, the Hague and Strasbourg demonstrate how
this can be achieved.

How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

Light rail can be one element of an integrated transport system. To be eVective integration requires a firm,
consistent, long term framework on which plans can be based.

With the exception of London there is no eVective example of an integrated transport network in the UK.
Setting an overall strategy for economic development, land use and transport planning in the UK is overly
complicated and lacks co-ordination . In any given area the functions are spread over a number of local
authorities and transport executives and an array of ad hoc government initiatives and agencies. The ability
of public bodies to plan and provide public transport is frustrated by the fragmented nature of the industry.
Rail is operated by a mixture of central government subvention and private sector operation. Bus and taxi
services are deregulated, with local authorities having very little influence on service patterns.

Most UK tram systems have not been set in the context of an overall public transport network, which
would utilise buses and taxis for low-volume short trips, trams for major corridors into cities and metros or
heavy rail for the highest volume and longer trips. An integrated network would see each mode acting as a
feeder distributor to the othermodes. Unfortunately aUK legacy for competitionwithin the industry, rather
than competition between public and private transport, has resulted in all modes fighting for patronage—
even where inappropriate and the competition damages the overall public service.

Both the Newcastle Metro and SheYeld Supertram were promoted as part of an integrated bus/rail
network. Deregulation shattered the integration—resulting in the collapse of Metro ridership and the
continuing underperformance of SheYeld. Later systems, such as Croydon and Nottingham have been
better integrated. Nottingham has good Park and Ride facilities and the bus network has been reshaped to
remove wasteful competition with the tram line. London (including Croydon) has the benefit of an overall
planning authority for metro, tram and bus, with through ticketing, common information and marketing.
The 2004 fares revision has attracted significant further custom by making bus and tram ticketing
interchangeable.

The disintegration of the public transport industry in the UK, coupled with the largely cautious approach
to inter-operator cooperation adopted by the OFT has prevented the industry mounting an eVective
challenge to the dominance of the motor car over much of the country. At the same time the private sector
is reluctant to provide the investment needed to compensate for the lack of government investment in public
transport when the industry is so fragmented and internally competitive.
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The UK position contrasts markedly with the position of most of our EU partners; Germany has an
integrated public transport system in each major conurbation, centrally planned and promoted and
incorporating a mixture of municipal and quasi-private operators; in France joint public/private enterprises
operate integrated public transport networks in cities outside Paris and similarly integrated approaches are
adopted in the Netherlands, Belgium and Italy.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

Lack of standardisation is a major barrier to development. We fully agree with NAO recommendations
for the formation of tram specific technical, operational and safety standards. To derive maximum benefits
it is important that harmonisation is achieved where possible at an EU rather than purely national level.
The recommendations coming forward from the European Commission LibeRTIN project (the thematic
network investigation technical harmonisation and standardisation of light rail vehicles) could provide an
appropriate mechanism to drive this process forward.

Vehicle costs are unduly high as a relatively small number of vehicles is required for each scheme and the
uniqueness of each UK fleet reduces the opportunity to take advantage of economies of scale, particularly
with respect to long term maintenance costs.

Interface and reaching agreement with Network Rail has often proved unduly prolonged and expensive.
In part this is due to their complexmanagement structure and at times a reluctance to actively assist towards
enhancement of public transport provision as a whole.

A less prominent but eVective barrier to the development of light rail in the UK has been Government
failure to recognise the benefits to be derived from a steady flow of work, thus allowing industry to build
up and maintain a corpus of knowledge and expertise.

The processes involved in the Transport andWorks Act procedures are long and subject to unpredictable
delay and a promoter has no clear indication of the time that it will take the Secretary of State to reach a
final decision on the award of an Order. This is similarly oV-putting to firms participating in early private
sector involvement in schemes.

The delays in agreeing government investment in schemes oVers a further disincentive to private sector
involvement and can see some of the value of public sector funds being eroded by inflation. The allocation
of risk is often skewed and results in the price of the scheme being inflated by private sector risk premia
[see section on financing arrangements, below ]

This attitude can be compared with that of the French government. Here the government willed the end
of reducing private transport use; identified the means as light rail (or mini-metro in a limited number of
cities); provided part of the financial wherewithal bymeans of the versement transport payroll tax; has helped
to streamline the obtaining of powers for schemes and has encouraged public/private joint working through
the societé mixte approach. The result has been that 10 successful tramways have been built in France in the
last 19 years.

Including local bus operator(s) in the concession is a way to minimise competition, and can lead to an
eVective “re-shaping” of local bus services around the tram network to maximise integration. This has been
the case in Nottingham, where fortuitously the local bus operator was part of the winning consortium, but
it seems wrong to leave this choice to market forces. Where bus competition is a concern authorities could
seek to actively manage risk through use of local authority powers to enter into bus quality contracts.

The procurement process oVers an expensive and high risk exercise to the private sector. Many firms are
now refusing to participate in the process. Those that do are seeking to recover their costs by higher bid-
prices. Contract award delays, such as experienced onManchesterMetrolink Phase 3, will inevitably further
increase costs and reduce the attractiveness of PFI light rail procurements to the private sector.

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements on the Overall Cost of Light Rail Systems

The funding mechanism adopted on UK schemes to manage and secure funding of schemes is the Private
Finance Initiative. Under a traditional PFI contract a private sector consortium will design, build, finance,
operate and maintain the project. The Consortium in return receives service payments over time out of
public money, linked to its performance during the contract. Such structures (as used in Croydon and
Manchester) do not cope well with subsequent extensions to the system.

Inappropriate risk allocation in UK schemes, as between the public and private sector, is contributing to
the high capital cost compared with schemes elsewhere in Europe, and is making light rail unattractive
compared with other forms of public transport. In particular, the private sector is rightly reluctant to fully
accept farebox/revenue risk.

Where the private sector takes revenue risk, it will seek to mitigate risk by ensuring the scheme’s revenue
forecasts are conservative and that its financial structure has taken account of the possibility of a shortfall
between predicted and actual revenue. Funders are very sceptical of the accuracy of patronage and revenue
forecasts and it is diYcult to raise private sector funding for light rail schemes where repayment relies
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substantially on farebox revenue. An alternative approach might be for the public sector to bear most of
this risk in its introductory phase, with an increasing transfer of risk to the private sector as a scheme
becomes more fully established.

There is a growing diVerence between the cost of the input elements of a scheme and the price charged by
the private sector. These diVerences are largely a reflection of the risk premia applied by the private sector,
combined with an element of disenchantment with the delays and frustrations experienced in previous UK
light rail schemes. Some companies have withdrawn altogether from the light rail market, whilst other
financial agencies are seeking a much higher Internal Rate of Return for what are seen as diYcult and high-
risk contracts.

The essence of PFI was to place risk where it could best be managed—transferring ridership risk to the
private sector contradicts this principle. The holder of a 30 year operating concession has very little influence
over macro management of the local economy, cannot influence land use and planning decisions, nor road
building programmes. They are not even given an enforceable contract as to the level of priority that they
will be given at signalised junctions in the highway—even though such priority is vital if they are to achieve
and maintain competitive run times.

Private financing approaches might be considered to work best when they follow the models adopted for
Prisons, Hospitals, Roads, etc., ie a structure where the private sector has no exposure to revenue risk and
facility operation [other than routine maintenance of the structure]. This approach has been developed over
a number of contracts by the DLR. The Lewisham extension was financed by a PPP procurement on an
availability and part revenue risk arrangement, with rolling stock, signalling and operations remaining with
the public sector. The current DLR extension to Woolwich, via City Airport has used a “classic” PFI
procurement with the public sector paying an infrastructure availability fee for the fixed concession term.
In this case, the private sector is carrying the risks it is readily able to manage; design, financing, build and
availability. The public sector carries the patronage, operations, rolling stock and signalling risks.

Time will tell which of the DLR approaches produce the best results, but the Lewisham procurement has
resulted in an extension delivered on time and on budget, with a financially sound private sector element.
The Woolwich approach demonstrated a short, comprehensible, bidding process with an early selection of
the preferred bidder—so minimising bid costs.

Alternative approaches that are precedented and worth consideration include;

— the original DLRwas publicly funded by the LondonDocklands Development Corporation using
public funds that were generated by the sale of land at increased value as a result of the
development of the light railway. This approach could be of great value where the Government is
seeking to regenerate brown field sites—as in the Thames gateway.

— many first generation tramways in the USA were built to open up new tracts of land for
development—the cost of the line was set oV against the increase in land value once the improved
accessibility was achieved. Similar approaches were adopted by the private sector Underground
Group in London before 1933.

— increases in land values not owned by the tramway promoter can be captured and recycled into
capital funding by use of local Transit Improvement District property taxes, which are used in the
USA, or the oneoV property taxes levied in Toronto.

The model structures emerging in Edinburgh and Liverpool (which separate operations from
infrastructure contracts and incorporate a more reasonable approach to risk and revenue sharing) may also
prove eVective. A clear need exists for an evaluation of alternative model structures to identify how financial
viability can be improved.

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, Including Investment in Buses

Bus services continue to carry a significant number of passengers and improvements in bus services are
important. With a few notable exceptions, bus services are in continuing overall decline, [down by 21%
between 1982 and 2002]27 both in absolute numbers of passengers carried and in market share. This must
be set against rail travel increasing by 36% between the mid 1990s and 2002.28

The notable exception to this is in London, where almost all the ridership gains reported for England and
Wales are generated. Conditions in London are potentially advantageous to buses; the fleet has been
modernised thanks toTfL requiring newbuses from tenders, there are extensive bus prioritymeasures,much
of the infrastructure [both highway and parking space] provided for cars is already saturated, the
Congestion Charging scheme in central London has had a beneficial eVect in driving modal shift and the
Mayor is committed to subsidising high-frequency bus services. This imay prove an extremely expensive
option, with estimates of total bus subsidy predicted to rise to £1 billion by the end of the decade.

27 DfT Transport Trends 2002.
28 DfT Transport Trends 2002.
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The cost of bus improvements are often understated, This infrastructure is publicly funded and eVectively
provided free or at a low “rent” with roads, bus stops, busways, traYc management and policing all being
funded by the taxpayer. The provision of FuelDuty Rebate skews the system against the adoption of electric
traction. All these elements are no doubt worthy of public investment, but they must be taken into account
when making like-for-like comparisons between bus and tram schemes. The Confederation of Passenger
Transport UK gave evidence to the 1999 Select Committee Enquiry and said “For complete new systems
on reserved track with new stations, infrastructure and a new vehicle fleet, the capital cost [of a busway]
could be similar to that of a light rail line”.

The ability of busways to generate modal shift is also open to debate. The comparative experience ofWest
Midlands PTE has already been referred to. Compared with light rail, there is rather less than 100 miles of
guided busway in the world and the longest section in theUK is the 1.5km of the recently opened Edinburgh
“Fastway”. The longest established guided busway in Europe is in Essen and it is notable that far from being
extended to serve wider areas it has been curtailed and the Essen public transport authorities are
concentrating on upgrading their tramway and light rail operations.

The experience of unguided busways is less encouraging, with most of the long established north
American systems failing to achieve ridership targets. Ottawa spent 20 years developing Bus Rapid Transit
as an alternative to rail, but has now embarked on a rail development programme. The UK’s longest
established busway is in Runcorn, far from attracting new passengers to public transport it has generated
fewer trips per head of population than in comparable towns across the north west.

The lower staV passenger ratio possible on a bus system and the shorter service life of a bus mean that in
operating costs a rail system should oVer lower passenger/km costs than a busway. Studies carried out in
the UK and the US would seem to support this contention.

A development of light rail with significant potential for the UK, is the “tram train” concept. Several
systems are currently in operation, most notably in Karlsruhe, in Germany. This comprises a dual powered
“tram like” vehicle able to ride on both heavy railway tracks and the tramway network—thus oVering
customers convenience and frequency of direct access to the very heart of the city. This form of shared track
operation is also being developed in France and the Netherlands.

February 2005

Memorandum submitted by CTC the National Cyclists Organisation (LR 88)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Before answering the specific points raised by the Committee, we would note the following addition
matters where light rail and tram systems have had an impact on the amenity and safety of CTC members
and other cycle users generally diminishing their ability to make journeys available prior to the
implementation of the scheme. Key points are as follows:

(1) The introduction of new on street tramway systems has an obvious impact on the cyclist with the rails
in the road surface, a prominent hazard which has killed and injured even in the short period of operation
of some modern systems. Nottingham reported falls before their system was even operating. The incidents
are often clustered around specific points—SheYeld has 2-3 such locations—and the reporting of injury and
incidents has in several instances slipped from the oYcial statistics, because the Police under-reporting of
single vehicle injury crashes is well known, and additionally the grey area of reporting a crash on the tram
track and highway surface 18+ either side, which technically can be argued to be a tram track and not the
adopted highway, thus in theory the Railway Inspectorate or current equivalent should be receiving reports
and, where appropriate, carrying out formal inquiries into serious or repeated incidents. The profile of this
issue was made prominent by the case of a motorist rather than the more common victim—the 2 wheel road
user—in the case of Roe vs SheYeld Supertram& others. We comment later on the detail of rails embedded
in the carriageway and their installation & maintenance.

(2) The replacement of former rail services—which carried bicycles, with tram and metro systems
(Croydon, Manchester, Newcastle, Birmingham, and to a lesser extent Nottingham) has seriously eroded
the transport choices and raised social exclusion issues as well as removing a whole market sector from the
potential passenger base. The UK systems stand out from those overseas in that carriage of bicycles is
generally the accepted practice elsewhere, with the occasional exception, or restriction of access times, here,
to date, no light rail or tram system has oYcially carried bicycles, although work has taken place with CTC
and local cycle lobby groups to survey the potential and (SheYeld) demonstrate with a full-size cardboard
bicycle template and passenger reaction survey on a Sunday service. Where figures are known, an indication
is that 2-4% of passengers will travel with a bike, and possibly greater numbers ride to & from stations.

A case of damaging their own operation has ironically occurred with the extension of the Nexus Metro
system to Sunderland, as the train crew, working shifts, found the combination of bike and train (using the
pre-Metro train services) an ideal means of getting to the depot, when otherwise they would need to travel
at times when a car or motorcycle is the most eVective alternative, thus the new operation has created a need
for car parking and its larger demand on space at the Metro depot than the old regime of staV taking bikes
in on the train.
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The Costs and Benefits of Light Rail

The general comparison between “tram” systems and the guided bus alternative is often quoted in terms
of the tram costing between 2 & 3 times more than the guided bus to construct and commission, and tram
systems have a long gestation period, before the service starts due to the massive disruption and the need to
complete the whole line before a service can start. Once started the service often will spend a long period
requiring subsidy to maintain the infrastructure, and that infrastructure has to be completed for the entire
route before services can begin to run.

This question has an interesting case study of an alternative of guided bus operation in the Gatwick-
Crawley Fastway system, which provides the equivalent of a tram route between Crawley and Gatwick
Airport which was described in detail in a paper delivered by Councillor Col, Tex Pemberton, the W Sussex
Cabinet Member for Transport—details are carried on www.fastway.com This system was moved from
concept to operation in under 5 years, and cost £35 million—compared to an estimated £350m for an
equivalent tram route. It has started running before all the sections of dedicated route are in place, and can
extend routes to diverse starting points using the existing roads infrastructure. The operation is fully
commercial and expanding—it now has 10 minute peak frequency and a minimum level of 30 minute
frequency over 24 hour running 7 days/week. The Commercial operators move to Overground and other
core route development mirrors this approach.

What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

A light rail system which is a reduced heavy rail system which can handle tighter curves and steeper
gradients will cost less to construct and operate. Frequently the light rail systems in Europe use a 1 metre
gauge track in place of the 1.435m standard gauge of heavy rail, which allows for cheaper construction,
especially for the rail lines themselves—typified in the UK by the narrow gauge lines which penetrate deep
into the Welsh Mountains. This as we understand has not been a consideration for UK systems, and we
might ask why?, a narrow gauge track with conventional width vehicles will put a broader gap between a
boarding platform and the inside rail, so that a cyclist is less pinched where this arrangement occurs in a
street-running situation as delivered for the Nottingham, SheYeld, and Croydon networks. In Manchester
and Birmingham the platforms can be island platforms, and the places where the cycle (and other vehicle)
traYc passes through a tram stop are rare. The high cost of platform systems contrasts with many overseas
operations where passengers can board from the street, or any “platform” is little more than a standard
height footway.

In both SheYeld and Croydon, where the trams run extensively on-street, the systems are not popular
with cyclists because the way that cycles are forced to cross tram tracks is compromised, either by bad initial
design or lack of road space, the tram-track crashes are heavily clustered, a strong indication that there are
specific features of the track or tram operation which produce the crashes (ie a crash black spot).

Manchester has less of a problem, as this system uses the trams in a manner closer to the “correct” way
with fast limited stop running on reserved tracks (mostly old rail lines), and only coming on-street for high
density demand in the very centre of the city, or satellite towns. This was very much the style of operation
for Glasgow’s successful and intensive network, with tram tracks running in the centre of the street as they
do inmany locations, avoiding the kerb pinch problems, but requiring amajor discipline issue for other road
users not to pass a tram which is stopped to pick-up passengers.

However the track cross-profile inManchester is however appalling both in specification (surface finishes
which fail too easily and too wrong-side) and maintenance which fails to hold this in check.

Light rail, as in the Newcastle Metro and to a lesser extent the London Underground, is, in the UK
generally worked closer to the best practice option with well spaced stations, and, when the regulated bus
routes were co-ordinated with the Metro station hubs, part-way to the goal. The missing element being the
integration with personal transport for the essential element of the shoulder journey, connecting at the
“front door” of origin and destination, and the importance of good permeability and connectivity for the
consolidation of passengers at stopping points is the key to making a system popular and useable. Nexus
Metro scores here too by diverting from the basic re-use of a local rail network, to put station stops where
people will be travelling to & from a journey generator such as a shopping centre, university or hospital. An
example of the failure to do this is at Watford, where the potential to connect the potential to collect a
substantial element of tens of thousands of trips generated by a development is not being grasped.

Outside the major journey generation sites, the ability to spread the catchment through providing direct
routes on foot and cycle, linking housing, low density commercial sites, and more distant major sites to a
station stop, is a notably absent feature from systems which are underperforming. The bicycle has a role to
play here, especially for light rail, with stations spaced too far apart to make them walkable for all potential
customers, and for tram systems where the routes move out to high speed reserved track running outside
town centres. In this respect the inverse of UK practice seen overseas, where cycle carriage on the system is
commonplace, cycle parking at stops is secure, and planned from the outset, and cycle access delivered as
a ride-up and board facility.

Cycle carriage does, we understand take place illicitly on a number of UK systems, especially the
Nexus Metro
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How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

In the UK we fail miserably in integrating light rail networks with, the personal transport systems that
deliver the passenger—the ultimate unit of travel—door-to-door. To achieve this the light rail system has
to connect with a high level of service to walking and cycling networks which fan out—dispersing the high
concentration of traYc which can be delivered from a popular service, and serving all destinations with the
most direct routes that can be accommodated. This is seen widely in Europe, and even in the re-born US
systems, with generous and well laid out pathways, and large cycle parks.

As noted the light rail system which runs like a train with well spaced stations delivers the best benefits
from the concept, and the tram equally works to the light rail model outside town centres and locations
where passenger demand is densely clustered. As noted we are failing to integrate with the bicycle as a mode
practically ideal for the shoulder journey distances involved, and available to a far more socially inclusive
group than driving (most of the population can ride a bicycle including those excluded by age or disability
from driving), with a level of service (individual and immediate) not oVered by the bus.

The failure to achieve these details in integrating the tram& light rail systems seriously detract from their
patronage.

Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

The bad reputation from high cost schemes which bodge a Light Rail network out of a disused rail line
that no longer goes to the right locations, and on-street running where reserved track or a separate light rail
network should have been built has dogged UK development. A key example was the failure to provide a
direct and obvious connection from the SheYeld Supertram to the rail station, which has only now been
partially addressed. The SheYeld system still has tram stops at Meadowhall, University and the Midland
Station which do not put information on tram departures where their potential customers can use it. This
is a major failing for all UK public transport.

Trams should normally run in the centre of the carriageway and not to the side, with island platforms or
walk-out provision which forces all other traYc to stop for passengers, a positive move to encourage those
travelling in the ‘other’ traYc to consider the tram as the mode to use. This will greatly improve safety for
cyclists and others at the nearside of the road

The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of Light

Rail Systems

We cannot comment specifically on the finance mechanisms

The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

Investment in the appropriate type of bus is possibly more the issue rather than simply increased
investment, guided buses, running with hybrid power units, or as trolleybuses in high density city centre
sections used by several routes, and using these small turbines (diesel or gas) or car-sized diesel engines
running through batteries. The Seattle system operating since themid 1980’s with Breda dual powered buses
making up 25% of the 1,200 bus fleet, appeared almost seamless in the change-over from diesel to wires
through the city centre tunnel and on street. Fastway is a clear demonstration of this, and other smaller scale
guided bus systems show that the scale of infrastructure does not need to run to rails embedded in a road
to generate the public response.

Bikes can go on buses, and the demonstrator vehicle from the German operation die Andere Bahn was
demonstrated in Chester & CardiV last year. This vehicle runs as a “train” and carries up to 7 bikes on a
vehicle almost identical to the typical London articulated bus (it is also a Mercedes Citaro). Curitiba
especially, in their decision to use high capacity guided buses instead of trams (Volvo bus has a video
available, which we would ask to be considered by the committee), has established an enviable network
quickly and a lower cost. Bus systems which do openly carry bikes report that between 2% and 4% of
passengers are travelling, and typically only 25%of that number are existing passengers changing their travel
pattern, and 25% are completely new journeys (Portland OR report 1994). Buses can also be completely flat
floor accessible from road level or a raised platform when used on a guided or dedicated busway system

Safety

The HSE RI spec for rail head levels relative to abutting road surfaces is !0 to "6mm installed for all
new systems, a detail changed after representations from CTC and others that the old specification left a
potentially “high” railhead which lifted the tyre and removed the spread of contact patch to either side of
the rail, in theory on less slippery road surfaces. The tram operator is responsible under Tramways Act for
the road surfaces between the rails and 18 inches to either side. In Europe, some operators have a very
regular programme to clean out the flangeways (to reduce the oil & crushed leaves which collect there and
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greatly enhance the risks of slippery rails) CTC believe that current operators should be asked about their
track housekeeping in this respect as this has a significant influence on the image of the tram to other road
users. If the track infill is well maintained and the rails ‘clean’ this speaks well of the maintenance regime.

Dave Holladay
Transportation Management Solutions

March 2005

Memorandum by New East Manchester (LR 90)

METROLINK: THE IMPACT ON REGENERATION OF EAST MANCHESTER

1. Introduction

1.1 East Manchester is one of the largest and most significant regeneration projects in the UK. It covers
a very large segment of the city (over 200 hectares) with a resident population of 53,000, which is set to
double over the next 10–15 years. New East Manchester, established by Government as a partnership
between English Partnerships, North West Development Agency and Manchester City Council, is one of
the first urban development companies set up by Government (in early 2000).

1.2 It is an area of particularly acute social and urban deprivation (all its wards are within the 5% most
deprived in England and Wales) and the area has been given national priority in the Government’s
Sustainable Communities Plan.

1.3 Two of the three proposed Metrolink lines directly benefit the East Manchester area29:

— The Ashton-under-Lyne route runs directly through the centre of the area, linking Piccadilly
Station, Ancoats and the Ashton Canal Corridor, Sportcity and Clayton Brook development
areas.

— The Oldham/Rochdale line, for most of its length through Manchester, runs slightly to the north
of the New East Manchester area, but it traverses Central Park, the major new business district
under development in East Manchester, at which there will be a dedicated station.

1.4 The Metrolink expansion has always, consequently, been fundamental to the Regeneration
Framework for EastManchester and has been central to the progress we havemade in attracting investment
in new business floorspace, new jobs and new housing to the area. Significant progress has been made, but
the market can still only be described as fragile in this area.

1.5 It is important also to emphasise that the Regeneration Framework is comprehensive in nature,
linking physical renewal and development with improvements in the social conditions and economic
prospects of residents in one of the most deprived areas in the UK. Metrolink is significant not just in
reconnecting East Manchester with the wider conurbation, but in creating access for residents to job
opportunities bothwithin and outside the area (notably inManchester City Centre). It has been a significant
factor in attracting investors into the area.

1.6 Section 4 of this evidence highlights the final impact of Metrolink and its impact upon investment in
the area. Metrolink influences £740,128,000 of investment on projects currently in development.

2. Key Initiatives at Risk

2.1 Central Park

2.1.1 Central Park is critical to the task of reconstructing and modernising the economic base of an area
whose problems can be tracked back to the collapse of older manufacturing industries in 1970s and 1980s.
It is a very large area—over 450 acres—and is a long-term project but it will, when completed, be the largest
area of new employment growth in the Greater Manchester conurbation.

2.1.2 Phase 1 of the development (around 92 acres) is now on site, and this comprises the construction
of new regionalHQoYces for FujitsuUK (180,000 sqft, due for completion nextmonth) and ofOneCentral
Park, an innovative facility which is bringing together the four universities inManchester to provide on site
post graduate research and teaching, a vocational training centre, new technology institute and business
incubation space.

2.1.3 Metrolink has been crucial in persuading these occupiers to commit to Central Park. East
Manchester is not a traditional base for hi-tech oYces, and the fast, eYcient and reliable public transport
connections which Metrolink oVers is very important to these organisations for whom recruitment and
retention of a skilled workforce is a key consideration and cost. The construction of a dedicated Metrolink
station serving Central Park was a determining factor in securing Fujitsu as an anchor tenant.

29 For details see http://www.metrolink.co.uk/pdf/metrolink–brochure–p 3.
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2.1.4 We were able to persuade them to commit to Central Park on the strength of the advanced works
already completed or in progress—a clear indication of the public sector’s commitment to the system—and
in our direct commitment to the construction of an integrated transport interchange (access road,Metrolink
station, new bus facilities, with potential for future linkage to an existing heavy rail line) to serve Phase 1 of
the Park.Department of Transport approved this £36million scheme last year (£20million LTP, £11million
Metrolink advanced works via GMPTE, £5M ERDF) and it is currently contractually committed and on
site.

2.1.5 If Metrolink were not constructed, it would not jeopardise occupation by Fujitsu—this is already
contractually committed—but it would:

— put at risk occupation by Fujitsu beyond 2011, the backstop date on legal agreements;

— risk the universities in particular pulling out of One Central Park, as there is no binding agreement
in place at this stage; and

— most importantly, seriously undermine our ability to attract further occupiers onto the Park and
maintain the positive momentum that has been established.

2.2 Housing Development Programme

2.2.1 The area has suVered from declining property values and an over-provision of older, smaller
terraced housing, and is one of the Market Renewal Pathfinder areas designated by Government. We have
ambitious targets to build 12,500 new homes, predominantly for sale, to improve the range and choice of
housing in East Manchester. The first wave of new housing, on three sites and ultimately yielding 3,000 new
homes, is currently on site, and it is significant that two of these developments are situated very close to
stations on the Ashton line, and Metrolink has been part of the marketing of these developments.

2.2.2 It is impossible to be precise about the impact of Metrolink on future development of new housing.
Public transport connections are a very important consideration for many people in selecting a new home,
but not the only consideration. It is also true to say that not all new development sites in East Manchester
will be served very directly by a Metrolink line or station. Nevertheless, very serious concerns have been
expressed to us by housing development partners about the position over the last fortnight and it is very
clear that, in the absence of a positive commitment to Metrolink, it will be very much harder to build and
sell houses and attract potential residents to East Manchester. A number of residents of the early phases of
new houses have expressed their concern at the uncertainty surrounding Metrolink as it had been a key
factor in them moving to the area.

2.3 Ashton Canal Corridor

2.3.1 We invested heavily in improving the environment along the Ashton Canal Corridor prior to the
2002 Commonwealth Games. This is in eVect the route that the Metrolink line to Ashton will follow and
our aimwas to facilitate the subsequent installation of the tram by completingmost of the heavy engineering
challenges as advanced works (notably tunnels under an existing road and railway viaduct and bridge across
the River Medlock) with Government’s consent and support.

2.3.2 We also aimed to open up the development potential of buildings and sites along the canal by
improving the environment, and since the summer of 2002 we have seen major private-sector led
development projects get underway in the area (AlbionWorks, AncoatsHospital, VictoriaWorks, Islington
Wharf, Advent Garage) in anticipation of the greatly improved transport connections that Metrolink will
bring.

2.4 Sportcity

2.4.1 Sportcity is the centrepiece and catalyst for the regeneration of the wider East Manchester area. It
housed the major facilities for the Commonwealth Games (City of Manchester Stadium, English Institute
of Sport, regional Tennis Centre, National Cycling Centre) and well as the largest new purpose-built Asda-
Walmart store in Europe.

2.4.2 Since the Games we have further strengthened Sportcity’s role as a tourist destination by
constructing a 6,000 seat Regional Arena for athletics, a new visitor centre, a 650 unit residential scheme
and, latterly, by bringing forward proposals for a major new entertainment and leisure complex which is
scheduled to start on site next year. Sportcity currently attracts around 4.5million visits per annum, and this
will rise to over 9m when current proposals are completed. The site will be served by the Ashton Metrolink
line which dissects it, and by two stations.

2.4.3 In marketing one of the key development sites adjacent to the stadium for a major leisure and
entertainment facility last Spring, developers have expressed the importance ofMetrolink in both attracting
visitors and staV. Sportcity is already a major national destination, but this is set to increase significantly
with the development of the remaining parts of the site over the next year. Metrolink will be a significant
factor in our ability to attract major international development partners to invest in the site.
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3. Metrolink—Related Investment to Date

3.1 In East Manchester, the following are the main components of public expenditure which have been
spent or committed, and which are directly related to the construction of Metro Link:

£ 000

Ashton Canal Corridor 11,242
(Includes River Medlock Bridge, Ardwick Viaduct tunnel, Alan Turing Way tunnel)
Central Park Transport Gateway 36,244
EP 185
Total 47,671

3.2 Sources of the funding are as follows:

£000

Greater Manchester PTE 15,107
Department of Transport (local Transport plan) 20,246
North West Development Agency 3,295
ERDF 8,838
EP 185
Total 47,671

3.3 It is diYcult to be precise as to private investment which can be said to be directly related to
Metrolink, as this will be a very important but not unique consideration for investors. Nevertheless, it can
be said that all of the following have been strongly influenced by the anticipated construction of Metrolink.

£000
Private Public Total

Fujitsu HQ OYces 30,000 – 30,000
One Central Park 5,000 13,300 18,300
Sportcity Housing (Phase 1) 15,000 — 15,000
New Islington Millennium Community 180,000 40,000 220,000
Albion Works (Phase A/B) 6,149 — 6,149
Advent Garage (Phase 1) 18,816 — 18,816
Total 254,965 53,300 308,265

4. Future Planned Metrolink Investment

4.1 The regeneration programme in EastManchester is anticipated to run for 10 years (2000 to 2010) and
to involve total investment of £2 billion (£720 million public, £1.3 billion private). How much of this would
be jeopardised or lost if Metrolink did not proceed is inevitably a question of judgement but, as a minimum,
the following could be said to be either wholly or very largely dependent on Metrolink:

£000

4.1.1 Direct investment in construction of Metrolink 105,100
4.1.2 Indirect investment in related developments:
Sportcity—entertainment and leisure centre 265,000
—residential (Phase 2) 15,000
Central Park—Completion of Phase 1 50,000
Victoria Works 50,000
Advent Garage (Phase 2/3) 32,327
Clayton Brook (Eccleshall Street residential) 37,057
Albion Works (Phases C/D/E) 25,644
Islington Wharf 60,000
Ancoats Urban Village 100,000
Total 740, 128

February 2005
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Memorandum by the Institution of Civil Engineers (LR 91)

THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS IN BRITAIN

Institute of Civil Engineers

The Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) is a UK-based international organisation with over 75,000
members ranging from professional civil engineers to students. It is an educational and qualifying body and
has charitable status under UK law. Founded in 1818, ICE has become recognised worldwide for its
excellence as a centre of learning, as a qualifying body and as a public voice for the profession. Members of
the Transport Board of the Institution of Civil Engineers and of the Transport Planning Society (an ICE
Associated Society) have prepared this submission.

Executive Summary

The comments that follow focus on the specific areas identified by theCommittee.However, the particular
comments should be seen in the context of the following general principles which ICE recommends to be
applied to all policy relating to transport:

— Strategic vision of the transport system as a cohesive whole. The nation’s transport infrastructure
must be looked at as a cohesivewhole. Addressing onemode of transport whilst ignoring its impact
on another, leads to short term gain at the cost of long-term sustainability.

— Transport as a facilitator for society—interface with land use, education and health policies. A
strategic view of transport permits trade-oVs between modes. “Transport systems can be
developed to ensure each mode of transport operates at its optimum, and all modes combine to
provide a seamless transport system.” (A vision for transport 2020 p13 The Institution of Civil
Engineers 1997) Furthermore, the development of transport policy must be progressed within the
context of the government’s wider policies including land use, education and health.

— Long-term planning horizons.A long-term planning horizon by government is crucial for all major
infrastructure. A 20-year national spatial strategy incorporating transport and land use, should
set out objectives for the transport system with clear performance standards and minimum
environmental and safety standards for the public realm.

— Risk and safety. Safety measures should be appropriate to the level of risk. Indiscriminate
application of safety measures across the whole transport network inflates costs without giving
commensurate benefits. The end result may be that less safe modes of transport become
economically more attractive.

Consequently, ICE proposes that:

— Light rail is an essential, complementary, element of an integrated urban transport system,
particularly suited to linking high volume traYc generators because of its high passenger capacity.

— When integrated with other public transport modes, light rail is highly eVective at encouraging
public transport use generally.

— The method of procurement and level of private sector funding which is seen as essential for any
scheme approval are major barriers.

Introduction

1. The characteristics of light rail systems are:

(a) Rail-guided with lightweight high performance electric vehicles, driven on sight or with simple
railway signalling.

(b) Fast, because of the dedicated track and superior acceleration and braking of light rail vehicles.

(c) High capacity: vehicle capacity is typically three times that of buses.

(d) Low noise, low local emission, electric traction systems.

(e) Favourable whole life costs: high initial investment in infrastructure and vehicles but lower
operating costs per passenger and longer life than buses.
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Responses to Specific Questions

A The costs and benefits of light rail

2. Light rail systems are:

(a) A key element in an integrated public transport network. Light rail is particularly suited to linking
high volume traYc generators such as hospitals, schools and shopping centres with passenger
interchanges (rail stations, airports, park and ride sites). Light rail should be fully integrated with
bus, metro and rail services for maximum operating eYciency.

(b) Cost eVective. Light rail is a high capital cost option. A tram vehicle will cost about £1.2 million
depending whether it is custom-designed or “oV-the-shelf” and lifespan is normally reckoned at
30 years as opposed to about 10 years for a bus. There are good financial reasons to standardise
loading gauge because vehicles can then be obtained “oV-the-shelf”. Driver costs per passenger km
are much lower than buses since trams carry higher numbers of passengers. However, once the
initial investment is overcome, tramways are cheaper to operate per passenger-kilometre than
buses, require little or no public subsidy on direct operating account, and can attract keen interest
from the private sector.

(c) Attractors of inward investment. The high profile and quality of light rail and its demonstrable
“permanence” within the urban fabric can attract investment from the private sector in a variety
of ways including contributions to the project itself, higher retention and improvements to existing
enterprises and new development.

(d) Good at attracting people onto public transport. The fast, frequent and reliable public transport
service attracts car users, and has a popular public profile that frequently spins oV into othermodes
such as buses. Accessibility is good for all users including mobility-impaired passengers,
particularly on street-running sections where low platforms are now normally adopted. Level
boarding is provided at all stops whether high or low platform.

(f) Clean and environmentally friendly. The low noise and zero local emissions of light-rail electric
traction systems contrast with the impact of the internal combustion engine bus, (except trolley
buses).

B What light rail systems need to be successful

3. Measures of success of light rail systems in UK often focus on achievement of ridership targets based
on cost-benefit analysis and traYc forecasts. Socio-economic impacts are less easy to isolate. However, these
are regarded as an important measure in France. Light rail is particularly suited to linking high volume
passenger generators. A tramway is not usually financially viable by current UK standards of assessment
unless there is likely to be a demand for more than 2,500 passengers per hour.

4. In planning and operating terms this requires an integrated approach to planning of provision for
transport and landuse. Unless there is close co-operation between town planning and transport planning
authorities, the basis of operation of the light rail system may be undermined. For example, one of the high
traYc generators upon which SheYeld Supertram was based was high density housing. Unfortunately this
housing was demolished before Supertram opened.

5. Similarly, an integrated approach to operation of public transport facilities is vital. Currently, public
transport operations are split between a multiplicity of bus, rail and light rail operators who are prevented
by competition law from integrating services, except in London. The eVect of this can be to undermine the
basis for light rail schemes. For example, SheYeld Supertramwas planned to complement local bus services,
both in terms of route and fare structure. Subsequent bus deregulation placed the newly completed
Supertram in direct competition with cheaper buses plying the same route.

6. In order to achieve a high level of service reliability, light rail systems require priority over road traYc.
NoUK street running light rail system enjoys full priority and this results in unpredictable delays that aVect
service reliability. Higher levels of priority can be achieved with better traYc management and improved
traYc signalling. There may be some disadvantages passed to other road traYc but in most cases this would
be minimal and in any case would support wider demand restraint objectives.

C How eVectively is light rail used as part of an integrated transport system

7. All of the existingUK light rail schemes are delivering benefits although some aremore successful than
others. Manchester Metrolink Phase 1 exceeded predicted level of patronage, as did the Docklands Light
Railway. Croydon Tramlink carries more than eight times as many passengers between Wimbledon and
Croydon as the heavy-rail service it replaced.

8. Thus far, in the UK, integration of light rail with other modes of transport has been poor. The UK is
the only developed country in the world where light rail is expected to compete with bus and train services
rather than form an essential part of an integrated network. This is seriously inhibiting the financial and
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economic contribution of light rail, notably in South Yorkshire and Tyne and Wear. It will also inhibit the
performance of new systems such as Leeds. However quality bus contracts (Transport Act 2000), may
improve integration.

9. Where systems are integrated an increase in public transport patronage is achievable. Between 1986
and 1996, 25 European cities with mixed tram and bus systems but no underground or metro increased their
transit trips by an average of 20.3%. This compares with 22 bus-only cities, which during the same period
lost an average of 5.6% trips. (Commission for Integrated Transport Fact Sheets, No 6a: European Best
Practice Looking at Large UK Cities (Glasgow and Manchester)).

10. The only other European country to have re-introduced light rail on a similar scale to that in the UK
is France. French light rail systems have generally been built to a higher standard than those in the UK and
in a much shorter timescale, typically five years from concept to operation, as was achieved for the
Docklands Light Railway, compared with at least 10 years generally in the UK. Their overall capital costs
have not been greatly diVerent from those in the UK. They do however concentrate on linking high traYc
generators such as hospitals, universities, commercial centres and shopping centres whereas many UK
schemes have tended to make use of available rights of way, which do not necessarily serve traYc objectives
well. Consequently, patronage on French systems is much higher than on UK systems. (Comparative
performance data from French tramways systems: SEMALY & Faber Maunsell 2003.)

11. Outside the UK, extensive street-running tram systems currently operate in many European
mainland cities including Amsterdam, Berlin, Bonn, Brussels, Budapest, Cologne, Frankfurt, Genoa,
Grenoble, Helsinki, Marseille, Milan, Munich, Naples, Oslo, Rome, Rotterdam, Stockholm, Stuttgart,
Vienna and Zurich. Most routes now have extensive lengths of reserved track with high priority over
other traYc.

D Barriers to the development of light rail

12. The most important barrier to the performance of light rail systems is the inability to fully integrate
them with other public transport services, especially buses. The current structure of the public transport
industry is complex and fragmented between a multiplicity of bodies in the public and private sectors. The
over riding objective is to promote competition and maximise risk transfer to the private sector. This
strategy clearly is not appropriate to urban public transport where integration and co-ordination are
essential to achieving an eYcient product, particularly one that is attractive to existing car users. A
comparison between London and the provinces illustrates the diVerences. The Docklands Light Railway
and the Croydon Tramlink are almost certainly the most successful in achieving their objectives with regard
to their overall integration and are the only ones that operate within a regulated framework.

13. The requirement for substantial private sector capital contributions limits the scope for new systems
and skews priority towards those whichmay be attractive to the private sector, rather than those which have
the highest transport need. Capital funding streams which are predictable and within the promoting
authorities control are needed, such as the French “Versement Transports”. Congestion charging could be
one mechanism if the Treasury comes to accept hypothecation as has now occurred in London. However,
there is, and will continue to be, resistance to congestion charging as evidenced by the recent referendum
result in Edinburgh and the considerable opposition in other cities where it has been suggested.

14. The only method of implementing a new or extended light rail system is through the Transport and
Works Act 1992. Although this is an improvement on the previous Parliamentary Bill procedure this has
proved to be even more costly and time consuming, often taking several years to obtain the necessary
powers. It should be noted that one of the longest, and least predictable, delays results from the time taken
for the Secretary of State to reach a decision on an Inspector’s report and recommendations. It is understood
that some changes to the procedure are now being processed and indeed, the Secretary of State’s decision
on theMerseyside light rail scheme (Merseytram) was given in record time (14 months between deposit and
approval).

15. Light rail technology is well developed and there is a good range of products available. Technological
improvements are continuing to be developed by manufacturers and suppliers. It is in the application of
technology that untapped opportunities exist. For example, the concept of shared track operation between
heavy and light rail is now well established in Germany and France but yet to find significant applications
in theUK, apart from the Sunderland extension of Tyne andWearMetro. The opportunities on lighter used
Network Rail lines are considerable (Rail in the City Regions Final Report to the Passenger Transport
Executive Group 2004 JMP consultants p 101) but are likely to be frustrated by administrative and financial
complexities.

16. Light Rail is usually only considered feasible in large cities and conurbations. There is probably scope
for development of light rail for many smaller towns and cities if lower cost systems with more “tramway”
like characteristics can be provided. There may well be a role for “Ultra Light Rail” technology as currently
being developed by three organisations but as yet without a significant urban application. Again complex
administrative structures and fragmented responsibilities have hindered potentially valuable innovations.
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E The eVect of diVerent financing arrangements (public/private) on the overall cost of light rail systems

17. Light rail is a high capital cost option and ways of reducing costs need to be continually explored.
Rolling stock costs are now reducing but other major elements, eg diversion of statutory undertakers’
services, are escalating. Nevertheless, lower cost forms of light rapid transit such as guided buses and GLT
(Guided Light Transit), have yet to prove as cost eVective, reliable and as attractive as light rail.

18. Complex contracts are extremely costly and can take years to reach financial close. This not only
makes progress very slow but also increases costs both for the promoter and the tenderers. (Tendering costs
well over £1 million per bidder are not uncommon.)

F The practicality of alternatives to light rail such as increased investment on buses

19. Increased investment in buses alone may not result in the increase in trips by public transport that a
light rail system generates, as previously demonstrated (paragraph 9).

20. The only bus alternatives that could come close to light rail are those that provide far greater priorities
than those so far achieved with bus operations (eg guided bus and quality bus corridors). In almost all cases,
attempts to create attractive bus corridors have been seriously compromised by a reluctance to take non-
highway land or to build in grade separation at critical points in the street network where general traYc
cannot be restricted suYciently. These rather more radical steps should be viewed as “going the extra mile”
to provide bus systems with a taste of what would be a “given” for a rail scheme. We need to be able to
pursue these measures without going down the Transport and Works Act procedural route.

February 2005
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Memorandum by The High Wycombe Society (LR 92)

FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL IN ENGLAND

The enclosed submission is sent in response to the report about this inquiry which appeared in Local
Transport Today of 3 February, page 7, and are oVered under the following headings:

1. Climate Change, Light Rail and national transport priorities—modal shift essential, not just
accessibility.

2. Light Rail, Integrated transport and Demand Responsive Transport (DRT).

3. Light Rail in big conurbations and elsewhere—the need for innovation.

4. The NAO report (April 2004), light rail costs and Ultra Light Rail.

5. Light Rail and buses.

Appendix I Notes on a DRT Conference held 1 December 2004.

Appendix II Response to questionnaire circulated at a light rail conference held 15 October 2004.

Appendix Ill HWSReport “Light Rail to Lighten theWay to Popular Public Transport” (July 2003).30

1. Climate Change, Light Rail and National Transport Priorities—Modal Shift Essential, not

just Accessibility

1.1 Climate change. Since the beginning of 2005, this has been headline news almost daily. Each new
observation makes the change more certain, potentially more devastating in its consequences, and
progressing faster than had been thought earlier. Last August theHouse of Commons Environmental Audit
Committee said “The continued growth of carbon emissions from transport remains one of the most serious
problems we face”, yet oYcial announcements on transport seem to ignore climate change, by presenting
“accessibility” as the guiding principle for the new Local Transport Plans. Improved accessibility, for the
relief of social exclusion suVered by those without a car, can usually be provided by fairly simple public
transport changes, but such measures are seldom enough to achieve any worthwhile modal shift from the
car. However, provisions that are good enough to produce significant modal shift will also provide
accessibility for all but the most severely disabled.

1.2. Reducing transport’s carbon emissions requires large scale modal shift to achieve a huge reduction
in car miles, among other measures. This would also bring blessings of reduced congestion and less land
taken for parking, but government and local authority spokesmen seem reluctant to say the vital words
“modal shift”. Do they think this is too diYcult? Or are they scared of losing car and fuel tax revenues, or
of the aVect on our manufacturing industry, or of losing votes through being accused of being anti-car, or
of losing council car parking revenues? These problems could be serious but are as nothing compared with
the rapidly approaching threats from climate change. People world wide, and far into the future, could be
horribly aVected, so a pressing need is for a modal shift from the car, and the development of convenient
sharing of more energy eYcient vehicles. Light Rail, which runs on steel wheels along steel rails is more
energy eYcient than rubber tyres on tarmac, and so far it has produced much more modal shift than buses,
yet the Government appears to be favouring buses to the detriment of light rail (para.5. below). A further
advantage is light rail’s smaller land requirement, because it is guided on unobtrusive rails flush with the
road surface, so permitting its use in sensitive areas (eg pedestrian areas as in Zurich), where buses would
not be acceptable. Also it can pass seamlessly between street track and segregated rail track.

2. Integration, Light Rail and Demand Responsive Transport (DRT)

Good Modal Shift requires comprehensive integration of public transport services and poor such
integration has been thought possibly responsible for light rail systems attracting fewer passengers than
predicted. For many years a key public transport integration was regarded as the connections between rail
and bus services at rail stations, but our local studies suggest these often cannot be other than unsatisfactory.
The conditions at High Wycombe Station are probably similar to those at many across the UK. We found
that conventional bus services could not supply anything like adequate connections to meet the departing

30 Appendices not printed. Contact the society at http://www.highwycombesociety.
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and arriving trains. Only a well developed DRT scheme can provide what is now required. We have
discussed these matters in our attached paper (Appendix I, paras 3.3. and 3.4.) relating to a national
conference on DRT held in London on 1 December 2004. ln Germany, rail and light rail passengers can
request their onward DRT transport while they are still on the train or tram, so that it awaits their arrival.
Technology can quickly process such requests to arrange convenient sharing of suitable waiting vehicles.
(Appendix I, para. 2.5)

3. Light Rail in Big Conurbations and Elsewhere—the Need for Bold Innovation

The Light Rail schemes developed in the UK since 1990 have all been built in and around large
conurbations, but such places are not the only locations experiencing heavy congestion and poor public
transport, contributing significantly to the local transport carbon emissions. It thus seems desirable to
provide such areas with the benefits of light rail (para.l.2.) but on an appropriate scale and at acceptable
cost. Systems of Ultra Light Rail (ULR) are much cheaper than the higher capacity schemes already built,
and are at an advanced stage of development, but local authorities cannot be expected to commit to bold
innovation without positive encouragement and financial support from central government.We understand
that a new Major Projects Division has been set up by the Dif to assist innovation, and that its
responsibilities will include light rail. We hope the House of Commons Transport Committee will monitor
its progress closely. Appendix II gives our response to a questionnaire circulated at a Light Rail Conference
held in London on 15 October 2004. It refers to our interest in ULR, arising from the need to provide a
vital public transport link (where none now exists) between High Wycombe (and Chiltern Railways) and
the Thames Valley (and the Great Western Main line at Maidenhead), and the diYculties experienced. See
also Appendix III.

4. The NAO Report (April2004), Light Rail Costs and Ultra Light Rail

4.1. Light rail costs. The light rail schemes built in the UK since 1990 have proved very expensive. The
NAO Report examined the reasons for this, and found there had been a lack of standardisation, with each
of the five schemes using diVerent rolling stock and technologies. Also, they all took a long time from start
to completion, largely because central Government had not been helpful. Each one had evidently been
achieved through the vision and persistence of the Local Authority staV not as a result of enlightened
leadership from the centre. The Report commented that the DTI should intervene to help the production
of cheaper light rail technologies such as ULR. It requires a simpler infrastructure, with no overhead high
voltage power supply, and is very energy eYcient. As a consequence ULR is a prime candidate for applying
fuel cell technology at an early date.

5. Light Rail and Buses

5.1. High costs of UK light rail seem to have prompted the DfT to ask if buses would not be just as
eVective, since they would be cheaper, and to look for other criticisms of light rail. For example, that it had
not hadmuch impact on congestion, regeneration and social exclusion, and that it had not attracted asmany
passengers as had been predicted.

5.2. “Light rail has had little impact on reducing congestion” One problem with achieving a good modal
shift is that the roads become clearer and more tempting for other drivers. Hence in addition to providing
attractive public transport for the modal shift, it is also necessary to couple it with a positive deterrent to
drive, such as a congestion charge and/or severe parking restrictions. Stick and carrot are both needed,
including the support provided by first class integration, as in para 2 above.

5.3. “Light rail has not attracted as many passengers as predicted” This may or may not have been the
fault of the predictions, since it is clearly diYcult to estimate the uptake of a major novel public transport
facility. Nevertheless the light rail systems carry thousands of passengers every day, including with a high
level of modal shift, so the congestion and carbon emissions would evidently be very much worse without
the light rail. In comparison most bus services produce minimal modal shift, appear to regularly have many
more wasted seats, and are less energy eYcient.

5.4. Light rail is a better investment than conventional bus services

In consideration of all the above, we believe that in most situations, investment in Light Rail, Ultra Light
Rail and DRTwould be more eVective than buses in combating Climate Change and reducing time wasting
congestion, the amount of valuable land taken for parking, and social exclusion for those without a car.

Elsa Woodward
Leader of High Wycombe Society Transport Group

23 February 2005
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Memorandum by Hyson Green Traders Association (LR 93)

LIGHT RAIL SYSTEMS, EXPERIENCE OF THOSE AT HYSON GREEN, NOTTINGHAM

Nottingham’s tram system has been in operation through our district of inner city Nottingham for
approximately a year, following many years of planning and construction.

Overall it is without doubt that the very long period of construction has been extremely harmful to local
business activity as well as to the everyday lives of residents, particularly in the areas directly aVected by
construction and consequent alterations to normal communications. This disruption brought many
businesses to a halt, and with hindsight there are certainly several lessons to be learned for other
potential areas.

Very little compensation was paid out to the small businesses over the three years of construction.
Furthermore, ludicrous criteriawere set, ie businessesmust have been trading before 1998, with no provision
for new businesses or proprietors moving into the area. These latter businesses and proprietors were deemed
as not entitled to any compensation whatsoever. Surely this is no way to regenerate an area!

Now that the tram is finally operating, its eVects are mixed. To a very small number of property users it
could in the long term bring regeneration opportunities, with new people interested in coming to live and
open new businesses in the area. To others, mainly long-established businesses and residents who have
struggled to live normal lives through the earlier phases of planning and construction, the final arrival of
the trams has been disastrous. Generally businesses have not had an increase of business as was forecast
before and during construction. In actual fact, the majority of businesses have lost on passing clients/
customers and on shoppers coming into the area , with the result that their takings have been reduced by
an average of 25%. NB There used to be in excess of 75 bus routes in the area but these have been reduced
to 25-30 to make way for the tram system. The tram routing does not endear itself to passing shoppers.

It appears obvious that the “gurus” of the project never considered that most shoppers are creatures of
habit who take a very long time to return after these habits are disrupted, since they find elsewhere to do
their shopping. The noise pollution from the trams is considered unbearable to local residents and businesses
who were all told that the trams would be “as silent as a milk float”. Furthermore, there is still traYc
congestion which was to be reduced with the introduction of the trams; therefore carbon dioxide pollution
is here to stay.

I attach sheets bearing comments from businesses in our Traders Association, together with an
independent survey of Traders carried out in December 2004 into a whole variety of issues. On Page 6 is a
table which shows that 26.5% of traders genuinely feel that their business has suVered a detrimental eVect
as a result of the tram system.

Overall the tram system, albeit good in theory, has not been profitable anywhere in the world. The
Nottingham Line 1 may make a profit only because the local council removed 75% of the bus routes, which
has inconvenienced numerous local people because the connections to their preferred destinations no
longer exist.

Finally, the Nottingham tram network(NET) has its own bizarre story. A leading councillor, who
vehemently promoted the tram project, has now become the Chairman of this private company. Somemight
question whether there has been any conflict of interests.

If youwish to accumulatemore information from this “pilot” area, wewould be very pleased to assist you.

February 2005

Memorandum by Advanced Transport Systems Ltd (LR 94)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

Advanced Transport Systems Ltd was established to develop the ULTra (Urban Light Transport)
personal public transport system. This is essentially a novel small scale light rail system. Thus the company
has a special interest in the questions raised by the committee. The company has undertaken a wide variety
of evaluations and analysis of many transport systems, including in depth evaluations of light rail.
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Light rail systems were originally introduced in 1891 to meet the transport needs of Victorian cities
dominated by a single city centre. By the 1930s such systems had already become obsolete and were
gradually replaced in nearly all cities by bus systems. This is because fixed corridor systems lack the flexibility
to serve the needs of a multi centre city.

Modern cities have developed around the transport capabilities oVered by the car, which oVers personal
anywhere to anywhere transport. This has allowed the city to grow to multi centre form with dispersed
working and commercial areas. There may be occasions where old forms of corridor-collective transport
can still oVer a useful service. However, unless a public transport system can oVer a personal-full area service
it will have very limited patronage. This is a fundamental and inescapable problem for all conventional light
rail systems.

Costs against usage
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Figure 1.
Utilisation of Various Fixed Track Transport Systems in the UK

Data from Transport Statistics GB 2002. Lines give passengers pa / route km 

Costs against usage

Figure 1 shows a correlation of actual patronage levels achieved by a variety of fixed track systems.
Typical light rail levels are 500,000 passengers pa per route km of track. (DLR has a higher figure than this,
but its cost per route km in real terms is 4 to 6 times that of other light rail systems.) Overall capital costs
for conventional light rail exceed £10M / route km, ie about £20 per passenger pa. Combined with operating
costs between 50p and £1 per trip it is not possible for light rail to deliver transport at reasonable fares (ie
around £1 per trip) without significant levels of subsidy. These can only be justified if there are major
social benefits.

Environmental benefits

It is frequently claimed that light rail systems can deliver major environmental benefits. It is the case that
electrically powered systems remove emission problems from the city centre to the power station. However,
analysis (see Fig 2) shows that if passenger km delivered by light rail are divided by primary energy used,
then light rail is actually less energy eYcient that the average car.
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Figure 2 
Comparative Energy Use per Passenger Km Data from “Sustainable Personal Transport”

Proc Inst Civil Engs, Municipal Engineer 151 Mar 2002 pp73-82 (ULTra provides
transport at 0.55 MJ/passenger km)

Light rail and changes in mode of transport use

Published figures for Light Rail use are disappointing. For example in “Transport 2010“” at p58, it is
stated “there is growing evidence that light rail can be successful in attracting people out of their cars. On
ManchesterMetrolink for example, around 20% of passengers previously used a car for the same journey“”.
This is a very low figure. In practice, it means that 80% of passengers have been attracted from some other
formof public transport. Although figures are not available, it is highly likely that theManchesterMetrolink
is attracting less than 10% of the total trips in that area. (The national average for rail transport is 6%). This
would mean that the actual modal shift from car use in that area is less than 2%. Such minor changes can
have little eVect on the urban transport problem. It is diYcult to see how these figures justify public
investment in conventional light rail systems.

The problems of urban transport have been recognised for many decades. During this period there have
been an extraordinary large number of attempts, supported by significant levels of investment, to solve this
problem by application of conventional approaches such as light rail. None has resulted in a major shift
from car based transport. This suggests strongly that that a solution can only be found by innovative
approaches.

ULTra is such an innovative approach. Its development has been supported by DfT, following ATS
winning the Department’s innovative transport competition. The terms of reference on which this contract
were based are given in the Annex.

The ULTra system

ULTra is a personal automatic taxi running on its own guideway network. ULTra serves a dispersed
travel pattern better than current types of public transport since there is no waiting, no transfers and non-
stop travel. (cf www.atsltd.co.uk for more detail). ULTra can operate eVectively in combination with
existing forms of transport, significantly enhancing their attraction.

ATS has completed full prototype system testing of ULTra, under the contract from DfT. This has been
very successful. All milestones were met to time and cost. The work culminated in very positive passenger
trials, for which permission was received to carry passengers fromHMRail Inspectorate. Case studies based
on standard transport models showed an increase of almost a factor of two in patronage levels compared
with conventional light rail. Savings in trip time of 60% over buses were demonstrated, combined with
reduction in operating cost compared to buses of 40% and finally a better than 60% saving in carbon
emissions over the car. Detailed reports can be made available on request.
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As well as major improvements in transport eVectiveness, ULTra oVers a saving in capital cost of a factor
between 2 and 3 compared with conventional light rail. This is because of its light-weight infrastructure and
the inherent simplicity of the system. In case studies it was found that overall benefit to cost ratios, calculated
using NATA-GOMMMS approaches, were over 5. (cf paper by Bly and Tecyhenne 2004). We believe that
ULTra oVers a new opportunity to meet Government transport policy objectives.

Barriers to use of innovative systems in public transport

There are significant barriers to the implementation of any major undertaking—occurring during
procurement, regulatory clearances and planning procedures. These barriers are responsible not only for
substantial cost, but also for substantial delay. It is routine for transport schemes to be returned many times
for additional consultancy studies. The cost of preparing major bids taking full account of regulatory and
legal issues has also become a major barrier. These costs fund consultants, lawyers, etc at high fee rates and
only contribute in the most marginal way to improved transport. It has been speculated, Jakes (2003), that
in the area of transport “there are probably a few hundred consultants for every designer“”. This balance
is more likely to impede progress than to advance it. The principal barriers to the eYcient delivery and
construction of new transport systems have been erected by over diligent legislation. It is the responsibility
of Government to reduce these from their current penal level.

These barriers are magnified considerably in the case of an innovative system. First, the regulatory and
other costs do not reduce for a system of lower cost. This means that up-front expenditures at risk become
a highly significant proportion of the total value. This is a major deterrent to the introduction of lower cost
systems. Second, the fiduciary duty of Local Authorities is interpreted by many to mean that they are
required not to consider a system unless it has been successfully operated for many years elsewhere. This is
a prescription for stagnation, and is one reason for the present transport morass. Innovative approaches are
implicitly, and often explicitly, eliminated.

Exploitation of themajor benefit oVered byULTra, or any other innovative system, will require a specific
policy by Government to support and encourage the development of new ideas, in particular the support
of pilot projects which can test out novel ideas in practice. Previous comments before this committee byDfT
in this regard are very much to be welcomed.

Summarising against the key points for the inquiry

— The benefits delivered by current light rail systems are at the most marginal.

— Existing systems suVer from fundamental problems in delivering eVective transport which cannot
be overcome by conventional approaches.

— The contribution of existing Light Rail projects to integrated transport is small.

— Regulatory barriers to delivery and construction are substantial, even more so for innovative or
low cost systems, and a major reason for lack of progress.

— There is little benefit in providing more light rail systems of existing types which only provide
marginal gain. But new approaches oVer the prospect of major benefits. Support of pilot projects
to test such approaches has high potential for major gains.

References
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Teychenne Paper at European Transport Conference 2004.
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Annex

Background to the ULTra Project

In 1999 DfT (then DETR) invited tenders from interested organisations to compete for funds that would
contribute to the ‘Development of an Innovative Public Transport System’. The stated overall objective
being:

“to contribute to the development and testing of new technology in relation to public transport
systems with the aim of encouraging people to switch from the private car to public transport.
Funding is intended to enable the Contractor to develop the system to the point that a prototype
or demonstration system is built.”
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The DETR documentation further stated

1. A number of cities in the UK are looking at forms of rapid transit as a means of tackling increasing
traYc congestion and encouraging people out of their cars. Most of the solutions are rail based, often
refining technology that has been used for many years in light rail systems. These schemes often comprise
a mix of former rail track (where higher speeds can be maintained) and street running, thus giving greater
access to city centres. However, such solutions can be very expensive—typically £8–£10 million per route
kilometre.

2. The Transport White Paper, “A New Deal for Transport: Better for Everyone” (Cm 3950, July 1998)
makes it clear that, in due course, local authoritiesmay use revenues from new road user charging or parking
levies as a source of funding for local transport investment.However, evenwith such a new source of finance,
local authorities will be constrained by the high cost of some options such as conventional light rail. While
the Government is encouraging local authorities to look at more modest measures, there are limits to the
ability of current systems to meet all local needs.

3. There is therefore a case for looking at new systems which may have a role in helping to resolve the
transport problems of urban areas. A number of systems are emerging, but there is a risk that promoters
may have diYculty bridging the gap between initial desk studies of system design and performance and
attracting the serious commercial interest necessary to develop their ideas. The White Paper identified pilot
trials of new technologies or systems that showed special promise. DETR funding has been made available
to assist one or more systems to be developed beyond the design stage.

4. Before any innovative transport system can be implemented to provide a service to the public, it must
meet the criteria established over many years for existing technologies. These criteria include:

— safety;

— accessibility;

— value for money;

— maintenance and operating costs;

— compliance with planning legislation; and

— ease of integration with other transport modes.

Local authorities are responsible for the provision of local public transport in their areas and act as
“customer” for public transport systems. In their decisions on which systems best meet local needs,
authorities must be sure that they meet regulatory requirements and consider value for money. Innovative
transport systems suVer in this respect. Whereas the risks associated with systems based on widely used
technologies are largely known, this is not true of innovative schemes. It is to combat this gap between a
technical solution and a working transport system that DETR funding is being made available.

ATS won this contract and has submitted a Final Report demonstrating full compliance with the
objectives noted above. The company is presently in active negotiation for its first application contract for
the ULTra system.

Memorandum submitted by the Health and Safety Executive (LR 95)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) would like to respond to the Committee’s invitation to submit
a memorandum in relation to its inquiry on the future of light rail and modern trams in Britain. The
Committee may find it useful to have some information on the way the Health and Safety Commission
(HSC) and HSE regulate safety on light rail and tramway systems, and how this is likely to change in the
future. Under the Railways Bill, responsibility for health and safety regulation of rail, including light
railways and tramways, is to be transferred from the HSC andHSE to the OYce of Rail Regulation (ORR).
Subject to Parliamentary approval, this change is expected to take place at the end of 2005.

The Current Position

2. Currently all railways, including light railways, are subject to two diVerent regulatory regimes which
require HSE approval or acceptance in order to pursue their activities. The Railways (Safety Case)
Regulations 2000 (RSCR) require railway operators, including light railways (but not tramways) to obtain
HSE acceptance of a detailed “safety case” setting out their safety procedures and arrangements. They must
then follow those procedures and arrangements and can only revise them materially if HSE accepts the
changes. The Railways and Other Transport Systems (Works, Plant and Equipment) Regulations 1994
(ROTS) require both railway and tramway operators to obtain HSE approval before putting into service
new, or materially altered, works or equipment, such as rolling stock (with certain exemptions). Railway
and tramway operators are also subject to the Railways (Safety Critical Work) Regulations 1994 (RSCW)
which govern the competence and fitness of those undertaking safety critical work, such as drivers. Themain
distinction between light railway and tramways is that tramways operate at least partly on the street; they
include SheYeld Supertram, Midland Metro, and Croydon Tramlink.
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Proposed Changes

3. In September 2004, the HSC consulted publicly on draft regulations, which would replace RSCR,
ROTS and RSCW with a single set of new regulations. These are intended to implement parts of the
European Railway Safety Directive, which seeks to harmonise safety regulation of the interoperable
(mainline) railway across the European Union, and to set broadly similar, proportionate requirements for
other railways and transport systems. (Other parts of the Directive will be implemented by new regulations
on the Rail Accident Investigation Branch). The new regulations have been developed with “better
regulation” principles in mind and with the aim of making the legal framework more coherent, reducing
bureaucracy and paperwork, and ensuring that responsibility for maintaining and improving railway safety
is placed squarely on operators.

Proposed New Requirements

4. On 8 March 2005 the HSC considered stakeholders’ responses to its published proposals and agreed
on amended draft Railways and Other Guided Transport Systems (Safety) Regulations (ROGS). The draft
Regulations require transport system operators, including light rail and tram operators, to establish and
maintain a safety management system that meets specified requirements. In the case of railways, operators
must also obtain a safety certificate or authorisation from HSE. Railway and tramway operators wishing
to bring into service new or altered infrastructure or vehicles, which have the potential to introduce
significant new risks to the public, must ensure that they meet specified safety requirements and good safety
engineering practice and that a “competent person” has issued a certificate verifying that they do so. To
ensure a smooth transition, the draft regulations provide for a two-year transitional period to clear existing
applications under ROTS and for existing safety case holders to obtain a safety certificate or authorisation.
Tramway operators will also be given a year to comply with the new safety management system
requirements.

5. The draft Regulations should bring certain advantages to light rail. The evidence required for a safety
certificate and authorisation would be significantly less than that required for a safety case under RSCR,
with emphasis on operators’ overall policy and risk control strategy, rather than on detailed safety
arrangements. Changes can be made to safety arrangements without needing to obtain HSE’s agreement,
except where a substantial change is proposed to the nature or extent of the operation. A less frequent five-
year renewal process will replace the existing three-yearly review. The proposals embody a proportionate
approach to diVerent transport systems and, in line with the Directive, require the operator’s safety
management system to be “adapted to the character, extent and other characteristics of the operation in
question”. This proportionate approach will be reflected in new Railway Inspectorate guidance. Tramways
will not be required to obtain a certificate or authorisation, maintaining the current position that they do
not have to have an accepted safety case under RSCR.

6. The draft regulations also provide considerable flexibility in relation to the safety verification of new
or altered works, plant and equipment. “Competent person” is broadly defined in terms of having the
necessary skills, knowledge, experience, resources, and suYcient independence to ensure they will be
objective in carrying out their tasks. This enables operators, if they wish, to appoint a “competent person”
fromwithin their own company, or a related company, provided the broad requirements of competence and
independence can be met. These proposals are designed to be more flexible and less costly than existing
European requirements for the high-speed interoperable railway, which involve verification byGovernment
appointed Notified Bodies and subsequent authorisation by HSE. The cost to light rail and tramway
operators of the new requirements will be at least partly oVset by savings from no longer having to pay HSE
fees for considering applications under ROTS. The process will be under operators’ direct control and they
will no longer have to obtain HSE’s approval before bringing new or altered works or equipment into
service.

7. The HSC is advising Ministers to wait until the Autumn before making the new Regulations. This is
to enable ROGS to be made at the same time as separate but linked Department for Transport regulations
implementing interoperability directives, on which DfT has not yet published its proposals.

8. Looking further ahead, a draft proposal for a European Urban Rail Directive is in circulation. If
adopted in its present form, it will establish a Notified Body verification regime for light railways and
tramways, broadly equivalent to the regime established by interoperability directives for the mainline
railway.

March 2005
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Memorandum by The Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (UK) (LR 96)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. The Costs & Benefits of Light Rail

1.1 Costs

1.1.1 Costs of light rail schemes have, quite rightly, come in for a lot of criticism recently. To determine
why costs have risen so much it is necessary to identify the principal cost heads, which are: Promotional
Costs, Bidding Costs, Construction Costs, Operating and Maintenance Costs, Funding and Fee Costs.
Under a number of these headings there is also the pricing in of risk, technical, legal or financial.
Contingency allowances and risk are brought in at each stage and thus compound any basic cost increases.
In part, this is due to the inappropriate allocation of risk by or to the parties involved. In part, it is due to
the methods by which British LRT schemes are procured.

1.1.2 Promotional Costs are those incurred by the Promoter and include all the pre-planning necessary to
determine the route of the scheme, location of stops and depot. It includes details of vertical and horizontal
alignment, preparation of Book of Reference and an Environmental Impact Statement, ie all the work
necessary to obtain an Order under the Transport &Works Act 1992. Thereafter is likely to follow a Public
Inquiry. It also includes appraisal work in order to obtain government funding approval in principle/PFI
credits. This is an excessively long and complex process which should be simplified. This would reduce both
cost and timescale.

1.1.3 Bidding Costs are those incurred by the Consortia bidding to design, build, finance, operate and
maintain the LRT scheme for the concession period. (Alternative arrangements are considered in Section 5.)
Functional system specificationswill have been prepared by the Promoter and it is then for eachConsortia to
prepare designs in suYcient detail for cost-estimates to be prepared. Time is of the essence because of the
competitive nature of the process. Accurate costing, based on suYcient information, may be diYcult to
achieve and therefore be covered by contingency or risk allowances.

1.1.4 Construction Costs include all the infrastructure works and vehicles to operate the LRT system.
Such systems are complex and, particularly where street-running is involved, have many interfaces, eg tram
priorities and traYc management. This requires extensive consultations and variations to work done at
earlier stages. Costs can easily escalate and construction plans become extended. There are many interfaces
and good project management is essential. It is of note that each LRT scheme in Britain has been built by
a diVerent Consortium, suggesting that experienced Consortia may have priced-in their experience and thus
priced themselves out of the bidding.

1.1.5 Operating Costs come under two headings: Pre-operational Costs involved in setting up the
operational arrangements; recruiting and training staV; testing and commissioning the system and trial
running. The second heading is the steady-state costs of operating and maintaining the system, which are
principally a function of the Promoter’s operating specification. Consortia have some freedom to determine
fare levels which influence passenger usage and income. LRT and tram schemes outside Greater London
operate in a competitive environment. It is very diYcult to assess, with any degree of reliability, the eVect
of bus competition. Debt financiers will not take risk on revenue forecasts and this has required more equity
at higher margins. Conversely, the Promoter will have gone for optimistic passenger forecasts to justify the
scheme. Promoters also have regard to the social benefits such a scheme would be expected to generate, but
these social benefits do not normally produce a financial benefit for the Consortia.

1.1.6 Funding and Fee Costs. Funding costs tend to be higher than for public sector borrowing, although
capital costs in traditional PFI/PPP are lower than in classic public sector procurements. Fee Costs are a
considerable element in all UK LRT schemes because they are undertaken by private sector Consortia who
are expected to carry considerable risk. Furthermore, the contractual arrangements between the various
members of each consortia and their sub-contractors, require very extensive and complex contractual
documentation, all with their own termination and penalty clauses. This is an area where there is potential
for simplification and cost reduction.

1.2 Benefits

1.2.1 LRT and modern tram schemes oVer:

— safe, fast, reliable, frequent services

— overall, environmental benefits

— accessible stops and vehicles for easy use by all

— improved public transport “oVer”, at reduced cost compared to any heavy rail service they may
replace

— electric traction
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— ability to attract motorists out of their cars

— assistance in the regeneration of run-down areas

— comprehensive passenger information system

— eYcient use of road space.

1.2.2 An LRT “package” would normally include a high level of segregation from other transport by
having its own dedicated right-of-way. It would also have priority over other traYc when running on-street.
A comprehensive passenger information system also comes as part of the package. Many of these features
are “add-ons” to bus systems.

2. What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

2.1 To be successful LRT/modern tram systems need to:

— be fully integrated with other public transport

— have adequate park and ride provision

— be well related to existing and future land-use developments

— have a high degree of segregation

— oVer quick journey times

— have reasonable passenger flows upwards of 3,000 pphpd.

3. How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System?

3.1 Outside Greater London Britain pursues a unique public transport policy amongst developed
nations, particularly our Continental competitors. In these cases (in London, abroad and elsewhere in
Britain until about 1985), LRT provides the backbone to an integrated public transport where bus plays a
complementary role, rather than a competitive one. This is how Tyne and Wear Metro was conceived and
operated very successfully until the 1985 Transport Act deregulated provincial public transport. Dockland
Light Railway (DLR), apart from being fully segregated, was fully integrated into—indeed was the
catalyst—for the redevelopment of Docklands. It has gone from success to success. Similar comments apply
to Croydon Tramlink, although its financial performance has been disappointing to its Concessionaire,
where bus services were unsatisfactorily restructured around the new system.

3.2 Conversely, all other schemes—Manchester Metrolink, SheYeld Supertram, Midland Metro and
Nottingham Express Transit—operate in a very competitive environment, which was not the wish of their
Promoters. The Competition Act and its interpretation by the Competition Commission and the OFT, also
adversely aVects the integration of public transport. These issues need to be addressed. Furthermore, there
is no formal link between LRTPromoters (usually PTAs/PTEs), land use planning and highway authorities,
further hindering the development of LRT schemes.

4. Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

4.1 The barriers to LRT development have been touched upon in Sections 2 and 3 but are summarised
here for convenience:

— lack of integration with the rest of public transport network

— lack of integration with land-use planning

— insuYcient priority when running on-street

— inadequate car parking provision

— the Competition Act and its application

— cost and timescale of implementation (x-ref Section 1)

— the procurement methods adopted more recently (refer to Section 5).

Most of these were well-identified in the NAO Report (23 April 2004).

5. The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/ Private) on Overall cost of Light

Rail Schemes

5.1 It is generally accepted that the cheapest way of procuring any major investment in public transport
is for it to be procured by a public authority and built and operated by the private sector following
competitive tender. Public authorities have cheaper access to money and are more able to take some of the
risks. Such an approach, of course, has implications on the PSBR and in recent times has been unacceptable
to HM Treasury and successive governments. So whilst Tyne and Wear Metro and DLR were publicly
procured—the former under “classic” arrangements and the latter by way of a turnkey DBOM contract,
and remain in public ownership—Metrolink and subsequent LRT schemes have until now been procured
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by some PPP/PFI formula. The actual contractual arrangements have varied from: DBOM (Design, Build,
Operate & Maintain) to DB:OM; DB Finance DM, DB Transfer Operate. These are highly complex
arrangements, diYcult and costly to establish, and requiring skilful project management.

5.2 LRT & modern tram systems are, inevitably, complex projects, calling on many design and building
skills. The operational requirements must be input from the start of the process and continually borne in
mind. There are many interfaces, all of which must be skilfully managed, if the scheme is to be delivered on-
time, on-budget and “fit-for purpose”. The British have found this very diYcult to achieve, hence the current
attitudes to LRT. Furthermore, this approach precludes any degree of standardisation or commonality of
equipment or componency—adding further to cost and unreliability. There is no element of transfer-of-
knowledge from one scheme to another, although the proposed UKTram umbrella organisation should
improve this. This is in marked contrast with Continental developments, particularly in France where 10
schemes have been built, compared to five in Britain—in the same timescale.

6. The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

6.1 The bus has a lot of good features and is often maligned. Buses range from minibuses to megabuses,
with midis, single and double-deckers and artics in between. They can be diesel or electrically powered, or
hybrid. However, all buses suVer from the same problem. They share their road space with other traYc.
Whilst some local authorities have shown a willingness to provide bus priorities, many have been very slow.
Continuous lengths of bus lane or busways are virtually non-existent in Britain. The policing of bus lanes
is also poor, with regards to keeping them free flowing. Buses are rarely given priority over other traYc at
traYc signals. Until these issues are addressed seriously buses will never oVer the quality and reliability of
service and absence of bunching, which is the accepted norm of LRT or modern tramway operation.

6.2 By its very nature LRT is a system oVering, in one package, the benefits shown in paragraph 1.2.1.
Even with bus-only lanes or busways, guided or otherwise, all the basic features of LRT come as extras to
bus-based systems. However, well-developed buses can never oVer either the commercial or social benefits
that can be delivered by LRT. Promoters of LRT systems will have already undertaken comparative studies
before even embarking upon their LRT scheme.DfTwill have been involved at every stage. There is no point
in asking them to “to go back to the drawing board” to revisit a bus-based scheme when they have already
carried out the comparative evaluation. If the aVordability to public funds is the issue, then in addition to
focusing on the causes of cost increases referred to in Q1 and achieving reductions, consideration should be
given to rephasing the scheme.

March 2004

Memorandum by Tameside Metropolitan Borough Council (LR 98)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS
IN BRITAIN

1. Background

1.1 Tameside MBC is one of 10 Local Authorities in Greater Manchester. Consisting of nine towns, the
largest being Ashton-under-Lyne, the borough has a population of 213,000. The borough is committed to
the promotion of light rail and modern trams, which have the potential to bring major benefits to the area
in terms of transport planning, environmental quality, economic development and regeneration. Sharing a
border with the City ofManchester, Tameside occupies a key position in the eastern part of theManchester
city region. The proposed Phase 3 Metrolink would see three new lines being added to the current system;
one of these would run through Tameside, ending in Ashton-under-Lyne.

1.2 We believe that our case study provides an important and realistic view of how such schemes should
benefit a local region in terms of economic potential, reduction of pollution and overall regeneration. We
are also able to provide insight into the current processes entailed in agreeing funding for such a project with
Government.

2. The costs and benefits of light rail

2.1 The proposedMetrolink line through New East Manchester to Ashton-under-Lyne has been central
to the focus of economic development and regeneration. In 2002, a £520 million funding package for
Metrolink was agreed, comprising £130 million from the Greater Manchester Authorities and £390 million
from the Government. Considerable expenditure has already been made on advanced works and property
acquisition amounting to £200 million. The Council and its partners—including businesses, community
groups and employed contractors—have spent much time and resource evaluating the benefits of light rail
systems and can actively demonstrate how support for such systems can bring significant environmental,
economic and strategic transport benefits.
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2.2 The cost of extending the Metrolink to Ashton-under-Lyne, Oldham, Rochdale and Manchester
Airport is estimated at £900 million.

2.3 The paragraphs belowoutline the expected economic and regeneration benefits to accrue to the region
from this investment, and also detail the costs incurred to date by developers who have been keen to invest
in the area on the promise of the light rail scheme. It is important to recognise that the costs of such a scheme
are not limited to construction of the system infrastructure alone.

Economic Benefits

2.4 The proposed Metrolink route into Ashton-under-Lyne stretches from Manchester City centre,
through some of the most deprived neighbourhoods in the country—New East Manchester which itself is
a major area earmarked for regeneration—Droylsden and Ashton-under-Lyne. The route ends in the heart
of Tameside’s Economic Development Zone in Ashton-under-Lyne, Tameside’s principal town and sub-
regional centre.

2.5 The Metrolink Phase 3 extension is critical to the development of several key investment sites within
Tameside, providing thousands of new jobs for people who live along the Greater East Manchester
Metrolink Corridor.Major investment decisions have already been taken by developers strongly influenced
by the expectation of the light rail system being extended through the area. Major companies including
AMEC,AskDevelopments andWatkins Jones have expressly stated that the likelihood of a light rail system
being introduced into the area was a strong material factor in influencing their recent decisions to invest in
the area. Their proposed investment alone on only three sites will result in over 5,000 new jobs. Confirmation
of the light rail system will unlock additional investment.

2.6 The following developments will create a total of 5,040 new jobs and have been supported by the
NWDA, English Partnerships and Government OYce North West. These developments meet the agencies’
criteria for regeneration to incorporate accessibility by public transport, a key element of which is the
Metrolink extension:

— Ashton Moss: one of the NWDA’s Strategic Sites, Ashton Moss includes the development of a
mixed-use space of 33 hectares with the creation of 3,000 jobs. An additional Metrolink stop on
the site will allow the communities along the corridor to access these employment opportunities
directly.

— Droylsden Canalside Quarter: this mixed use development along the Metrolink corridor has
attracted £10 million of public sector investment and an additional £90 million from the private
sector. The development will provide 30,000 square feet of oYce space, new homes, a hotel and
environmental improvements. The creation of 180 new jobs will be targeted at local residents living
within the Metrolink corridor.

— St Petersfield Development: a 350,000 square foot scheme for oYce, residential and retail use
totalling £50million, situated in Ashton-under-Lyne town centre. At the end of theMetrolink line,
the potential for local residents along the corridor to access the 1,860 new jobs within the
development is immense. The importance of the light rail link can be understood given that
without the full extension of theMetrolink into Ashton-under-Lyne, potential occupiers are likely
to be deterred from locating here as a result of the restricted supply of labour dependent on the
public transport link.

2.7 The areas within Tameside which would be served by the Metrolink are well placed to reap the
significant benefits of the investment and would see a step change in their economic position, particularly
given that they are currently amongst the most deprived in the country.

2.8 Without the proposed Metrolink, there will be real costs to the local economy, both in lost future
investment, and also from funds already invested in preparation for theMetrolink into Ashton-under-Lyne.
Existing expenditure directly related to the physical provision of the Metrolink line includes that on:

— Residential and business acquisition.

— Property demolition in Audenshaw and Droylsden.

— Bridge over M60 for Metrolink onto Ashton Moss.

— New bridge over the railway line.

— St Mary’s Primary School replacement.

— Preparation for the track bed on Ashton Moss.

2.9 Tameside Council, the Local Strategic Partnership and the Tameside Economic Forum (a public/
private partnership) can provide evidence that light rail systems such asMetrolink are attractive to investors
and users. The Council’s investment partners have specifically stated that the likelihood of light rail
proposals being implemented directly influenced their decision to invest significant amounts into Tameside.
Light rail enables easy, clean and eYcient access to employment sites, increasing accessibility for those
without cars, providing a positive image for attracting investment in a modern setting and supplying an
environmentally friendly alternative to dependence on the car.
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2.10 Completion of the Metrolink network will generate over £1billion worth of extra wealth each year
for Greater Manchester. This wealth is calculated to come from increased inward investment, new and
higher value jobs, higher incomes and higher returns on capital through increased property prices and
commodity sales. In Tameside alone £325 million of inward investment is planned or committed, much of
this in Ashton-under-Lyne. Shopping yields in Eccles town centre served by the Phase 2 line increased by
18% in its first year of opening.

Local Pollution and Congestion

2.11 The first phases of Metrolink attracted growing passenger numbers, reaching a peak of 18.6 million
annual trips in 2003–04. This represents approximately 50,000 passengers per day and an increase in
passengers of 144%.

2.12 The shift in mode share on key corridors has been significant during Phase 1 and 2 of the Metrolink
system and it is estimated that on key routes into Manchester City centre, car traYc has reduced by 10% at
peak times. At least 3.8 million car journeys are saved each year through people choosing to use Metrolink.
A study has found that 65% of people using the whole Metrolink network do own a car and that within a
2 mile radius of the line, between 14% and 50% of car journeys to other Metrolink destinations have been
replaced by Metrolink.

2.13 Tameside has had a 30.3% increase in all road traYc since 1997, the highest increase in the UK. The
England average increase for the same period was 9.2%. It is forecast that the introduction of Phase 3
Metrolink to Tameside would save an additional 2 million car journeys per year, reducing emissions of
particulate matter by two thirds per passenger per kilometre of travel.

2.14 The Greater Manchester Air Quality Action Plan identifies alternative modes of transport such as
Metrolink as one of the main tools for improving air quality in the region. It states, “Metrolink is powered
by electricity with no pollution at street level . . . provision of this electricity produces two thirds less
particulates per passenger kilometre of travel compared with using a car”. The “Tameside Local Air Quality
Action Plan” identifies “reduced car travel resulting from the introduction of high quality public transport”
as one of its main impacts for improving air quality.

3. What Light Rail Systems Need to be Successful

3.1 On a strategic level, the success of light rail will depend on the economic drivers for a scheme—both
the direct funding by national and local government, and the economic imperatives that will unlock
investment into the region, thereby supporting the need for a light rail scheme. Central Government needs
to be clear in its guidance to local authorities about its understanding of what constitutes a successful
scheme, along with a cost-benefit ratio to help guide those on the ground about acceptable costs to be
incurred. This would enable planners to assess upfront investment plans against the likelihood of receiving
funding from Government.

3.2 Whilst it is clear that regeneration takes time to come about, and is only achieved through a
combination of factors, commitment to a light rail scheme gives confidence to investors not only that there
is tangible government investment in the area, but also that real and sustainable public transport
infrastructure will be in place.

3.3 The physical link between deprived areas and aZuent or increasingly successful areas, as in the case
of Phase 3 of Metrolink, is also an important strategic lever. This demonstrates whole-region thinking on
the part of local government and enables economic investment to flow throughout a corridor rather than
develop in isolated hot spots without links to one another.

3.4 Light rail schemes also need a clear projection of demand, both from local business, future investors
and residents. Given the high levels of investment in infrastructure and rolling stock, plus the spending
power of those living in deprived areas, light rail schemes have to be very robust in their expectations and
likely “pull” for future passengers. On this basis, light rail proposals need to serve businesses and employees
eVectively and eYciently. They need to be integrated and accessible, and to appeal to car users who would
be unwilling to shift to the bus but would consider light rail.

3.5 On the stakeholder front, it is essential for a local light rail system to gain the general backing of local
agencies, residents and businesses alike. The proposedMetrolink extension intoAshtonwas amajor catalyst
for the decisions by various agencies to fund regeneration programmes and projects within the Borough to
promote the development of sustainable communities. Large-scale funding decisions involving the Single
Regeneration Budget, North West Development Agency, European Regional Development Fund,
European Social Fund, English Partnerships and English Heritage, were made on the robust assumption
that the Metrolink extension into Ashton-under-Lyne will bring economic benefits to local people and
businesses and provide the conditions for sustainable economic growth.
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3.6 For Tameside, this was most evident in the decision to give the area Economic Development Zone
(EDZ) status. One of only 15 EDZs in the North West, the provision of a light rail facility was an essential
element in demonstrating the ability of the area to add to regional competitiveness and lead to a greater
employment content in the economic growth forecast to be achieved. This was also an influential factor in
the designation of part of the EDZ area as aNorthWestDevelopmentAgency strategic site at AshtonMoss.

3.7 The support of the Local Authority and the assistance given to ensure local land issues are resolved
to facilitate the building of the track is a major requirement for any successful line.

3.8 Local consultation with residents and businesses will ensure that local needs are met, for example
increased security such as CCTV on local platforms, which will encourage passengers to use the service in
greater numbers. This point highlights the fact that passengers are keen to understand the details of the
scheme before it is in place, in order to buy into it positively with full knowledge in advance of its
construction.

4. How Effectively is Light Rail Used as Part of an Integrated Transport System

4.1 Light rail is central to the provision of an integrated transport network in Greater Manchester. The
first phases of the Greater Manchester Metrolink system were developed during the 1980s and due to their
success have represented a significant feature of the transportation strategy for Greater Manchester ever
since.

4.2 The transportation policies and strategy set out in the 2001–05 Greater Manchester Authorities
Transport Plan were public transport-led with the aim of: developing an integrated transport system;
improving road safety and accessibility; protecting the environment; and encouraging economic
regeneration.

4.3 The further development of Metrolink beyond the current network including the route to Ashton-
under-Lyne was identified as an essential part of creating an integrated transport network.

4.4 The aim of the Regional Transport Strategy is to reduce the need to travel in the first instance and to
reduce journey distance when travel is necessary. Considerable focus is given to the metropolitan areas
where the best opportunities exist to succeed in this objective. Light rail is critical to this strategy because
it provides a quick, fixed route, free from congestion and, when planned properly, the ability to deliver
passengers to the right locations for work and home.

4.5 The Regional Transport Strategy aims to guide the development of transport investment in the
following ways which are particularly relevant to light rail: develop eVective multi-modal solutions to
transport problems; introduce high quality public transport; develop eYcient transport interchanges;
establish attractive transport corridors; adopt the use of new technology; and provide eYcient transport
interchanges.

4.6 A key strategic objective for the region is to create a rail network providing fast, reliable, and eYcient
opportunities for commuting into large urban areas. It is recognised in the Regional Transport Strategy that
light rail has a role to play in delivering integrated transport in urban areas—particularly if planned as part
of an overall strategy.

4.7 TheMetrolink Phase 3 extension is identified as an “absolutely essential” component of the Strategy
to strengthen the competitive advantage of the city regions within the Northern Way strategy.

5. Barriers to the Development of Light Rail

5.1 As with any large-scale infrastructure project, there are diYculties to be overcome in the planning
process for a new or extended light rail scheme. Tameside has good experience of working through this
process, and has overcome most of the usual obstacles associated with such projects. The most problematic
and insoluble to date has been aVordability, coupled with delays in decision making.

5.2 AVordability appears to be the key barrier in the provision of the Metrolink extension. It is essential
to ensure that the widest possible social benefits are accounted for when deciding on the appropriate level
of investment. For example, the benefits in terms of regeneration and social inclusion in the Greater
Manchester area need to be given a high value given the relative deprivation of the area and the huge benefits
expected to accrue from investment in light rail.

5.3 The Light Rail Transit Association (LRTA) have advised caution in minimising start up costs as this
may often lead to cost cutting and increased costs in the longer term through higher maintenance bills. This
is evidenced by the spiralling maintenance costs associated with the Phase 1 and 2 lines on the Manchester
Metrolink service. In addition, cutting the number of light rail vehicles at the start of the programme is
problematic when the expected increase in capacity at a later date results in higher costs. This is seen in the
current Phase 3 costingswhich include additional trams to copewith the current system being full to capacity
at peak times.
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5.4 Last-minute cuts can also have significant impacts upon the environmental aspects of the scheme in
particular around design standards. In order to achieve the long term success of the new Metrolink routes
it will be essential to ensure that the costings are not reduced unnecessarily without looking at the eVect of
these cuts on the longer term running costs of the scheme.

5.5 It is entirely right that government should make decisions based on value for money, and that
spiralling costs should always come under scrutiny. However, it is unfortunate that systemic processes may
impact on government’s ability to invest in schemes which would provide such enormous benefits to a
deprived region.

5.6 The last main barrier to development to note, is that securing the land along any proposed light rail
route can be a lengthy process. Local Authority support is essential in facilitating this process and in the
case of the extension of Metrolink through Greater East Manchester the majority of the land has now
been secured.

6. The Effect of Different Financing Arrangements (Public/Private) on the Overall Cost of

Light Rail

6.1 We have no specific comment to make on this question.

7. The Practicality of Alternatives to Light Rail, such as Increased Investment in Buses

7.1 The LRTA have identified that in the UK there is a relatively small potential for car users to transfer
to bus use. They state that “if urban traYc congestion is actually to be reduced . . . an increase in bus use
in the order of 500% to 900% is needed over the next 20 years . . . an average annual increase of between
25% and 45%”.31

7.2 There is evidence that in some cities only a step-change in the nature of public transport provision
such as light rail can attract a new generation of public transport users out of their cars and on to public
transport. Phase 1 and 2 Metrolink has seen the tram take a 58% share of journeys made from the areas
covered by stops along the system into the city centre. The train had previously achieved only 17%. At the
same time as this increase inMetrolink usage, the car’s share of these trips fell from 55% to 33% and the bus
from 28% to 9%. It has been estimated that modal shift from car to bus hovers around 4-6% whereas modal
shift from car to light rail, is around 20%. Over 14,500 households are within 800 metres of the proposed
Metrolink stops in Tameside alone and 24,000 homes within 1200 metres.

7.3 Buses are still subject to delay and congestion, whereas light rail can cut journey time considerably
for commuters, and help to free up road space for other vehicle users. Providing more buses only adds to
problems on the roads. Dedicated car users may be reluctant to shift to buses, whilst the precedent set by the
first phases ofMetrolink demonstrates that light rail, if integrated properly, provides a viable and acceptable
alternative for drivers.

7.4 Additionally, the passenger capacity of light rail and the speed of boarding provide a more eYcient
alternative to buses.

8. Concluding Comments

8.1 Light rail as ameans of transport can directly influence transport and economic development in away
that is consistent with local, regional and national transport policy. It has the potential to aid the delivery of
regional, sub-regional and local strategies, objectives and plans.

8.2 The economic development eVects along light rail corridors are significantly reliant upon the presence
of the system. Light rail investment unlocks additional private sector investment and is a catalyst for job
creation.

8.3 In the case of the Manchester to Ashton-under-Lyne service the areas through which the line will
travel are some of themost deprived in the country. Access to the new jobs by residents of these communities
is facilitated by the presence of the light rail system and the investment will produce a one-oV and sustainable
opportunity to resolve many of the social and economic problems aVecting these and similar areas.

8.4 The wider benefits and long term costings must remain central within the appraisal process to fully
understand the true cost of light rail. Short term savings in capital lay-out do not often provide for the most
economically eYcient and sustainable systems.

8.5 At a time when government is promoting greater integration in terms of policy and resource planning
across strategic areas of transport, economic development and housing, Tameside has demonstrated that
light rail systems can make major a significant contribution to the creation of sustainable communities.

March 2005

31 (Light Rail Transit Association submission to the House of Commons Environment, Transport and Regional AVairs
Committee October 1999).
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Supplementary memorandum by Tramtrack Croydon Ltd (LR 16A)

INTEGRATED TRANSPORT: THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS

Tramtrack Croydon Ltd (TCL) provided oral evidence at the above Transport Select Committee inquiry
on Wednesday 9 March 2005. The following are key points that Tramtrack Croydon would like to clarify
to the committee.

— Tramtrack Croydon Ltd is making an operating profit and is the only method of public transport
in London not subject to an operating subsidy.32

— Despite small build over-runs, transferring the risk to the private sector means no additional cost
will be borne by the public or taxpayer—PFI worked.

— TCL business case relied on diversion from buses, car and train. Estimates of passenger numbers
varied between 25 and 28 million based on diVering assumptions. TCL find it astonishing that
more busmiles are being run in the Tramlink area since the contract was let. Many of the increases
are on services, which compete for passengers with Tramlink. Not only are there plentiful buses
on parallel routes but for the first four years after opening the cash and day pass bus fare rates
were between 20% and 30% cheaper than the tram. These had a direct eVect on achieving our
passenger figures forecasts. TfL eventually harmonised fares in early 2004 causing an immediate
increase in patronage in excess of 2 million (12%) giving total passenger journeys of more than
22 million per annum. Tramlink’s view is that restructuring the buses as intended would feed in
excess of 3 million additional passengers onto Tramlink giving a total volume in excess of
25 million. Suggesting that patronage forecasts could be met.

— TCLwelcomes the success of Nottingham’s restructured bus routes. After just one-year patronage
on trams have exceeded expectations.

— Consumers/constituents want integrated transport not competing transport that is wasteful and
expensive. This should be easily achievable in London’s regulated market. TCL does not
understand why TfL subsidises buses to compete with Tramlink and pays TCL compensation for
the abstraction of passengers.

— Trams are the cheapest way to get high volumes of passengers from A to B for journey numbers
in excess of 3,000 per peak hour.

— Further schemes/extensions will be eYcient and attractive to customers if the right conditions are
met. These are:

— Integrated transport system—integrated fares, good interchanges, feeder not competing
buses, park and ride, cycle and walkways.

— Predictable and consistent policy making—no unpredictable risks.

— Transparent and consistent regulation of transport based on partnership (this has not been the
case for Tramlink Croydon).

— A successful integrated and regulated transport environment in London/Croydon can be
replicated across the UK

— TCL do not understand why it has not been consulted at all on Tramlink extensions where the
Concessionaire has extensive experience to share. Extensions can only be achieved with TCL
co-operation.

March 2005

Supplementary memorandum by the Department for Transport (LR 72A)

THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS IN BRITAIN

During my appearance before the Committee on 9 March there were three issues which I said I would
follow up.

Urban Rail Directive

In particular, I talked about the proposed European Urban Rail Directive. As I explained, the
Department is currently producing a response to the EC’s initial consultation on the Directive and will
respond at the end of March. I will provide you with a copy of this response within the next few days.

32 to the best knowledge of TCL.
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Delays in Planning Process

I was asked aboutwhat proportion of the delays in the planning process for light rail schemes were directly
attributable to the Department and I said that I could let the Committee have that information. Annex A
attached provides detail on the handling times in respect of determining applications for Orders under the
Transport and Works Act for each of the four light rail schemes the Department has decided upon.

Use of the Stourbridge Line for Ultra Light Rail

The delay in approving the experimental ultra light rail vehicle to run on the Stourbridge Branch line was
also discussed. In order to be able to operate any trains on the national network, a train operatormust obtain
safety case approval from the Health and Safety Executive (HSE); and agree a track access contract with
Network Rail, approved by the OYce of the Rail Regulator (ORR). This approach may seem unnecessarily
bureaucratic, but the ORR and HSE must work within the constraints of the Railways Act and of safety
requirements. Although these are matters for Network Rail ORR and HSE, it may help if I briefly set the
procedures.

The Railways (Safety Case) Regulations 2000means that all rail operators must prepare a comprehensive
safety case and have it accepted by HSE before being allowed to operate their businesses. The safety case
documents must set out how the rail operators will manage and control the health and safety of their staV

and the public and their contingency plans for dealing with emergencies and other abnormal solutions.

In order to run any trains on the national network, an operator also requires a track access contract with
Network Rail. Under the Railways Act 1993 (the Act), a train operator may only enter into a track access
contract with Network Rail if it has been approved by the ORR. Section 4 of the Act sets out a number of
statutory duties whichORRmust discharge in exercising its functions, including the approval of track access
contracts.

On reflection, and given diVerent circumstances, I agree that it should not have taken four years to agree
trials of the Parry People Mover (PPM) vehicle, but I understand that this has been a learning experience
for all involved. It is important to remember that PPM is a very novel and involves new innovative
technology; and the application of greater pragmatism could have better facilitated this “light” rail
technology into a “heavy” rail setting.

I understand that PreMetroOperations (PMO), who plan to operate the PPM, are currently in discussion
with Network Rail to ensure that PMO’s health and safety management system is suYciently robust to
control the risks arising from the operation of the PPM on the Stourbridge branch line.

I hope that this is helpful.

Tony McNulty
Minister of State

21 March 2005

Annex A

What proportion of delays in the planning process can be directly attributable to DfT?

The Department’s main role in the planning process is in determining applications for Orders under the
Transport andWorksAct (TWA) to authorise guided transport schemes. SinceDfT took over responsibility
for deciding these applications from ODPM in March 2003, we have decided four light rail cases. The
following description of handling times for those cases illustrates clearly our very positive record in meeting
performance targets.

I should mention that the arrangements for a public inquiry are settled between the applicants and the
planning inspectorate, taking account of the need to allow suYcient time for preparatory steps to be taken.
Also, we have no direct control over the length of the inquiry itself or how long the inspector takes to report.
Therefore, as the NAO recognised, the stage at which we have most control is at what we call “the decision
stage”, after the inspector has reported.

Merseytram

Our most recent decision on a light rail scheme was issued just before Christmas, when TWA approval
was given for theMerseytram scheme. From start to finish the application took a total of just over 14months
to decide. Over 10 months of that period was taken up with arranging, preparing for and holding a public
inquiry, and for the Inspector to provide a report.

Following receipt of the inspector’s report, the Department decided this case in less than four months.
This compares to our published decision target (which is non-statutory but nevertheless something we try
hard to meet) of six months. The speed with which the decision was taken was praised publicly by both the
Chairman and the Chief Executive of Merseytravel, the scheme’s promoters.
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Docklands Light Railway Extension to Woolwich

In the case of the DLR extension to Woolwich Arsenal, the application took in total about 20 months to
determine. 16months of that period was taken up with arranging and holding an inquiry (which lasted some
five months) and for the Inspector to report. Following DfT’s receipt of the Inspector’s report, we again
reached a decision within about four months, well within our six month decision target.

Midland Metro Extension

The application to extend the Midland Metro from Wednesbury to Brierley Hill took a total of some 20
months to determine. 14 months of this was spent in arranging and holding an inquiry and for the inspector
to report. Following receipt of the Inspector’s report we identified, exceptionally, a need to clarify with the
parties whether or not certain land required for the scheme was public open space. Because this took over
twomonths, we ended up just missing our six month decision target by a week. Had that issue been resolved
at the inquiry, wewould, again, have decided the application in about fourmonths from receiving the report.

Greater Manchester (Didsbury)

A smaller application we have dealt with sought authority for an additional track on part of a Metrolink
extension that had previously been approved but not implemented. This did not need to be subject to an
inquiry and it was decided from start to finish in just six months. Three months of this was taken up by a
statutory six week objection period and by a similar period during which the applicants negotiated away an
objection.

Improvements in Performance

I hope this makes clear how TWA performance has improved markedly since DfT took over
responsibility for handling these applications. The concerns expressed by the NAO about the times taken
to obtain legal powers need to be viewed in context, as they were reviewing performance since 1992. A
comparison of the times taken on the above cases with earlier ones listed in Figure 12 of the NAO report
shows that they are now being handled much more quickly than previously.

Furthermore, as I said in my evidence to the Committee we are continuing—while of course complying
with human rights and natural justice obligations and the requirements of European Directives—to look
for ways to further improve the TWA procedures. We introduced new inquiries procedure rules last year
and intend to introduce later this year new rules for the making of applications and objections. These will
make the procedures more eYcient and eVective, and we expect them to bring decision times down further.

Supplementary memorandum by Merseytravel (LR 78A)

THE FUTURE OF LIGHT RAIL AND MODERN TRAMS IN BRITAIN

Rectification and Fault Attribution Agreement

Further to giving evidence to the Committee’s Inquiry into Light Rail on Wednesday 9 March on behalf
of Merseytravel, I thought it might assist the Committee to provide a short written briefing note on the
Rectification and Fault Attribution (RAFA) Agreement for Merseytram.

Under the proposed terms of the contractual structure for Merseytram, Merseytravel will enter into
separate contracts with:

— The Concessionaire—responsible for operation and maintenance of the system;

— The Project Manager—responsible for detailed design, supervising construction, systems
integration and programme management;

— The Vehicle Supplier—responsible for providing trams; and

— The Contractor—responsible for construction, services and meeting the programme.

In order to ensure co-operation and co-ordination between these partners, each party will be required to
enter into a Master Agreement. The Master Agreement will, contractually, require each party to integrate
their work into a single fault attribution and financial claims resolution process.

Should any systems faults emerge then all of the parties must work together to remedy the fault under a
quick resolution procedure, before blame is attributed.

Once this problem has been resolved the Master Agreement then enables the partners to settle financial
liability for the fault separately. If, however, agreement between the parties regarding liability cannot be
reached through dialogue, then a further adjudication process can be triggered.
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Merseytravel has elected to proceed using the RAFAAgreement as it ensures that any problems that may
arise during the commissioning or operational phase of the project are fixed at the earliest opportunity
irrespective of fault.

Merseytravel believes that the RAFA Agreement provides a win-win scenario. In addition to protecting
the public interest by ensuring that the contractors’ priority is to first resolve any problems that arise, it also
protects the interests of the private sector by enabling our partners to resolve any financial liabilities to their
satisfaction.

I trust this briefing note assists theCommittee in its Inquiry but please do not hesitate to contactme should
Members require any further information.

Neil Scales
Chief Executive and Director General

15 March 2005
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